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PLATE I.

FOSSIL FRUIT FROM THE LOWER CHALK OF ROCHESTER, KENT.

In the National Collection, British Museum.

S J. Maclvie, F.G.S., del.
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PREFACE.

Few people know the cost, time, toil, trouble, aud determiuatiou

necessary to establish a magazine. This cost, toil, and trouble have

been borne by me, and that too through a period of my life when

of all others I was least able to sustain it. Five volumes com-

pleted, however, show what determination, perseverance, and tena-

city have accomplished, and to what result we have attained. It

is true our price is higher, but may we not fairly ask, Is not our

quality better ? Special scientific periodicals cannot be increased in

circulation like ordinary periodicals by advertisements. There are

but so many geologists, and advertisements do not increase their

number. They may increase the casual sale, but not the permanent

purchasers ; and commercially ' The G-eologist ' must be maintained

remunerative to ensure its permanency. I have two reasons in re-

ferring to this topic at the present time,-^;-^^, to enjoy the grati-

fication I always look forward to at this congenial season of sincerely

thanking my many good friends ; and secondly, that it may be

distinctly known that I take the warmest interest in the profitable

continuance of this Magazine ; the increased success of which will

yield a corresponding benefit to myself as well as to tlie publisher.

Not the least gratifying fact is the good opinion held of this

Magazine abroad. From America, France, Switzerland, Austria,
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Prussia, Italy, and Germany, we have received many complimentary

opinions, but these expressions will be to us only the incentive to do

better work to more richly deserve them, Tor contributions to the

present volume our best thanks must be offered to Sir Eoderick

Murchison, Mr. C. Carter Blake, Mr. Pengelly, Mr. J. Elliott, Mr.

S. P. "Woodward, Mr. Andrew Taylor, Dr. Eubidge, Professor T.

Eupert Jones, Mr. W. Murray, the Eev. S. Lucas, Count Marschall,

Director Haidinger, Professor King, Professor Huxley, Professor

Busk, Professors Dana and Silliman, Mr. Du Noyer, Mr. Guppy,

Mr. Wyatt, Dr. Wilkins, Mr. James Plant, Mr. Bensted, Mr. John

Taylor, Dr. Gibb, Eev. Hugh Mitchell, Professor Ansted, Professor

Harkness, Mr. Charles Moore, Mr. Wynne, Mr. Sorby, Mr. David-

son, Mr. C. B. Eose, Eev. J. Crompton, and Mr. "W. Bollaert.

S. J. MACKIE.
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SOME POSSIL PRUITS EEOM THE CHALK.

We are not ashamed to confess our ignorance when we meet with

anything we do not understand. On the contrary, we regard such

confessions as one of the roads to knowledge ; and we always wished it

to be one of the features of this magazine that matters not under-

stood should be brought before the world in its pages. We set the

example ourselves in the most prominent part of our journal—its

opening pages.

Few things are so little understood as fossil vegetables, and least

of all are fossil fruits.

Some new species from the lower chalk of Eochester have just

Fig. 1.

been added to the national collection in the British INluseum, and

we lay our drawings of them before our readei's with the frank
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2 THE GEOLOGIST.

admission that we do not know what they are, and we ask as frankly

for information or suggestions.

Some indeed, such as the coffee-like berries, fig-like fruits, and

nipadites of the London Clay, carry in themselves the palpable

evidence of the classes to which they belong ; but there are many
specimens from other rocks remaining undescribed in many a col-

lector's cabinet from the want of the ability to give anything like

a reasonable suggestion as to what they were, and often, indeed,

from the sheer incapacity to assign to them even any probable

affinities.

And there they will lie and rot, possibly, if their owners are not

bold enough to confess their ignorance and ask for information. For

them our pages offer a means of inquiry which they do not possess

for us. Anonymously they can ask theii- questions ; openly we must

ask ours. These chalk fruits puzzle us, we confess it. Not because

we could not soon find some fruits like them in outward form and

shape, but because we really do not understand their mode of pre-

servation. Any one can see from our drawings (Plate I., and wood-

cut, fig. 1) that, flattened as they now are, such flattening is due

to pressure in the substance of the rock, and that originally they

were round in form. As they are preserved, they are roundish lumps

of chalk enveloped in a dark brown oehreous skin.

A superficial observer might look upon this oehreous skin as the

real rind of the fruit, but these fruit-masses are perforated by large

teredines (see woodcut, fig. 1), as if the central part of the fruit had

been of a solid nut-like character, such as we see in the vegetable

ivory.

And yet, if this were so,—and teredines bore we know only in hard

substances,—how is it that the central solid part has all rotted away,

and its place been supplanted with the same soft calcareous chalk as

the stratum in which the fossils were imbedded, while the more tender

skin only is preserved ?

In the same beds of chalk with the fruits, there are not uncommonly

to be met with fragments of fossil wood, reduced likewise to thin

skiu-like oehreous layers, and bored too, through and through, by

teredos. These not only show the rotting away of the solid fibrous

wood, but also its reduction to the film-like state in which we see

it spread on the surface of the chalk. But these wood-fragments

might have lain on the still, slowly accumulating surface of the

cretaceous ocean-bottom, and have rotted down to their last pellicle

in the ponderous lapse of time. Not so the fruits : they, if solid,
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liave been hollowed out to their shells and then Jtlled in. Whether

these fruits and other vegetable remains in the chalk be so rare as

has been thought, I somewhat doubt. I have myself collected frag-

ments of fossils from the lower chalk of Dover and of Maidstone,

which I believe, since I have seen these specimens, to have been fruits

like them—and some few of these I think are still in the Folkestone

collection—but in all cases the specimens seem to have suffered much

decomposition from long-continued immersion before they were com-

pletely imbedded.

Here then, at the very outset, we are met with a difficulty which

must be surmovmted before we can compare with any usefulness these

relics of the arboi'escent vegetation of the far-distant Cretaceous age

with the fruits of any living class of trees. There are some in the

botanical collection in Kew Gardens which present many points of

similarity, but we should by no means be inclined to say of identity.

The greatest mischief to fossil botany has arisen from the fact that

many, if not most of our fossil species, have been named and described

bv men who were not botanists ; and as so little is known of the vese-

table remains preserved in the English chalk, we refrain from giving,

and should hesitate long before we assigned, botanical characters to

any new form from that formation, especially when so vaguely pre-

served as those before us.

We would however suggest that the film-like character of the

ochreous envelopes of these fossils may be thus explained :— Sup-
posing the fruits to have been solid nuts contained in a husk like the

nipadites,—and in the cases of the British Museum there are fine spe-

cimens of nipadites from the middle eocene of Brussels, well riddled

with teredines ; the same is well known to be the case with the

nipadites and other nut-like fruits of the London clay,—while the

nuts were in the earliest stage of decay, a film of sulphuret of iron

was deposited in the empty interspace between the nut and its outer

husk, forming thus, when solidified, a tliin metallic paper-like pellicle

or case, having on its interior surface the impression of the exterior

surface of the kernel, and on its exterior surface that of the interior

of the husk. The fruit and husk might both then wholly decay away
and leave this metallic shell to be imbedded and filled in by the na-

tural deposition of the cretaceous mud. Thus it will be desirable in

searching for further specimens to look carefully for, and to preserve

any fragments of real wood or black charcoal, however small, which
may be attached to the inside or outside of the ochreous film, as in

these fragments we might get some traces of structure to aid us.
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That sometliing like this has taken place seems indicated by the

film-like character of such specimens of wood as those we have

referred to, in which cases the sulphuret of iron was probably de-

posited in the fine parting between the wood and the bark. More-

over, the casts of the teredo-holes are covered over with the same

film of red oxide of iron, which has resulted from the decomposition

at a subsequent period of the sulphuret.

Although we attempt not then to determine their family or genera,

we are not doing bad seivice to science in drawing attention to these

fossil cretaceous fruits. The very knowledge of their existence will

stimulate other observers to seek for more illustrative examples.

"What one is defective in, another may possess, and so from one to

the other we may gain a general knowledge of the whole organism

long before any perfect specimen has been brought to light.

In the present case we submit our plates and figures of these

fruits, and leave the honour of naming them open to him who can

really tell us What they are.

ON THE INAPPLICABILITY OF THE NEW TERM
"DYAS" TO THE "PERMIAN" GROUP OF ROCKS,
AS PROPOSED BY DR. GEINITZ.

COMMUNICATED BY

Sir Roderick Impet Murchison, F.R.S., D.C.L., LL.D., etc.,

Director- General of the Geological Survey of Britain.

In the year 1859, M. Marcou proposed to substitute the word
"Dyas" for " Permian," and summed up his views by saying that he

regarded " the New Red Sandstone, comprising the Dyas and Trias,

as a great geologic period, equal in time and space to the Palaeozoic

epoch or the Greyvvacke (Silurian and Devonian), the Carboniferous

(Mountain-limestone and Coal), the Mesozoic (Jurassic and Creta-

ceous), tlie Tertiary (Eocene, Miocene, and Pliocene), and the recent

deposits (Quaternary and later)" ! !
*

As that author, who had not been in Russia, criticized the labours

and inductions of my associates De Verneuil and Von Keyserling, and
myself, in having proposed t1ie word " Permian" for tracts in which
he surmised that we had commingled with our Permian deposits

much red rock of the age of the Trias, I briefly defended the views

* See ' Dyas et Trias de Marcoii,' Bibliotlieqiie Universelle de Geneve, 1859.
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I bad further sustained by personal examination of tbe rocks of

Permian age in various otber countries of Europe.*

It was, indeed, evident that M. Marcou's proposed union of tbe so-

called Dyas and Trias in one natural group could not for a moment
be maintained, since tbere is no conclusion on wbicb geologists and

])ala?ontologists are more agreed, tban tbat tbe series composed of

Eotb-liegende, Kupfer-Scbiefer, Zecbstein, etc., forms tbe uppermost

Palaeozoic group, and is entirely distinct in all its fossils, animal and

vegetable, from the overlying Trias, which forms the true base of the

Mesozoic or Secondary rocks.

Owing to such a manifest confusion respecting tbe true palseouto-

logical value of the proposed " Dyas," we should probably never have

heard more of the word, bad not my distinguished friend, Dr. Geinitz,

of Dresden, recently issued the first volume of his valuable palse-

ontological work, entitled ' Dyas, oder die Zechstein-Formation und
das Kothliegende.'t In borrowing the term "Dyas" from Marcou,
Dr. Gein";tz shows, however, that that author had been entirely mis-

taken in grouping the deposits so named with the Trias or the Lower
Secondary rocks, and necessarily agrees with me in considering the

group to be of Palaeozoic age.

As there is no one of my younger contemporaries for whom I have
a greater respect as a man of science, or more regard as a friend,

than Dr. Geinitz, it is painful, in vindicating the propriety and use-

fulness of the word " Permian," to be under the necessity of pointing
out the misuse and inapplicability of the word " Dyas."
The term " Permian" was proposed twenty years ago for the

adoption of geologists, without any reference whatever to tbe litho-

logical or mineral divisions of the group ; for I well knew tliat a cer-

tain order of mineral succession of this group prevailed in one tract,

which could not be followed out in another. After surveys, during
the summers of 1840 and 1841, of extensive regions in Eussia in

Europe, in which fossil shells of the age of tbe Zecbstein of Germany,
and the Magnesian Limestone of England, were found to occur in

several courses of limestone, interpolated in one great series of red
sandstones, marls, pebble-beds, copper-ores, gypsum, etc., and seeing
that these varied strata occupied an infinitely larger superficial area
than their equivalents in Germany and other parts of Europe, I sug-
gested to my associates, when we were at Moscow in October, 1851,
that we should employ the term " Permian," as derived from the vast

government of that name, over which and sevei'al adjacent govern-
ments we had traced these deposits.

In a letter addressed to the late venerable Dr. Fischer von "Wald-
heim, then the leading naturalist of Moscow, I therefore proposed
the term " Permian,";]; to represeiit by one unambiguous geographical

* See ' American Journal of Science and Arts,' 2nd ser. vol. xxviii. p. 256,

—

the work of M. Marcou having attracted more attention in America than in

England.

t Leipzig, 1861.

X SeeLeonhard's * Jahrhuch' of 1842, p. 92 ; and tlio 'Philosophical Magazine,'
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term a varied mineral group, which neither in Germany nor else-

where had then received one collective name* adopted by geolo-

gists, albeit it was cliaracterized by one typical group only of animal

and vegetable remains. As the subdivisions of tliis group in Grer-

many consisted, in ascending order, of Rothliegende, with its over-

lying strata of. Weissliegende, Kupfer-Seliiefer, and Lower and Up-
per Zechstein, and in England of Lower E,ed Sandstone and Mague-
sian Limestone, with otlier accompanying sands, marls, etc., so well

described by Sedgwick,t the name of " Permian"—purposely de-

signed to comprehend these various strata—was readily adopted, and
has since been generally used. Even Geinitz himself, as well as his

associate Gutbier, published a work under the name of the ' Per-

mische System in Sachsen.';]; Naumann has also used the term in

reference to the group in other parts of Saxony ; whilst Goppert has

clearly shown that the rich Permian Flora is peculiar and charac-

teristic of this supra-carboniferous deposit. In England, France,

and America no other term in reference to this group has been used
for the last fifteen years.

The chief reason assigned by Geinitz for the substitution of the

word " Dyas " is, that in parts of Germany the group is divided into

two essential parts only—the Rothliegende below, and the Zech-

stein above, the latter being separated abruptly from all overlying

deposits.

]N'ow, not doubting that this arrangement suits certain localities,

I affirm that it is entirely inapplicable to many other tracts. For,

in other regions besides Russia, the sei'ies of sands, pebbles, marls,

gypseous, cupriferous, and calcareous deposits form but one great

series. Li short, the Permian deposits are for ever varying. Thus,

in one district they constitute a Monas only, in others a Di/as, in a

third a Trias, and in a fourth a Tetras.^

In this way many of the natural sections of the north of Germany
difter essentially from those of Saxony; whilst those of Silesia differ

still more from each other in their mineral subdivisions, as explained

vol. xix. p. 418, " Sketch of some of the Principal Eesults of a Geological Survey
of Russia."

* It is true that the term Peneen was formerly proposed by my eminent
friend, M. d'Omalius d'Halloy ; but as that name, meaning uterile, was taken
from an insulated mass of conglomerate near Malmcdy in Belgimn, in which
nothmg organic was ever discovei'ed, it was manifest that it could not be con-

tinued in use as applied to a group which was rich in animal and vegetable pro-

ductions.

t Trans. Geol. Soc. London, New Series, vol. iii. p. 37.

X I may here note that the great Damuda formation of Bengal, with its fossil

Flora and animal remains, including Saurians and Labyrinthodonts, described by
Professor Huxley, has recently been referred (at least provisionally) to the Per-
mian age, by Dr. Oldham, the Superintendent of the Geological Survey of India.

In fact. Dr. Oldham actually cites the plant Tmniopteris, of the " Permian beds

of Geinitz and Gulhier in Saxony" in justification of his ophiion. See ' Memoirs
of the Geological Sui-vey of India,' vol. iii. p. 204.

§ See 'Siluria,' 2nd edit., 1859, and 'Russia in Europe and the Ural Moun-
tains,' 18 i5.
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in ' Siluria,' 2nd edition, particularly at p. 342. Near the northern

extremity of the Tliiiringerwald, for example, and especially in the

environs of Eisenach, an enormous thickness of the Eothliegende,

in itself exhibiting at least two great and distinct parts, is surmounted

by the Zechstein, thus being even so far tripartite, whilst the Zech-

stein is seen to pass upwards to the east of the town, by nodular

limestones, into greenish and red sandy marl and shale, the " Lower
Banter Schiefer" of the German geologists. The same ascending

order is seen around the copper-miuing tract near Eeichelsdorf, as well

as in numerous sections on the banks of the Fulda, between Rotheburg

and Altmorschen, where the Zechstein crops out as a calcareous band

in the middle of escarpments of red, white, and green sandstone.*

But in showing that in many parts of Germany, as well as in

England, the Zechstein lias a natural, conformable, and unbroken
cover of red rock, I never proposed to abstract from the Trias any

portion of the Bunter Sandsteiu or true base of the gi'oup, as re-

lated to the Muschelkalk by natural connection or by fossils. I

simply classed as Permian a peculiar thin red band (Bunter Schiefer),

into which I have in many localities traced an upward passage from

the Zechstein, aud in which no triassic shell or plant has ever been
detected.

On my own part, I long ago expressed my dislike to the term
Trias ; for, in common with many practical geologists who had sur-

veyed various countries where that group abounds, I knew that in

numerous tracts the deposits of this age are frequently not divisible

into three parts. In central Germany, where the jMuschelkalk forms
the central band of the group, with its subjacent Bunter Sandstein
and tlie overlying Keuper, the name was indeed well used by Al-
berti, who first proposed it; but when the same group is followed to

the west, the lower of the thi'ee divisions, even in Germany, is seen
to expand into two bands, wliich are laid down as separate depo-
sits on the geological maps of Ludwig and other authors. In these

countries, therefore, the Trias of Alberti's tract has already become
a Tetras. In Britain it parts entirely with its central or calcareous

band, the Muschelkalk, and is no longer a Trias ; but, consisting

simplv of Bunter Sandstein below, and Keuper above, it is therefore

a Dyas ; though here again the Geological Surveyors have divided

the group into four and even into five parts, as the group is laid

down upon the map—No. 62, ' Geographical Survey of Great Britain.'

The order of succession in the Permian group all along the western
side of the Pennine chain or geographical axis of England proves

the impossibility of applying to it the word "Dyas;" for over wide

* On two occasions (1853-4) Professor Morris accompanied me, and traced with

me these relations of the strata ; su))seq\iently, when Mr. Rupert Jones (1857) was
my companion, we saw other sections cknirly exhibiting tliis upward transition

which I have described. Since then. Professor Ramsay, when at Eisenacli, con-

vinced himself of the accuracy of the fiict that the Zechstein passes up conform-
ably into an ovei-lying red cover. My note-books contains many additional

evidences, which I have not thought it necessary to repeat.
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areas in Shropshire and Staffordshire it is one great red arenaceous

series, with a few subordinate courses of calcareous conglomerate.

Tollowing it to the north, Mr. Binney has demonstrated that the

fossils of the Zechstein show themselves in the heart of red marls

which occupy on the whole a superior part of such a red series ; and
in tracing these rocks northwards he has demonstrated that there

are, besides, two great underlying masses, first of conglomerates and
breccias, and next of soft red sandstones, the latter attaining, as he

believes, a thickness of not less than 2000 feet. Here then the Per-

mian may be considered a Trias. Professor Harkness, in a memoir he

is preparing, estimates the thickness of these Lower Sandstones and
conglomerates to the N.E. of AVest Ormside, in Cumberland, at 4000
to 5000 feet, and shows that they are surmounted by marl-slates

bearing plants, thin-bedded red sandstone, grey shale, and sandstone

and limestone, the latter— the representative of the Magnesiau
Limestone—being covered by red argillaceous shale.* Now in all

these cases the Permian is a series divisible into three or more parts.

But when we follow the same group into Scotland, it there parts with

its calcareous feature, and, becoming one red sandstone of vast thick-

ness, is again a Monas.
I have entered into this explanation because my friend Dr. Gei-

nitz has seized upon one illustration in my work ' Siluria ' which
shows that in certain tracts, where the Zechstein or Magnesiau
Limestone is subordinate to an enveloping series of sandstones, the

Permian of my classification is there as much a tripartite Palaeozoic

group as the Trias of Central Grermany is a triple formation of Meso-
zoic age. Unless, therefore, the data to which my associates and
self have appealed, in the work on ' Eussia and the Ural Mountains,'

and which I have further developed in Memoirs read before the

Geological Society, and in my two editions of ' Siluria,' be shown to

be inaccurate, I hold to the opinion that there are tracts in which
the Zechstein is simply a fossiliferous zone in a great sandstone

series, to which no division by numerals can be logically applied.

Even if I do not appeal to the natural evidences in England, Eussia,

and parts of Germany, but refer to those tracts where the Zechstein

or Magnesiau Limestone has no natural red cover, I may well ask,

does not the word " Permian," in tiie sense in which it was origi-

nally adopted, serve for every tract w'herein the uppermost palseo-

zoic fossil animals and plants are found, whether the strata of which
the group is composed form, as in Eussia and Silesia, one great series

of alternations of plant-bearing sandstones and marls in parts con-

taining bands of fossiliferous limestone, or whether, as in other

tracts, the Zechstein stands alone (as near Saalfeld), or in others,

again, where the group is tripartite, and even quadripartite ? Quite

* The red clay or argillaceous sliale which covers the limestone is surmoiinted
at Hilton, in Cumberland, by five hundred feet of red sandstone, which, though
jK-rlectly conformable to the subjacent Permian rocks, he considers to belong to the

liunter Sandstem of the Trias. Here, then, as in Germany, the limestone may
have a red cover, and yet the Bunter Sandstein be intact.
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irrespective, however, of the question of whether there are or are not

localities in Germany where the Zeehstein passes upwards into a red

rock, which forms no true part of the Banter Sandstein of the Trias,

we have only to look to the environs of Dresden, oii the one hand,

and to Lower Silesia on the other, to see the inapplicability of the

word " Dyas " to this group.

Near the capital of Saxony, Dr. Geinitz himself pointed out to

me that the Kothliegende is there divided into two very dissimilar

parts ; and these, if added to the limestone which is there inter-

polated, or to the true Zeehstein of other places, constitute a Trias.

Again, Beyrich, in his Map of Lower Silesia,* has divided the vast

Kothliegende of those mountains into Lower and Tapper, the two
embracing eic/ht subdivisions according to that author.

In repeating, then, that the word " Permian" was not originally

proposed with the view of afSxing to this natural group any number
of component parts, but simply as a convenient sliort term to define

the Uppermost Palaeozoic group, I refer all geologists to the very

words I used in the year 1841, when the name was first suggested.

In speaking of the structure of Kussia, I thus wrote:—"The Car-

boniferous system is surmounted to the east of the Volga by a vast

series of beds of marls, schists, limestones, sandstones, and conglo-

merates, to which I propose to give the name of ' Permian System,'

because, although this series represents as a ichole the Lower New
Red Sandstone (Rothe-todte-liegende) and the Magnesian Limestone
or Zeehstein, yet it cannot be classed exactly, whether by the suc-

cession of the strata or their contents, with either of the German or

British subdivisions of this age."t
After pointing to the governments of Eussia over w"hich such

Permian rooks ranged, I added :
—

" Of the fossils of this system,

some undescribed species of Product i might seem to connect the

Permian with the Carboniferous era ; and other shells, together with

fislies and saurians, link it more closely to the period of the Zeeh-
stein, whilst its peculiar plants appear to constitute a Flora of a

type intermediate between the epochs of the New Eed Sandstone or

Trias and tlie Coal-measures. Hence it is that I have ventured to

consider this series an worthy of being regarded as a system." J
In subsequent years, having personally examined this group in

the typical tracts of Germany as well as of Britain, I felt moi*e than
ever assured that, from the great local variations of mineral succes-

sion of the group, the word " Permian," which might apply to any
number of mineral subdivisions, was the most comprehensive and
best term which could be used, the more so as it was in harmony
with the principle on which the term Silurian had been adopted.

Apart from the question of the substitution of the new word

* See also 'Siluria, ' 2nd edit. p. 313,

t Phil. Mag. xix. p. 419.

X In my last edition of ' Siluria' I bare spoken of the Permian as the upper-

most PuliBozoic (/roup, but have not deemed it a system by comparison with the

vast deposits of Carboniferous, Deronian, and Silurian age.

VOL. V. C
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" Dyas" for the older name "Permian," I take this opportunity of

expressing my regret tliat some German geologists are returning to

the use of the term " Grauwacke Formation," as if years of hard

labour had not been successfully bestowed in elaborating and esta-

blishing the different Palaeozoic groups, all of which, even including

the Lower Carboniferous deposits, were formerly confusedly grouped
under the one lithological term of the " Grauwacke Formation."

Kespecting as I do the labours of the German geologists who
have distinguished themselves in describing the order of the strata

and the fossil contents of the group under consideration, I claim no
other merit on this point for my colleagues De Verneuil and Von
Keyserling, and myself, than that of having propounded twenty
years ago the name of " Permian" to embrace in one natural series

those sub-formations for wliicli no collective name had been adopted.

Independently therefore of the reasons above given, which show the

inapplicability of the word " Dyas," I trust that, in accordance with
those rules of priority which guide naturalists, the word " Permian"
will be maintained in geological classification.

London : Belgrave Squai-e.

Not. 30, 1861.

THE GEOLOGICAL AND CHEONOLOGICAL DISTEI-
BUTION OF THE DEVONIAN FOSSILS OF DEVON
AND CORNWALL.

By W. Pengellt, F.G.S.

The limestones, slates, and associated sandstones of North and
South Devon and Cornwall have, as is well known, caused much
perplexity as to their real place in the chronological series of the

geologist. Thanks, however, to the labours of Professor Sedgwick,
Sir li. I. Murchison, JNIr. Lonsdale, and others, the problem is now
generally admitted to be solved ; the rocks in question are the re-

presentatives or equivalents of the Old Eed Sandstone of Scotland

and elsewhere ; they belong to what is known as the Devoinan age
of the world. Some little difficulty, however, exists—or rather once
existed—in the way of the full acceptance of this chronology. The
rocks of Devonshire are crowded with the remains of invertebrate
animals, especially shells, corals, and sponges ; whilst the supposed
contemporary deposits in Scotland and the adjacent islets are so

rich in fossil fish that, in the language of the late Hugh Miller,
" Orkney, were the trade once opened up, could supply with ich-

thyolites, by the ton and the shipload, the museums of the world."*
But the fossils characteristic of either of these districts are not found
iu the other; there are no organic links connecting the two localities,

* ' Footprints of the Creator,' p. 2,
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Scotland does not yield the mollusks or zoophytes of Devonshire,

nor is there recorded in the latter district more than the faintest

trace of the ichthyolitic wealth of the North. Though this fact may
still have difficulties connected with it, they have ceased to be
chronological, for iSir R. 1. Murchisou tells us " that the same fossil

fishes, of species well known in the middle and upper poi'tions of the

Old Jied of Scotland, and which in large tracts of Russia lie alone

in sandstone, are in many other places found intermixed, in the

same bed, with those shells that characterize the group in its slaty

and calcareous form in Devonshire, the Rhenish country, and the

Boulonuais. This phenomenon, first brought to light in the work
on Russia, by myself and colleagues, demonstrates more than any
other the identity of deposits of this age, so different in lithologicaL

aspect, in Devonshire on the one hand, and central England and
Scotland on the other. The fact of this intermixture completely

puts an end to all dispute respecting the identification of the central

and upper masses at least of the Old Red of Scotland with the cal-

careous deposits of Devonshire and the Eifel."*

In a paper "On the Slate Rocks of Devon and Cornwall," read

before the Geological Society of London in 1851, Professor Sedgwick
stated his views respecting the division of these rocks into three

groups, as follows :

—

" The first and oldest of these groups may be conveniently called

the Plymouth group, using these words in an extended sense, so as

to include all the limestones of South Devon, and the red sandstones

superior to the Plymouth limestones. The equivalent to this group
in North Devon includes, I think, the Ilfracombe and Lintou lime-

stones, as well as the red sandstones of the north coast.
" The second group includes the slates expanded from Dartmouth

to the metamorphic group of Start Point and Bolt Head, and is, so

far as I know, without fossils; it may be called the Dartmouth group,

and its equivalent in North Devon is found in the slates of Morte
Bay, which end with beds of purple and greenish sand-rock and
coarse greywacke. It ranges nearly east and west across the

county.
" The third group is not, I think, found in South Devon ; but in

North Devon it is well defined, commencing on a base line of sand-

stone beds, which range nearly east and west from Baggy Point (on

the western coast) to Marwood (which is a few miles north of Barn-
staple), and thence towards the eastern side of the county. This

group is continued in ascending order to the slates on the north

shore of Barnstaple Bay; but its very highest beds are seen on the

south shore of the bay, dipping under the base of the culm measures.
" The equivalent of this third and highest Devonian group is found

to the south of the great culm-trough, in a group, near the top of

which appear the limestone-bands and fossiliferous slates of Pether-

wiu. It may be called the Barnstaple or Petherwin group^^

* ' SiJuria,' 3rd edition, p. 382.

t Quarterly Journal Geol. Soc. vol. viii. p. 3.
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Professor Sedgwick, in ibe same paper, recognizes the Plymouth

group in the shites of Looe, Polperro, and Fowey, in Cornwall.*

Accepting, at least provisionally, this chronology, we have, when
considered chronologically as well as geograpliically, what, as a mat-

ter of convenience, may be called five fossiliferous areas ; namely, a

deposit of the age of the Plymouth group in each of the districts,

South Devon, North Devon, and Cornwall ; and one of the Barn-

staple age in each of the two latter. To avoid repetition, they will

be spoken of throughout this paper as Lower South Devon, Lower
North Deoon, Lower Cornwall, Upper North Devoti, and Upper

Cornwall. The terms "Upper" and "Lower" are to be understood

as applied relatively to the rocks of Devon and Cornwall only, and
not as embodying or implying any opinion respecting the co-ordina-

tion of these rocks with deposits of the Devonian age elsewhere.

Had existing materials warranted, it would have been desirable to

have made a further division, namely, one having reference to the

mineral character of the deposits, as well as to time and place; for it

is certain, as might have been expected, that in the same area some
fossils are peculiar to the argillaceous beds, and others are found

only in the calcareous strata; thus, for example, I learn from Mr.
Godwin-Austen that he has found the remarkable coral Pleuro-

dictyum jjroblematiciwi in the slates, but not in the limestones, at

Ogwell, in South Devon. My own experience is in harmony with

this. 1 have found specimens of the same fossil in the slates at Tor-

quay, and hundreds of them occur in rocks of the same character at

Looe, in Cornwall, but not a trace of it in limestone anywhere.

The two species of sponges belonging to the genus Steganodictyum

of Professor M'Coy occur in the slates along the entire coast of

Cornwall, from Fowey Harbour to the Kame Head ; at Bedruthen
Steps in the north of the same county ; and at Mudstone Bay, near

Brixham, in South Devon ; but have never been met with in cal-

careous strata. At present, however, it would be premature to at-

tempt a division of this kind.

My present object is to give some account of the amount and
character of the Devonian population of the five areas as above
defined, when the census was last taken. The inquiry as to cha-

racter goes no further than to ascertain to what extent they were a

migratory or colonizing race.

Having spent a considerable portion of the leisure I have been
able to command during the last twenty years in collecting and
studying the fossils of the districts under consideration, especially

along the entire line of coast extending from Polperro in Cornwall
to Torbay in Devonshire, and also at South Petherwiu, I have natu-
rally been led to pay some attention to their distribution in time
and space ; and several concurring circumstances have recently

brought the subjects more prominently before me. Amongst other
things I may mention a passage in the recent addi-ess of Professor

* Quarterly Journal Gcol. Soc. vol. viii. p. 14.
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Phillips, as President of the Geological Society of London, and also

one in Professor Haughton's Appendix to the ' Voyage of the Fox
in the Arctic !Seas.' Professor Phillips, when discussing the influ-

ence of ancient currents of the sea, remarks that " only a small pro-

portion of the fossils of !North Devon occur in South Devon;"* and
Professor Haughton says, "I do not believe in the lapse of along
interval of time between the Silurian and Carboniferous deposits,

—

in fact in a Devonian period.
" The same blending of corals has been found in Ireland, the Bas

Boulonnais, and in Devonshire, where Silurian and Carboniferous

forms are of common occurrence in the same localities."t
It should be remembered that the statement with which we have

here to deal is, " that the blending of Silurian and Carboniferous
concls" (the word is not fossils) " is of common occurrence in Devon-
shire."

I have consulted such registers as I have been able to command,
and have thrown so much of their contents as bear on the questions

before us in the following tabular form ; for which, of course, no
higher value is claimed than attaches to the original documents.
The materials have been mainly derived from Professor JMorris's

' Catalogue of British Fossils,' published in 1854, in which are

embodied the results of the labours of Mr. Lonsdale, Professors

Phillips and M'Coy, and Messrs. Edwards and Haime. The liberties

taken with the ' Catalogue ' have been but few; such, for example, as

the removal of the Devonian Siroinafojjores from the class Zoophyta
to Amorphozoa, Sphceronites tessellatus from Echinodermata also to

Amorphozoa, and the addition of a few localities to those already
registered.

I have great pleasure in acknowledging the prompt and kind assist-

ance of Mr. Salter, of the Geological Museum, Jermyn Street, Lon-
don, in certain matters on which 1 consulted him.

Every geologist is, of course, aware of the numerous and elaborate
tables and ratios introduced by Professor Phillips in his ' PalaBozoic

Fossils of Devon and Cornwall,' when discussing questions akin to
those under consideration. In the preparation of this paper the
author has in no way made use of the valuable data these tables

contain.

It appears from the three left-hand columns of figures, headed
"Totals," Table I., that, taken together, the five areas have yielded
three hundred and torty-seven species, belonging to ninety-seven
genera and forty-nine families, of nine classes of animals; namely,
three classes of the sub-kingdom liadiata, one of Articulata, and five

of Mollusca; hence fifteen of tiie twenty-four classes into which the
existing animal kingdom is commonly divided are totally unrepre-
sented in the series, as is the entire vegetable kingdom also. It

may be as well to state here that, in conformity with Morris's

* Quarterly Journal Geol. Soc. vol. xvi. p. xl.

t ' Voyage of the Fox,' Appendix No. iv. p. 387.
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' Catalogue,' the Heteropodous Mollusca are, in Table I., included in

the class Gasteropoda.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the fossils of Devon and
Cornwall do not fully represent the organisms of the Devonian age,

as seven other classes— Pisces, Pteropoda, Cirrepedia, and Annelida,

amongst animals, and Cellulares, Monocotyledones, and Polycotyle-

dones amongst plants—have been found in rocks of this age else-

-where ; and of these the two first and the fifth have been met with

in other British localities. The reptiles Steganolepis and Telerpeton,

of the Elgin Sandstone, are not enumerated here, as some doubt

attaclies to the question of their chronology, if indeed they are not

certainly Triassic. The single articulated class, Crustacea, is by no
means rich in any way ; with one exception, all its genera are Tri-

lobites, and commonly contain but one species each. The most
important class numerically is Brachiopoda, to which one hundred
and eight species belong, that is, thirty-one per cent, of the entire

series. The families and genera of Cephalopoda are richer in species

than those of any other class, averaging sixteen for each family, and
ten for each genus.

The most striking fact in this connection is the specific abundance
of Brachiopoda and Cephalopoda, and the paucity of the classes

Lamellibranchiata and Gasteropoda, as compared with the numerical

rank of the same classes in the existing Fauna. This fact will,

perhaps, be most strikingly exhibited by the following table, which
has been thus computed : in the left-hand column the aggregate

number of the species of fossil mollusca found in Devon and Corn-
wall has been put = one thousand, and the numbers belonging to

each class computed to this ; the right-hand column has been formed
on the same principle, and is based on the data given by Forbes and
Hanley in their ' History of British Mollusca.'

TABLE II.

Devonian Mollusca of
Devon and
Cornwall.

Existing British
Mollusca.

Bryozoa 42
410-5

186

179
182-5

72
15-5

359-5

521-5

31-5

Brachiopoda

Lamellibranchiata

Cephalopoda

1,000 1,000

It appears, then, that within existing British seas the Lumelli-

branelnates are about twenty-four times more numerous specifically,

than the Brachiopods, whilst within, what may be called, the same
area, the latter were to the former, during the Devonian period,
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somewhat more than as two to one ; that is, they were then fifty

times more abundant than at present in comparison with the other

great class of Acephala. In like manner it is seen that, relatively to

the Gasteropoda, the Cephalopoda were, in this early age of our

planet, seventeen times more numerous than now. It may be added

that, within the district under notice, the registered species of

Devonian Brachiopoda ahsolutelt/, and in a high ratio, exceed those

belonging to the same classes within existing British seas ; and the

fact is the same for the world at large.

The five columns of Table I., headed " Peculiar to," and distin-

guished by the initials of the five areas respectively, show the number
of fossil species which, so far as England is concerned, are peculiar

to each ; from which it appears that the fossils of Devon and Corn-

wall have a very limited and unequal distribution. Two hundred
and ninety-seven species, that is, eiglity-five per cent, of the whole,

are peculiar to one or other of the areas, whilst no more than fifty

species, or scarcely fifteen per cent, of the entire series, are distri-

buted amongst them. Lower South Devon monopolizes no fewer

than one hundred and ninety-one species in this way, or, in other

words, fully sixty-four per cent, of the two hundred and ninety-seven,

species thus limited, or fifty-five per cent, of all the known Devo-
nians of the two counties are restricted to this single area. Lower
North Devon, on the other hand, appears to be equally remarkable

for its fossil poverty.

It is unnecessary to say that five areas taken two, three, four, and
five together are capable of making twenty-six diflferent combinations,

namely, ten two together, ten three together, five four together, and
one five together. The ten combinations, however, headed " Common
to," in Table I., are all that are required to show tlie distribution of

the fifty species not confined to one single area. Not a single species

of this ancient Fauna is common to the five areas, and only one, the

coral (Jyathophjjllum ceUlcum, is found in each of four of them. The
well-known coral Favosites cervicornis is the only fossil found in each

of the three contemporary deposits of Lower South and North Devon
and Cornwall. Of two areas only, Upper North Devon and Upper
Cornwall have the greatest, and Lower South Devon and Lower
Cornwall the least, number in common ; in the former a total of

seventeen, and in the latter of eight species only. Dissimilar as are

the organic distributions in these two pairs of areas, they are pro-

bably just what might have been expected. In each pair the two
areas are pretty closely connected geographically, and are supposed
to be contemporary, as their names imply ; but in the former the

mineral character is much the same in each area, and we have a
greater organic similarity than ordinary ; in the latter the deposits

are very unlike—Lower South Devon being rich in limestone as well

as slate, whilst in Lower Cornwall the fossiliferous beds are all but
exclusively argillaceous—and there are very few organic remains in

common ; a marked instance, probably, of the influence of the mineral
character of the ancient sea-bottom on organic existence. Thoush
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less varied, the fossils are frequently as numerous individually in

the slate as in the limestone.

It must be understood that any one of the ten columns just noticed

shows, not the total number of species common to the areas the
initials of which stand at its head, but simply the number at once
common and restricted to tliem collectively ; thus the second of these

columns, headed L. S. D., L. C, shows that five species are common
and restricted to Lower South Devon and Lower Cornwall, but in

the third column we find one species common to them and also to

Lower North Devon, in the fourth one common to them and to

Upper North Devon, and in the eighth one found in each of them
and also in Upper North Devon and Upper Cornwall ; hence there
are eight species common to the two areas instanced, five of which
are restricted to them collectively, and three not. The same expla-

nation applies to the other areas. The total number of species found
in any area will be ascertained by adding the figures in all the
columns marked " Peculiar to " and " Common to," at the heads of

which the initials of the area are found ; thus, for example, a total of
forty-seven species of Zoophyta occurs in Lower South Devon, of
which forty are not found elsewhere in Devon and Cornwall. More-
over, as the column marked "Species" shows that the two counties
have yielded forty-nine species belonging to this class, it is evident
that two of the total number have not been met with in Lower
South Devon; and so on for the other classes and areas, as is shown
in the five columns headed " Totals," and distinguished by the initials

of the areas. Hanged according to their peculiar specific fossil

wealth the areas stand, in descending order, thus :—Lower South
Devon, Upper North Devon, Upper Cornwall, Lower Cornwall, and
Lower North Devon ; the order is the same when the total number
of species found in them is considered, with the single exception
that, in that case. Lower North Devon and Lower Cornwall are
equal.

Of the three hundred and forty-seven species, sixty-seven are met
with in various parts of continental Europe, and seven in North
America ; six of the latter being included in the European sixty-seven,

and one of the six is also found in New South Wales ; thus making
a total of sixty-eight species common to Devon and Cornwall and
districts beyond the British Isles.*

Comparatively few of the Devonian fossils of Devon and Cornwall
appear to have been derived from the Silurian Fauna ; eight species

only—just enough to suggest a problem or two—are inferable to
that earlier period ; namely, three Corals, two Brachiopods, two
Lamellibranchiates—one from each of the sections Monomyaria and
Dimyaria—and one Cephalopod. The three corals are Favositesjihrosa,

Emmonsia hemisphcerica, and Chonophijllum perfoliatum. The first

has been found in Lower Silurian rocks at Landovery, in the upper

* See in Table I. the colmnns licailLcl Eii. (continental Europe), Eu. Am. (Europe
and America), Am. (America), Ku. Am. An. (Europe, America, and Australia.)

VOL. V. D
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deposits of the same system in various parts of the typical Silurian

country, in eight counties of Ireland, in Russia, and in three North
American localities. During the Devonian era it existed in several

parts of Devonshire, in France, and Grermany. Apparently confined

to Britain during tlie earliest stage of its existence, it became more
adapted to the world, or the world to it, during the Upper Silurian

age, when it reached the maximum of its migratory powers (by no
means an ordinary one), and visited many distant parts then

;

declining in vigour, or satiated with travel, it retired within the

European borders during the Devonian period, and there received

its dismissal from the stage of life. Emmonsia liemisiylicerica seems
not to have begun life quite so early as its friend which we have just

dismissed ; its origin dates in Upper Silurian times, when it seems to

liave been confined to the area of modern America, ranging from the

State of Ohio to Tennessee ; having outlived the Silurian period, it

sent colonies to Spain and Britain, and greatly extended its range

in America. ChonoplujUum perfoUatum differs from the two former
in having always lived within narrow geographical limits ; it occurs

in Upper Silurian rocks at Wenlock, and in Devonian beds at Eams-
ley, near Newton Abbott ; but its appearance elsewhere is not re-

corded.

The wide geographical range of the two first of these corals would
seem to imply hardy plastic constitutions, fitting them for distant

travel and existence under varied circumstances ; there is therefore

nothing surprising in their extended vertical range ; the second,

however, seems to have disappeared when at the very zenith of its

widely extended power.
The very limited distribution in space of the last of the trio would

scarcely suggest the thouglit that such an organism would be likely

to be capable of enduring thermal and other physical changes such
as, there are reasons for believing, considerable lapses of time intro-

duce into any given area, changes probably not dissimilar to those

experienced in passing to a distant locality in any one and the same
period. On the other hand, the well-known fossil coral Favosites

Goldfussi occurs in Devonian rocks in Devonshire, at Nehou and
Vise in France, at Millar in Spain, in the Oural in Kussia, in the

States of Ohio and Kentucky in North America, and in New South
Wales ; it was the most decided cosmopolite of the Fauna to which
it belonged, the greatest traveller of its day, the earliest Devonian
that circumnavigated the globe, the prototype of the Drake of a later

age. It seems to have successfully struggled with the varying con-
ditions consequent upon change of place, and might have been ex-

pected to be just as capable of contending with such as depend on
lapses of time ; nevertheless, the facts do not harmonize with such
conclusions. Chotiophi/lhim perfoUatum formed part of the Silurian
and Devonian Faunas, but was confined to the British area ; Favosites

Goldfussi was at home in every part of the world, yet it commenced
and terminated its career within the Devonian period.

The rocks of Devon and Cornwall have fifty eight species of fossils
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in commou with those of the Carboniferous group, namely, six Echi-

noderms, one Crustacean, six Bryozoons, twenty-four Brachiopods,

four Lamellibranchiates, ten Gasteropods, and seven Cephalopods,
but no corals or sponges ; so that it cannot be said that " there is a

blending of Silurian and Carboniferous corals in Devonshire," what-
ever there may be elsewhere ; for though, as has been stated, three

Silurian corals have been found, not one referable to the Carboniferous

Fauna has been met with there. This assertion is made on the au-

thority of Messrs. Edwards and Haime, who, in their monograph on
' The British Fossil Corals from the Mountain Limestone,' state that
" seventy-six species have already been found in the deposits apper-

taining to this geological division, and the presence of none of these

corals has as yet been satisfactorily proved in beds belonging to any
other period."* Again, in their monograph on ' British Devonshire
Fossil Corals,' they say,

—" Three of these Devonian fossils exist

also in the Silurian rocks, but all the others appear to be peculiar to

the Devonian period."f This was the language, in J85H, of the

zoophytologists selected by the Palseontographical Society to prepare

a monograph on this branch of palaeontology, who were thoroughly
acquainted with the literature of the subject, and who had had access

to almost every public and private museum and collection in the

United Kingdom.
The fifty-eight species which passed from the Devonian to the

Carboniferous period are found in the three principal fossiliferous

deposits of Devon and Cornwall, as exhibited in the following

table :—

TABLE III.

Totals. L. S.D. U.N.D. U.C.

Echinodermata 6

1

6

24
4

10

7

3

1

3

15

2

6

4

2

"2

8

"'3

2

1

"2

7
2

3

3

Crustacea

Brvozoa

Brachiopoda

Lamelli branchiata

Gasteropoda

Cephalopoda

58 34 17 18

It is, perhaps, worthy of remark tliat the five areas have a smaller
number of organic forms in common with one another—closely con-
nected as they are both in space and time—than they have, as a
whole, with Devonian deposits in continental Europe and elsewliere

beyond the British Isles, or with the Carboniferous rocks of Ireland
and central and northern Eugland.

* Monograph of B'-itish Fossil Corals,' bv Messrs. Edwards aud Ilaime, p. 150.

t Ibid. p. 212.
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Table I., to whicb attention lias so frequently been directed, repre-

sents, so far as is at present known, tbe absolute distribution of tbe

fossils in the two counties in which they occur ; but, for purposes of

geological clironology, it is probably of greater importance to ascer-

tain their relative distribution, which may differ widely from that

shown by the figures, since tlie various classes of aniinals represented

in the fossil series were not equally rich in species, and perhaps

differed much in, what may be called, their distributivity.

The relative distribution is exhibited in Table IV., which has been
calculated from the data contained in Table I., thus : the total num-
ber of species in each class is put = 1000, and the figui'es in the

other columns equated to this.

Ranged in descending order, according to their relative specific

prevalence in each era, the classes stand thus :*

—

Lower South Devon : Zoophyta, Amorphozoa, Crustacea, Gastero-

poda, Brachiopoda, Bryozoa, Cephalopoda, Echinodermata, and La-
mellibranchiata.

Lower North Devon : Br3'Ozoa, Brachiopoda, Zoophyta, and La-
mellibranchiata.

Lower Cornwall : Amorphozoa, Crustacea, Zoophyta, Echinoder-
mata, Brachiopoda, and Gasteropoda.

Upper North Devon : Lamellibi'anehiata, Echinodermata, Bryozoa,

Brachiopoda, Gasteropoda, Cephaloda, Crustacea, and Zoopliyta.

Upper Cornwall : Cephalopoda, Lamellibranchiata, Gasteropoda,

Brachiopoda, Bryozoa, Crustacea, Echinodermata, and Zoophyta.
Both relatively and absolutely each class has its maximum specific

development in South Devon, with the exception of Lamellibranchiata
only, which has its greatest specific variety in Upper North Devon.

f

South Devon is the only area in which each of the nine classes oc-

curs
; Lower Cornwall and Lower North Devon are each poor in

classes as well as species, the latter yielding representatives of four

classes only.

When ranged in descending order, so as to show, relatively, the
transmission of species from the Devonian to the Carboniferous era,

the classes stand thus :—Bryozoa, Echinodermata, Brachiopoda,
Gasteropoda, Cephalopoda, Crustacea, and Lamellibranchiata. And
when similarly arranged for the species derived from tlie Silurian

Fauna, tliey take the following order :—Zoophyta, Lamellibranchiata,

Cephalopoda, and Brachiopoda.

The class Amorphozoa is the only one in the Devonian Fauna
which does not contain either Silurian or Carboniferous species.

;J;

From Table IV. it appears that fifty-six genera are peculiar to one or

other of the three areas Lower South Devon, Upper North Devon,
and Upper Cornwall ; and that, of these, forty-six, or very nearly one-

half the total ninety- seven, are restricted to Lower South Devon.
No genus is confined to Lower North Devon or Lower Cornwall.

* See in Table IV. the columns headed " Totals."

X See in Tables I. and IV. the columns headed " Totals."

+ See in Table IV. the columns headed " Silurian" and " Carboniferous."
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The fifty-six genera thus limited are generally poor in species, the

aggregate number belonging to them being no more than ninety-two
;

that is, fifty-eight per cent, of all the genera contain no more than

twenty-six per cent, of the total number of species. Forty-one of

these fifty-six genera contain each but a single species in the British

Devonian deposits. The only genera thus limited that can be said to

be rich in species are Stromatopora, Acervularia, and Cli/menia. The
first, a genus of Amorphozoons, contains five species, all limited to

South Devon ; the second, a group of corals belonging to the great

Palaeozoic family GyathoiihyllidcB, contains fi\e species, all peculiar to

South Devon ; and the last, a genus of Cephalopod mollusks belonging

to the family Nautilidce, contains eleven species, all found at South
Petherwin, not one being met with elsewhere in Britain. With the

single exception of Cyrtoceras rusficum, found at South Petherwin

—

and this probably a synonym for Orthoceras arcuatum—the genus

Cyrtoceras is restricted to South Devon, where it is represented by
twelve species.

The distribution of the ninety-seven genera of fossils found in the

two counties is exhibited in the following table :

—

TABLE V.

H

O

Pectiliae to Totals.

h5

R

i4 i4 t3

d

Amorphozoa 4

20
6

8

7

16

17
14

5

97

3

14
2

6

3

6

5

7

46

...

... 3

"l

"'3

7

1

'1

3

4
20
3

7
5

16

11

13

4

83

"i

'

i

4
2

8

1

4
1

1

"i

8

i

4
1

3

8

8

7

2

34

"3

1

2

2

7

7

6

5

33

Zoophyta

Echiuoderraata

Cnistacea

Bryozoa

Brachiopoda

Lamellibranchiata...

Gasteropoda

Cephalopoda

56 41
1

97

Every genus of the classes Amorphozoa, Zoophyta, and Brachiopoda
occurs iu South Devon, and with the exception of Cephalopoda it

contains a greater number of genera in each class than either of
the other areas. All the genera of Cephalopoda appear at South
Petherwin;
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The genera found in the two counties were not all confined to the

Devonian period. The following table shows their Chronological dis-

tribution so far as the Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous deposits

of Britain are concerned.

TABLE VI.

u

S
o
S3
c3

•g

o

3
o

.1
a
o
>

-§

Common to

a

T3
d
c5

3 .

c

Aiuorpliozoa 4
20
6

8

7

16

17

14

5

3

10
2

1

3

2

2

1

1

5

"5

2

1

"3

3

"5

8

9

11

2

"2

1

2

2

3

5

1

2

Zoophvta

Echiuodurmata

Crustacea

Bryozoa

Brachiapocla

LamtUibraiichiata . .

.

Gasteropoda

Ceplialopoda

Totals 97 24 14 41 18

From which it appears that twenty-four genera,—about one-fourth

of the whole series,— are peculiar to Devonian deposits, fourteen

common and restricted to the Silurian and Devonian, forty-one com-
mon to all three, and eighteen common and restricted to the Devonian
and Carboniferous ; hence a total of fifty-five Devonian genera occur

in the preceding, and fifty-nine in the succeeding period. Some of

the genera occur in JS'eozoic deposits, and a few in the existing

Fauna.
When the numbers of species contained in each of the forty-one

genera of the fourth column (Table VI.) are tabulated in parallel

columns for the three periods, the figures present themselves in four

different principal forms of succession, as may be illustrated by taking

the genera Faoosites, Cyathoj^hyUum, Loxonema, and Orthoceras.

SiL

Favositcs 8

Cyathophyllum 9

Loxonema 2

Orthoceras 55

Dev. Carb.

5 1

14 8

8 14

12 35

a descending-descending scries,

ascending-descending,

ascending-ascending.

desceudinu-ascendiuK.

The first kind shows that the maximum specific development occurs

m the Silurian era, the second in the Devonian, and the third in the

Carboniferous ; the fourth kind may perhaps be regarded as a sort
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of irregularity, possibly arising from the imperfection of the geolo-

gical record. There are eighteen instances of this in the series.

There is a fifth form of successional order which may be illustrated

by the figures connected with the genus Alveolites, which stand

thus:—Sil. 4, Dev. 4, and Carb. 2, thus giving no maximum in any
one period. There are three instances of this.

The genera of the Devonian period are, as a whole, comparatively

poor in species, and but few of those common to it and either the

Carboniferous or Silurian, or both, have their maximum specific de-

velopment during Devonian times.

The following table exhibits, generally, the prominent facts of the

kind just specified.

TABLE VII.

Genera. Totals.
Species. Maximum

Specific

Developmeut in
bpci;ico iiJ

Genera.

Peculiar to Devonian

Conimou to,

—

Silurian and Devonian .

Silur., Dev., and Carb.

Devonian and Carb. ...

Totals

24

14

41

18

Sil.

56

386

442

Dev.

45

30
223
49

347

Car.

510

271

781

Sil.

4
9-4

8

Dev.

2

2
5-4

2-7

36

Car.

12-4

15

13

Sil.

9

13

22

Dev.

2

2

2

6

Car.

23

12

3597

The " Totals " in the left-hand column are the same as in Table VI.

The three columns headed "Species in" show the aggregate number
of species found in each period belonging to the total number of

genera on the same horizontal line in the column of "Totals ;" thus

three hundred and eighty-six species have been found in British

Silurian rocks, two hundred and twenty-three in Devonian, and five

hundred and ten in Carboniferous belonging to the forty-one genera

common to the three periods, and so on. The three columns headed
" Species^- Genera" show the average number of species per genus

in each period and division, and are obtained by dividing the total

number of species by the total number of genera in each (fractions

being omitted except when considerable) ; thus the averages in the

case of the forty-one genera common to the three periods are 9'4

Silurian, 5-4 Devonian, and 12'4 Carboniferous. The total averages

at the bottom of these three columns are obtained thus :— Of the

ninety-seven Devonian genera, fifty-five (= 14 + 41) are found in

Silurian beds, and these have yielded an aggregate of four hundred
and forty-two (= 56 + 386) species, giving an average of eight per

genus, and so on for the other periods. The right-hand three columns

show the number of genera, which in the various divisions have their

maximum specific development in each period; for example, of the

forty-one genera common to the three periods, thirteen had their
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gi'eatest number of species iu Silurian, two in Devonian, and twenty-

three in Carboniferous times ; thus giving a total of thirty-eight, and,

consequently, leaving three genera which had not a maximum specific

development in any one period.

It appears, then, that the genera found in the Devonian era, as

represented in Devon and Cornwall, even when those peculiar to it

are included, yield a less aggregate number of species, that the ave-

rage number of species per genus is smaller, and that the genera

having their maximum specific development are fewer in Devonian
than in either Silurian or Carboniferous times, and that in each of

these particulars the Carboniferous surpasses the Silurian age.

Such appear to be the prominent facts in connexion with the sub-

ject immediately before us. What is their interpretation ? This is

a problem more easily proposed tlian solved. Are we to believe that

our knowledge of the geological record is too imperfect to warrant

any important generalizations ? Do our museums iully represent the

fossilized remains of bygone forms of life ? Are all the extinct organ-

isms which have been exhumed registered in the published lists ? Is

the record itself, inscribed on rocky tablets, so incomplete as to be

altogether incapable of revealing to us the physical and organic his-

tory of our planet ? Are the notions of biologists respecting specific

distinctions, whatever they may be, sufficiently mature and uniform
to warrant our relying on them ? Something must doubtless be con-

ceded on each of these points, but still there cannot but be a large

outstanding quantity of fact incapable of being thus explained away.
The problem demands some other solution.

Suppose it true tliat in some cases the organic dissimilarity which
has been described was due to a difference in the mineral character
of the ancient sea-bottom, such as was mentioned in the case of

Lower South Devon and Lower Cornwall ; still, when we have two
areas, like Lower South and Lower North Devon, consisting of con-
temporary, almost contiguous, and scarcely dissimilar deposits, one
rich and the other poor in the variety of its organic remains, having
together two hundred and four species with no mure than eight in

common, some other solution is obviously required. Was there a
terrestrial barrier separating the two areas ? Was the central dis-

trict occupied by dry land, stretching far both east and west, while
the waves of the Devonian ocean rolled over the north and south of

the county ? for it need not be stated that the deposits we are con-

sidering are eminently marine. It may be too much to answer this

question with an unqualified negative ; it is easier to determine, at

least, some of the ancient oceanic areas than to say where lay the
contemporary continents and islands. Nevertheless, the rocks now
separating the areas in question, namely, the granites, the carboni-

ferous beds, and the red conglomerates (or, more cori-ectly, breccias),

are unquestionably more modern than those now under notice ; nor
is the structure of the latter such as to imply the immediate proxi-

mity of dry land in that quarter.

Besides, eight sp-^cies actually did migrate from one area to the

VOL. V. E
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other— eight proofs, then, that a passage did exist, unless we suppose

that both areas were tenanted from some more distant centre or

centres of organic dispersion. It may be asked were not these eight

remnants of an older—a Silurian—fauna, forms of life whose locali-

zation had been determined by still earlier conditions ? Eight !Silu-

rian forms do make their appearance amongst the fossils of Devon
and Cornwall—are not these tlie very organisms ? Now it so happens

that they are not. The Silurians spoken of are Farosites fibrosa,

Emmonsia hemisjohcerica, Glionopliyllum perfoUatum, Atrypa aspera,

A. reticulatus, Pterlnea ventricosa, CUdopliorus ovatus, and Ortho-

ceras iinhricatum ; whiLt the species common to Lower North and
South Devon are Favosites cervicomls, F. diibia, Fcnestella arthritica,

Strinr/oceplialus Burtiai, Spirifer aperturatus, Sp. Iwvicosta, Ort/iis

granulosa, and Chonetes sordida. In fact, there is not one Silurian

form recorded amongst the Lower North Devon series. This solu-

tion, therefore, does not seem availnble. Shall we hold with Professor

Phillips that "this unequal diifusion of definite forms of life may
often be ascribed to oceanic currents" ?* I cannot but think that

fewer difficulties attach to this than to any other hypothesis which
has been proposed ; it simply requires us to suppose that a persistent

oceanic stream, flowing through central Devon, separated the con-

temporary deposits of the north and south, and, by its thermal or

other qualities, formed an all but impenetrable barrier to the marine
tribes. Moreover, whilst it would account for the limited organic

distribution we are considering, it would not be out of keeping with

the facts that a comparatively great number of species were common
to continental Europe and Devon and Cornwall ; that of the fifty-

eight species which passed over to the next succeeding Fauna, one
only occurs in the carboniferous shales of North Devon, whilst all

the others are found in central and northern England, Ireland, Bel-

gium, Russia, and other distant localities ; and that a comparatively

great number of forms are common to the upper areas of Cornwall

and North Devon.
Though, as we have seen, the test entirely fails, at least so far as

Devonshire is concerned, on which scepticism respecting the existence

of a Devonian period has been founded, namely, "that the blending

of Silurian and Carboniferous corals is of common occurrence," yet if

the word "fossil" is substituted for "coral," a blending of the kind
certainly does occur, and doubtless the fact is not without a meaning.
Eight species from the preceding period, and fifty-eight i'rom the

succeeding—a total of sixty-six—meet in Devon and Cornwall.

Are they so many proofs that the rocks in which they were inhumed
are not Devonian ? It must be borne in mind that there are two
hundred and eighty-one species that are neither Silurian nor Carbo-
niferous, but of an intermediate character. The pakeoutological

argument, then, stands thus :—There are sixty-six witnesses sup-

posed to testify that the rocks are not Devonian, and two hundred
and eighty-one—upwards of 4 to 1— which emphatically declare that

* Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xvi. p. xl.
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they are. But the adverse witnesses are by no means agreed amongst

themselves ; eight of them claim the rocks for the Silurian age, and

fifty-eight for the Carboniferous. Is there no way of silencing, and

yet satisfying, these doubtful characters ? No method of so inter-

preting their testimony but that of sacrificing the DeA'onian system

altogether ? Are they not so many arguments in favour of the gradual

passage of system into system ? So many difl&culties in the way of

a belief in catastrophes, by which I mean convulsion or other form

of violence (call it what you please) which, from time to time, shook

the very life out of the world, causing a series of universal and syn-

chronous depopulations of our planet ? May we not regard them as

so many tints intermediate, both in place and quality, between the

extreme bands of the rainbow, uniting them into one beautifully

graduated chromatic spectrum, so softly blending as to render it im-

possible to define the exact place of lines of deirarcation, which, per-

haps, have not, and never would have been supposed to have, an ex-

istence, had not observers hastily generalized from the imperfect

evidence obtained during a period of colour blindness?

May we not regard them as just sixty-six pages in the old parish

register connecting three otherwise unconnected portions, and sliow-

ing that the population was not, during their time, cut olf sharply,

viuiversally, and at once, whether by pestilence, war, or famine ; but

that the old inhabitants gradually disappeared, and that many of

them remained amongst the new comers, discharging their accus-

tomed functions under the somewhat changed conditions?

But if the Devonshire rocks were handed over to the Carboniferous

or Silurian system, or divided between them, we should not be quit

of the doctrine that some of the forms of one period have, at least

in some instances, lived through it into the next; for the opponents
of a Devonian period not only admit, but rest their case on the

alleged fact that Silurian and Carboniferous forms are found blended
together in Devonshire and elsewhere.

When, nearly a quarter of a century ago, Mr. Lonsdale first sug-

gested that the fossils of South Devon, taken as a whole, exhibited a

peculiar character intermediate to those of the Silurian and Carboni-
ferous groups, he was perfectly aware that amongst them were forms
referable to each of these Faunas

;
yet he made the suggestion, not-

withstanding the existence of a physical objection, subsequently
removed by Professor Sedgwick and Sir E. I. Murchison, who dis-

covered that the culmiferous or anthracite shales of North Devon
(superposed on the rocks we have been considering) " belonged to

the coal, and not, as preceding observers had imagined, to the tran-

sition (Silurian) period."*

And what has been the effect of the progress of discovery and
nicer discrimination on this point? Has it increased or decreased
the evidence in favour of a Devonian period ? In 184G, Sir H. De la

Beche, discussing this question, gave a total of a lumdred and ninety
species noticed in South Devon, which he thus disposed of: seventy.

* J.yeir? ' Manunl,' 5th edition, p. 424.
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five Carboniferous forms, ten Silurian, eight common to Silurian and

Carboniferous, and ninety-seven—slightly more than half—peculiar

to Devonshire.* At present (confining ourselves also to South

Devon) the catalogue gives a total of two hundred and twenty-six,

of which thirty-four are Carboniferous, six Silurian, and a hundred

and eighty-six peculiar to the district ; or putting the totals at

each period = 1000, and equating the other numbers to this, the

figures stand as in the following table, and show a decided advance

Devonian-ward.
TABLE VIII.

1846. 1860.

Silurian 53
395
42
510

26-5

150-5

00
828-0

Carboniferous

Silurian and Carboniferous

Peculiar

1000 1000

Doubtless the fact that the Carboniferous forms so greatly out-

number the Silurian has a meaning. Does not this greater organic

affinity betoken a closer connection with the more modern than with

the more ancient period ? Is it not an intimation that the lowest

beds of Devonshire do not constitute the basement of the Devonian
system ?—that the county has an ample development of Upper and
Middle, but not of Lower Devonian rocks ?

Hitherto we have accepted the opinion of Professor Sedgwick re-

specting the Petherwiu and Barnstaple beds ; namely, that they are

strictly contemporary, and constitute the uppermost division of the

Devonian system. It may, perhaps, be well, before closing this

paper, to go somewhat fully into the arithmetic of the question.

A glance at Table IX, will show the number of fossil species and
genera found in the two areas.

TABLE IX.

Zoophyta
Echiuodermata . .

.

Crustacea

Bryozoa

Brachiopoda

LameUibranchiata

Gasteropoda

Cephalopoda

Totals

Pethebwin. Babnstaple.

Gen. Spec. Gen. Spec.

3 3 1 1

1 1 4 6

2 2 1 1

2 2 3 3

7 20 8 26

7 14 8 21

6 9 7 10
5 21 2 8

33 72 34 76

* Memoirs Geol. Survey, vol. i. p. 9i
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Petherwin appears to have been richer than Barnstaple in Zoo-

phyta and Cephalopoda, but poorer in Echinodermata and Lamelli-

branchiata ; whilst neither of the areas has yielded any fossil

sponges.

Assuming the higlier antiquity of the South Devon and contempo-
rary beds—to which, probably, no geologist will object—it follows

that the fossils common to it and Petherwin, or Barnstaple, or both,

were contributions from it to them. Begarded thus, the populations

of the two areas were made up as is shown below.

TABLE X.

Pbtheewin. Barnstaple.

Silurian Sp. 1

„ 15

„ 44

„ 12

„ 13

Sp. 1

„ 13

» 50

„ 12

„ 16

Lower Devonian

New (peculiar)

New (common)
C'arboniferous

The term "peculiar," in the table, is meant to denote such species

as, in England, are found in Petherwin or Barnstaple only ; and
" common " to mark those found in both, but not elsewhere in the
British Isles ;

" carboniferous " is used to designate the species

common to the deposits of that age and Petherwin, or Barnstaple, or
both ; exclusive of six found also in Lower Devonian deposits. It

may be remarked here that no fossil occurring in South Devon, Pe-
therwin ««f? Barnstaple, appears to have been found in Carboniferous
rocks.

The Carboniferous figures 13 and 16 in Table X. are not in

addition to the previous numbers in the Table ; the totals—72 and
70 respectively—are, of course, complete without them.

In order to show the relative value of the figures just given, the
following Table has been calculated on the method of putting each
total 72 and 76 equal to 1000, and equating the other figures

in Table X. to it. It should be remembered, however, that whilst

this furnishes better data for comparison, it considerably magnifies
the facts.

TABLE XL

Petheewiit. Bahnstaple.

Silurian Sp. 14

„ 208

„ 611

„ lfi7

., 181

Sp. 13

„ 171
„ 658

„ 158

„ 211

Lower Devonian
New (peculiar)

New (common)
Carboniferous

The Silurian figures are, of course, quite valueless further tlian as
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allowing the very slender organic connection between the deposits

under notice and those of the Silurian age. A glance at the Table

shows that, of the two, Petherwin is the nearest to the Lower Devo-
nian horizon, and the most remote from tlie Carboniferous; true, the

majority in each case is but small—208 to 171, and 211 to 181—but
it must be remembered that great ones were not expected; and that,

feeble as they are individually, there is strength in the fact that their

testimonies agree; if they ui,can anything, it is that the Barnstaple

beds are somewhat more modern than those of Petherwin ; a conclu-

sion to which more than one eminent geologist has been led by other,

and, perhaps, more reliable evidence.

The fossils of the two areas belong to forty-six genera, of which
thirty-three are represented by the Petherwin, and thirty-four by the

33arnsta])le series, twenty-one are common to both ; hence twelve are

peculiar to Petherwin, and thirteen to Barnstaple. The South Devon
and contemporary beds contain sixty-four genera, of which thirteen

only occur in the deposits now under notice.

Taken as a whole, the forty-six genera above mentioned have a

Carboniferous, rather than a Silurian, or even a Lower Devonian
fades. They may be divided into groups, namely, 1st, those characte-

rized by a considerable maximum specific variety or development in

some one period before or after Petherwin and Barnstaple times, that

is, during the Silurian or Lower Devonian eras on the one side, or

the Carbouifei'ous on the other ; 2nd, those that are not thus dis-

tinguished. For example, the rich genus Orthoceras had, in Britain,

an almost equal number of species in Carboniferous and Upper
Silurian times, when it was richest ; hence it had no one period of

maximum specific variety, and consequently belongs to the second of

the groups just defined; as, of course, do also all other genei'a simi-

larly characterized, as well as those, such as HalJia, which seems
never to have had more than a very few species at any one time.

The first of these groups—which alone we have to consider here—
contains thirtv-one genera, of which six may be said to belong to the

Fast, and" twenty-five to the Future, the age of Petherwin and Barn-
staple being the chronological stand-point.

The first, or '"Past" division, does not contain a number sufiiei-

ently great to be of service in this inquiry. The last, or " Future,"
consists of two series, namely, 1st, those genera which are equally
represented in the two sets of beds ; and 2ndly, those that are not

;

evidently the last series alone can supply information on the question
under consideration. It is made up of the fifteen genera named in the
following table, in which the columns headed P., B., C, exhibit the
number of species, belonging to each genus, which occur in the
Petherwin, Barnstaple, and British Carboniferous beds respectively.
From the table we learn that nine of these genera are found in

Barnstaple only, or are more largely represented there than in Pe-
therwin

;
and that nineteen species represent the ten genera found

in the former area, and no more tlian ten the six genera of the
latter. Hence, the genera tell us what the species had told us be-
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fore, that tlie Barnstaple beds are somewhat mure moJeru thau those

of Petherwiii.

TABLE XII.

Genbba. P. B. C.

Avnplexus 1

1

"l

"i

1

1

3

"i

3

1

1

"2

3

"i

4
2

1

1

5

10
11

5

19

16

48
16

9

9

14

15

14
16

40

Cyathocriiuis

Fenestella

Chonetes

Axiniis

!Nucula

Sano'uiiiolites

Loxouenia

Macrocheilus

Nautilus

10 19 247

AYe are prepared, by even a slight acquaintance with the geogra-

phical distribution of existing organisms, to find that deposits strictly-

contemporary, lithologically similar, and closely connected geographi-

cally, have certain fossils peculiar to each ; but, unless we recognize

time as a factor, it will be difficult to explain the following striking

results in Petherwin and Barnstaple. Together they have yielded as

many as one hundred and thirty-one species of fossils, yet have no

more than seventeen in common ; the fossils belong to forty-six

genera, of which twenty-five are confined to one or otlier of the two

areas, having amongst them the rich genus Cli/menia, with its eleven

species all closely restricted, in Britain, to Petherwin, yet occurring

in continental Europe. The remaining twenty-one genera are re-

presented by eighty-six species, but the representatives are rarely

identical in the two areas, the peculiar being to the common as

G9 to 17, that is, as 4 to 1. Contend that these beds are strictly

contemporary, and the facts remain to puzzle
;
grant but the lapse

of time, and, at least, part of the difficulty disappears, and thereby

furnishes another argument in favour of the opinion now advocated.

Eeturning for a moment to Tables X. and XL, it will be seen that

t])e Barnstaple have a smaller number of fossils in common with the

Lower Devonian, and even the Petherwin beds, than with the Carbo-

niferous ; hence they may be considered as belonging rather to the

last than to the Devonian series, or, possibly, may have to be re-

garded as " passage beds " between them.
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ON SOME POINTS IN THE STRUCTURE OF THE
SKULL OF FOSSIL MUSK-DEER {Cainofherium).

By Charles Caeter Blake, Esq.

While examining lately the magnificent collection of fossil musk-

deer, from Auvergae, in tlie collection of the British Museum, in the

case devoted to the specimens collected by M. Bravard from the

lacustrine calcareous marls of Puy-de-D6me, a singular anomaly iu

the structure of the crania of the genus Cainotlierium met my view.

All the writers who have described the osteology of the skull of

Ruminants have noticed those singular deficiencies or lacunce which

exist at the points of junction of the various bones, and which have

been variously described as " lacrymal openings"* or " facial inter-

spaces."f Their function has been unknown, and their presence,

although constant iu each individual species, is variable in speciL's

nearly allied to each other. In the Ca'inothermm commune, Bra-

vard {Microtlierium Benggeri), nearest allied to the Hyomosclms of

the present day, ossification at this lacrymal point of intersection

has extended to a much less degree than in its living analogue. The
interspace in Cainotlierium is longer in proportion to its breadth than

the existing musk-deer (^Moschus chrysogaster'). In the DGrcatheriiim

JVaui, Kaup., on the contrary, not the slightest interspace is exhibited,

and the lacrymal angle is definitively closed. In some of the speci-

mens named Cainotlierium in the British Museum, no interspace

exists. These probably belong to a separate species, J as De Blain-

ville remarks on the typical Cainotherium commune, termed by him
Anoplotlierium laticurvatum, that it possesses " des lacunes sous-lacry-

males assez grandes, enforme de longites virgules.^^

It is most interesting to observe a similar anomalous diversity of

structure exists in the recent species of ruminants most neai'ly allied

to the Moschidae and Microtheria.

I need only call attention to the fact that a large lacrymal opening

is present iu the Llama {Auckenia Llama), and none in the Vicuiia

(^A. Vicuna) ; that in the yellow-bellied musk (Moschus chrysogaster)

a large, and in the small water-inusk of Western Africa (HyomoscJins

aquaticiis) a small interspace exists ; whilst in the nearly allied

Meminna Indica, Tragidus Stanleyanus, and T. pygmceus, ossification

has extended over the whole point of junction of the lacrymal (73),

frontal (11), nasal (15), maxillary (21), and premaxillary (22) bones.

The object of my present communication is to point out some of

the reasons for this singular anomalous structure in the fossil and
recent Moschidae,

* Gray, 'Catalogue of Mammalia' iu colleetion of British Museum, part 3.

t Speucer Cobbold," Ruraiuantia," in Todd's, ' Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physi-

olotiy,' p. 513.

+ Ue IJIainville, " Osteo.;rapliic,'' Anoplotlierium, p. 75.
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The functional interpretation of this singular diversity of organiza-

tion in animals otherwise so nearly allied to each other, may not be

manifestly apparent to the philosophical zoologist. It was satisfac-

torily ascertained in the year 1836 * by the observations of Messrs.

Bennett, Owen, Ogilby, and Hodgson, that the suborbital sinus sub-

served a purpose connected Avith the generative functions, being

dilated and swollen at certain periods of the year. But the connec-

tion of the development of the glandular structure of the carneous

lacrymal sinus with the degree of ossification to which the cheek-

bones extend is not obvious. If however we suppose that the large

periodical swelling which, according to Mr. Hodgson, forms a huge
lump of flesh bigger than, and like in shape to, the yolk of an

egg, increases periodically in its dimensions, its backward pres-

sure towards the cheek-bone would be seriously impeded by a bony
M'all, such as we find in the Tragulnspyymceus or the Auchenia Vicuna.

The a^onewroiic fascia which fills the lacrymal interspace in the

Hyomosclu{s aquaticus, or the Auchenia Huanaca, would, however,

yield more easily, and thus those species would in certain seasons

have a greater development of their suborbital sinuses.

Mr. Ogilbyt laid down the theory " as a general remark, which
however he stated was not universal, that in intertropical animals

the lacrymal sinus is larger than in more northern species, and in

those whose range is limited to mountainous districts." This incom-

plete induction may be considered partially corroborated by the oste-

ology of the Llamas. In the three varieties, Guanaco, Llama, and
Alpaca, a more or less large "sublacrjmal lacuna" is left. In the

Vicuiia, ossification has extended to such a degree as to close this

completely up. How does this singular fact bear upon the theory

that there is a relation between the gregarious habits of those ante-

lopes and musk-deer which frequent the plains, and the presence of

the lacrymal sinuses, and consequent non-ossification of the cheek-

bones ? The species of Auchenia which has no lacuna, is confined

to the most elevated table-lands of Bolivia and Northern Chile, The
tliree varieties in which large lacunie are exhibited, are found over the

whole Andian range, the Guanaco supporting life alike under the

tropical sky of New Granada, or the frozen steppes of Patagonia.

In this species we find a large development of the lacrymal inter-

space. But both the Guanaco and Vicuna are gregarious. It is

therefore quite clear that the development of the lacrymal sinus, or

the degree to which the lacrymal and other cheek-bones are ossified,

have no reference whatever to the gregarious or solitary habits of the

species. This was sufficiently proved by the table which was sub-

mitted by Professor Owen to the Zoological Society (Proceedings,

18.36, p. 86), in which it was conclusively shown that no constancy

or correlation existed with re^:[)ect to tiie presence or absence of the

suborbital sinuses. And the facial interspace seems an equally in-

* Proc. Zool. Soc. 1836, p. 34.

t Proc. Zool. Soc. 1836, p. 38.

VOL. Y. F
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constant character in the antelopes, as difterentiating various sub-

genera or natural groups.

If any philosophical thinker can explain what is the vera cavsa

which has provided for the Cainotherium and Guanaco deep pre-

orbital interspaces, whilst in their congeners the Dorcatherium and
Vicuna, no suclr interspace exists, a character originally pointed out

by Dr. J. E. Gray, and which according to my experience is the sole

specific diflerence which can be demonstrated, such explanation will

be of great benefit to zoological science. The above observations

are made solely with a view of suggesting further inquiiy on this

most interesting topic. I trust that some of those writers who have

so carefully studied the osteology of Euminantia, may be led to re-

consider the question, and to make further observations on the func-

tion of the facial interspaces in both recent and fossil ruminants.

It has been suggested to me, that the two holes in the Microtlie-

riiim skull, as they are undoubtedly asymmetrical, might have been
produced artificially or accidentally, the bone at this place being ex-

ceedingly thin. Should such a theory be proved correct, the Micro-
therium of the Auvergne deposit would still find its nearest analogue
in the existing INIeminna of Ceylon, and by tlie demonstration of this

affinity, still further corroborate the truth of Professor Owen's gene-
ralization,

—
" The affinity of the Microtheres to the Cheorotains is

nevertheless very close" (Palaeontology, 2ud ed. p. 372).

ON THE DISCOVERY OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL BONES
IN HEATHERY BUEN CAVE, NEAE STANHOPE.

By John Elliott, Esq.

In a tolerably deep ravine, surrounded by trees and brushwood
growing in wild profusion, was, until lately, a cave, in that member of

the carboniferous formation locally called the " Great Limestone," and
situated about one mile and a quarter north from the town of Stan-
hope, in the county of Durham. The limestone is now being worked
for the purpose of supplying the Weardale Iron Company with a
flux used in the operation of smelting their ironstone ; and conse-
quently the cave has been laid bare to the light of day.

The cave was much visited a few years ago, both by strangers and
persons living in the locality, but probably few of the visitors ever
studied the excavating forces by means of which the cave was hol-

lowed out of the solid limestone, and fewer still, if any, would think
that they were treading on a primeval burial-place.

Doubtless the excavation must be mainly due to aqueous agency,
but a reference to Sir Charles Lyell's ' Principles of Geology,' Pro-
fessor Phillips's ' Treatise on Geology,' and Eichardson's ' Geology,'
shows that our leading writers on this subject consider that i\\e first
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cause of a cavern must have been a fracture in the limestone rock,

consequent on the upheaval of the strata, and tliat water then finding

access to the crack, would wear it out to its present dimensions.

Fractures in this case would most probably take place when the
" Eed Vein " was formed, which is only between two hundred and

., three hundred yards distant

S^jk-^'^W-
n

North. Stanhope Burn. South.

Fig. \.—Ground plan of carem district.

a Mouth of Cave, b Bone Deposit, c Eed Vein.
d Where the water issues from the cave, e e Trees and
brushwood before the quarry was worked, on hill-side

;

angle of slope 45 degrees.

from the cave, and crosses

the ravine nearly at right-

angles. This vein, which con-

tains lead-ore, iron - stone,

etc., is a wide one, requiring

a wide fissure, and the force

V^-,''^- necessary to produce such a

fissure \\ ould be sufficient to

cause rents and small dislo-

cations in the rocks at con-

siderable distances. Besides

this there are two other veins

crossing the ravine at lesser

distances from the cave, and
these would still further in-

crease the probability of an original fissure.

The cave must be very old if we suppose it to have been formed
by the water running down the ravine when on a level with its

mouth or opening, seeing that

the watercourse is now worn
down ten or twelve feet below
the cave's bottom. Again, if

we suppose it to have been ex-

cavated by the attrition of the

waves of the sea during some re-

mote period, when the waters of

the ocean stood on a level with

the cave, it must still have a very
Fig. 2.—Transverse section «f cave. ancient Origin, for the cavo is

nr Level of the Bum. J Level of cave (from a to situated Upwards of thirty milcS
JlUleet). c Osseous remains in the cave, (from n , ^ i 'jr*
6 to cU yards). ^ cave without remains, (from trom the SCa, and UpwardS Ot
base of rf to ground-iine/ 7 ft), e Limestone. eight hundred fcct abovo its pre-

sent level. This locality must have been submerged during the glacial

period, as we have evidence of by the deposits of boulder clay ; and if

the sea on receding should have remained on a level with the limestone

for a great length of time, the result would have been the wearing

down of the rock, or the hollowing out of crevices and caves in the

exposed strata.

In a certain place of the cave-flooring, the workmen recently came
upon a large sheet of stalagmite of varying thickness, but averaging

about four inches. This calcareous incrustation has been formed by
the ceaseless dropping of water holding lime in solution, from the

roof of the cave. On removing this crust and a small portion of fine
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sand and silt, the workmen exhumed a human skull and a quan-

tity of bones, some undoubtedly human, and others belonging to the

lower animals. The human skull, according to its phrenological de-

velopment, seems to indicate a low intellectual capacity, the forehead

being low, and the circumference under the average standard. Tliere

is also a fragment of a skull which
seems to have belonged to a toler-

ably large animal, as it measures
three and a quarter inches from the

medial line to the outside beside

the ear, giving a breadth of six and
a half inches for the whole skull

;

then if the integuments, hair, etc.

be added, we should have a physio-

gnomy little short of nine inches

wide, and this creature may have

been that of one of the principal

tenants of the cave, and which pro-

bably devoured the others. Inter-

mixed with the remains are very

small pieces of bone, etc., partially

cemented together by calcareous

matter, and occurring in patches ?t

The boxies

[6 or 7 feet wide.]

Fig. 3.—Section of cave.

a Angular piece of Limestone, Sand, etc.

Stalagrmite. c Osseous remains, Sand, Silt, etc.

d Stalagmite, e Open cave. J" Limestone.

different places ; these have the appearance of coprolites.

are nearly all fragmentary, and much broken ; the fractures being of

an ancient date, thereby showing that the remains had been subject

to violence and fracture before they were imbedded in their calca-

reous tomb.
How long these remains have lain in the cave ? by what means they

have been carried and entombed there ? whether the animal-remains

belong to existing or to extinct species ? and how the fractured bones
are to be accounted for ? are all very interesting palaeontological

problems.

The cave has in all probability been occasionally inhabited by
wolves, foxes, etc., which would sally forth, seize their prey, and re-

turn to devour it, leaving the bones to be covered over by the stalag-

mite as we find them ; the coprolites before mentioned seem to point

to this conclusion. There seems to be not so much m^^stery about
the animal bones being found there ; but the case is quite different

as regards the human. There is always something strange and start-

ling in such occurrences, when human remains are found otherwise
than reposing in the silent and hallowed precincts of a regular bury-
ing-place.

During the interment of these relics of some of the perhaps earliest

members of our race, the rippling of running water on the cavern
floor, the monotonous drippings from the roof, the growling perhaps
of wolves, or the barking of foxes, and the bellowing of the wind
through the gloomy chambers of the cavern, would form the only
requiem.
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It ought, in conclusion, to be observed, tbat tlie remains are de-

posited in a certain wing or chamber of the cave, about two feet above
the floor wliere the water runs, so that they would lie dry, with the

exception of the calcareous droppings from the roof, or in the case of

the cavern water being swollen above the capacity of the lower
channel to contain it.

Although a considerable portion of the cave has been destroyed by
the quarrying operations, which arc still going on, there remains
yet a much larger extent undisturbed, so that more remains will most
likely be discovered.

West Croft, Stanhope, hi/ Darlington.

Dec. nth, 1861.

[These bones, with specimens of the stalagmite, etc., have been transmitted to us and

will receive careful study and consideration. We shall shortly give a concise and ac-

curate account of them.

—

Ed. Geol., 22 Dec. 1S61.]

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geological Society of London.—December 4.—Sir H. I. Murchison,
V.P.G.S., in the chair. The following cornmnnicatioii was read :

—" On
the Bracklesham Beds of the Isle of Wight Basin." Bj the Eev. O.
Fisher, M.A., F.G.S. After noticing the researches of Prestwich and
Dixon, the author proceeded to state that most of the " Bracklesham
beds " are displayed at low water at Bracklesham Bay ; but other and
higher beds belonging to the same series are to be observed in the New
Forest, at Stubbington, and in the Isle of Wight. By means of the
fossils, for the most part, Mr. Fisher divides the series into four groups :

—

1. The uppermost abounds in Gasteropoda, and has several fossil-beds.

One of these, in the eastern part of its range, is full of Nummulina
variolaria (No. 16 of Mr. Prestwich's Section of WhiteclifF Bay, Quart.
Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. ii. pi. 9) ; the N. variolaria bed of Selsea and
of Stubbington ; and the Shepherd's Gutter bed at Bramshaw, New
Forest. The beds above the last-named are—1st, a portion of No. 19
of the Wlutecliff Bay section and the coral-bed of Stokes Bay and
Himting Bridge (New Forest) ; and 2nd, the shell-bed at Hunting
Bridge, and pebble-bed, with shell-casts, at Highcliff. The lowest bed of
this groupis the "Cyprasa-bed" of Selsea, the "Cardita-bed" of Stubbington,
and the Brook bed in the New Forest. 2, This group is more sandy
than the last; it has two fossil-beds, one of which contains Cerithium
giganteum (at Hillhead, Stubbington ; and half a mile west of Thorney
station, Bracklesham Bay). 3. This is a sandy group, and is remarkable
for the profusion of Nummulina Icevigata in its principal fossil-bearing

beds. 4. This embraces the lowest iossiliferous sands of Biacklesham
Bay. Its distinctive shells ai'e Cardiia aciiticosta and Cijpma tuberculosa.

Some species of moUusks pass upwards from the Bracklesham into the

Barton series
;
yet the Fauna of the Bracklesham beds has a sufficiently

distinct facies ; and the following species range through this series,

and are confined to it

—

Cardiia plaiiicosfa, Sanguinolaria Hollowaysii,

Solen obli(puis, Ciithcrea saberycinoides, Voluta Cithara, and Turriiella

sidcifera. Pecten corneus is also characteristic, but is met with higher up.
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The Bracklesliara beds seen at Whitecliff Bay were first treated of, and

Mr. Prestwich's section referred to in detail. No. 6 (a pebble-bed) of this

published section is regarded by Mr. Fisher as the base of the Brackle-

sham series ; the upper limit being somewhere in No. 19. Descriptions

followed of the beds seen at Bracklesham Bay ; the eastern side of Selsea

;

at the Mixen Eocks ; at well-sinkings near Bury Cross ; at Stubbington

(including the Cerithium-bed at Hilihead, discovered by the author in

1S56) ; Netley, Bramshaw, Brook, and Hunting Bridge (where H. Keeping
has lately found a fossil-bed high in the series), in the New Forest.

Indications of the western range of the marine shells of " Bracklesham"
age were quoted as occurring at Lychett, near Poole, and as very rare

(one Ostrea) near Corfe.

Bracklesham beds, containing marine forms, seen at Alum Bay, Isle of

Wight, and at HighclifF, near Christchurch, were then described in full.

The Bracklesham series is regarded by Mr. Fisher as commencing in both

these sections a ievf feet beneath a dark-green clay (part of No. 29 of

Mr. Prestwich's section of Alum Bay) containing a peculiar variety of

Nummulina planulata and many shells of the Barton Fauna.
Eemarks were also made on the estuarine condition of the lower

Bracklesham beds in their western area; on the probable sources of their

materials ; on the successive deepenings of the old sea-bottom, and the

formation of the pebble-beds ; and lastly, on the titness of the Brackle-

sham and Barton series as a field for research in the history of moUuscan
species.

The paper was illustrated by a fceries of specimens from the author's

collection.

Specimens of gold in quartz-veins, of gold-dust, and of gold-ingots,

from Nova Scotia, sent by Mr. Secretary Howe, were exhibited by Pro-

fessor Tennant, F.G-.S.

COREESPONDENCE.

NorOiawpton Sands.

Dear Sik,—The November number of your valuable journal contains

a paper by Mr. J. H. Macalister, on " The Fossils of North Bucks and
the adjacent Counties,'' in which, I believe, reference is made to myself in

the following passage, page 481 :
—

" The identity of the Northampton
Sands (formerly classed with the lias) with the Stonefield Slate of Oxford-

shire and Gloucestersliire, and constituting the lower zone of the Great
Oolite;" and in a note it is added, "so classed by Dr. Wright, being

separated by him from the inferior oolite, which they formerly were sup-

posed to represent."

To this statement I have simply to say, that Mr. Macalister is altogether

incorrect, as I have nowhere classed the Northampton Sands with the

lias, nor made any reference to them. If that gentleman will refer to

my memoir on " The Paheontological and Stratigraphical Eelation of the

so-called Sands of the Inferior Oolite" (Quart. Journal of the Geol. Soc.

vol. xii. p. 292), for 185(3, he will find a full statement of the case, as

regards the counties of Gloucester, Somerset, and Dorset, but no reference

fl hatever to Northampton ; and in the preface to my ' Monograph on
the Oolitic Echinodermata,' p, ix., he will find it stated that "in every
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S. J. Mackie, F.G.S., del.
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instance, with the exception of the Northamjitonshire hedts, which have
been carefully noted bj^ my friend, the Eev. A. N. Griesbach, I have
visited the localities given in this work," but in no part of that mono-
graph has my friend referred the Northampton Sands to the lias. Mr.
Macalister has been therefore altogether misinformed on this subject.

I submit that it ought to be a rule with gentlemen furnishing papers to

the valuable pages of the ' Geologist,' in every case to refer to the original

articles from which they quote. Yours most truly,

Thomas Weight.
Chettenham, November, 1861.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

SrBDiviSTONS OF THE Chalk Fokmatiox.—The generally accepted
subdivisions of the chalk are,— 1, Upper White Chalk with bands of Flint

nodules ; 2, Middle or Lower White Chalk ; 3, Grey Chalk or Chalk
Marl.

These have been in undisputed use for very many years, not because they
do not require any modification to render the accordance more definite and
more rigidly corresponding to tlie accumulation of information which has
been going on since their introduction, but chiefly because chalk,—at least

English chalk,—is white or of a pale grey, which when the beds are in a
dry state is so nearly white, that oi-diuary eyes do not see the difference,

and ordinary collectors do not care about it so long as they can get hold of
a fine fossil.

Still, however, it is very necessary, and high time that some one should
take in hand to define accurately the lines of division, especially that be-

tween the upper and lower white chalks.

I doubt xerj much that the cessation of the bands of flints denotes the
demarcation between the upper and lower white chalk (middle chalk of
some authors) : they should be properly, and must be ultimately, separated
by a characteristic diflerence in the distinguishing organic remains.

With the lowermost bands of flints (Plate II. a) very numerous beds of
ventriciUites and sponges set in, and are continued far below the termina-
tion of the layers of flint.^, down to a very thick bed of pure white chalk

{h), that rests upon a very marked and peculiar stratum about two feet

thick (c), which, from the weathering out of its upper and under surfaces,

forms a marked line as far as the eye can see the distinctions of bedding
all along the coast.

This bed, in my own note-books and in conversation, I have familiarly

termed the "two-foot stratum."

Below this we have again a thick bed of white chalk, free from flints. At
least, such is the order in the section to which these remarks more pai'ticu-

larl}' refer, namely, that presented by the East or Castle Cliff at Dover,
of \A hich we give a view in Plate II.

This "two-foot stratum " is persistent throughout Kent, and I have met
with it both in Surrey and Sussex, and it will therefore probably form one
of the best and most immistakable guides in inland quarries to those

particular beds of white chalk to which we wish to draw attention, for the
purpose of getting all the information we can as to their geographical area,

order of succession, and organic contents in other chalk districts, so that

the true horizon of division, as formed by distinctiveness of organic remains,

maj' be properly made out.
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We shall be obliged by communications, and stratigrapbical lists of

fossils from our readers and correspondents, to assist us in our labours in

determining this interesting point of Whether the ordinary division into
" white chalk with flints," and " white chalk without flints," is not merely
a mineralogical division, and not a proper geological subdivision cha-

racterized by distinctive organic remains, and marking out a positive zone
in the succession of geological events and of life-forms ; or Whether a dis-

tinguishing alteration in the organic remains of the white chalk does not

happen so near the horizon of cessation of flint layers, that by including or

excluding some few beds of chalk, those valuable and characteristic petrolo-

gical features (of chalk with, or without flints) may not be made more pre-

cisely valuable and definite than at present. S. J. Mackie.

Lower Silubian Fossils at Builth.—The neighbourhood of Builth

affords excellent specimens of many of the Lower Silurian fossils, espe-

cially trilobites. It may be useful to inform amateur and professed geolo-

gists that the little town of Builth contains a good practical geologist in

the person of Mr. John Jones, gardener at Pencarrig House, who, though
in humble circumstances, possesses a capital knowledge of the fossils of

the district, and the localities where they may at once be found. He is

willing at all times, so far as his duties permit, to become the pioneer of geo-

logical visitors at Builth, and will, for a suitable consideration, forward spe-

cimens to correspondents. Several amateurs of high standing, as well as

professors, have availed themselves of his knowledge to the enriching of

their collections. Within the last twelve months I have received from
him some excellent specimens of Trilobites {Ogygia Buchii, Ampyx
niidus, Tnnucleus concentricus, etc.), also specimens of Didymograpsus,
Graptolitlnts, Rastrites, etc. I make this statement that others wislnng

to have their collections of Lower Silurian remains added to, may know
whither to look for aid.—A Leominster Subscriber.

Mammalian Eemains.—h\ the ' Philosophical Transactions ' for 1715,

vol. xxix., two teeth of Elephas, probably JS. antiquiis, are recorded to

have been found in the north of Ireland, at Maghery, eight miles from
Bulturbet, in digging the foundation of a mill near the side of a small

brook that parts the counties of Cavan and Monaghan. They were about
4 feet underground, and about 80 yards fi-om the brook. The bed on
which they lay had been laid with ferns, and with that sort of rushes here
called "sprits," with which brushes and nut-shells were intermixed.

Under this was a stiff blue clay, on which teeth and bones were found.

Above this was, first, a mixture of yellow clay ; under that a fine w hite

sandy clay, which was next to the bed. The bed was, for the most part,

a foot thick, cutting like lurf ; and in every layer the seed of the rush was
as fresh as if new pulled.

In the ' Philosophical Transactions ' for 1754, vol. xlviii., there is a
record of several bones of an elephant found at Leysdown, in the island

of Sheppey, by Mr. Jacob, surgeon, of Faversham. Three or four years
before, Mr. Jacob had sent the acetabulum of an elephant, which was dis-

covered sticking in the clay which was partly washed away from the cliff,

about a mile eastward of the cliffs of Minster. This, w ith other parts

—

vertebrae, a thigh-bone 4 feet long, too rotten to be taken up entire—all

lay below high-'w ater mark ; and as the place soon after became his property
by purchase, he then went, attended by some workmen, in search of more
relics, and found a tusk 8 feet long and 12 inches in circumference in the
middle, besides other bonea within 20 feet of those first recorded.
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Fig. 1.

Fi6?. 2.

CYPHOSOMA KCENIGT.

[From the Upper Chalk of Gravesend, Kent.]

In the National Collection, British Museum.

-S. J. Mackie del.
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NOTE ON KONIG'S SEA-UECHIN. {Cyplwsoma Koenigi,

Mantell.)

By S. p. Woodward, E.G.S.

One of the commonest fossils of the chalk in the London district

is the beautiful Sea-Urchin, of which we here give two figures, from

examples in the national collection. It was named by Dr. Mantell, in

honour of Mr. Charles Konig, the distinguished German savant, who
in his youth was Librarian to Sir Joseph Banks, and became after-

wards the Keeper of the Natural History Collections in the British

Museum. By the country people in Wiltshire it is called the

"Shepherd's Crown."

The Konig's Sea-Urchin belongs to a subdivision of the old Lin-

nean genus Cidaris, to which the name of Cypliosoma was given by

Agassiz (from Kv<f)os, citrvus ; crw^a, corpus). The five ambulacral

bands are nearly as broad as the inter-ambulacral, and are ornamented

with a double series of tubercles equal in size to the rest. These

tubercles are placed on crenulated bosses, but are not perforated as

in most of the Gidaridce.

The upper and under sides of this fossil Urchin are so different that

drawings of them might be taken to represent two distinct species.

The under side exhibits ten pairs of rows of tubercles, largest at the

margin, and diminishing gradually to the central orifice. On the

upper surfiice the tubercles are much smaller, and tliere are two ad-

ditional rows on the inter-ambulacral bands, external to tl)ose which

are continued downwards over the base. This character was pointed

TOL. V. G
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out by Dr. Mantell iu his original description of the species, and

serves to distinguish it from another form, nearly equally common in

the chalk, which is figured and described by Groldfuss as C. granulosus,

but is generally i^egarded as a (perliaps sexual ?) variety, having a more

tumid shell, and with the additional rows of tubercles on the upper

surface rudimentary or obsolete.

The pairs of ambulacral pores in Cypliosoma Kcenic/i^ form ten wiiul-

ing lines from the mouth-opening {peristome^ to the apical orifice

{peripi'oct). They are somewhat crowded at the mouth, but extend

in single file to a little above tlie circumference, and then fall into

double series on the upper part of the shell. The specimen repre-

sented by fig. 1 exhibits a portion of the dental apparatus, lying in

the peristome, and consisting of one of the five pairs of jaws which are

similar in all the Echinid(B, and form the ' lantern' of Aristotle.

Young and half-grown specimens of Ci/plwsoma Koenigi are com-

paratively rare. They may be recognized by the flatness of the under

surface, which distinguishes them at all ages, while in the little C.

corollare (Parkinson) the base is rendered concave by the curling in-

wards of the margin of the peristome. In the otlier common little

species, C. spatuliferum (Forbes), the ambulacral pores are ranged in

single file throughout their course.

The spines of Cyplwsoma Kcenuji are awl-shaped and rather short

and stout, with spatulate ends. In the second example figured, a

multitude of spines of all sizes were preserved in connexion with the

shell, and have been cleared from the matrix with great skill and in-

genuity by Mrs. AY. H. Allen.

There is another specimen in the British Museum with the spines

remaining in situ, which was obtained more than a century ago, and

formed one of the ornaments of Sir Hans Sloane's collection.

Although common in the chalk-pits of tlie Thames Valley, and iu

those near Brighton and Lewes, the Cyplwsoma Kcenigi appears to be

unknown to the collectors of fossils from the uppermost division of

the chalk at Norwich, or in the corresponding bed at Ciply in Bel-

gium, and Meudon near Paris. It is said to be found at Montolieu,

in the department of Drome, at Dusseldorf, and in the island of Eugen
in the Baltic.
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SKETCH OF THE GEOLOGY OF THE TOEBANE
MINERAL FIELD.

By Andkew Taylor, F.E.P.S., F.B.S.E.

The various corps of an army drawn up in line of battle are dis-

tinguished not only by their various vuiiforms, but also by the dis-

tinct position assigned them in the field. This greatly helps the

general to the immediate disposition of sharpshooters, infantry, or

artiller}^, as the fate of battle may require. Most of the minerals

which are the basis of our commercial and mining greatness are

obtained from the Carboniferous system. The industrialist obtains

them from various paits of this formation. When a new substance

has presented itself, having characters very different from the ordi-

nary rank and file of coals, chiy-bauds, or fire-clays, its stratigraphi-

cal position will help us to determine if it is entitled to a distinct

chnracter. If its place be distinct from those of the ordinary coals,

if likewise there are indications of a different physical mode of for-

mation, then its claim to be a new mineral will be greatly strength-

ened.

The lower cai'boniferous rocks of Scotland consist of shales and
sandstones more than a thousand feet thick, termed by Mr. Maclaren
the calciferous sandstone series. A freshwater limestone, equivalent

to that worked at Biu'die House, near Edinburgh, is the predominant
member of this group. This limestone runs in an elliptical area

round that city for nearly twenty-four miles, extending through Fife,

Midlothian, and Linlithgowshires. Part of this series extends to the

south-east of the town of Bathgate, round which is the Torbane Hill

mineral basin. A geological section in the Bathgate Hills, taken from
Dechmont-law to Balbardie House, exhibits a limestone containing

freshwater fossils, and equivalent to the one worked at Burdie House,
gradually merged into another limestone conti^ining marine fossils,

which is usually recognized as the lowest bed of the carboniferous

series.

The axis of the hills occurs in a wooded prominence overlooking

the Caputl-jall Bogs, and near the " Clinking Stane." At this point

the limestones may be traced within a few hundred 3'ards of each

other, dipping north-north-west and south-south-east. The Kirkton
limestone, a peculiar bed, described by Dr. Hibbert, containing both

marine and fluviatile remains, intervenes. Eastward from the pro-

minence just indicated, both the axis of the hills, and the connexion
of the limestones, may be traced in the burn running through Ban-

gour Farm, at Binny, and thence at various points to the shore of

the Forth at Hopetoun.
From the section described, the succession of the strata on either

side of the axis, comprising the country eastward to Edinburgh ou
the one hand, and westward to Shotts on the other, is as follows:

—
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Axis.

W.NN.

3. Tapper LanaAshire coal measures:

—

Wholly fluviatile organic characters.

2. Beds of marine and fluvio-marine lime-

stone intercalated with shale, coal,

ironstone, and stratified trap.

1. Shales, sandstones.

S..S. E.

3. Sandstones, shale, and a bed of coal.

2. Preshwater limestone.

1. Shale, sandstone, tufa.

On the Bathgate Hills the marine limestone is sixty feet thick,

and the fluviatile limestone about twenty feet thick. But towards

the south-west, on the borders of Edinburgh and Lanarkshires, the

marine limestone thins into beds of from three to six feet thick,

whilst the freshwater bed is above fifty feet thick.

The Torbane Hill bed lies in number two of the left-hand series

of strata. Along with two or three local coal-seams, it occupies a

small mineral basin some two or three miles in area, lying innnedi-

ately above the mountain-limestone, but stratigraphically distinct

from the upper Lanarkshire coal-measures. The petrological struc-

ture of the surrounding strata is very unique ; let us try to evolve

their history.

The physical changes closing the life-era of the Scott" sh old red

sandstone system are difficult to determine. From various geolo-

gical reasons, the chief of which are the wave-ripples on the sand-

stones, and the physical structure of the surrounding mountain-chains,

it has been deduced that central Scotland was a strait or frith bounded
as now by the prominent peaks of the northern and southern High-
lands. Islets, covered by a strange vegetation, dotted this watery ex-

panse; from the eastward strong currents brought down the spoils of

a now lost land, depositing the shales and sandstones so predominant
round the Scottish metropolis. In this quarter, too, an intense vol-

canic activity prevailed.

The trappean bosses, which form so prominent a feature in the

landscape round Edinburgh, were mostly erupted at this time. So,

at least, the labours of Mr. Geikie and others go to prove.

From St. Abb's Head to Bathgate a chain of volcanos sent up their

lurid contents into the Carboniferous sky. Nowhere was this activity

more intense thin on the Bathgate hills. The freshwater series to

the eastwards of our section are everywhere intercalated with trap
;

some of it developed as aerial ash-beds, the rest as submarine green-
stones. The prominences round Winchburgh, Binny, and Linlitligow,

which the railviay-traveller may remember so boldly characterize the

scenery, are the memorials of these eruptions. The spot pointed out
as the axis of the hills was undoubtedly the vent of a very active vol-

cano. Immediately above Bathgate four or five great beds of basaltic

greenstone and ash lie so intercalated with the aqueous strata as to
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be only explicable on the hypothesis that they were emptied at the
same time that the other strata were deposited.

The chemical changes effected by these igneous strata on the sur-

rounding rocks are likewise very curious, lu many places the lime-

stone is changed into a crystalline marble. One bed at Kirktou
affords undoubted evidence that it was deposited by a thermal spring.

The great thickness the main bed of limestone in the hills attains,

may be accounted for as much from its being a chemical deposit, as

one of animal origin. The sandstones and shales, too, are often curi-

ously baked, showing the violence of the igneous agencies. But we call

special attention to the prevalence of bitumen in the district, some-
times appearing solid in the crevices of the sandstones, as at Binuy

;

sometimes in round circular nodules in the trap or limestones ; and
sometimes oozing out liquid from trappean reservoirs.

The circular type of structure is very prevalent in the aqueous
rocks of the district, as in the sandstone at King's Cavel, and
amongst the ironstones. It extends throughout the rock sys-

tems. It is most manifest in the oolite or roe-stone of another for-

mation. However we may explain it, it is clearly the result of agen-
cies at work when the sandstones and shales were depositing, and
not a subsequent chemical change. This admitted, it follows that

most of the bitumen of the district is contemporaneous with the

igneous rocks, and that the highly bituminous sandstones and shales

were saturated at the period of their deposition. The clearest proof
of this is the structure of the celebrated Binny sandstone. How
else can we explain the black bituminous patches appearing on its

surface ? The physical agency at work may have been the conjunction

of two rapid currents. But it is much easier to suppose the bitumen
ejected from some neighbouring volcano floated in the waters of the

lagoon or river in which the sandstone was forming, and then me-
chanically mingled with it ; than that the sandstone \yas subsequently

saturated from beneath.

Facts connected with the occurrence and formation of bitumen at

the present day bear out this hypothesis. Its connection with volcanic

agency is well known. The celebrated pitch-lake of Trinidad stands

iu close proximity to a volcano, as also do some of the bituminous
localities iu Asia Minor. All the three varieties of this substance

float on water. Maltha, or mineral pitch, floats on the surface of the

Dead Sea. Petroleum floats on the Tigris and Euphrates, so much
so, that the surface of the river is often set on fire. The boatmen on
the Tigris and Euphrates are paid in this substance. Doubtless at

the bottom of these rivers there are many nascent beds of richly bitu-

minous shales.

Griven then a series of submarine volcanos ejecting out sheets of

liquid bitumen, and at the same time sand and mud rapidly deposited
;

let these com-.ningle, and we have the rationale of the formation of

the Binuy sandstone, and the bituminous shales of Queensferry and
Broxburn. These forces ceased after a time. A morass was slowly

formed which no\V constitutes the Houston coal-bed. This indicates
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another condition under which bitumen was eliminated. In this case

it is the result not of mechanical deposition, but of subsequent chemi-

cal action from decaying organic substances. Again, the action of

the currents was resumed, and fresh bituminous shales were formed.

AVhen the contemporaneous traps on the north-west side of our

section were ejected, the same succession of physical changes con-

tinued. Bitumen occurs in globules both in the contemporaneous
traps and in the limestones. The limestones indicate three marked
alterations in the level of the land. First, the Kirkton limestone,

with its leafy laminae, and curiously baked beds of cherty porcelain, its

interstratified ash, and over-capping basalt indicate proximate vol-

canic activity when forming. Fluvio-marine fossils are found in it.

The laud tlien sank so far as to allow tlie building corals to com-
mence their laboui's ; a reef was now formed which was added to by
shells dashed in by the surf from the neighbouring sea, and the pre-

cipitation of carbonate of lime from a sea surcharged from its prox-

imity to a volcanic cone ; thus the great belt of the limestone of the

hills was formed. But immediately after the land was subject to as

rapid an elevation ; as is manifest from the Stigmarias found in the

upper bed of the limestone,—the lower beds abounding in deep-sea

shells. Ash-beds also cover it. The hills now seem gradually to

liave risen above the waves, and a prevalence of freshwater strata

filled the small Torbane Hill basin. But all this time the volcano did

not stop its activity, as is evidenced by the thick ridges of inter-

bedded basalt which may be traced terracing the country upwards
from Bathgate. It is easy to suppose that sheets of bitumen, as at

the prior period of the Binny sandstone, floated on the waters of this

lagoon ; that in one time in particular, a very large quantity was
given out, and thus, aided mayhap by ejections from beneath, the Tor-

bane Hill bed was formed. May not the round circular masses in the

Torbane Hill mineral, which so puzzle microscopists, be the result of

the action of currents,—only, however, on a smaller scale than those

visible to the naked eye in the other rocks of the district ? In sug-

gesting this hypothesis we make allowance for the fact that at other

t'mes the basin was elevated so that morasses could accumulate, and
thus the beds of coal be formed. The district thus exhibits evidence

of both modes of the elimination of bitumen.
In the upland country west of the Torbane Hill basin there is a sin-

gular absence of trappean ridges. The district rises into a series of

undulating hills formed solely of the upper members of the carboni-

ferous system of Lanarkshire. The lower carboniferous volcano had
ceased previous to their deposition ; and the Bathgate hills probably
formed elevated land at the base of the great strait in which these

strata were depositing. Slowly the laud rose and fell, morass after

morass accumiilated to be compressed into future coal-beds after being
covered over by sand and mud. Bitumen was thus formed through
chemical agencies. Its source is manifest from the microscopic struc-

ture of the coal, which is entirely of woody origin, not exhibiting

traces of clay or sand from drift. The beds of this upper formation
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were deposited over a wide area, and, unlike the Torbane Hill basin,

Avitli the greatest uniformity. This upper coal-basin then strikingly

contrasts "with the unique character of the Torbane Hill basin ; and
greatly aids our argument that the mineral was formed under diftei'ent

physical conditions from those of the true coal-beds.

NOTES ON THE METAMOEPHOSIS OF EOCKS IN
SOUTH AFEICA.

By Dk. E. N. Eubidge, of Port Elizabeth.

It is near eleven years since that in travelling through Howison's

Poort,* one of the most picturesque of the many fine mountain passes

through the quartzite ranges of the eastern province of the Cape
Colony, my attention was drawn to a geological fact to which obser-

vation in other parts of the Colony has since led me to attach no
little importance. In the construction of the main road from Port

Elizabeth to Graham's Town, many deep cuttings have been made in

the solid quartzite rock. In many instances the rock seen in these

works lost its crystalline character gradually, and assumed that of a

hard blue sandstone, arid at length nearly resembled the blue fossi-

liferous shales and sandstones of the Ecca.

These quartzite rocks have been referred to the age of the Carbo-

niferous formation of Europe by Mr. Bain (Geol. Trans, vol. vii. 2nd
series, pp. 54 and 183), and both he and Dr. Atherstone (' Eastern Pro-

vince Magazine,' vol. i. p. 588) describe them as conformable with the

slaty rocks of the district. I have no doubt whatever that they generally

are so. They pass gradually into each other, and, as 1 have described,

the quartzite traced downward loses much of its siliceous character,

and gradually assumes that of the slate and of the Ecca rock. This

last is by JNIr. Bain dissociated from the Carboniferous formation, and

made the lowermost of the Lacustrine or Karoo series, but I have the

following reasons for differing with him :

—

1. At the western entrance of Howison's Poort are some beds of

rock, intermediate in lithological character between the quartzite and

the Ecca beds. These contain vegetable stems which have been re-

cognized by many as identical with those of the Ecca. At Forester's

Farm, east of Graham's Town, is a blue rock, just like that of the

Ecca, containing the same fossils, which passes gradually into the

gneiss. The sandstone on the one side is in relation on the other

with the claystone-porphyry of Bain, as is the rock at the Ecca.

Near Salem,' in the heart of the Carboniferous system of Bain, are

similar rocks with like fossils, conformable with the quartzite.

2. The strike of the inclined rocks, quartzites, slates, and Ecca

rocks is throughout tlie province north G0° west nearly. If we draw

Poort, a natural ])ass tbrougli a mountain range.
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a line of eight miles tlirougli Grraliam's Town and near Salem, at right-

angles to this direction, it will pass through little but quartzite. If

we draw a line of the same length through the Commadagga beyond

the Zeurberg, it will pass through nothing but slates, Ecca rock, and

claystone porphyry.

3. On the road" to GraafF Eeinet is a place called Wolve Krool.

It is a plain, bounded by quartzite hills. Its section is this :

—

Here the Ecca rock contains Fig. 1.

its characteristic fossils, is con-

formable with the quartzite, and ! i l)j>.

is separated from the Dicyno-.,\\\
{[{^MX'X /////y//^^^^^^'/'tf/

don rocks by a highish moun-
tain of quartzite and many miles ^ t; .^ i K
of slate, porphyry, etc. I could 1.^2 I -^

add many other reasons for this I I § 8 s I S

belief, but I think these will be o" ^ p^ « g? S ^

sufficient. What is then the true relation of the quartzite to the

Ecca rock and the slates ? and how is it that at one part of a line of

strike the rock will be all of a blue slaty fossiliferous character, and

at another all crystalline quartzite, destitute, or nearly so, of fossils ?

How is it that in deep sections, natural as well as ai'tifieial, such as

are made by cutting roads or by deep gullies, the slaty i-ocks are found

below gradually passing upwards into quartzite ? Of this I could

give scores of instances, but I will select only one natural one. The
range of quartzite on the left-hand of the section is crossed by a bye-

road. This road passes for a mile or more over well-marked Ecca
rock, with the high quartzite hills on either hand. The quartzite on

the right-hand dies out, and the road to GraafF Eeinet passes over

Ecca rock in the corresponding part of the section.

I found what I believe to be the key to the explanation of these

facts in Namaqualand. In passing through Ezel's Poort, between
Springbok Vontein and Spectakel, I was shown a section which had

been noted by Dr. Atherstone as remarkable. The gneiss hills were

covered by horizontal layers of quartzose sandstone, and these were

continuous on the western side of the hill with like quartzose sand-

stone dipping at a high angle westward, conformably with the gneiss.

It was clear that this change of dip was not due to any upheaval, for

the horizontal sandstones were found undisturbed a few yards distant.

I soon learnt to regard this juxtaposition of horizontal and inclined

beds, this continuity of quartzite conformable and unconformable with

its subjacent rock, as a normal state of things in Namaqualand. When
I saw high mountains with like structure, I was at first a little stag-

gered, but soon felt convinced that even on this scale the phenomenon
was due to the assimilation to each other by a process, common to

both, of rocks of widely different ages.

In the Western Province I made, in a rapid journey from Cape
Town to Ceres, a selection from the clay-slate to the Upper Silurian

of Bain. I had reason, as far as I was able, to confirm the truth of

Mr. Bain's section, while diflerins: from him in the inference I drew
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from it. I believe his wide dislocation of the Ceres beds from the clay-

slate to be an error into which he has been led by a state of things

like that of Ezel's Poort. I have never been able to get direct proof

that this is the case here, although I have elsewhere, as shall pre-

sently appear.

On my return to the Eastern Province, I thought I saw evidence

of the siliceous change of rocks on a much greater scale than I had

observed them in Namaqualand. I wrote a Paper on the subject,

and published it in the lociil magazine I have quoted above (' Eastern

Province Magazine,' vol. ii. p. 187). I hoped it would have led my
friends here, from whose sections mine differed considerably, to re-

examine their data. A little after, I sent home a Paper which was

read at the Geological Society of Loudon (see an abstract of it in the

'Geological Society's Journal,' vol. xv. p. 195), in which I explained

these views, and predicted that the clay-slate of the west would here-

after be found identical with the Upper Silurian of Bain, and the Car-

boniferous rocks of the east identical with both, the quartzite being

changed rock, sometimes slate itself, sometimes a newer unconfor-

mable rock. Of this identity I was enabled to send home strong

presumptive proof in the shape of fossils identical with the Upper
Silurian of Bain, from the clay-slate on the western shores of Francis

Bay. More recently I have obtained the same fossils (pronounced

Devonian at home) from various points between the Kromme and

Kabeljouw rivers, St. Francis Bay, in the clay-slate, and from Chatty,

near J?ort Elizabeth ; from Naroo, near Uitenhage ; from Blauw
Krauts, on the Bezuidenhouts river, on the road to Graalf Eeinet

;

and from the northern base of the Coxcomb in the Winterhoek

range in the Carboniferous. Still, it might be objected that there

may really be a difference between the clay-slate and the Devonian,

though JNIr. Bain may have mistaken the line of division. If refer-

ence be made to the Admiralty chart of St. Francis Bay, it will be

seen that the low shores of the" bay are crossed by a range of moun-

tains of considerable elevation. These mountains, which are quartz-

ite, cross the strike at a considerable angle, nearly, in fact, for some

distance at a right angle ; so that on the beach and the low hills you

may cross near ten miles of slate, perhaps five miles of strike, while

six or eight miles inland, on the heights, the corresponding part of

the section is all quartzite. The quartzite must, consequently, cross

uncouformably the slates, and therefore be newer than they. The

reasons why they cannot be older, I need not give here, as I have given

many of them above. These same quartzite hills are continuous with

others of the same lithological character, which are decidedly confor-

mable with the Devonian rocks, though they too cross the strike at an

angle of 30°. I have not had opportunities for such an examination

of "the country between this and Cape Town, as to enable me to say

positively that there are no beds older than the Devonian ; but I

think I have shown satisfactorily that the evidence on which the clay-

slate is referred to a much higher antiquity is fallacious. I can safely

assert that the Devonian beds of this country are crossed by lofty

VOL. V. II
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ranges of quartzite, often unconformable with them, which quartzite

is continuous with like quartzite conformable with the Devonian beds.

Whence I infer tJiat the rocks of a tract of country may he so altered

hy molecular clianges common to all (prohahly m the instance of our
rocks the iniiltration ofsilica), that heels ofwidely different ages may ipre-

sent the same litholoyical character, and that when horizontal quartzose

(or calcareous* or felspathic ?) rocks are continuous with inclined

rocks of the same kind it is not always safe to infer that beds resting

conformahly on the latter are much newerformation than those on which
the sandstones rest unconformahly, that the beds a, h, are very far older

than c, d, for instance.

Ks. 2.

.^:y:

It is my conviction then (though I admit that my evidence is not

quite conclusive) that the inclined slaty rocks of this Colony, west
as well as east, all belong one formation, which geologists at home
have, on the evidence of fossils, pronounced to be Devonian ; and that

the quartzite is a rock which has undergone a superficial change, and
may therefore be called metamorphic. This siliceous metamorphosis
is associated with other changes. The clay- slaty beds are often con-

verted into ochry, micaceous, and chloritic schists.

There is not in tlie Eastern Province much evidence of ordinary

metamorphic action, except in the claystone-porphyry of Bain, which
I regard as a product of metamorphic action, as I shall more fully

explain hereafter. At the Matland mines, about twenty miles west
of Port Elizabeth, are slates like those which at Chatty contain

Devonian fossils. Some of these have been converted into chloritic,

hornblendic, and micaceous schists, without any evidence of the prox-

imity of eruptive rocks. In the planes of bedding of these schists

are veins of quartz, and occasionally cnrbonate of lime, not very rich

in copper-pyrites. I regard the hard blue crystalline limestone of

the same locality, in which lead and zinc ore occurs, as partially, at

least, metamorphic. At George and other places intermediate be-

tween Cape Town and here, granite occurs, but as I have had no
opportunity of examining it, I shall trace the evidences of metamor-
phic action from Cape Town northward.
At Cape Town 1 found granite-veins varying from one to three

feet to as many lines diameter running parallel with tlie strike of the
clay-slate rocks without displacing them, showing, I think, that they
had been changed in situ. Other veins crossed the strike. Again,

* I til ink T saw calcareous beds of which all I have asserted of the quartzite might
be predicated.
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isolated masses of slate preserved their dip unaltered iu the midst of

granite which appeared to have a dip iu the same direction. Passing

north-westward towards Namaqualaud, I saw the slate near Heer-
lozemeut so little altered and so like some of the fossilil'erous rocks of

the Eastern Province that I much regretted that my engagements did

not permit of a closer examination of it. At Olifant's river the rocks,

still with the same strike as in Cape Town, viz. nearly magnetic north

(north 30° west), liad assumed a micaceous andtalcose character, and
on the northern bank of the river were much impregnated with iron.

Four or five miles beyond Kokonap I saw the slate for the last time

till I met it at the Orange river, and here it abounded in a peculiar

form of cyanite which I afterwards found in great abundance in the

gneiss and mica-schist of De Kiet, near Hondeklip Bay. Some
grassy country intervened between this spot and the next where
rocks were visible. These were felspathic in great variety. I could

not get a satisfactory observation of their dip for some days' journey,

perhaps owing to the little experience I had then of rocks of this

class. There are few things I have more to regret in the way of lost

opportunities than the want of a careful examination in detail of the

country within ten miles' radius of the lowermost ford of the Olifant's

river. It would include a section from the clay-slate to the Upper
Silurian of Bain which are found in the Cederberg as well as the

passage of the former into the felspathic rocks of Namaqualand.
Bain has no hesitation in aiBrming this change, and I have every

reason to think that he is correct ; but believing as 1 do in the identity

of his clay-slate and the Upper Silurian, I cannot but regret that I

was unable to make a thorough examination of the country. I believe

Bain's separation of the clay-slate from the Upper Silurian (Devo-
nian) are drawn here as elsewhere from the position of the quartzite

crossing the slate and underlying the Devonian. Is not this evidence

identical with that on which metamorphic formations are assigned to

widely distant epochs in Europe ?

In addition to the want of time and of experience referred to, I

have to regret the loss of a note-book in which my observations on
the rocks in the earlier as well as later part of my journey in Nama-
qualand were inserted. I cannot therefore tell from my own obser-

vations how the strike of the rocks which was north 30° west at

Olifant's river, assumes a nearly east and west strike at Springbok
Vontein. As we pass northwards it takes a more northerly direc-

tion, and at Oograbis it is north G0° west, and at Annies, on the

Orange river, it resumes its north 30° west strike with its slaty

character. I have no hesitation in affirming the passage of the slate

into felspathic rock here.

Assuming, then, the metamorphosis of palaeozoic rocks into gneiss,

mica-schist, etc., I will merely reiterate my firm belief that those of

Namaqualand are the changed condition of the great mass of slaty

beds which extend from the moutli of the Eish river in the east to

Cape Town, and thence to Olifant's river, and at various points con-

tain fossils whicli have been referred to the Devonian epoch by
geologists of Europe. I again admit that the evidence by which 1
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have attempted to establisli this is somewhat defective, but I have
shown clearly that that on which it is denied is valueless.

I have already described the interpolation of masses of granite

among the slate of Cape Town without displacement : this phenomenon
obtaius to a much greater extent in Namaqualand

;
groat masses of

granite, with little if any evidence of stratification, pass gradually into

gneiss on either side, and, in fact, all round, without change of dip.

These are called locally "bosses," and their scaling off is remarkable,
giving them the rounded outline, wlience their name. The same
thing is seen in the change of hornblende-schist into greenstone or

syenite, with large crystals of hornblende. Niimerous instances of

this occur ; one of the most striking is between Klein Pella and
Oomsdrift.*

I have mentioned in a former Paper that the twists of the strata

in which the copper-ore is deposited occur in gneiss, and when a sec-

tion is seen on a hill-side no granite is visible, but when worked to

any considerable depth, the rock loses its laminated character and be-

comes a f'elspathic granite or greenstone. A remarkable section was
observed near Pella : a stream had worked a deep channel in the

rocks ; the edges of the ravine so formed were of well-marked gneiss,

w'hile the water ran over a bed of granite without trace of lamina-

tion, the gneiss preserving the same dip on either side of the ravine.

Indeed, it appeared to me as if metamorphosis of the rock into felspa-

tliic granite was the normal state below, while the gneissic lamina-
tion w'as a superficial indication of the old stratification-planes.

While on this subject I will mention what appears to me to be a
singular character of our paljeozoic rocks here. The specimens I
have sent home will show that all the Devonian fossils here lose

every trace of their carbonate of lime. They are preserved, often

very perfectly, in oxide of iron, but in my experience they are seen
only on the exposed edges of the rocks, be these greatly inclined, as

at Chatty and Hermansdorp, or only slightly so, as at Coxcomb and
Jeffrey's bay. At Chatty I have seen a mass hollowed out in all

directions by the decay of the encrinites on the edges, while tracing
the same layer deeper in, it lost all trace of fossils. Frequent repeti-

tious of this seemed to me to establish it as a rule that the fossils in

the rock were only exposed by decomposition. Still it may be merely
accidental. I should be glad to learn whether it is so or not.

I have stated that in the metallic twists, or saddles, I never saw
granite in what I could consider the position of an intrusive rock. In
one of the accessory twists which meet the metallic saddles at various

angles, and which in section on a flat surface have the appearance of
a feather, the shaft (a b) of the feather was

i / /
composed of micaceous schist, with a few rather ( C// / L((
large crystals of felspar. I have frequently seen a>.~>-'-i^>2vA\.
irregular-shaped patches of mica-schist follow-

ing neither strike, nor any law that I could per-

ceive, among the gneiss. Granite occurred in

the same way in other spots.

* Djii't-foicl (of the Orange river).
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It is well known that prelmite is a coinmon mineral in some parts
of tliis colony. It occurs in the dioritic or syeuitic dykes of tlie

Dicynodon strata, and is evidently a product of the re-arrangement of
the minerals of these dykes during their decomposition. The prehn-
ite is found in laminae between the decomposing masses of the dykes
and on their faces as digitate concretions. Unlike M. Daubree's
zeolites it has not required heat for its formation, but, like them, it

is forming at this hour by aqueous action. I have almost as little

doubt that dykes and other masses of rrraniteare formino; in the same
way Irom the re-arrangeraents of the constituent minerals of the
gneiss. I find it easier to feel the ti-uth of this on the spot than to
convey it to others ; still I will endeavour to give some reason for

my faith. One mass of gneiss, near Henkrees, in which a vein of
granite, terminated by an expansion about a foot square, proceeded
along the gneiss. It was quite evident that there was no intrusion,

no connection with any mass below. Spindle-shaped masses of
granite placed between beds of felspathic, micaceous, and other rocks,

were numerous and could often be entirely removed by a hammer,
showing they bad no connexion with any subterranean mass.
Spherical luuips of granite or syenite were frequently quite isolated

in the schists of the mines. I have stated before that beds of quartz-
ite appeared to be intercalated by a filtration from above ; some of
these could be traced down till they became mixed with mica and
tlien with felspar, and not very much deeper assumed the character
of the gneiss of the country. Oth.er masses, which seemed to be in-

termediate between these, toward the spindle-shaped granite lumps
above, were composed principally of quartz, with a few grains of mica
and felspar, and occasionally garnets : these were surrounded by mica-
schist ill henf-iip strata ; yet the whole mass, perhaps twenty pounds
or less in weight, could be removed. These circumstances seemed
to me to prove clearly that if felspathic rocks of any kind ai-e the

products of metamorphic action, then are granite, syenite, etc., trace-

able to a like origin ; that if, as I think, I have clear evidence, in the
Maitland Mines and other places of this neighbourhood, paljeozoic

rocks are convertible into micaceous, chloritic, and felspathic schists,

witliout evidence of eruptive agencies, then are the so-called igneous
rocks equally so. I think it will scarcely be disputed by any who
admit the re-arrangement of felspathic rocks I have contended for,

that causes by which such re-arrangement was made, may have
eilected the original conversion of sedimentary into crystalline rocks.

We have in this province a rock which has been pronounced decidedly

igneous by the highest European autliorities ; it is the claystone-

porphyry of Bain. Yet its position among the other rocks is, in

many respects, just that of the quartzite ; and, like the latter rock,

its individual beds and its minor masses are confoi-mable wdth the
stratified rocks, while in ranges many miles in length, it crosses the
strike of the strata, generally at an ::::gle of about '30°. This fact

was first demonstrated to me by j\lr. Pincliin, a gentleman who has
made many interesting observations on the geology of this country.
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The sections of the Zeurberg, of Van Zonder's Plain (given above)

on the Graff Reinet road, together with a somewhat imperfect re-

collection of that of Graham's Town, had led n.e to believe that the

relation of the porphyry to the slate was constant. It is now evident

that I was in error here. The fact of the masses of the porphyry

crossing the slate without disturbing it seems to me greatly to

strengthen my views as to its raetamorphic origin by rendering the hy-

pothesis of Messrs. Bain and Wylie untenable. The former gentleman

supposed that the porphyry had been poured over the surface of the

strata as liquid lava. Mr. Wylie referred its origin to volcanic ac-

tion, producing ash, which was deposited at the bottom of the ocean,

and formed this igneous-like rock with its contained granite pebbles

and fragments of rock. The fact of the direction of its masses being

at an angle of 30° with the strike seems to me to be incompatible with

either of these hypotheses. The ranges of porphyiy, like those of

quartzite, die out and reappear. The normal position of the porphyry

appears to be as in fig. 4, but I have seen it placed as in figs. 5 and
6:—

Slate. Porphyry. Slate. Slate. Porphyry. Slate. Slate. Porphyry. Slate.

The character by which we all agree to recognize this rock is the

presence of masses of quartz and granite of various sizes with occa-

sional fragments of slate and other rocks. Sometimes these masses
are as much as fifty pounds in weight, at others they are so minute
as to be scarcely recognizable by the naked eye. In a recent journey
to Paardenpoort I met with a mass of this porphyry which terminated
in a vein about a foot thick, with very minute crystals. Now what
is the character of the rock among which this porphyry is interposed

or interstratified P It is such that no one acquainted with the two
would pretend to diagnose them, save by the presence of the crystals

above mentioned. Nor would the blowpipe, or even more careful

analysis, so far as I am aware, enable him to do so. If then the base
of the rocks differ so little, and there is evidence that no displacement
has taken place in any known section (see Bain and Wylie), is it not
clear that this rock has originated in slow conversion ? Yet I be-

lieve whatever may be predicated of it may be equally so of granite
;

for it contains granitic masses in great numbers, and often of large

size : besides granite, veins occupy precisely the same position among
rocks which I have given reasons for believing to be the same strata

in the Western Province.
But it will be seen above that I am not disposed to admit that the

evident displacement of strata is at all times due to eruptive agency.
I have given instances, on a A'ery small scale, in which 1 feel sure it is

not so. I hoi)e ere long to be able to show that the infiltration of
quartz from above has produced this effect, but my evidence on this
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subject is still somewhat defective ; I will defer what I have to say on
this subject till a future period.

I have had but little time or opportunity for the microscopical
studies which have done so much for the views on the nature and
oi'igiu of grauite which I am here advocating. I should hardly have
ventured indeed to have given observations so crude as my own, but
for a conviction that probably no country in the world offers greater
facilities for studies of this kind than does this Colony, and more
especially the district of Namaqualaud, which is probably barer of
vegetation and more intersected by gullies than any other country in

the world not absolutely uninhabitable.

I will give a hric? resume of the observations which led me first to

doubt and at length to abandon the igneous theory of granite, in

which I was a firm believer ere I visited the Western Province of the
Colony.

1. The undoubted change Which rocks have undergone into quartz-

ite and its equally evident origin in superficial and igneous agency.
Mr. Darwin admits this origin of the Table Mountain sandstone.

2. The existence of beds of granite and other rocks of felspathic

bases in association with sedim.entary rocks in positions which it is

impossible to believe they could have occupied by forcible intrusion

from below. Many veins of the claystone-porphyry exceed a thousand
yards in width, yet they do not in the slightest degree disturb the

strata adjacent to them. At Kleinpoort I measured the slate eighteen

inches from its junction with the porphyry. It dipped towards the

latter at an angle of 35°, the porphyry itself having a dip in the

same direction.

3. The irregular masses of granite taking the place of gneiss and
not connected with the granite below.

4. The origin of prehnite and other zeolitic minerals from decom-
position of igneous dykes of the Dicynodou-strata. Prehnite, as

well as of quartz, is formed thus between the decomposing " boul-

ders " of igneous rocks. Veins of carbonate of lime are often formed
in the same way. Nor can I hesitate to refer the felspathic veins

and irregular masses in decomposing gneiss in Namaqualand to a

like process of re-arrangement. I have there seen carbonate of lime

in felspathic rocks ; fluor-spar mixed with epidote and felspar; phos-

phate of lime with felspar and quartz.

5. I have mentioned the igneous dykes of the Dicynodou-strata.

They have always been referred to plutonic agency, but it appears to

me that there are great difficulties in admitting such origin. They
take, I believe, every direction of the compass, vary from eighteen

inches to some hundreds, perhaps thousands, of yards in breadth, and
some of them are probably fifty or more miles in length ; they are

numerous, and occur frequently from near Somerset East to the Vool
River, but never, in my experience, or that of any one I know, pass

the boundary of the Dicynodon-strata, nor do they disturb the rocks

through which they cut in the base.

6. I have mentioned the occurrence of granite-veins conformable
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with the strata among which they lie. Tlie daystone-poi'phyry of

Bain, appears conformable as to individual beds, while in the mass
it crosses the section of the country. I have never found igneous

rocks in the positions of upheaving rocks. I have repeatedly found
them in positions (4, 5) where they could not possibly be so. In
Namaqualaud the rocks between Springbok and Concordia were jDer-

haps more decidedly gneiss-like than in any other part of the section,

except perhaps near Kok Vontein, yet I regard these two spots (the

former about a mile north of Springbok Vontein, the latter two
miles south-east of Kok Vontein) as the main axial lines of the

country. Many facts concur to pi'ove that whatever may have been
the cause of the upheaval of strata in this country, igneous rocks

have liad nothing to do with it. That there are considerable difficul-

ties about the stratification of tliis neighbourliood, I fully believe.

That I have no clue to tlie satisfactory explanation of those difficul-

ties I am obliged to confess. To mention one or two, I believe that

encrinites are generally local in their distribution, that is, individual

species are confined to a few beds ; and that if the same species of

encrinite is found in these spots, the rocks containing them may be
safely assigned to the same age or near it. At the northern base of

the Coxcomb * are some nearly horizontal beds of blue and ferru-

ginous schists containing trilobites, shell-fish, and encrinites, pro-

nounced Devonian on good authority. The strike of these rocks is

north G0° west nearly, and this line of strike would pass through
Cape Reciffe. The Chatty beds of shale, which are in hills continu-

ous with those of Port Elizabeth, would nearly correspond in strike

with these beds ; and at Chatty two or three encrinites identical

with those of Coxcomb occur. Yet at the former place the rocks

dip at an angle of 45°. There do not seem to be any igneous rocks

to account for this difference. At Naroos, near Uitenhage, the slaty

beds are associated with quartzite, and dip at 60°-70°.

Again, the beds containing spirifers or this encrinite at Kabel-
jouw river's mouth, Jeftrey's Bay, have but a slight dip on the sea-

shore ; a little inland they have a greater dip, but at Hermansdorp,
wliere the same spirifers or this of encrinite occur, they have a dip of
80° close to their junction with the quartzite. I cannot account for

these things. I suppose no one in tlie present day would call quartz-

ite an igneous or upheaving rock. Yet it is certainly my impression
that if any rock in this country influences the change of dip in either

rocks, quartzite does. Mr. Niven, the gentleman from whom I have
the last fact, and who has done so much in throwing new light on the
geology of this province, tells me that the quartzite, a hundred and
eighty yards from the slate, dips 45°. If compelled to suggest a reason
for these things, it would be, that whereas quartzite might be meta-
morphosed by addition of matter infiltrated, claystoue, porphyry,
granite, etc., might owe their origin to mere crystalline action under
the agency of water, thermo-electric currents, etc. This last is

Mr. Sterry Hunt's view, 1 think,

* Part of the Wintcrhock range, mis-spelt jNIuteihock in the abstract of my Paper.





PLATE IV.

MOLAR TOOTH OF ELEPHAS TEXIANUS (N.S.)

tn the National Collection, British Museum.

S. J. Mackie del.



ON A FOSSIL ELEPHANT EEOM TEXAS {E. Texianus).

Bt Chaeles Caeter Blake, Esq.

The existence of a fossil species of true eleplmnt distinct from

Elephas 2JrimirjeniHS in America has been only of late years brought

under the notice of palaeontologists. I have slightly alluded to the

subject in the ' Geologist,' Vol. IV. p. 470. For many years remains

of true Elephant have been found with those of Mastodon at various

spots within the New World.
Cuvier (' Ossements Fossiles,' ed. 1834, vol. ii. p. 145) mentions

only one species of American elephant, the remains of which had

been discovered in Kentucky, Carolina, Ohio, Mexico, Louisiana,

Virginia, and Maryland.
De Blainville ("' Osteographie,' Elephans, p. 157 : Atlas, pi. x.)

alludes to a tooth of fossil elephant from Texas, which is apparently

referable to Elephas primujenius. He also mentions other remains

from Mexico, Mississippi, Carolina, Kentucky, Ohio, Maryland, Vir-

ginia, and Behring's Straits.

Leidy (' Nebraska Fauna,' 1852, p. 9j recognizes specific distinc-

tion between the European and American species of elephant, and

terms the latter E. Americanus.

Humboldt (' Cosmos,' vol. i. p. 280) alludes to certain elephantine

remains from the Mexican plateau, but gives no description whicli

might identify the species.

Dr. Carpenter (Silliman's Journal, 2nd series, vol. i. p. 244) de-

scribes a collection of elephant and mastodon remains, collected by

Mr. AVilliam Huft", from the banlvs of the Brazos river, near San

Felipe de Austin (Texas), some of which are at present in the British

Museum. Through the kindness of Mr. G. E. Waterhouse, I have

been enabled to identify them as those originally alluded to by Dr.

Carpenter.

The most complete, elaborate, and philosophical conspectus of the

affinities of the Order Proboscidea has been that from the pen of

Dr. Falconer (Quarterly Journal Geographical Society, 1857, p. 319,

and 1858, p. 81), in which he distinctly recognizes an American spe-

cies of elephant {Euelephas Columhi), which he says has hitherto

been undescribed. He places this apart from Euelephas primigenius,

in the same group as E. Indiciis and Armeniacus, of which group he

discriminates the character as having " Collicidi approxi?iiafi, machce-

ridihus valde undulaiis." The detailed exposition of his memoir has

not been published up to February, 1862, although it was read on

June 3, 1857.

Mr. William Bollaert, F.E.G.S., who has contributed original me-

moirs on the geography of Texas to tlie Geographical Society (Jour-

nal, 1851, vol. XX. p. 115), mentions the fact that he was the dis-

coverer of a tooth of " Mastodon" from San Felipe de Austin, Texas.

This tooth was carefully preserved by him, and was submitted to me
VOL. v. I
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in February, 1858. At that time I bad not read Dr. Falconer's

paper, 3'et from the remarkable appearance of the tooth, the conclu-

sion that it was a distinct species of elephant, closely allied to the

Indian type, forced itself on me. This opinion was confirmed by
Professor Owen, and after the name of Elephas Texianus had been

given to the species, the specimen was deposited in the British Mu-
seum, and now forms one of the most conspicuous objects in the

gallery devoted to Proboscidea. Professor Owen, in September, 1858,

thought fit to adopt the name of -E^. Texianus for the species, in his

eloquent address to the British Association (and also in the second

edition of ' Palaeontology,' p. '595). From a comparison of this tooth

with that already possessed by the Museum from the same locality,

described by Dr. Carpenter, I think decidedly that the remains in

the Museum are identical with E. jyTimigenius, while the tooth dis-

covered by Mr. Bollaert appears to belong to the distinct species of

JE. Texianus vel Columhi. This is the only specimen which I have

seen of this type, as Dr. Falconer has not stated where the specimens

are on which he described his species. He appends as a doubtful

synonym, "^. Jacksoni?, Silliman's Journal, 1838, vol. xxxiv. page

303 ;" but after examination of the very bad drawings contained in

that page, I cannot make any distinction betw(^en them and E. pri-

migenhis. The tooth of E. Texianvs (m. 6, lower jaw) has enamel-

folds much wider and much more waved and undulated than that of

the E. JacTcsoni. The canals of cement are consequently of much
greater width, and the whole aspect of the tooth is much more like

E. Indiciis.

As the British Association, in their Rules for Zoological Nomen-
clature, have authoritatively sanctioned the principle that names not

clearly defined, and likely to propagate important errors, may be

changed, and as the name of E. Columhi lays itself open to the grave

charge that it is not clear whetlier it is named in honour of Columbus,
or because it is found in Colombia (Venezuela y Nueva Granada), I

trust that this name will not be accepted. That of E. Texianus,

founded upon a yet unimpeached geographical distinction, if it has

not the advantage of published priority, yet gives a more lucid idea of

the nature of the species which it indicates.

The figure by Mr. Mackie gives a better idea of its appearance

than any mere verbal description. I however define it as Elephas
Texianus, dentiinn molarium (m. 6), colJiculi undulati, magis remoti

quam in E. Indico. Its association with E. Indicus and Armeniacus,

by Dr. Falconer, seems warranted by its legitimate afiinities.

The greater width between the enamel-folds may indicate a more
sapid and juicy diet than that of the larch-eating elephants of Esch-

scholtz Bay. The nutritious prairie-grass of Texas did not require

sucli formidable apparatus for its comminution as was possessed by tlie

Siberian mammoths. The indication of this species, therefore, illus-

trates the remai'kable special adaptation of animals to external and
climatal conditions, and may not be altogether irrelevant to the ques-

tions discussed by the physio-philosophers of the present day, with

regard to the origin of species.
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ON THE MICEOSCOPICAL EXAMINATION OF SOME
BKACKLESHAM BEDS.

By T. Rupert Jones, F.G.S.

In Vol. I of the ' Geologist,' at page 249, was published a paper

ou the preparation of sands, clays, and chalk, for microscopical pur-

poses, under the heading of " Geological Manipulations ;" and, as

both pleasure and geological profit are to be obtained from the exact

examination of various fossil-bearing deposits, both as to their con-

stituents and their contents, I beg to ofter you an example of the

results of such an examination of some tertiary beds from Brackle-

sham. These notes I have had by me several years, and their short-

comings are so great in some respects that I should not send them,

were it not that they may serve as a plan to some young care-

ful observers who might feel incMued to enter upon the strict exa-

mination of some definite series of fossiliferous strata. What the

series under notice is deficient of, is a statement of the exact rela-

tionship of these several deposits, examined nearly twenty years ago.

I received the materials at that time from a friend who was collecting
" Bracklesham fossils,"—a term which will be more definite, now
that the Hev. 0. Fisher, F.G.S., has indicated the exact limits of the

Bracklesham formation.*

The specimens were chiefly, I believe, from Bracklesham and
Selsea ; but some may have been brought from the Isle of "Wight.

By the presence of certain fossils, however, in some of the deposits,

their exact place may probably be determined. However deficient

in these stratigraphical requirements the following account of the

deposits may be, they will serve the purpose here intended, namely,

to show young beginners what to look for in sands and clays. In-

structions have been already given as to liow such materials are to

be examined, in the first volume, p. 249.

The careful microscopical examination of a good series of succes-

sive deposits, in the way that we propose, cannot but be useful both

to the geologist and the palaeontologist. The conditions of deposit

will be elucidated by the proportions of fine and coarse materials in

the beds ; especially if these be traced along a considerable tract by
the examination of many samples of the deposit, through its varia-

tions from clay to sand (or vice versa), or in its changes from an

argillaceous or arenaceous to a calcareous condition. Such variations

are not always recognized with sufficient exactness by the eye or by
the pocket-glass, and require mechanical, if not chemical, analysis

;

recourse being had to the aid of acids in determining the relative pro-

portions of lime and other constituents. Except by careful separa-

tion in water, and patient sorting and picking, the minute shells and

other fossils cannot be obtained in anything like a fair average ; and

year by year the Foraininifera, Entomostraca, Bryozoa, and the small

* See Report of the Geological Society's Proceedings, Dec. 4th, 1861.
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fry of the IMollusca, are becoming more and more valuable as leading

characteristics of strata, as our knowledge of these microzoa in the

fossil and recent states advances.

Such researches as these, made on any series of deposits, whether
British or foreign, must be of use, either for the improvement and
correction of observations already made and published, or for the

groundwork of future descri])tions of strata and their fossils.

Schafhautl, Sorby, Ehrenberg, Eeade, Bryson, and others, have
worked at this subject in their own several ways, and it is to be
hoped that not only will these older labourers continue to work in
" Microgeology " or " Clinology," as the study is termed, but that

others, with equal patience and acumen, will come forward to labour

in this wide and promising, but as yet little cultivated field of re-

search.

The Results of tlie Examination ofFive Specimens of Sands and Clays

from the " BracTclesham Beds " of the Isle of Wight Basin.

No. 1. Light-blue sandy clay ;
* very friable ; full of crushed

shells.

Quantity examined, 480 grains.
Grs. Grs. Proportion3.

Calcareous Shells, fragments of shells, "l „„ „„„ -.q

and other fossils t • • J

Arenaceous Sandt 138 1104 29
Argillaceous Clay § 250 2000 52

480 3840 100

jSTo. 2. Very light-blue, friable, sandy clay.

Quantity examined, 480 grains.
Grs. Grs. Proportions.

Calcareous Shells, etc., and fragments 23 184 5"

Arenaceous Sand 185 1480 38"5

Argillaceous Clay 272 2176 56-5

480 3840 1000

No. 3. Dark-green clayey sand ; very friable.

Quantity examined, 3840 grains.
Grs. Proportions.

Calcareous Shells etc., and fragments 497 13

. f Flint pebbles 201 /.^.^
Arenaceous

I ,,^,_/ 253^1 66 5

Arsjillaceous Clay 793 23-5

3840 1000

* The clays and sands in this paper are described as they appear when dry.

f The specimens No. 3, 4, and 5 being given in lots of 3840 grains, Nos. 1 and 2

(which were examined in lots of 480 grains) are given also as 3840 grains for the sake

of comparison. With regard also to Nos. 1 and 2, their lists of fossils must be regarded

as less perfect in relation to the other specimens, on account of the small quantity of the

deposit examined.

X For the list of fossils, see the table further on.

§ The sands of all the lots arc chiefly composed of green grains (silicate of iron?) and

quartz sand. Further details respecting the relative size, angularity, etc., of the sand-

grains in the several specimens ought to have been given.
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No. 4. Eeddish-yellow sand, very friable, abounding with large

Nuniniulites.

Quantity examined, 3840 grains.
Grs. Proportions.

Calcareous Shells* etc., and fragments 878 23
{Pebbles of flint, greenstone, iron-

stone, aud brown pellucid quartz... 23] 38
Sand 2205/
Ferruginous concretion 12l

-.f.

Argillaceous Clay 722 J

3840 100

No. 5. Liglit-blue sandy clay ; hard, but easily separated in hot

water.

Quantity examined, 3,840 grains.
Grs. Proportions.

Calcareous Shells, etc., and fragments 16 12
Arenaceous Sand (very fine) 1296 838

Pyritous concretion 70 I'S

Argillaceous Clay 2128 63-2

3840 1000

TABLE OF THE FOSSILS FRO^I THE FIVE SPECIMENS OF
" BRACKLESHAM BEDS."

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Fish Bones. Fish Tooth and Fish Bones, Fish Bone and Fish Bones and

Otolite.

MOl

Teeth, and

Otolite.

LTJSCA : GASTERO

Otolite.

PODA.

Fusus ?

Otolites.

IMurex.

Ringicula. Ringicula. Ringicula.

Pleurotoma.
Voluta.

Plem-otonia, 2 s.

Natica. Natica.

Cerithium.

Natica.

Cerithium.

Natica.

Potamis. Potamis, 2 sp.

Turritella. Turritella. Turritella. Turritella, 3 sp. Turritella, 2 sp.

Solarium. Solarium ? Solarium.

Infnndil)uluni.

Solarium.

Dentalium. Dentalium. Dentalium.

Bulla (minute).

Dcutaliuiu.

Plauorbis.

Dentalium.

Bulla.

* The shells in this specimen are larger tlian in the other lots. In the latter the

Bhelis, etc. found in this examination were ehielly of small size, although larger shells,

of course, arc sometimes abundantly distributed in the mass of the beds.
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liills are partly granitic ; the granite is reddish, very readily decom-
posed, and worn by the rain and weather here and there into strauge

grotesque figures. Thei'e are well-defined metallic lodes in this range.

East of these hills are three terraces leading down to the river.

The first is the broadest, extending about two-thirds the distance,

and falls twenty feet to the river. It is composed chiefly of sand
;

but rocks similar to those of the western rock crop out here and
there. The second terrace averages about two-ninths of the distance

between the range and the river : it falls about thirty feet ; some-
times not more than ten or fifteen feet ; at places, however, more than

fifty feet. The third or lowest terrace is only one-ninth of the dis-

tance, and nearly level with the river: in fact, it is overflowed when
the water is up. The inver itself flows slowly, having a fall of about

one foot a mile. It is at the fall or escarpment between the second

and the third terrace, on an exposed face of friable limestone, that

the peculiar substance referred to in this notice is found. The
whitish limestone (similar to the bryozoal limestone of the Mount
Gambler district) has its exposed edges excavated by innumerable

burrows of wallabies

kangaroo - rats, opos-

sums, etc., which live

and breed here in count-

less niunbers, far in the

body of the rock, and
the upper part of the

openings of these bur-

rows are coated with a

softish-brown fetid ma-
terial, Avhich appears to

AA Wallabies' Holes. Eiver Murray

Fig. 2.

be the concreted exhalations and efiluvia coming from the heated in-

teriors of these long-inhabited and thickly tenanted burrows. The
concretion is thickest just within and at tlie mouth of a burrow, and
dies away upwards on the face of the rock, just as the stain of smoke
coming from a crevice is dark at the fissure, and becomes fainter and
fainter up the side of the wall. Tiiis material is several inches thick,

and, owing to the dryness of the climate, is not washed away by rain.

In England the specimens brought over are somewhat deliquescent.

It has not yet been examined chemically.

This curious concomitant of cave-habitats in a warm and dry cli-

mate seems worth notice as connected with the subject of bone-caves.

The same country (South Australia) is likely to alFord valuable in-

formation relative to the origin and early condition of subterranean

caves and fissures ; for the limestone of the Mount Gambler district

is extensively excavated by subterranean drainage, on which the

water-supply of the towns and stations is, to a large extent, depen-

dent.

The samples of brown material referred to in the above remarks were

obtained from a place on the Eiver Murray, near the Eeedy Creek
(Toongell) or the Thirty-nine Sections, called Pontarra, or Green
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Corner, and at Cooloodee. It is about fifty miles due-east of Adelaide,
and about 35° south latitude, and 139° 20' east longitude. I found it

while niakiuo: my surveys for the direct eastern line of railway from
Adelaide to the Eiver Murray (see Council Paper, No. 47, Septem-
ber 10th, 1858, S. A.).

The Eiver Murray and its tributaries drain an immense district

in New South Wales, A^ictoria, and South Australia, discharging it-

self into the Lake Alexandria in South Austi'alia; thence to the sea

it is navigable for 1500 miles.

[Our readers are referred also to the Journal of the Geological

Society, No. 63, August, 1860, pages 252-261, for some account of

the geology of the South-Australian district above referred to.

—

Edit. Geologist.]

COEEESPONDENCE.

The Accumulation of Cave Deposits.

Deae Sir,—Without offering any opinion on the Eev. H. Eley's spe-

culation, in the December Number of the Geologist, on the mode of " The
Accumulation of Cave Deposits," I presume it is quite safe to conclude
that it could only apply, at most, to caverns which were inhabited by
animals.

Now, though we have satisfactory evidence that some caverns—Kent's
Hole near this place, for example—were the homes of earnivora, others,

and some of them very famous, are entirely destitute of any such indica-

tions, whilst their distinctly stratified deposits were certainly due to the

long-continued action of water.

Amongst the numerous caves near the sea-level which occur in the lime-

stone cliffs between Bei'ry Head aud Mudstone Bay, near Brixham, there

is one into which the sea onlj^ enters at spring-tide high-water, or during
very heavy gales. It is only accessible from the sea, and is situated at

the apex of a small cove, the mouth of which is a passage, probably about

twenty feet wide, between two walls of limestone ; within it is somewhat
wider. Except at high-water, a small, steep, terraced, shingle beach lies

between the sea and the mouth of the cavern. The cove is simply a gallery,

at least eighty feet long, about four feet wide, in some places not more
than three feet high, but commonly high enough for a man to stand erect.

In fact, it is nothing more than one of the north aud south joints, or lines

of fracture, so common in the district, eroded into a tunnel.

A considerable drip of water, apparently free from earthy matter, enters

through the roof.

When recently visiting it, I found the floor, consisting of fine sea sand,

more or less covered with fresh seaweed, which was most abundant at the

inner end. About halfway in, I picked up several disjoined bones, pro-

bably parts of the same animal, undoubtedly a terrestrial mammal, and,

judging from the state of the epiphyses, a young individual. I have still

some of them by me. With one exception they are quite free from all

marks of abrasion.

The sea had also carried in some evidences of the existence of man ;

YOL. V. K
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amongst otlier tKings I remember a portion of a tin kettle and a fragment
of a basket, of the coarse kind used on board colliers and other ships.

Here, then, is a cavern which the sea is at present filling, and in which
it is depositing relics of man and portions of terrestrial mammals, but not,

so far as I could discover, any marine organism, excepting the seaweed.

Probably a careful search might have detected some small shells and other

sea-ofFerings amongst the weeds, but I certainly saw nothing of the kind,

nor were there any of the larger mollusks so constantly cast up on our
beaches. There appears no reason, a prion, why some caves belonging

to earlier periods may not have received their contents in a similar

manner.
Again, those who have visited the Cheddar Cliffs, in Somersetshire,

probably remember that a considerable body of water issues from the foot

of the right-hand cliff, not far above the village of Cheddar. This stream
commences its subterranean journey about two miles off, where it enters a

"swallet."

It is scarcely possible to believe that it fails to introduce specimens of the

natural history of the district into this cavern, or that it does not deposit

organic relics, together with mud and stones, in at least some of the shel-

tered nooks and recesses which probably occur along its course of fully two
miles.

I have no doubt that, at least, one of the celebrated caves of this county
was in this way furnished with the materials which have rendered it

famous.
I am far from believing that the history of any cavern can be regarded

as generally typical. Neither of tlae agencies above described could have
produced the phenomena observed at Orestone, near Plymouth, where, in

all probability, the fossils and the materials in which they were inhumed
found a passage through an open fissure into the cavernous interior of the

limestone.

It would not be safe to generalize from any individual case, whether it

be Kent's Hole, Windmill Hill Cave at Brixham, the caverns at Orestone,

or a dirty dog on a study hearth-rug.

I am, yours, etc., Wm. Pengelly.

Lamorna, Torquay, December Wtli^ 1861.

Northampton Sands.

Dear Sib,—In replying to Dr. Wright's communication in the last

number of your excellent periodical, I offer him my apologies. The origin

of my mistake was, in carelessly reading that part of Mr. Aveline's ' Me-
moir on the Geological Survey of a part of Northamptonshire,' where
he speaks of the confusion that formerly existed with regard to these sands.

These beds have been assigned to the Upper Lias, although not by Dr.
Wright, and are so coloured on more than one geological map. For in-

stance, in Eeynolds's ' Geological Atlas,' lately published under the revision

of Professor Morris, all the country over which the Northampton sands are

so well displayed has been coloured, with the Lias, brown, a mistake which
should be avoided if a second edition of that neat and otherwise useful little

work is contemplated.

The fact is, no one knows exactly where to place or with what to class

these sands. Lias they assuredly are not. Mr. Aveline considers them
to be equivalent to the Stonesfield Slate of Oxfordshire. This seems likely,
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both from their position and their organic remains. But a deal yet remains
to be done witli them ; they have yet to be accurately traced, searched,
and studied. Strata which yield, as they do, such valuable iron-ore, de-

mand attention and examination.

Yours very truly,

JoH>' H. Macalisteb.
Oxford, January \st, 1862.

PEOCEEDIXGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geologists' Associatiox.—The ordinary monthly meeting was held

on Monday, December 2nd, at 5 Cavendish Square. The Eev. Thomas
"Wiltshire, ]\I A.. F.G.S., President, in the chair. The following papers

were read :
— *' On two beds of re-deposited Crag Shells in the vicinity of

A'armouth, Norfolk," by C. B. Bow, Esq., F.G.S. " On a Xewly Dis-

covered Outlier of the Hempstead Strata on the Osborne Estate, Isle of

Wight," by Dr. E. P. Wilkins, F.G.S. " On the Exchange of Fossils

among the Members," by A. Bolt, Esq., A.A.
Professor Tennant exhibited several specimens ofgold recently forvrarded

from ZSTova Scotia to this country. He read extracts from a Beport which has

made by Mr. Howe to Lord Mulgrave. tlie Governor of the Colony, in Septem-

ber last, from which it appears that the gold-discoveries made in the colony

in 1S60 were unimportant, the gold being found in quantities so small as

not to aflbrd a satisfactory return for the labour of seeking for it. The
exitement had accordingly subsided. Last March, however, a man acci-

dentally discovered a piece of gold among the pebbles at a brook ; this led

to further investigation, and it is now generally believed that gold in

abundance exists in the colony within an easy distance of means of trans-

port, and !\Ir. Howe considers that the Government will be warranted in

assuming that at the localities where the chief working has been hitherto

carried on, viz. Tangier, Lunenburg. Lawrencetown, and Lake Thomas,

gold-mining will be permanently established as a new branch of industry,

tempting to the capitalist and attractive to the emigrant. The gold is

found in quartz veins and in the sand on the shore. Specimens of gold

in the matrix, and some of the gold grains found in the sand were exhibited,

as also two ingots of pure gold cast from that discovered in the above-

mentioned workings.
Mr. Bickard exhibited a machine recently patented, the object of which

is to render peat available as fuel, to the same extent as coal, at a greatly

reduced price.

Manchester Liteeahy and Philosophical Society.—Kovemhei'

26i/i. 1861. J. P. Joule, LL.D., President, in the chair. A Paper was

read by Mr. E. W. Binney, F.B.S., entitled "Additional Observations on

the Permian Beds of Sout'h Lancashire." Tliis was a continuation of two

previous papers read before the Society. Since that time the author had

made further observations on the Permian strata at Heaton Norris. near

Stockport : Medlock Vale, between Ashton and ^Manchester ; Chorlton-

upon-Mediock, and Ordsal near Manchester; and Skillaw Clough and

Bentlev Brook, near 2s'ewburgh. in the west of Lancashire.

At Heaton ^Torris, in tlie sand delf of Mr. Howard, near the railway

station, the lower New Bed Sandstone was seen dipping to the south-west at

an angle of 25'. This was succeeded by red and variegated marls having
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a similar dip. These last-named strata were overlapped by the Trias,

which dips to the south-west at an angle of 12°.

At Heaton Mersey the following section was met with :

—

Feet.

Trias 45
Permian—Red and varigated marls containing limestones 129

Lower New Red Sandstone grooved 403

576

The Permian beds were cut off by a fault near the railway station at

Heaton Norris (first noticed by Mr. Hull, of the Geological Sui"vey), which
brought in the Trias. This rock occupied the district between that town
and Groyt's Hall, in the Marple valley, where the lower part of the middle
coal-measures was seen in nearly a vertical position.

The author considered Mr. Howard's sand delf to be a likely place

for ascertaining whether a coal-field worth working existed under the
town of Stockport.

The next was a section made by Mr. John Wood, at Medlock Vale, be-

tween Waterhouses, near Ashton-under-Lyne, and Manchester. It was
as follows :

—

Feet. In.

Drift 26
Trias

,
23

Permian—Red marls, with beds of limestone and five beds of

gypsum 246 3

Lower New Red Sandstone 375 11

Coal-measures about 90

761 2

AVhat these coal-measures were, whether above or under the Bradford
Pour-feet Mine, it was at present impossible to say ; but it was to be
hoped that some mine would be met with to enable us to determine the
value of the great tract of coal-measures lying between Ashton-under-
Lyne, Oldham, Middleton, and Manchester. Mr. Wood had done more
than any other gentleman to clear up this point, and it was to be desired
that he should meet with a good seam of coal, both for his own sake and
that of the public.

The third section mentioned was at the sugar-works of Messrs. Fryer
and Co., in Chester Street, Chorlton-on-Medlock, Manchester. The fol-

lowing beds were there met with :

—

Feet.

Trias 114
Pei-mian—Red marls with limestones 237

Coarse red sandstone with pebbles 45
Coarse red sandstone 24

Coal-measures, consisting of red shaly marls and limestones (Ard-

wick) ."
126

546

The limestones in the last-named strata contained specimens of Micro-
conchus carhonarius and scales of Palcponiscus, which clearly proved them
to be similar beds to those of the upper coal-field at Ardwick, to which
thoy bear every resemblance in physical character.
The occurrence of coal-measures on the south side of the city of Man-

chester is quite new and of great importance, showing that such strata at
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places are met witli under Permian and Trias deposits mucli nearer tlie

surface than was previously suspected, and where the upper rocks gave no
evidence of their proximity. The above bore has proved beyond doubt
that a band of coal-measures lies under the south of Chorlton-on-Medlock,
and possibly extends to Heaton Norris, being probably brought up by the

great Pendleton fault, which most likely passes through the south of Man-
chester and joins the fault seen near the railway station at Heaton Norris
previously alluded to.

In the fourth section, at Ordsal, Messrs. Worrall found the Trias beds
foiir hundred and sixty feet in thickness without going through them. At
the bottom of the bore the water became so salt that they discontinued the

work, it being no longer fit for dyeing and such-like purposes. This is the

first instance, to the author's knowledge, where salt water has been met
with in the Trias near Manchester.

The fifth and sixth sections were at Skillaw Clough and Bentley Brook,
to the north of the Newburgh station on the Manchester and Southport
railway. These were some time since discovered by Mr. E. Hull, of the

Geological Survey, and described shortly by that gentleman in the sheet

ex]^)laining the map of the district. Further particulars were given of the

details of both sections, and an analysis of the limestone was produced,

which showed it to difier in its chemical characters from the thin ribbon-

bands found in the Permian marls near Manchester, Patricroft, Astley,

and Leigh ; it was very like the yellow magnesian limestone foimd at

Stank, in Furness, Korth Lancashire. Probably it might prove to be a

different bed, and more like the great central deposit of magnesian lime-

stone of Yorkshire than the thin beds previously alluded to.

December "I'ith, 1861.—J. P. Joule, LL.D., President, in the chair. Mr.
Binney stated that many years since he had communicated to the Society a

description of some markings on the surface of the Kerridge flags. He
afterwards published, in Vol. X (New Series) of the Memoirs, a Paper on
similar markings, found in the Upholland flags, near Wigan, and attributed

then to the burrowing of an animal siiuilar to the common lug-worm of

our coast, the Arenicola j)iscatorum. Similar holes have since been found

in rocks of various ages, from the Cambrian upwards.

The position of the Kerridge flags is, probably, one of the best ascer-

tained in whole coal-field. It is in the lower division above the millstone

grit. In the lower coal-field there are two main beds offlagstones : the first,

or lower, the Eochdale series, under the "rough rock ;" and the upper, or

Upholland or Xerridge series, above the same rock, the chief workable beds

of the lower coal-field of Eochdale and other districts, often termed the
" mountain mines," lying midway between these two flag-deposits. This

series of coal is now, and has been for many years, wrought under the

Kerridge, flags so as prove beyond doubt the position of the latter. Some
discussions have lately taken place at Macclesfield as to whether the Ker-
ridge beds were Permian or Carboniferous. No one who ever saw Per-

mian beds, could ever for one moment suppose Kerridge flags to belong to

those strata. It is possible that Permian beds may exist in the low dis-

trict lying between Kerridge and Macclesfield, as they have been met with

at Hug Bridge on the south, and Norbury Brook on the north, but up to

this time they have not been proved to be there.

Considerable interest has been excited by the discovery of what were
supposed to be the foot-marks of some animals on the surface of the flags.

He had been induced to make two journeys to Kerridge for tlie purpose

of examining them ; but although plenty of worm-holes and ripple-marks

are to be found on the surface of the Kerridge flags, as yet he had seen no
tracks of animals upon them.
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Mr. Edward Hull, B.A., called attention to instances of glacial striatlous

recently discovered by Mr. G. H. Morton, at Liverpool. During a recent
visit to tliat town in connexion with bis duties on tbe Geological Survey,
Mr. Hull was kindly conducted by Mr. Morton to the spots where the
striaB are visible. One of tliese is at the south, the other at the north side

of the town, and at the latter the extent of surface exposed is several
hundred square yards. The rock-surfaces had been protected by a thick
coating of boulder clay, which has been removed for brick-making. It is

owing to the protection thus aiforded to the rock that the striations are
preserved in all their original freshness. The rock belongs to the New
Eed Sandstone, and is a moderately hard reddish-brown and yellowish
building-stone. There are two systems of striae, the primary one ranging
N.N.W., the secondary nearly east and west. Of the latter, the markings
are comparatively unimportant, but are very clear and sharp. The primary
striae rim in remarkably straight lines—in the form of deep groovings and
scratches, and the whole surface of the sandstone is worn down to one
uniform gently-sloping plane.

It appeared evident, from the directions of the stria?, that they had been
produced by icebergs coming from the north, in all probability from the
Cumberland mountains, where glaciers are known to have existed during
the period of the boulder clay, or rather earlier. The secondary groovings
might have been produced by bergs coming from North Wales, but this

appeared very problematical. The interest attached to these cases of gla-

ciation was stated to arise from their position at so great a distance from
the Cumberland range. In the immediate neighbourhood of these moun-
tains, as also in that of North Wales, ice-moulded surfaces have frequently
been observed, but never before on the New Red Sandstone of Lancashire
or Cheshire.

Mr. E. W. Binney referred to the existence of similar striations on the
Carboniferous limestone of Great Orme's Head, where the groovings were
found to range northward, or outwards from the mountains of the interior.

He also noticed the distribution of the Shap granite, blocks of which he
had lately seen on the high Silurian and Carboniferous ranges to the south
and south-east of Shap Fell.

Mr. Brockbank stated that, on the high lands of Yorkshire and Derby-
shire, he had observed erratic blocks which could be traced to their

northern soiarces.

Mr. Hull said, it had been shown, by a large number of facts, that the
direction of the erratic blocks of the Drift period was from north to south,

so that there must have been some predominating influence in operation,

either prevalent winds, or, more probably, oceanic currents, tending to

impel southward the icebergs and rafts which were the vehicles for the
transportation of the erratic boulders and pebbles.

Geological Society of London.—Januarij 8, 18G2.—Sir C. Lyell in

the chair. The following communications were read :—1. " On the Car-
boniferous Limestone of Oreton and Farlow, Clee Hills, Shropshire." By
Professor John Morris, V.P.G.S., and George E. Roberts, Esq. With a

Note upon a new species o^ PtericJithys, by Sir P. de M. G. Egerton, Bart.,

M.P., F.G.S. The rocks described in this paper are a series of thin beds
of limestone and sandstone lying between the Old lied Sandstone of South
Shropshire and the Millstone Grit which forms the basement of the Titter-

stone Clee coal-field. In consequence of the opening of new quarries and the

cutting of a roadway through the Farlow ridge transversely to the strike

of these deposits, the authors were enabled to add somewhat to the de-

scription of the locality given in ' The Silurian System.' The series of de-
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posits from the Old Eecl " cornstone," upwards, was shown by them to be :—I. Laminated yellow sandstones, with pebble-beds and sands. 2. Bright-
yellow sandstones, containing Ptericlithys. 3. Brecciated yellow sand-
stones, pebble-beds, sandy layers, and laminated sandstones. 4. Sandy
and concretionary limestone. 5. Grey oolitic limestones, containing pala-
tal teeth of great size. 6. Clays, with ferruginous bands. 7. Slialy ci'i-

noidal limestones. 8. Clays with limestone concretions, and shaly lime-

stones. Against the last-mentioned bed the Millstone Grit rests uncon-
formably. These beds thicken out at Oreton, a mile east of this Faiiow
section, and are there extensively worked for various economic purposes,
the oolitic limestones, locally termed "jumbles," being used for decorative
purposes under the name of Clee Hill Marble. In describing the physical
conditions of the localities, mention was made of the " Mole river," which,
losing itself at the west end of the ridge, takes a subterranean course
nearly parallel witii its axis, and reappears at its lower end, a mile distant.

An interesting fact was communicated to the authors by the Eev. J. "Wil-

liams, of Farlow, of an accidental accumulation in the hollow of its inlet of
a body of water estimated at 1,635,000 cubic feet, the whole of n hich was
carried away in forty-eight hours by the sudden clearance of the channel.
In describing the palaeontology of these rocks, the authors specially drew
attention to the fortunate discovery, in the yellow sandstone of Farlow, of
PtericJithi/s macrocejjJiahis (spec, nov., Egerton), made while reducing the
thickness of a large ripple-marked slab sent them by Mr. Weaver Jones in

illustration of the physical conditions of the deposit. This PtericJdhys^vo-
ving identical with the fragment previously found in the Farlow Sandstone
by Thos. Baxter, Esq., F.G.S., they attached to the paper a descriptive note
on that fossil, by Sir Philip Egerton, in which the Farlow PtencJithysvia^
contrasted with that of Dura Den, and additional proof given of the identity

of the genera Pampliractus and Pterichthi/s. In addition to pterichthyoid
remains, scales of two species of HoloptycMiis, one probably new, had been
found by them. The richness of the overlying limestones in palatal teeth

was shown by a fine series of examples, amongst which Orodus ramosus, of
unusual size and in perfect condition, and an undescribed Pa;ciIodus, of
great magnitude, were most conspicuous. Other genera represented were
Selodus, Psammodiis, Cladodus, Cuchliodiis, Petalodus, and Ctenopty-

cliius. Ichthyodorulites, of large size and rich ornament, chiefly belong-

ing to the genera Ctenacanthus and Oracantlius, accompany these teeth.

The notices of the invertebrate fauna given by the authors proved the as-

sumed lowness of the Oreton Limestones in the Mountain Limestone series

—the zone of Ehynconella pleurodon being well marked, crinoidal and
bryozoan remains aljundant though fragmentary, and corals nearly absent.

A large series of Pterichthyes and of rock-specimens were exhibited in il-

lustration by Mr. George E. Hoberts ; ancl a collection of palatal teeth

was liberally sent for exhibition by W. Weaver Jones, Esq., of Cleobury
Mortimer, and by Edward Baugh, Esq., of Bewdley.

2. " On some Fossil Plants, showing Structure, from the Lower Coal
Measures of Lancashire." By E. W. Binuey, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S. After

noticing the views taken of the structure of Lepiidodendron by Hooker and
others, the author proceeded to describe three portions of calcified stems,

Lepidodendroid in external a])pearance, two of which exhibit in section a
central axis composed, not of cellular tissue, but of large, transversely

bai'red, hexagonal vessels. These two specimens the author refers to a \\&vi

species, Sigillaria vascularis. The third sijecimen dificrs from the others

in the absence of the thin radiating cylinder of barred vessels around the

central axis ; this he terms Lep'idodendron vasculare. Microscopical pre-

l)arations and photographs of sections were supplied by the author.
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3. " Supplemental Notes on the Plant-beds of Central Asia." By the

Eev. S. Hislop. In a Letter to the Assistant-Secretary. Mr. Hislop, in

noticing the discovery of more remains of plants, insects, and fishes at

Kota on the Pranhita, stated that he certainly now thought that the ich-

thyolitic beds of Kota (probably Lower Jurassic in age) are higher in rela-

tive position than the plant-sandstone of Nagpiir, which, with the Sironcha

sandstone underlying the Kota limestone, belong to the Damuda group.

He remarked also that, in his opinion, the Tcpniojoteris of Kampti would

prove that the Damuda and Kajmahal groups cannot be widely separated.

NOTES AND QUEETES.

Mammalian Eemains.—Fractured bones of Bos primigenius bave been

found on the road between Kelvedon and Coggesham, Essex, by W. H.
Thelwall, Esq., who bas submitted them to me for identification.—Yours
faithfully, Charles Carter Blake.

Fossil Cocoons of Leeches.—Dr. Gergens, of Mayence, has lately

suggested that the so-called fossil eggs of snakes, found in some of the

freshwater deposits of Germany, may be fossil cocoons of leeches (N. Jahrb.

1861, p. 670). Under tliese circumstances it maybe worth while for those

who possess specimens of the egg-like bodies found in the freshwater strata

of the Isle of Wight (and which have been thought to be either coprolitic

or the eggs of BuUmns, or of freshwater tortoises), to re-examine tbem,

and compare them with the sponge-like oval cocoon of the common leech.

Mr. F. E. Edwards figures several of these oviform bodies in his Mono-
graph on the Eocene Gasteropods, published by the Palseontographical

Society.

—

Hirudo.
Hampshire Basin.—Sir,—Would you kindly solve the following ques-

tions for me, to which I have not been able to find any satisfactory answers

in the text-books which are commonly available ?

1

.

What was the extent of the Hampshire Basin ; and when did the up-

heaval of the present range of chalk hills to the north and west take

place ; and did the sea, which covered the present New Forest district,

ever wash against these latter ?

2. When did the severance of tlie line of chalk between Ballard Head,

in Dorsetshire, and St. Christopher's Cliff, in the Isle of Wight, take

place ?

3. Could the following animals be said to be coexistent at any period of

the Middle Eocene formation (and what?),

—

Dichodon cuspidatus, Kyano-
don, Paloplotherium annectens, and Spalacodon ?

4. What was the climate of the country when the freshwater deposits

took place at Hordell?—Your constant reader, W. B. H., Lyrnington.

1. The Hampshire basin was not an isolated area, but continuous with

the London basin ; the deposits in the two areas differing according to

depth of sea, presence of rivers, etc. The uprise of the chalk hills took

place probably during some portion of the Pliocene period. The New
Forest district, as now existing, has been covered either by the sea or by
a lake in the Pleistocene period. 2. In the Pleistocene period.

3. Yes ; during the Middle Eocene period PaplotJierium, Talceotheriwm,

and others, existed with Hycenodon, in the western European area.

4. Probably much warmer than at present—subtropical.
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Notice of Human Remains in Cornwall.—Dear Sir,—While read-
ing the Autobiography of Mary Anne Schimnieli^euninck, 1 met with the
following passage in one of her letters, which, as bearing on a most in-

teresting subject at the present time, deserves to be farther investigated
by those of your readers who reside near the place mentioned, in order to

discover the truth of her statement.

In describing her journey from Truro to Falmouth, she says, " Near
Gwennap is a place worth seeing, called Caruon Stream Works. Instead
of mining for tin, they here direct streams over the sides of the hills, so
as to wash down the loose tin, which is here termed ' stream tin.' Here
have been found many interesting antiquities,—a pickaxe made of elk's-

liorn, flint arrow-heads, and human skeletons,—buried beneath several
strata (alternately of fresh- water and marine shells), tw^enty-four feet from
the present surface of the ground." This was written in 1825.

Yours truly, E. D., Berwick-upon-Tweed.
The Coal Trade.—The total sliipments of coal foreign and coastwise

last year are estimated at 19,161,615 tons, as compared with 18,159,488
tons in 1860, and 17,218,972 tons in 1859. Newcastle last year shipped
1,916,588 tons of coal and 128,773 tons of coke oversea, and 2,345.017 tons
of coal and 20,972 tons of coke coastwise ; Sunderland, 1,023,495 tons of
coal and 39,319 tons of coke oversea, and 1,881,299 tons of coal and 268
tons of coke coastwise ; the Hartlepools, 595,674 tons of coal and 18,566
tons of coke oversea, and 1,402,258 tons of coal and 6,508 tons of coke
coastwise ; Liverpool, 650,106 tons of coal and 9.582 tons of coke oversea ;

Cardiff, 1,123,557 tons of coal and 5,153 tons of coke oversea, and 880.961
tons of coal and 7,976 tons of coke coastwise ; Swansea, 411,377 tons of
coal and 1,398 tons of coke oversea, and 190,612 tons of coal, 53 tons of
coke, and 51,902 tons of culm coastwise ; Newport, 213,585 tons of coal

and 22 tons of coke oversea, and 711,225 tons of coal and 2,040 tons of coke
coastwise; Shields, 56,589 tons of coal and 2,133 tons of coke oversea, and
23,746 tons of coal coastwise ; Blyth, 147,440 tons of coal oversea, and
133,065 tons of coal coastwise ; Seaham, 60,837 tons of coal oversea, and
620,465 tons of coal coastwise ; Middlesborough, 106,506 tons of coal and
37,159 tons of coke oversea, and 198,958 tons of coal and 3,082 tons of coke
coastwise ; Hull, 129,849 tons of coal and 422 tons of coke oversea, and
10,262 tons of coal coastwise ; Llanelly, 106,376 tons of coal and 4,797 tons
of coke oversea, and 262,201 tons of coal and 11,922 tons of culm coast-

wise ; Glasgow, 81,171 tons of coal and 1,542 tons of coke oversea; Port
Glasgow, 16,852 tons of coal oversea ; Greenock, 65,245 tons of coal and
899 tons of coke oversea ; Grangemouth, 71.045 tons of coal aiul 377 tons
of coke oversea ; Alloa, 58,635 tons of coal and 37 tons of coke oversea, and
9.334 tons of coal coastwise ; Whitehaven, 2,498 tons of coal oversea, and
182,146 tons of coal and 1,203 tons of culm coastwise; Maryport, 374,801
tons of coal and coke coastwise ; St. David's, 55,898 tons of coal oversea,
and 5,166 tons of coal coastwise; Ardrossan, 35,800 tons of coal oversea,
and 79,906 tons of coal coastwise; Charlestown, 60,305 tons of coal ovci'-

sea, and 53,632 tons of coal coastwise ; Inverkeithing, 24,499 tons of coal

oversea, and 8,295 tons of coal coastwise ; and Borrowstonness, 28,645 tou-

of coal and 234 tons of coke oversea, and 53,476 tons of coal coastwise.

Turtle Remains in the Upper Grkknsand.—The phosphatic nodules
of the Upper Greensand of Cambridge ai"e well knoivn to geologists from
their extensive commercial use in the manufacture of super-phosphate of
lime for agricultural pui'poses. The nodules have been secreted in or
around various organic remains, many of which, such as the bi)nes, weve
often, probably, broken up before the concretion of the phosphatic matter

VOL. V. L
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around them, and both they, and the nodules subsequently, have appa-

rently been not uncommonly subjected to a considerable amount of rolling

and degradation. Numerous kinds of shells are common in tliese nodviles,

as are bones of pterodactyles and other reptiles. Our attention has lately

been drawn to very numerous frapjmentary remains of turtles, consisting

chiefly of tlie crania and lower jaws, with numerous fragments of the cara-

pace, ribs, and many vertebrae. The predominance of the skulls and lower

jaws in the collection we refer to, which was made by Mr. Farren, of Cam-
bridge, and has just been purchased by Mr. Gregory, is probably the mere
accidental result of the collecting of what might be deemed sahi'able speci-

mens, or that these portions being the most readily recognized, attracted

attention, while the other fragments of the limbs and body, more ob-

scure in their aspect, were lefi in nodule-heaps. Professor Owen has made
out distinctly, not less than four species, namely,— Chelone snlciineiiium,

C. altimentum, C. uncimentum. and C. depressimenium. But the point to

which wo want to draw attention is, the district and the land-shores on which
these turtles lived. The Upper Greensand is a marine deposit, and the

beds at Cambridge seem closely allied to the grey chalk, especially as that

member of the cretaceous group appears developed in Kent and Sussex,

and therefore should have been formed under some considerable depth of

water.

Now all the Chelonia? are of littoral habits, and as these greensand-

nodules, like the pliosphate-nodules from the Ga\ilt and Lower Greensand,
and all the other deposits from which we have seen them, frequently have

oyster and other shells attached to them, it would seem that they had been
brought to a hardened state before they were imbedded in the strata where
we now find them. We ought therefore to look to some of the older for-

mations as the land whose coasts they inhabited.

The turtles of tlie Wealden have never been properly collected, and it

is with a view to inducing some one to take up the search for them and
their comparison with these Upper Greensand fragments, that M'e have pub-
lished this note ; for to the Wealden lands a priori, \\> is that we should be
inclined to turn for the shores on which these ancient turtles lived, and
from which their concreted remains were probably washed down by the

tides and currents into the lower depths of the TFeaZf^ew sea, where some
portions of the Upper Greensand were contemporaneously being deposited.

Fossil Feathee.—From the lithographic stone of Solenhofen, in Bava-
ria, Hermann von Meyer has obtained a fossil impression of a feather, on
the two opposite surfaces of a split slab. This he cannot distinguish from
the feather of a bird. This interesting relic will be described and figured

iu the " PaUieontographica."

Devonian Fossils.—Errata. In the title, ./or Geological read Geo-
gi'aphical. Page 19, line 14, for Devonshire read Devonian. Page 20,

line 14, for era read area. Page 20, line 5 from bottom, for Table IV.
rcac^ Table V.—W. Pkngelly,

FOREIGN COEEESPONDENCE.

Professor Schra3tter communicated to the Imperial Academy of Sciences

of Vienna, on the I7lh October, that a litha-mica, containing more than

three per cent, of rubidium, csesium, and lithium, has been lately found in

Saxony, and that samples of it had been sent to Pi'ofessor Bunsen, at Hei-
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dolberg. Mr. Seybol, the owner of an extensive chemical manufactory at

Liesinw, near A^ienna, has lately procured a lari:fe quantity of lepidolite

from Eozena, Moravia, and of lithium-mica from the Zimwald, Bohemia,
for the preparation of the three metals ahove-mentioned. From the re-

sults of Professor Peters' recent examination of the miocene strata of

Hidas, in southern Hunsjary, and from the observations made by M. Hant-
ken on the foraminiferal strata in the Cerithian limestone series, near

Buda-Pesth, there appear additional proofs of the existence, in Hungary,
of marine deposits containing a fauna analogous to that of the Cerithian

strata in the older marine deposits of the Vienna basin.*

Dr. Lorenz has given the following information regarding the Gulf of

Quarnero :*—" This gulf, situated at the north-east end of the Adriatic,

between the lllyrian and Hungarian shores, a square degree in extent, re-

ceives uniforudy cold fresh^^•ater currents, which impart to the \\aters of

the gulf a temperature below the average of that of the Adriatic. The at-

mospheric currents affecting it are either regular or casual ; among the

latter tlie ' Bora,' coming from the north, after having passed over the

south Alpine ranges, is remarkable for its impetuosity and low temperature.

The cbfFerence Ix'tween high and low water, as observed during five succes-

sive years along the whole coast from Quarnero to Lesina, does not exceed

a foot and a half. The tide rises only once in twenty-four hours, loses two

days every month, and does not seem to be more influenced by lunar

phases than by winds or other transient causes. The drift-currents deperd

chiefly on the atmospheric pressure and currents obtaining within the nar-

row channels separating the islets from each other; and, by taking into

account the existing meteorological condition, they may be easily known
and foreseen ; a great advantage to the vessels navigating this small archi-

pelago.
" The vegetable organisms in the Quarnero are distributed among one

super-littoral and four marine zones, having their maxima at the respective

depths of I, 8. 20, and 45 fathoms. The higher these zones the more they

number new forms and bear a characteristic type. The Diafomacecv, ana-

logous in this respect to the animal organisms, follow a different rule of

distribution, their new forms becoming more numerous with increasing

depth. The habitats of nearly COO species oiAlcjce (among which are above

300 Diatomaccce) have been ascertained.
" The 700 animal species {Infusoria excepted) which have l)een observed

in the Quarnero (the greatest depth of which is not above 50 or 60 fathoms)

differ in their distribution from the vegetables ; the maxima of their sub-

marine zones having the depths of |, 4, 15, 30, and 50 fathoms.
" The organic character of the Adriatic shores is diflercut from the fa-

cies of other less circumscribed seas, chiefly in consequence of its anomalous

tides ; a circumstance to be specially considered if ever artificial oyster-

breeding should be intended, such as already exists on the Atlantic coasts

of France under quite different physical conditions.*

"A small colony of ' Boreal' forms, characterized by the presence of

Nephrops Norver/icu.f, has taken possession of the depths wherever springs

of cold freshwater, rising from the bed of the Gulf, have afforded them f\v-

vourable conditions of existence. If compared with other marine fauna?,

the fauna of the Quarnero shows notable differences only in its higher

zones. At 30 fathoms depth it is nearly identical with the Baltic fauna of

the same zone ; and at 50 fathoms the fauiueof all European seas may be

regarded as being quite uniform in character."

* Proceed. Vienna Imp. Acad., Oct. 10, 1861. Proceed. Imp. Acad. Sciences, Viei.n'^,

Nw. 7 and 14, 1801. Sec the ' Moniteur,' 1861, No. 97. (Communicated by Count

M.ii>.chal!.)
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REVIEWS.

TJie AIj:is ; or, Sketches of Life and Nature in the Mountains. By H.
Berlepscli. Translated by the Eev. Leslie Stephen, M.A. London

:

Longman and Co., 1861.

A charmingly written and entertaining book ought a book about the

Alps to be ; and so is M. Eerlepsch's ' Sketches of Life and Nature in

the Mountains.'

The Alps are amongst the sublimest results of terrestrial physical power,
and there are but few men who know them in their real and full majesty.

That unveils itself least of all where the broad military roads stretch over
passes and anticlinal " saddles," or where the scenes of daily life are busy
at the footstool of the giant mountain edifice, that towers to the skies

above. You must, as M. Berlepsch says you must, penetrate into the

secrets of the hidden world of mountains, into the solitude of closed gorges
and valleys, where man's power of cultivation sinks powerless as he com-
prehends the weakness of his eiforts against the majesty of Nature in the
Alps. " Yovi must climb above the ruins of a primeval world, and press

through labyrinths of glacier and Viastes of ice into the temple sanctuary,

where it strikes up freely and boldly into the sky before your wearied
eyes. Then you will encounter the indescribable splendour of the Alpine
world in all its vastness, till you are ready to sink under the thought of
its awfuluess ; and when you have recovered from your first iraprcssioji,

when in sight of the gigantic masses, you have opened your heart, and pre-

pared it to receive still nobler revelations, then question boldly those
mausoleums of immemorial time : ask them what hand raised them from
the depths of eternal darkness into the kingdom of light; consult the
rocky leaves of this stone- chronicle, for the history of their creation and
the end of their existence. The vast dead masses will become alive for

you, and a view will open for you into the endless cycle of eternity." With
the eye and understanding of a geologist look upon those enormous rock-

masses. See the strata upheaved and contorted, bearing the relics of pri-

meval seas, buried in the fine dust of earth, and the ground-down waste
of former lands; and ponder on the hundreds of thousands of years that

those old silts and muds lay beneath the waters of the cold transparent sea.
" Who could have witnessed those convulsions and outbursts, when in

the central Alps, the very inmost kernel of the gigantic mountain fabric,

the granite, gneiss, and crystalline schists were forced up from the depths
of the earth's crust, pierced by the sharp masses of the hornblende rocks,

and spread out like a fan ? How ]DOwerless would be the wildest natu-
ral convulsions we know, how insignificant the earthquakes, storms, vol-

canos, and landslips of the present time, by the side of that catastrophe,

when the Alps took their present shape ! Our understanding has abso-
lutely no standing-point from whence to form a conception, even faintly

answering to those moments when a world was shattered. . . . Those
majestically aspiring masses which run free and bold into the clouds, like

gigantic obelisk spikes, as the lone and inaccessible Matterhorn, 17,405
feet in height, the dazzling snow pyramid of the Dent Blanche, 14,322
feet, or the nine-pointed diadem of the Monte E-osa, 15,217 feet, which
never can have been protruded through the earth's crust in their present
shape, and can be nothing but isolated ruins of the primeval mountain
fabric. What fearful ages of destruction must there have been, to allow
the intervening masses now vanished, to be torn away, and to sink, pro-
bably, into the depths whence they rose? For a number of proofs show
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that no iufluence of weather on these towers of rock can ever have so

modelled and gnawed them down. . , .

" Most of wliat is called granite in the central Alps is granitic gneiss,

called in the people's language ' Gaisbei'ger,' because the highest moun-
tains climbed by the goats (Gahen) are formed of it. It is the substance

from which the atmospheric influences carve those strange towers of rock

and picturesque ornaments, which in Chamouny are significantly called

Aiguilles, from their sharp points. From this so-called ' primeval male-

terial ' are formed the wondrous spikes of stone which ornament the sum-

mits of difierent mountains, or strike up here and there like outposts

through the far-stretching wastes of neve. We should see many more of

these slender rock ' needles ' if many of them were not engulfed in the

perpetual snow. Here the Achilles-heel of the apparently indestructible
' urgestein ' betrays itself. Gneiss is, as already stated, of stratified

tabular structure. In the elevation of the Alps, the strata of gneiss were

raised, and often placed vertically on the edges of the fracture, as the im-

mediate envelope of the granite. The mass must have been of various

hardness at different places. At any rate, whilst particular parts have

withstood the action of the weather without iujury, others have been over-

thrown, gnawed into, and destroyed by the atmosphere to such an extent

as quite to have disappeared, and left only isolated points beliiud. Ex-

amples on a large scale are the Aiguille Verte, the Aiguille du j\Ioine, the

strangely shattered Aiguilles de Charmoz, the Aiguilles Eouges, all the

mountains on both sides of the Valley of Chamouny, the Schreckhorner,

and Grindelwald Viescherhorner in the Bernese Alps, the whole southern

wall of the Bergell in the Grisons, etc., etc.

" But a difierent kind of atmospheric action attracts our attention in the

Alps, and that in the most singular manner, and in places \Ahere the ex-

planation is not at once obvious. This appears in the so-called ' Devil's

Mills ' or ' Seas of Rock ' on the highest points of many isolated moun-
tains. The Sidelhorn, close to the Grimsel, is one of the most visited

points of view in the Bernese Alps. It is easily reached from the Hospice

in two or two and a half hours. The nearer one approaches to the sum-

mit, the more do the vast rock ruins accumulate, piled wondrously over

each other, till at length the highest point is covered with a perfect chaos

of such loosely massed granitic blocks of gneiss. At times a certain dis-

turbed stratification may be observed, something like plates hiid upon

each other ; then again, in other places, a tolerably regxdar step-like forma-

tion, but in general they lie without recognizable order. This phenomenon,

which frequently occurs on summits, is the result of a weathering of the

granite, but of that kind in which more or less the scaly structure was

once predominant. The brothers Schlagintweit represent in their atlas*

such disorganized scales of gneiss. As the fanciful Jean Paul employs

the beautiful picture 'graves are the mountain-tops of a far new world,'

here in reality the mountain tops are graves of a past world. The grandest

and most imposing masses of granitic rock are only to be found in the

central Alps. There they often tower in such fearful sublimity, like ver-

tical walls of rock palaces above the deep valley-hollows, that one is

startled at their greatness. He who has never seen the dusky pyramid

of the Finster Aarhorn from the 'Abschwung' on the Aar Glacier, as it

rises in naked sublimity from the snow-beds to the clouds ; he who has

not journeyed round the south-east of Mont Blanc, and seen its central mass

from the Cramout or the giant rocky brows of the Grand Cornier, Dent
Blanche, and Weisshorn, from the depths of the Einfischthal, will hardly

* To tte ' Neuc I iitcrsudiungoii iiljcr die Pliysicalisclic Geograpliic mid Geologic der

Alpeu.'
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be able to construct for his imagiuation a right measure of their colossal

relations ; and yet all these granite giants are far exceeded as to the im-
pression which they make upon the eye by that steep abyss unto Arhieh

the Monte Rosa sinks at the head of the valley of Macugnaga. It is

the greatest vertical magnitude of the European continent. The limestone
Alps, the Diablerets, Dolden and Gespaltenhorn, and Blumlis Alps, show
mighty rock-fronts, but they shrink in presence of these granite walls to

masses of tlie second order.
" We called granite the historic stone of the earth. It is so in the Alps

in more than one respect. Its solemn rock-walls were often memorials of
great deeds, which may be compared to the sublimest moments of classical

antiquity. The undaunted Russian SuwarofF, a modern Eparainondas,
who would rather have been buried in the clefts of the rocks than have
given up his post, when his columns had repvdsed the French under Gau-
din in the narrow valley of Tremolu, left the heroic words ' Suwarovv
Victor ' carved on the granite wall for an everlasting remembrance. Next
day the cliff's of gneiss were witnesses of equally heroic deeds, where
the Devil's Bridge spans the stormy waters of the Reuss with its bold
arch. Over the granitic deserts of the St. Bernard, Bonaparte led his

army to the victory of Marengo, in May, 1800 ; and when the Simplon
Pass, the first great Alpine road, had been pierced by his orders, he had
carved in the opening of the gallery of Grondo the words ' Acre Italo,

MDCCCV., Nap. Imp.' Andreas Hofer, the host of Passeyr, was born in

the granite counti'y, and between granite rocks he fought his glorious

fights for the freedom of the Tyrol. . . . Benedict Fontana breathed out
his hero-soul upon the gneiss crystals of the Malser-haide. . . . And then
the mighty December fight of 1478, in the Livinenthal, when a handful
of herdsmen destroyed ten times their number of Milanese vmder Count
Borelli, till the snows of Bellinzona were red with their blood. Then the

hero-graves of the three thousand Confederates at Arbeno, who sank in a
despairing fight before twenty-four thousand Lombai'ds in 1422. The
double blood-baptism of the Valaisans at Ulrichen and on the Grimsel in

1422, and many other proofs of manly courage and bold deeds—are they
not remembrances which have carved their memorial in letters of flame for

men's hearts on the rock-tablets of these granite colossi?
" But the dull stone tells vis of still more, of times lying further back,

of an epoch when the Alps stood as t'.iey stand to-day, but when the

human race was not. These memorial stones are the 'erratic blocks.'"

The quotations we have given will show the eloquent turn of the author's

mind ; but from them it will be readily seen that while admitting tliat we
like the boldness of his speculations, and admire the truthfulness of some
of his remarks, we cannot always assure the soundness of his geological

statements.

Erratic blocks, the Nagelfluh, landslips, ban-forests, the Wettertanne,
prostrate firs, and Alpine roses, chestnut-woods, cloud pictures, water-
falls and mountain snow-storms, avalanches, glaciers and Alpine summits,
mountain passes and Alpine roads, hospices, chalet-life, the goat-boy, the
wieldheuer, the Alpine feast, timber-fellers and floaters, mountaineers and
village-life in the Alps, all form topics equally delightful, treated in lan-

guage as fanciful or as wild as the subjects themselves, and containing
a great amount of facts and observations, to be read with interest by
geologists. To the general reader this must prove a charming book

;

but dealing as we do with a speciality, we can nevertheless recommend
it to the votaries of our science as an admirable description of Alpine
scenery and conditions, from the perusal of which they will rise with
new thoughts and ideas for deep reflection.
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IIonograpMe des Gasteropodes et des Cephalopodes de la Craie superieure

du Limhourg. By M. J. Binkborst.

Twelve years as^o M. Biiakhorst took up the study of the superposition

of the cretaceous beds of Limbourg, and of tlie special fauna ^^ hich each

contained. His first essay, ' Esquisse Geologique et Paleontologique des

Couches cretacees du Limbourg et jdIus specialemeut de la Craie tuft'eau,'

was published in 1859. and the subject nas further completed by a com-

munication to the Geological Society of France, in the jNovember of that

year. In his first researches he felt surprise, as man}^ of us collectors have

done in England, at the few species of Gasteropods compared with the re-

presentatives of other classes of marine animals. But he soon began to

account for this seeming paucity. He knew that the few species cited

were found in the friable beds worked in the quarries, and that others

were found in the state of casts and moulds in the hard strata which

traverse the Upper Chalk in the environs of Maestricht and Heerlen.

Occupying himself then with assiduous researches for man}' years in these

beds, he offers now in this Monograph of the Gasteropods of the Upper
Chalk, no less than a hundred and six species belonging to thirty-eight

genera. The species described in this excellent memoir, which is illustrated

by six large and beautiful plates, containing 270 figures, are :

—

Rosiellaria

papUionacea, var., Goldf. ; RosteUaria mala, n. s. ; Tritun Koninckii, n. s.

;

Cancellaria ohtusa, n. s. ; Pyrula ambigua, n. s. ; P. filamentosa, n. s.
;

P. tuberculosa, n. s. ; P. planissima, n. s. ; P. fusiformis, n. s. ; Fusus
Nueggerathi, n. s. ; Fusus glaberrimus, Midi. ; Bucci7ni)n snpracretaceuin,

n. s. ; Valuta deperdita, Goldf. ; Voluta corrugata, n. s. ; V. Deheyii, n. s.

;

Imbricarla Limburgensis, n. s. ; Ci/praa Deshaijesii, n. s. ; Natica patens,

n. s. ; N. ampla, n. s. ; N. Royana, D'Orb. ; N. fasciata, Goldf. ; N. cre-

tacea, Goldf. ; N. spissilabrtun, u. s. ; Chemnitzia clathrata, n. s. ; Ceri-

thium tuberculatum, n. s. ; C. tectiforjne, u. s. ; C. alteniatum, n. s. ; C.pli-

ciferum, n. s. ; C. maximum, n. s. ; NerincFa ultima, n. s. ; Aporrhais Lim-
burgensis. n.s. ; Turritella quinquecincta, GoW. ; 1\ plana, n.s. ; T. Oma-
linsi, Miill. ; P.? sinistra, n.s. ; T. nitidula, n. s. ; T. conferta, n- s. ;

T. Falcoburgensis, n. s. ; Termetus clathratus, n. s. ; Scalaria Haidin-

gerii, n.s.; Solarium cordatum, n.s.; Xenopliora onusta, n.s.; Nerita

Montis Sancti Petri, n. s. ; N. rugosa, Hoeninghaus ; N. parvula, n. s.

;

Turbo detritus, n. s. : T. hidentatus, n. s. ; T. Strombeckii, n.s. ; T. rimo-

sus, n.s.; T. granose-cinctus, n.s.; T. clathratus, n.s. ; T. rudis, n.s.;

T. filogranus, n.s.; P. cariniferus, n.s.; Trochus Goldfussii, n.s.; P.

Monti's Sancti Petri, n. s. ; P. lineatus, n. s. ; T. .^culp>tus. n. s. ; Infundi-

bulum Ciplyanum, De Eyckholt ; Delphinula spinulosa, n.s.; Fmargi-
luda fissuroides. Bosquet; E. Muelleriana, Bosq. ; E. supracretacea,

De Eyck. ; E. conica, n.s.; E. Detcalcquii, n.s.; E. radiaia, n.s. ; E.
Hoivenii, n. s. ; E. depressa. n. s. ; E. clypeata, n. s. ; Hipponyx (Capulus)

Dunkerianus, Bosq.; Patella parmapharoidea, n.s.; Acmrca lavigata,

U.S.; Siphonaria antiqua, n.s.; Dentulium Nystii, n.s.-, Actccon grunu-

lato-lineatum, n. s. ; Avcllana gibba, u. s. ; AveUana ventricosa, n. s. ; I'ur-

binella supracretacea, n. s. ; T.plicata, n. 8. ; Cancellaria 1 reticulata, n. s.;

Pyrula nodifera, n.s.; P. parvula, n.s.; P.l plicata, n.s.; Fums lem-

niscatus, n. 8. ; F. squamosus, n. s. ; F.formosus, n. s. ; F. oblique-plicatus,

n s. ; Oliva 1 prisca, n. s. : Mitra V/aelii, n. s. ; M.canccllata, Sowcrby ;

Voluta monodonta, n. s. ; Volvaria cretacea, n. s. ; Natica pralonga, n. s.
;

N. Bronnii, n. s. ; Cerithium norem-stria'um, n. s. ; Turritella Ciplyana,

n.s.; Solarium Kunrwdtense, n.s.; Turbo injlcxus, n.s.; P. scalari-

formis, n. s. ; P. Herkiotsii, n. 8. ; P. granuloso-clathratiis, n. s. ; P.
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Zekellii, n. s. ; Maleotis ? ontiqita, n. s. ; Emargimda Kappi, n. s. ; Ac-
teo7i cinctus, n. s. ; Acteonella. sp.

All these, it will be seem, are new, except about a dozen described or
quoted by Goldfuss, Hceninghaus, Bosquet, and De Ryckholt.

This fauna M. Binkborst considers as belonging to the zone between
high and low water in a littoral region of a subtropical ocean. Many of the
genera which compose it are common to hot and to temperate seas, such
as the Succinum, Turho, Emargiiiula, Scalaria, etc. ; but others, such as

the Yohita, Vyrula, Cancellaria, Solarium, Yermetus, ImhineJJa, etc.,

only inhabit the hot seas. The facies of the fauna indicates also, he thinks,

the proximity of reefs of corals, great quantities of the debris of anthozoa-
rians so fill many of the beds as almost to form them. It is probably to

the high temperature of this epoch, he considers, that we owe the great
species Toluta deperdita, Cerithium majcimum, and those brilliant colours
which many of the bivalves that he has found, have even in their ancient
burial-place.

"Judging," he adds, "from the great number of fragment of casts and
moulds belonging to species of which the determination and the description

await the discovery of more perfect examples, those that we have de-
scribed represent only a small portion of the mollusks of this class which
were the contemporaries of the Mosasaurus."
He has also described a cephalopod, characteristic of the "marnes sans

silex de Vaels," a score of species of cephalopods from the Upper Chalk,
some of which are new, and among others many of the genus Ammonites,
probably the last representatives of that important and numerous family,

and one species of the Acanthoteutlus, D'Orb., which with the AcantJioteu-

this prisca of Solenhofen are the only fossil species known to M. Bink-
horst as described up to this time, and this the only one of the cretaceous

rocks. In England however an Acanthoteuthis {A. antiquns) is recorded
from the Oxfordian beds of Christian Malford and from Trowbridge in

Wiltshire.

It is not a little singular however to find these remains of Gasteropoda
occurring in the hard beds of the Limbourg district, in the form of casts

and moulds, exactly as the remains of Gasteropoda do in those hard beds
of the English white chalk to m hich Mr. Whitaker has lately given the
name of Chalk-rock.

The great number of new species figured by M. Binkhorst should be an
encouragement to the many British collectors of cretaceous fossils, to search
well these hard beds for the Gasteropoda, of which in the form of casts they
do, as we know personally by experience, contain great quantities.

In the beds of this hard clialk at Dover or Maidstone, a cubic foot of
rock cannot be broken iip without some casts of what appears to be an
exquisitely sculptured Trochus being found. Dentalia also are common,
and small (young ?) Ammonites. We hope soon therefore to see M. Binck-
horst's species matched by English examples, and some new forms added
to them from our own famous chalk localities.
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FOSSIL MONKEYS.

By Charles Carter Blake, Esq.

In these days of progress, wlien tlie alleged origin of the human
race from a transmuted gorilla is canvassed as a demonstrable and

demonstrated theory by many geologists and zoologists, and the pens

of various distinguished writers are occupied to prove the absolute

identity of man's physiological and psychological nature with that of

the beasts of the field, it behoves the candid student of palaeontology

to inquire what are the fossil members of the Order of Mammalia

immediately beneath man^the Quaclrumana, and whether they are

such individuals -as might fulfil the hypothetical condition of being

his ancestors, under any of the " derivative " theories propounded by

Darwin or Lamarcl\.

In venturing upon this field of error, doubt, and confusion, 1 wish

dispassionately to endeavour to divest myself of any adherence to any

IIuiuLrus of Lri/opitlifcus Fotilam, (,Sc-;i1l' i luicdr.j

prevailing doctrine. Imbued strongly witli the conviction of the unity

of type of all animals, aud witli the probability of their eonnnon

VOL. V. M
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origin by secondaiy law, yet I advocate no tlieory which derives man-

kind from any kaowu recent or fossil species of animal. Convinced

of the distinctive peculiarities of the human brain, characters not

satisfactorily demonstrated in any animal, yet I do not shut my eyes

to the analogy which sometimes exists between the structures in the

lowest men and the highest apes. Affirming both man's psychologi-

cal supremacy, as " a little lower than the angels," and his physiolo-

gical adaptation as the highest of animals, contradicting neither the

cherished and captivating precepts of Teleology, nor the bold and

comprehensive generalizations of Morphology, the palaeontologist who

loves truth alone for truth's sake has most need to join in the prayer

of Bunsen,

" Pather ! as upward I gaze, strengthen my eye and ray heart."

Geological science, steadily progressing since the time of Cuvier,

in whose time no species of fossil monkey was known, now discloses

to us no fewer than thirteen species of Quadrumana, as by the an-

nexed table:

—

Eocene. Miocene. Pliocene. Locality.

Catarrhini (Old World Monkeys)

Drvopithecus Pontaui

11
1
1

H
1
1
1
1
1
i1

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Prance : Gers.

France : Gers.

Greece : Pikermi.

Greece : Pikermi.

India: Sewalik.

India.

Prance : Montpellier.

Engl.: Grays, Essex.

Engl.: Kyson, Suti'olk.

Brazil.

Brazil.

Brazil.

Brazil.

Pliopithecus antiquus

Mesopithecus Pentelicus

M esopithecus major

Semiiopithecus niaguus

Seninopithccus monspessulanus

Macacus pliocenus

Eopithecus Colchesteri

Platyrrliini (NewAVorld Monkeys)

Protopithecus Brasiliensis

Cebus macioguathus

CaUithri,x prinia;vus

Jacchus grandis

It is worthy of remark that no fossil species of Strepsirhine Qua-

drumana, or Lemurs, has hitherto been discovered ; but when we re-

flect on the restricted locality of the modern LemuriJcs to Madagascar

and to a few of the islands of the Indian Archipelago, countries where

the geologist's hammer has not yet rung, we may reasonably expect

that the industry of such enterprising travellers as Dr. Sandwith may

procure for us evidence of fossil liemurs. The a priori analogy in

favour of their existence in the tertiary strata rests upon the fact
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tliat they are zoologically inferior to the true monkeys, and conse-

quently more likely to have existed previously to them.

The fossil monkeys of the New AYorld are all of one geological

age, the later pliocene. They are, moreover, analogous to the existing

Platyrrhine monkeys of Brazil, thus proving that tlie physiological

division of true monkeys into Catarrhine and Platyrrhine existed so

long ago as the Pliocene age. We find no Platyrrhine monkeys in

the Old ; no Catarrhine in the New World. The Protopithecits

Brasilieiisis discovered by Dr. Lund in limestone caverns in Brazil,

offers the nearest analogy to the howler monkeys {Mijcetes) which

are still found in the same locality. The Sapajou {Cebns macror/na-

tkus), the Sagouiu {CallifJirLv primcBvus), and the little Ouistiti

{Jacchus grandls), are all Brazilian forms. No Trausmutationist will

assert the probable, or even possible, derivation of American types of

men from the Platyrrhine monkej^s.

Turning to the Old World, the earliest and one of the most inter-

esting forms of fossil monkey has been discovered in the Eocene sand,

at Kyson in Suffolk. It is the Eopithecus Colchesterl of Owen. Its

nearest living analogue, the Macacns rhesus, is found on the banks of

the Ganges. The Macacine form of monkey reappears in the pliocene

beds at Grays, Essex, again repi'oducing a Bengal form, the Bonnet

Chinois monkey {Macacns Sinicus). The older pliocene or newer

miocene beds of the Sewalik, or Sub-Himalayan range, produce two

species of SemnopifJiecus not generally distinct from tliose of the pre-

sent day. A third Semnopithecus is found in the pliocene sands at

Montpellier. In the miocene beds of Pikeriiii, at the foot of Penteli-

con, in Greece, are to be found the remains of two species o\ Meso-

pithecus, a genus which Professor Wagner considers as intermediate

between Hylohates and Semnopithecus ; but Professor Owen has

pointed out that the third lobe of the last molar is as well developed

in 3Iesoj)ithecus as in Semnopithecus.

Hitherto we have only had to deal with tailed monlceys, mostly of

small dimensions, and not diff'ering much in type I'rom those of the

present day. Evidence has however been afforded to us of the occur-

rence of two forms of fossil Gibbons {Pliopithecus and Diyopithecus),

one of which has been regarded by more tlian one distingui.shed natxi-

ralist as approaching nearer to the human type than even the Gorilla.

The illustrious Sir Charles Lyell has stated " that in anatomical struc-

ture, as well as in stature, the Dryo2')ithecns came nearer to man than

any quadrumanous species, living or fossil, before known to zoolo-
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gists." Professor Owen's examinatiou however of the plates figured

in M. Lartet's memoir* has led him to a very diflereut conclusion.

Stress has been laid upon the inferior size of the canine in Dryopi-

thecus, compared with the Chimpanzees, Gorillas, and Orangs, as in-

dicating its affinity to man ; but the inferior monkeys also often

exhibit this character, and " it is by no means to be trusted as sig-

nificant of true affinity, even supposing the sex of the fossil to be

known as being male."t

The characters in which Dryopitliecus approaches to the lower form

Hylolates are,—the cylindric form of the humerus ; the verticality of

the forepart of the jaw ; the shape of the forepart of the coronoid

process, slightly convex forwards, causing the angle which it forms

with the alveolar border to be less open than in Man, the Gorilla,

and Chimpanzee, and the mode in which the molar teeth are developed.

Professor Owen sums up by stating,
—" There is no law of correla-

tion, by which, from the portion of jaw with teeth of the Dryopitliecus,

can be deduced the shap^ of the nasal bones and orbits, the position

and plane of the occipital foramen, the presence of mastoid and vaginal

processes, or any other cranial characters determinative of affinity to

Man; much less any ground for inferring the proportions of the

upper to the lower limbs, of the humerus to the ulna, of the pollux

to the manus, or the shape and development of the iliac bones.

All those characters which do determine the closer resemblance and

affinity of the genus Troglodytes to Man, and of the genus Hylohates

to the tailed monkeys, are at present unknown in respect of the

Dryopitliecus^
As regards FUopitliecus, no doubts can exist as to its affinity with

Hylohates.

We have thus amongst the fossil species of Simiadce no form suffi-

ciently allied to Man to have served as his ancestor ; no form which

approaches so near to him as the Gorilla or Chimpanzee.

The theory which would identify man as the descendant of any of

these existing species has been often and satisfactorily disproved.

The analogy of the genesis of the whole human race to tiie genesis

of each particular individual is obvious. Knowledge is denied to

each of us how we came, from what we came, whence we came,

whither we go. The feeble and obscure light of analogy seems to in-

dicate an origin analogous to that of all animals—the cell. Through

* Coniptcs Reiulus Acad. Sciences, Paris, vol. xliii.

t Owen 01) Gorilla, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1859.
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what ancestry man may liave been derived from sucli primordial form

he knows not. Suffice it to say that it is neither to Gorilla, to Koo-

loo Kamba, to Orang, to Dryopithecus, nor to any known recent or

fossil ape he can claim his descent.

But the mind of the palaeontologist, still aiming at a solution, re-

calls the hideous ape-like character of the Neanderthal moii, and

strives to divest himself of the idea that this frightful being belonged

to the same race as himself. Demonstration is lacking of the mode

by which even so low and degraded a type could have been derived

from the apes. Whether demonstration will ever afford us such a

solution is the object towards which Anthropologists, Zoologists, and

Geologists are directing their best endeavours,—with what success

remains to be seen.

Geographical Desceiption of Fossil Monkeys.

Strata. Europe. Asia. America. Africa. A.ustralia.

Pleistocene :

—

Historical Man Man and

Orangs.

Man Man and

Chimpan-
zees.

Man

Prehistorical. Man Man?
>.

Pliocene . . IMacacus Protopithecus
>
o 'p

Semnopithecus Cebus
•.5

Callithrix
^

Jacchus >>

=2

Miocene . . Dryopithecus Semnopithecus "s

Pliopithecus H a

Mezopithecus
a)
1-t

Eocene . . . Eopithecus

When we view the skeleton of man, when we trace the points of

difference between his form and that of the anthropoid apes, we are

struck with the "all-pervading" unity of plan and "similitude of

structure,—every tooth, every bone strictly homologous,"—which is

presented by these organs throughout their diversified adaptations.

We can trace out in both the human jaw and tliat of the ape the same

canine tooth : e. g. as the modified representative and homologue of

the canine in Ili/fenodon, now subserving its duty in the gorilla as an

almost carnassial laniary, now dwarfed in man into the semblance

merely of a more conical incisor. In each bone of tlie metacarpals
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and metatarsals o?JIoino is seen a repetition of the same structure in

Troglodytes. Few but those who have studied the subject with the

anxiety of the practised observer, can appreciate the pleasure with

which the morphological student detects in the gorilla skull a struc-

ture, however trivial, which he has also found in man, even when he

recognizes such an organ as the styloid process of the temporal in

man in the angular termination of that " ridge which extends from

the ectopterygoid along the inner border of the foramen ovale in the

Grorilla," such " styloid" being absent in the Chimpanzees, Orangs,

and Gibbons, and probably in the fossil Dryopithecus. In every

structure that shows on the part of the lower forms of man an ap-

proach, either in degree or in kind, with a similar structure in the

higher Quadrumaua, the disciple of unity of descent finds a basis for

his arguments ; whilst he who abides, and may be working out, a

demonstration of tlie mode of origin of species, accepting the evidence

of their origin by law, and the maintainer of the faith in special crea-

tion, gives due weight to, and watches for the distinctions which limit

the sub-class Archencephala.

GEOLOGY OP CASTLETON, DEEBYSHIEE.

By John Tatlor, F.G.S.

Now that the " season" is fast approaching for field-work, a few

remarks concerning the geology of the above locality will doubtless

be acceptable to many of our readers. Such of them who may
have bi-oken ground on it will remember with pleasure its beavitiful

scenery and the peculiar charms which attract the naturalist to it.

That it is interesting in more respects than a merely geological one,

is shown by the botanists who wander there in search of rare and
beautiful plants, and the antiquarian who finds in its old keep and

other more ancient relics sub-

jects for thought. Above all
'" Moultrassie Hall " and " Pe-
veril Castle" hold an ho-

noured place in our literature

enshrined by the genius of

Scott. Tlie flora of the locality

is particularly interesting, es-

pecially that of the lower class.

Maidenhair, spleenwort, and rue-leaved spleenwort grow upon almost

every wall; and the cystopteris in several species is also common, whilst

the adder's-tongue and the little moouwort are exceedingly plentiful

riK. 1.—The " Peiik" Cavern.
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in tlie richer pastures. The number of mosses is exceedingly great.

The beautiful Brpim dendroides and others abound in the moister
spots of the Cave Dale. In fact, the botanical chai'acter of the vege-

tation hereabout is so peculiar to the three formations which ai'e

found as to form a geological map to the underlying rocks, colovired

bj nature herself! The limestone clothed with its short and beautiful

carpet of green ; the black shales of the Yoredale rocks covered by
their stunted and brovrn vegetation ; and the millstone-grit in the

glowing summer-time quite ])urple with the flowers of the heather.

And for land shells no other locality can compete with it. From the

robust Helix aspersa to the diminutive Pupa numerous species in-

tervene ; some of them, such as Ciansilia and Pupa, being more nu-
merous in individuals than any other place that I have visited.

But to the geologist the rocks present treasures of fossils most
beautifully preserved. I have found the Terehratula liastata retaining

its purple colour-bands as beautifully as when alive in the carboni-

ferous seas ; and in some places every slab that is turned up is

matted with Eetepora and Fenestrella. Coming here from Manchester,
along the new road from Chapel-en-le-Frith, the first place where we
meet with the limestone is about a mile and a half distant from the

town. This hill, Trecliff, is about six hundred feet in height, and the

dip of the beds is about 25° in a direction N.N.E. It is in this hill

that the " Blue John " mines are situated ; and is the only locality

in the country where this peculiar mineral is met with. It lies in

"pipe-veins," having the same inclination as the rocks which the

veins traverse. One of these veins lies in a sort of clayey stratum,

and another seems to be imbedded in the nodule state in a mass
of indurated debris. Besides these, the whole of the limestone

masses are fractured and cracked, and, in addition to the pipes, the

sides of the cavities are lined with the most perfect and beautiful sky-

blue cubes of fluor, and the rhombic crystals of calcite. I remember
scarcely anything with greater pleasure then an adventure in search

of minerals a year or two ago, in one of these caverns, which was
richly rewarded. Witherite, fluor-spar, varying in colour from trans-

parency to rose, blue, violet and other colours, seleuite, and occa-

sionally phosphate of lead, are all found in the lead-mines of the neigh-

bourhood. Some varieties of calcspar have the property of double

refraction, like Iceland spar.

Nearly all the characteristic fossils of the carboniferous limestone

abound, as may be seen by glancing at the names of the localities

given in Pi'ofessor Phillips's ' Geology of Yorkshire.' The richest

localities for obtaining them is just below the "Blue John cavern," and
in the gorge at the back of the town, which goes by tlie name of

the Cave Dale. In geologizing along tlie side of Treclifl' hill, one

cannot but be struck with the various groups of fossils which the

dirterent beds present. The lower beds contain great quantities of

Phillip.na—heads, carapaces, etc., being very frequently met with, and

occasionally they are found whole. Just as we should have expected

from kuowin" that the familv of Trilobites died out with the moun-
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tain limestone, as we continue our researches higher np in the beds
we find their remains becoming more scanty, until at tlie top they are

exceedingly rare. One bed is rich in zoophytes, anotlier in goniatites,

whilst another is composed of the broken fragments of Sangnino-
laria, and the whole of the beds contain numbers oi Spirifer imbricntus,

which connects them like a huge bracket from top to bottom. Some
rare geologizing may be had along tlie lower beds ; almost every
stroke of the hammer lays open something novel.

The remarkable fissures which occur in the limestone of Derbyshire
have afibrded matter of speculation to tlie curious for centuries ; the

most remarkable one is called the Winnats, and is about a mile dis-

tant from Castleton. It gives rise to the most sublime scenery, for

the fissure is caused by the splitting of a hill in twain, and the steep

precipices on either hand for the distance of a mile and a half, resem-
ble the ruins of old towers and buttresses, in some places clad with
ivy, and tenanted by bats and owls. Another such fissure is at the

back of the town, and has been already referred to. In some places

the passage at the bottom of this is not above three yards in width,

and is much of a character, in other respects, with the Winnats.
Much speculation has arisen as to the origin of these rents ; they occur

at nearly right angles to the line of strike, and have doubtless been
formed in the first instance by the upheaval and desiccation of the

rocks, thus :

—

Subsequent to this they have been worn and channelled by at-

mospheric and aqueous action. They have been attributed to plutonic

agency, but it needs little geological knowledge to see that the above

theory is the true one. Along the lower beds in the Cave Dale there

is another good spot or two for the geologist. Here are found
numbers of trilobites, some quite entire; groups of the entomostra-

can Cytherce, and that rare fossil the Cyclas radialis. One bed seems
quite a nest of Pleiirorhyncus armatus, although they are very fra-

gile and require great care to extract them with the cone entire.

Plutonic action has not been absent in the neighbourhood, for at

the top of this fissure are beds of greenstone, and an imperfectly

columnar basalt, whilst the limestone around seems to be somewhat
crystallized by the heat to which it has been subjected by the in-

trusion.

Old Mam Tor, the " Shivering Mountain," in geological position

lies just above the limestone. The shales which compose it are

speedily decomposed by atmospheric agency, and hence have given

rise to the popular name which the mountain bears. The inclination

of its beds is E.N.E., and the intensity of their dip about 40°. These
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beds can be traced through Hope on to llathersege ; and along the

brook side, below Mam Tor, a good section is displayed, where
they are seen abutting against the lower limestones. Along the

stream at Hope good sections are also exposed, and they are seen in

several places on the road to Bradwell. The bottom beds of the
shales are intercalated with stony bands composed of the remnants of

encrinite-stems and fragments of shells, and hav'e been cansed by the
denudation of the limestone during their formation. The bottom
sliales are rich m Aviculo-pectens, Goniatites, PosiJonia, etc., and t\\e

numerous iron-stone bands higher up the hill are rich in small gonia-

tites. which are frequently found pyritized.

The most striking peculiarity of tliese shales is the fact that about
a couple of miles from Castleton, where they rest upon the limestone,

the bitumen which has steeped them has also percolated and oozed
out into the limestone, turning it quite black, as also the fossils

which, when split open, are often seen to contain a little globule of
bitumen. Here we see the decomposed remains of two subdivisions

separated by a great gulf of time, mingling together, both testifying

to the great law of death which has prevailed since the dawn of life.

When tlie fossils of the limestone are cleft open, they are often seen
to contain a little globule of bitumen. Do not all the labours of the

geologist prove that death is as much a natural law as that of birth,

and that creation has been concomitant with extinction, as with indi-

viduals has been life and death ?

NOTES OX A NEW MASS OF METEORIC lEON FROM
THI] CORDILLERA OF COPIAPO, CHILE.

By Wm. Bollaert, F.R.G.S.,

Cor. Mem. Univ. Chile and Amer. Ethnological Societi/, etc.

This was found by a muleteer, in June, LS58, when passing the

Cordillera from Catamarca to Copiapo, and brought by him to the

latter city. He took it to be a rodado, or ])iece of silver-ore that had
been broken from a vein and rounded by being washed with stones,

say in the bed of a river ; but on its being examined by Dr. David
Garcia (a pupil of Domeyko), at Copiapo, he pronounced it to be a

Eiass of meteoric iron.

Dr. D. Garcia is the

manager of the " Tran-
sito" maquina or silver

amalgamating works,

and has this specimen
in his possession. Mr.
Abbott tells me it is

considered a most inte-

resting specimen, being
so perfect (not a broken
fragment), and whole.

TOL. V.

Meteorite from Copiapo.
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The mass is covered thickly with a series of shallow pits or depres-

sions, about ^ to yV of an inch deep, The spaces between the holes

are bright like steel. Its weight is about 12 or 13 lbs.

In consequence of finding a difficulty in fixing the position or po-

sitions of the Atacama Meteorite in 1826,1 gave Peine, Guanaquero,

Chala, and two other spots north of Challn, all in the desert of Ata-

cama ; also Miiio, to the east of Mani, near the Peruvian and Bolivian

boundaries. I tried to get aci-oss the desert in 1828, from the coast

of the Pacific, in the hope of examining the localities of Guanaquero
and Peine, near to one or other of which places I hoped to find the

meteoric deposit. I was lost for awhile in the desert of Atacama,

and had to return to the coast. Kear to Toconao, north-east of Peine,

was supposed by Sir W. Parish to be the spot ; but in 1853, Dr.

Philippi determined Imilac, a few miles south-west of Peine, to be

the spot, or one of the spots of the fall of the Atacama Meteorite.

A very large specimen from Atacama is in the possession of Domey-
ko, in Santiago, in Chile ; some others I have seen, as well as many
small fragments which fell at Imilac ; as to my small specimen obtained

in 182(3, when I was in Tarapuca, it may or may not have been col-

lected at Imilac*
The large specimen of the Atacama Meteorite deposited by me in

the British ]\Iuseum, I procured on the west coast in 1854. I have

had some doubts as to whether Imilac ought to be given as the locality

of its fall. I made this observation in my paper to the Meteorolo-

gical Society, 1858, as to this specimen ; the same will apply to a

slice of meteoric stone in the same Aiuseum, and that in the Museum
of Practical Geology, The information I had was what I let the Bri-

tish Museum have, that it (and others, one weighing over 501bs.)

were brought to Cobija by a muleteer, from '' somewhere to the east

in the desert of Atacama, and it was thought there were several

similar deposits in the track to Antofogasta."

These specimens have the external mechanical character of the

Imilac specimens, but the metallic part is dark, as if much oxidized,

and the earthy part is more crystalline.

Kicol, in his 'Mineralogy,' gives an analvsis by Eivero of meteoric

iron from " Potosi :"—iron, 9024 ; nickel' 9 76 = 100-0. Domeyko
gives for the Atacama one (Imilac):—iron, 8S'54

; nickel, 8'24 ; co-

balt, 1-14
; silica, 016. From this difference of composition compared

with that of the one from " Potosi," we may say that Imilac was not

its place of deposit.

1 advert in my paper to the Meteorological Society to three stones

found four leagues inland from Playabrava (23° 35'j, two round and

porous, the other porous, flat, and triangular. I suspect them to be

meteoric (for they are said to be of " iron"), and the locality they

were found in, although near the latitude of Imilac, is much further

to the west. Having disposed of these amygdalo-peridotie varieties,

* I g;ave 23° 30' S., 68° 50' W. as the position of Dr. Rcid's specimens (which are

at Ratisbon), and there may be a doubt that they came from Imilac, which is la 23° 49' S.,

69° U> W.
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that of Imilac, wliicli may bave fallen about 1820, I will now refer to

Shepard's account in 1850 of three new North American meteorites,

with observations upon the general distribution of such bodies,

and on the falling of meteorites over a limited zone or area of

the earth's surface. He says :
—" Out of the fourteen depositions of

meteoric matter on the American continent within the last few years,

thirteen have taken place between 33° and 44° N. ; one only at

Maceio, in Brazil, south of the Equator,—a distribution exceedingly

unequal." He however concludes " that there is a zone or region

over which meteoric falls are more frequent than elsewhere."

Euu tlie eye easterly from the meteoi'ic region of Atacama, on the

west coast of South America, for ten degrees of longitude, and now
vre come upon that extraordinary deposit of solid meteoric iron of

Otumpa* (about thirteen tons), of which there is so magnificent

a specimen in the British Museum. Near Bahia, in Brazil, is another

mass of iron of 14,000 lbs.

On Arrowsmith's old map of South America,at a distance of twenty-

three geographical miles S.S.W. of the city of Tucuman, appears

the word " Meteores ;" does this mean that meteoric iron has been

found there ? Antofogasta is about 2° W.N.W. of the " Meteores,"

and I have reason to believe that meteoric iron exists about there.

In the map to Wilcocke's ' Buenos Ayres,' at the junction of the

Bermejo and Paraguay rivers are the " Montes de Hierro;" moiite

may mean mountain or forest. This locality is about 2° N.E. of

Otumpa, and the iron spoken of here may be meteoric.

In the ' Coleccion de Memorias Cieutificas, etc., por M. E.de Kivero

y Ustariz' (Brussels, 1857), there are details and analyses of several

masses of meteoric iron found in the Cordillera of the Aud^s (of

Bogota).

My impression is, that when this subject of meteoric zones is

worked out, more falls will have to be recorded in South America

than given by Shepard.

peocep:dings of geological societies.

Geological Society of London.—January 22. 1862.—Sir E. I. Mur-
chison, A^.P.G.S., in the chair. The follo\vin<T communications were read:—

1. "On some Flint Arrow-heads (?) from near Baiiyy Point, North

Devon." By N. Whitley, Esq., communicated by J. S. Enys, Esq., F.G.S.

Immediately beneath the surface-soil above the " raised beaches " of North

Devon and Cornwall, the author has observed broken Hints ; and even

* It is not known when the Otumpa iron fell. It was visited by Cells and Ccrviiio

in 1783. The length of it is 3v yards, 2 yards in width, 4 feet 6 inehes deep, and con-

tains 9^ cubic yards. This appears to be independent of smaller pieces. It is called

by the natives the Masa do fierro, or mass of iron ; the meteorite of the Chaco
;
of the

Chaco Gualamba. It was discovered by people from Santiago del Estero on one of their

expeditions to " malear," or hunt for honey and wax. It is in about 37* 43 S., 2" 40

\V. of Buenos Avres.
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at the Scilly Tsles such flints are found. At Croyde Bay, about half-way
between Middle-Borough and Ba,2fgy Point, at the month of a small
transverse valley, Mr. Whitley found them in considerable number, col-

lecting about 2CfO specimens, of which about 10 per cent, of the splintered
flints at this place have more or less of an arrow-head form ; but they pass
by sjradations from what appear to be perfect arrow-heads of human manu-
facture to such rough splinters as are evidently the result of natural causes.

Hence the author suggested that great caution should be used in judging
what flints have been naturally, and what have been artificially shaped.

2. " On some further Discoveries of Flint Implements in the Gravel
near Bedford." By James Wyatt, Esq., F.G.S. Since Mr. Prestwich
described tlie occurrence of flint implements near Bedford (' Geological
Society's Journal,' No. 67, p. 366), Mr. Wyatt and others have added
seven or eight to the list, from the gravel-pits at Cardington, Harrow-
den, Biddenham, and Kempston. Mr. J. G. Jeffreys, F.G.S., having
examined Mr. Wyatt's further collections of shells from the gravel-

pits at Biddenham and Harrowden, has determined seventeen other
species besides those noticed by Mr. Prestwich, and among these is Ily-

di'ohia marginata (from the Biddenham pit), which has not been found
alive in this country. At Kempston, Mr. Wyatt has examined the sand
beneatli the gravel (which is destitu^te of shells), and at 3 feet in the sand
(19 feet from the surface) he found Helix, Succinea, Bithnia, Pupa, Fla-
norhis, etc., with flint flakes.

3. " On a Hysena-den at Wootey-Hoie, near Wells, Somei'sot." By
W. Boyd Dawkins, Esq., F.G.S. In a ravine at the village of Wookey-
Hole, on the southern flanks of the Mendips, and two miles N.W. of
Wells, the river Axe flows out of the Wookey-Hole Cave by a canal cut
in the rock. In cutting this passage, ten years ago, a cave, filled with
ossiferous loam, was exposed, and about 12 feet of its entrance cut away.
In 1859 the author and Mr. Williamson began to explore it by digging
away the red earth with which the cave was filled, and continued their

operations in 1860 and 1861. They penetrated 34 feet into the cave, and
here it bifurcates into two branches, one vertical (which was examined as

far as practical), and one to the right (left for further research). A lateral

branch on the left, not far from the entrance, was also examined. The
cave is hollowed out of the Dolomitic Conglomerate, from which have been
derived the angular and water-worn stones scattered in the ossiferous cave-

earth. Its greatest height is 9 feet, and the width 36 feet ; it is contracted
in the middle, and narrow towards the bifurcation. Eemains of Hyana
fspelfea (abundant), Can is Vulpes, C. Lupus, Ursus spelaiis, Equus (abun-
dant). Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Rh. leptorhinus (?), Ros primigenins, il/e-

gaceros Hiheruicus, C. RucMandi, C. Guettardi, C. Tarandus (?), C.

Rama (?), and Elephas ptTimigeirius were met with; remains of Felis
spelcea, were found when tlie cave was first discovered. The following
evidences of man were found by Messrs. Dawkins and Williamson in the
red earth of the cave—chipped flints, flint-splinters, a spear-head of flint»

chipped and shaped pieces of chert, and two bone arrowheads ; and the
author argues that the conditions of the cave and its infilling prove that
man was contemporaneous here with the extinct animals in the pre-glacial

period (of Phillips), and that the cave was filled with its present contents
slowly by the ordinary operations of nattire, not by any violent cata-

clysm.

Feljrnani 5, 1862.—The following communications were read:

—

1. "On some Volcanic Phenomena lately observed at Torre del Greco
and Resina." By Signor Luigi Palnueri, Director of the Koyal Observa-
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tory on Vesuvius. In letters addressed to H.M.'s Consul at Naples, and
dated December I7tli. ISGl, and January 3rd, 1862.
The autlior spoke of the evolution of eji'eat' quantities of carbonic acid

sjas as seemingly coming from a great subterranean reservoir, and as bub-
bling up in the sea and killing the fisli. He also noticed the outbursts of
springs of acid\ilous, and hot water; and especialljMuentioned the ui)heaval

of the ground for some miles along the shore at Torre del Greco to the
height of more than a metre above the sea-level.

2. " On the llecent Eruption of Vesuvius." By M. Pierre de Tchiha-
tcheff. M. TchihatchefF's observations were made at Torre del Greco and
Naples from December 8th to 25th. Near Torre del Greco several small
craters (9-12) have been formed close to each other in an E.N.E.-W.S.W.
line, at a distance of about 600 metres E.S.E. of the crater of 1791 ; and
either on a prolongation of the old fissure, or on one parallel. The pheno-
mena mentioned by Signor Palmieri were described by M. TchihatchelF in

detail, who also alluded to the evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen, and
suggested this as an explanation of the flames said to have emanated from
the fissures in the ground at various places.

3. " On Isodiametric Lines as means of representing the Distribution of
Sedimentary (clay and sandy Strata), as distinguished from Calcareous
Strata, with especial reference to the Carboniferous Eocks of Britain." By
E. Hull, F.G.S., of the Geological Survey of Great Britain.

The author exhibited maps of the Carboniferous rocks of England and
Wales, and by means of coloured isodiametric lines showed the gradual
thinning-out ofthe clays and sandstones in one direction, and thatof the lime-

stones in another. Upon these data he urged that the formation of limestone
was distinct from the deposition of littoral, or clayey and sandy, deposits.

The limestones were of organic origiuj and formed in the clear deeps of the
sea, which those essentially rock-forming creatures the foramiuifera, corals,

etc., inhabited, but not necessarily formed in deep seas. Thus the condition
of the strata beneath us ^as that of a series of overlapping wedges. The
feather-edges of the clays and sands being in one direction, and those of the
limestones in the other—the former thinning out from the shore into the sea,

the latter proceeding from the bottom of the sea and terminating towards
the shore.

Shore. Sea-surface. The Deep.

30

*i?

Fig. 1.—Primary Section of a Formation.

Thus wliorc the limestones were thickest, as a general rule the sandstones
and clays were thinnest ; and vice versa, when there was a great develop-
ment of clays and sands the limestones were usually thin.

The author made a comparison of argillaceo-arcnaceous with calcareous
deposits, as to their distribution, both in modern and in ancient seas, and
objected to calcareous strata being regarded as sediments, in the strict sense
of tiie word. Noticing the distribution of sediments, in the Caribbean Sea,
he referred to the relative distril)ution of limestones as compared with shales
and sandstones in the Oolitic formations (comparing those of Yorkshire with
those of Oxfordshire), in tiie Permian strata of England, and in the Lower
Carboniferous strata of Belgium and Westphalia. After some observations
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ou the uature of calcareous deposits, and on the contemporaneity of certain

groups of deposits, dependent on the oscillatory movements of land and
sea, the author described his plan of showing on maps the relative thick-

nesses of the two classes of strata under notice, by means of isodiametric

or isometric lines (properly ?'5qp«Y/«c, or indicative oi equal thickness of the

strata).

Sovd.y Limesiont

JOnnestone

^andy Limes tone

Fig. 2.—Distribution of the Calcareous and Sedimentary Strata of the Great
Oolite, Oxfordshire.

Mr. Hull then proceeded to show the application of the isodiametric
system of lines to the Carboniferous strata of the midland counties and
north of England ; showing that there is a south-easierly attenuation of
the argiUo-arenaceous strata, and a nortJi-westerli/ atteniiation of the cal-

careous strata. The existence, in the Carboniferous Period, of a barrier

of land crossing the British area, immediately to the north of lat. 52°, was
insisted upon ; and, although this barrier was probably broken through (in

South Warwickshire) in the latter portion of that period, yet it divided.

in the author's opinion, the coal-area into a north and a south portion, the
latter showing a very dilTerent set of directions in the attenuation of its

strata ; the shales and sandstones thinning out eastward and the lime-
stones in the contrary direction.

In conclusion, the author stated his opinion that the source of the
Carboniferous sediments was in the ancient Worth Atlantic Continent, for

the existence of which Lj^ell, Godwin-Austen, and others have argued ;

and he inferred that the shores of this Atlantis, composed principally of
granitoid or metamorphic rocks^ were washed on the west side by a current
running south-west which drifted the sediment in that direction; and, on
the other, by a current running south-east which carried sediment over
the submerged British area.

Geologists' Association.—February 3 —Professor Tennant, F.G.S.,
President, in the chair. The following papers were I'ead :— 1. "On the
Cretaceous Group in Norfolk." By C. 13. llose, Esq., F.G.S. The author, in

an elaborate paper, described the general divisions of the chalk formation
as exhibited in Norfolk, and following the arrangement proposed by the late

Mr. Woodward, he divided the beds into Upper Chalk, Medial Chalk,
Hard Chalk, and Chalk Marl. The Upper and Medial Chalk he stated
to comprise the chalk with flints (the upper division of other geoloaists),

and the author considers this distinction legitimate, inasmuch as the
uppermost bed at Norwich contains organic forms which are not met with
in the medial bed. The distinguishing characteristics of the several
beds with their peculiar fossils, and the local limits of each formation were
full}' described, and the paper \\as illustrated by an elaborate section of
the strata of the coiinty.

2. " On the Plasticity and Odour of Clay." By C. Tomlinson, Esq.
The author pointed out sonie of the most remarknble considerations in re-

lation to this subject, such for instance as the fact that clay is only i^lpstic

up to a certain temperature ; when heated beyond that point (which the
author believes, from experiments performed by him, to be somewhere be-
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tween 600° and 700° Falir.) it loses its plasticity and acquires the property of
rigidity. ]\roreovcr, liaving once lost its plasticity, this quality can never be
restored to it by any methods known to science. Further, this property
cannot be produced artificially. The constituent elements of pure clay

may be combined in the proportions indicated by analysis, but the clay

thus produced is not plastic. It is commonly stated that it is the alumina
Mhich confers upon clay its plastic property, but the author showed that

pure alumina whether gelatinous, or after having been dried and ground up
with water, never gives a plastic paste ; nor can water be the cause, since

melted glass and sealing-wax both possessed the property.

The author considered that tlu^ phenomenon may be due to a change
in the molecular arrangement of the particles of the clay, and the conse-

quent variation of the attractive force which holds them together,—the

particles, under the circumstances under which clay is plastic, being nearer

to one another, and the attractive force conseqxiently greater, than under
the circumstances when the clay has the property of rigidity.

As to the odour of clay, the author pointed out some dithculties in the

way of the common opinion that alumina is the cause of this property,

and suggested various considerations which might lead to the elucidation of

this point.

Liverpool Geological Society.—Jamiary 14.—The papers read

were " On the Connection between Physical Geography and Geology." By
F. P. Marrat. " On the Geology of the Southern portion of the Isle of

Man." By E. B. Franceys.
February 11.—" On Surface-marliings on the Sandstone near Liverpool,

supposed to hjave been caused by ice." By G. H. Morton, F.G.S. "A
Brief Outline of the Geology of tlie country about Clitheroe, Pendle Hill,

and Bromley." By G. H.^Morton, F.G.S.
Manchester Geolooical Society.—December 31, 1861.—Mr. Bin-

ney exhibited a specimen of granite containing petroleum, sent to him by
James Yates, Esq., of London. The specimen was obtained in 1818, and
is mentioned in Aiken's ' Mineralogy' (1815, p. 60), so that its discovery is

of older date than thirty years ago.

The papers read were :

—

1. " On the Ventilation of Mines." By Mr. Joseph Goodwin. The
author considered that it was not new principles that were required to pre-

vent the loss of life that is taking place year by year in the working of tlie

coal-mines of this country, but attention to the simplest, oldest, and most
commonplace precautionary measures. Nor were the evils arising from

explosions the only ones to be guarded against ; it was alike a duty to pay
attention to the sanitary state of the mines and to remove as far as prac-

ticable all the causes which are life-destroying, or tliat injure tlie health of

the operatives. The phenomena of sudden outbursts of gas, and the velo-

city at which air-currents can be practically passed through the workings

of a mine, were the chief topics of the ])aper.

2. "On the Self-extinguishing and Detector Safety Lamp for working

Mines." By Mr. George Charlton, Mining Engineer.

January 28//^ 1862.—Jose])h Dickinson, Esq., F.G.S. , President, in tlie

chair. The following pa])ers were read :

—

1. " On tlie Bank To)) and Hagside Pits ; and the Proving of Faults."

By Andrew Kuowlcs, Esq. Tlie Bank Tu)) Collieries are about one mile

from the town of Bury. One shaft or ])it adjoins the East Lancashire sec-

tion of the Lancasl'ire and Yorkshire Eailway, and is connected with it

by a siding; the other is on the bank of the Mancliester, Bolt(m, and
Bury Caual. To the ijiine, the former pit is 130 yards deep, the hitter
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]60. The mine worked is generally supposed to be identical witli the

Eushhy Park of St. Helens, the Arley of Wigan, and the Eoyley of Old-

ham. The Hagside Pit is 760 yards to the deep of the one that adjoins

the railway ; being 280 yards in depth to the coal, and 300 to the bottom
of the snmp-hole. There is nothing of particular geological interest in

connection w ith the mine, more than is usually met -n ith in coal-mines

We find Anthracomi/cp in a layer, about four inches above the coal ; and in

the strata between the "two-feet coal" and the main bed, the author

had seen several good specimens of Sigillaria. These strata vary from
three feet to seven yards in thickness. The average thickness of the mine
worked is four feet six inches. In giving his opinion on the proving of

faults, the author confined his remarks to the kind commonly met with in

the Lancashire coal-field. The faults generally met with in this county
are dislocations, whether they are large or small ones ; that is, the strata

are broken up. and that the coal and other measures are often found the

same on each side of tJie fault-vein. Suppose a fault is met with. It is

easily known m hether it is a down- or up-throw ; if the former, the coal

not unfrequently dips a little, for a short distance, before you arrive at it

;

if the latter, it oftener rises to it. But supposing you arrive, without any
previous indication, at a fault, the direction is generally known by the way
in which the strise, or two sides of the fault-vein, commonly called the
" slippy partings," point, If a down fault is met with, the direction is away
from you ; if up, you touch the vein first at the floor of the place where
you are driving.

2. " The Ventilation of Mines." Mr. Joseph Goodwin. As the recent

catastrophe at the Hartley JN^ew Pit has called forth the sympathy of
almost every subject within the British realms, and appears at the present

time to be exciting the minds of all engaged iji the trade, the author thought
it was not out of place to consider how far it is safe to trust to a bratticed

shaft for ventilating coal-mines. The sj'stem of working a colliery with
only one shaft presents an unfavourable aspect, viewed from whatever
point it may be ; but probably the system is more at fault, in so far as it

afFects the ventilation of a colliery worked upon this principle, and the

risk to which it exposes both employer and employed, than if viewed from
any other point. The author denounced this system through a thoroiigh

conviction that it not only immeasurably increases the risk to both employer
and employed, but that, pecuniarily considered, no real advantage occurs

from it of working a colliery.

FOEEIGN INTELLIGENCE.

The Whales of the Antwerp Ceag were made by M. Van Beneden
the subject of his most intei'est ing address at the last public sitting of the
Belgian Academy, in which he gave a sketch of the important paleontological
discoveries made during the recent excavations in the fortifications of Ant-
werp, and illustrated the subject by the interesting information he had ac-

quired in a recent travel in Germany for the pui'pose of ekicidating the
history of the numerous fossil cetaceans that have been found in the soil of
the environs of Antwerp. Drawing a comparison of the riches of the
Musee Bourbon of Naples in its treasures of antiquities from Herculaneum
and Pompeii, with the fossil treasures of Antwerp, he proceeded to nam-ate
the geological history of that district. " At the very place," he said, " where
to-day roar lions, tigers, and bears in cages barred with iron, in times of
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yore legions of dolpliins and whales were ' blowing ' freely, ploughing the

surface of the sea with their broad tails, and quietly sporting withou^t fear

of man. These fossil remains are of a much higher antiquity than all the

products of human industry. Man had not yet made his appearance at

the period when the sea covered these latitudes ; the earth Mas then

neither sufficiently prepared nor sufficiently solidly established to receive

the 'king of creation.' Between the present epoch and that time past

when the soil whicli now bears the wonders of the city of Euber.s reposed

at the bottom of the sea, we find nvamerous and incontrovertible vestiges

of an intermediate period when many great terrestrial manimifers held

their sway.
" From the depths of Siberia to the basin of the Mediterranean and the

Black Sea, two great pachyderms, the Mammoth and tichorine Ehino-

ceros, trod in great numbers the shallow waters and plains,* at the same
time tliat the great bears so carefully described by Dr. Schmerling (in

1833) frequented the sombre caverns of Liege. The nearly complete ske-

leton disinterred two years since at Lierre amongst bones of rhinoceros,

ox, deer, horse, and hynena, belongs to this intermediate period.f . . .

The North Sea had not then its present limits ; England had not yet, per-

haps, been subjected to that terrible convulsion which violently separated

it from the Continent ; and judging from the considerable number of bones

w hieh are met with in certain places in the present seas, these great pachy-

derms traversed freely and dry-foot from the Meuse and the Scheldt to

the Thames and the county of Essex. ... As I propose to speak of the

fossil bones collected from the sand, otherwise called the ' Crag,' of the

environs of Antwerp, and which forms a real catacomb of dolphins and

whales, permit me to draw attention to the species which now visit our

coasts, in order the better to judge of the differences which are revealed

by a comparison between the present North Sea and the Sea of the Crag at

that geological epoch. Who is there that, during the fine days of summer,

reclining on the sand of the dunes or at the foot of the clifl^", abandoned to

his reveries, has not been struck with that majestic nature which, under a

thousand difierent forms, spreads waves of life on the sea ! Who has not

asked himself,—This shore of to-day, is it like the shores of other days ?

These waters, have they always enclosed in their bosom the saine fishes ?

What mean these petrified bones, these tusks of mammoths which the sea

throws up sometimes along the coast? As the archseologist. arrested by

the majestic ruins of Thebes or Palmyra, delights in evoking the remem-

brance of their peoples, and figuring to himself the forum and the temple

filled with the dense crowd, so the naturalist sees the ancient seas roll their

foaming waves on the dry land, the waters peopled with dolphins and

sirens, star-fish and 'car-shells.' ... All the species, cetacean or fish,

mollusc or polype, buried in those vast beds of sand, have disappeared from

our seas, and even their analogues inhabit only much more southern regions.

" The mise en scene is the same as of old : fiood and ebb produce the

same effects ; the surf causes the same ravages, —iu 9, word, tlie decorations

remain, but the actors arc changed,
" The phenomena most apparent to the naturalist in comparing the pre-

* Of late the study of the species of the quaternary epocli in respect to their appearances

and succession has 'made great progress. A remarkable memoir by M. Lnrlct has ap-

peared on this important subject, and aeeordiug to this learned pali ontologisl the cave-

bears had disappeared before the appearance of tlie mammoths, and man was contemporary

With these species. (S-e Ann. des Se. Nat., 4nic Serie, t. xv., cah. iii.)

+ Scohy, ' Considerations snr les Ossements tossiles dt'eouverts a Lierre,' 18G0 ;
an^

' Bulletins de rAcademie Koyalc do Belgicjue,' 2rae Scrie, t. ix., No. 5.

VOL. V.
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sent sea vrith that of the Crao^, is the rarity of certain species in modern
times and their extreme abundance in times past, it is only at long in-

tervals that we see now on our shores some stray dolphin or a whale that

has wandered out of its way. The cetacean that we see stranded in our

latitudes is generally an isolated individual, which its troop have rejected

or the tempests have separated from its associates. It was not so when,
in other times, the numerous species of the Crag sea lived ; many of those

great cetacea had there their regular stations, while others m.ade periodic

A-isitations. In respect to their abundance and regular migrations, one

discovers even since the historic period very considerable changes, to which
the rapacity of man pei'haps has not been foreign.*

" It is known that in the ninth century the Basques . . . harpooned
the whale in the Gulf of Gascony. and pursued it even as far as the North
Sea. Different charters prove that associations of whale-fishers, known
under the name of Sociefas or Covimtinio Walmannoinim, existed in the 11th

century on the coast of France.t These fisheries were so successful in the

Channel, that mention is made in these charters of the sale of the fresh

flesh. Nowadays it is truly an event if by chance one of tliese great ceta-

ceans presents itself in these latitudes. Cuvier, struck with this difference,

thought that the whales had fled before man, and that these animals no
longer found safety except amongst the reefs of polar ice.J

" This explanation of the great naturalist, allhougli generally accepted,

does not, however, accord with facts. The whale of the Channel is not the

same as the whale of the Polar circle. It is not without reason that for a

long time my friend Eschricht has opposed the hypothesis of Cuvier ; and
the former, the learned professor of Copenhagen, has shown that the Ice-

landers knew perfectly, as far back as the twelfth century, these giants of

the Channel from those of the North. In a nianusci'ipt of that distant pe-

riod, § the Iceland fishermen specified the characteristic diS'erences of the

two species.
II

. , If the whale pursued by the Basques is not the Baleine

franche of the North—the Mysticetus—what is it then? Has it ever

* Amongst the migrations wliich have interested us, we could cite two species which

visit regularly the Feroe Isles since the most remote period, and still malce their periodic

visitation. According to a legend of the country, a pagan giant, vanquished by a Chris-

tian, promised him for ransom and pardon to send him every year a bird and a whale

which should be found nowhere else. The bird is the wliite crow, the whale the dogling

or hyperoodon.—Eschricht, Comptes Rendus, t. xlvii. ; July, 18.58.

t Cuvier makes mention of these charters, which were communicated to him by the

Abbe de la Rue. (See ' Ossements Fossiles,' 4me edit., t. 5, Ire partie, p. 74.)

X The illustrious savant could not speak with exact knowledge of the Mijsticeius,

or of the Northern whale, because he had never seen a specimen. At the present time

even there is not a skeleton of this curious animal either at Paris or in London. There

is known one example at Copenhagen, and a second has since been acquired by the

Royal Museum at Brussels. The other chief portions of this whale known are, a fine

adult skull at Kiel, another head at London, and the head of a young animal at Leydcn.

§ ' Koug-Skug-Sio, Det Konglige Speil, den Kouigligea Spiegel,' or ' Royal Mirror,'

an Icelandic manuscript of the twelfth century.—B. (See also M. Reinliardt on the

"franches" whales, ' Om Nordhvalen' {Balana mysticetus, L.), in 4to, Kiobenhavn,

1861.
* The Icelanders distinguish the two species of whale as that of the North (North

Whale) and that of the South. The last bears on its skin white calcareous crowns,

which the other never docs. These white crowns are cirrhipedes, which develop and

propagate themselves on the back of that marine monster. . . . Each s])ecies of

whale has its peculiar cirrhipedes. Some have the Coron ida ; others the Liadenia ;

and others again the Tiibicinella,—the last bury themselves several inches deep into the

skin and the fat.
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been seen by any naturalist? Is it tbe Southern whale in which the
Putch whalers have thouj^jbt they have recocjnized their 'Is orth-Caper'

?

Has it disappeared since tbis fisbery was established, like so many other
kinds wliich have been annihilated within historic times ?* There is

need of facts to dissipate these doubts ; the .best arguments do not suf-

fice. But can one ever hope to find them for these delicate and dif-

ficult questions? In these uncertainties, zoologists, not knowing whe-
ther to think Cuvier right or tbe Iceland fishermen, were in great com-
motion some years since in respect to an event which happened in the
Gulf of Gascony: This was in January, 1 854. It is at this period of
the year that the ancient whales arrive there regularly to take their

winter station. A mother-whale, accompanied by its cub, made its appear-
ance at St. Sebastian one day in January, and fortunately the young
whale was captured. The Museum of Pampeluna made the acquisition of
it. Eschricht heard this news at Copenhagen ; nothing passed in the
world of whales that he was not informed of. ' It is my Biscay whale,'

said he ;
' the species still exists.' He trembled at the idea that the trea-

sure might escape him. He arrived at Louvain nearly at the same time as

the letter by which he informed me of the news ; announced to the Insti-

tute of France the motive of his passage to Paris ;t arrived at Pampelvma,
made his way at once to the coast, and buried himself in the midst of the shore

in the study of the bones of the head and of the vertebrae of this precious

relic. The victory was his. This whale difiered complete!}^ from that of

the North. ;|; It was really a remnant of those ancient legions which once
on a time visited these latitudes in numerous bands, and which have since

deserted these places. On our coast the whales stranded since the begin-

ning of this century have been far from numerous, and we could easily

enumerate them. Several years since, . . M. de Selys-Longchamps men-
tioned them in his Belgian ' Fauna.' There are but two balenoptera ;

the one of Kessels, found dead at sea in 1827 by the Ostend fishermen.

§

* "We kuow that since the historic period many species have abandoned the centre of

Europe, and that others have also completely disappeared. . . . The reindeer and

elk have quitted the interior of Europe since the extinction of the mammoths. 'I'lie

Lodo and the Alca impennis have undoubtedly com[)letLly disappeared. We are foitii-

nately not altogether certain of the latter. It is behoved that tlie Rythina Stelleri, the

singidar sireniau of the Behrins; Sea, is equally lost; but we have had great satislaclion

in seeing that the Museum of St. Petersburg has received a complete skeleton. Nord-

maun, ' Paliioutologie Sued-Russlands,' Helsinglbrs, Ih39-G0, p. 328.

t ' Comptes llendus de TAcadernie des Sciences,' sitting July 12lh, 1S58.

% ' Sur les Baleines tranches du Golfe de Biscaye,' in Comptes Rendus, 1860. In a

letter dated from Copenhagen, Eschricht had the kindness to inform )ne of the result of

his researches on the difference of these two species of whales. " The skeleton of Pam-

peluna has entirely occupied me," he wrote on the 18th May. " It is the most curious

of any that I have met. It is nearly mounted, and the enormous dilference between it

and the Mi/sticetus surpasses all I had e.Npected before niy sojourn at Pampeluna. Fi-

gure to yourself," he added, " that it is not more developed than the skeleton of a Mijs-

ticetus of less than a year; the ossification of the vcrtebric has not advanced beyond

the transverse apophyses ; and the arches, which are not even united on both sides, are still

sejjaratcd from the body, whilst the vertebral column is as large as that of a Mi/.ilic,'ti(s

of three years and a half." Eschricht, ' Developpoment du questionnaire relatif aux Ce-

taces,' in ' Actes de la Socicte Linueeniiede Bordeaux," t. xxii., 4me livr.

§ Van Breda, ' Eenige Bijsonderheden omtrent den "Walrisch die den 5 November

1827 bij Osleude gestrand is,' in Algemeine Konst en Letterbode, 1827, 2c vol.

Vanderlinden, Bibl. Jned. Nat. et Etrang., t. v., 1U28.— ' Bydragen tot de Nntu-

ralische Wetenseh.,' 4de deel, ]82y.—Messag. des Sciences, 1329. Du Bar, ' Usteogra-

phie dc la Baleinc,' BruxcUes, 1828.
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and which, prepared as a skeleton with much care hy M. Paret, after having
visited during twenty years the principal towns of Europe, continues at the

present time, it appears, its peregrinations in the New World. It is the

Pterohalana ffif/as. The other baleuoptera belongs to the small species,

which does not exceed thirty feet in length, and which has always forty-

eight vertebrae ; it is the Pterobalcena minor of Knox, or the Pterohalcpna

rostrata of Fabriciu.s.* The skeleton preserved in the Zoological Gai'den

of Antwerp belonged to an individual stranded on the coast of Holland,
and is of a third species, the Pterohalrena cominunis.f

" The Academy will remember tliat we entertained it three years ago
with the Dolphin Glohiceps, found dead at sea by the fishermen of Heyst
under very interesting circumstances. It was a mother, which at first

they had taken for a barrel, and which was on the point of going down.]};

" It is the same animal which the Feroe islanders look out for every

year with such great anxiety, and whose flesh is esteemed by them a de-

licious dish.§ The Grlndewahl—for that is the name they give them^
make their appearance in these isles with the thrushes and woodcocks else-

where ; with this difi'erence, that the thi'ushes and woodcocks figure only

on the tables of the rich, whilst the flesh of thegrindewahl is the food

of the poor. It is by thousands that they are taken every year ; and one

of the most curious spectacles wliich can be given to a sovereign is a fishery

of the grindewahl in one of the fiords of Feroe, made in the presence of the

King of Denmark when he visits these isles. But the most formidable of

the cetaceans which visit our latitudes is the orca, or ork. We see it

from time to time on our coasts. Two individuals of this dangerous spe-

cies, a young and an adult female, were stranded in 1843-44 near Ostend,

and an adult female was found dead on the strand in 1848. The ork is by
far the most formidable of all the great marine animals ; the colossal

whale, even, is not exempt from liis vigorous attacks ; it is truly the con-

sternation of all. Nothing is more curious than to listen to the tales of the

fishermen of Greenland and Spitzbergen of the habits of these marine mon-
sters. What violence in the struggle, what tenacity in the attack ! One
would think one was listening to the recitals of travellers in the deserts of

Africa, narrating the gigantic struggles of the great mammifers. the ter-

rible assaults made by the lions and tigers on the elephants, the buffalos,

or antelopes. The first of August of this year, a fine male lost itself on the

coast of Jutland. Intelligence was sent immediately to Copenhagen, and
Pi'ofessor Eschricht made his way to the place. He wished to know above
all on what this animal had fed during its last hours ; and he soon disco-

vered that not without reason the ork is the terror of the seas. It con-

tained in its stomach (one would hardly have supposed it) thirteen por-

poises and fifteen seals ! My learned friend searched with a feeling of

horror whether amongst this frightful mass of victims he could not find

* This species comes regularly ashore on the coast of Norway. Near Bergen, they

take them every year. Fabricius knew it well in Greenland, but he erred in giving it

the name proposed by Linnteus, who did not know the v-hales. This example shows

that it is not always the name of the first author which ought to be preserved. There

exists a skeleton of this species in the Royal Museum of Brussels ; another, of a young

individual stranded at Ostend, is in the Cabinet of the University of Ghent ; and a third,

from Greenland, formed a long time ago part of the collection of the Catholic University

of Louvain.

t Bulletin de 1' Academic, t. xxiv.. No. 3.

X
' Rccherchcs sur la Faune littorale de Belgique (Cetaces).' Mem. de I'Acad. Roy.

de Belgique, t. xxxii.

§ Comptes Kendus, t. xlvii., July 12, 1858.
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some remains of a sailor. A fine species of zipliioid cetacean known to
science under the name of Dclphinorh_y)icus micropterus, or oftener as
Ilesojjlodon Sowerbiensis, was stranded some years since near the port of
Ostend. It still uttered p'oans when M. Paret, the naturalist of Slykens,
arrived on the spot. This animal, rare everywhere, and of which but one
complete skeleton was known, has furnished the subject of a fine memoir
by our illustrious confrere M. du Mortier.* . . . Another species of the
family of Ziphioids, which visits reiiulnrly the Feroe Isles, shows itself

sometimes on our coasts. An individual was taken some years since, at

Bergoluis, near Zierickzee, and described by M. Wesmael.f It is the
Dogling, or the liyperoodon of natui'alists. A whole band was lost last year
after bad weather on the coast of Jutland. It is tliis family of cetaceans
which was most largely represented in the Crag Sea, and on this score it

interests us in an especial manner. The porpoise is the only cetacean
proper to our littoral ; and we are still ignorant if it be sedentary during
the whole year on our coasts, or if it visits regularly other latitudes. Every
j^ear at spring-time porpoises enter the Baltic by the Sound in the pursuit
of herrings, and they only go out again in December and January by the
Little Belt, between Fionie and Jutland.J As we find them on our coasts

oftener in summer than in winter, it is evident that our common cetacean
does not belong to those which take up their summer quarters in the Baltic.

" We do not dwell on the whales in ancient times stranded in our latitudes.

There is too much exaggeration in the statements of authors.
" We shall only mention the cachelot or potwall, which has appeared

several times some centuries ago in our latitudes, and of which Ambroiie
Pare has given a very recognizable figure.

§

* B. C. du IMortier, ' jNIemoire sur le Delphinorhynque microptere echoue a Ostende,'

Bruxellos, 1839, in Mem. de rAciuluinie lloyale de Bnixelles, t. xii.

t Wesmael, IMemoires de rAcadetnie Royale de Bruxelks, t. xiii., 1S40. This skele-

ton is deposited in the Brussels iMuseuni.

X Eschi'icht, Comptes Rendus de rAcademie des Sciences, sittina; of July 12th,

1858.

§ In 1189 a whale of extraordinary size was stranded at Blaukenberghe; * in 1334
the fishermen of Ostend took a marine monster of forty feet in leMp;lh.t But the most

extraordinary fact is that in the winter of 1404 eiijht whales, mostly of seventy feet in

length, were thrown on the flat sandy shore near Ostend by a tempestuous sea, and taken

nearly all alive. ;{: That which appears least doubtful, and here the species is indicated,

is that in 1577 and 1598 two potwalls were cast ashore: one in the Scheldt, near

Antwerp, and figured by Ambroise Pare ; § the other at Berchey, in Holland, and de-

scribed by Clusius,
II
who first figured this animal. He had seen the one stranded at

Berchey in 1598, and another at Beverwyck in 1601 ; the former fifty-lhree feet long.

Albert, on the authority of Cetns, speaks of two cachelots stranded in iiis time ; one in

Friesland, the other near Utrecht ; and knew the spermaceti, or " l)lanc ilc baleine." The
atunents do not mention it, and probably did not know the animal which produced it.^

Piet Bor** makes mention of an infernal monster of eighty feet, stranded on the 1st of

May at the Sluysche Gat, and whicji doubtless belonged also to the cachelots. This calls

to my mind a band of thirteen young individuals, if 1 do not err, which lost themselves

some years ago at the end of the Adriatic, and of which one head is preserved in the

Museum of the University of Berlin.

* Montanus, Add. ad Histor. Gnicciard., p. 150, ed. Amsterdam, 164(5, fol.

t ' Delices des Pays-15as,' t. iii. p. 15, 2d edit.

% Guicciardini, Descritt. di (utti i Paesi Bassi, fogl. 331, cd. de Plautin, 15S8, in-fol.

§ Ambroise Pare, 25c livre de ses Qiuvrcs.

II Clusius in 1605.

\ Cuvier, Ossem., vol. v. p. 329.
** ' Nederlandsche Oorlogen,' Site bock, fol. 6, 4lc decl.
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" We see clearly from what lias been stated that our seas are very poor
in whales ; we can easily count the individuals which have been stranded.

But was it so in tliat ancient sea v. hich deposited the red and black ssud
of the province of Antwerp?

" We shall remark that between the seas of two distinct geological

epochs there existed, in respect to their great inhabitants, considerable dif-

ferences, and these differences bear at once on the number of species and
the quantity of individuals : as rare as they are rare now, as they were
abundant then.

"If the chemical composition of the sea has changed like its inhabitants,

we are still ignorant of it, but we shall not, perhaps, always be so. As
Ehrenberg has pointed his microscope to the infusoria, and Herschel his

telescope to the stars, Bunsen and KirchhofF direct their scrutinizing prisni

over the entire world to find out its chemical nature, and they will soon
tell us, doubtless, whether the Crag Sea contained the same chemical ele-

ments as the present ocean. May we not expect this from the savants who
have noted gold and silver in the sun, and have determined the absence
there of the most common metals of the earth, silicium and aluminium ?

" We have already said, on other occasions, that the Crag Sea nourished
such a great quantity of seals, dolphins, and whales, that their debris forms,

in different localities, veritable ossuaries.* Bones of all dimensions are

there thrown pell-mell ; and we see clearly that the skeletons of these great

cetacea have been, during a long time, the playthings of the water. At
each tide, shreds of bones and flesh were swept backward and forward by
the waves, until the soft parts were perfectly decomposed. The cetaceans

only were thrown upon the greatest heights, during the highest tides
;

and they were sometimes buried in their integrity.

f

" Independently of these legions of cetaceans, a great number of fishes

frequented the same latitudes ; but there are scarcely any other remains
than those of the Selachian fishes that have come down to us. The most
curious is the CarcJiarodon megalodon, which was not less than seventy

feet in length, and for which an ox woidd have been only a mouthful.

Teeth of the Carcharodon have been left in the Crag, and a very curious

vertebra.

It is extraordinary that we find there so few remains of osseous fishes.

" Perhaps we may find the explanation of the rarity of the ordinary fish

in the fact that the ziphioid cetaceans predominated in that sea, and that

the nutriment of these cetacea consists exclusively of cephalopodous mol-

lusca. The great whales, as we know, feed only on the pteropodous mol-

luscs, or on particular crustacea, both of small size.

" We shall iiot say anything of the shell-fish, nor the superb corals,

which peopled at that epoch the basin of Autwei'p. It is upon M. Nyst,

whose conscientious labours are so justly appreciated at home and abroad,

will devolve the task of some day entei'taining you with these interesting

animals.
" We should not always think that these fossil bones and their high

value in a scientific point of view may not have been already appreciated

by naturalists. For a long time they have been known. These bones

have often been attributed to giants. Who knows if they do not even
enter into the legend of the origin of Antwerp ? Be that as it may, the

* ' Les Grands et les PetHs dans le Teuips et dans I'Espace,' Bull, de I'Acad. Royale

de Belgique : 2e seiie, t. x.

t The cetaceans, of which the relics are found in such abundance at Saint-Nicolas,

appear to be under these conditions. ' Osscments Knssilcs decouvci ts a Saint-Nicolas

en 1859/ Bull, dc I'Acad. Hoy. de Belgique, 2e scrie, t. viii.
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honour of havinsf recos;nized the remains of these great animals is carried

back to a leai'ned phj^sician of Antwerp iu the seventeenth century, Goro-
piu3 Becanus.*

" At the end of the last century, the Baron von Hupsch wrote upon this

subject a very curious work.f But it is, above all, to Cuvier we owe the

most remarkable work on the fossil bones of Antwerp. The i^reat natu-

ralist of the Museum had received at Pai'is many which had been exhumed
at the time of the excavation of the Basin of Commerce, in the reign of

the First Napoleon.

J

" Some years ago fossil bones of cetaceans were found in great numbers
in other localities,—the Crag Sea seemingly having had a much more con-

siderable extension than had been previously thought. In Holland, in the

province of Gueldres, bones have been found exactly as at Antwerp ; and
moreover a portion of a cranium, which recently came from the Baltic,

§

appears to have belonged to an animal that had a great analogy to our
JPlesiocetes. Similar bones have also been dug up in l\ussia, and described

under the name of Cetotherium.\\
" A phenomenon of auotlier kind, but equally worthy of remark, is a

skeleton of a baleinoptera found in England, in the diluvium, at twenty-

eight feet above the present high-water ; and another discovered in Nor-
way, near Fredericstadt, at 250 feet above the present level of the seas.**

" In spite of these inherent difficulties in the study of the fossil remains

of cetacpa, we have succeeded, however, in determining the greatest num-
ber. We have attained to reconstituting some of them tolerably com-
pletely.

" In the first place, then, we have found out that the great species of

baleinides, or cetaceans with whalebones, had then many representatives.

Some weeks since, an entire head of one of these great animals was ex-

posed, but, unfortunately for science, it could not be preserved. "\^ e

possess in great number the vertebrge of these whales from all parts of the

body ; fragments of ribs and of limbs—comprising the shoulder-blade

;

many portions of the cranium ; the inferior maxillaries, nearly perfect

;

and, above all, the tympanic bones.
" But the family which is most richly represented in that ancient sea was

the Ziphioides. We see them of all sizes. Of these we have, first, an

animal near to the cachalots of the present day, and of dimensions equally

gigantic. Another offers all the characters of the existing Hyperoodon ;

then we find nimierous teeth singularly constittited, which we attribute to^

Ziphioides allied to Dioplodon and Mesoplodon. Lastly, some tridy dwarf

species complete this curious family, and certainly these did not exceed iu

size the smallest dolphins of the present creation.
" The Cetodonts, or the cetacea w ith teeth, had also many other repre-

sentatives, approaching most nearly to the long-nosed species of the tro])i-

cal regions. Two fine heads have been discovered at Vieux-Dieu, the per-

fect preservation of which is due to the intelligent and active care of the

* Goropius Becautis, ' Orig. Antwerp.'

t ' Beschreibung cinigcr neii entdcckten Versteintcn.'

X Cuvier, ' Osseineiits Fos..iles,' t. v., premiere partic, p. 352 (Ito edit.).

§ Heuschcand Ilagcn, ' Ucber eincn auf der kurischen Nchrung bei Niddeu grfmideucn

Knochen,' Schrift. der Phj-s. (Kcon. Gesells. in Kouigsberg, Jahr i., Heft ii. He gives a

list of the cetaceans stranded in the Baltic, and notices several fossil cetaceans.

II
Eichwald, 'Die Urwelt Rnsslaud's,' St. Petersburg, 1840, livr. Ire, p. 25 ; Brandt,

Institut, 1848, No. 205 et No. 44'J. Nordmaun, ' Palaontologie Sucd-Kussluiids.' The

last is in course of publieation.

** ' Stadstrath llensche,' loc. eil. page 7-
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Captain of Engineers, Coclietaiix. All the bones are admirably pre-

served ; and, if the teeth are detached fi'om the maxillaries, we at least

have the exact indication of their nnniber, place, and size, by the disposi-

tion of the alveoles. These two heads belons: to animals which ought evi-

dently to form a new genus, characterized by thirty-two teeth regularly

spaced in the middle part of the jaws.
" Finally, among the mammifers which inhabited that sea are also found

littoral species ; of the seals, some of which attained to grand propor-

tions, we possess divers fragments of skeletons and of teeth, which leave

no doubt of the presence of these singular amphibians in the ancient seas

of these latitudes.*
" The Government, seconded by the intelligent zeal of several ofBcers of

engineers, has specially charged the Viscomte B. duBas, to see to the con-

servation of these precious relics ; and we shall have the occasion, v>e be-

lieve, to present a tolerably complete history of one of the most singular and
most interesting of the antediluvian animals which have been discovered.

We speak next of the Squalodon, and we shall enter into some details of

the history of this curious group of fossil carnivora.
" Some years ago (1844) the Doctor Albert Koch returned from North

America, with a rich cargo of fossil bones belonging to strange animals.

They had been exhibited already in public before their departure for Eu-
rope. They were successively shown in the principal towns of Germany,
at Dresden, Berlin, and Leipsic.f

" This exhibition made a great noise, and one can comprehend why it

could not be otherwise. An animal more than a hundred feet long, having
head of an extraordinary form, jaws furnished with teeth such as were not
known, and which in spite of its immoderate length, bore two small pairs

of limbs :—it was a gigantic serpent suspended before and behind by a

pair of fins.

" Curiosity was raised to the highest point. The friends of the marvel-
lous found in it ample food for suppositions of every kind, and the savants

themselves did not know whether they ought to believe their eyes or their

principles.
" Numerous papers were produced on the occasion. The American na-

turalists, in the first place, took this animal for a reptile and gave it the

name of Basilosauruti.
" Three or four years after the discovery of these remains, the French

and English zoologists (Dumeril, Buckland, and Owen) made of them on
the contrary amammifer ; and Owen did not hesitate, after the examina-
tion of a fragment, to assign it to the walruses, proposing the name of

Zeitf/lodon, which it still retains.
" In Germany, after the public exhibition of these numerous pieces,

opinions were divided.
" In reality the vertebrae of several individuals had been grouped toge-

* Bulletins de I'Academie, t. xx., No. 6.

t For the title of the principal publications on these singular animals, see the

'Transactions of the American Philoso])lncal Society,' 1834; 'Transactions of the Geo-

logical Society of Pennsylvania,' vol. i., Philadelphia, 1835 ; Transact. Geol. Soc. of Lon-
don, vol. vi. ;

' Comptes Pendns des seances de I'Academie des Sciences,' Oct. 1838 ; Pro-

ceed. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Pliiladelphia, 1845 ; Cams, Kcsulttite Geol. Anat. nnd Zool.

Unters. iiber das unter dem Nanien Hydrakchos von Dr. Koch zuerst nach Europa
gebrachte grosse fossile Skelett. Dresden, 1847 ; De Blainville, ' Osteogrophie,' 1840,

livr. vii. p. 44 ; Karsten's und Dechen's Archive, 1812; Ann. Sc. Nat. iii. serie, vol. v.

1846; J. Miiller, 'Ueber die fossile Reste der Zeuglodonten von Nord-America,' in-fol.

Berlin, 1849.
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ther ; the bones of the head had been placed topsy-turvy ; of dorsal and
lumbar vertebrae a disproportionately long neck had been formed, and sa-

vaiifs of high reputation were completely led into error. Finally, on in-

vestigation it was found that the bones had been brought together from
different localities, and that with the renuiins of several skeletons the col-

lectors had tried to fabricate a single animal.

"Jean Miiller boldly attacked the question, and was one of the first to

show the grave anatomical errors which had been committed. He had
commenced his observations whilst the skeleton was pubUcl}' exposed at

Berlin ; but he soon had the opportunity of studying it at his ease in his

cabinet, the King of Prussia having purchased it for the Museum of the

University of Berlin.
" A curious circumstance was related to me by INfiiller, in his laboratory

at Berlin, when showing me the temporal bone of the Zeuglodon. Being
asked whether the Busilosaurus, or Hydvarchos as it had also been called,

was a reptile or a mammifer. Mailer was going through the galleries

of comparative anatomy, accompanied by some friends ; he held the tem-

poral bone in his hand to exhibit his views of the structure of the eai-, and

in talking the bone slipped from him, and was broken on the floor. All

were in consternation ! What a loss ! A unique piece of such importance

destroyed ! They picked up directly the pieces with the greatest care, but

what was the astonishment of the professor and those who surrounded him,

when it was seen that the cochlea of the internal ear was exposed, showing

its twist and spiral turns. An accident had transformed the bone of the

ear into a fine anatomical preparation, and the demonstration of the nature

of the animal was thus made. The HydrarcJios could only be a mammifer.
" In Europe, a short time after, a paleontological discovery not less im-

portant was made. Don Grateloup . . . discovered, in 1840, at Leognan,

near Bordeaux, a fragment of the cranium, which he thought shouldbe

assigned to an animal belonging both to the fish and the reptiles, to which

he gave the name of SqnaJodon !*

" Since then, the renuiins of similar or allied animals have been disco-

vered at Lintz.t in Upper Austria, by M. Ehrlich ; in the environs of

Montpelier ; at St. Jean de Vegas,J by Paul Gervais ; and in Holland, in

the province of Gueldres,§ by M. Staring.

* Grateloup, ' Description d'un fragment de maclioire fossile d'un genre nouvcau de

Reptile i.Saurien) voisin de I'lguanodon,' Bordeaux, 1 JMai, 1840; Actes^de I'Acad. dc3

Sc. de Bordea\ix, 2e annee, 2e trimestrc ; De Blaiuville, ' Osteographie,' t. vii. p. 44,

1840. Passing accidentally throuiih Bordeaux tiiat same year in company with tlie

Viscount Felix de Si)oelberch, on returning tVoni a tour in the Pyrenees, I )-cm;uked to

Dr. Grateloup tl:at tiie Sqiialodoii, instead of being a reptile or a iisli, presented all the

characters of a Mammifer allied to the dolphins, and I wrote on this point a letter from

Bordeaux to iM. de JMainville which the illustrious professor has reproduced in his

' Osteographie.'
. , i .-, a. , i.

t Ehrlich, ' Eilftcr Bericht iibcr dns Museum l-rancisco-l arolmum, s. 1.3; 1 roschel a

Archiv, .Jahresbericht, f. 1850, p. 32, licrlin, 1 85 1 ; Carl Ehrlich, '
Ueber die nordostlichen

Alpcn,' Linz, 1850, p. 12 ;
' Geognostiche Wanderungcn . . . Linz,' 1856, p. 81 ;

' Die

geognosliscbe Abtheiiung des Museums,' p. 10 ;
' Beilriige zur Palaontologie,' Linz, 1855.

p. 9.

i Gervais, ' Palcontologie Fran^aisc.
, . ^ ,

§ Stariu"-
' Versteniniren nit den terti.iircn leem van Eihcrgen en ^Vlntcrs^vyk m Gel-

derland,' Bo'dem, van Kcderland, ii. p. 216. M. Staring has recently made a re-survcy

of the localities where bones of the (piaternary age have been discovered: Apcr^u des

O-sements fossiles de I'epocpic diluvicnne, tronves dans la Neerlande ct les contrees

voisines ; extrait des ' liullctins et Complcs Rendus de rAcadcniic Uoyalc des Sciences,'

vol. xii., Amsterdam, 1861.

VOL. V.
•^
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" The Squalodon and the Zeuglodon evidently resemble each other in

the singular conformation of their dental system. But what is the degree

of their affinity ? To what family do they belong ? Or do they form a

type completely lost ? and, in the case of an affirmative, what place ought
to be assigned to them ?

" These questions, and many others, wait for solution ; and it will be
readily conceived what high value is attached to the discovery of some
bones of the Squalodon in the Crag of Antwerp.

" We are fortunately now in possession of many important portions of

the head, the extremity of the upper maxillary, the intermaxillary with

its teeth, the posterior part of the palate, many fragments of the inferior

maxillary, and other parts of the skeleton.
" Lastly, to make out every possible part of these precious relics, the

Government has, at the request of the Academy, commissioned me to

visit the principal Mviseums of Germany and Austria ; and we hope shortly

to produce a work containing a reply to these different questions. The
museum which most interested us in our last journey is the Vaterlandisches

Museum of Lintz, whicli contains tlie most precious remains of the Squalo-

don that are known. They were deposited there by M. Ehrlich. Thanks
to the intelligent and active care of that able naturalist, this Museum con-

tains, moreover, other fossils of high interest from the basin of Lintz.
" We iiave found there two much-broken portions of the cranium of the

Squalodon : knowing before the base of the palate, and possessing frag-

ments of the jaws with the teeth, and moreover the upper maxillary, it was
not difficult for us to reconstruct the head of this aquatic carniv^ore. The
dental system of these animals is equally well known to us now, even to

the principal differences the species present between each other,—at most
only a doubt remanis on the subject of one of the molars.

" We will say a word on its characters.
" The cranium is greatly depressed ; the parietals form a part o. the ce-

phalic box, and the frontal bones extend regularly forward and over the

side, without being folded back {refouUs) by the nasal cavities, as in the

true cetacea. The zyomatic arches are large, but incomplete. The teeth

are of three kinds, but put on onlj'^ two different forms ; the incisors and
the premolars are like the canines ; six incisors are implanted in the bone of

that name, and of these six incisors the two middle ones are directed for-

wards in the direction of the axis of the body, not like the sword of the
narwhal, but more like the great incisors of the shrew-mouse. The canines

are succeeded by live simple premolars, regularly spaced ; then seven true

molars with two fangs and a compressed and creuulated crown (chiefly on
the hinder edge) complete this singular dental system.

" We have been able to convince ourselves, also, from the tolerably

perfect head of the Squalodon at Lintz, that, contrary to our anticipations,

the nasal holes are directed from back to front, and differed in this respect

from the existing blo\A ing-whales. In the latter we know the cavity of
the nostrils rises straight up, or even slightly backwards, and that it is this

direction which permits their spouting perpendicularly their columns of
water, or rather of vapour, from their nostrils. If we wished to figure the
Squalodon as the dolphins are commonly represented, it should be drawn
ejecting columns of vapour obliquely forwards, and not upwards. We
endeavoured to profit, also, by our sojourn in Germany, in learning what
were the other inhabitants of the sea which nurtured the Squalodon, in

order to compare it with our Crag Sea. There is in the same Museum at

Lintz a cranium of the highest interest in this comparative study. All the
posterior portion is tolerably complete. It approaches closely by its size
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to oixr commonest plesiocetes ; bnf, in the conformation of tlie drum of the
ear, in characters of tiie fragments of the inferior maxillary which had not
been recognized, as als.) by the vertebra from different" regions of the
body, this cetacean differed notably from all that the Crag Sea contained.
We are able even to add, that it had nothing in common with the Ba-
Icenodon of Owen.*
"The BaJrpiiudoii of Lintz is rather a ziphioid, and we doubt much if

the tooth which has been assigned to it belongs really to that animal.
The tympanum of this pretended Bcdaenodon indicates the existence of
characters far removed from the whalebone-whales of the Crag, and
ally it to the Hyperodon or the zipliioids. For the rest, we believe
we have recognized, among the undetermined bones in the Museum of
Lintz, fragmoits of the inferior maxillary remarkable for their height and
their great flatness, and which leave hardly any doubt on the subject.
Since our journey, this Balcenodon has been designated in our manuscripts
under the name o{ Ai'Jocete, on account of the cranial furrow.

" In the same sea of Upper Austria is found also a delphinoid which is

unknown to science ; but unfortunately it is represented by a single tooth.
" In the fine Museum of Stutgart we have found yet two other remark-

able cetaceans of the same sea, the Arionius servatiis of H. von Meyer,t
. . . and a new ziphioid that we hope soon to see described. The latter

has the seven cervical vertebra^ isolated ; and the drums of the tympanum,
still in place, are remarkable for their form, their large size, and, above all,

for the great thickness of their solid walls. . . But of all the inhabitants
of the seas of that age, undoubtedly the most interesting are the fossil

sirenians known under the name of Halitherium. They inhabited the
coasts, or rather the embouchures of rivers, w hich they could ascend son e
distance at need. To judge of them by the numerous relics found in dif-

ferent localities, at Darmstadt amongst others, these strange animals in-

habited in abundance the Sea of the Molasse, whilst the Crag Sea has
not harboured any of their remains. In the present creation we see
the sirenians chiefly in the tropical regions. The Senegal and the
Amazon foster them abundantly. The finest skeleton known of the Ha-
Ufhenum is in the Museum of Darmstadt; it shows the pelvis and a
femur, of which the extremity is lodged in a cotyloid cavity. We are
pleased to learn that Dr. Kaup^ by whose pains so many paleontological
treasures have been connected together, proposes to model completeh^this
important relic of the ancient world. The Sirenians lived together with
the Squalodons in the Sea of Lintz ; but it is probable that these bones at

Darmstadt belong to individuals which had mounted high up the river,

and which thus are found far from the other marine animals. It is pos-

sible, also, that the waters below which these sands were deposited at Lintz
and Darmstadt were brought by two opposing streams, like the Ehine
and the Danube of the present day. . . All the bones at Lintz have been
found in a thick bed of coarse sand, situated immediately below the quater-

* Ilerinann von Meyer has described this head at Lintz under (he name of Balceno-

don Lintanus, believing these remains onglit to be jjjaeed with those wliicli Owen had

found in the Cras. Hut what vve do not comprchcud is that tliis learned paleouto-

lofiist has been able to tind more atfinity between the Buhenodon aiul W\v. Zi'iiijladun

than between it and the Sqiialodon. Sec also f). Klirlieh, ' Gco,i;nostiselie AVanderungeu,'

Liriz, 1850, p. 88, pt. ii.-iv. ;
' Heitriii^e ziir Palai)ntolot;;ie,' Linz, 1S5.5, p. 8.

t H. von Meyer, Arionatus Servatus, ' Ein den Delphinen verwandtes .Meeres Siiufre-

thier,' N. Jahrb. 18 ll, p. 315; ' Pala'ontolop;!apliiea,' vol. vi., Cas-sel, 18.50-58, p. 31,

pt. vi.
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nary strata, and known under the name of molasse. This molasse cor-

responds, without doubt, chronologically with the Crag, . .

" We will say in conclusion, that the Pompeii for us Belgian paleontolo-

gists is the geological basin of Antwerp. There a new world reveals itself to

the attention of naturalists. Marine forms there alternate with terrestrial,

and the species of the Brussels basin, of which the remains have been so

carefully collected by the intelligent perseverance of M. le Captaine Le
Hon, had long disappeared, when the Crag Sea was peopled with its new
and curious inhabitants.

" To tlie fauna which has been buried in the clay of Boom and of Exi-

pelmonde, and which is distinguished by its superb remains of marine
turtles, succeeded a fauna of elegant cetaceans ; after the appearance
of these giants of the sea, the soil was prepared to receive the mammoth
and tichorine rhinoceros,—to finish in that which alone could complete the
grand work. Millions have been spent in clearing out ruins and passages;

let us profit by the millions spent in the national defences and set our-

selves to the study, not of temples and foriims, but of sandy shores fre-

quented of old by that old-world creation, so rich in variety of forms,

so full of the power of primitive nature.

"Let us found in the capital a Belgian museum, and unite our efforts to

those of the Government to preserve in the same locality all the treasures

of our soil. The galleries of the Belgian Museum should be spread beside

the strata—those leaves of the grand book of our country, and the
mineralogical and paleontological collections located with the actual

fauna and flora ; and by the side of these products of the soil should be
shown the chefs-cVaeuvre of art and the marvels of industry."*

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Travelled Boltlders.—In the January number of the ' Geologist,' the
editor states in his interesting article on " Some Fossil Fruits from the
Chalk," that it is one of the features of the Magazine, " that matters not
understood should be brought before the world in its pages." The follow-

ing remarks, if they do not give information, may, at least, cause some in-

telligent reader to answer certain questions regarding what have been
termed travelled or scratched boulders.

Sir C. Lyell, in his ' Principles of Geology,' has given a map, showing
the extent of surface in Europe which has at one period or another been
covered by the sea since the commencement of tlie deposition of the older
or Eocene Tertiary strata. In his interesting and valuable description of
this ma]), he remarks that the researches of Mr. James Smith, of Jordan-
hill, and others, among the northern deposits, enable us to discover the
signs of a climate colder than that now prevailing. The Jordanhill here
mentioned is a small estate in the neiglibourhood of the city of Glasgow,
not far from the river Clyde, and occupies a very small part of the area
which can be proved by geological evidence to have been covered by the
sea. The talented and highly respected proprietor above mentioned has
published, in the Proceedings of the Geological Society, etc., descriptions
of the arctic shells discovered by him wlien examining the till, or boulder*
clay, on his estate and in the neighbourhood.
The scratched or rounded travelled boulders found in the till at Jordan*

* Bull, de I'Acad. dcs Sc. dc Bnixclle.H.
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hill give also, in my humble opinion, evidence of the existence, at one
time, of a lai*ge mass of ice. The followincf sketch shows the strange
manner in which granite can be smoothed and polished by natural causes.

The sketch represents a granite boulder fo\uid several feet under the sur-
face in the immediate neighbourhood of Jordanhill House, where it now
lies not far from the garden-wall. The questions, What kind of force

rounded this piece of granite, Does the fsict tliat a portion of it—the vein
almost in the centre—lias not been removed, prove the said force to be ice ?

are questions not easily answered.

„ The vein of quartz, a a, has been left un-
touched by the force that has removed the granite
originally on a level with it, b b ; the force that

]j has done this appears therefore to have been too
weak to cut the vein of quartz. A sti'onger force

may have previously cut the vein, or, what is more
likely, the force that was polishing this travelled
boulder, has sent it into a groove or furrow,

vhich has prevented the vein of quartz from being lessened so quickly as

the granite on each side of it.

I am inchned to imagine that this boulder and other similarly scratched
boulders, brought to the surface in this neighbourhood, proves the exist-

ence of stones carried along upon ice, called in Switzerland the "moraines"
of the glacier. Sir C. Lyell asserts that " all sand and fragments of soft

stone which fall through fisjsures and reach the bottom of the glaciers, or
which are interposed between the glacier and the steep sides of the valley,

are pushed along, and ground down into mud, \\\\\\e tiie larger and harder
fragments have their angles worn off." This quotation is taken from the

last edition of the ' Principles of Geology.'—P. S. Whiteinch, Glasgow.
Pe«manency of Vegetable Orgaxisms.—The powder of a brick

found on the site of the ancient Egyptian town of Eileithy^a, examined
under the microscope, proved to contain several fragments of animal and
vegetable remains, among which those of eight species of plants were still

in a state fit for specific determination. These eight species are in no way
different from those at present growing and cultivated in Egypt and Nubia ;

a proof that a period of 3500 to 4000 years (the probal)le age of the brick

under examination) has passed away, without any notable change taking

place in the climate and vegetation of Egypt. More extensive exanuna-
tions of similar materials may be expected to throw new ligiiton the former

flora of this seat of ancient culture.—PuoF. Ujsgek, Imp. Acad, of Science,

Vienna, Jan. 9(/i, 1862.

Earthquake Phenomena.—Dear Sir,—It is with some reluctance I

venture to trouble you with an inquiry, but I know of no other from whom
I could expect a reply which would be of equal value to me.

1. Suppose the direction of earthquake undulation were from east to

west, would there be any probability of a valley or deep chasm being

formed at right angles with the direction of the earthquake, i.e. from north

to south ?

2. "Would it be probable that eartlK[uake waves would run parallel with

the mountain systems with which they were associated ?

3. Sup]K)se an earthquake to emanate from a given point, would there

be a probability of its undulation extending in opposite directions from

tliat point?

—

Subscriber.
1. Earthquake \indulations {i.e. shocks) are incapable of forming valleys

or deep chasms, by their direct action, at all.

Whatever chasms or fissures are produced are due to " secondary ac-
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tioiis :"—viz. to land-slips, or dislocations of rocky masses by gravitation,

operating upon shaken countr}'.

AH such are in directions on the surface tending towards transverse of
sliock.

2. Earthquake shocks traverse furthest and most powerfully in the axial

lines of mountain chains, and vice versa, by reason of the fact that in the

former lines the rocky masses are most solid and homogeneous.
3. Every earthquake emanates from a centre, which is practically a

point or line, or small area or surface ; and the waves of pulse, necessarily,

are propagated in all directions outwards from such centime of impulse,

therefore in opposite directions.

We should suggest to our correspondent to study Mr. E. Mallet's papers
on, 1. " The Dynamics of Earthquakes," Trans. Roy. Irish Acad. 2. The
article " Earthquake Observations," by the same author, in the ' Admi-
ralty Manual.' 3. Mr. Mallet's first and subsequent reports on " Tlie

Facts of Earthqiiakes," Trans. Brit. Association.

Earthquake-shocks were felt at Cosenza (Calabria Citerior) on the 14th
October, and at Eavenna on the 16th October last. On the 29th, a water-

spout passed over Eome, causing much damage; the day after there oc-

curred a violent tempest, and the magnetic instruments were greatly agi-

tated. M. Alexis Perrey, Professor at Dijon, who for many years has fur-

nished an annual statement of the shocks experienced by our globe, has sent

to the Eoyal Academy of Belgium, a new^ " Note sur les treniblements

de terre en 1859."

Plesiosaueus in Chile.—A caudal vertebra of Plesiosaurus CMlensis
has been transmitted to me for identification by W. Bollaert, Esq.,r.B.G.S.,
from San Vicente, near Talcahuano, m the neisjlibourhood of Concepcion,
Chile. This species was founded by Gay (Historia fisica y politica de
Chile), on varioiis vertebral bones, which were found at the small island of

Quinquina, olf Cape Talcahuano, in the Bay of Concepcion. The vertebra

from San Vicente appears to present uo specific difference from the Ple-
siosaurus CJiilensis of Gaj'. A fragment of paddle-bone was found in the

same locality.

—

Chaeles Carter Blake.
Satteoid Remains.—Professor Agassiz, in a letter to Dr. Silliman,*

describes some new Sauroid remains of very great interest, discovered by
Mr. O. C. Marshj a student of Yale College, from the coal-formation of

South Joggins. These are two vertebrae, which have excited Proi''essor

Agassiz's interest in the highest degree. He saysj " I have never seen in

the body of a vertebra such characters combined as are here exhibited.

At first sight they might be mistaken for ordinary Ichthyosaurus vertebrae ;

but a closer examination soon shows a singular notch in the body of the

vertebra itself, such as I have never seen in reptiles, though the character

is common in fishes ; we have here undoubtedly a nearer approximation to

a synthesis beticeen fish and reptile than has yet been seen. . . . The disco-

very of the Ichthyosauri was not more important than that of these verte-

brae ; but what would be the knowledge of their existence without the ex-

tensive comparisons to which it has led? Now these vertebrae ought to be
carefully compared with the vetebra> of bony fishes, with those of sauroid

fishes, of selachians; of batrachians, of the oolitic crocodilians, of the

newer crocodilians, of tlie iehthj'osaurians, and of the plesiosaurians, and
all their points of resemblance, and difference stated ; because I do not be-

lieve there is a vertebra known thus far, in which are combined features of

so many vertebrae in which these features appear separately as character-

istic of their type."

* Published in the 'American .Journal of Science and Art.' Jainiarv, 1862.
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New Canadian Lower Silurian Fossils.—Mr. Billings has dcsoril)ed,

ill a bulletin recently issued (Montreal, November, 1861), the foUowintinew
species from the Potsdam j^roup (Primordial zone), at Straits of Belle
Isle, north-east coast of America:

—

Puhrophycus incipiens, Archauci/athus
atlanticus, A. Minganensis, Ohohis Lahradoricus, O . chromatica, O.civgu-
lata, Conocephalites miser, BatJiyurus scnectus, B. parvulus, Salterella
rugosa, S. obtusa, and S. pulchcdla* From Vermont :

—

PalcEophycus
coiigregatus, Orthisina fistinata, Camerella antiquata, Conocephalilcs
Adams), C. teucer, C. arenosus, and C. vulccoius. From rocks of the aije

of the Trenton, Chazy, and Black Eiyer Limestone :

—

Eospongia Boemerii,
E. vatv'ans, Asfylospoiigia parv'i/a, Lingida Berryl, Lituites FanisKorthi,
L. imperator, and Ampyx JIalJi.

The new fi;enera -Axe, Eospongia, ArclKtioryathns, OholelIa,?Lndi Salterella.

The second includes small Brachiopods allied to Obolus (of Eichwald), but
diflering internally. The fourth is for a group of small conical bodies,

possibly Pteropoda, and related to Theca, MoitIs, andi Puginuculus,'Sis.v-

rande.

Carboniferous Beds of Dinant.—M. E. Dupont, a young naturalist,

has collected an immense quantity of fossils from the carboniferous lime-

stone of Dinant. His notice, communicated to the Belgian Academy, com-
mences with the description of twelve localities, Celles, Hayont, Furfooz,

Fosses, Freyr, Pauquys, Matignolles, Flavion, Corenne, Yves, Anseremme,
and Awagne, and is accompanied by lists of the species most common in

each locality. To it is appended a table showing the number of species

met with in each of those localities, and the names of those which have been
determined. Two hundred and seventy described species belong to 57
genera and 8 classes, and are from localities hitherto little known ; while
255 others, belonging to 36 genera, are probably new species, by w hieh our
paleontological records will be enriched. The labours of M. Dupont,
moreover, make apparent a very remarkable fact in Natural History,

namely, the difference of the animal populations in very near localities at

the same epoch, and on a ground-bottom of the same nature ; for although
the author only occupied himself with a district not more than eight leagues

square, and has confined his investigations to the calcareous rocks of one
geological stage—the Calcaire de Tournay—each of these twelve sections

presents a fauna with peculiar characters.

Duties of Mineral Agents.—Many works on the improvement of

estates treat fully on agriculture and forestry, but all either wholly neglect

or only cursorily touch upon the mineral resources.

The ' Dublin Quarterly Journal of Science,' for January last, contains

an excellent article " On the Duties of Mineral Agents," in which there is

a variety of useful, practical information. The subjects treated are,

—

1. The Mineral Agent's Eelations with the Mine-Lord. 2. Mineralogy.

3. Table of Characters of Ores. 4. Mining Geology. 5. Mineral Chemis-
try. 0. Mine-surveying. 7. An Appendix containing Forms of Take-
Notes, Mining-Leases, and Licenses, etc.

Saurian IIemains in the Jura.—M. Chepard, one of the engineers

of the railway now constructing in the vicinity of Poligny, has noticed in

the ' Seutineile du Jura,' the discovery, in making one of the cuttings for

the line, of the remains of a large Saurian, which, from the dimensions of

the bones, he considers to have been iiom thirty to forty metres (H) in

length. The remains consist of three claws of from eight to twelve centi-

metres in length, several phalanges with fine articular surfaces, a part of

* Ho hiis also idciit'fied from the same place, Sch(dit//ii.t litwaris ami Bavrcndia irel

Obolus) 'Xhomsonl, and B. (c. 0) Verniontana,
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the tarsus and metatarsus, two vertebrae, and various fragments. " These
remains," he says, " lay in the upper strata of the Keuper, visibly over-

lapped by the Lias. This formation has hitherto been considered as de-

void of organic remains in this country (France), Avhere it contains gypsum
and rock-salt. ^Nevertheless, some years ago, M. Pidancet, a geologist of

the Franche-comte, found in these same strata large bcnes, which he depo-

sited in the Museum of Besancon, and which he considers as belonging to

the same species. A few months ago, while opening a ditch for the rail-

road near Domblans, a similar fragment was found ; and M. Lauckardt,

one of the employes, has seen also at the same place other bones much
larger, which he could not displace on account of their fragility.

Mammalian Eemains.—M. Froment, the Mayor of Saint-Lothaire,

has found bones of mammoth and deer in a bed of sand and marl contain-

ing boulders of quartz and numerous fragments of terrestrial and freshwater

shells.

—

'Sentinelle dtj Ji^ea.'

^Nodular Bodies feom the Ceag.—Sir,—Could any of j'our readers

inform me as to what causes certain bodies of this shape in the

Eed Crag of Suffolk P I have met with them in great numbers
along the cliffs at Bawdsey. They are made up of the same
materials as the rest of the crag, but seem to be harder and
contain more oxide of iron. They are hollow in the middle,

and measure from an inch to a foot in length. Their origin,

perhaps, is the same as the Sabella tubes mentioned in a former

Number by Mr. Brent. They are exposed only by the action

of wind and water on account of tlieir superior hardness. I

should be glad of any information concerning them, however
small.—I remain yours, etc., Voluta.
[We handed this query over to a correspondent, who pon-

dered over the reply to be given on the origin of these mystical

bodies until he fell asleep and dreamed that at a considerable

outlay of time, trouble, and expense, he had submitted it to va-

rious competent authorities, and by special trains, electric messages, etc.,

had been fiivoured with the following answers :

—

" Sponges," J. S. B. " Annebd-tubes," J. W. S. " Cephalaspid tails,"

G. E. H. " Casts of tree-roots," C. B. " Lightning-tubes," G. D. G.
•' Effects of Water-spouts," J. T. " Elongate-ovate Crystalloids," H. C. S.

" Alveolinaj," W. B. C. " Ovoid bodies of Teredines," N. T. W. " Nests
of Entomostraca," T. E. J. " Horn-cores of Bos," H. F. " Derived fos-

sils from the Coal " and " Casts of bore-holes of Saxicava, in place,"

J. M. " Fossil wasp-nests," I. O. W. " Coprolite of a Gorilla," E. O.
" Not a CoproHte of a Gorilla," J. E. G. " Cases of Caddis-worm (Phry-

ganea Hercules)," H. T. S. " Joint of Cragocrinus," E. W. " Foetal

Whales," T. H. H. " Casts of Swallow-holes," J. P. " Objects of Human
Industry, such as rusty spikes, tenpenny nails, marling-pikes, sounding-

leads, or such like," B. de P. " Prochronic Tailor-birds' Nests," P. G.
" Darwinian Eau-de-Cologne Bottles." F. W. H.]
Geology Briefly Explained.—The following admirable and succinct

epitome of our science, in use ])y Professor King, at Queen's College,

Galway, will be found very useful by many of our younger readers, and
for lecture purposes by our elder ones.

Definition of the Science.-—Geology (from 176, the earth, and logos, a dis-

course) treats of the nature and order of arrangement ofthe rocks composing
the crust ofthe globe; ofthe physieo-geographical changes which its surface

has undergone ; and of the various plants and animals with which the

lands and waters of by-gone periods have been tenanted, as well as the
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order of tlieir creation. (The last section is termed paleontology, from jta-

laios, ancient, and onta, beings.)

It is necessary to mention that geology throws no light on the origin of

the world, or on the nature and state of the materials occurring beneath

its crnst, or on its condition anterior to the setting-in of ordinary physico-

geographical agencies—those are hypothetical subjects.

The following are some of the principal geological deductions :

—

1. The rocks foi'ming the known portion of the crust of the earth are

of two kinds, as regards the origin of their present condition. One con-

sists of masses which have been subject to a high temperature ; and the

other of materials deposited by the agency of water. They are respec-

tively tei'med If/neous and Aqueous. Principal Igneous I'ocks : granites,

syenites, porphyries, diorites, felstone, basalt, obsidian, etc. Principal

Aqueous rocks : limestones, sandstone, shale, slatestone, salt, gypsum,
marl, chalk, etc.

2. The forniation of Igneous and Aqueous rocks has been going on from

an immeasurably remote epoch, and still continues,

The existence of some kind of Igneous rocks in a refrigerated and con-

solidated condition, anterior to the formation of Aqueous deposits, can

only be hypothetically assumed.
3. Certain Igneous rocks, as granites ajid the like, extend, en masse,

below the surface of the earth to unfathomable depths ; and wherever ob-

served in contact with Acpieous rocks, they form the foundation of the

latter ; others, as basalts and lavas, have been ejected from great depths ;

and they generally occur overspreading other rocks.

The doctrine of the Igneous origin of granite and allied rocks has been

much contested of late ; there is little doubt, however, of their having

been subject to a high temperature (see 6th deduction).

4. Aqueous deposits, occurring nearly everywhere, and often several

thousand feet in thickness, have been derived from previously existing Igne-

ous rocks, or from priorrfoimed deposits of their own class, through the me-

chanical apd chemical action of atmospheric agents, springs, rivers, lakes,

and seas. In this way, huge mountain-masses have been worn down {de-

nuded), a»d valleys excavated ; while their materials have been trans-

ported to the mouths of rivers, or disseminated over the bottom of lakes

and oceaps. The remains of plants, corals, shells, and other organisms

(fossils) frequently enter into the composition of Aqueous rocks : some-

times beds are entirely jnade iq) of such remains.

5. Aqueous rocks, with few exceptions, have been slowly and gradually

deposited in niore or less horizontal beds [strata) ;—the order of superpo-

sition of the beds being the order of their successive formation ;
while

their relative position denotes their relative period of dejjosition in the

scale of geological time.

6. Subterranean heat and heated vapours, in many cases emanating

froin proximate igneous sources, have frequently penetrated deep-seated

Aqueous rocks, producing in them molecular re-arrangements, and a more

or less crystalline structure, or a change of chemical composition ; thereby

obliterating many of their original characters, and otherwise vietanior-

phosing them. List of Melamorphic rocks : gneiss, mica schist, hernblend

schist, quartz stone, statuary marble, etc.

Possibly all kpown Igneous rocks were originally Aqueous deposits that

have been completely melted.

7. The surface of the earth has repeatedly umlcrgone lioth slow and

sudden upheavals and dejiressions. The former movements have rai.sed

wide-spread horizontal beds from the bottom of seas, often several thou^

VOL. V. H
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sand feet above tlieir orif^inal level, throwing them into high angles, as

well as dislocating, fracturing, squeezing, and crumpling them : in this

way, vast continents and mountain-chains have been formed. On the
other hand, movements of depi'ession have plunged beds far below their

original level. Both kinds of disturbances have often been followed by
extensive climatal changes, which have materially affected the life-system

of our planet.

8. Vegetable and animal life has existed on the earth during an im-
mense and undefinable period.

9. The plants and animals, whose remains are entombed so frequently
in Aqueous rocks, have in general lived while the deposits containing

them were in process of formation.

10. Successive creations and extinctions of plants and animals have
taken place ; so that, of the innumerable kinds (species) which have been
in existence, only a comparatively small number is now living.

11. The life-system of our earth, in its various phases, has undergone
"an advance and progress in the main,"

EEVIEWS.
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It is with much pleasure that English geologists and paleontologists re-

ceive the intelligence that the controversy on the Origin of Species, car-

ried on with increased vigour and animosity since the publication of Mr.
Charles Darwin's deservedly esteemed work, has spread its exciting influ-

ence as far as the base of the Carpathians. Dr. Julius Schvarcz, a learned
Hungarian, has recently published the works the titles of which we give

above, and which embody the matured reflections of the most advanced
palaeontological school. This gentleman's works are published in the
Magyar language ; we believe that it is the first time that this ancient

TTgrian dialect has been used to disseminate the principles of Natural
Selection. The Age of Man, his contemporaneity with the extinct animals,

the Abbeville discoveries, and the distribution over the surface of the globe
of fossils monkeys, ai'e all discussed in these works with an erudition sur-

prising to English geologists, who are not prepared to find that the "war-

fare carried on in the Zoological Section of the British Association in

1860 attracted attention in Hungarian scientific circles. The principles of
Dr. Schvarcz seem ultra-transmutationist. He dates the creation ofman to

a period far transcending in remoteness the historical period, and endorses
the opinions of Sir C. Lyell and Mr. Darwin. The most interesting work of

his is that one {Mecherches sur les Theories Geologiques des Grecs) in which
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he strives to demonstrate that the volcanological theories of modern geolo-

gists vrere anticipated by the early Greek authors. This work is entirely

written in the Greek language, with which Dr. Schvarcz seems more fami-

liar, we fear, than many of our most fervent labourers in Geology. " The
theory of Progressive Development was warml}' adopted and sustained by
nearly ail the ancient naturalists." This is consolatory to those who be-

lieve with Professor De Morgan that " for a science to becoiiie respectable,

it is necessary that it should be founded by somebodj'^ whom nobody ever

heai'd of, and whose works nobody has ever read." It is impossible, how-
ever, that the classical writers could have been possessed of the funda-

mental truths of geology by any other method than an a priori guess.

We are positively afraid that if Dr. Schvarcz demonstrates that our pro-

gressive development theories are due to the comprehensive generalizations

of Empedocles, some of the less philosophical hypotheses of the nineteenth

century may also claim classical descent, and we cannot forget that Mr.
Gosse's 'Omphalos' was anticipated in the time of the author of ' Hudi-
bras.' However this may be, we cannot fail to render justice to the clas-

sical and geological acquirements of Dr. Schvarcz. He writes upon a

subject " nemine avdea trito solo," and with the exception of the late Pro-

fessor Dassault, and Englishmen are now proud to add Sir George Corne-

wall Lewis, no writer has hitherto ventured to discuss qiiestious fraught

with such deep interest to the geologist, paleontologist, antiquarian, and
classicist. We cannot forbear remarking that the beauty of the paper and
typography of these voluminous Hungarian works, might do credit to

nations more familiar with scientific requirements.

On the Tcnhy Bone Caves. By a Pembrokeshire Eector.

London : Kent & Co.

A small unpretentiovis pamphlet, containing a great many valuable facts

and suggestions, as the following extracts will show :

—

"Among all the wonders that the prevailing study of the earth's con-

struction has brought to light, there is not one more striking than the

presence here in England of great quantities of the bones of wild animals,

known to inhabit tropical regions, which are found collected together in

certain natural caves.
" At Tenby the fact appears in its most striking aspect ; for such caves

occur, and such bones have been obtained from them in Caldy Island.

Now to suppose that herds of elephants, and hippopotami, and families of

lions, tigers, and hysenas, could have lived and been sustained on a small

island which is all "but a mass of solid rock, is as impossible to imagine as

that all the human inhabitants of the earth should find room to dwell there

together.
" Be the answer what it may, here, beyond all doubt, are the bones of

these creatures, taken from certain caves in Caldy Island, and in the main-

land ; some from ' the Oyle,' on a spur of the Eidgeway ;
and quantities

from caves in Gower, and elsewhere. No less than llOU horns of deer,

mostly shed horns, have been lately exhumed from one cave in Gower

only.
" The first of these caves . . . was discovered about twenty years ago^ by

the quarrymcn in blasting the cliff overhanging the sea on the north face

of the island. It had no external opening at tluit time apparent. Tlie

walls were vertical, or nearly so ; the strata being . . . perpendicular to the

plane of the horiz-»n. This cave was formed by a portion of the stratum,

of considerable thickness, having disappeared at the place. Both the walls
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and the roof have since been removed by the quarrymen, and transported
in the routine of their trade to Ilfracombe or Barnstaple ; so that no cave
exists there now ; and the old earthy floor vv hich contained the bones . .

.

is covered with soil and fragments of the blasted rock.
" Bones of the following animals were extracted from it :—Mammoth

{Elephas 23)'imigenius), rhinoceros (Rhinoceros leptorhinus), lion, or tiger

{Fells tigris), hyaena {Hyana spelcea), bear {JJrsus spelceus), horse (Equus
caballus), ox, deer, wolf, fox—in short, the usual cave osseous remains of
extinct, together with bones of pigs, sheep, and other recent animals, some
identical with those which still inhabit the district. Tliere also were found
bones of fish, and dorsal spines of a species of ray. The elevation of this

cave is upwards of 100 feet above the sea, and some of the bones in this

collection show the same teeth-marks described by Buckland on those of
the Kirkdale caves. Several have been gnawed by larger animals, and
some bear marks as of the teeth of a rodent, some rat perhaps.

" The circumstances of this cave in general, and of some of the bones in

particular, did not confirm, but rather contradict, the coujectiire that it

had once been a den of hysenas, by whom they were collected together.

Hyenas' bones lay about precisely in the same state as the others. The
whole seemed to have been forcibly carried into the cave by the action of
water. Some of the bones were wedged into the fissures of the rock at

the cave's ends, just as pieces of drift-wood and wreck are observed to be
on the shore iDcneath. Even had the dung of the hyaena been observed
here, as in those caves described in the ' Reliquife Diluvianse,' and in Dr.
Falconer's report of the ossiferous caverns in Italy, the inference would
have been hasty, and probably altogether wrong, that it therefore had
been an hyaena's den. The hyaena is by nature a bone- rather than a
flesh-eating animal : the dung-balls consequently are almost entirely

formed of phospliate of lime, and are so hard that they resist the tempo-
rary action of water almost as well as the bones themselves—perhaps,
being round, even better. Moreover, if these cave-dwellers, which live in

pairs and are not gregarious, follow the habits of canine animals, and of
the badgers and foxes which abound still in this part of the kingdom,
they would instinctively have sought external, and even distant places.

Dogs are notorious for their cleanly habits in respect to their sleeping-

places, when tliey are not chained up ; and badgers retire to some place
distant from their holes, and to that same place every night, till at length
the ground even glitters in the sunshine with the elytra of the beetles,

chiefly the ScarahcEusstercorarius,y^\i\Q\i. in summer-time forms their prin-

cipal food, as earth-worms do in the winter.
" The impression of the writer of this notice is, that all these ancient

bones were drifted into the cave by the force of water, after they had been
gnawed and mumbled outside of it, and that the dung-balls of the hyaena
were drifted in with them. Careful observers will have noticed how
•^ater-floods collect together into the still places animal remains and light

substances at all times.
" We may account for the filling of these caverns in more ways than one.

There are in this neighbourhood, and in other parts of England, at this

Inoment, certain holes and natural openings in the earth, particularly

where the mountain-limestone lies near the surface, into which rain-tor-

rents discharge themselves, thick with the red mud, and with lighter sub-
stances and small stones, which they bear along down the watercourses
leading to them. These ivatercourses formed many of the ancient byeroads
and lanes of the country. There is one so situated that has engaged the
writer's attention in flood-time for more than twenty years ; nor is the
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cave yet filled to wliich it doubtless belongs, if we may judge from the fact

that it still continues to receive the winter streams of muddy water. This
hole is double, and each opening not more than a foot or eighteen inches
in diameter.

" Or, again, there might have been anciently some lake in the vicinity

of this cave ... to which these animals resorted nightly to quench their

thirst, and bathe their unwieldy bodies. On its shores many v,ould perish^

some from old age, some from weakness induced by long journeys, espe-

cially in times of drought; the mud through which they had to stmiggle to

the life-giving wave would be too much for them ; they would be ' stagged,'

to use the common term applied to horses and cattle so circumstanced in

the lowlands of . . . Essex and elsewhere ; some would become the prey of
other animals. . . . Then, when the lake became enlarged by winter floods

. . . many of these bones might be forced into the cave, and so preserved*
" At the time this cave was first discovered, geology had not so far pro-

gressed as to suggest the probability of finding human remains, which
therefore were not noticed if present : neither did any flint weapons here
attract attention.

" But when new opportunities of examining caves occur, as they are
likely to do at Caldy Island, and at L3'dstep, the examination should be
conducted with much care, and reported with the greatest fidelity. Every
circumstance is worthy of note : human bones may be found deep
ijeneath the stalagmitic floor, and surrounded with the bones of extinct

animals ; but if it is forgotten that man in rude times was accustomed to

bury in such places, and the state of the soil and surface, whether dis-

turbed or otherwise, be not considei'ed, of course false inferences will be
drawn.
"As to the junction of Cald\' with the mainland, it was distinctly re^

membered by old labourers twenty years ago, that at ver}- low tides carts

used to cross from Griltar to St. Margaret's ; which latter island was con-

nected with Caldy in such a way as to be also reached by carts, if v^e may
infer as much from the remains of a road there.

" The vale of St. Florence too, it may be worth recording, appears to

have recently undergone considerable changes of level. There is a place

on the hill-side, halfway up that ancient estuary, still bearing the name of
' The Old Quay.'

" Let us look around us as we stand on the Castle Hill—or rather think

what meets the eye of the mind from that elevation, at all points. How-
many remains of terrestrial vegetation are exposed to view by the equi-

noctial tides all around the coast. They occur, for instance, at Caldy in

fi'ont, at Portclew to the right-hand, and at Amroth to the left ; indeed,

everywhere stumps and prostrate limbs of the oak and fir, not even greatly

altered in colour internally, are constantly to be seen ; together with the

remains of a thick growth of underwood, the hazel roots yet retaining

about their forks the verj^ nuts that grew upon the branches. These can-

not be very old : the shore then must recently have sunk beneath the sea

in which these stumps stand rooted. Have we here the vestiges of those

ancient forests we were looking for just now, in whicii the animals roamed,
whose bones filled the caves we are describing ? And did such areas as

Broadmoor, and Kingsmoor, and some of the water-levelled valleys that

terminate in the sea hereabouts, form the beds of those great lakes and
rivers we were just now inquiring after, in which they MallowedF One
thing is certain, that in dredging among these stumps in the bay the horns

of ancient deer, corresponding with those of the cave deposits, are found ;

as in like manner the teeth of elephants are frequently dredged up on the
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IS^orfolk coast ; whole trees, capable of being used for building purposes,
are dug up in the adjoining valleys.

"A question here suggests itself: Have not the students of these pleis-

tocene strata neglected a little too much the written documents still in pos-
session of the descendants of the ancient inhabitants of the country—the
Welsh, or British, strictly so called? Of the Cantrev-y-Gwaelod there is

not only a general tradition, but even the names of certain of the ' hun-
dred overwhelmed towns and cities,' of the harbours, and of the eminent
men who governed the district, are still j^reserved in the poems and triads

which have been collected and published in the ' Myvyrian Archaiology,'
and elsewhere. . . . All this then seems to suggest the possibility that the
time when the animals lived here, whose bones are collected in the caves
of Tenby, may not have been very long ago ; and though it is not intended
to imply that these extinct animals lived here in England within the mo-
dern historic period, much less at the time of the subsidence of the bay of
Cardigan, about the year a.d. 500, yet may not those recent subsidences
of the land be but the continuation of that action winch separated us from
the continent, and examples of the ^ay in which that separation was last

effected ?

" A very brief notice of the second cave at Caldy, chiefly to record the
discovery and site of it, will be sufficient, because when it was broken into

for the iirst time, about two years ago, the quarr}inen shovelled the sur-

face bones, of which there were a good many, into the sea, and it shared
after a little time the fate of the first cave, except that the floor is said to

be still intact. A few bones and teeth ha^-e however been preserved.
" Of the tJiird cave, perhaps the particulars at this time will be most

interesting, because it contained, with the remains of some of the carni-

vora mentioned above, flint implements of human construction.
" This cave is situated on the mainland, and has a large open entrance

always known to the inhabitants by the name of *the Oyle.' It runs far

into the rock, and is easily entered to the distance of forty-eight yards,

and further with a little difficulty. It was first examined archeeologically,

about twenty years ago, by Major Jervis, and a brother officer. Three
celts were dug up, two of stone, and one of metal. During the present
year a somewhat careful examination was made of the contents of the
water-washed earth at the bottom of one of the chambers which consti-

tute the cave, and which chambers alone contain any deposit, for the nar-

row parts are bare to the rock. Teeth of the bear were obtained, with a
great quantity of the bones of recent animals. Here also were fish-bones,

mixed with such modern littoral shells as the Patella, Cardium, Purpurea,
Capilla, Mytilus, Littorina littoralisi L. litorea, Natica monilifera, etc.,

most of which, it is worthy of notice, are also found in the raised beaches
which appear at heights above the sea, from one hundred to two hundred
feet or so, all round the adjacent coasts, and up the Bristol Channel.

" Indiscriminately mixed with these remains, were found some smaller
flint chijjs, and bolt or arrow-heads.

" On the question then of the antiquity of man upon our earth, our
eaves here at Tenby give as yet no testimony, because though works of
art have been found mixed with these bones of huge animals, the cave-

earth has been so disturbed, that their original position cannot be ascer-

tained."
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The Litellectual Ohsercer. 'So. 1. February. London : Groombridge
and Sons, 1862.

"

' Eecreative Science,' the first of the popular serials on popular science,

emanated from these publishers, and attained a large circulation. Some-
•what too juvenile in character, it could not have been expected long to

maintain a stand against such higher flights as !Mr. Hardwicke"s ' Popular
Science Eeview.' The 'Intellectual Observer' is ' Becreative Science'
sprung into manhood, and a vigorous forcible manhood too, ready and able

to compete with any rival.

AVe have a decided horror of popular (?) science—or rather that kind of

trash -nhich unfortunately goes by that name. "We believe that real

science is popular, is a household god whose presence is universally felt in

this land, though its face is less often recognized than it might be. In the

curtains that screen the light from our rooms, the carpets we tread on, the

paper that lines our walls, in our coals, our furniture, in every object

around us down to the handles of our doors and the pulleys of our window-
blinds, the teachings of real science lie hid, although their effects add un-
ceasingly to the pleasures of life. The able writer—editor, we presume
too, although his name does not appear as such upon the work—Mr. Shir-

ley Hibbert. opens the volume with a suiwey of last year's work. Messrs.
McGawlev. Cobbold. Thos. Wright, Couch, Gosse, Slack, Humphreys,
and Webb follow with excellent papers : a staff of good quality for popu-
lar science work, and able to it well if they work sincerely, as they ought
to do.

The Year-Book of Facts in Science atid Art. By John Timbs, F.S.A.

London : Lockwood & Co., 1862.

A small book of 2SS small pages in very small type, full of information

gleaned from at least double that number of soui'ces, some of which are

acknowledged ; some—the best sometimes—not so. Some critics have
found fault with ]Mr. Timbs for putting in extracts just as he took them.

"We do not. At least it is honest, when the title of the work is given : it

is useful, because we can go to the source itself for more inforniation if we
w ant it, which is better than wasting one's time in wondering where we
have read the matter before, as we do after perusing himdreds of the mo-
dern short cooked-up notices of other people's labours so generally in

vogue. We would add the wish rather that the (hite of the publication

should be also given. Mr. Timbs, at any rate, knows good from bad

—

which is more than most compilers do—and so, if his book be a book of

selections, we can recommend it as having very much that is usefiU in it.

Meynoirs of the Geoloqical Surveu- Geoloay of parts of O.rfords/iire and
Berkshire. (Sheet 13.) By Edward Hull and W. "Whitaker.

Geology of parts of Berkshire a7id Hampshire. (Sheet 12.) By H. W.
Bristow and W. Whitaker. London : Longman and Co.. 18-32.

The numerous splendid geological maps and sections which the Govern-
ment Surveyors have already produced, show the perseverance and energy

of that small but talented stafi'. and testifies to the ability with which they

are directed. But there are many other ways, besides in the execution of

their regular duties, that the Survey officers are benefiting the students

of our science. The museum in Jermyn Street is being admirably arranged

by Mr. Etheredge en a plan at once effective and novel,—that of marking,

by placing them on diflerently coloured tablets, the characteristic fossil^
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of eacli stratum. The collection is, as our readers well know, arranged on
a stratigraphical plan ; and by the use of coloured tablets, in walking past

cases we see at a glance the fossils we ought to find in any ordinary lo-

cality of every geological formation. To the student this is a facility of

the highest value, and enables him, whether studying for a class or pre-

paring for a full excursion, to learn with certainty and ease the essentially

typical fossils of every stratigraphical group or of the district he is visiting.

JNot a less happy idea was it to illustrate or rather to explain the map-
sheets of the Survey, by short memoirs of the geology of the dis-

tricts they represent. Thus, the fluvio-marine beds of the Isle of Wight
have been described by Edward Forbes ; the country round Chelten-

ham, by Mr. Hull ; parts of "Wiltshire and Gloucestershire, by Profes-

gor Kamsay ; the Soiith Staffordshire Coal-field, by Mr. Jukes ; the War-
wickshire Coal-field, by Mr. Howell ; the country round Woodstock, the

country round Prescot, in Lancashire, parts of Oxfordshire and Berkshire,

p,nd the Wigan Coal-field, by Mr. Hull ; part of Leicestershire, and parts of

Northamptonshire and Warwickshire, by Mr. Aveline. The West Indian
surveyors have followed this excellent example, and we have had a me-
jnoir on the geology of Trinidad, by Messrs. Wall and Sawkins.
Two others just issued are before us, ' The Geology of Parts of Oxford-

shire and Berkshire (Sheet 13),' by Messrs. Hull and Whitaker ; and ' The
Geology of Parts of Berkshire and Hampshire (Sheet ]2),' by Messrs.
Bristow and Whitaker.
The Geologists' Association are about to take again their summer ex-

cursions : how admirably instructive it would be to take one of those geo-

logical spots in Berkshire or Hampshire, which Mr. Bristow so faithfully

and accurately describes in this little eightpenny Memoir ; and with the

geological map of the district, Mr. Bristow's descriptions of the sections

and other exposures of the strata, of their order, sequence, and mineral
characters, and Mr. Etheredge's lists of fossils, how much more instruction

would be got out of some of those pleasant holidays than can ever be at-

tainable under the best desultory leadership !

In Mr. Hull's ' Oxfordshire' a small coloured geological map is inserted,

reduced by photography from the larger Ordnance sheet, so that we have
in it map and text for a week's good geological labour. In Mr. Bristow's

Memoir, the cretaceous rocks and tertiaries from the Eocene of Woolwich
and Beading to the alluvium of the Kennet, is treated in a masterly man-
ner, and illustrated by well selected woodcuts. The cretaceous deposits

and tertiaries, as also the oolitic series, form the topics of Mr. Hull's
' Memoir on Oxfordshire and Berkshire,' and, we need scarcely say, are

treated in an equally able manner.
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APEIL 1862.

SPONTANEOUS GENERATION.

It would be obviously inappropriate to discuss iu the pages of the

' Geologist' the theories propounded in Dr. Pouehet's celebrated

work,* with respect to the heterogenetic production of beings of

simple organization from inorganic particles ; but as the learned

author has devoted the whole of his sixth chapter, comprising sixty-

seven octavo pages, to the discussion of the "geological proofs" on

which he has based his theory, we cannot avoid offering to our readers

a slight sketch of the arguments M. Pouchet so eloquently pro-

pounds.

His theory is thus stated :—At various epochs, of which no chro-

nology can offer an idea, inert matter has been formed into organized

beings, without the aid of any pre-existent organism. This, he says,

is a natural consequence of geology, which none will dispute. He
further deduces that there has been, subsequent to this first act of

creation, other generations, and that perhaps at the present day new
species are being called into existence. If a Supreme Being, who

manifests His unity over every portion of the globe, has eternally and

universally presided over all the phenomena which take place on its

surface; and if it has been JIU pleasure to people the eartli with

tribes of plants and animals wliich have succeeded on it, wliy may He
not be repeating at the present day that winch He has already done

during past times? As P. Gorini has said, spontaneous generation

* ' Ik'tero^a'nic, ou 'fraite dcs Generations spontaiiees, base siir rcxpi'riincntalioii
;
par

\r (loctcur Felix A. Pouchet.' 8vo. Paris.

TOL. V. H
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is not a more marvellous phenomenon than ordinary reproduction
;

aud M. Pouchet cannot conceive why it is regarded as such an extra-

ordinary act. Nature is not abandoned to the disorder of chance;

she is governed by harmonious laws, and each act which is accom-

plished in her depths is connected with the past and is lost in the

future : each generation which appears is only the corollary of that

which has preceded it (p. 461).

He goes on confidently to affirm that " the theory of the formation

of the earth is not at present the subject of any doubt on the part of

geologists. It is evident that our planet has been originally an in-

candescent mass, surrounded with an immense atmosphere of gas and

vapour ; and that, in cooling, it has endured all the physical or che-

mical conditions which necessarily resulted from its change of state."

His argument goes on to say, that certain parts of the globe having

been upheaved at different periods, each has separately originated a

fauna peculiar to itself, the degree of perfection of which is in the

ratio of the antiquity of the continent supporting it. Thus, the infe-

riority of the Australian men arises, according to M. Pouchet, from

the Australian continent having been upheaved later than the other

parts of the world, and the men consequently being more modern,

have not yet reached their summit of development, like the old races

of Europe and Asia. The same argument applies to the marsupials

of Australia, who are, so to speak, the embryo forms of the placental

mammalia of the Old and New Worlds. This theory is almost the

reverse of that adopted by many geologists, who speak of Australia

as being a " belated " portion of the earth's surface, isolated from

the rest of the world at an early period, and bearing the emblems of

a bygone Fauna of Cestracions and Trigonics, analogous to those of

the old Oolitic period.

Our readers will have seen that it is leather as a Biologist than as

a Geologist that M. Poucliet has a chance of securing disciples in

England. Turning however to his researches on the means of pro-

duction of animals from inorganic matter (Jieterogenesis), his facts

and arguments seem insurmountable. We confess ourselves unable

to detect any flaw in the chain of testimony which he brings for-

ward, and regret that the nature of this periodical precludes us

Irom offering some of his experiments in detail. All the objec-

tions which were made by previous writers have been disposed of

by M. Pouchet. The animals produced belong to the lowest forms

o^ Acrita, and the flaws in the experiments of Schultze and Crosse

have been carefully obviated.
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"We are anxious to remove the supposition tliat there is anything

like absurdity in the pliysiological argument, liowever tliere may be

in the geological deductions of our author. The facts recounted by

him are only those which a pains-taking observer would collect, and

the work is (for arrenehmau's) singularly devoid of any imaginative

flights.

Hasty Biologists condemn the theories of M. Pouchet, without

giving due weight to his argnments. Such writers will never

range in the list of advocates of spontaneous generation, amongst

whom M. Pouchet triumphantly quotes " Anaxagoras, Leucippus,

Democritus, Epicurus, Aristotle, Pliny, Lucretius, Diodorus Siculus,

Kircher, Eondelet, Aldrovaudus, Matthioli, Fabri, Bouanni, Burnet,

Gassendi, Morison, Dillen, Bufton, Gueneau de Montbeliard, N'eed-

hatn, Priestley, Ingenhousz, Gleichen, Stenon, Baker, AVi'isberg, Pay,

Werner, O. P. Miiller, Braum, Budolphi, Bremser, Goeze, Nees

von Esenbeck, Eschricht, linger, Allen Thomson, De Lametherie,

Cabauis, Lavoisier, Lamarck, Saint-Amans, Turpin Desmoulius,

Latreille, Bory St. Vincent, Dumas, Duges, Eudes-Deslongchamps,

Gros, Tiedemann, Treviranua, Bauer, J. Miiller, Burdadi, Cams,

Oken, Valentin, Dujardiu, and A. Eichard."

Pouchet remarks that the antagonists of spontaneous general ion

have always treated its partisans with a severity with which a just

cause is never defended ; they have often represented the theories of

spontaneous generation as the mere fruits of insanity ; nevertheless,

tlie illustrious names who avow their belief in it merit a greater

respect, and the opinions of men who have so much honoured science

should be carefully examined before they receive so disdainful a re-

probation (p. 5).

Chevreul has remarked that truth for all riglit-miiuled men, wliat-

evcr their position in life, is the most precious of all objects : ibr

sooner or later it will triumph over error. Descartes wished to

examine all scientific theories, even the most unlikely and the most

false, "to the end," he said, "that he should know their just value

and guard against being deceived." The same favour M. Pouchet

implores ; and he demands, as a right, that his v.ork shall not be

judged until after it has been read and considered. Professor Owen
has told tis, " If it be ever permitted to man to penetrate the mystery

Avhich enshrouds the origin of organic force in the wide-spread mud-

beds of fresh and salt waters, it will be, most probably, by experiment

and observation on the atoms which manifest the simplest conditions

of lil'c. . . . Wlu'llur an iiidr[)('nd'.,'nl, IVee-moviiig, and assimilating
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organism, of the grade of structure of a germ-cell, may not arise by a

collocation of particles through the operation of a force analogous to

that which originally formed the germ-cell in the ovarian stroma, is a

question worthy all care and pains in its solution. Pouchet has con-

tributed valuable evidence of such production, under external in-

fluences, of species of Protozoa. With regard to the species of higher

organisms, distinguishable as plants and animals, their origin is as

yet only matter of speculation."— Palseontology, 2nd ed., pp. 18 and

441.

In these liberal and advanced sentiments, we must cordially con-

cur. We recommend our readers to examine M. Pouchet's work

carefully, and, if possible, to test his experiments over again.

English minds too often exhibit an excessive reluctance to truths

which on the Continent have been generally accepted. Trust-

ing that this work may receive " a fair field and no favour," we con-

clude our remarks, with the hope that many more volumes of equal

scientific importance may proceed from the gifted pen of the Director

of the Museum of Natural History at Eoueu.

EUETIIER NOTES ON THE GENUS CAINOTHEBIUM.

By Charles Cauter Blake, Esq.

The genus Cainotherium was founded by Bravard in the year 1S35,

Since his time it has received the following names:

—

Cijclogiiathns,

Geoffroy St. Hilaire, 1835; Microtlieriiim, Herm. von Meyer, 1837;
Oplotheriiim and Plectognathus, Laizet and De Parieu, 1838 ; whilst

the characteristically synthetic mind of De Blainville reunited it to

the genus A)wplotlieviuin, under the title of latecurvatiim.

Gervais* says it is probable that many species, and not one only,

can be recognized amongst the remains which have been discovered,

and that this conclusion has been admitted by all palaeontologists

who have studied these small pachyderms.

Pomelf urges strongly tlie necessity of distinguisliing many spe-

cies among the Cahiotlieria, properly so called. He excludes from

this genus the C. Courtoisii, which he erects into a type apart {Hijcc-

gulns). GervaiSj on the contrary, gives merely to the genus Caino-

therium a subgeneric value, subordinating it to Dichohiine in his

system, M. Pomel does not give any certain characters by which his

five species can be distinguished, I translate his characters, such as

they are :

—

* ' Zoologie et Palcontol. Fran9aises,' 4(o, Paris, 1859, 2iul edition, p. 92.

t Comptes Kciidus de I'Academie dcs Sciences, Paris, t. xxxiii. p. 7.
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O. Jaticurvatum : head large, especially towards tlie frontals, with
a straight profile as far as under the orbits, depressed towards the
frouto-parietal surface.

C commune (=:0, latecurvatum, De Blainville) : smaller; head
more lengthened, and more elevated towards the parietal region.

C. elegans : of the size of the preceding : head still more convex
towards the fronto-parietal suture : palatines more sloping : limbs
more slender.

(7. metapiuni (? mefopium, from ix^romLov, forehead) : size of the pre-

ceding ; head more concave in front of the orbits ; forehead conse-
quently more elevated ; zygomatic arcli very short.

C.r/raclle : one-third smaller ; mandibular bone very narrow, sym-
physis shorter, more projecting beneath ; limb-bones very short.

I have recently made a careful examination of the Cainotheria in

the British Museum, where M, Bravard's and INI. Pomel's specimens
are deposited, with a view to detect any specific difierences which
might be visible. I have not had the opportunity of knowing on
which specimens M. Pomel's conclusions were founded. I inerely

record my conviction that the British Museum collection does not
contain more than two species at most, the Cainofherinm commune
and G. metapium, if the specific distinction of the latter species is to be
admitted. Some of the specimens in the British INluscum collection

are named G. mnjus by M. Pomel. Another, apparently not specifi-

cally distinct from the G. co)nmune,'M. Bravard terms G. leixtheJiciiim.

One of the Museum specimens, by the degree of concavity or depres-

sion of the preorbital space, may belong to the G. metapmm of Pomel,
but this is very doubtful. No dental distinction has been detected

by me, even though aided by a strong lens. The few sliglit difierences

which otherwise exist are merely referable to age^. The degree of

backward inflection of the coronoid process of the jaw varies, so to a

less extent do the proportions of the limb-bones, but not more so

than between the skulls of musk-deer at various ages.

The generic name 3IicrofJierii!i/i must clearly give place to Gaino-

therium, which was invented two years earlier. Of the identity of

the species there can be no doubt. The specimen of JficrotJicriinn

Renggeri in the British INfuseum, from the Miocene of Hashich, in

Wurtemberg, being the right upper maxillary, witli m 3 coming into

place, is in no manner specifically distinct from tlie Gainotheria froui

Allier, in the same case.

AVhether the genus Hgccgnlm of Pomel rests upon a correct a[)-

preciation of its generic value, may be much doubted. The mere
fact of the scaphoid and cuboid bones being confluent would scarcely

merit generic distinction, and the alleged deeper sculpturinjr of the

hinder molars in Ifi/ccgtilm murinns is far from visible on M. Gervais'

plate. The teeth ot' Gdinolhcrlum Goioioisii might very well belong

to the young of Galnofhcrlum commune, before the molars have been

abraded by use. The abrasion of the molars in some of the ]\luscum

specimens might lead a hasty species-maker to form sev(>ral species.

None but the practical worker can appreciate the dilliculty of
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identifying the lower jaAvs with the forms to which they belong. No
specific dissimilarity in size or position of the teeth meeting each
otlier has been noticed by me. None of the limb-bones can be iden-

tified to belong to tbe same individuals as the crania or lower jaws.

I give the characters of the genus from Gervais, and the synonyms
according to my own views :

—

Cainotiieiiium, Bravard.
h

" Teeth m continuous series ; certainly -- molars [== premolars
A A^ Q q

' 7

^ZT/^, molars ^3^], four toes, of which the two median digits are tlie

largest, and similar to each other; the two last very slender."— Ger-
vais, loc. cit.

1. Caikotherium commuke, Brav. memoir on Cainoilierium =
following species :

—

G. laticnrvahim, Pomel, he. cit. 0. elegans,

Pomel, I. c. C. (jracile, Pomel, I. c. C. Icptorhynchnm, Pomel,
' Bulletin de la Societe Geologique de France,' 184G, t. iii. p. 369.

C. onedium, Brav., /. c. C. minimum, Brav., I.e. * ? HycBc/ulus col-

lotarsus, Pomel, I.e. * ? HycBf/ulus micrimis, Pomel, I. c. = C. Coiir-

toisii, Gervais. Oplotlierium latieurvatum, Laizet and De Parieu.

Oplotheriimi Je-ptoc/nathum, Laizet and De Parieu. Microtlierium

Itenggeri, H. v. Meyer. Microtherium concinnum, H. v. JNIeyer,

Cainotlierinm majus, Pomel, MS. ? CatnotJier item leptlieliciitm,

Bravard, MS. ?

2. Cainotheettjm metopium, Pomel, I. c. A very doubtful species.

In British Museum ?

The problem of specific creation and extinction can be best worked
out upon such genera as Gainotlierium. Speculation might lead a

Natural-Selectionist to imagine how the four-toed Cainotheria of the

Miocene, by reason of their firmer footing in a muddy soil, might have
been able to go deeper in a river in quest of food, and have supplanted

and caused the extinction of the IJicliobunes of the Eocene, who had
only one small digit at the back of their foot, making three toes in all.

The differences between, e.g. Cainotlierium, Dichohune, Xipliodon, and
Diclwdon, and AplieJotheriicm, are such as we might suppose might be

altered through the lapse of long generations. Whether such altera-

tion was slow and gradual by Natural Selection or any similar process,

or whether it was not rather due to a more rapid and sudden inethod

of operation, is the problem which the latter half of the nineteenth

century may perhaps solve by experiment, observation, or logical de-

monstration. In the meanwhile, to those who bear in mind the Lin-

naeau maxim, Omnis vera cognitio cognitione speeijica imiitatur,^ the

study of the minute differences of the Cainotlieria affords an instiuc-

tive topic,

* I have not seen any authentic specimenf5 of these species. The C. Courtoisii of

Gervais appears not to be specidcally distiuet from some specimens of C. commune

t Liiiuc, ' Species rhnilarum,' Svo, Yiinlohoiia;, 1704, p. 3.
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SECTION OF THE LIAS CLAY IN A EAILWAT-CUTTING
NEAR STOW-ON-THE WOLD.

Br THE Eev. S. Lucas, E.a.S.

As Mr. E. Hull of the Geological Survey, in bis * Geology of the

Country around Cheltenham' (1857), p. 24, complains of the scarcity

of sections of the Upper Lias in that district, and as a section in the

Eailway, near Oddington and Sto\v-on-the-Wold, exhibits a section

of Liassic clays, whicli appear to me to belong to the upper series, I

beg to offer you the following rough but accurate account of the bed

there exposed.

The list of fossils has been made with the assistance of a geolo-

gical friend in London.
I believe the section here described is not at the very top of the

Lias, for on the hill-side on either side of the valley the Lias ascends

considerably higher than at the railway-cutting. The cutting, which

is in the parish of Mangersbury, is about twenty-five to thirty feet

deep, and the section is as follows :

—

1. Clay 6 feet .
There are no fossils in this bed. It has

been probably mostly washed down from
higher ground.

2. Eerruo-inous Bed . 1 ft. G in. This is almost one compact mass of shcUs :

°
Belemnites elongatus. Mill.; Ammonites
htjlrida, D'Orb. ; A. Htimphreysianus

(young), Sow. ; A.Henlei/i (young), Sow.

;

A. annulatus (joun^. Sow.; NmdUits

;

Trochus imhricatus. Sow. ; T. ci/closto-

urn (?), Qucnst. ; Pleurotomaria aiiglicn.

Sow. (includingP.^>«ff////f-/, Quenst.) ; P.

Pallium, Sow.; Belicina (Rofella) ex-

2Ja)tsa, Sow. ; Turhoeitomiyhalus, Quenst.

;

Astarfe; Unicardium eardioides, Phil.

;

Pkoladomya Minx'hkonice, Sow.; CucuU<ea

3Iueiisteri{?), Quenst. ; Area Mnensteri,

Quenst.; A.elongata,(^\\.evL%t.; Mi/acites

Liassinus, Quenst. ; M. elegans, Phil. ;

M. iumidus (?), Mor. and Lye. ; M. sp.

;

Myoconcha psilonoti (?), Quenst. ; Car-

dium mHlUcosialum (?), Quenst. ; Mo-
diola Scalpntm,iioc.; Anomia; O'ri/p/iiva

iticarva, Sow. ; G. ohliqi(ata, Goldf.
;

Ostrea ; Plicalida spinosa (and var.),

Sow.; Aiuculai)icequivalvis,Sow\; Perna

{Crenatula) ventricosa, Sow. ; Pecleii

sidjlmvis, Sow. ; Plagiosloma Hermaiini,

Goldf.; P. diiplicalum. Sow.; Pfii/ncho-

nelld rimosa, Sow.

3. Stift' Blue Clay . 3 feet , Containing an Ammonite (^l.TZen^/), and

only a few otlior fossils.

4 Hard slightly 1 foot . A small Unicanlinm [iT. rerrnco-inm), is

more ferrugipous ''^'-y. l^^^"^^''"^ ,'"
^'l'^

^''^' S^'""'"'"^'
°''

, . - . currmg as smgle valves,
and impervious " °

bed.
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5. btlflF Blue Clay . 5 feet . With Ammonites Hen^ei/i,Pernatientricosa,

.
and Mt/acites.

G, Hard stiff Blue Clay 12- 14ft. with Ammonites fimlriatus, A. margari-
tatus, A. Henleyi, Perna ventricosa, and
small Pentaci'inite.

7. An irregular band of lime- UnicanUum cardioides, Cardinea concinna,

stone, generally formed of Myadtes tnmidus (?), Modiola scalprum,

a mass of shells GervilUa Icevis, Perna ventricosa, Lima
(small), Ostrea (small), Pecten siihlcevis,

Plagiostoma Hermanni, TerehratnJa nu-

mismalis, Rhynchonellafurcillata, R. con-

cinna, R. subconcinna, Pentacrinus.

The upper shelly bed (No. 2) undulates ; the distance betweeu the
crest and the trough of the wave beiug about a hundred yards, and
the depth of the trough about six feet. This is very much stained

with oxide of iron.

The clayey beds Nos. 3, 5, 6,have fossiliferous concretionary nodules,

and are all very similar ; they contain but few fossils, and those mostly
of the same species. Bed No. 7 is also stained with iron, but not so

much so as bed No. 2. It is very irregular as to its composition

;

the stony bed being often interrupted by coarse concretionary masses
at some distance from each other. This bed I also found at Odding-
ton, four miles from the railway-cutting ; and there it is only just be-

neath the surface-soil, so that there must have been considerable

denudation.

I should think that the Upper Lias Clay is much thicker in this

locality and at Chipping-Norton than is generally supposed. Mr.
Bliss, the owner of the factory there, told me that he bored 500 feet

witliout getting through the clay. This is where it crops from be-

neath the Inferior Oolite.

Tliough the beds above described may possibly belong to the

Middle Lias, yet I think there is much evidence to the contrary,

such as the close contiguity of the Inferior Oolite, especially the
" passage-sands," with the ferruginous ammonite-bed. At Odding-
ton, about three miles from the cutting, these sands rest directly on
bed No. 7 of the section.

TEAILS, TEACKS, AND SURFACE-MAEKINGS.

By T. Eupert Jones, E.G.S.

Geologizing, with some friends, on the south coast of the Isle of

Wight, a few summers since (1859), we noticed some puddles of

rain-water in the clay talus of the Wealden Cliffs near Brook Point,

aiul observed that, like other such surfaces, the partially dried clay

beds of the diminished pools showed rain-prints, foot-tracks, trails,

and the rings of broken bubbles. Amongst these various markings are

convex trail-like lines (fig. 1),which at first appeared difficult to account
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for ; but, recollecting Mr. A. Hancock's remarks on the so-called An-
nelide tracks, published in tlie 'Annals of Natural History,' 3rd series,

vol. ii. p. 443, plates 14-19, I looked carefully on the wetter parts of

the clay, along the edges of the puddles, and soon saw little beetle-

like insects boring into the clay, and apparently traversing such gal-

leries, just beneath the surface, as the little narrow convex sinuous

markings may be due to. One of these insects I enclosed alive in its

clay habitat, but I could not afterwards find it, when I had the spe-

cimen of surface-marked clay at home. The cut edges of the pieces

of clay show the openings of the numerous little galleries (fig. 1 h).

Some of them are close to the surface ; some are an eighth of an inch

or more below : in the latter case, probably the roof of the gallery

received coatings of mud after it was raised up, retaining its convexity.

rig. 1 .—A piece of the dried clay bed of a pond in tlie Isle of ^Vig]lt,

showing the convex roofs of small o;alleries made by burrowing

water-iusecls. 1 ^, a portion of the cut edge, showing a scctioa

of some of the gallerie?. (Nat. size.)

At some spots the roofs of the galleries were the only markings of

the surfaces ; at other places the concave trails were most abundant.

The origin of these was obscure ; for the pools were too temporary

to be the home of molluscs or crustaceans ; insects or worms, there-

fore, may have caused them. The Rev. INIr. llislop showed me, not

long since, a specimen of hard reddisli shale (possibly of Triassic

age) from Korhadi, Central India, on which one of the many superfi-

cial long, narrow, hollow trails stopped short with what certainly ap-

peared to be an insect, coated with muddy matter, and entangled,

as it were, in the clay whilst plougliing its little furrow.

In fig. 2, we have some faint rain-prints at one corner {a),—nume-
rous small bubble-rings over a large portion of the surface,—several

deep, long, concave trails all over the specimen,—three or four faint

convex gallery-marks, and some footprints of birds. The latest bird-

track shows three footprints, deeply marked on the bubbly surface,

probably a slightly de[)ressed area remaining moist after the other

VOL. V. S
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Fig. 2.—Another piece of dried claj, fiom the same pond, showing a long trail at a

;

and other trails, h, k ; a bird's footjA.uts [c) treading in an old trail at b, b ; a new
gallery being formed at e subsequently to the bird's impressions on the soft mud

; f,
old footprint of another bird under new gallery ; (/, oritice ; d, bubble-niarl<s ; i, i, i,

rain-prints. (Nat. size.)

part had become nearly dry.* In advance of these is a more faintly

* This minutely-spotted surface reminds one of that portion of the woodcut in

plate 7, in vol. ii. of the ' Geologist,' which is said to be "pitted with worm-holes in the

sheltered hollows."
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marked footprint, and that it was of earlier date is sliown by one ot

the gallery-marks passing athwart one of its toe-prints, whilst the

other end of the gallery has been trodden in by the last foot-mark ot

the tirst-mentioned track.

Specimens of sandstone showing the casts of similar convex and

concave trails are common in some of the AVealden beds * and other

thin-bedded rocks formed in shallow water ; but the modifications are

extremely numerous, and will require much careful observation before

they are elucidated. Accurate drawings, at least, should be taken of

trails and other surface-markings made by aquatic animals. Mr. A.

Hancock's published sketches (above referred to) of the gallery-tracks

of minute crustaceans {SuJcator arenarius and Kroeyera arenaria)

that bore the sand of the sea-sliore, are good examples of what is

required of those who would assist the geologist to decipher the

obscure tracks and trails (too often termed annelid-marks) by the

light of nature.

Mr. Poulett-Scrope, :Mr. Strickland, Dr. Backland, and Mr. Salter

Lave published the results of some careful comparisons of recent

and fossil tracks and trails ; but have not figured the recent markings

on which their conclusions rest. See Geol. Proceed., vol. i. p. 317 ;

iv. pp. 16, 204
;
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, vol. x. p. 208; xii. p. 216;

xiii. p. 199, etc. In tliese instances. Fishes, Crustaceans, Molluscs,

and Worms have been quoted as the probable agents.

In his ' Report on the Agriculture of New York' (' Natural History

of New York,' Part V.), vol. i. (1846), p. 68, etc., plates 14, 15, 16,

Professor E. Emmons describes and figures several so-called Lower

Palaeozoic "annelid-tracks," such as he has since referred to the trails

of larval insects.

Some sagacious remarks on fossil trail-prints are made in Mr. James

Hall's ' Palaeontology of New York,' 1852, vol. ii. p. 26, etc. ; and

numerous figures of such and other surface-markings from the Silu-

rian rocks of the State of New York are given in the plates 11 to 16 of

that volume.t Indeed, of the so-called Pucoids illustrated by plates

1, 2, 3, 5, 5% 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 of that volume, there are some that

have been referred by JNIr. Salter to the work of Annelides. Mr. Ilall

says—" Asa fact in proof of the similarity of the trails of other animals

to these supposed remains of Annelida, I may mention that the

Nemapodia tenuissima of Emmons has been proved to be the trail ot

some existing animal over the outer surface of the rock, removing the

minute lichen which covers it, and discolouring the rock beneath.'

—

J. Hall, Pala?ont. New York, vol. ii. p. 32, note.

An instance in which recent tracks have been figured in illustration

* On the under-sui-face of a rippled sandstone shale from Stanimerham, near Horsham,

I have observed numerous small, thread-like cylinders of sandstone, forming an h-rcgular

retic-ulation, which must have been due to the fini; sand, when moist, having entered

horizontal galleries in a clay or mnd beneath : after having hardened, the sand, on the

removal of the clay, has remained in the form of delicate free cylindrical casts, attached

by their ends to the nnder-snrface of the slab.

t Notes bv the late Prof. E. Forbes, on some of these figures, are appended by ^Ir. J.

Ilall, at page 37.
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of fossil tracks with some good results, is to be iound in Prof. Em-
mons's 'American Geology,' part vi., 1857, chap, xvi., p. 135, etc.

deferring to the fossil tracks found so abundantly in the sandstone

of the Connecticut Yalley, he says :
—

" In the progress of discovery

other imprints have come to light, differing in every respect from the

preceding. Those in the first instance were regarded as fossil Ne-
reites, Myrianthes, etc., or Annelids, whose surfaces, or exterior,

possessed a sufficient consistency to form an imprint upon a yielding

surface. Most of tliese markings, however, are now referred to foot-

er body-marks of Crustacea or Mollusca, which have been made in a

manner similar to the trails of certain shell-fish, as they move over a

soft bottom. Such trails are preserved upon tlie rocks ; but in addi-

tion to these, there are many others which must be due to water-

insects, or their larva?. We may easily convince ourselves of the

possibility of the preservation of footprints, or the trails of the bodies

of larvae, by the inspection of a pool of water which has stood a few

days after a shower of rain. These pools, while drying, will leave

frequently a smooth, glossy surface of indurated clay or mud, which
will be marked by innumerable tortuous

lines of different patterns, according to the

character of the body and feet possessed by
the animal which has travelled over this

smooth impressible surface.
" As these recent trails are instructive as

well as useful in explaining ancient pheno-
mena of a similar kind, T propose to illus-

trate their characters by the annexed figures

of some of the more common form of trails

which may be seen by the margins of drying-

pools of water during the summer season.

Fig. 105 (fig. 3) is a copy of the imprints

made by the larvre of two ditferent species

of dipterous insects. It is, however, only
of the larger that I can speak with cer-

tainty ; for I have found in this trail, or by it, the dead larva. The
darker spots which terminate the finer trail mark the places where
the larva entered the mud. Frequently
the larger trail terminates in a hole in

the mud also. Fig. 106 (fig. 4) is copied

from another pattern, having lateral

fringes. This resembles very closely the
imprints which have been referred to Ne-
reites. Upon this surface, also, the im-
pressions of rain-drops are perfectly pre-

served.
" An equally interesting kind of trail

is exhibited in the margin (fig. 107), ,,. , ,,„„ „
, . 1 ,1, 1 1 ^

i.
' I'ig. 4 lOG, Emmons .

which was probably made by a water- o
\ .

insect, or one having legs (fig. 5). The first (fig. 105) were made by

Emmons).
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an apodous larva. This imprint (Hg.

107) was made upon an impressible

surfoce, but sufficiently indurated to

preserve the form and character of the

trail. This trail, however, is gradually

changed into one having the form ex-

hibited in fig. 108 (fig. 6), This fact is

important, and should be remembered.
The change in tliis instance is due to

the change in the consistence of the

mud itself. In the last figure it is copied ^'°- ^ ^^^^' I^'""^-^"*)-

from that part of the trail which was made when the water still

stood over it, and when it was so liquid as to flow and fill up, in part,

the imprint. The two patterns are so diflerent that, if they were apart,

they wonld very naturally be attributed to two quite different animals.
" Imprints upon the Taconic slates

in Maine and New York do not dif-

fer materially from the foregoing.

So, also, those upon shales belong-

ing to the Ontario di\ision, near

Utica, which I was the first to point

out, and which are figured in Mr.
Hall's second volume of Palaeonto-

logy,* appear to have been made by
water-insects ; at least, they do not

diflTer very much, in character and
form, from many which we may find in drying pools after our summer
showers.

" Fig. 108 is not very unlike a figure which I gave several years ago
in my ' Report of the Geology of New York,' and which were made
upon the green slates belonging to the Taconic system in Maine,
and slates, too, which are among the oldest sediments in the world.

" If the foregoing remarks and observations are true, it proves that

the soft fragile larvae of insects existed in the earliest periods, or at

the time when the oldest sediments were deposited."

Going on to speak of the fossil tracks and trails in the Connecticut

sandstones at Turner's Falls, Professor Emmons expresses a belief

that the tracked surfaces formed a border around and outside the

main body of the sediment, and were due to the overflow of rivers

and ponds after heavy rain-falls. " This view of the subject," he says,

"is sustained by what takes place in every great freshet in the rivers

of the Southern States. Here the large rivers and their tributaries,

such as the Oronoko, Dan, and Cape Fear, overflow their banks, and
spread over the meadows or low ground, upon which a sediu'cnt two
or three inches thick is thrown down. The river, on subsiding, leaves

the deposit to dry gradually ; and, in the meantime, it will be tracked

by insects, worms, frogs, lizards, rats, and birds, all of which will

* ' Piil.'ponl. Now York State,' vol. ii. pi. 13, fiji. 2: similar to (hose figured in Em-
mons's ' Agricult. New York,' vol. i. pi. 15, fig. 3, and pi. IG, fig. 3.

Fig. G (lOS, Einmous).
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leave their peculiar imprints. While the mud is drying, it separates

and produces what are termed sun-cracks, whicli are always present

in the layer which has preserved foot-marks in the sandstones of tlie

Connecticut Valley."

That the footprints and rain-marks of the Connecticut sandstone

might have been made on the banks of a river or estuary, Sir C. Lyell

has shown in his ' Travels in North America,' vol. i. p. 254, and vol. ii.

p. 168 ;
' Principles of Geology,' 9th edit., p. 203 ;

' Anniv. Address
to the Geol. Societ}^, 1851 ;' ' Manual of Geology,' 5th edit., pp. 318,

384 ; and ' Notices of the Royal Institution,' vol. i. p. 57. Dr. James
Deane* (who first drew the attention of naturalists to these fossils)

and Prof. Hitchcock,f in America, have explained and illustrated

these vestigial phenomena with great labour and skill.

In Britain we have a plentiful supply of equally obscure phenomena
in the Arenicolites, Scolites, Helmmthites, and Venniculites of the

Silurian, Carboniferous, and other rocks, and in the foot-tracks in the

Millstone-grit of Tintwistle, in the Coal-measures of Dalkeith and
the Forest of Deane, in the Permian sandstones of Corncockle Muir,

Dumfriesshire, and other places, in the New Red Sandstone of An-
nandale, in the New Red deposits of Cheshire and Warwickshire, in

manifold markings on the Eorest-marble, and in the great trifid foot-

marks and other prints in the Wealden of Sussex. That these great

trifid footprints, the casts of which were found by Mr. E. Tag-
gartj and Mr. Beckles,§ and carefully described by the latter, should

prove to have been made by the three-toed Iguanodon is not unlikely,

Fig. 7.

* 'Boston Journ. Natural History Soc.,' vol. v. p. 282. 'Mem. Aineric. Acad. Arts

and Sc.,' new series, vol. iv. p. 209 (9 plates). 'Journ. Acad. Nat. Scienc, Philadel-

phia,' 2nd series, vol. ii. p. 71 ; vol. iii. p. 173. ' Silliman's Journal,' vol. xlv. p. 178

;

vol. xlvi. p. 73 ; xlvii. p. 292; xlviii. p. 158; xlix. p. 213 ; new series, vol. iii. p. 75 ;

V. p. 40. ' Ichnographs from the Sandstone of Connecticut River,' 1861, Boston (46

plates.)

t 'Memoirs American Academy,' new series, vol. iii. p. 129. 'Boston Journ. Nat.

Hist. Soc.,' vol. vi. p. 111. 'Elementary Geology,' new edit., 1860, p. 181. 'Report

on the Geology of Massachusetts,' p. 477, etc. "'"Geology of the Globe,' p. 98. ' Silli-

man's Journal,' vol. i. p. 105 ; vi. pp. 1, 201 ; vii. p. 1 ; x.xix. p. 307; xxxi. p. 174;

xxxii. p. 174; xivii. p. 292; 2nd series, iv. p. 46.

+ .lourn. Geol. Soc., vol. ii. p. 267-

§ Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. vii. p. 117; viii. p. 396; and x. p. 456, pi. 19.





PLATE VII.

Portion of the Undeiside oi a

SANDSTONE SLAB from the UPPER HASTINGS SAND

At Bigg's Pariri, near Cuckfield.

[In the Collection of T. Rupert Jones, F.G.S.]

S. J. Mackie, F.G.S., del.
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though they may have been due to birds. I may mention, that a

friend in India (Mr. E. N. IMantell, since deceased) described to me
in a letter, some large, broad, tritid markings that he saw on the sand-

banks of the Ganges ; they were of this shape (fig. 7), shallow, and

with a well-definededge. Tracing

the track to where the sand was
wet, he found them take the un-

mistakeable and unpretending ^^N^\\ ^^^^^
shape of ordinary bird-tracks (fig.

8) ;
" the sole and suflacient rea-

son," said he, "of their gross ex-

aggeration was the action of the ^^S- ^

wind on the fine dry sand." Trying prints of his own hand, he saw
them slowly become augmented into broad caricatures of a hand-print

by the same natural process.

On the figured slab of "Wealden rock, from the Upper Hastings
Series, near Cuckfield, Sussex (PI. VII.), we have sun-cracks, raised

gallery-markings, and many obscure trails, some corrngated, some
smooth. It is possible that, as a friend has suggested to me, some of

these may be the marks of roots of aquatic plants ; but there is no
direct evidence on the subject. Hoot-like markings, however, small,

vertical, and numerous, occur abundantly in the Hastings sand-rock,

as pointed out to me by my friend Mr. J. Morris (see fig. 9).

During the autumn of the same j'ear as that in which I collected

the recent trail-marked mud in the Isle of Wight, I was in the Weald
of Kent, and, examining a brick-field, I saw a pond lessened by
drought, and on its mud were prints of a dog's feet, small hollow
trails, and convex galleries, such as those before noticed (fig. 10).

The roofs of some of these last were so thin they were split, and in

some cases removed. Besides the markings above mentioned, the dry-

ing clay had another interesting feature, namely, a partial coating of
minute globular bodies (fig. 10 a), mostly lying closely packed in single

layer, but sometimes crowded irregularly, and occasionally scattered

about loosely. These are of the same colour as the clay, and are

probably the ova of the Boat-fly (N^ofonecta), thinly coated with clay
;

and their interest lies in the fact that in Mexico allied insects are

known to lay a profusion of large ova in the Lake of Tezcuco, and
that there they become petrified into an oolite. The fact has been
described by M. Virlet d'Aoust, in the ' Bulletin de la Soc. Geol. de
France,' 2e Ser., vol. xv. p. 200, etc., 1858, who, noticing the oolitic

struetm'e of the recent limestone on the margin of the salt-water

lake of Tezcuco, near JMexico,* learnt from INlr. J. C. Bowring, the
manager of the salt-works there, that the oolitic granules were nothing
more than the eggs of certain insects, encrusted and cemented toge-

ther by the calcareous sediment of the lake. The eggs, too, being
attached by little stalks or pedicels, are the more readily coated with
the lime all over, and keep their relative position the more firmly.

* See the memoir ''or some inlercsting iiiforination on the rclationsliips of the prciit

fieshwater aud salt lakes of the Mexican phiteau ; also, E. 15. Trior's ' Anahuac,' ISai).
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These ova are deposited, according to M.
Guerin-Meneville, by Hemipterous (Noto-
nectid) insects; the most abundant being the

Corixafemorata ; the other (which laj's the

larger eggs) being the Noionecta unifasciata.

They are said to fly about the water in my-
riads, and occasionally plunge below the sur-

face to the depth of several feet, there de-

positing the eggs. The Indians collect the

eggs, by placing bundles of reeds in the

water, which in twelve or fifteen days get

covered with millions of ova ; tbese they dry

for an hour or two, and remove from the

rushes, and sell as an article of food.*

M. Virlet d'Aoust remarks that probably

an analogous origin of oolite has existed in

all geological epochs ; and he points out

some of the conditions of certain oolites

that favour this view,—indeed, he seems to

think that nearly, if not quite, all oolites,

calcareous and ferruginous, have been formed
in this way.f
The oolitic travertine of Tezcuco is also

described by Mr. E. B. Tylor, in the inte-

resting narrative of his travels in Mexico,
entitled ' Auahuac ; or, Mexico and the

Mexicans, Ancient and Modern,' 1859, al-

ready reviewed in the ' Geologist.' At page
15G, he says :

—

" When I look through my notes about

Tezcuco, I do not find much more to men-
tion, except that a favourite dish here con-

sists of flies' eggs fried. These eggs are de-

posited at the edge of the lake, and the In-

dians fish them out and sell them in the

market-place. So large is the quantity of

these eggs, that at a spot where a little

stream deposits carbonate of lime, a pecu-

liar kind of travertine informing which y.^g_p.^^^^^^^,^^.^^^.,^^.
consists 01 masses 01 them imbedded in the yj^„j from the East Cliff, Has-

calcareous deposit. The flies which pro- tino-s' showing long linear ver-

duce these eggs are called by the Mexicans tical holes {b, c), in section ; a

' axayacatl,' or ' water-face.' There was a surface. (Nat. size.)

celebrated Aztec king who was called Axayacatl ; and his name is in-

dicated in the picture-writings by a drawing of a man's face covered

* M. Virlet d'Aoust gives much interesting information ahout this substance (termed

Haoull), in the culinary and antiquarian points of view. See also a notice by M. Gueriu-

Mcueville, translated in the ' Annals of Nat. Ilist.,' scr. 3, vol. ii. p. 313.

f See also, 'Geologist,' Vol. II. p. 73.
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with water. The eggs themselves are sokl in cakes in the market,

pounded and cooked, and also in lumps au natural, forming a sub-

Fig. 10.—A piece of the dried clny bed of a pond in Kent, a, a, ova of boat-flics (?) ;

Ij, b', b", galleries, with raised loofs, made i)V water-iiiseeis ; c, c, furrow, made by

a water-insect, crossing the footprint l.r) at d ; at e the furrow enters a gallery, of

wliich the roof has been brol<cn ; at /it becomes a tunnel or gallery, with convex roof,

such as seen also at b, b ; r/,fj, snjall galleries ; //, //, furrows ; i, i, holes ; k, k, shell

of a Limnceus ; m, m, a furrow-track.

stance like the roe of a fish. This is known by the characteristic

name of ' ahiinuhtl,' that is, ' water-wheat.'
"

The occurrence of the eggs of insects iu the Mexican travertine,

VOL. V. T
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to which they add a by no means inconsiderable bulk, certainly sup-

port, to some extent, M. Virlet d'Aoust's hypothesis of the origin of

organically formed oolite by means of ova, if not always due to insects'

eggs ; and the entanglement of similar eggs in the clay of ponds also

shows how insects may have exercised an agency, however sliglit, in

the formation of some other stratified deposits. If to these evidences

of inseetal agencies, we add the probable fact, that the surfaces of

many shales of various geological ages bear the trails of iusects, as

intimated above, pages 129 and 131, we have stronger proofs than

we had heretofore of the wide-spread and long-continued existence of

Insects in past ages of the world.

To get better and clearer notions, we want more carefully observed

and recorded facts than we have hitherto had at command. Let ns

get good observations on the crawling and burrowing creatures of

the sea-shore and pool-sides, of sand- and mud-banks, and alluvial

flats ; let us get good dried specimens or good drawings for compa-
rison ; and let us carefully collect and collate fossil surface-markings,

noting what are real surfaces and what are casts on the lower sides

of the laminaB and strata, and we shall then be doing good work
towards the elucidation of Ichnolites of all descriptions.

Before concluding, I must offer an observation on the Climactich-

oiifes Wilsonii, Logan,—a gigantic trail-like tract found in the Pots-

dam Sandstone of Canada, and described and figured by Sir AV. E.

Logan, in the ' Canadian Naturalist and Geologist,' 18G0, vol. v. p.

279, etc. In this paper. Sir William lucidly describes the probably

littoral condition of the Potsdam Sandstone, extending for many
miles along the old Laurentine Hills, and its evidences of tidal phe-

nomena. The Glimactlchnites is associated at Perth, in Canada, with

the Protichniies, tracks found also in other parts of the Potsdam
Sandstone of Canada, and described by Logan and Owen in 1S52, in the

Greological Society's Journal, vol. xiii. p. 199, etc., plates G-llrt. Of
the Canadian Protichnites, there are six different kinds or species,

according to Prof. Owen; they are all of large size, from about three

to ten inclies broad, and are referred to Crustaceans, possibly of the

Liinuloid type, that have crawled over the surface of the sand.*

Protichniies of smaller size have been found in the Silurian rocks of

Scotland, at Pinks, Poxburghshire, by Prof. P. Harkness (' Quart.

Journ. Geol. Soc.,' a^oI. xii. p. 21-3, fig. 2) ; and another, froui the

Coal-measures of South AVales, has been figured and described by
Mr. Salter, in the ' Memoirs of the Geol. Survey, etc. : Iron-ores of

South Wales,' 1861, p. 227, pi. 2, fig. 24.

The Climactichnites is described as a trail about 6f inches broad
;

and it is not dissimilar, in its transverse bars, to fig. Ic of Mr. A.
Hancock's plate (XIA^,, see above, p. 131), illustrative of the natural

gallery-track of the little sea-shore crustacean, Siclcator arenarius. I

would suggest that the Climactichnital tracks were really infallen

gallery-tracks, formed, like those of the Sulcator, by hvrrounng Crus-

* Siiii])le narrow concave trails, also, are not wanting in the Potsdam Sandstone of

Beanharnois, Canada.
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taccans, possibly some of the same animals as those thai left the
Protichiiital trail-markings ou the surfaces of the sandstone.

The Climactlchnites is also analogous, in respect to its transverse

bars, to the Crassopodia Emhletonii, Tate (' Geologist,' vol. ii. p. 60,

pi. 2, fig. 2 ; and ' Berwickshire JN'at. Field-club Transact.,' vol. iv.

p. 101, pi. 1, fig. 2), which, according to Mr. A. Hancock's views
{loc. cit., p. 456), would be an infalleu gallery, probably made by a

Trilobite belonging either to the genus Phillipsia or GriJJithides.

Trilobites, and those of large size, are present iii some of the older

pa]a[^ozoic rocks of North America, not far from the geological horizon

of the Potsdam Sandstone ; and, although they do not appear to have
been preserved in this littoral sandstone, yet tliere is the possibility

of their having frequented the shallow waters of that old sea, just as

the Trilobites of the Carboniferous period probably furrowed the

Lower Carboniferous sands without being preserved tlierein. If,

however, Linudoid animals made the trails above mentioned, we must
remember that, according to Mr. W. H. Baily,* the so-called " Limuli"
of the Coal-period, or more properly the BelUmiri, are more closely

allied to the Trilobite than to the Limidns, having well-defined tho-

racic segments ; and therefore probably inie Limuli had nothing to do
Avith the production of any of the Protichnital trails. Trilobital,

Bellinural, Ampliipodal and other Crustaceans, with sea-worms and
molluscs, may have made most of the trails, runs, or tracks that we have
to do with in the Pakeozoic rocks, and even insects may have aided

in some instances, as intimated by Mr. Emmons,—but we want much
more information in nearly all cases. Nor are we better oft' as regards

our knowledge of similar markings in the Secondary and Tertiary

strata. It is hoped that the foregoing notes may suggest further

research in the riiiht direction.

THE CIIEESE-GEOTTO OP BERTEIC II -BADEN,
IN THE EIEEL.

The mountainous district known as the Eifel, or Eifel-Gebirge, in
Ehenish-Prussia, is, as all geologists know, famous for the numerous
well-preserved craters of extinct volcanos and for the lava-strearas,

scoriai, trachyte, and basalt connected therewith.

The English reader Avill find a short account of the tertiary and
volcanic rocks of the Eifel in Lyell's 'IMaiuial of Geology,' chapter
xxxi. ; and a good geological map of the Eifel and neighbouring dis-

tricts is a])pended to a paper, by Sedgwick and JNlurchison, on the
lihenish I'rovinces, in the Transactions of the Geological Society,
2nd series, vol. vi. part 2. In the Eifel there are two extensive
areas, in which volcanic activity has been especially intense. One of

* Journal Ccol. Soc. Duliliri, vul. viii. p. H'J ; and ' Kxplaiialiuii of .Sheet 137, Gcol.
Suiv. i\la[> Ireland,' p 13, ii^s. 3 and l.
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these of irregular outline is crossed by the Rhine at Andernach. Its

western and more important part is about three miles long and two
broad. The Laacher See is well known as a lake occupying an old

crater in this part of the country, not far from Andernach. This dis-

trict was described and illustrated by Dr. S. Hibbert, in 1853, in his
' History of the Extinct Volcanos of the Basin of Neuwied,' etc.

The other district, characterized by volcanic rocks and craters dis-

persed over an area of about four miles by three, is at a short dis-

tance to the south-west, and contains several large lake-craters, such
as the Gemunder Maar, the Pulver Maar, the Meerfelder Maar, etc.

One of the old lava-streams in this area is met with at Bertrich, on
the Ees, a small river running into the Moselle half-way between
Treves and Coblentz. Consisting of columnar basalt, and being per-

forated by a natural aperture, this mass of volcanic rock presents the
aspect of a basaltic colonnade, and has always attracted the attention

of travellers, especially as the joints of the basalt, instead of taking
a regular polygonal or angular shape, are more or less spheroidal,
" so that a pillar is made up of a pile of balls, usually flattened ;"*

hence the grotto at Bertrich is called the Kasegrotte, or Cheese-cave.
" The basalt is part of a lava-stream, from thirty to forty feet thick,

which has proceeded from one of several volcanic craters still extant
ou the neighbouring hills ;"t and, having run in the valley, it has
since been partially destroyed and excavated by long-continued water-

action. Mr. J. E. Lee has favoured us with a pencil sketch of this

interesting Cheese-grotto, from which Plate VIII. has been engraved
;

and, although the grotto is well known to geological students by the

woodcut in Sir C. Lyell's ' Manual,' p. 386, yet we think that as

the subglobular character of the basalt is very much better shown by
our correspondent's sketch than in the little woodcut alluded to, we
shall be doing good service by producing it here.

In connection with the Cheese-grotto, Sir Charles alludes to the

occurrence and characters of globular lavas and trap-rocks, adducing
particularly the globiform pitchstone of Chiaja di Luna, described and
figured by Mr. Poulett Scrope, in his account of the Ponza Isles (Geol.

Trans., 2nd ser. vol. ii.). This pitchstone has the globiform structure

near its junction witli prismatic trachyte; and itself shows a ten-

dency to the columnar division ; the columns, however, separating

into large globes or ellipsoids, placed one upon another, and, when
weathered, i-eadily desquamating at a touch into numerous concentric

coats, having a kind of onion-peel structure. Different degrees of

the prismatic or columnar condition, passing into the concentric and
nodular, are observable in many basaltic and trachytic lavas, as well

as in older trap-rocks (diorites, etc.) ; and indeed granite not unfre-

quently shows a tendency to split and exfoliate in a similar manner.
The exj)lanation of the columnar and nuclear structure is well

given on Mr. P. Scrope' s ' Considerations on Volcanos,' etc., 1825
(an admirable work, now out of print, but about to be revived, we
hope). In chapter G, p. 131, etc., the divisionary structure assumed

* Lyell's Manual Gcol. p. 387. t Ibid.
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by lava in its consolidation is fully discussed. In a lava when cool-

iug there are centres of attraction more or less aftecting all the crys-

talline particles ; and in a uniform mass cooling throughout alike,

these centres would bo equidistant and the contractile force equal.
" In this case all the spheres of attraction would be equally similar

in size and form, and would arrange themselves as closely as possible,

that is, in the manner of the cells in a honeycomb, or as the circles

in the fiiiure below.

" The fissures of retreat produced by the contractile force of all the

spheres, acting contemporaneously, must evidently therefore divide

the consolidated layer into hexagons, each straight fissure being tan-

gential to the opposite sphex'es of attraction between which it is

formed."

COREESPONDENCE.

On iJic Composition of a pecidiar Sahstancefrom the JVallahies'' Holes,

River JMurrai/.

Sir,—In a recent number of ' The Geologist ' (February, 18()2) ap-
peared tlie deseriptiou and a sketch of a Tertiary limestone on the Elver
Murray, in Australia. In this limestone are a series of holes or warrens,
inhabited by hosts of wallabies, kangaroo-rats, etc., and from these
cavities there exudes a peculiar dark brown, sticky, odoriferous matter, in

considerable quantities. Tliis substance has been handed to me by
Mr. Eupert Jones, F.G.S., for chemical examination. The result of my
anal^'sis is as follows :

—

Bitmncn and petroleum, with debris of mosses 40'57

Siuid and while mica 2;2'l'.l

Phi)s[)liatc of ahimina, with a little o.\idc of iron and phosphate of lime <Ct'\i

Carbonate of lime 3052

100 00
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No uric acid, nor any other organic matter besides those named, is

present. "When treated with soda a sh'ght trace of ammonia is evolved,
which comes probalily from the remains of mosses. The latter, whose
weight may amount to about 4 or 5 per cent, of the whole, are in so per-

fect a state of preservation that the teeth of the seed-caps and indenta-
tions of the leaves, as well as the internal tissue of the same, are most dis-

tinctly seen under the microscope.

The bitumen belongs to the species known to mineralogists as Malflie.

It dissolves in alcohol and in caustic soda, but is insoluble in water. When
the whole mass is submitted to heat it swells and gives out much smoke,
which has rather an agreeable odour. It is impregnated with a small
quantity of petroleum, Avhich causes it to stain paper like oil.

The mineral matter, which amounts to nearly 60 per cent., is cemented
together by the bitumen.

It will be seen by what precedes that this peculiar substance is made up
of natural hydrocarbons, which have cemented together a certain amount
of mineral matter. It has nothing to do with the animals which infest

the warrens, except j)erhaps that by boring into the rock they have given
it a means of exit.

Yours, etc.,

T. L. Phipson.

PEOCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geological Society of London.—February 21.—Annual General
Meeting.—Sir E. I. Murchison, V.P.G.S., in the chair. The Secretary read
the Reports of the Council, of the Museum and Library Committee, and
of the Auditors. The Society was shown to be in a satisfactory state, as

to finances and the number of Fellows. The Wollaston Gold Medal was
awarded to Mr. Robert A. C. Godwin-Austen, F.R.S., F.G.S., for his long-

continued and valuable researches in Geology, particularly into the ancient

geographical and hydrographical conditions of the Western European area

in the Pala30zoic, Mesozoic, and Coenozoic periods ; and also for his acute

and judicious elaboration of the theory of the presence of Carboniferous

rocks at a moderate deptli beneath the south-east of England. The Wol-
laston Donation-fund was given to Professor Oswald Heer, of Zurich, in

recognition of his valuable labours in the elucidation of the Fossil Plants

and Insects of the Tertiary strata of Switzerland and Croatia, and espe-

cially of the Fossil Flora of Bovey-Tracey, in Devonshire.

The Chairman next, having read a letter from the President, regretting

his unavoidable absence in Italy, expressed his sense of the great services

rendered to the Society since its foundation by Mr. Leonard Horner. He
then proceeded to read an obituary notice of the late Dr. Fitton. Mr. W.
W. Smyth, secretary, read obituary notices of the late Rev. J. S. Henslow,
Mr. J. MacAdam, Mr. Eaton Hodgkiuson, Sir C. Fellows, Prof. Necker,
and others. Finally, Prof. Huxley, secretary, read an Address, the prin-

cipal objects of which were—to urge upon Geologists and Paheontologists

the necessity of reconsidering the logical basis of several of their most ge-

nerally accepted conceptions, such as tlie doctrine of Geological Contem-
poraneity, and the assumption that the fossiliferous rocks are coeval with

the existence of life on the earth,—and to test the ordinary hypotheses of

the progressive modification of living forms in time by positive evidence.
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Tlie Officers elected for the ensuing j^ear are:

—

President : Prof. A. C.

Eanisay. Vice-Presidents : Sir P. de M. G. Egerton ; Sir Charles Lyell

;

John Carrick Moore, Esq. ; Prof. John Morris. Secretaries : Prof. T. H.
Huxley ; Wariugtou W. Smytii, Esq. Foreign Secretary : W. J. Ha-
milton, Esq. Treasurer: Joseph Prestwich, Esq. Council: John J.

Bigsby, M.D. ; Sir Charles Bunbury ; Robert Chambers, Esq. ; Sir P. de

M^ G. Egerton ; Earl of Inniskillen ; Hugh Falconer, M.D. ; W. J. Ha-
milton, Esq. ; Leonard Horner, Esq. ; Prof. T. H. Huxley ; John Lub-
bock, Esq. ; Sir Charles Lyell ; John Camck Moore, Esq. ; Edward
Meryon, M.D. ; Prof. John' Morris; Sir 11. I. Murchison ; Robert W.
Mylne, Esq. ; Joseph Prostwich. Esq. ; Prof. A. C. Ramsay ; G. P. Scrope,

Esq. ; Warington W. Smyth, Esq. ; Alfred Tylor, Esq. ; Rev. Thomas
Wiltshire ; S. P. Woodward, Esq.

February 26, 1862.—Prof. Ramsay, President, in the chair.

Special General Meeting.—It -was resolved that the annual contribu-

tion to be paid by both Resident and Nou-Resident Fellows elected after

the 1st of March next shall be two pounds two shillings i^er annum ; the

composition for future annual contributions being twenty-one pounds.

Ordinary Meeting.—The following communications were read:

—

1. " On the Drift containing Arctic Shells in the neighbourhood of Wol-
verhampton." By the Rev. W. Lister, F.G.S. In the parish of Bushbury,
at the junction of the London and North-Western, the West Midland, and
the Stour-Valley Railways, is a gravel, with clay, sand, and pebbles, rolled

Liassic fossils, flints, pieces of coal and of wood, and more or less fragmen-

tary shells of the following species (as determined l)y J. G. Jeffreys, Esq.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.) :

—

Astarte arctica, Cardium ecJdnatum, C. edule, Cyprina
Islandica, Modiola modiolus. Tapes virginea, TelUna solidula, Venus
striatula, Litorina squalida, Nassa reticulata. Purpura lapillus, and Tnr-

ritella communis. The Astarte and the Litorina are not now found living

in our seas. Similar fossil shells have been also found by the author at

Oxley Manor, half a mile to the N.W. ; by Mr. G. E. Roberts at Acleton,

eight miles to the S.W. ; and by Mr. Beckett elsewhere. Liassic fossils

have also been found in the gravel at Compton HoUoway and at Wight-
wick (both in the parish of Tettenhall), and at Wolverhampton.

2. " On a S})lit Boulder in Little Cumbra, Western Isles." By James
Smith, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S. The islands of Great and Little Cumbra
have (like the west coast of Scotland) a cliff and terrace, indicating an ele-

vation of about 40 feet above the present level of the sea, and the removal of

at least 100 feet of rock (sandstone and trap) ; the sea at its jn-esent level

having worn away the rock to the extent of only a small fraction of an inch.

The terrace on the Little Cumbra has been moreover ground down and
scratched by ice-action, the striie passing unobliteraled under the present

sea ; and on the terrace lies a sjjlit boulder, such as are known to fall from
glaciers, and which the author thinks must also in this case have fallen

from an escarpment of ice.

3. " On the Ice-worn Rocks of Scotland." B}'^ T. F. Jamieson, F.G.S.
Tlie author, first referring to the eroded surface of the rocks beneath tlie

Drift-beds in Scotland, ])rocecded to show that tlie action of ice, and not

tliat of toi-rcnts, could produce such markings, as he had observe d in the

bed of a mountain-stream in Argyllshire, down wiiich had ])Oured tlie tor-

rent caused by the bursting of the reservoirs of the Crinan Canal. He then

advanced reasons for considering tliat the erosion of the rocks in Scotland

was due chiefly to land-ice and not to water-borne ice, bringing forward

remarkable instances of ice-action on tlie gh^is and on tlie hill-sides at

Loch Treig and Glm Speun, where moraines, blocs perches, stria\ rochcs
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nioutonnees, and boiilclers lifted above the parent-rocts indicate a northern
direction for the great ice-stream from Loch Treig to the Spean, and then
an eastern course on one hand up Loch Laggan, and a western, on the
other, down the Spean. Up Glen Roy the ice had apparently passed
north-eastwardjy, over the watershed towards the Spey. In Xnapdale,
Argyllshire, similar evidence is obtained of a great ice-stream passing over
hill and dale ; here falling into the Sound of Jura. The author referred

to Kink's and Sutherland's observations on the continental ice of Green-
land as affording a probable solution of these phenomena ; and, objecting

to the hypothesis either of floating ice and of debacles being sufficient to

account for the conditions observed, he thought that land-ice, moving from
central plateaux downwards and outwards, has effected the extensive ero-

sions referred to, both in Scotland and other northern regions, at a time
when the land was at a much higher level than at present. This must
have been followed by a deep submergence, to account for the stratified

and shell-bearing drift-beds.

March 5.—" On the Glacial Origin of certain Lakes in Switzerland,

Scotland, Sweden, and North America." By A. C. Eamsay, F.E.S., Pre-
sident of the Geological Society. The author first stated that in this me-
moir he proposed to extend his theory of the glacier-origin of the smaller
mountain-lakes of Wales and Switzerland (published in ' The Old Glaciers

of North Wales ') to those greater lakes of Switzerland, which, like the

tarns above alluded to, lie in true rock-hasins. He then explained a map,
compiled from those of Charpentier, Morlot, and Mortillet, showing the

ancient extension of the great Alpine glaciers across the Lowlands of
Switzerland to the Jura, also over the area that surrounds the Lake of

Constance, and on the South into the plains of Piedmont and Lombardy.
All the great lakes of Switzerland, and the lakes of Como, Lugano, and
Maggiore, lie directly in the course of one or other of these great glaciers

;

and, as shown by the soundings, and the levels of the rocks at their mouths
or in the river-beds below, each of these lakes, like the smaller tarns of the

Todten Sea and the lake at the Grimsel, was shown to lie in a true rock-

basin. He then considered the question of the denudation of the Alpine
and Miocene areas of Switzerland, and showed that none of the lakes lie

in ahoyiainal undenuded synclinal holloivs. Next, that they do not lie in

areas of mere watery erosion. Neither running water nor the still water
of lakes can scoop large hollow basins like those of the lakes, bounded on
all sides by rocks. Punning water may fill them up, but cannot excavate

them. He next contended that they do not lie in lines of gaping fracture.

A glance shows this with respect to such lakes as those of Geneva, Neii-

chatel, and Constance ; and, reasoning on the nature of the contortion of

the strata of the Alps, he contended that, though fractures of the rocks

must be common, they need not be gaping fractures. To produce such a

mountain-chain, the strata are not nplieated and stretched so as to produce
open cracks ; on the contrary they are compressed laterally and crumpled
lip into smaller space, and the uppermost strata, that pressed heavily on
the crumpled rocks now visible, would prevent tlie formation of wide open
fractures below, these upper strata, as in North Wales, having, over a great

part of the area, been mostly or altogether removed by denudation.

Next, lakes of the rock-basin kind do not lie each in an area of special sub-

sidence. If so, for instance, we should require one for the Todten See, one
for the Grimsel, one for the ancient lake of the Kirchet, several at the foot

of the Siedelliorn. many hundreds close together in Sutherlandshire, and
thousands in North America.

If then the lake-basins were formed by none of the above-named causes,
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tlae only other agout that has affected the country on a great scale is gla-

cier ice. All the lakes lie directly in the courses of the ancient glaciers.

The basin of the Lake of Geneva is 950 French feet deep near its eastern

end, and was scooped out by the great glacier of the llhone, the ice of
•nhich, from data supplied by Charpentier, was, as it issued from the valley,

3.550 feet thick to the bottom of the lake. This great weight of ice ground
out the hollow of the lake, which gradually shallows towards Geneva,
where the glacier thinned and the grinding power was lessened. Where
the same glacier abutted on the Jura, the ice-current was arrested, and it

flowed to the N.E. andS.AY. ; and where the ice was thickest and heaviest

aljove the Lake of Neuchatel, it ground out the hollow in which the lake

lies.

The lakes of Th\in and Brionz lie in the course of the great Aar glacier,

those of Zug and the Four Cantons in that of Altorf, the Lake of Zurich
lies in that of the Linth, the Lake of Constance in the course of the pro-

digious glacier of the Ehine Valleys, the numerous little rock-basin lakes

near Ivrea in the line of the glacier of the Val d'Aosta, and those of Mag-
giore. Lugano, and Como, in the courses of the two gigantic glacier-ai'eas

tiiat drained the mountains between Monte Rosa and the Soudrio.

The sizes of the lakes and their depths Avere then shown to be, in several

cases, proportional to the magnitude of the glaciers that ground out the

basins in which they lie, and the circumstance as to whether the pressure
of ice was broadly diffused, or vertical as in narrow valleys.

Finally, it was shown that rock-basins holding lakes are always exceed-

ingly numerous in and characteristic of all countries that have been exten-

sively r/laciated. Lakes are comparatively few in the southern half of
North America, but immediately south and north of the great lakes and
the St. La.\vrence, the whole country is moutonnee and striated, and is also

covered with a prodigious number of rock-basins holding water. l"he same
is the case in the North of Scotland, the whole ai*ea of which has been
moitlJed hy ice ; and east of the Scandinavian chain, in another intensely

glaciated region, the countr}^ is covered by innumerable lakes.

POEEIGN INTELLIGENCE.

M. Melleville, the Vice-President of the Socieic Acadeniique of Lion,
has published an account in the ' Kevue Archeologique' of an object of

human worknuuiship found in the lignites of that neighbourhood.
Starting on the basis that man was contemporaneous with the great

carnivora and herbivora, and that objects of his workmanship are found
willi their bones, he goes on to make out that the beds containing them
differ i'rom the diluvium as much in the materials of which they are formed
as in the fossils they contain, and that they are more ancient tluui it as

they are everywhere covered by it. Those deposits belong to that geolo-

gical age, which immediately preceded the present era ; whilst it is ad-

mitted that the diluvium marks the commencement of the recent or his-

toric period. "J^he idtiniale consequence he deduces from the pnblislud

observations on this s\d)jcct is, that there are tivo stone-aijes—the lirst

ante-historic, corresponding to the e)Och of the ft)rination of the laciislrine

beds of the S(unme, and characteri/,:'d by large imiilements entirely < f

ilints chipped but never ground ; th(> other by lar uioiv linislied and vari-

ous products, indicating a more advaiu-ed art and establislied relations

YOL. y. IT
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between tlie different tribes m bicb at that period inhabited France. Tliese

premises he merely puts for\\ ai'd, reserving for a future oecasion the dis-

cussion which alone can establish their correctness. What he desires to

do now is to show that the field of discovery as to the antiquity of the

human race is at least open, and that this question, already so wide from
the little we as yet know, seems likely to be spread still wider by such dis-

coveries as that of which he gives the details.

An object " incontestably fashioned by the hand of man" has been found
at a depth of 75 metres from the soil, in a perfectly virgin bed of the lig-

nites or " cendres noires " at Laon, the geological age of which goes back,

as is known, to the earliest times of the Paris basin deposits. Not but
that objects of modern production have been found in these very beds,

and he cites particularly a flint "hache," which was found fourteen years

since at 25 feet under ground, in tlie middle even of the lignites quarried

near the village of Lille, canton of Fere, department of Aisne. But these

facts, besides being so rare, are capable, in general, of being explained by
accidental causes of entombment, the lignites of the Laonnois and of the

Soissonois lying oixlinarily at the surface or only being covered by foreign

deposits of no great thickness. This is not the case with the ash-bed of

Montaigu, near Laon, whence the object in c[uestion comes. " The ex-

ceptional conditions of the bedding where it was found is precisely that

which gives to this discovery a special interest, and perhaps a considerable

value ; and it is thus necessary to give here a slightly detailed description,

and to make known the method of quarrying,"
" The lignites worked for agricultural purposes near the village of

Montaigu, four leagues north-east of Laon, occupy the foot of a Tertiary
hill, constituted at its base of clays, amongst ^hich these lignites are

intercalated ; in the middle, of thick masses of sand, enclosing some beds
of shells ; and at the summit by newer clays superposed on thick beds of
hard rock—the Calcaire grassier of geologists, which form the crown of

the hill. The ' ash-bed' is quarried by means of subterranean galleries,

which extend in different directions under the hill—the principal one be-

ing driven into the centre of it for a considerable distance, its extremity
not being less than 600 metres from the point where it opens on tlie

valley. This bed is about 2'30 metres thick, and is covered by another bed
of marly and sandy clay, full of fossil sliells peculiar to that age

—

Cijreua

ciDieiformis, Ostrea hclloracina, etc., and which serves for the roof or
ceiling of the quarry. This roof is sustained by means of wooden shores

placed under and across as the gallery extends ; the head only of the gal-

lery being left free for the work of extraction. The ' ash-bed,' attacked
at the foot, falls down into the space called the 'chamber,' detaching itself

cleanly from the roof alluded to ; and then the ' ashes ' are put into small
waggons running on an iron tramway. These 'waggons' in their turn are

pushed by men out of the quarry, and the ' ash ' is discharged and made
into a heap for bixrning before being sold for agriculture. In the month
of August last j-ear (1861) the workmen employed at the end of the prin-

cipal gallery, in throwing down a block of ' aslies,' observed with sur-

prise an object detach itself and roll to some distance. Struck with this

incident, such as had never before happened to them, they hastened to

search for it, and found a ball of moderate dimensions. But their astonish-

ment was increased when on examining it they thought they recognized it

as the work of man's hand. They looked then to see exactly what place in

strata it had occupied, and thej' are able to state that it did not come from
the interior of the ' ash,' but that it was imbedded at its point of contact
with the roof of the quarry, where it had left its impression indented.
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Better judging than manj^ other workmen who daily make similar dis-

coveries wilhout informing any one of them, these of Montaigu at once
carried the object found to Dr. Lejeune, the proprietor of the 'ash'
quarry, whose house was close by. It could not have fallen into better
hands. At the first glance M. Lejeune saw that the ball was really of
human workmanship, and he in his turn hastened to inform me of the cir-

cumstances of the discovery, no similar occurrence to which, as I have
said, has happened within the memory of the workmen. However, long
before this discovery, the workmen of the quarry had told me they had
many times found pieces of wood changed into stone (the wood which is

found in the lignites is nearl3' ahvaj-s, as we know, transformed into silex)

bearing the marks of human work. I regi-et greatly now not having asked
to see these, but I did not hitherto believe in the possibiUty of such a
fact.

" I ought to add that no suspicion of deception can be entertained. The
workmen who found the ball had never heard of M. Boucher de Perthes
and his discoveries, nor of the high questions of archaeology to which the
presence of worked-flints deep in the earth have given rise. The ball of
the ' ash-bed ' of Montaigu carries also upon itself the mark of its own
antiquity. It is easy to assure ourselves, on examining it with attention,

that it it be permissible still to doubt whether its embedment dates back
to the time when the bed was formed in which it was enclosed, it cannot
be denied that its burial is ancient, and goes back to a period greatly re-

mote from our own. The diameter of the ball is 6 centimetres, and it

weighs 310 grammes, or about 10 ounces. It is of white chalk, and in

this respect is distinguished from the stone-shot made use of for the ar-

tillery of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. These are constantly of
sandstone or other hard and heavy rock. I have never seen one in chalk.

Its form is imperfectly spherical, and its fracture unequal ; it seems to

have been fashioned with an instrument more blunt than cutting, from
which one -should suppose that the maker had only coarse and ineffec-

tual tools. Three great s])linters with sharp angles, announce also that it

liad remained during the working attached to the block of stone out of
•which it was made, and that it had been separated only after it was finished,

by a blow, to which this kind of fracture is due.
" The workmen declare, as I have said, that the l)all before falling to the

ground was placed between the ' ash-bed ' and the shell-bed which covered
it. Its examination confirms in every way this assertion. It is really

])enetrated over four-fifths of its height by a black bituminous colour,

that merges towax'ds the top into a yellow circle, and which is evidently

due to the contact of the lignite in which it had been for so long a time
plunged. The upper part, which was in contact with the shell-bed, on the
contrary has preserved its natural coloui*—the didl white of the chalk.

" I may add, that this last part gives with acids a lively effervescence,

characteristic of carbonates of lime, whilst the rest of the surface which is

im])regnated with the bituminous matter alluded to, remains nearly in-

sensible to the action of these acids. As to the rock in which it was found,

I can allirm that it is perfectly virgin, and presents no trace whatever of
any ancient exploitation. The roof of the quarry was equally intact in

this ])lace, and one could see there neither fissure nor any other cavity by
which wc might suppose this ball could have dropjjcd down from above
through all the series of beds which separate it from the surface of the

j)lain.

" J'r-diii what we have said, it remains then at least certain, that an ob-

ject, a ball of chalk, fashioned by the hands of man, has been found in the
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stratum of 'black aslies ' of the Laonnois, at a deptli so considerable under
the soil and under conditions of beddin<if such that it is impossible to com-
prehend how and by what means it could have been introduced in recent

times. I am certainly amongst those who think that science has not yet
said its last word about it. But from one fact, even so well established,

I do not pretend to draw the extreme conclusion that man was con-

temporary with tlie lignites of the Paris basin. . . . My sole object in

writing this notice is to make known a discovery as curious as strange,

whatever may be its bearing, without pretending to any mode of explana-

tion. I content mj^self with giving it to science, and I shall wait before
forming an opinion in this respect, for further discoveries to furnish me
with the means of appreciating the value of this at Montaigu."

—

Melle-
viLLE, Vice-President of the Academic Society of Labon.

Such is M. Melleville's account, and we consider his resolution wise in

hesitating to date back the age of man to the lower tertiary period of the

Paris basin ^ ithout further confirmatory evidence.

M. Omboni, in his paper on the Ancient Glaciers and " terrain erratique
"

of Lombardy, lately piiblished by the Milan Society,* has given numerous
details of the diflferent valleys which debouche in Lombardy between the
Lake of Orta and Brescia and of the glacial deposits they contain. All

these have been visited by him, and he has particidarly examined with
great care the traces left by the glaciers of their lower limits. He indicates

clearly where the enormous masses of ice, after having been long encased
in the valleys of the southern flanks of the Alps, spread out and melted in

the plain, leaving in front of them their terminal moraines. His principal

conclusions are, that, during the Pliocene age, the valley of the Po formed
part of the Pliocene Sea when the marine fossiliferous rocks of Varese,
Nese, San-Colombo, and Casteueddo were deposited.

With the slow and gradual dislocation b}'' which tlie Alps and the Apen-
nines took their present forms, the valley of the Po became a great shallow
gulf, when the most ancient of the quaternary rocks were formed, con-

stituting the passage-beds from the Pliocene, and enclosing the bones of

large quadrupeds. Then followed the commencement of the formation
and the extension of the glaciei's of the Alps in consequence of a cold and
damp climate. This was i\\e first j^art of the c^uaternary glacial epoch.

Next, the glaciers occupied all the valleys of the Alps and the basins of
the lakes as far as the points where they now are, Sesto-Calende, Porto,

Mendrisio, Como, Lecco, Iseo, etc. Great torrents dispersed the materials

brought by the glaciers and formed the " ancient alluvium," which by de-

grees advanced the land and diminished the extent of the gulf. The stones

brought by the glaciers lose their polish, their groovings and striaj become
rounded and form part of the alluvium, while the large blocks are also

rounded by the action of water. This was the second part of the glacial

epoch.

The glaciers now extend still further, denuding the upper part of the
alluvium and leaving on Its lower part their terminal moraines, where we
still find them. The production of alluvium still went on extending the

land. This was the third part of the glacial epoch.

Then a change takes place—the climate becomes less cold The glaciers

diminish and slowly arrive at their present limits, and during this period

of retreat form concentric moraines nearer the high Alps. The torrents

wear av^ay the moraines which they encounter and transport the material

to various distances, forming the most superficial portion, called "recent

* Atti (klla Soc. Nat. in Milaiiu, ISGl, t. iii., vvilli a map of the ancient cxtcnsiou of

the ghiciers.
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alluvium." The i::;laeiers still occupied for a long time the deepest valleys,

and preA'ented their being filled witli alluvial deposits; then they melted, and
the Lakes Maggiore, Como, and Lecco, Orta and Iseo were formed. This
was the fourth and last part of the glacial epoch, which gradually merged
into the present period.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

CoNTEESTON OF Chalk INTO Maeble.—Gustav Eose has been making
new experiments on the deportment of carbonate of lime at high tempera-
tures, both with and without fluxes ;* and, from their results, he has amved
at the conclusion that rhombohedral carbonate of lime is never a direct

jiroduct.

According to the experiments of Sir James Hall, made in 1804, this has
been directly 2:)rodueed when chalk aud compact limestone were exposed
to a high temperature under great pressure.

Hall's experiment has therefore been repeated by MM. Eose and Sie-

mans. A gun-barrel was charged with dry elutriated chalk, rammed into

a compact mass, and the gun-barrel then hermetically sealed at both ends,

and exposed to the heat of one of M. Siemans' gas-furnaces. During the

experiment the gun-barrel sprung, and in the crack there appeared a faint

blue flame, evidently of carbonic oxide. The gun-barrel was then removed
from the furnace, and on opening it the chalk was found converted into a

light bluish-white coherent mass, slightly lustrous on the fracture, and with
cracks running throuiih the whole. The surface was covered witli a snow-
white, earthy, well-defined crust, and the cracks were lined with white
earthy particles ; these, as well as the crust, were composed of caustic lime.

The compact mass, however, proved, on examination, to be imchangcd
in chemical properties ; and in physical properties, though seemingly
changed, when examined under the microscope, it showed the same small
globules, and identically the same properties, as the unignited amorphovis
chalk. Although somewhat more coherent, the chalk was not materially

altered, and in nowise converted into crystalline calcite. Another experi-

ment was made with fragments of rhombohedral calc-spar, but was also in-

terrupted by the rupt\u-e of the gun-barrel.

M. Eose considers, from these experiments, that chalk or compact lime-

stone cannot be converted into crj^stalline limestone or calc-spar by expo-
sure to a high temperature in closed vessels ; and, as a general fact, that

rhombohedral carbonate of lime is not formed in the dry way. He also

observes that, on comparing accurately the description of Hall's experi-

ments and Eucholz's observations incidentally made in the pj-oduction

of caustic lime from chalk, probably they obtained results similar to his

own, and that the slightly coherent, but otherwise unaltered mass, was er-

roneously considered to be crystalline marble. But what is most singular

is, that notwithstanding Hall's ex])eriment has been quoted and use made
of it, not only in explaining geological phenomena, but in serving as

the foundation of theories, it was never repeated or confirmed; and the
experiments of M. Eose show it at least to liavc been hasty, although we
do not think ]\L. Eose's have been as complete nor as lon(i eonthiued as

* I'or an account ol' llcrr loose's cxpLTimciits, sec Trau.saclioiis of ihc lii rliii Aca-

fleiii) ; Pogyciulorl', Auualcn, c. xi. lofi ; and Silliiimii's .loiinial, .\.\.\ii. II J.
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tliey ought to liave heen. It is not to be disputed tliat at the junction
willi granite and basalt, compact limestone and chalk are often converted
into marble, as in Paradies-backen, near Drammen, in Norway, and near
Belfast, in Ireland ; but, in the case of granite, the dry method of conver-
sion cannot be any longer tenable, since the experiments of Sorby, Delesse,
and othei's, have altered our conviction of its origin. Such changes, then,
cannot be regarded as due to heat alone, and that they were assisted by
other agencies is a conclusion arrived at also by Bischof in a different

manner.
In the Anniversary Address to the Geological Society, the President,

Mr. Leonard Horner, commented on these experiments in the following
manner:—" AVith every respect for my friend the Professor, I think tluii^

I may turn round upon him and say that he has been somewhat hasty in

coiisidering that his experiments prove that mistakes were made by Hall
in his descriptions of the results of his numerous experiments, all agreeing
while obtained in so many difierent ways ; for the Professor states that in

both of his experiments the gun-barrel burst (at what stage of the experi-

ment, he does not say) and thus one of the essential conditions in Hall's

experiments was wanting, viz. continued great pressure. I consider there-

fore that these experiments of Professor Kose in no degree invalidate those
of Hall, so long considered to support, in no inconsiderable degree, the
hypothesis of Hutton."

Saurian Ivemains in the Lower Lias.—Some remains of Enalio-
sauria, recently found in the shales at the top of the Elia;tic series, zone
of Ammonites pJanurhis (Wright), exposed near Droitwich, are of more
than ordinary interest. One, unfortunately much distorted, skeleton of

Ichthyosaurus intermedlus still holds, in the space between the ribs, the

contents of the stomach, which, however, do not present any different

features from the example described and figured by Dr. Bucklaud, being
chiefly scales of Vholidophuyus leptocephalus and some indeterminable
fragments of Echinidse, probably of Cidaris Edwardsii, the spines of

which occur very abundantly in these shales. Jaws of Ichthyosaurus
tenuirostris liave also been met \\ith in fine condition in this little-known

locality. The specimens have been carefully collected, and are now in the

cabinet of Ivichard Smith, Esq., of Westacre, near Di'oitwich.

Fish-remains in these Lower Liassic beds should be more attentively

seai'ched for. I have just received a letter from a noted microscopist,

relating to the otolithic bone of Tholidophorus, which makes a fine object

in the microscope.

—

George E. Boberts.
Origin of Species.—At the Zoological Society, on the 2Sth January,

Professor Owen read a paper on the anatomy of the Aye-Aye {Cheiromys
Hadagascariensls). The only point of interest to geological and paleon-

tological readers was the part of the paper in which Profci^sor Owen en-

tered into the evidence afibrded by the peculiarities of this animal on
the question of the origin of species ; after showing the arguments in

favour of the derivative hy])otliesis, and those against its mode of operation

as propounded by Buflbn, Lamarck, and Darwin, he came to tlie conclusion

that, whilst the general evidence on this subject \Aas in favour of creation

by law, he was compelled to ackno\\ledge ignorance as to the mode in ^^hich

such secondary causes might have operated in tlie origin of Cheiromys.
At the same time Professor Owen fully admitted that the attempts to dis-

sipate the mystery which environed the origin of species, whether success-

ful or not, could not but be fraught with great collateral advantages to

zooloi^ical science.
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EEVIEWS.
Antiquarian, Ethnological, and other Researches, in Neio Granada, Equa-

dor, Feru, and Chile. By AVilliam Bollaert, F.E.G.S. Loudon : Triibner

and Co., 1860.

What has an antiquarian and ethnological book to do with geology ?

Something, we reply, if it contain any cjeological facts. And geological

facts are spread about in antiquarian, and ethnological, and geographical,

and many other sorts of books that appear to have no particular connec-

tion whatever with the science of rocks and fossil remains. There is an

old adage referring to tlie futility of looking for a needle in a load of

hay ; and, although wc should never attempt to search througli the thou-

sands of volumes of travels, descriptions of races, of idols, and of the dug-up

relics of times gone by, for the iev^ disseminated facts they contain, yet

there is no reason why we should not adopt Captain Cuttle's fiiinous prin-

ciple of " when found make a note of," and record these accidental inci-

dents as they fall in our way. So it is that in noticing Mr. Bollaert'sbook

here, we shall offer an ulht j^odrida of gleanings, rather than a systematic

review. We shall pay less attention to the fair of Turmeque than to the

emeralds which are brought there ; we shall dwell less on the exhortations

of Xue at Bosa than to the rib which the Spaniards found there venerated

by the Indians, and believed to have been brouglit thither by that person-

age. Tn a foot-note about emeralds, we are told the green varieties are

found at Muzo, north of Bogota, and that tantalic acid and columbiimi

occur in some varieties. Fine emeralds can be seen at Carthagena, ex-

tracted from the mines of Muzo by a French company. They are found

in attached and imbedded crystals in alluvium, but the finest are from
veins in a blue slate, of the age of our lower chalk, in the valley of Muzo.
One statue of the Virgin in the Cathedral of Bogota, besides 1358 dia-

monds and other precious stones, has 1205 emeralds. Not far from the

mountain of Itoco, in the country of the Muzos, were foimd, in a.d. 1555,

two emeralds weighing 24,000 castellanos.* Three leagues from Itoco is

Abissi, where emeralds are fomid. In the East Indies, medicinal and
talismanic virtues are ascribed to this gem. The Great Exhibition of 1851

contained the finest known emerald, two inches long, weighing 8 ozs.

18 dwts., which came from Muzo, and is supposed to have been brought to

England by Don Pedro, mIio sold it to the Duke of Devonshire. AVe are

not informed how the Chibchas worked emeralds and other hard stones ;

biit the Mexicans, with tools made of copper and tin, fashioned emeralds

into flowers, fish, etc. Cortez sent an emerald to Spain, the base of which
was as broad as the palm of the hand.

But to return to the bone of Nemterequetaba or Xue, the ancient pro-

phet of the Chibchas, who came fi-om the East, wore a long beard, and had
his hair tied in a fillet, for it brings us to another topic of some interest.

Mr. Bollaert takes away all the romance af this religiously-preserved

relic—the Goth ! "It is probable," he hints, "this was the rib of a mas-
todon, for bones of that animal are found in the alluvium of Suacha, where
teeth and other fossil remains are also met with. Ilolton says this place is

famous for the bones of carnivorous (?) elephants once exhumed here."

Coal exists at Cirnaga de Oro, on the Eiver Sinu ; on the banks of the

Cararc ; at Conejo, below Ilondu ; also near Bogota, and is used at Mr.
Wilson's iron-works. It also occurs in "Veraguas, Chiri([ui, and Costa

Eica, and on the Isle of Muerto, and at Tarraba. The coal is ])robably,

* The castdlaiio is 1 115 Kraiiis.
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like that of Chile, of tertiary age, esceptins^, perhaps, that of Bogota,
•which may be of the carboniferous or even cretaceous pei'iod.

Gold, the yellow representative of earthly riches, at once the blessing
and the curse of life, in this auriferous land appears before us every\^ here,

ornamenting the clothes of the living and decking the bodies of the dead,
covering wooden idols and hanging as jingling bells from the branches of
the sacred trees ; tempting the avarice of the proud Spaniard to murder
and to theft, and to gather glistening treasures which shoidd perchance
ma Ice him the prey of some stronger buccaneer. The mines of Spain are
closed ; even the Espiritu Santo, from which alone more gold yearl}^ went
through Panama than from all the other mines of America put together.

Then there is the gold-district of Coyba ; the mine at Bogota, the king's fifth

from which was 300,000 dollars ; the gold-dust of Panama and Pacora ;

the mountain of the "Block of Gold" in the Cano del Pilon de Oro ; the

streams of the Che]io, where Major Don shovelled out the gold-earth by
panfuls ; and the thousands of graves in Chiriqui, aboiiuding in golden
images and earthen pots of gold beside the black dust of mouldered bodies.

So much for New Granada. Now for Equador or Quito. We have
here too some geological gleanings. Coal is mentioned as occurring in

Amoi'tajado, and probably in Puna, Santa Clara, Santa Elena, and the coast

of Choro.
Passing by Latacunga and the volcano of Cotopaxi. Quito, and the vol-

canic Pichincha, we come to the land of the mighty Chimborazo, rearing

itself high above the chain of the Andes, like a majestic dome upon those

ancient monuments. What mean those tales of giants which the Caras
believe came to these coasts on floats of rushes, and were annihilated in

their evilncss by the wrath of God? Now that man's antiquity is proven,

we must seek the interpretation of such old legends ; for, like the Eastern
fable of the elephant and tortoise, there may be a long-lost meaning in

them. In the similitudes of these traditionary tales we shall see the

race-badges of many an ancient people.

Whether Manta, the seaport to Monte Christo, has derived its name
from the broad mantle-like fish which is said to squeeze the pearl-fishers of

Panama to death, is not to our purpose, but it is so to know that it has an
emerald-mine, and that the emeralds are found in crystals in the I'ock, and
have something of a vein-like character. " Some are half-white, others half-

green, but they get ripe and come to perfection." At Tezcuco there was,

in the " Tribunal of God," a skull crowned with an emerald.
At Manta, too, and Punta S. Elena, large fossil bones are met with ;*

some, so Humboldt states, being those of large cetaceans. Of gold,

too, we get frequent accounts, in the form of abundance of ornaments.

The entire range of the Cordilleras abounds with gold, silver, and copper,

and the former metal is found in every river which has its source

in the high lands; the mountain-range of Llanganate (S.S.E. of Quito) is

known as the " mother " of the gold found in the streams that run from it.

Quicksilver is seen to ooze out of tlie ground in Cuenca ; and the district

of Esmeraldas only requires searching in its streams and rocks for the

beautiful gems from which it takes its name. But where is the fai*-famed

mine from which tlie ancient rulers of Quito drew those gigantic emeralds
so valued by the Conquistadores, and some of which are treasured as the

crown-jewels of Spain. That it exists there is no doubt ; but the Indians,

if they know the spot, conceal it. An emerald as big as a hen's egg fell

into the hands of Pizarro's followers : cannot modern adventurers find it

* The occurrence of these remains is also referred to iu a paper in tlie Gcograpliical

Society's .lournal, xx., 1850.
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theout? The beryl, with skj'^-blue and green emeralds, is found too in

Cordillera of Cubellan. It is often said that Peru is rich in emeralds, but

Mr. Bollacrt says that this should rather be said of Equador, as he has never

known that gem to have been found in the former country. As the eleventh

Inea, who died about a.d. 1475, commenced inroads on Quito, his son

Huagna Capac conquering the country, Mr. BoUaert thinks this was the

period at which the Peruvians became acquainted with the emerald. Paris-

ite, a brownish-yellow crystal, composed of carbonate of lanthanium and
didymium, with fluoride of calcium, is also found in the emerald-mines of

Muzo.
We know nothing as to the process the natives of Quito or Peru have for

cutting, boring, or polishing precious stones ; they may have had hardened
copper or brass instruments, and something approaching the drill, for the

regal emerald had holes drilled through it to keep it fast on the head.

Wallace, in his ' Travels on the Amazon' (1853, p. 278), in his account of

the Uaupes Indians, speaks of seeing '• several men with the most peculiar

and valued ornament—a cylindrical, opaque, white stone, which is quartz

imperfectly crystallized. These stones are from four to eight inches long,

and about an inch in diameter. They are ground round, and flat at the

ends,—a work of great labour,—and are each pierced with a hole at one
end, through which a string is placed to suspend it round the neck. It

appears almost incredible that they should make this hole in so hard a sub-

stance Mithout any iron instrument for the purpose. What they are said

to use is the pointed flexible leaf-shoot of the large wild plaiutain, tri-

turating (twirling with the hands) with fine sand and a little water ; and
thus no doubt it is, as it is said to be, a labour of years. Yet it must take

a much longer time to pierce that which the Tushua (chief) wears as the

symbol of his authority, for it is generally of the largest size, and is woru
transversely across the breast, for which purpose the hole is bored length-

ways from one end to the other, an operation which it is said, sometimes
occupies two lives. The stones themselves are procured from a great

distance up the river, probably from near its source at the base of the

Andes ; they are therefore highly valued, and it is seldom the owners can
be induced to part with them, the chiefs scarcely ever."

In Wilkes's 'American Exploring Expedition,' it is stated that, "on
Bowditch Island, in the Pacific, the hand-drill is used, pointed with hard
stone, for drilling shells." "Could such an adaptation," Mr. Bollaert asks,
" have been employed by the emerald-drillers of Mexico, Bogota, and
Quito?"
When Mr. Bollaert gossips about the Incas and the old Peruvians,

it is hard not to digress, the subject is so enchanting ; but we draw
the bonds of our speciality closer and resolutely resist. And that we may
not be alhired, we bridge over this part with a string of the Captain Cuttle
sort of (.'xtracts.

" There was some quillay or iron-ore particularly at Cuancha; but it

was not smelted by the Indians, (hat being too serious an operation for

them. Gold and silver were merely melted, but the chloride and sulphuret
ot silver, by tlie aid of fire and air, could be reduced by I hem."

" In vol. i. ' Mcrcurio Peruano,' p. 2Ul, a.d. 17i)l, the following mines
are mentioned as having been worked by the Incas :—Escamera, Chillco,

and Abatantis, of gold; Clio(|uinina and Porco, of silver; Curahato, of
copper; Carabuco, of lead ())ri)l)al»ly the vicinity of Oruro yielded tin);

and the magnificent iron-Avorks (!) of Aucoriames, on the east margin of
Lake Titicaca, are particularized."

" Cope, a jnineral pitch, is I'ound lu-ar Point R. Elena, and Aniotape,

TOL. V. X
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near Piura. It abounds in Eealejo, and at Chumpi, near Guamanga in

Peru."
" At the foot of the mountain of Curataqui is a cavern, and from the

number of bones of children and animals met with, was probably a place

of sacrifice. • . . Walls, ruins, and roads are seen in many parts of

Equador, in the plains, sides of mountains, and on their summits ; the

more irregular are thovight to be the work of people long before the con-

quest of the country by the Incas."

Peru and Bolivia now claim attention. A sandy desert runs along the

whole extent of coast from Tumbez to Loa. The western Cordillera is as-

cended by rugged paths to an elevation where the frozen Andean plains or

paramos are found, out of which rise the colossal peaks of the Andes,
covered with eternal glaciers. From the burning heat of Egypt to the icy

cold of Siberia, there is here every gradation of climate. " In the valleys

of the coast, and those of the interior, all the species of quadrupeds and
domestic birds hnown in Europe are now bred."

In Bolivia we have the rich barilla or native-copper mines of San Bar-
tolo ; and in the desert of Atacama, Dr. Philippi places the region of me-
teoric iron. Near Hosario are ancient gold-mines ; at Olarios, nuggets
have been found of from eighteen to thirty-seven ounces. Copper and
gold is worked at Conche ; silver, iron, alum, sulphur, salts, borate of

lime, and nitrate of soda. Guano is found at Argamo and San Franscisco

on the coast. The mines of Potosi—world-wide is their fame !
" The City

of Silver " is 13,320 feet above the sea, and the " Silver Mountain " top

15,200 feet. The mines of Conche supply the copper hammers for its busy
miners. Up to 1846, the 'Anales de Potosi' tells us, £330,544,311 was
the value of the precious metal extracted from its mines.

Lipes and many another district are rich in silver mines ; in gold and
copper ; salt-plains there are too, and lakes. In Tariga fossil bones of

mastodons and mammoths are found in various places, and gold and silver

are said to be met with in the mountain of Polla. But we shall fill page
after page if we state half the places in this rich region where gold and
silver are recorded ; and those who want to know more details—we think

we have given enough—must consult Mr. BoUaert's cyclopaedia of facts,

for such his hook really is.

It may not be written with that continuous flow of pleasant diction

which gives such a charm to some books of travel ; but it is one of the

densest masses of facts we ever perused. For any defects of language, we
may observe, we should bear in mind that Mr. Bollaert is not an English-

man ; and when wc remember this, we shall be more inclined to take an

opposite course, and wonder at his generally accurate knowledge of our

tongue.

Essai d'une Reponse a la Question du Prix propose en 1850joar l'Academic
des Sciences pour le concours de 1853, et puis remise pour celui de 1850.

Par M. le Professeur Bronn.

The task which the successful candidate for the above prize had to ac-

complish was "to examine the laws of the distribution of organized fossil

bodies according to the order of tlieir superposition in the various sedi-

mentary deposits ; to discuss the question whether tlieir appearance ordis-

oppearuiice was successive or simultaneous ; to seek for the signification of

the relations between tlie existing state of the organic world and its an-

terior states." This task, which to perform successfully would require the

most universal knowledge of fossil and recent organisms, and in which
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the great problem of the origin of species was indirectly involved, was un-

dertaken, in the year 185G, by two candidates.

One of these treated the question in a summary manner ; he merely

examined a few very limited points of the question, and not the whole

series of the facts, which the Academy required of him. Accordingly, in

spite of many ingenious views, which were rather geological than palseon-

tological, the Commission, which consisted of MM. Elie de Beaumont,

"Flourens, Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire, Milne-Edwards, and .\d. 13ron-

gniart, declined to receive the memoir into their consideration.

The other memoir, bearing the significant inscription, or epigraph, Na-
ticra doceri, being a quarto volame of nearlj^ five hundred pages, with nu-

merous tables, received the prize of the Commission, and has been since

published both in the German and French languages.

The French translation is now before us ; and we must regard the jmb-

lication of this magnificent work as forming an era in palaeontology. Any
frecis of the argument of the author is clearly impossible. We give a few

of the tables which Professor Broun employs, as specimens.

Professor Bronn lays it down as a rule that omne ens ex aqua

(all beings have their origin in fluid), which he says is true not merely as

regards individual beings, taut as regards sub-kingdoms and even kingdoms.

To exhibit this truth more clearly, he offers the Table No. 1, where the

proportional numbers of the inhabitants of the sea, the freshwater, and

the dry land are indicated, in all the classes of the animal kingdom, so that

each class is represented in its entirety by the number 4, and it is indi-

cated in each class of one, two, three, or four, if its genera or species in-

habit the one or other of these elements ; those media of existence which

only number a few isolated inhabitants, being indicated by an asterisk (*),

Bronn adds the sign (!) when respiration by gills exist, and the double

sign (!!) when no specialized respiratory organ is developed.

TABLE II. -Showing the Balance of Power between the Carnivorous
AND Phytophagous Animals.

(Plant-eaters—Pkytophar/a. {Flesh-eaters—Sarcopliaga.)

Insects.

Myriapoda.

Trachearian Arachnids in small niniiber.

Hexapoda ; many Diptera, all Lepidoptera,

Hemiptera, Orthoptera, half the Hy-

menoptera, nearly all the Coleoptera.

Arachnids, the majority.

Hexapoda; many Diptera, most Neurop-

tera, half the Hynicnoptera, some Cole-

optera (Carabici), feed on other insects.

Sea -turtles.

Reptiles.

I
Most of the terrestrial types.

Birds.

Some Natatores and Grallatores, most Gal-

linese, Pigeons, many griinivorous and

frugivorous Passeres ; Nectarinise.

Most Natatores and Grallatores, Insecti-

vorous Passeres ; Birds of prey.

Mammalia.

Sii-enia, Rurainantia, part of Pachydermata,

Glires, most Bruta, some C!heiroptcra,

most Marsupials and Quadrumana.

Some Bruta and Marsupials, most Cheiro-

ptera, Insi'ctivora and Carnivora, some
(iuadi'umaua.
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TABLE III.

SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF YERTEBKATE ANIMALS IN TIME.
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Mammalia.

Placeutalia

TeiTcstria

Palmipedes

Eplacentalia

??

AVES.

Arborieola? (nidicolse)

Terrestres et Aquaticec

Plerreque nidifngpc

Reptilia.

Monopnoa.

Chelonia .

Sauria

Ophidia ,

Dipuoa

Pisces.

OligobrancH.

Dipnoi

Telcosti

Ganoidei

:

(Ucgulares)

Ilolostei Euspondyli

Hemispoiidyli et Aspondyli .,

(Irregidarcs)

Sturioues

Cephalaspides

Volybranchi.

Elasinobraiichi.

Plagiostoiui

:

Squalidfc et RajidtE

Cestracioiites ct Hylodoutcs

Chimfcridic

Ci/clostomi et Leptocardii r
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He concludes in the following manner:—" The results arrived at repose

on the momentaneous state of our positive knowledge of the fossil world.

New discoveries may modify them, and perhaps even change some of their

details. But the general laws which we have established are based now
on too large an amount of facts to permit doubt of their reality, or fear lest

some exceptions of inferior importance may refute them entirely. We cannot
pretend that Nature, although actually following the indicated method dur-

ing creation, has never made an exceptional step, for reasons which remain
to us unknown. The phenomena in question are not of a nature to be
able to be assigned to fundamental laws, with the same certainty and ri-

gour as physical or chemical facts, which can be calculated according to

the laws of attraction and affinity, or perhaps the causes which have pro-

duced them are too complicated to permit us to recognize them perfectly.

If the same rigorous law was the sole cause of all these facts, the know-
ledge of extinct populations which the fossil remains in the earth's strata

furnishes to us would always remain defective, as we shall be never certain

of knowing all the facts, which are of such importance to enable us to

formulate exactly the expression of our belief. Whether the results to

which we have at present arrived satisfy us or not, we have only searched

for truth, and announced what we have discovered. Even when construct-

ing a prio7'i a series of theoretical laws, we have not sought to establish a

preconceived opinion ; our object was to establish a method which would
lead us to reply to all the questions in relation to our problem. Before

accepting these theoretical laws, we were bound to make rigorous obser-

vations, which we see confirmed by facts. For our motto has been for

many years, and ever will be, Nature will teach."

If the principles actuating such noble sentiments as these were practised

by all palaeontologists, England might hope for a brighter future in its

scientific world than promises to dawn upon us for many years.

The Theology of Geologists, as exemplified in the cases of the late Hugh
Miller and others. With an Appendix on the Nature and Properties

of the Torhanehill Mineral, by Hugh Miller. By William Gillespie,

Author of ' The Necessary Existence of God,' etc. etc. Edinburgh :

A. and C. Black.

It is wellnigh impossible to conceive the present creation devoid of man
as its governing spirit. We almost inseparably associate the idea of animal

life with intelligence and reason. Were they thus united in the palaeozoic

ages ? If this conjunction be necessary, it must have existed from the

dawn of life,—and so, we by no means prejudge the question as to man's

antiquity, or the existence of a pre-Adamic race.

If the further researches of animal psychology should substantiate such

a connection as we have indicated, we may expect to arrive at as strange

conclusions regarding psychical life in the geologic aeons, as those which the

researches of Cuvier and Owen into the animal structures of the past have

revealed. In thus anticipating deeper glimpses into the economy of the

past than any yet attained from the mere study of fossils, we by no means
wish to resuscitate the fantastic dreamings of some cosmogonists of the

sixteenth century ; but would only remind geologists that animal psycho-

logy is as truly an inductive science as any observational one. Laws inse-

parably linking the physical and psychical life of organized beings may yet

be established ; and these will extend over past as well as present life. The
psychologist, then, may yet include fossils under his cognizance. And
the conclusions he may arrive at regarding the instincts and habits of the
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primocval animals may be as certain as those of the pa]a?ontologist in refe-

rence to their structure. Again, as the psychical and moral are intimately

associated, the theologian, too, has claims on past life. Physiology expressly

indicates a connection between jshysical and moral law ; while Scripture
as expressly declares it. And so an inqviiry such as we have indicated, so

far from being trilling or minute, interlaces itself with questions of the
most momentous importance.
The existence of such organisms as a lion's paw or the jaw of^ shark, so

wondrousl}^ adapted for tlie purposes of rapine in a creation otherwise filled

with evidences of the utmost benevolence, has led most natural theologians

to conclude in the existence of an active principle of evil. This is

strengthened by the statements of Scripture regai'diug the tree of know-
ledge of good and evil, as well as the recognition by the Saviour, both in

his miracles and in his didactic statements, of the power of the arch-enemy
over physical nature. The evidences of death by violence in the geologic
eras have given an additional importance to this inquiry. Did some dis-

turbing moral element prevail in the old creations of the past P is a question
affirmed and denied by equally competent writers. The pamphlet at the
head of this article is perhaps the best original exposition published in this

country on the affirmative ; while the two works it specially combats

—

those by Hugh Miller and Paton Gloag—are the best representatives of
the opposite side of the question. The learned German theologian Kurtz
has perhaps most fully discussed this topic ; he shows that not only the
past history of our globe, but also that of the whole universe, may be inti-

mately connected with moral dynasties in which Satan and his angels
mingled.

^Ir. Gillespie affirms that geology can only bear witness as to the exist-

ence of the carnivorous monsters of the past ; and that the theologian
alone has the right to discuss the reasons why they were furnished with
such implements of rapine and destruction. Hugh Miller, on the contrary,
founding his whole argument of the ' Testimony of the Kocks ' on the doc-
trine that the Mosaic creation is that referred to by geology, affirms that aa
all these past creations were pronounced " very good," so these animals
must have come direct from the hands of the Ci'oator. "Whether or not
Miller has in this case departed from his usual philosophic style, our readers
must judge. But to do this they must hear both sides ; and they will find

in Mr. Gillespie's pamphlet ample material on a topic which will occupy
more than it has done the thoughts of speculative men.

A Glossary of Mineraloqy . By H. W. Bristow, F.G.S., of the Geological

Survey of Great Britain. London : Longman and Co., 1861.

The public waited a long time for this work, and it has proved worth
waiting for. To have a cheap book is something ; to have a good book is

better. But to have a book at once cheap and good is to have all we can
desire of autlior or jmblishcr. The preface opens by telling us it was
undertaken to su))pl3^ a want which the author had often felt— and. wc
may add, how many others? Having felt it himself, is fortur.ately,

perhaps, one reason of his success in suijplyiiig tlie concise handj' manual
which meets that want, and will make the stony road of mineralogy
more easily trodden by future students. The work is arranged on tlie plan

of a glossary or dictionary, witli a capital introduction giving the general

characters of niineials, followed by an excellent tal)le of classification.

The general characters ofniineralsof course are those which relate to external

form and structure, and characters dependent on light ; these are divided
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into optical properties ; physical properties ; other obaracters, such as

streak, taste, odour, etc- ; characters dependent on cohesion; chemical

characters; all of which are briefly but intelligibly explained. The system
of classification adopted is that used by Mr. Warington Smyth in his

lectures at the School of Mines, and the division is primarily into Non-
metallic and Metallic minerals. The former into the five classes of—1.

Carbon and Boron ; 2. Sulphur and Selenium ; 3. Haloids and Salts ;

4. Earths ;, 5. Silicates and Aluminates. The latter into four classes

—

1. Brittle and difficult of Fusibility ; 2. Brittle, easily Fusible and Volatile

;

3. Malleable, not reducible by heat alone ; 4. Noble Metals, reducible by
heat alone. This is followed by a list of symbols and signs, and explana-

tions of the technical terms used by jewellers and lapidaries. The book
consists of 420 closely-printed pages, and is teeming with outline illustra-

tions, small, but carefully executed. As a sample of its plan a single extract

will suffice, and at the same time will probably convey information to

some of our readers :—

•

"Chlorite, Werner. Hexagonal ; occurs in tabular six-sided prisms. Colour
various shades of dull emerald-green in the direction of the axis, and yellowis h o

hyaemth-red at right angles to it ; also pure white or yellowish. Massive varieties

olive-green. Semi-transparent to sub-transliiccnt. Lustre pearly ;
yields to the

nail, and when in powder is unctuous to the touch. Streak corresponding to the

colour. H. 1 to 1-5. S. G. 27 to 2-85. Compact chloi'ite is amori>hous. Chlorite-

slate posseses a slaty structure, and frequently contains imbedded octahechal

crystals of magnetic iron, hornblende, and garnets. Earthy chlorite is composed
of small pearly, glimmering, scaly particles. It has a somewhat greasy feel, and

bears a striking resemblance to Green Eai'th.

Composition. 4 (Mg Fc), Al, Fe, 2"si, 3 H = 4 Mg Si + 3 H.
Analysis, from the Pyrenees by Delesse, Silica 321, Alumina

18-5, Magnesia 36-7, Protoxide of Iron 0-6, Water 12-1 = 100-0.

Chlorite frequently contains as much as 8 or 9 per cent, of protoxide of iron
;

those kinds which have more (up to 28 or 29 per cent.) are classed with EipidoUte.

Before the blowpipe some lose their colour and fuse at the edges ; witli borax
affords an iron-reaction.

—

Localities. The tin mines of Cornwall, where it is well

known by the name of peach. Also in Cumberland and Westmoreland, and near

Llanberis in Caernarvonsliire. At Portsoy, in Banffshire, it is mixed with Ser-

pentine, and is frequently cut and polished.

—

Name. From xXmpos, green. This
mineral may be distinguished from mica by its laminsc being flexible but not

elastic, while those of mica are very elastic. It has been proposed by Descloiseaux

to divide chlorite into three groups, Penuine, Clinochlore, and Rii)idolitc ; to which
may be added Leuchtenbergite.— Specimens. Britisli Musevmi ; Case 52. Museum
of Practical Geology ; Horse-shoe Case, Nos. 1039—1013, 1047."

In this little book also the various names used by different authors have
been introduced, as well as certain terms which, although now obsolete,

arc very useful for reading the works of the older mineralogists, in which
they constantly occur; while the copious lists of synonyms are very valu-

able to the student in perusing the -works of foreign authors. We could

say much more of its merits. It is very easy to " cut up " a bad book,

but it is by no means so easy to say properly all vre w ould of a good one.

We can recommend Mr. Bristow's book to our student-readers; and, as its

price and dimensions bring it within the reach of every one's moans, we
advise them to test the value of our praise by buying it and reading it.
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AVHAT AEE THE VENTEICULITES?

The question wbich heads this article is not a dcw one. An old

one, indeed, it is ; and, common as chalk flints and chalk ventriculites

are, it does not show much energy on the part of cretaceous—we do

not know liow else to single them out—geologists and palaeontolo-

gists, that this old question has never yet been answered.

The only man who has ever worked properly on the subject is Mr.

Toulmin Smith, who many years ago laboured hard and well on these

curious organisms, and then retired on his laurels. But Mr. Smith,

like all men who have devoted themselves to a special subject, is full

of prejudices—we do not mean to say errors—and no progress in our

Fig. 1.— Poitiou of Flint Nodule, with shells attached to Veutriculite.

knowledge can be hoped to be made until these prejudices are at-

tacked. Mr. Smith, having huilt his castle, is not likely to strengthen

it until its walls have been undermined, or at least have been battered

VOL. V. Y
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by tlie artillery of able antagonists. Dr. Bowerbnuk is considered

to be tlie only powerful opponent of Mr. Smith's views ; but whether

the Doctor has expressed his opinions in print or only verbally iu

ordinary conversation, we do not know ; at any rate, the world be-

lieves the amiable philosopher of Barnsbury Grove to difter in opinion

from the ventriculite-anatomist of Ilighgate Hill. Mr. Smith be-

lieves them to be highly-organized polypidoms, which in their living

state were covered over with tentaculated polypes, or that at least

•were studded with hundreds of tentacle-surrounded heads, ever

waving their tiny arms, and catching and feeding upon the tiny

prey or on fragments of animal substances which came within their

clutch. What Dr. Bowerbank believes them to be we need not say

is—sponges.

Now we quite agree with Mr. Smith in one of the opening remarks

of his articles printed in the ' Annals of Natural History ' in 1848,

" that the knowledge of any creature is not merely the sight, or bare

handling, or even the giving a name to a specimen ; it must imply

some knowledge of structure or functions." Now Mr. Toulmin

Smith did not rest content with seeing and naming these curious

organisms, but he spent weeks at the Burnham chalk-pits, near

Maidstone, in collecting them, and months in slicing the hard flints,

in which the organized structures were best preserved, with the

lapidary's wheel, and painsfully examining thin slices and polished

surfaces under the microscope. He did more than this. In the

chalk, as in the flints, the fibres of the ventriculites are preserved in

threads of sulphuret or oxide of iron, and by dissolving away the soft

chalk with weak acid, he left the iron-threads standing out free from

their calcareous matrix, and exhibiting a model in metallic rust of their

former natural structure. In these w^ays he developed a condition of

inosculating fibres in some specimens, which then presented an extra-

ordinary anomaly in animal structure—and which remains, we do

not hesitate to say, an anomaly still. These

fibres were seen to form the outlines, so to

speak, of octahedrons. Straight in them-

selves, they first crossed each other, and then

these joints were cross-braced by other fi-

bres, as in the following fig. 2. The whole

organism was seen thus to be made up of a

Fig. 2. webbing or tissue, all the joints of the

crossing threads of which were cross-braced and strengthened in this

remarkable way (fig. 3) ; so that, of the finest, and perhaps most
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brittle, thread-wii'es, a structure of the most delicate nature was

reared, and made rigid enough and strong enough to stand erect

against the gentle currents which flowed over the deep bottom of tlie

cretaceous sea. It is not our purpose here

to describe the species of ventriculites, bra-

cliiolites, and cephalites which ]Mr. Smith

has recognized ; but we want to know what

ventriculites are, or at any rate to gather

some more information about them than is at

present possessed. Just as into the Infu-

soria naturalists put every sort of organism

whose nature thev do not understand, so
Fi". 3.

geologists and pal;iDontologists have cast on

their " muck-heap "—sponges—every sort of round, funnel-shaped, or

stemmed and ball-headed fossils which they have not knowledge

enough, or have not taken the pains to place anywhere else.

Now, if Mr. Smith be right in his account of this cross-braced

structure and in the interpretation he has put upon it, the ventri-

culites cannot be sponges. Spicula we have in sponges, but spicula

are always lying loose, never cross-braced by actual junctions. More-

over, sponges are of amorphous structure— tliey are typical of the

group Amouphozoa; and a hundred-head tenticulated animal is not

amorphous.

The case at the present hour stands much as it did fourteen years

ago—namely, tlius : Mr. Toulmin Smith, by devoted and admirable

efforts, examined, arranged, and gave a nomenclature to these ventri-

culites ; and after a most rigid inquiry—carried a great way towards

perfection, but never perfected—asserted these characteristic fossils

of the chalk to have belonged to highly organized creatures, at least

approaching to the grade of the lower Polypifera. Then Professor

Morris, in his ' Catalogue of British Fossils,' adopting Mr. Smith's

nomenclature and generic and specific arrangement, replaced the

ventriculites in the Amorphozoa, without any written reason—such,

it is but justice to say, not being within the scope of his book—and

without having, as far as we know, in any other publication disputed

Mr. Toulmin Smith's facts.

Professor Morris's dictum might have been taken wlien he first

published his 'Catalogue,' many years ago ; but the dictum or jutlg-

ment of no man ought to be taken in tiiis year of grace 1802, when
no living man is Cipial to the acquirement of a universal and perfect

knowledge of the progress of the sciences.
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Neither must we take Mr. Smith's dictum nor Dr. Bowerbauk's.

We must take the evidence before us. How does this stand ? Mr.

Smith has seen this octahedral structure in some species and he

applies it to all. But he has not proved it by actual examination,

he has not seen it in every case. Dr. Bowerbank, who has lent us the

beautiful specimen of recent sponge which we figure (Plate IX.), as

presenting such a marvellous resemblance in its corrugations to certain

species of cephalites, we think, does not believe in the octahedral

structure occurring in all the species of ventriculites, brachiolites,

and cephalites ; but then we are not aware whether he or any one

else has ever examined, certainly no one has ever figured, the rudi-

mentary structures of every species of those interesting groups.

What we want, in tlie first place, then, is a thorough definition

from some zoologist or palseontologist of what are the marking cha-

racters of a sponge. As far as we ourselves can make out, sponges

are amorphous animals of a globular form, or of some modification

of a globular form, such as funnel-shaped, stemmed with a disk-like

or ball-like head, or convoluted. They may even be angulated, like

the Giiettardia angidaris of the chalk group of ventriculites ;
for the

modifications of the true sponges may be regarded as modifications

of the natural tendency in the true spherical sponges to form a large

central perforating canal, the enlargements of which or of its walls,

combined with various kinds of constrictions in them and the elon-

gation of the sponge's attachment-part into a stem, are capable of

giving rise to every known modification of true sponge. There is

nothing therefore in the various and sometimes intricate shapes of

the Ventriculidae to militate against their being sponges. But if

Mr. Smith's octahedral structure is to be met with in ail, then they

would seem not to be sponges ; and if only some are thus constituted,

then these few must most probably be taken out of that family, for it

is not likely the animals which clothed such elaborated skeletons were

•—what those of sponges must be

—

amorplious.

Some one of our young geologists who wants to acquire name and

fame should set to work collecting in flint and in chalk specimens of

every species exhibiting structure. The flints he should cut up into

thinnish slices, or slit them through, and polish their surfaces for

microscopic examination, and the chalk specimens should be cleared

out with acid, as Mr. Smith years ago did, but we regret no longer

does. Careful drawings of the structure of each species should be

made, and the evidence of their accuracy—the original specimens from

wliich they were made—religiously preserved.
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Then, and not till then, shall we have the proper data for replying

to our question, What are the Ventriculites ?

We would say a few words on the rigidity of the ventriculites. AVe

know there is a tendency amongst geologists to consider the ventricu-

lites as of flexible structure when living. This notion, originating with

the late Dr. Mantell, has been perpetuated by their occurrence as

fossils in every variety of shape, apparently of dilation or contraction.

On the other hand, it has been urged that the attachment of oyster

and dianchora shells and serpulse prove that they must have been

rigid, because otherwise such parasites could not have lived and

grown on them, as the growth-lines of such shells prove them to

have done.

For our own part we do not see the force of either argument, for

the apparent expansions and contractions may be, as we believe

them, a mere accidental kind of growth ofthe ventriculito, which had a

general tendency to flatten or become disk-like with age. We are

not aware that any closer approximations of the constituent fibres

in the so-regarded contracted specimens, or of their dilations in the

equally hypothetical expanded ones, has ever been observed ; and,

moreover, such a complicated and braced structure, which is pointed

to as a wonderful example of the Creator's engineering skill to pro-

duce a comparatively strong framework out of the slenderest ma-

terials, would lose its apparent object, and certainly must have been

one of the most awkward and intractable of any which could have

been conceived for such a purpose as elasticity or flexibility.

As to the gi'owth of shells upon ventriculites, of all the examples

we have seen, and they are many, most were decidedly attached to

dead skeletons. Some few we have seen pitted by the marks of

the corrugations and pores of the skin, and such evidently shows

that the oyster or dianchora grew on the living ventriculite, the fry

fixing themselves most probably, in the first instance, in the inter-

spaces between the pores, if the ventriculite was a sponge, or between

the tentaculated heads, if the ventriculite was a polypiferous organism.

In some instances, and we figure an example (see fig. 1, p. 101), the

oyster or diancliora growing for some time on the living skin, grew on

after the death of the ventriculite ; for, if Dr. Bowerbank's theory of

the sponge-origin of flint be true, and it certainly is the best hypothe-

sis yet propounded, the amorplious sponge growth enveloping the

ventriculite, and since converted into flint, was prevented growing

over those shell-fish by the currents produced by their gills, and the

motive action of their unattached valves in opening and closing ; conse-
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quently their attached shells are found uncovered in somewhat deep

depressions, or rather hollows in the flint nodule.

The attachment of some very young oysters on the raised portions

of the piece of flint nodule we have figured at a later period, either

on the enveloping sponge after its life was arrested, or on the

hardened surface of the nodule itself, is an excuse or a reason (which-

ever the reader pleases) for a slight digression on the formation of

flint, and which we should not make, did we not desire to figure a

very instructive specimen from the collection of Dr. Bowerbank

(Plate X.). It consists of the shell of a galerite imbedded in flint,

a very common occurrence, though not couimonly met with in such

an illustrative manner.

The shell evidently must have been supported, for the flint ex-

tends far beneath it. It could not have rested three or four inches

above the cretaceous mud without something tolerably solid under-

neath to uphold it. A sponge would do this effectually; silex in

a dense gelatinous state would also support it, but then the gela-

tinous substance would yield to pressure, and the shell, or whatever

it was which rested on it, would incline to one side or other, accord-

ing to its natural angle of rest. In the example figured, a sponge

has grown all round, and covered with a plastering or film the whole

of the interior of the galerite, while the life-existence of it was cut

off" or its growth arrested for want of a proper circulation of water,

when the more dense mass of sponge which grew up from the floor

of the galerite attained two-thirds the height of the cavity. The

growth of the supporting sponge went on outside the galerite in a

flourishing condition, and the shell was at last wholly and thickly

enveloped.

Then the hardening into flint went on, and after the nodule had

been formed the calcareous shell-matter of the galerite was slowly

dissolved out—for water percolates even flints—and a cavity was

formed between the thin inner film of sponge or flint and the flint

cast of the exterior of the shell. This thin inner film is most valu-

able evidence here, for we could not account for it by the gelatinous

deposition of silex, while we can explain it by the growth of sponge.

It might, it is true, be formed by the oozing through the shell of the

galerite of water containing minute quantities of flint in solution.

But then its evenness over the roof and sides alike would be a little

strange.

From the consolidation of flint around the lower parts of the

stems and roots of ventriculites, much of their former living nature
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is still to be learnt ; aud the subject we have now appended to our

more legitimate remarks is by no means so irrelevant as at first sight

it micht seem. It is a common thing to find the roots of ventricu-

lites covered over with a nodule of flint, in which holes are seen,

through which the finer ends only of the separate rootlets have pro-

truded. If these flints were originally sponges, first growing round

the stems and roots of young ventriculites, then their very peculiar

character is at once explained. But it is not by any means easy to

imagine how a gelatinous mass of silex could consolidate under roots

which in that case must have been imhedded in the chalk mud before

any segregation of silicious matter took place beneath them. More-

over, such sponge growth will explain the plugs of flint which fill the

central cavities of ventriculites, and the annular disks and rings

which sometimes form bands round their conical exteriors ; and we

cannot but think some facts are from these sources to be elicited

which shall have a practical bearing on the habits and living nature

of the ventriculites.

FURTHER DISCOVERIES IN HEATHERY BURN CAVE.

By John Elliott, Esq.

Since the publication of my paper " On the Discovery of Human
and Animal Bones in Heathery Burn Cave, near Stanhope," in the
* Geologist ' foi' January last, there have been further very important

discoveries made in that cave.

In carrying on the quarrying operations from the point where
they were suspended (see F*—fig. 1) when the first discovered

relics were sent to London f the workmen found numerous frag-

ments of bones, also bone pins and knives, fragments of very rude

pottery, portion of an armlet, boar-tusks, bronze spear-head, pins,

celts, and armlet, two coins, some marine shells, cockle, limpet, and
mussels, and large quantities of charcoal, etc., all deposited under an
incrustation of stalagmite, varying from 2 to 4, or at some places to

8 inches in thickness, witli the exception of one or two manufactured
articles, which were found in the sand not covered by stalagmite.

The whole of the cave-deposits, witli this trifling exception, were
covered by a tliick slieet of stalagmite, varying from a very d(Mise,

compact structure, to a highly crystalline, or to a more or less porous
substance : some portions easily fractured by the stroke of a hammer,
others yielding only to most energetic blows.

The bronze armlet and the two coins were found in sand uncovered

t Received by the Editor on the 1 ith of April.
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by stalagmite, but as they were deposited iu what had, not long ago,

been the watercourse, the stalagmite had either been denuded, or

had been prevented from forming, at that particular place, by the

action of the stream ; the coins icere under very little cover, and might

have been imbedded very recently.

Tlie stream of water through the cave has evidently changed its

course luany times since the cave was excavated to its present size,

as we fiud accumulations of sand and gravel (at F* and G, in ground-

plan, fig. 1), about three feet above the present water-level, and about

two feet above the aucient watercourse (M, N).

At a a, fig. 2, there was a hillock of angular blocks, etc. covered

by stalagmite, and upon this stalagmitic hillock were deposited bones,

Fig. 2.

—

Longitudinal Section at F. (See Ground-Plan.)
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e. Stalagmite 4

d. Bone bed 12
c. Stalagmite 3

a. Angular blocks .... 2 9

10

.r. Rock, limestone.

tusks, bone knives and pins, large and small snail-shells, fragments
of pottery, piece of an armlet, a cockle-shell, and large quantities of

charcoal, cemented together by calcareous matter. No sand or gravel

was observed amongst them ; there being considerable interstices in

some parts ot the bed, plainly showing they had not been drifted

then; by water, but pointing to the conclusion that they had been /)?/>•-

poKely placed there by the animals or men that inhabited the cave.

Part of these bones, etc., formed the subject of my former paper
ab<jve alluded to, but no manufactured bones, etc., had been found
when it was written.

At G, fig. 1, the bones, bone pins, tusks, pottery, and charcoal

were found in coarse sand and smooth pebbles, and miglit have been
drifted while in the cave, but it is not at all probable that they were
drifted into it, for every appearance connected with the deposits, such

VOL. V.
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as the large quantities of cliarcoal found, and tlie numerous burnt
stones, etc., lead to the belief that the cave had beon inhabited for a

considerable length of time ; and that fires had been burned at diffe-

rent places the thick deposits of charcoal testify.

The bronze implements found at H and J in fig. 1, were asso-

ciated with a few bones, a limpet-

shell, some mussel-shells, and a

large quantity of charcoal, and
were deposited in sand and gravel.

The deposits throughout the

cave are nearly on the same re-

lative level, with the exception of

the hillock already mentioned
;

and while the greatest part of

them have only one stalagmitic

cohering, the hillock and a few
feet towards g^ in fig. 1, had a

sheet under the "bone-bed," ex-

18 feet.

Fig. 3.—Transverse Section at G.

c, open cave, 7 feet ; h, stalagmite, 4 inches
;

a, and and gravel, bones, etc., 15 inches.

tending over h h, fig. 2, where it vanished, and its place was occu-

pied by sand and pebbles, as we see in the transverse section (fig. 3).

The " Communion Table," as it was called by the visitors to the

cave, was a large pillar of the rock, around which the water had
washed until it had undermined the base, wlien the pillar fell down,
leaving a considerable space between its top and the roof of the cave,

which had afterwards been partially refilled by pendulous stalactites

from the roof, forming a junction with the stalagmitic bosses on the

"table" (as shown at fig. 4);
and on the top of the " table

"

there was found a tusk, seme
bones, some large snail-shells,

and pieces of charcoal, under an
incrustation of stalagmite. One
of the workmen wondering what
thickness the incrustation had
attained on the " table," struck t,.- . rp c , ,. u i,

•... .
'

- rig. 4.— transverse Section at H, showing
his hack into it, and exhumed "Communion Table."' e, "Communion
the above-mentioned relies to his Table; d, open cave, 4 feet 6 inches; c,

no small astonishment. Perhaps stalagmite, 2 or 3 inches ; b, sand, etc., 12

this is the first time tliat such a '"^hes; a, rock,

discovery has been made " on removing the cover."

The appearances of the deposit at F, fig. 1, and the great thick-

ness of the stalagmite—in places 6 and even 8 inches thick—shows that

portion must have taken a greater length of time to form than the

rest, which was only 2 to 4 inches, while from the absence of any
bronze implements, I am led to consider it of more ancient date ; the

probability also is, that bone implements would cease to be used

when metal ones were inti-oduced.

The general appearance, on entering the cave before it was de-

molished, was very interesting and grand. The fine pendent stalac-
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tites from the roof; the various round bosses of stalngmite undu-

lating over the floor; the gurgling of the cave-stream; and the

momentary droppings of water from the crevices and joints of the

rock, gave the place a very solemn and enchanting aspect. What
changes in the manners and customs of the human race have taken

place since the date of the cave-men ! "Were we to take a poetical

or an imaginative view of the case, and picture to ourselves a few

naked or half-naked human beings in the gloomy cavern, standing

or sitting round a fire made of wood, and enveloped in its stinking

smoke, with perhaps an animal's skin flung round their bodies and

secured by one of these very bone-pins we have found ;
making their

rude repast of a boar which they had hunted down in the surround-

ing forest, and the flesh of which they may have boiled in one of

their coarse earthen pots, of which we have found such numerous

fragments,—flayed too, probably, with those bone-knives which have

thus strangely come down to us; poor creatures, who lived and died

so long ago, that no Hume has chronicled the career of their race, and

who probably had perished ere Caesar came to conquer : picture their

condition of" want, privation, and hardships, as compared with the

plenty, the luxurious mode of living, and the high state of civiliza-

tion which ice now enjoy. AVhat a contrast there is ! But science

does not sanction the play of the imagination, which is ever an un-

safe guide. Well-ascertained facts and reliable observations are the

data on which science rears the structures on which she plants her

standards. But one can scarce refrain from speculation on a theme

like this.

In conclusion, I beg to tender my warmest thanks to W. H.
Ware, Esq., Ashes House, near Stanhope, who kindly permitted me
to have the use of the relics until their history was made out, as far

as can be done ; and also to thank ]Mr. Eichard Cordner, Crawley

House, near Stanhope, for the interest he took in the matter, in

generously sending men to carry on the explorations.*

West Crofl, Stanhope, March 2\)fh, 1862.

GEOLOGY or THE ISLE OF MAN.

By Thomas Grtndley, Esq., of Glossop.

While almost every week increases our knowledge of the geology

of distant parts of the earth, there is one small island in the British

seas, famed lor its picturesque beauty, and peculiarly interesting on

account of its historical associations, of the geological features of

which very little is known, and even that little scarcely ever referred

to in geological treatisea. This may have arisen mainly fi'ora the

* These fuilhir most iiitrrcstiiij; discoverips were kindly forwarded to me by Mr.

Elliutf with this letter, accompaiiicJ by plans.—Eu. Gkoi..
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fact of there having beeu as yet no official survey of this island ; while

those portions of the geological series represented in the Manx rocks

having been typically established from other localities, it did not

seem to present geological features sufficiently novel or peculiar to

require any special investigation. Still, in the earlier years of the

science, several eminent geologists did describe, with greater or less

minuteness, some of its geological appearances : for example. Profes-

sor E. Forbes, who wrote a short account of Manx geology for one of

the local guide-books ; and a much more elaborate account was
written by the Eev. J. (x. Cuinming, F.G.S., and published m 1S48

;

but the rapid progress of the science, while it does not deprive these

descriptions of all value, has in a great measure superseded them,
and opened here a wide and almost untrodden field for the modern
geologist. Having for several years resided on the island, and being

convinced that many of the phenomena presented by the Manx rocks,

if not altogether new to tlie geologist, are yet of remarkable interest,

and capable of taking a great part in the solution of many of the

problems which geologists are now endeavouring to solve,! have written

the following brief account, with the view of diffusing, through the

pages of the • Geologist,' a more general knowledge of the geology of

the Isle of Man, and in the hope of attracting to the subject that at-

tention which it deserves.

Approaching the shores of tlie Isle of Man from the south-east, tlie

whole of the island, with the exception of a small part of the north-

west, too low to be distinguished at this distance, lies spread out be-

fore us ; first, like a long ridge of blue cloud resting upon the misty
horizon, which, as the vessel brings us nearer, shapes itself into the

mountains and valleys, the rocky coasts and the secluded bays, of

green Mona. Eight before us opens out the beautiful bay of Dou-
glas, hemmed in by the lolty headlands of Douglas Head and Bauks's

Howe, and relieved in the background by the highest peaks of the

central range. Along the margin of the crescent-shaped bay, and
capping the lofcy ancient beach to the back of it, are numerous ele-

gant buildings, the suburbs of the town, which itself lies clustered on
a low triangular patch of alluvial land at the south extremity of the

bay. Far away to the south we can distinguish in the distance the

rocky islet of the Calf, with its numerous outliers, many of them
worn by the waves of older seas into huge arches and long winding
caverns, through which we may occasionally, even at this long v^ay

ofl:', catch a glimpse of the bright sunlight. Between us and the

Calf stretches a long line of rocky coast, with numerous tall promon-
tories—Spanish Head, Scarlet Head, Langness, St. Ann's Head, and
others—rising precipitously out of the green water, whose roar, as it

dashes against the rocky cliffs or rushes up the numerous caverns,

falls upon our ear like the hoarse voice of old Ocean himself welcom-
ing to the sea-girt gem before us. To the north, we look along a

similar line of tall cliffs and sheltered bays, until the view is closed

in by the wild promontory of Maughold Head, beyond which nothing

is seen but the heaving restless sea, dotted here and there, it may be,
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with a few fishing-boats, or darkened, perhaps, by the smoke of some
passing steamer. Behind this long line of wild and picturesque

coast rise the mountains of the great central range, occasional breaks

in the tall coastline, as at Laxey, permitting us to see at a glance

their vast proportions from their very bases to their cloud-capped

summits. Far away in the north we can discern the sharp-peaked

Barrule, and close to it the rounded head of the giant Snafield, appear-

ing and disappearing as the wind drives the silvery mist across its

grassy sides. Nearer still, we may mark the successive peaks of

Bein-y-Phot, Garrachan, and Greebah. Directly in our front rises

the pointed -head of South Barrule, while in the south the range is

continued through the sharp outlines of Irey-na-Lhaa, and the long

swelling ridges of the Mull Hills to the Calf itself. We gaze long

and earnestly on the glorious combination of the sublime and beauti-

ful befoi'e us ; but we rapidly close in with the shore—the dark clifts

tower higher above our heads, and cast a broader shadow over the

clear green waves ; and suddenly rounding the southern corner of

the bay, we fire a gun, wliich is responded to from the shore, and al-

most at once we are in the midst of the throng and bustle of a fashion-

able watering-place.

The general axis of the island is from N.E. to S.W. : witliiu

this line rise the highest peaks of the mountain-range, and along its

sides lie the upturned edges of the Manx rocks. At two points in

this central axis the granite appears at the surface, probably in con-

sequence of the overlying rocks having suffered extensive denudation

— near the head of the Dhoon I'iver, about half-way between Laxey
and Bamsey, and on the eastern side of South Barrule. Between
the granites of these two localities there is an essential difterence,

the Dhoon granite being a syenite, and of a much finer and firmer

texture than that of Barrule. The granite of the latter locality is

extensively quarried for economical purposes.

Besting upon the granite is a series of slaty rocks, which, as we
recede from the central axis, passes regularly through the successive

stages of mica-sciiist, clay-slate, and grauvvackc-slate. Bespecting
the exact geological age of these rocks it is extremely diflicult to

speak, the few organisms hitherto found in them consisting chiefly of

some imperfectly-preserved fucoids and corals—very uncertain guides.

Stdi, taking into account tlie character of the lower portion of the
series, which is undoubtedly metamorphic, and the regular passage
into the upper and fossilitcrous portion—and, further, from a cttmpa-

ri.son of the few fossils whicli iiave been found in this upper portion

with those of other localities— it seems to be now admitted that the
upper portion of these rocks is to be regarded as Lower Cambrian.
One of the bett-preserved of these organisms, obtained from tlie

rocks of Douglas, and now in n\v own collection, has been lately

identified by an eminent ])ala?ontologist as genericully the same with
an unnamed fucuiil from the Camhrians of North Wales. These
schists attain an enormous vertical development, probably not less

than from 7UG0 to 10,0U(J feet. Their superficial dtvehq)ment is also.
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very extensive, extending over more than three-fourths of the whole
island. Their strike is within a few degrees of N.E. and S.W,

—

that is, parallel to the mountain-range—but the direction and inten-

sity of their dip is very various. Sometimes they dip seaward, as in

the north of Douglas Bay; at otlier places tliey dip landward, as in.

the south of Douglas Bay ; and in other localities, again, they dip ia
an intermediate direction, as in about the centre of Douglas Bay.
The average intensity of the dip of these rocks is very great. At Dou-
glas it varies from about 70° to 90°. At Langness it is from about 60°

to 80° ; and at Port St. Mary, still further south, it is almost equally-

great. At the foot of Garrachan, in the centre of the island, it is

from 50° to 60°. Upon these and numerous other similar data I

have founded my estimate of the thickness of these rocks. Their
composition and texture is also very varied. In contact with the
granite, they are " completely metamorphosed, passing regularly

through the stages of a gneissose rock and mica-schist into clay- and
grauwacke-schist." In the centre of the island they are chiefly mica-

slate ; near Peel they form a good roofing-slate ; at Spanish Head
they are so fibrous and tough as to be extensively quarried in lengths

of six or eight feet for piles, door-posts, chimney-pieces, etc. ; and
about Douglas they become hard and splintery, and are much used
for building purposes. In most of these rocks the cleavage is very

imperfectly developed, and in others it does not appear at all.

These rocks are exceedingly rich in metals—copper, lead, silver,

zinc, etc., being obtained. Several veins of lead and copper are

profitably worked. The mines at Laxey, about halfway between
Douglas and Ramsey, are especially noted. The vein runs nearly north

and south, and " contains copper-ore, lead-ore rich in silver, varying

from eighty to a hundred and twenty ounces in the ton of lead,"

and an ore of zinc, locally termed " Black Jack." To drain these

mines a monster wheel, 72 feet 6 inches in diameter, stated to be the

largest wheel of the kind in the world, is employed. Another mine,

nearly equally important in its operations, is worked at Foxdale, near

Peel. The lead obtained from this locality also contains a large

amount of silver, though not nearly so much as is obtained from the

Laxey ore. A third very extensive mine for copper and lead is

worked on Brada Head, about one mile from Port Erin, in the S.W.
of the island; and numerous other mines of greater or less impor-

tance have been in operation at different times. Many of these are

now abandoned, but it is more from the lack of funds than from the

exhaustion of the metals. This want of necessary funds has also

prevented the opening of new veins of great richness which are

known to exist. Whether the quartz-rocks associated witli this

series contain gold is a question of practical importance which we do

not here pretend to solve. Having, however, a due regard to the

generalizations of Sir Eoderick ]\[urchison respecting the gold-bear-

ing rocks, and to the experience of the last few years in various parts

of the world, especially in Xorth AVales and other parts of the British

Islands, it seems to us as not at all improbable that a cai-eful search
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by practical men would bo rewarded by the discovery of gold in re-

munerative quantities. Garnets, of a small size, are found at Greeba.
Kesting upon the upturned edges of the older schists are found, on

both sides of the island, some very interesting deposits of the Devo-
nian period. Of the intervening Silurian beds but few traces now
remain among the Manx rocks. Of their former existence, however,
we have satisfactory proof in the fact that water-worn pebbles of

Silurian age, containing characteristic fossils, enter largely into the
composition of the overlying Old Eed, particularly near Peel. The
Devonian rocks lie unconformably upon the underlying Cambrian
schists. At Langness, where this unconforniability of the two series

of rocks is beautifully exhibited, while their strike is almost identical,

their dip is opposed—the schists dipping S.E. at a high angle, and
the overlying Old Red dipping N. V\^ at an angle, in this place,

almost equally high. Tliey attain their greatest development to the
north of the central ridge near Peel, being there several hundred feet

thick,— principally of a workable sandstone. The venerable castle

and a great part of the town of Peel are built of it ; but it forms a
very indifferent building material, being very soft, and decomposing
rapidly by the action of the atmosphere. It is in the southern basin,

however, near the ruins of Eushen Abbey, and along the west coast

of Langness, that the rocks of this formation present their most in-

teresting features, and where their relations to the underlying schists

and the overlying limestone can be best observed. Proceeding along
the western shore of Langness, the schists, here of a deep claret

colour, are seen underlying the Old Red, and dipping inhmd (S.E.)

at a high angle, much contorted ; while the Old Red itself dips sea-

ward ( N'.AV.) at an angle equally high. The junction of the Old Red
with the overlying limestone is not well developed in this locality, still

by a little careful management it may be traced in the north-eastern
corner of the bay, and the direction and intensity of their dip may
be seen to be identical. The Old Red, as developed in this locality,

is a coarse conglomerate of quartz and other pebbles, many of them
of considerable size, enclosed in a red clayey matrix. It attains a
considerable thickness, but, so far as my own observations extend,
contains no fossils. It is possibly the equivalent of the conglomerate
beds of the typical " Old Red " of Herefordshire, etc.

Further inland, near the ruins of Rushen Abbey, founded in 1134
by the Cistercian monks of Furness, we may tiace the passage of the
Devonian beds into the overlying Carboniferous limestone with
greater accunu-y. The conglomerate has here lost its characteristic
red colour, and appears as a thin bed of very small white quartz
pebbles in a limy matrix, enclosing the characteristic fossils, princi-

pally OrthiH S/iarpei, of the lowest Carbonif(>rous rocks. About a
mile higher up the Silverburn, near Athol Bridge, the passage of this
grey conglomerate into tlie dark limestones and shales of the lower
Carboniferous beds may be distinctly traced. The mnne api)earanccs
are also very clearly seen in ascending the lirough, a low hdl over-
looking the romantic valley of the Santonsburn, about two milea
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N.E. of Castletown, where tlie Old Red is seen resting unconforra-

ably upon the slaty schists as a conglomerate of (]uartz and Silurian

pebbles, enclosed first in a deep red clayey matrix, then in a grey

calcareous one, and then passing conformably into the dark lime-

stone above.

Resting conformably upon the Old Red conglomerate are the lower

beds of the Carboniferous limestone, and with such regularity does

the transition take place, that the characteristic fossils of the one
formation are found mingled with those of the other. The Carboni-

ferous limestone is now found only in the south of the island, but it

formerly existed in the north, near Peel ; and there is evidence of its

continuance below low-water mark oft" the Peel coast.

In the south it covers an area of about twelve square miles, com-
prehending the whole of tlie S.E. corner of the island from Coshua-

hawin, near tlie mouth of the Santonsburn, round the coast to Per-

wick Bay, a little south of Port St. Mary, thence along a line of fault

inland to Athol Bridge, and from Athol Bridge to Coshnahawin Head,
with the exception of the southern extremity of Languess. Through-
out the whole of this extensive area the limestone immediately under-

lies the superficial covering of Drift clay, etc., and in this locality,

particularly along the coast from Coshnahawin Head to Port St.

Mary, the phenomena of limestone deposits may be studied with

great advantage.

The ditt'ereuces of composition, texture, and colour among the

different limestone beds of this area are very great. Thus at Derby-
haven and Port St. Mary on the coast, and at Ballasalla in the inte-

rior, the limestone is very dark in colour, extremely hard, and makes
a remarkably useful lime for agricultural and other purposes ; while

the limestone from Poolvash, in the centre of the basin, is very

light coloured, rather soft, and is not equally convertible into lime.

In other parts it is altered by the intrusion of Trap rock into a pure

dolomite, as at Scarlet and Strandhall. In the N.E. corner of Cas-

tletown Bay it is of a brown arenaceous character, and highly crystal-

lized in texture. A. comparison of the fossil contents of these beds

also indicates great differences in the physical conditions under which

they were deposited. In the dark-coloured limestone of Derby-

haven, etc., organic remains are comparatively rare, while in the

light-coloured tiiey are, in most places, so numerous as to form fully

two-thirds of the substance of the rock itself, and to give it its cha-

racteristic ligiit colour. Out of a list of 222 species of Manx Car-

boniferous fossils published by Mr. Cumming, only 76 species are

found in the lower or dark limestone, while 15:^ are found in the

upper or light-coloured beds. Further, these two series of rocks
" have comparatively few^ species in common, and those which are

common are mostly such as have a great vertical range." Out of

the 222 species collected by Mr. Cumming, only 30 or 7-4 of the

whole are common to the two series of rocks. Hence Mr. Cumming,
when investigating these beds in 1848, was led to divide the lower

member of the Manx Carboniferous rocks into two groups—the upper
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or light-coloured limestone of Poolvash, aud the lower or dark-

coloured limestoue of Derbyhaven, etc. The list of the Manx Car-

boniferous fossils upon which this subdivision of the Manx limestone

ii)to two groups is principally based, is of course very far from being

complete ; we have in our own collection several not included in it,

and undoubtedly a more careful search would disclose many more

;

while several designated in it as species have since been reduced to

the condition of mere varieties. Yet, on the whole, it is a trust-

worthy record, and the minute observations accompanying it are

carefully made and generally accurate ; we feel, therefore, no diflB.-

culty in accepting this proposed division of the lower portion of the

Manx Carboniferous limestoue into at least two distinct groups.

Subsequent to the deposition of the Poolvash beds a great change

seems to have taken place in the physical condition of this part of the

southern basin. The strata were violently disturbed along a line of

fault parallel, or nearly so, with the present coast-line, and a consi-

derable outburst of trap took place, which has greatly altered the

underlyirg limestoue, in some places converting it into pure dolomite.

The extreme violence of this outburst, however, seems to have soon

abated, after which the volcanic ash was poured out so quietly as

not to interfere to any great extent with the ordinary operations of

organic life—organic remains being found imbedded in it as regu-

larlv as in the limestone. At the same time that this submarine

eruption was thus forming in one part of the basin a thick bed of

volcanic ash, a deposit of black carbonaceous mud was also being

formed in another part, and these two dissimilar sources by ming-
ling have formed a very curious and interesting rock, one or other

of the two ingredients predominating according to the varying cir-

cumstances of the case. " At one period the carbonaceous deposit

seems to have entirely prevailed
;
perhaps the volcanic action entirely

ceased, gathering strength for a subsequent eruption. The bed then

formed has its own lithological character and fossils ; it is the black

Poolvash marble." After a time, however, this period of quiet de-

po.sit was abruptly terminated, and the volcanic action renewed with

increased violence; thetrappean and mixed beds already formed were
violently broken up, reduced to a fragmentary condition, aud mixed
up with a fresh outpouring of volcanic matter ; and a sort of " trap

breccia" was formed, in which the imbedded fragments of the older

rocks are considerably altered by heat.

Such is a brief and very im|)erfect account, agreeing mainly with

INIr. Cuinming's, of a remarkably interesting series of rocks over-

lying the Manx Carboniferous limestone. Connnencing near the

Slack of Scarlet, a huge mass of columnar basalt, insulated at high

water and forming the S.W. horn of Castletown Bay, stretching

along the south coast to Poolvash Bay, a distance of about two miles,

they include, in addition to the imbedded limestone of pure or mixed
origin, almost every variety of igneous trap, from the light porous
asli to the hard Lolumnar basalt, and present an appearance wild and
rugged beyond description.

VOL. V. 2 a
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The strike of the underlying limestone is nearly due north and

south, and the dip is to the west, at a generally low angle. In some

places the tuff underlies the " black marble," sometimes it overlies

it : in some places again they are interstratified, while in others they

form beds of a mixed character. In all, the characteristic fossils are

found. The black marble is remarkable as containing the only traces

of coal-plants found on the island, several species of ferns, calamites,

and lepidodendra having been found in it. This marble admits of a

high polish, and is exteiisively quarried for architectural and other

purposes. Here the palaeozoic series of the Isle of Man terminates.

I'rom these rocks, evidently belonging to the lower beds of the coal-

measures, to the clays and gravels of the Pleistocene group, there is

a great gap, which we have little hope of ever being able to fill

;

either the intervening deposits have never had an existence here,

which is the more probable, or else they have been completely de-

nuded and no trace of them now remains. Of the history of this

vast period we are not, however, altogether ignorant, several of the

numerous faults and dykes found in different parts clearly belonging

to it ; and we are thus, by tracing their effects, able to gather a few

meagre particulars respecting the nature of operatious which would

otherwise have escaped all notice.

Crossing these tufaceous beds and parallel to them are trap dykes,

which in their passage through them and the subjacent limestone

have greatly dislocated and contorted the strata. The interesting

question thus arises, what effect, if any, these igneous intrusions

had upon these beds ? Again, in the north of the peninsula of

Langness there is au enormous development of greenstone, and the

peninsula is crossed in all directions by numerous greenstone dykes,

one of them more than forty feet broad, where it emerges from under

the schists. The peninsula itself is a mass of Cambrian schists,

once undoubtedly covered by Devonian and Carboniferous deposits,

but of which its central and eastern parts are now completely de-

nuded. What connection was there between these igneous intrusions

and the elevation of the peninsula, one consequence of which was

the denudation of these later beds ? But leaving these and many
other similar speculations respecting the possible or probable effects

of the numerous faults and dykes wliich cross many parts of the

island like network, we come to notice more particularly a great line

of fault which has undoubtedly played a conspicuous part in the later

geological history of the island. This great fault extends from Per-

wick Bay, half a mile south of Port St. Maiy, in a north-eastwardly

direction, through Port St. Mary, Strandhall, and Athol Bridge, and

cuts off abruptly all the Devonian and Carboniferous rocks. To the

north-west of this line are the Cambrian schists, dipping, at an

angle of varying intensity, to the south. To the south-east of it

are the lower beds of the Carboniferous limestone, dipping, at a very

low angle, to the east. The uplift is consequently to the north-west

of this line. Its value cannot, with the scanty facts respecting it in

our possession, be accurately estimated; but it must have been very
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great, as it includes the whole of the Manx Cai'boniferous series, the

Devonian conglomerate, and a considerable portion of the underlying

schists. Subsequent to the production of this great fault, in what-
ever portion of the missing series it took place, a great denuding
force passed over the island, sweeping away the whole of the uplifted

rocks to the north of the fault, and reducing both its sides to the

same uniform level. Of this long-continued period of denudation, we
have additional evidence in various other parts of the island ; on Lang-
ness, in the neighbourhood of Coshnahawin Head, etc., and particu-

larly in the neighbourhood of Douglas Bay, Avhere we have developed

the uppermost beds of the clay-schists, containing fossils which iden-

tify them with equivalent strata in other localities ; these show dis-

tinctly marks of very extensive denudation. It is highly probable

that the granite on the east side of Barrule was laid bare at that

epoch, granitic pebbles appearing for the first time, so far as is known,
in the Pleistocene gravels. Tiiat this denudation took place before

the deposition of the Pleistocene beds, we have the most distinct

proof in these beds resting in an undisturbed position along the line

of the great fault.

The superficial deposits of the Isle of Man are, in many respects,

peculiarly well developed, and at the present time are remarkably in-

teresting. We have first a very thick deposit of boulder-clay, con-

taining numerous boulders of quartz, etc., occasionally of large size

;

this is succeeded by alternating beds of sand and gravel, enclosing

enormous boulders of both native and foreign extraction. Connected
with these beds are two series of remarkable low hills, one in the
south of the island extending from the mouth of the Santon's Burn,
in a south-west direction, towards the mountain-range, and the other,

nortlierly, stretching " from Point Cranstal to Blue Head." Their
general direction is almost parallel to the central range, and also to

the direction of the glacial currents, as exhibited by the groovings
and scratchings in the underlying rocks. They consist of the clay,

sand, and gravel of the Boulder formation, in the usual order : first,

the clay of the colour of the underlying rocks, and containing frag-

ments of them partially rounded; then sandy gravel, much of wliich

is of foreign origin ; and lastly, the Drift gravel, often enclosing large

boulders of limestone, granite, etc. This order is well developed in

the banks of the Silverburn, near the Creggans. Mount Strange, or

Hango Hill, as it is more commonly called, at the head of Castletown
Bay, is another interesting relic of the Boulder-chiy formation. It

rises about twenty feet above higli-water, and consists of the Drift-

clay enclosing inunerous boulders of limestone, granite, quartz, etc.,

many of large size. I measured one, of dark-coloured limestone,

probably from Derbyliaven, and found it almost three feet across each
way. 1 also obtained from the clay at this spot, a number of shells

of the Boreal type, mostly in good preservation. This clift" is crowned
with the ruins of the old place of execution, three fragments of the
walls of which still remain, built of limestone, about a foot and a

half thick. It is rapidly wasting away, and at tlie present rate a few
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years Tvill witness its complete destruction. Some very interesting

historical associations are connected with this spot, and the readers

of Scott will regard it with increased interest when they remember
that William Christian, of Eoualdsmay, was shot here in 1G62, for

surrendering the island to Cromwell's army.

To this period also belong the numerous natural arches and caves

found along the coast
;
probably, however, most of them belong

mainly to the later portion of the Pleistocene age. They are found

on all parts of the island, wherever the nature of the coast-line was
favourable to their formation. Many of tliera run considerable dis-

tances into the cliffs, frequently winding tortuously ; in other in-

stances they are merely deep straight chambers in the rocks* They
are usually but little elevated above the existing higli-water mark,

and appear to contain only the ordinary shingle and sand of the

neighbouring shore. The most remarkable of these arches and caves

are those on the western side of Langness. The rocks there are

greatly dislocated by tlie intrusion of several greenstone dykes, two

of which intersect at tiiis spot, and the strata thus weakened have

yielded to the action of the waves, an extensive series of arches and
caves having been the result. One of the most remarkable of these

is an arch about twenty-six feet wide, fifteen feet high, and eighteen

feet deep. The floor and walls are composed of slaty schists, here of

a deep clai'et-colour, thrown up at a high angle, and much contorted

by the neighbouring greenstone ; the roof is formed of the Old Ked
conglomerate, which is of the characteristic deep red colour, and rests

almost horizontally upon the edges of the upturned schists. This

arch stands a few feet above high-water mark, but it is evidently only

the relics of what was once a vast cavern, extending far below the

level of the sea. Its sides (the lower portion consisting of the con-

torted schists, and the upper of the coarse conglomerate) extend

seaward from thirty to forty yards beyond the arch itself, a great part

of this being below high-water, and the partially enclosed space much
encumbered with huge masses of fallen conglomerate, evidently the

debris of the broken roof. Several others of the series equal, if they

do not even exceed, this one in magnitude. One in particular,

roughly measured by pacing, in its entire state would have been a

cave fully sixty yards deep,—twenty yards of its depth being below

high-water,—ten yards wide, and, at its upper end, eight yards high.

At its upper extremity it is still covered with a roof for about twenty-

five feet, and its walls are there nearly thirty feet high, sloping thence

down to the water. These caves and arches present many featiu-es

of great interest, and are deserving of a fuller investigation. The

occurrence also in this locality of the Cambrian schists, the Devonian

conglomerate, and tlie Carboniferous limestone, in their characteristic

positions, together with the numerous greenstone dykes, make Lang-

ness, to the geologist, one of the most interesting spots to be found

in the whole island ; while the wild and rocky nature of its coast,

and the many picturesque views to be obtained from it of the beau-

tiful bay and neighbourhood of Castletown, cause it to be a favourite

place of resort for both natives and visitors.
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Another excellent locality for the study of these arches and caves,

is the coast about the mouth of the Santou's Burn, two miles N.E. of

Castletown. As at Langnesa, the strata are much disturbed by the

intrusions of greenstone, and, in consequence, several magnificent

arches and a number of moderately-sized caves have been hollowed

out in the rocks. Some interesting specimens may also be found at

Port Soderic, a small inlet of great beauty about four miles south of

Douglas ; at Spanish Head and the Calf, where are some splendid

grottos, and where the remarkable one called the " Eye " deserves

particular notice ; also at Peel, where many small but interesting

caves have been scooped out of the Old lied conglomerate.

The organic remains found in these deposits are of the usual

character. In the Boulder-clay, fragments of the bones of cetaceans,

etc., have been found ; and in the clays and sands, shells belonging

to existing species are found in great abundance, " the most frequent

species being TelUna solidula, Venus cassina, Astarte Scotica, and
Turritella terehra.^''

The phenomena of the Drift period may be well studied in the

great valley which crosses the middle of the island, between Douglas

and Peel, and in most of tlie side-valleys communicating with it, par-

ticularly Spring valley and the valley of West Baldwin ; also in the

flat districts of the north, and in many of the valleys of the south.

In some of these localities, and especially in various parts of the

great central valley, the successive elevations of the post-glacial sea-

bottom may be very distinctly traced, until, in very recent times, it

assumed its present level. In very recent times, geologically, the

sea entered this valley at both its extremities, and it was drained

finally by an alteration of the sea-level, which was probably the last

tliat affected to any great extent the physical condition of the island
;

an event which seems to have taken place within the traditional age,

if the name of the former residence of the Duke of Athol—Port-e-

chee, the haven of peace—or the assertion of the inhabitants of Dou-
glas, that the land is even now gaining upon the sea, may be received

as evidence. On the low alluvial land laid bare at the mouth of the
Douglas by this latest alteration of sea-level, the old town of Douglas
is built, and the inhabitants state that within memory the sea has

retired a considerable distance, and that houses which, when built,

were close to higli-water mark, are now at some distance from it. So
small was this uprise, and so inconsiderable is the elevation of this

valley above the existing sea-level, that a very slight depression of the
land would again cover it with the waters of the sea, and again divide

the island into two or more portions. This valley is drained on its

eastern declivity by the Douglas, and on its western by the Neb, both
of which rise close beside each other near St. John's, and so incon-

siderable is the heiglit of their soui'ces, tliat the cutting away of a

foot or two of turf in this spot, would cause the Neb to flow eastward
to Douglas, or make the Douglas flow westward to Peel.

In connection with these oscillations of sea-level, we may also

notice the fact, that in the south of the island, near Strandhall, be-
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tween high- and low-water, is a bed of turf "about a foot tliiek, witl-

the truuks of trees, chiefly ash and fir, standing upright, and theii

roots running down into the alluvial blue sandy marl. These roots
may be traced for several feet, and it is plain that ' here they lived
and died.'" Mr. Gumming states, iu 1848, that he has in his pos-
session one of these tree-stumps, bearing vpo7i it " marks ofa hafcliet ;"

and he further records, on what he considers unquestionable testi-

mony, that during a violent storm in 1827, the sands at a spot a little

to the west of Strandhall were swept away, and a vast number of
trunks, some erect and others overthrown towards the sea, were
exposed, and that ^^ thefoundations of a primitive huf iverelaid hare,

together with some ^'antique, uncouth-looking instruments.''^ These
facts, taken in connection with the traditions respecting the presence
of the sea at Port-e-chee, are of the highest importance in their bear-
ings upon the great question of the antiquity of the human race, and
would, if properly authenticated, establish the fact of great physical
changes having passed over the island duriiig the human epoch. The
subject is certainly deserving of further investigation.

Additional evidence of these successive uprises of the land exists

at difterent parts of the coast in the shape of ancient beaches and
beds of gravel at various elevations. Good examples of both may be
found in the neighbourhood of Douglas. The old town itself is built

upon the last-raised beach, and in digging for building or other pur-
poses, a considerable thickness of fine sand is passed through, identical

with that now found on the adjacent shore, and often containiuof

fragments of bones much decomposed. Behind this most recent of
the raised beaches there rises to a considerable height all round the

bay a much more ancient one, in some places consisting of the under-
lying slaty schists, and in others—near Castle IMona, for instance

—

of thick beds of fine sand, similar to that composing the present
beach.

In the interior and in the north of the island, particularly at St.

John's, between Douglas and Peel, and at Ballaugh, between Peel
and Kamsey, are extensive marl-beds, in which fragments, and occa-

sionally whole skeletons, of the great Irish—or rather Manx elk, as it

is asserted that the first specimen of this gigantic animal was disco-

vered here, and not in Ireland—are found. The most perfect speci-

men known was found in a marl -pit at Ballaugh, in 1819, at a depth
of eighteen feet, and was presented by the Duke of Athol to the

University of Edinburgh ; a magnificent head and horns from the

same place is now in the British Museum. These marls are full of

fresh-water shells of existing species, and occasionally become a true

shell-marl.

liesting upon these marls, and filling up the hollows of most of the

upland valleys, are extensive peat-bogs of great thickness. They
contain great quantities of trunks of trees, principally pines and
oaks, proving the fact—of which, indeed, we have frequent notice iu

Manx history—of the woody character of the island in former times.

This peat, owing to the want of coal in the island, is of great value,

and is very extensively used by the natives as fuel.
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Near Spanish Head the rocks are rent by twelve perpendicular

fissures of uuknowu depth, opening out towards the sea, aud dividing

the headland into huge pyramidal and conical masses, " wliich over-

hang the shore," and seem ready on the slightest disturbance to fall

headlong into the waves beneath. " In one of these recesses, which

penetrates many hundred yards into the solid rock, is a circle of

erect stones, appearing to have been a Druidical temple, for which,

from the solitude and sublimity of the situation, no place could be

more ap])ropriate." These "chasms" are probably the effects of an

earthquake in very early times.

PKOCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geological Society of Londox.—March 19.—The Papers were
1. "On the Sandstones, and their associated deposits, in the Valley of

the Eden, the Cumberland Plain, and the South-east of Dumfriesshire."

By Prof. H. Harkness, F.ll.S., F.G.S. Having defined the area occupied

by these sandstones, breccias, clays, and flagstones, and referred to the

publislied memoirs in which some notices of these deposits have been
given by Bucklaud, Sedgwick, Philhps, and Binney. the author described,

1st, a section near Kirklw-Stephcn, across the vale of the Eden, where
two breccias, separated by sandy clay-beds, underlie sandstones of con-

siderable thickness ; 2udly, a section across Eden Vale from Great Orm-
side to lloman Fell, in which the breccias, associated with sandstones,

form a mass 2000 feet thick, and are succeeded by tliin sandstones, shales

(with fossils), and thin limestone, altogether about 160 feet, and next by
sandstones 700 feet thick. This is the typical section ; tlie fossilifcrous

shales are regarded by Prof. Harkness as equivalent to the Permian Marl-
slate of Durham; they contain (at Hilton Beck) remains of Coniferce,

Neuropteris, Sphenopterls, Weis.iifes (?), Caulerpites selnf/inoides (P), Cu-
j>>'essites UJlmani (?), Voltzia P/iill/'psii (?), Ci/athocrinns ramosus, and
Terehratula eloncjata. The breccias and sandstone beneath, previously

recognized as Permian, are here referred to tlic Ivothliegeude ; and the

sandstones above are regarded as belonging to the Trias. Detailed de-

scriptions of the sandstones and breccias in the country between Great
Ormside and Penrith were then given, and tlie gypseous character of the

clays at Long Martin and Townsend noticed. In the section across the

vale of the Eden from the west of Penrith to Hartside Fell, the Permian
breccias, sandstone, and flags are nearly 5000 feet thick, but the clay series

is pourly represented. North of Peiu'ith the flagstones bear foot-marks

(at Brownrigg) like those of Corncockle Muir. Mr. Harkness next de-

scribed several sections of these Permian rocks in the western Westmore-
land ; and traced them to the other side of the Solway Forth, in Dum-
friesshire (as described in former pa])ers). Some renuu'ks on the relations

of the Permian beds of Cumberland and AVestmoreland with those of St.

Bee's Head, near Whiteluivcu, and those of Annaudale and Nithdale,

concluded the paper.

2. "On the Daite of the Last El<«vation of the Central A'alley of
Scotland." By Archibald Geikie, F.RS.E., F.G.S. After alluding to

the position and niiturc of the raised beach which, at the height of from
2U to 30 feet above the present high-water-mark, fringes the coast-line of
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Scotland, the author propeeded to describe the works of art which had
been found in it. From their occurrence in beds of ekvated silt and sand,

containing layers of marine shells, it was evident that the change of level

had been effected since the commencement of the human period. The
character of the remains likewise proved that the elevation could not be
assigned to so ancient a time as the Stone Period of the archajologist. The
canoes which had from time to time been exhumed from the upraised

deposits of the Clyde at Glasgow clearly showed that at the time when at

least the more finished of them were in use, the natives of this part of

Scotland were acquainted with the use of bronze, if not of iron. The
remains found in the corresponding beds of the Forth estuary likewise

indicated that there had been an upheaval long after the earlier races had
settled in the coinitry, and that the movement was subsequent to the

employment of iron. From the Firth of Tay similar evidence was adduced
to indicate an upheaval possibly as recent as the time of the Roman occu-

pation. The author then cited several antiquaries aaIio, from a considera-

tion of the present position of the Eoman remains in Scotland, had inferred

a considerable change in the aspect of the coast-line since the earlier

centuries of the Christian era. He pointed out also several circumstances

in relation to tliese lloman relics, wliicli tended to show a change of level,

and he referred to the discovery of Eoman pottery in a point of the raised

beach at Leith. The conclusion to which the evidence led him was, that

since the first century of our era the central parts of Scotland, from the

Clyde to the Forth and the Tay, had risen to a height of from 20 to 25

feet above their present level.

April 2, 1862.—The following communications were read :

—

1. " On some Eemains of Chiton from the Mountain-limestone of York-
shire." By J. W. Kirliby, Esq.

These remains consist of eight separate plates of four species of Chiton,

found by Mr. Burrow, of Settle, in the Lower Scar Limestone of that

neighbourhood. These new species, determined by Mr. Kirkby, are

Chiton BxiTowianiis, Kirkby, Ch. coloratus, Kirkby, two species unde-

termined, and a trace of Chitonelhis {?). These appear to be the first

Chitons observed in the Carboniferous limestone of England ; but fourteen

others, and a Chitonellus, have been found in strata of the same age in

Belgium and elsewhere, and have been described by Miinster, De Koninck,

and De E-yckholt.

2. " On some Fossil ReptiUa, of the Order Ganocephala, from the

Coal-measures of the South Joggins, Nova Scotia." By Professor Owen,
F.B..S., F.G.S.
The specimens described in this coiumunication were (together with

remains of XyJohius and Fiqxt) obtained by Dr. Dawson, F.G.S. , in 1861,

from two fossil stumps of trees, and were referred to in his communication

read before the Society on November 6, 1861. Professor Owen has deter-

mined among the specimens submitted to him the following small Eeptilian

forms

—

Hylonomits Lyelli, Dawson, S. aciedentatus, Dawson, II. Wymani,
Dawson, Ilylerpeton Dawsoni (nov. gen. et sp.), Owen, and Dcndrerpeton

Acadianum, Owen.
3. " On the Occurrence of Mesozoic and Permian Fauna; in Eastern

Australia." By the Eev. W. B. Clarke, F.G.S.

Mr. W. P. Gordon having been recpested by the Eev. W. B. Clarke to

search for fossils in his neighbourhood (between the Balonne and Maranoa
Elvers) and in the Fitzroy Downs, Queensland, was successful in making
a large collection of specimens at the Wollund)llla Creek. These he sent

to Mr. Clarke, who forv^arded them to Professor M'Coy, at Melbourne,
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for his oxaTiiiiiation. Tliey provo to be ebiefly of Lower Mcsozoie genera ;

there are also a few (from the Fitzroy Downs, about thirteen miles to the

N.W.) which belong to lower beds. Some fossils long since obtained from
the ^Vlantuan Downs (200 miies N. of Wollumbill.i) prove to be of Per-
mian character (Auloslerfcs or Slrophalosia). Productus and Ci/athucrinus

(Carboniferous ?) have been met with on the Dawson Eiver.

^\r. Clarke considers his unfossiliferous Wianamatla Beds, above tlie

coal-measures, near Sydnej, as being probably the equivalent of the fos-

siliferous strata at AVollumbilla Creek. Professor n'O'Dj"^ regards the

latter as belonging to the same formation as the coal-beds with Glo.s.-iopfcris.

The fossils are included in the Catalogue of the Products of !New South
Wales for exhibition in London in 1862.

4. " On the Footprint of an Icjaanodon, latelv found at Hastings." By
A. Tylor, Esq., F.G.S.

After alluding to former accounts of fossil footprints (and natural casts

of footprints) found in the cliffs near Hastings, and having stated that

Dr. Harwood in 18 IG suspected these prints to have been due to the

Icjrianodon, the author described a large three-toed footprint, 21 inches

long, by 9| in width, lately expo.sed by a fall at East Cliff. A cast of
this print was exhibited by Mr. C. J. Mann. Mr. Tylor alluded to Pro-
fessor Owen's figure of the bones of the three-toed foot of an Ignanodon
as illustrative of a foot capable of producing such imprints as those re-

ferred to. The author then showed, liy a newly -constructed section of the

Hastings coast, that the footprints occur in at least two zones of the

Wealden beds,—one of them being just above the chief sandstone (or

Castle Sandrock) of Hastings, and dipping down to the west on the top

of the Bexhdl cliffs ; the other zone being about 100 feet below, as already
pointed out by Mr. Beckles, near Lee Ness.
Mechanics' Institute, Eichmonu, Yorkshire.—\st April.—^fr. Ed-

ward Wood, F.G.S., the president of the Institute, delivered a lecture

in the Town Hall on "Coal, Coalpits, and Pitmen," to a densely crowded
audience. The lecture had been originally announced for the benefit only
of the members of the institute, and to be given in their own room, but
at the solicitation of the Mayor, Mr. Wood consented to deliver it in the
Town Hall, for the benefit of all, whether members or not. The Mayor
(Mr. G. Smurthwaite, jun.) took the chair.

Mr. Wood commenced by a short but very telling description of the
state of the globe prior to the time when the Carboniferous series was
deposited, hi the upjjcr part of which the coal-measures are placed. These
were then de.-crilied, and the geograjjhical conditions of the British region
in the Coal-era. *• Our coal-fields," said the lecturer, " are so circumscribed
that, if the constHU])tion of coal iroes on iiu-reasing in the same ratio tliat

it has been doing of late, namely, (loul)liiig itself in twenty years, we shall

exiiaust all the workable coal in tiie British Isles in less than live huiulred
yeai-s hence. This was a most inqjortant consideration, for how much of
our country's greatness did we not owe to coal? Besides oin* machinery
(all driven l)y coal), we derived heat and light from it. And from coal also,

our chemists, esi)ecially Profissor Iloflraan and Mr. Perkin, have lately

learned to derive new and beautiful dyes—mauve, nuigenta, solferino. and
others. Gas-tar was, till within a few years ago, considered worse than
useless—to touch it was to be defiled ; but our clu^misls now extracted the
sweetest of perfinncs and the most elegant of colours, which, after being
concealed in the earth's recesses for countless ages pst, are now brought
out bright enough to gladden the heartu of the cardinals at Kome, inj-

portant euougli to have materially iullueuced the fashion-leaders of the day,
Vol.. V. *2 It
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aud brilliant enouifli to give a lustre even to the clieek of beauty." With,

the asaistauce of a ground-plan of colliery workings, Mr. Wood explained

the wonders of a pit, with its upcast shaft, its downcast shaft, its furnaces,

engines, its cages and its levels, the wonderful and yet simple history of

its ventilation, the mode of winning the coal, the colliers as they worked.
It is the habit too much, the lecturer said, to blame colliery proprietors for

carelessness. He believed that great and vigilant care was used, if not

alone from the sense of right aud duty yet at all events from the fear of

accidents, which were destnu'tive to property in a manner ruhious in the

extreme. Legislative interference was, he believed, too much and some-
what ignorantly asked for. Our colliery population Mr. Wood estimated

at l,500,tfOO, of whom 400,000 were men and boys actually employed in

the pits. Mr. Wood described most feelingly and eloquenily the daring

and endurance of the nien who, day after day, worked purely from the love

for their fellow-men, to rescue their poor comrades at tlie late accident at

Hartley. He then detailed with most engaging particidarity the objects

to be seen within the collier's cottage, throiighout which there v\as mar-
vellous, almost painful, neatness aud cleanliness. The collier's wife never
thinks of reducing her fire ; her room is always at a roasting temperature ;

and when at last nature can no longer stand it, she opens the door, and
this constantly, be it winter or summer. Mr. Wood concluded his lecture

with some very amnsiug anecdotes.

Manchester Geological Society.—February 25.—The propriety of

forming a local fund for the relief of widows dependent upon coal-miners

killed or hurt, was the subject of some discussion. The papers read

were :—1. " On Mr. Aytoun's Patent Safety Cage for Miners." By Mr.
J. J. Landale, Mining Engineer, Edinburgh. 2. "On the Gases met
with in Coal-Mines, and the Genei-al Principles of Ventilation." By J. J.

Atkinson, Esq., H. M. Inspector of Mines for the South Durham district.

Liverpool Geological Society.—March 2iih.—The president,

Henry Duckworth. F.L.S., E.G. S., read a paper "On Flint Implements
from the Drift ; being a description of a visit to Amiens and Abbeville

during the summer of 1861."

Mr. Duckworth did not discover any worked flints himself, but he exhi-

bited several very characteristic specimens, some of them being obtained

from the quarrymen, and others presented to him by Monsieur Boucher
de Perthes and Monsieur Puisard. Mr. Duckworth also exhibited a

human skull, which he disinterred from the brick-earth bed, in v\ hat was
stated to be a somewhat unusual position. The paper was illustrated by
drawings of sections, etc. In conclusion, Mr. Duckwortli remarked that

in examining these Drift beds both at Amiens and Abl)eville, but more
especially at the former place, it seemed to him tliat they must have been

deposited very rapidly. There is no evidence whatever, so far as he could

judge, of any very slow or gradual formation ; and the impression left

upon his mind was that they have been produced by some sharp and
sudden catastrophe.

" On the Strata of the Storeton Quarries, near Liverpool." By G. H.
Morton, F.G.S.

After referring to the Keuper formation as it occurs near the town of

Liverpool, the strata of Storeton (in Chesliire) were described as belonging

to the lower part of that formation. The base is a conglomerate, several

feet thick ; strata of white and yellow sandstone with several beds of

shale and marl succeed, the thickness altogether being about 200 feet.

About 130 feet from tlie base of the formation there is a bed or band
of sandstone, three feet tliick, with two or three seams of marl, aud
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many ripple-marked surfaces. It is onlj- in tliis limited band tliat fnot-

prints of the Cheirotherium and four other much smaller reptilian impres-

sions have been found; the only other trace of a fossil that has l)eeQ

discovered being the remains of an Ecjuisetifonn reed at Flaybrick, a
neighbourinir locality in similar strata. Higher beds of the Keuper sand-

stone occur towards the cast of Liverpool, where thick strata of grey and
red shales, with yellow and red sandstones, form the u])permost part of

the Keuper on the Lancashire side of the Mersey. In Cheshire the over-

lying " jRed ]\rarl " can be seen reposing upon still higher strata, about
Greasby and other villages in Wirral. The tiiickness of the whole of the

Keuper formation near Liverpool is proliably about 55i) feet.

Glasgow Geological Society.—Wtli April.—About thirty of the

members of the Glasgow Geological Society ])roceeded on their first ex-

cursion of the season. The ground examined extemls between B')\^ling

and the river Leven. The luMghts above Auchcntorlie House were found
to be trappean ; a considerable platform of white sandstone in one spot,

little affected by the surrounding igneous rocks, has been quarried for

building pur])0ses. Where the sandstone is contiguous to the trap, it is

much altered. The excursionists next struck off' in a north-westerly direc-

tion, skirting the bold escarpment of the "Lang Craig;" crossing the eastern

branch of the Garshake Jiurn, they discovered atraj)-dyke intersecting and
exposing a seam of tlie pecviliar thin-bedded grey limestone of the " Bal-

lagan " series of strata, evidently underlying the thick-bedded sandstone
of the higher level. A short fl alk brought the party to Garshake Burn.
Here a highly interesting section of shale, sandstone, and limestone, ap-

pears for a considei'iible distance along the banks of the stream. Then the

])arty proceeded to Auchenreoch Glen, still further west. This glen di-

vides into two branches, the stream which threads it ffowinginto the Leven
aliove Dumbarton, and the beautiful sections of strata exposed in its banks
have long attracted the attention of geologists.

The " Gates of Sodom," a vertical dyke of greenstone-porphyry cross-

ing the course of the stream, which flov\s through a breach in this natural

barrier, was an object of remark, as Avas also a grotesijue column of tu-

faceous felstone, locally known as "Lot's Wife." Other trap-dykes were
found intersecting and disturbing the strata, and in the lower part of the
glen a seam of fibrous gypsum was discovered in the shale.

The course of the stream was then followed to the low ground, where
the underlying Old Red sandstone was expected to apjjcar, but the junc-
tion could not be observed on account of the superincumbent drift. Some
of liie members now parted for J >uml);u'ton. but some continued towards
Bowling, and after viewing the junction of liie Old Ileil \s ith tlie " Bailagau
beds" in Ltumbuck (ilen, and visiting iJumbuck. fini.shcd with groping by
moonlight for zolitic minerals in Bowling (piarry.—not without success.

Geologists' Association.- Jy^r// 7. l.S(i2.— ATr. Cresy read a ]>ai)er

"On some ancient skulls and Hint-implements found in the Essex marslu-s
dnring the jirogrcss of the Northern Outfall Sewer of tlio Metropolitan
JVIain Drainage Works."
The three skulls exiiihited were fouiul along the line of the sewer, one

on the cast, and anf)ther on the west side of tlie Biver Lea, and the third,

to which the greatesi interest attaciied, in the East Ham marslus. A
diagram was exhibiled showing sections of the strata at various points.

From one to two feet of surface soil, chieffy vegetable monhl, was first

penetrated, then a bed of yellow or brown clay, three to five feet, then
blii(> clay, two to f )ur feel,—this sometimes allernaterl witii lieds of prat.
- and then the gravel was reached. No shelU of any kind have yet been
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found, nor is there any other evidence by which the age of the several de-

posits can be determined.

The author did not assign the higliest antiquity to any of the skulls ex-

hibited, as the tlint-tools found near them were not of the earliest or drift

tyre ; these (exhibited) were both polished and chipped.

Previously to describing the skulls, the author enumerated the most

marked characteristics of the Orcadian, Scandinavian, Ancient British,

Eoman. and Saxon skulls, comparing the one \Aith the other, at the same

time admitting the difficulty of an absolute classification, and pointing out

the wide diflerences existing among individuals of the same race. Still,

the causes of modification being fewer and less aclive amongst ancient

than amongst modern races, it was easier to arrive at more certainty of

determination m ancient skulls than of those of our present mixed races.

The author pointed out that the three skulls exhibited separate and well-

marked types. That from the west side of the river Lea was comparatively

small and well-proportioned, and apparently of a young person.

The second, from the east of the river Lea, was of large size, with im-

mense posterior development, and was evidently that of a man past middle

life. The large bony crest of the occipital bone was extremely marked
by the former attacJiment of large and powerful muscles. Altogether this

skull showed great animal development and had marked affinities with

many of the skulls of the Celtic period.

The third sktdl, from East Ham marshes, presented the greatest in-

terest ; in its vicinity were found the two flint-implements, and it was pro-

bably the earliest of the three. The fi'ontal development was vei-y low,

the vertical aspect narrowing rapidly anteriorly, the occipital region pre-

dominating considerably over the frontal ; the bony ridge of the occiput,

too, was very marked ; the sutures were neai-ly obliterated, so it was an

aged skull. The author compared it with a cast of the Engis skull, and

believed there were points of resemblance.

Professor Busk, F.K.S., gave elaborate descriptions of the pecubarities

of the skull.

Mr. C. C. Blake pointed out the discrepancies between the observations of

those craniologists who had assigned particular crania to particular periods,

as e.ff. between Steenstrup and Wilson, the former having, by his observa-

tions in Scandinavia, correlated the brachycephalic skulls vs ith the date of

tJie earbest known stone deposits in Denmark, whilst Wilson had demon-

strated the existence of a long-headed (kumbecephalic) race of men from

cairns at Nether Urquhart in Fifeshire and elsewhere, prior to the brachyce-

phalic races who have left their remains in the later Stone period at Mont-

rose. He hoped that some solution might be offered for this apparent

discrepancy.

Mr. S. J. Mackie, F.G.S., remarked that the geological conditions in

the present case seemed to have been somewhat overlooked. The sections in

some places exhibited three beds of peat, and these ought to be carefully

examined to see whether any vegetation existed in this country at the

periods of their formation different from that which is now indigenous.

He did not think attention should be solely given to the form and other

craniological characters of the exhumed skulls, for craniologists seemed to

be by no means certain of the distinctions they had dra\^ n being typical.

He thought it rather rested with geologists to prove by stratigraphical

evidence the anliquity of such remains, and thus furnish a stable basis for

the inferences of the craniologist and ethnologist.

The following diagram will show the relative positions of the human
remains and the flint implements : the sections being those given by the
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wells sunk for the drainage works ; the distance between them is 350
feet :—

Section No. 60. Sectiou No. 61.

ft. in. ft. in.

1. Surface Soil ..13 13 Surface Soil ... 1.

/Brown Clav

Soft blue Clay .

Peat ....
Soft blue Clay .

Peat . .
.' .

Soft blue Clav .

LPcat . .
.' .

3. Gravel (sunk into,! l-

9

y
* Skull, t Celts t

With boms of whale, deer,

— ox, etc., at 15 ft. from —
the surface.

(J 4

4 6 Soft light -browu Clay <:

>2.

10 9 Soft blue Clay

Gravel (sunk into) 3.

The surface of the marsh-land at East Ham is 5 feet above Ordnance
datum (Liverpool mean-tide), or 12| feet above Trinity high-water mark.
Consequently the level at which these relics were found, is one foot below
low water spring-tide of the district.

Such remains might be of like age with, the relics of the Scandinavian
Stone period or of the Swiss Lakes. They might be within the historic

date. Nothing coidd prove this point but the strata themselves. It was
not a little singular that on the opposite side of the river to the East Ham
maishes there v.ere thick layers of cockle-shells beneath the soil in many
])laces. One of these, ])erhaps the most easy to find, occurred near
Lesnes Abbey, and a small section of it was exposed at the side of the road
leading towards the river. He did not mean to say that this was actually a
refuse-heap, like the Kjokkenmoddings, but bethought such accumulations
^^ere worth examining.

KoY.\L Society.—March 27.—" Theoretical Considerations on the Con-
ditions under whicb Drift Deposits containing the Jiemains of Extinct
Mammalia and Flint Implements were accumulated, and on their Geolo-
gical Time." By Joseph Prestwich, Esq. In the paper which the author
read before the Society in 1859, it was demonstrated that the Hint imple-
ments occurred in undisturbed gravels comtningled \\ith the remains of
extinct mammalia ; but the theoretical considerations of the subject were
then omitted. The autlior now showed that in existing river-valleys, in

Section in the Valley of the Seine, a a, hifih-level jiravels ; (/, valley gravels;

/-, present ri ver-course ; e e, clialk-rock i/i silu.

parts of England and France, two lines or zon'>s of gravels or drift deposits
are met with ; one at from (ifty to two hundred feet above the j)re8ent
streams, and usually forming a terrace: the other ranging along the
bottom of the valleys. The elevated terraces are portions of former valleys,
wider and more shallow than tlm present ones, scooped out by other and
dilienmt causes than mere ordinary river-act ii>n. They are above the
reach of the highest floods, nnd no other mass of water than that flowin<'-

u|) an arm of the sea could fill them. The Seine, at its highest Hood, has
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not exceeded twenty-nine feet, hut it would rcqixire the present rivers to

he of a hundred times that volume to fill the existing valley. That the

terraces were ori<^inally connected is proved by the isolated patches of
their gravels still lying at elevated spots between them. The author
believed that the gravels were brought and distributed by ice and by the
melting of the winter snows in spring pouring down great bodies of water,

the gravels enclosing boulders of hard rock, brought often from long dis-

tances. He also attributed much importance to tlie action of ground ice.

He pointed out contortions in the drift-bed at St. Acheul, as formed by
the pressure and squeezing force of massive ice. The characters of the
gravels were then considered, in reference to the climatal condition of the
drift period, which the author argued were those of a more intense cold,

by 20° or 25°, than the average of our present winters. The bearings of
the geographical distribution of the animals of that period, and its com-
parison with those of existing forms of life, were also assumed to confirm
this inference. The use assigned for some of the largest flint implements
was that of making holes in the ice,—the men of the drift-age, like the
North-American Indians and the Esquimaux, being very often depen-
dent lapon winter supplies of fish. Since the formation of the high-

level gravels, an elevation of the land has taken place, and the present

valleys excavated, and the lower gravels deposited. The tendency of
existing rivers was to cvit deep gorges, and not valleys, with sloping sides,

such as those containing the gravels. The large flint implements were no-

where so abundant in the valleys as in the terrace-gravels. Flint-flakes,

on the contrary, were most common in the valley-gravels,— the climate of

the valley-period being more lenient, there was a diminished need of great

flint chisels for breaking the ice. These distributions, at two periods, of

different forms of implements indicated a difference in the habits of the

tribes by whom they were respectively used.

In the questions of time and succession the value of probabilities must
be considered. The antiquity of the flints was carried back through three

geological ages,—the loess, terrace, and valley-gravels ; all long periods

except the loess, the duration of which was comparatively short. The
sand-pipes in the valley of the Somme were first considered as a standard

of time-measurement ; and then the author commented upon the probable

condition, at those periods, of the British Channel, the formation of which,

while a late geological event, he was not prepared to admit to be one of

the last. Even in the Pleistoceiie period the British Channel existed,

although much nan'ower, and there was a line of cliffs running parallel

« ith the present coasts. The sea being narrower, was frozen over every

"winter, permitting the passage of men and animals. Some of the great

effects of such a cold period might alread\^ be conceived, although it might
not be in our power as yet to accurat^'ly define them. In looking at a

distant mountain-chain we could judge of its great magnitude without

waiting for a trigonometrical survey to be assured of its exact dimensions.

The author then suggested as a possible measure of time the perturbations

in the increasement of heat at various deptlis in the earth's crust, arising

from disturbances originating with the glacial period ; and he concluded

by giving his impression that in the existence of this remarkable cold

period preceding our own, we might possibly trace evidence of great and
allwise design by the circumstance that, in this long glacial era, the earth's

crust would tend to acquire an eai'lier adjustment in its equilibrium, and
obtain a rigidity and stability which should make it more fitting for the

habitation and pursuits of civilized man.
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FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

M. G. de Mortillet has pixblished* a map of the ancient glaciers of

the Italian flanks of the Alps, in which the former greater extension of
the glaciers in the quaternarj' period and their present retracted limits are

marked out. The space occupied by these glaciers extended lo the valley

of the Stura, near to the Col de Teude, as far as the environs of Udine.

The author believes that the lakes on the southern flank of the Alps have
been scooped out of the soft rocks by the grinding action of the glaciers.

Tire resume of his theories is. that after the last upheaval of the Alps
there \^ ere formed enormous deposits of horizniitally stratified alluvium,

•which attained great thickness. These alluvial beds exist above and below
the large Italian lakes ; over them repose the glacial beds, with striated

pebl)les and unrolled erratic blocks. This deposit has been left by the

glaciers, which then advanced more or less over the plain. These glaciers,

in clearing out the great basins filled with the ancient alluvium, have
scooped the site of the present valley. They drove before them the mate-

rials which they brought down, and these were heaped up in their terminal

moraines. The alluvial beds deposited during the great extension of the

glaciers, have formed a continuation of the ancient alluvium, and during

the period of retreat the streams of water have deeply excavated the ante-

rior or older deposits. They have scooped longitudinal terraces, which
border their present courses, and have not been able to fill up the great

depressions which now are the lakes.

An " Essai sur les Conditions gencrales des Couches a Avicida contorta,

sur la constitution geologiciue et paleontologique speciale de ces memes
couches en Lombardie, et sur la constitution definitive de I'Etage Infra-

Liasien," bj' the Abbe Stoppani, has been published in Milan (4to, 1861).

It is divided into three parts—the first containing bibliographical notices,

or rather an historical resume of the study of the beds forming the horizon

of the Avicula contorta, followed by a description of the characters of these

beds, and an indication of their thickness. In England they ap])ear to be
very thin ; on the northern flanks of the Alps they are some twelve metres
thick ; while in Lombardy they attain to eight hundred or a thousand feet.

Their geographical area is of considerable extent ; they are met with in

England, Ireland. Wurteml)erg. Bavaria, Westphalia, Luxemburg, in

the dejjartments of the Moselle and the ^Meurthe, Cote d'Or. Yonne. Ehone,
Cevennes, Savoy, Switzerland, in the A'^orarlbcrg, and at other points in the

chain of the A1]>s as far as Hungary—everywhere forming a convenient
and decided band. The second part of the Essay gives a more special de-

scription of the.se Aricula contorta beds in Lomljardy, where they have
previously been studied by Collegno, Escher, and Omboni. In the third

part the author shows that, on paheontologieal grounds, these beds imist be
])laced in the Jurassic series, and that they are sulHciently important and
sulliciently clearly separated from the beds above and lielow them to form
a separate division, which he terms the Etaije Inf'ral'Ktsicn. lie indicates

exactly the synonyms of other countries, the principal of which are the

beds of Kressen in Austria ; the " Bone-bed" and White Lias in England ;

the " Cloac " of Wurtemberg ; the sandstone of llelmsingen and of Lteve-

lange, in Luxemljurg ; the sandstone of llcttange; the zone of Ammonites
jitmiurhis and A. an'julatns of .M . Oppcl ; the limestone of llalberstadt ;

* Atti (Idhi Siic. Il;iliaiia .!.. .Sc. Nat. in .Milano, 1801, t. ill.
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tlie linicstniie of Valosjiios ; the " clioin Imtartl " of Lyou ; the " foie de
veau" of Bourgofjne : the Siuennirien in part of D'Orbifrny ; the " qua-

trieme eta2;e " of the Lias of D'Archiac ; the upper dolomite of Lombardy,
etc. In the tabular view which the author ijives, the JEtage Irifraliasien

is placed below the zone of Ammonites Buclclandi , and is formed in the

following manner :

—

1. Zone o^ AmmonHes anguhttvs,

2. Zone of Ammonites planoy^his.

3. Zone of Terehratvht gregaria.

4. Zone o^ HactryUium, reposing on
THE KEUPER.

Henceforth, if the author's views are correct, these Avicitla contorta beds
would serve as the lower limit of the Jurass'c formation, and will form a

datum line of great importance in studying the geology of the Alps. The
Essay appears to be an extract from the excellent memoir by the Abbe,
" The Paleontology of Lombardy."
M. Morlot has given an account, in the ' Lidicateur de Suisse,' of the

finding of a part of a nodule of pyrites amongst the remains of the lake-

dwellings of the Stone-age at Eobenhausen by M. Messikommer, which
was furrowed by striking it against some hard substance, probably for the

purpose of obtaining fire. Many fragments of pyrites have previously been
found at the same place and at Wangon. Another specimen, as large

as the first, and evidcnily used for the same purpose, has recently also

been found by M. Engelhardt. amongst a great number of different

antiquities, dating from the earliest ages to our own era, in a peat-bed at

Sonder Brarup, in Denmark.

NOTES AND QUEEIES.

Cutting Diamonds.—There still seem to be, in the minds of most per-

sons, some wrong notions relative to the manner of cutting diamonds, and
especially this is the case in London. Although several notices and de-

scriptions of diamonds have appeared in various serials and magazines of

late, none of them describe the process of cutting, except in such a vague
and unintelligible manner as to impress upon the minds of readers a simi-

larity of the method of cutting, to that of other stones. The principle, it

is true, is somewhat the same, but the operation is distinctly different. It

is also generally stated, that the workmen have such a very perfect know-
ledge of tlie crystallography of the diamond as to enable them to cleave

it very readily. The fact is they know nothing whatever of crystallogra-

phy,—at least as a rule,—and onh^ cleave the crystals by experience. As
to why a diamond should cleave in a certain direction, tliey cannot tell,

nor could they explain why they strike it on one particidar spot in order

to do so. It is also generally stated that diamonds are cut on the pr n-

ciplc of " diamond cut diamond," two crystals being rubbed together till,

a facet is produced. They are certainlj' rubbed together to get them a

little into shape ; but how ? If the reader rub two crystals of diamond
together, he will find that he hardly makes an impression on either ; but

if the stones are inserted in metal and attached to a holder, and these held

in the hands, which are rested on a bench, the thumbs towards each other,

tlien it will be found tliat the mechanical power or leverage obtained is

very great, even suflicient to crumble and break such hard material as
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dianioiiil ; but this process must be seen to be perfectly understood. The
frairments and dust crush*^! oft' fall into a metal sieve, which separates the
smaller from the larger particles ; both are used for cutting and polishing

purposes,—the larger, under the name of s^^Z/w/, for engraving stone seals,

drilling, and slitting; the finer particles, after being beaten in a steel

mortar of the required fineness, for the cutting of diamonds. Diamond
hoart, which is the massive opaque varietj% is also used for the same pur-
poses as splint. The impure crystals having sharp cutting angles are
used hy glaziers : these are of no value as gems.

"With regard to cutting, it is generally stated that the diamond is first

imbedded in fusible metal, the reason why is not given ; but it is as fol-

lows :—In cutting diamonds the soft iron wheel, which is charged with
diamond powder and oil, revolves with such amazing rapidity, either by
Bteara or some other power, that if the diamond were merely attached to

cement, as rubies, sapphires, and all other stones are, to be cut, the heat
caused by the friction would melt or soften the cement so that it would
be impossible to cut it ; but the heat generated by the wheel revolving is

not sufficient to melt the metal. The smallest rose diamonds, even of 800
to the carat, or 200th of a grain weight each, have thus to be placed
in fusible metal. Of these, as also small brilliants, three or more are cut

at one time. The wheels for cutting other stones than diamonds revolve
at the rate of from KX) to 300 times in a minute.
Another peculiarity in the process of cutting diamonds is the polishing.

This is effected on the same wheel and almost at the same time as the

cutting, and with the same material—crushed diamond. ISo other stone
is 80 cut and polished at the same time. Some have two or three polish-

ing materials, Avhich are always much softer than the stone to be cut.

These few remarks on cutting diamonds will be, I think, understood,
although it is a process that ought to be seen to enable any one completely
to appreciate tlie difference in the respective physical characters and
raincralogical peculiarities of the diamond in respect to other stones.

—

James E,. Gbegoby, 25, Golden Square, London.

Separation of the Isle of "Wight.— Sir,—You are of course well

aware of the famous passage in Diodorus Siculus (lib. v. cap. 22), which
is now interpreted by Sir G. C. Lewis and the latest German philologists

as referring, not to St. Michael's Mount, but the Isle of "Wiglit. There
tlie writer expressly says that in his time the passage at low water was
dry.

Now we have in this neighbourhood, of which 5'ou may not be aware,

various traditions to the same eflect, such as that the Cistercian monas-
tery of Beaulieu was built of Biustead stone, brought across from the

Isle of Wight in carts at low tides.

I. I should be glad to know if these assertions have any truth in them,
and to wjiat period you date the separation of the Isle of Wight, between
Calshot Point and Ilurst Castle, from the mainland ?

II. Can you refer me to any good book or article on the subject P

Your constant reader,

Lymington, Hants. W. B. H.

Geological Tables.—The Synoptical Tal)lcs of British Geology in use

by Professor King, of Galway, having been highly thought of by teachers

of our science, we are happy to l)e able, through the Professor's kindness,

to present our readers witli a new edition, which he has revi.xed and cor-

rected up to the present time, expressly for tliis magazine.

—

Ed. Geol.
vox,. V. 2



SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF BRITISH AQUEOUS ROCK-GROUPS, ARRANGED IN THEIR ORDER
*^* Each Group represents a Geological Period

Taking the smallness of its area into consideration, no country equals England in the extent of illustrating the geologica
on the Continent. In North America the Secondary

p̂

SYSTEMS.*

POST-PLEISTOCENE
(Or Post-Piioceue)—ii/f//.

PLEISTOCENE-Xt/f/;
(Glacial—Jfez-ies).

PLIOCENE— i.ye//.

Contains more (a large num-
ber) existing sp. of shells

than occur iu the two next
antecedent Systems.

MIOCENE—iye/^.

Contains a less number of
existing sp. than the Plio-

cene.

FORMATIONS.—Maeine Ttpes.

Deposits now forming around the shores of the British Islands.

Blackpool (Lancashire) Shell-sands. Belfast low-level (British) Shell-clayg.

DeTonshire Eaised Beaches. ? Portrush Shell-graveL

Kelsey (near Hull) Marine Shell-sands, with Corhicida ftiminalis. HowthI
(near Dublin) Cytlierea Chione, Gravel.

English Midland sub-Arctic Shell-gravels. Wicklow and Antrim Shell-clays.

? Selsea (Sussex Levels) " YeUow Drift-clay" (Godwin-Austen).

Lanarkshire (Arctic) Shell-clays.

Norwich Crag.

Walton Naze (Essex) Red Crag.

Suffolk Ci-ag.

Bridlington and Chillesford SheU-clay,(

Wexford Shell-gravelj

(Not known in British Isles : possibly swept off by denudation. Occurs
in France, Germany, Belgium, etc.)

EOCENE—LyeZ;.

The earliest System contain-

ing living (few) species of

shells,— the dawn of ex-

isting testaceous life.

Barton Clay.

Bracklesham Cla)'.

London Clay and Thanet Sands.

CRETACEOUS.
Characterized by Chalk

{creta) rocks.

NEOCOMIAN.
Type deposits occur at

Neufchatel (Neocumum)
in Switzerland.

(Not known in British Isles.) Macstricht and Belgium. Tuff-chalk, ebj

South of England Chalk. Antrim " White Limestone

Gaiilt, and Wiltshire (" Upper'') Greensand. Antrim " Mulatto Stone,

Atherfield (Isle of Wight) clay.

(The lowest marine portion of this System appears not to be developed

in British Isles.)

The studetit is strongly recommended to commit the colunui of" Syateins" to memory.



By Professor William Kinq.1 SUPERPOSITION AND IN CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE.
Time, the Laurcotian being the Oldest.

cords of our Earth: with a few exceptions (Miocene) it contains all the Kock-systems occurring, often widely separated,
stems appear to be incompletely developed.

Fkkshwateb Types.

Peat, Marl, and other deposits now forming in Lakes,
Iv'ivers, etc.

I
1 iish Submarine Forests with Human Remains.

'i Irish Megaceros Marls and Peat.

Riv r Air (Yorkshire) Hippopntamus, Alluvium. Thames
S'iiUoy, Elephan priihiyenius, and Hoine Flint-imple-
iiu'iits Gravels.

!- Maidenhead (Berkshire) "Hif;h-leTel Gravel" (Prest-
^^i^h). AVcst of Ireland Escar Drift, and (P iceberg-
1 i';iusported) granite erratics.

:.
.
rtli of England Boulder-drift. 'West of Ireland (.' field

ami mountain glacier) Limestone-drilt.

•Happisburgh (Norfolk) Elephcis meriiUonaUa bed.

iFeliistow (Mastodon) detrital bed.

i;..v.y Tracey (Devonshire) Lignite.

Lough Xragh Lignite. ? Isle of Mull Lignite.

I? Hempstead (Isle of Vvight) beds'.
,'

Bembridge Marls.

Hoi'dwell Marls and Sands.

Slicppey Clay (Estuarine).

LiFH-ChaKACTEBISTICS op THK DlFFliKBM Sl'STIiilS

OB PKBIODS.t

Of Pleistocene Ruminants, the Scotch gigantic Fossil Ox (Bot
primiqeniM),anAsma.\\ Fossil Ox (Bos /oHyj/'rOHK—probably
original of our domestic breeds), lived on to latest (Histo-
ric) division of this Period. ? Same may be said of the Irish
Meyiweros. The great Aurochs (BUon prisctisj is still living
in Lithuanian Russia, but preserved by strict protective
laws.

? Special Organisms :—Shells—iima excavata,II(diotis tuber-
culata, Natica Kingii, Litorina lUoralis, Fusun Serniciensis,
and F. Norcegicns.

British Spec. Org. !— Shells—3fya Uddevallensis, lihi/nchonella
psitiaceu, Nutica clausa, Pecten Islandu-us, etc. ; Mam-
mals—Reindeer, Musk-bufl'alo (all the foregoing are now-
only living in Arctic regions !),

—

Elephas primigeniiit (Mam-
moth), E. autiqKus, Rhiiwceros ticliorhinus, Uippopotamus
major, gigantic Irish Deer (Megaceros Iliheriiici(s), Cave
Bear, Cave Lion (these have all died out!), and certain
bovine Ruminants. The genus Homo characterizes this and
the following (Post-Pleistocene) Period; manufactured
flint implements having been found at Hoxne (Suffolk) and
other places (also in Irance), under circumstances proving
that a low (? extinct species) tribe lived coevally with the
extinct Mammals last-named.

Monkeys (Macacus pHoceiius] still existing. A large increase
of recent shells ; Suffolk Crag containing 50, Walton Crag
.57, and Norwich 85 per cent. ! Spec. Org. :—Mammals—
Elephax meridionulis (i* one of the earliest British species of
true Elephants) , .V(/).^)</oH Arverneiigis (? existing not later
than Red Crag), Rhinoceros Etruscus ; Shells

—

Astarte
Omnia, Niicula Cobholdix, Cassidaria hicalenata, Natica
catenoides, Niissa reticosa, Voluta Lamberti. Earliest (Suf-
folk) Crag species, Southern forms; latest (Norwich),
northern !

Elephantine (Mastodon angnstidens) and other Pachyderms,
as Acerotheriiim ( Rhinoceros-like), 2)/»ort(cuM« (alhed to
Dugong), exist; also a large Ape (Dryopithecii^), exceed-
ing in size the Gorilla! Recent shells mostly of sub-tro-
pical forms, increase to 25 per cent. :—Special species—
Leda Deshnyesiana, Pectunculus crassus, Oliva Dufresnii,
Proto cafkedralis, Ccn/hium pliccitiim. None of these occur
in British Islands ; only in France, Belgium, and Germany.

Mammals of high types now abound (Palwolh. riiun, Cory-
phodoii, pichobnne), all belonging to extinct genera. East
Indian-like Monkeys {Macmus eoceinis) ; also reptiles seve-
rally resembling the Gavial of India, the Crocodile of Borneo,
and the Alligator of AmericK, living in Kiii^dand! Vegetation
that of the Indian Islands. Shells niustlv of tropical types—
under 5 per cenc. ideiitii'al with recent species ; special—
Cerilhiumgipanteutn, Voliitililhrs .•'pinosus, Venericardiapla-
nicostii, Ajnniis ungii'alus, yuiitiliis imperitilis, Aliiria zic-
zac. Nummulites (Protozooins) characterize this period.

In the British Isl.s there is a great Life-break between the Eocene and the Cretaceous System- theormer rarely contains any species of plants and animals characterizing the Secondary pel-iods -'pro-
lahly, in f.llier regions there may be a closer fossil agreement between the two Systems, caused by
tlieir ((jiitainiiig other coterminous Formations ; or there may exist an intermediate System.

'Weald Clay and HMtings Sand.

y Portland Dirt-bed and Purbeek Marlstone.

IruedicotylcduMous Plants ( Cm/»fW„) app.Mr. Horn-scaled
J-ishes (/<-,V/.r, (hmeroidrs) replace early eiianu'l-scalcd
kinds Aiiimonites much reduced in numbers, giving way to
singular forms allied to them, as TiirriUtrs, .Scap/iites Baru-
litcs, etc. Spec. Org. :-Shells-i/,>y,»n7<'.s-, Magas', Kino,
nui, Ostrea vcsicularis, liioccnimiis, tipondi/lns n'inosus
Aniinomtes Sussexiensis, Belemnilella ; Ecliiiioderins— (?<(-
lerites, Micruster, Ananchutes, Marsupiles. Many shells ap-
proach to recent forms. Marine Lizards, rev,—^J'osasaurus
etc.

; Flying Lizards, still living, and of large size.
'

Enormous Land Lizards (Jgiianodon, Hylwosaurux) iiiliabiting
the Palm (Clathraria), Cycas (Manteltia), and Pine (Abie-
tiles) lorests of the region of Kent. Several small Insecti-
vorous Mammals and Jlarsupials exist (Purbeek Marl)—
flpa/arotheriuiii, Tricoiiodon, elc. Spec. Org.: Shells—
Ci,rl,is cornigata, Pcrna Miilhti, Exogi/ra, I'terocer,, Bcc-
Irlesi,, Ammonites Deshagedi, Anry/oceras, Crioceras
tiahva—Upidotus Filt„m, Mncropoma Eqcrtoni

t In reading this column, the studcMit should begin with the bottom System, the Laurentian.



SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF BRITISH

CLASSES.

CO •=

SYSTEMS. FORMATIONS.—Marine Types.

JURASSIC.
Well developed in the Jura

Mouutains.

Portland (Dorsetshire) Oolite. Somerset Teleosaurus Upper Lias.

Oxford ciay.

Bath OoHte. ? Lame (Antrim) mixed Fossil Bed.

LIASSIC.
From Lias, the name of

certain rocks, usually in

lai/ers, the latter word
being sounded by the
quarrj'nien like lias.

Yorkshire Alum-Shales.

Gloucestershire Marl-Stone.

Lincolnshire and Somersetshii-e Lias.

f Liassi(

< (Ma
I (Ca^

'Liassic Rocks occur in Lonclonderrj
'"lagillican, Portrush) and Antrim
'ave Hill, Collin's Glen, Bailintoy).

TRTASSIC.
From apparently consisting

of ihree members (Keu-
per, Muschelkalk, and
Banter) in Germany.

Cheshire Marls, with Salt. Carrieklergus ditto. Gloucestershire and London-
derry (Lisnagrib) Acivula contorta beds.

(Jfot known in Britain.) German Muschelkalk.

Lancashire Red and Mottled Sandstone. (Probably much of it freshwater.)

? St. Cassian (Tyrol) and Hallstatt (S.E. Salsiiurg) Limestones.

Sunderland and Hartlepool (Durham) Crystalline and Oolitic Limestones,

Broihertou (Yorkshire) bee's. Andtrea (Tyrone) and Cultra (Down; Mag-
nesian Limestone. German " oberer Zechsteiu." Manchester Marls.

PERMIAX—J/«rc^tson.

From Perm, a country in

Russia, where a well-de-

veloped series of the Sys-

tem occurs.

Humbleton and Tunstall (Durham) " fossiliferous Limestone." Doncaster
and Pontefract (Y'orkshire) Limestone. German "mittler Zeehstein."

Midderidge (Durham) Marl-slate and compact Limestone. German Kupfer-
schiefer and " unterer Zeehstein."

Gera (Thuringia) Rhyncopora Geinitziana "Weisshegende. ? Ferry Hill (Dur-

ham) Lingidfi Sandstone.

(Not known in British Isles. P Artinsk (Russia) Grits.

CARBONIFEROUS.
Characterized by deposits of

Coal or Carbon.

Redesdale (Northumberland) and
Yoredale (Yorkshire) Limestone.

LisdoonTarna (Clare) Shales. GraL

way ("L^pper") I,imestone.

Bristol Limestone.

Tweedian beds [Tate).

Cork (" Lower") Limestone.

Bantry Bay (Cork) Calcareous Schists.

DEVONIAN—Sedgwick and Murchison.
Individuality of the System

first made out in Devon-
shire.

SILURIAN—3f!«-cAi«on.

Type rocks occur in a por-
tion of Wales, anciently
inhabited by a tribe called

Silures.

Petherwin Slates. South of Ireland Old Rsd Conglomerate. Fifeshire

Sandstones.

Marwood Sandstones.

Plymouth Limestone.

Coomhola (Cork) Grits.

Dingle (Kerry) beds. Caithness Schists.

Linton Sandstones. Glengariff Grits. Herefordshire Cornstones.

Ludlow Shales, etc. Doonquin (Kerry) beds.

Wenlock Limestones.

Llandovery Grits (May Hill Group).

Ferriter's Cove (Kerry) Shales.

? Kilbride (Connemara) beds.

Caradoc Sandstone. Portrane (Dublin), ? Pomeroy (Tyrone), Chair ofKildare.

Llandeilo Flags. Newtown Head, near Waterford.

CAM BRIAN—-Sc(f.7ir!cA-.

Type rocks occur in Cum-
bria (Wales). (Huro-
nian, Loffaii ; Primordial
zone, Barrande ; Taeonic,
Hmmons.)

LAURENTIAN—io.9iH.

Forming the Laurenlide
mountains of Canada.
(Lewiflian, Murnkison.)

Tremadoc (Caernarvonshire) Lingula Flags. Shropshire " Stiperstones."

Longniyr.d (Shropshire) Rocks. Bray Head (Wieklow) Flags. Ross-shire

Conglomerate and Sandstone.

(This System probably contains more Formations. The Longmynd
Rocks are estimated at 26,1100 feet in thickness !)

'Fundamental Gneiss" of the Island of Lewis and north-western Highlands

of Scotland. Estimated at 40,000 feet in thickness in Canada I

Third Edition.



A.I EOUS liOCK-G^OVPS—coHtiiiued.

Freshwater Types. LiIeChaBACIEKISTICS of IHK DIFFBBEST SySIEIIS
OE Periods.

thorp (Yorkshire) Plant-beds.

Mammals still low {U-iTsa\>i;ih—Fha.icotofherium), but in-
creasing; Stcrcof;nnlhus appears to be higher. Elephant-
sized Reptiles (Megalosuurus) , Flying Lizards, some with
membranous wings (Pterodactylus), others with fan-shaped
fealheyed wn-igi (Gri^hosaurus), and new paddled Saurians
(Pliosaurug), tenanting the land, air, and water respec-
tively. Spec. Org. .—I'la.nta—Olopteris, Paleeozamia, and
others allied to Cyoases ; Shells— Opi,?, Trigonia clavellafa,
Myoconcha, Fholadomija fidicvln, NeriniFa, Piirpurina,
Ammonites Humphresianus

; Echinoderms

—

Jjti^criniis,
Nucleolites, Aerosnlrnlii ; Fishes— PycHO'//;.?, Strophndux.

Period of marine paddled Keptiles (Ichtlnjusaitnis, Plesio-
sanriis. Cuttle-fish-snake -sheila (^Ii,/)moh(Y<;«— species in vast
numbers) andplumo.se peduncled Star-fishes {E^riracriitus).
Sjiee. Org. :—Shells—jE/(>/)o/)0(/(«»i, Curdinia Lifteri, Gry-
phaa hicurva, Leda ovum, Spiriferina, Belemnites acutus
(Cuttle-fish bones), Ammonites hifrous, A. helerophi/llus

;

Fishes— (enamelled) Eugnathus, Dapedius, (Shark) Ilybodua
reliculatus. Pccuhar Crocodiles (Teleosaurus).

ce of the German Keuper.)

ce of the German (Upper) Buuter.)

The earliest period known for Mammals (Microlestes) , which
are low ! Totally new Reptiles—jlf«s/o(/<;7(,>r(/;(rHS (large and
toad-like), Placodiis, etc., replace earlier kinds. >'ew Fishes
Saurichtliys, Ceriifodus, Ischypterus) appear, most primary
kinds having died out ! Spec. Org. :— Shell.s—jT/(/o/-AoWa,
BakevelUa sociidis, Allorisma mugcttloides, Ceratites (link
between Carboniferous Goniatitcs nwA 3 xxtslssic Ammonites)

;

Crinoids—Lily-encrinite.

In the British I^les there is a great Life-break between the Triassic and the Perniiau System; the
former rarely contains any species of plants and animals characterizing the Primary periods /pro-
bably, in other regions there may be a closer fossil agreement between the two Svstems, caused by
their containing other coterminous Formations; or there may exist an intermediate System.

stol Bone Conglomerate, and Doncaster Red Sandstone

ropshire Calcareous Conglomerate.

iden Bothliegende.

•ashire and Burham Coal-measures.

? Inferior portion of South Welsh)h Coal-measures.
al-measure8.

konshire Culm.

burgh " Calciferous Sandstone.'

Life not abundant in European area
; possibly due to gre.it

physico-geographical changes going on. Spec. Org. :— Rep-
tiles

—

Palaosiiurtis, Tkecodontosuurus; Fishes— (enamelled)
Palteoniscus cornptus, Doryopterus, Holacuitthodus ; Crabs—
Pa'(BOcra)igon (no Trilobites !); Shells— C(?Hi«ro;)Aoria mitl-
tiplicafa, StrophnUma, AulO!<tef;es umhonillatus, Schizodus,
Loxonoma Sin'dptdjorgiana, ]Viiutilux (true) ; Corals— (bryo-
zoic) Synocludia, Phyllopora (plated) Polyccelia.

Singular Plants (Catamites, Lrpidodendron, Sigillariu, Sphe-
nopteris, etc.) abound, their debris forming Coal beds !

Reptiles (Parahatrachus, Apateon) of lowest (fish-like) kinds
appear ! Spec. Org. :—Corals—J/icAWiHiu, Lithostrotion ;
Shells— Prorf»c/MS, Spirifer, Edmniidia, Aiithracosia, Oouia-
tites ; CriuiMs—Plafiinriints, Woodomiiiis, Peiitremites

;

Crabs

—

OriJJilhiile.i (Tiihibites becoming rare), Bellinurus;
Fishes—Megulichllupt, Dendrodus (rivalling Crocodiles m
size), Psammodux, Pnlreoniscus.

iktopher (Kilkenny Plant-beds). Period of cuirassed (Placoganoid) I'ishes {Ptericlilk:/s, Corco-
stt'us) ! Spec. Org. -.—Corah— Cyathophyllurn ceespitvsum,
Fui-osites GnUlfussi, Pleurodictyum ; Shells—i></ri,/j,o,i,u,
Calceola, Slriiigocrphidus,Mf;i((lodoii, Clymenia ; Criiioidai
Ei.hinodernis— y/*'j<(rci«»,9; Trilobites—J/r«*w/<>H.?/;,///,//,/fr,
Phacopslatifiuns; Kishes— (enamel-scaled or Lep"iiloganoid)

i Oxleolepis, Glyptolepis, Diplaianthus. Terrestrial Plants
I

exist

—

Cyclostigma, Aptiroxylon, etc.

Period of GraptoUirs (Zoophy(es), straight -chambered Shells
(Orthoceros)

,
and Trilobites {Asaphu.i, Arida.tpix, Phacops)

Smgular helmeted (Placoganoid) Fishes {Pfn-a.ipis, Ce-
»;/iuiax;ji», etc.), first found in latest (Ludlow) Formation'
Spec. Org. :— Corals- Z/c/io/iVm, Uali/sites; Shells—Peyi/a-
mcru.'!, Murchixunia, Mnclurea, Lituiles ; Peculiar Echino-
derms (Sea-urchin Orm\^)—!iphceroniles, Eucalt/plocrinus,
Paleeasler (ancient Star-fish).

Plants (ap|)arently Sea-weeds) and Animals rare ; latter more
abundant in America and JJohetnia. Certain low forms
viz. : (Zoophytes) (Jldhawia (in Brav rocks), Dictyonrma'
(Shell) Lnigiila Uai-isii, (Crabs of the Trilobite group) Pu.
!a:opyge, Cnnorfphulus, Paradnxidr.i, Oir>iu!>. etc., (? a Pliyl-
lopod Crab) y/ym^Hoc«n», (Anmdids) .Sco/i7/i((«

I

derma are Spirial Organisms oi' \\\\fi Period.
t and llislio-

No traces of Life yet discovered in British rocks of this
Period, though strong indications occur in America (Sterry
Hunt). '

' d for the ' Geologist.'



SYiNOPTICAL TABLE OF BRITISH

i

CLASSES.

M -2

SYSTEMS. FORMATIONS.-Marine Ttpks.

JURASSIC.
Well developed iu the Jura

Mountaius.

Portland (Dorsetshire) Oolite. Somerset Tf.leosaurus Upper Lias.

Oxford Ciay.

Bath Oolite. ? Lame (Antrim) mixed Fossil Bed.

From Lksf"^the°name of \

Yorkshire Alum-Shales.

certain rorks, usually in
i f^,

' ' ,' ,' •
' ,; ;

<-.

layerB, the latter word !

Worcestershire Marl-Sloue.

being sounded by the ," ,'' 'j i " ' : ,
". \ '

quarrymen like lias. I

Lincolnshire and Somersetshire Lias.

Liassic Rocks occur in Loudonderrj-
(Magillican, Portrush) and Antrim

,
(Cave Hill, Collin's Glc-n, Balliutoy).

Cheshire Marls, with Salt. Carrickfergus ditto. Grloucestershire and London-
derry (Lisnagrib) Acicula conturta beds.

German Muschellcalk.

TRTASSIC.
From apparently consisting I /VVi' ' *• "t. "m ' \

of three menibers (Keu-
|

(^ot known in Bntam.)

per, Muschelkalk, and t"
" V' ^ i ' :>\r\^y' i^ ' -,' ' ' /„ ',

Bunter) in Germany. Lancashire Red and Mottled Sandstone. (Probably much of it freshwater.)

? St. Cassian (Tyrol) and Hallstatt (S.E. Salsiiurg)' Limestones.
"

VETS.MIA'S—Murchison.
From Perm, a country in

Russia, where a well-de-

veloped series of the Sys-
tem occurs.

CARBONIFEROUS.
Characterized by deposits of

Coal or Carbon.

(h"2'

DEVONIAN—Sedqivick and Murchison.
Individuality of the System

Qj N first made out in Devon-
Ph 1 shire,

P^

Sunderland and Hartlepool (Durham) Crystalline and Oolitic Limestones.
Brolhertou (Yorkshire) bei's. Andtrea (Tyrone) and Cultra (Down) Mag-
nesian Limestone. German " oberer Zechstein." Manchester Marls.

Humbleton and Tunstall (Durham) " fossiliferous Limestone." Donca'ster
and Pontefract (Y'orkshire) Limestone. German "mittler Zechstein."

Midderidge (Durham) Marl-slate and compact Limestone. German Kupfer-
schiefer and " unterer Zechstein."

Gera (Thuringia) Shyvcopora Geinito'awa Weissliegende. ? Ferry Hill (Dur-
ham) Lingulti Sandstone.

(Not known in British Isles.) ? Artinsk (Russia) Grits.

Redesdale (Northumberland) and
Yoredale (Yorkshire) Limestone.

Lisdoonvarna (Clare) Shales. Gal-
way (" Upper") Iiimestone.

Bristol Limestone.

Tweedian beds (Tate).

Cork (" Lower") Limestone.

Bantry Bay (Cork) Calcareous Schists.

Petherwin Slates. South of Ireland Old Red Conglomerate. Fifeshire
Sandstones.

Marwood Sandstones.

Plymouth Limestone.

Coomhola (Cork) Grits.

Dingle (Kerry) beds. Caithness Schists.

SILURIAN—3/!t)v^;8on.

Type rocks occur in a por-
tion of Wales, anciently
inhabited by a tribe called
Silttret.

Linton Sandstones.

Ludlow Shales, etc.

Glengariff Grits. Herefordshire Cornstonr

Doonquin (Kerry) bed-

CkUmaX^—Sedqtcick.
Type rocks occur in Cam-

bria (Wales). (lluro-
nian, Ln/jan ; Primordial
zone, Barrande ; Taconic,
Emmons.)

Wenlock Limestones.

Llandovery Grits (May Hill Group).

Ferriter's Cove (Kerry) Shales.

? Kilbride (Connemara) beds.

Caradoc Sandstone. Portrane (Dublin), ? Pomeroy (Tyrone), Chair ofKUdare.

Llandeilo Flags. Newtown Head, near Waterford.

LAUHKNTI XS—Lof/an.
Forming the Laurcntide
mountains of Canada.
(Lawisian, Murchison.

)

Tremadoc (Caernarvonshire) Lingula Flags. Shropshire " Stiperstones."

Longmynd (Shropshire) Rocks. Bray Head (Wicklow) Flags. Ro.ss-shiif
Conglomerate and Sandstone.

(This System probably contains more Formations. The Longmynd
Rocks arc estimated at 2(i,()()() feet in thickness !)

"Fundamental Gneiss" of the Island of Lewis and north-western Highlan<ls
of Scotland. Estimated at 1-0,000 feet in thickness in Canada !

Third Edition.



aUEOUS nOCK-GRO\:PS—continued.

Freshwater Types.
LirE-CHAEACIEBISTICS OF IHK DIFFEKEM SYSTEMS

OH Periods.

Jristhorp (Yorkshire) Plant-beds.

Mammals still low (Marsui)ials

—

Phascolotherium)
,^
but in-

creasing; Stereoniialliits appears to be higher. Elephant-
sized Reptiles {MegalosuHrux), Flying Lizards, some with
membranous wings (Ptcrodacfyhis), others with fan-shaped
feathered \\\aQi {Griphosaunis), and new paddled Saurians
(Plioeaurus), tenantmg the land, air, and water respec-
tively. Spec. Org. :— Plants

—

Otopleris, Palteozamia, and
others allied to Cyeases ; Shells

—

Oijis, Trigonia clavellata,

Mi/oioncha, Phuladomi/a fidicvln, Kerinrea, Purpurina,
Ammonites Hiimphresiiinus ; Echinoderms

—

Api'Crinus,

yiicleolifes, Acromlenia ; Fishes

—

Pi/f)ir,d:is, Strophodu.i.

I

Period of marine padiiled Reptiles {Ickthijusuitniii, Plesio-

sajirus. Cuttle-fish-snake shells (Ainmonifei—specifS in vast

numbers) and plumose peduncled Star-tishes {Extracrinus).
Spec. Org. :—Shells

—

Hippopodium, Cardinia Lisferi, Gi-y-

phtea incurva, Leda ovum, Spiriferina, Belemnites acutus
(Cuttle-fish bones), Ammonites hifrous, A. heterophi/ltua

;

Fishes— (enamelled) Eugnathus, Dupedius, (Shark) Ilylodua
reliculatus. Peculiar Crocodiles (.Teleosaurus).

(Place of the German Keuper.)

The earliest period known for Mammals (Jlicrolestes), which
are low ! Totally new Reptiles

—

Maxfodoniidiirus (large and
toad-Uke), Placodim, etc., replace earher kinds. New Fishes
Satirichtliyx, Ceratudos, Ischypterus) appear, most primary
kinds having died out ! Spec. Org. :—Shells

—

Myophoria,
Bukecellia socialis, Allorisma musi-uloides, Ceratites (link

between Carboniferous (ioniatites and Jixrassic Ammo/iifes)

;

Crinoids—Lily-encrinite.

(Place of the German (Upper) Bunter.)

( In the British I^les thi-re is a gi-eat Life-break between the Triat^sie and the Permian System ; the

)
former rarely contains any species of plants and animals characterizing the Primary periods: pro-""^
bably, in other re^'ious there may be a closer lossil ajjreeiiieiit bcl'.veen ihe U\o Svsleiiis, caused by

their containing other coterminous Formations; or there may exist an intermediate System.

' Bristol Bone Conglomerate, and Doncaster Ked Sandstone
Life not abundant in European area

;
possibly due to great

physico-geographical changes going on. Spec. Org. :— Rep-
tiles

—

Palaosaitrus, Thecodonfonattruf; Fishes— (enamelled)
Falieoniaciis comptu.i, Honjopterua, Holacanthodus ; Crabs

—

Pa^ceocraugon (no Trilobites !) ; Shells

—

Camarophoria mul-
tiplicata, Strophalnnia, Aulu^tefjes umboniUatns, Schizodiit,

Looronoma Siredeuhorgiana, XiiutilKn (true) ; Corals— (bryo-
zoic) Synocludia, Phyllopora (plated) Polycielia.

P Shropshire Calcareous Conglomerate.

Dresden Rothliegeude.

1

Lancashire and Durham Coal-measures.
Singular Plants (Catamites, Lepidodendroti, Sigillaria, Sphe-

vopteris, etc.) abound, their debris forming Coal beds !

Reptiles [Parabatrachus, Apateon) of lowest (fish-like) kinds
appear! Spec. Org.:—Corals

—

Michetinia, Lithnstrotion ;

Shells

—

Prodiictiis, Spirifer, Edmnndia, Anthrucosin, Gonia-
tites ; Crinoids

—

Platycrinus, Woodoi^riniis, Pentremites ;

Crabs

—

Grijfilhldes (Trilobites becoming rare). Belliminis;
Fishes

—

Megalichthys, Deiidrodtis (rivalling Crocodiles in

size), P.iammodii.i, Palreonisriis.

? Irish Coal-measures. ? Inferior portion of South AVelsh

Coal-measures.

? Devonshire Culm.

Edinburgh " Calciferous Sandstone."

Period of cuirassed (Placoganoid) Ushes {Pterichlhys, Cocco-
steus) 1 Spec. Org. :

—

CoTnU—Cyalhophi/lliim rd.ipifvsunt,

Favosites Goldfussi, Pleurodii-tyum ; s'liells

—

Uatidsunia,
Calceola, Stringncrphalu.tiMpgdlodon, Clymenia ; Crinoidal
Echinoderms

—

Hexnn-imts ; Trilobites

—

Bro)iteii.\/!<ib'dlifer,

Phacops latifrons ; Fishes— (enamel-scaled or Lepuloganoid)
Osteolepis, Glyptolepis, Diplacaiithiis. Terrestrial Plants
exist

—

Cyclostigma, Aparoxylon, etc.

Period of Graptolites (Zoophytes), straight-chambered Shells
(Orthnceros) , and Trilobites (Asaphus, Aridaspi.i, Phacops).
Singular helmeted (Placoganoid) Fishes {Pteraspis, Cc-
BAu/u^;>r», etc.), first found in latest (Ludlow) Formation!
Spec. Org. :— Corals

—

Ueliolites, Ua/ysifes ; Shells

—

Penla-
merits, Murchi.soiiia, Maclurea, Lituiles ; Peculiar Echino-
derms (Sea-urchin Group)—5pA(tro)ii<«s, Euculi/ptocrimis,
Palaaster (ancient Star-ush).

^

Plants (apparently Sea-weeds) and Animals rare ; latter more
abundant in America and Hoheniia. Certain low forms,
viz.: (Zoophytes) (Jlilhamiu (in Hray rm-ks), 7>i>/yo;irniu,

(Shell) Liiiqida Vnrisii, (Crabs of tiie Trilobite group) Pa-
leeopyiie, Conocfphalus, I'lirailnxide.t, O/eniii, etc., (? a Fhyl-
lopoil Cruh) Jli/meiincitrit, (Annelids) .Sro/;7/ii(» and Uistio-

1

No traces of Life yet discovered in British rocks of this

Period, though strong indications occur in America (Stcrry
Hunt).

Corrected for the ' Geologist.



198 THE GEOLOGIST.

The Gkiphosaurtts.—" On a New Fossil Reptile, supposed to be fur-

nislied with. Feathers," by A. Wagner. The above is the title of an article

which occupies the most prominent position in the pages of our contempo-

rary the ' Annals and Magazine of Natural History ' for April, and is

translated by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S., from the ' Sitzungsberichte der Milnch-

ner Akad. der Wiss.,' 18(51, p. 14G.

In it is detailed the account of a conversation held between Prof. Wag-
ner and M. Witte, of Hanover, in which the latter gentleman described

that he had seen a skeleton in the possession of M. Haberlein, of Pappen-
heini. from the lithographic slate of Solenhofen, " with such a combination

of characters that nothing more surprising and odd could be imagined.

This specimen, indeed, wanted the skull and the two hands, but in other

respects the most important parts of the skeleton were well preserved.

The most remarkable thing about it was, that a well-marked coat of fea-

thers was present, both on the anterior limbs and on the tail. These

feathers agreed in their configuration so exactly with those of true birds,

that their intei'pretation as such could hardly be doubted. The discovery

of feathers in the lithographic slate was of itself something unprecedented,

but the mode of their union with the skeleton bordered on the incredible.

Thus, the tail-feathers -n ere attached to a tail possessing not the least re-

semblance to that of a bird, but pre.«enting a deceptive similarity to that

of a HampJtorynchus. And the attachment of the wings was still more asto-

nishing ; for these, on both the anterior limbs, formed a fan, radiating from

the extremity of the fore-arm."

This information, coming from a man whose judgment Prof. Wagner
" could not but respect as that of one well acquainted with the subject,"

naturally caused doubt in the mind of the learned German Professor. The
discovery by Herman v. Meyer, of authenticated evidence of feathers in

the Solenhofen slate (' Geologist,' vol. v. p. 74) seemed to afford an addi-

tional corroboration of M. Witte's statement. A friend of Wagner, how-

ever, whose name has not transpired, sent to him a report upon the speci-

men, which we transcribe verbatim

:

—" Skull, neck, and both hands

wanting. Of the vertebral column, the greater part of the vertebrse of the

trunk, and the whole of those of the tail, are completely preserved. The
former are of moderate length and uncovered ; the tail, which measures

upwards of six inches, consists of about twenty vertebrse of an elongate

narrow form, the dimensions of which slowly but constantly diminish, so

that the last of them is the smallest. Of the anterior limbs, the humerus

and fore-arm are present on both sides ; they are strong bones, pretty

nearly of equal length, and the fore-arm consists of radius and ulna. At
the anterior extremity of each fore-arm, there is a broad, short bone, but

this is uninjured. Of the pelvis only the right half is preserved ; it is but

small, and is comparable, not with the pelvis of a bird, but rather with

that of a Pterodactyle. On the left side, the whole hinder extremity is

preserved ; on the right, only the thigh and shank. The former is a

powerful and not very long bone ; the latter is somewhat longer and thinner,

and is simple—at least, a separation into tibia and fibula is not perceptible.

The tarsus consists only of a single powerful bone, which is shorter than

the shank bone with which it is in contact ; its lower extremity is consider-

ably widened, and bears three articular processes, to which the tiiree toes

are attached. The latter are of moderate length, and armed with strong

hooked claws. Feathers occur both on the anterior limbs and on the tail

;

they have, however, left only their impressions, but these show sliarply-

defined outlines, and upon a passing glance they present a deceptive re-

semblance to birds' feathers. From the above-mentioned short, broad
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bone, whicli lies close to the extremity of each fore-arm, there issues a

radiate fan of feathers, by which, therefore, as a structure of this kind ra-

diates from each fore-arm, t^vo feather-wings are produced, having their

external outline curved like a bow. The individual feathers are charac-

terized by their fine shafts, on each side of which the delicate striation of

the vanes is seen. The largest of these feathers considerably exceed in

size that described by Von Meyer. (Similar feathers are attached to the

tail, but with tliis distinction, that they do not attain the length of the

wing feathers, and, which is of more importance, they do not radiate like

the latter from one central point, but spring from both sides of the tail

throughout its whole length, and start from it at a small angle. The tail-

feathers form a group of an elongated leaf-like or oval shape, of which the

narrow end issues from tlie beginning of the tail, whilst the jwsterior end

is broadly rounded, aud extends considerably beyond the last caudal ver-

tebra."

On this report Professor Wagner, who had not seen the specimen him-

self, commented at great length. The characters which, according to him,

indicate the ornithic affinity of this animal are—the clothing of the an-

terior limbs, and the tail with feathers, and the structure of the tarsus

which forms a single bone, which has at its lower extremity three processes

for the articulation of the three toes. The characters incompatible with

the type of birds are—the insertion of the wing quills, not as in birds, along

the whole outside of the hand and fore-arm, but only to a small bone pro-

bably belonging to the wrist, from which it radiates like a fan. " Equally

strange is the mode of attachment of the feathers on the tail, from which

they issue on both sides throughout its whole length uniformly amongst

themselves, whilst the rectrices on the short tail of birds are only attached to

the last vertebra." Thevertebral structure is differentfrom the ornithic type,

" but agrees most closely with that of the long-tailed Pterodactyles (Ram-

phorhynchus)." In birds, the sacro-lumbar column is firmly anchylosed.

In the fossil, it is free and uncovered. In birds, the tail is short and

powerful, composed of from five to eight, and rarely nine or ten vertebra?,

each bearing processes, the last being usually the largest. " In the fossil,

the tail is extraordinarily long, and consists of about twenty vertebrte, which

are all elongated, slender, and without processes, the last being the smallest."

Such a structure accords with tliat of the long-tailed Pterodactyle.

In Professor Wagner's concluding remarks, he says, "A reptile with

the simple tarsal bone of a bird, and with epidermic structures presenting

a deceptive resemblance to bird's feathers, is far more comprehensible to

me than a bird with the pelvis and vertebral column (especially the long

slender series of caudal vertebra?) of a long-tailed Pterodactyle, and -n ith

a perfectly different mode of attachment of the feathers. To this we may
add, that the identity of these epidermic structures with true birds' feathers

is by no means ])roved ; they might still only be peculiar adornments.

Even amongst insects, we fincl peculiar structures to a certain extent re-

minding us of feathers; wh}' tlierefore not also, and in a higher stage of

development, among re])tiles? If nothing of the kind has yet been found

in the latter class, we nave already been accustomed in paheontology to

meet, in recent discoveries, with ])reviously unknown ])eculiarities in the

structure of diflerent organs. Consequently, until I shall be convinced

by the discovery, in another specimen, of tiie parts wanting in the one

now under consideration, I do not hesitate to regard this as a reptile of the

order Sdurici ; pnd I give it the name of Griphosaurus, derived from
y/Kf/jof, an enigma."
He further hints that animals analogous to the Griphosaurus may poa-
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sibly have produced tlie footprints of the Triassie sandstones, and concludes
by suggesting that "Darwin and his adherents will probably employ the
new discovery as an exceedingly welcome occurrence for the justification
of their strange views upon the transformations of animals. But in this
they will be wrong," as, according to Professor Wagner, " the interme-
diate steps by which the transition of some one living or extinct animal
from one class into another was effected " cannot be shown. The fadure
of such pi'oof, he says, induces us to reject their views "as fantastic
dreams, with which the exact investigation of nature has nothing to do."
We have laid the above brief summary before our readers, and hope

that some expression of opinion fi'om our numerous contributors may be
at once evoked. The problem is one which demands the highest efforts

both of anatomists and geologists.

Glauconite in the Lower Siltjkian Rocks.—Mr. Sterry Hunt, in

1858, noticed, in ' Silliman's Journal,' that glauconite was probably the
colouring matter of some Silurian sandstones ; and in the Canadian Survey
Report for 1859 he gave the analyses of this material from rocks of the
Quebec group at Point Levis and in the Island of Orleans. In the latter

rock there are layers which contain more than half their weight of soft,

rounded, bright green grains, closely resembling the green sand of the
Cretaceous period. These are a hydrous silicate of alumina and protoxide
of iron, with about 8 per cent, of potash, and differ from glauconite of the
secondary rocks in their larger proportion of alumina. A similar mineral
is found in limestones of the Quebec group in Texas, and in the Potsdam
sandstone of the Upper Mississippi. Sir Roderick Murchison has also

recorded layers of green sand at the base of the Pleta limestone in Russia,
and Schmidt in Esthonia and Livonia, in strata overlying the alum slates.

Canadian Pleistocene Fossils and Climate.—Professor Dawson has
given, in the ' Canadian Naturalist,' a complete list of the fossils of the
drift in Maine, Canada, Labrador, etc. His conclusions are, that a far

greater degree of cold prevailed during the Pleistocene epoch than at

f)resent. The causes of this difference he attributes to great changes of
evel, and in the different distribution of land and water; during the cold

period the relative proportion of land in the Arctic regions being greater
than at present.

EEVIEW.
Phystco-Peophetical Essays, on the TiOcalUy of the Eternal Inheritance,

its Nature and Character, the Resurrection Body, and the Mutual Re-
cognition of Glorified Saints. By Rev. W. Lister, F.G.S., Vicar of

Bushl)ury, and Rural Dean. London : Longmans.

This work deserves a notice in our pages, from the large amount of

geology in it, the discoveries of which have been carefully employed in

determining the meaning of some of the prophecies. We believe that

many of our readers will be much intei'ested with these portions of the

work.
One great feature in Mr. Lister's volume is that it strives to fairly and

fully prove that the Scriptures uniformly set before us a physical future,

and that, in this res])ect, their authoritative declarations are in exact har-

mony with the logical deductions and suggestions of science.

We wish Mr. Lister's volume success, for the work, taken as a ^^ hole, is

an original one.
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HUMAN SKULL FROM MUSKHAM, IN THE- VALLEY OF THE TRENT.

(Scale J linear.)

[In the Collection of Dr. Bevor, of Newark.]

J. Mackie, F.G.S., dei.
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NOTES UPON HUMAN EE^IAINS FROM THE YALLEY
OF THE TEENT, AND EEOM THE HEATHBEY BUEN
CAVE, DUEHAM.

Br Pkof. Huxley, F.E.S.

The skull from IMuslvliam, in the valley of the Trent, a side view

of which is given in Plate XI., like the animal bones with which it

was associated, is stained of a dark-brown colour. The whole of

those parts of the cranial bones which bound the cranial cavity are

rig. 1.—portion of Skull from Hcalhrry Burn Cave.

well preserved ; but the fiicial bones, with the exception of a small

portion of the nasals, are broken away, so as to expose the whole of

the under-surface of tlie base of the skull.

vi.i,. v. 2 1)
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The considerable development of the frontal sinuses and of the dif-

ferent ridges and processes of the skull, shows it to be that of an adult,

and the same characters lead me to believe that it belonged to a male.

Otherwise it is small enough for a female, as its extreme length docs

not exceed 7"2 in., its extreme breadth 5'4 in., and its horizontal cir-

cumference 20|- inches.

The skull has a very peculiar form. If a line drawn from the

glabella to the superior curved line of the occiput be made hori-

zontal, the highest point of the longitudinal median contour of the

skull will be seen to be situated about the middle of the length of

the sagittal suture, and from this point the contour shelves rapidly

downwards, to the brow on the one hand, and to the centre of the

space between the apex of the lambdoidal suture and the occipital

protuberance on the other. This last is the most prominent portion

of the back part of the skull, the median contour below it bending

forwards to the occipital protuberance, which is a very strong, project-

ing, triangular process. It follows from this description that a line

taken from the glabella to the occipital protuberance is shorter

than one from the glabella to'a point midway between this and the

lambdoidal suture. Tlie difference between the two is about 0'3 of

an inch. I find that crania differ a good deal in this respect, the

occipital protuberance being in many, especially the lower races of

mankind, the most backwardly situated part of the skull, when the

glabello-occipital line is made horizontal, while in otliers, as in the

present instance, the most posterior part of the skull is situated

much higher up.

The line of greatest breadth of the skull is situated nearly in tlie

same plane as that of its greatest heiglit, in the position indicated,

and the auditory foramina may also be said, roughly, to be intersected

by that plane. The forehead is low and narrow, but not retreating.

The supraciliary prominences are very well developed and, by their

form, indicate the existence of large frontal sinuses. The space be-

tween the glabella and the nasal suture is not really very depressed,

though on the side view of the skull it appears to be so, by reason

of the projection of the supraorbital prominences.

The vertical height of the skull from the centre of tlie auditory

foramen to the vertex is 4"8 inches, and the centre of the auditory

foramen lies about 0'8 of an inch below the level of the glabello-occi-

j)ital lino.

The mastoid and styloid processes are well developed.
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The base of this skull is remarkable in several respects. The occi-

pital foramen is placed far back, and its plane is directed more back-

wards than is usual in human skulls. When the base of the skull is

turned upwards and the glabello-occipital line is horizontal (its length

being 67 inches), the anterior edge of the occipital foramen lies 1'5

inch above the line, and a perpendicular let fall from it would cut the

line 3'9 inches from its anterior end. A similar line let fall from tlie

posterior edge would cut the glabello-occipital line at 5"3 inches from

its anterior end, and that edge is only 09 of an inch above it. In a

length of 1*4, the plane of the occipital foramen, therefore, has a foil

of 00 towards the glabello-occipital line.

In a well-formed European skull, whose glabello-occipital line

measures 7"0 inches, while its extreme length is 7"25, the distance of

the anterior edge of the occipital foramen from the glabella, mea-

sured in the same way along the glabello-occipital line, is 3'8
; of its

posterior edge 5"3. The anterior edge is 1"1 vertically above the line,

and the posterior edge I'O above it. Thus, in a length of 1'5, the

occipital foramen has a slope of only O'l incli, so that, instead of being

greatly inclined backwards, it is nearly horizontal.

The skull from the Valley of the Trent belongs to a cranial type

which seems at one time to have been widely distributed over the

British Islands. I have seen skulls from rude stone tombs in Scot-

land with similar characters, and others obtained from the Valley of

the Thames. There are skulls in the Museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons exhibiting like proportions, from the remarkable tumulus at

Towyn-y-Capel, Auglesea, described by the Hon, "VV. O. Stanley, M.P.,

in the ' Archaeological Journal ' (Institute) for 1846 ; and my friend

Mr. Busk has shown me others from Cornwall. But the skulls

which most clearly resemble the Trent cranium are some, also from

river-beds, which I saw in the Museum of tlie Royal Irish Academy

and in the collection at Trinity College, Dublin, and of which my
friend. Dr. E. P. AVright, the curator of that collection, has been

good enough to supply me with excellent casts. Two of these skulls

are from the bed of the Nore, in Queen's County, and two from

that of the Blackwater river, in Armagh, and one of the latter has

the most extraordinary resemblance to the Trent skull, as the follow.

iug table of measurements will show :

—

Trent. Blackwater.

Maximum leii^lh 70 7 '2

Length of glalKllo-occipilal Hue 0'7 7'0
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Trent. Blackwater.

Greatest vertical height from centre of auditory foramen, the

glabello-occi])ital line being horizontal 4'8 4'7

Distance of auditory foramen below glabcUo-occipital line . . 0"8 0'7

Greatest transverse d'ameter 54 5'65

Transverse diameter at the lower edge of the coronal suture . 4'4 4'75

Horizontal circumference 20'5 2075

Transverse arc from one auditory foramen to the o<her . . . 13'25 130

Antcro-postcrior arc from glabella to occipital protuberance . 125 12'5

Antero-posterior arc from glabella to posterior edge of the oc-

cipital foramen 14'25 14"4

The plane of the occipital foramen of the Blackwater skull how-

ever is less inclined, so that this feature may be accidental in the

Trent skull. The frontal sinuses are also less developed in the Black-

water skull, but in all other respects the resemblance is very close.

The other Blackwater skull and one of the Nore skulls are also very

like the Trent skull, but the remaining" Irish skull from the Nore is

much larger (having a length of 7-8 inches) and more depressed. It

exhibits in a very marked manner, however, the projection of the su-

perior part of the occipital bone beyond the occipital protuberance

which characterizes the other skulls, and it retains a strong resem-

blance to them in its other peculiarites.

The Trent skull was found associated with bones* of the Bos hngi-

frons, Goat, Eed-deer, "Wolf, and Dog, so that neither on this ground

nor on any other that I am acquainted with does there seem to be

any good ground for assigning to it a date earlier than the historic

or immediately prehistoric epoch.

I have dwelt thus long upon the Trent skull because of its compa-

ratively perfect condition, and because, so far as the imperfect condi-

tion of the fragments (fig. 2) from Heathery Burn Cave allow me to

judge, they appear to belong to the same race of rather small and

lightly-made men, with prominent superciliary ridges and projecting

nasal bones. The few animal remains associated with them are all

of recent species, and I see no reason for believing them to be of

older date than the river-bed skulls.

* See 'Geologist/ vol.iv., 18G1, pp. 246, 349, 415, and 495.
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OX THE CEANIA OF THE MOST ANCIENT RACES
OF MEN.

Br CiiAELEs Cartee Blake, Esq.

The authenticated discovery of human remains in strata of high

historical antiquity in tlie Heathery Burn Cave, near Stanhope, and
at IMuskhara in tlie Valley of the Trent, and the approaching dis-

cussion which "looms in the distance" of Palaeontology consequent

upon the proximate publication of Sir Charles Lyell's 'Antiquity of

Man,' induce me to offer a few observations on the osteological nature

of the evidences at present afforded to us of man contemporary with

the mammoths, with a view, if possible, to determine the grade of the

individuals whose remains have been preserved in suprapliocene strata.

The deposits on the banks of the Somme (Abbeville, St. Acheul,

St. Eoch), at Grenelle near Paris, at Hoxne in Suffolk, at Brixham
and Kent's Hole in the south-west of England, under Gray's-Inn-

lane in Middlesex, at Maccagnone in Sicily, the Kjokkenmoddings in

Denmark, and at Wookey Hole in the Mendips, indicate to us the

existence of man in a low state of civilization, as proved by his

weapons, but of whom the osteological evidences have not yet been
discovered. In tljese deposits the bones of extinct mammalia are

found, as well as a more or less percentage of animals of existing

species.

At Engis in Belgium, INIassat in France, Aurignac in Gascony,
Muskhain in the Valley of the Trent, the Lake habitations in Switzer-

land, proofs of man have been found in strata contemporaneous with
the most recently extinct animals.

Fig. 1.—Front view of tlm Neanderthal .sl<ull (scale J linear).

Human remains have also been obtained from the Nerndcrthal,
from Plan in Mecklenburg, Mewsladc in Glamorganshire, Scnnen in

Cornwall, Montrose, Netlier Urquhart in Fifeshire, Plymouth, East
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Ham, and Heathery Burn Cave, Stanhope, of which the antiquity,

however undemonstrated by the association of extinct animals, has

been advocated upon more or less amount of geological evidence.

Many other instances, but of less authentic value, might be added to

the above.

I shall discuss seriatim, as briefly as possible, the recorded in-

stances, before drawing those conclusions which seem to be capable of

deduction from the facts before us.

With respect to the Neanderthal cranium,* unquestionably the

most interesting of the evidences before us, I have briefly discussed

in the ' Geologist,' vol. iv. p. 395, the question of its grade of

organization, 1 hoped that English geologists would have thrown
light upon the question of its age, and that a discussion might have
arisen which would have established it either as a skull of compara-
tively modern antiquity, or as possibly coeval with the deposits of the

Somme valley.t The apparent ape-like, but really maldeveloped
idiotic character of its conformation is so hideous, and its alleged

proximity to the anthropoid Simia of such importance, that every

Fig. 2.—Side view of the Neandertlial skull (scale i linear).

eflfort should be made to determine its probable date in time. That

such eiforts have not been made, and that the evidence at present in

possession of English palsDontologists is wholly inadequate to enable

us to draw any conclusion as to its being the representative of any

given type of mankind, living or extinct, is the object of the following

observations.

The fact has not yet been conclusively demonstrated to the satis-

faction of English geologists that the Neanderthal skull is of high an-

* This skull is figured in the ' Geologist,' vol. iv. (1861) iilate \i. p. 39C.

t While this paper was going through the press, Prol'cssor Huxley, F.R.S., kindly

permitted me to iusi)ect the cast of the Neanderthal skull in his possession. I see, how-

ever, as yet no sufficient grounds to infer its representing a distinct lace of men.
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tiquity. The time required for the deposition of the four or five feet

of mud iu the cave might have been accomplished in a comparatively

short space of time. It is not stated at what height in the deposit

the bones were found.

Dr. Schauffhausen's statement, " that the bones adhere strongly

to the tongue, although, as proved by the use of hydrochloric acid,

the greatei' part of the cartilage is still retained in them, which ap-

pears, however, to have undergone that transformation into gelatine

which has been observed by Von Bibra in fossil bones," is hardly

precise enough to convince practical geologists of the antiquity of

the skull. But of the Engis cranium no such evidence is aftorded

us. It is hardly necessary to repeat the arguments made use of by

Bucldand against Schmerling at the meeting of German naturalists

at Bonn, which proved the less degree of gelatine iu the fossil hyicna

bones than in the human remains from the Belgian cave deposits.

The condition of the Vale of the Trent skull, whicli has been appa-

rently immersed in glue or some analogous liquid since its disinter-

ment, has deprived us of the only chemical evidence which could

have decided the question of its antiquity. Professor Huxley ad-

mitted to his audience at the Eoyal Institution (Feb. 7, 1862) that,

with respect to the Neanderthal cranium, " its great antiquity was

rot directly proved, although its date was undoubtedly very early."*

Professor Huxley went on to say, that in the jMuseum of the College

of Surgeons tiiere are Australian skulls which closely correspond in

configuration and development with those of the caverns of Engis
and the Neanderthal, the differences between which latter were
" hardly greater than occurred between individuals of that race,

while in form the ancient and Australian skulls presented many
analogies."

Thei'e are several suspicious circumstances connected with tlie

Neanderthal cranium, e. y. the pathological enlargement of the coro-

noid process of the left ulna, apparently from an injury during life

;

the peculiar rounded shape and abrupt curvature of the ribs, analo-

gous in their appearance to those of a carnivorous animal; Professor

Schauifhausen supposes this malformation to arise from an unusually

powerful development of the thoracic muscles. All these characters

are compatible with the Neanderthal skeleton having belonged to

some poor idiot or hermit, who died in the cave where his remains
have been found. They are incompatible with the evidences which
might be left in a Westphalian bone-cave of the remains of a normal
healthy uninjured luiman being of the Homo sapient of Linna?us.

Enc/is {Behjium).—Fig, 3.—This skull, which was found by Dr.
Schmerling in the year 1883 in a cave, with the cave bear, cave hya'na,

elephant, etc., and has since proved the trtcrruna causa hrlli of pala:'t)n-

tologists from the days of Biickland and Schmerling down to our own
days, exhibits a type of cranium which, if attention had not been
speciallycalled to it, as that of an alleged contemporary of the cave bear

and mammoth, would have been the last to attract the attention of a

* 'Medical Times,' Feb. 15. lbG2.
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craniologisfc. Tills most ordinary type exhibits a fairly-developed
forehead, a full and high, but not" shelving, occiput, supraorbital
ridges not prominent, and, generally speaking, analogous to dozens
of Indo-European crania. In the Nepal collection in the British

Fig. 3.—Human skull from Engis (scale I linear).

Museum there are several skulls wliich resemble tlie Engis cranium
in their configuration. It is dolichocephalic, but does not approach
to any of the boat-shaped (kumbecephalic) skulls wliich have been
afforded to us from graves in Scotland of the early " Stone period."

Massaf.—The remains from this bone-cave do not afford us any
evidences which would lead us to distinguish their cranial type. Only
a few teeth have been discovered associated with remains of Felis

spel(ra, Ursus spelccnn, IIi/(sna spelcca, etc.

Plnu {Mecldenburcf)

.

—Eig. 4.—The skeleton to which this skull

belonged was found in silicious sand, six feet below the surface,

associated with bone implements made out of the osseous remains

of stag and boar. Dr. Schauffhausen says :
" A very high anticpiify

was assigned to this grave, as it was wholly unprotected by any
masonry, and afforded no trace of cremation liaving been prac-

tised, nor any implements of stone, clay, or metal." Similar argu-

ments might be adduced in favour of the high antiquity of the

soldiers buried at Inkerman, who, tossed into a pit naked or with a

blanket round them, would afford no evidences of masonry, crema-
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tion, stone, or metallic implements. The cranial appearance of the

skull is, however, truly remarkable, although it approaches very much
to the configuration of the cranium from Montrose, to which I shall

presently allude. It is brachycephalic, the occiput being high, and

the supraorbital ridges well developed. The length from the glabella

to the occiput is 6" 5'", the breadth across the parietal tubers 5" 5'".

Dr. Schauffhausen states :
" Notwithstanding tiie great similarity in

the form of the forehead between this skull and that from the Nean-
derthal, the prominence of the supraorbital ridges in the latter is

more marked, and they are completely continuous with the orbital

Fig. 4.

—

lliniiaii skull I'roiii Phiu (sciilc J linear).

margin, which is not the case in the former. But the skulls are

essentially distinguished by their general form, which in the one is

long-elliptical, and in the other rounded." A portion of the upper
jaw with the teeth, and the entire lower jaw, have been preserved, in-

dicating that the Plau man was orthognathous. As in most of these

cases, the sole chemical evidence of tlie antiquity of the Plau siiele-

ton is, that " the bones are thick l)ut very light, and adhere strongly

to the tongue." INlore exact analysis of their component parts is

unrecorded by Ur. .Schauifliausen.

Aurif/nnc (Gascon//).—The human remains from this cavern, which

were associated, but in a way not known, with those of Elcj/has pri-

mi</enins, Ithinocevos tichorhinun, Mcynceros, etc., after their discovery,

fell into the hands of the may^or of Aurignac. Not regarding the in-

terests of science, and in order to prevent the dissemination of any
liypothesea on the subject amongst the (Gascons, he carefully collected

vor,. v. 'i K
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all the bones together, amounting to seventeen individuals, and caused

them to be reiuteri-ed in the parish burial-ground. Eight years after-

wards, " not even the f.eston retained any recollection of the precise

spot at which these hu-nan reiuains liad been deposited in a common
trench." future paL'eoutologJsts will rank Dr. Amiel, the mayor of

Aurignac, with the tiustees of the Ashmolean Museum, who de-

stroyed the last specimen of the J^odo, in Oxford. His ignorance, or

superstition, has deprived Palaeontology of one of the most important

links of evidence ever discovered. No information consequently

exists of the appearance of the bones, as denoting the race to which

they might possibly appertain.

MewsJade {Glamorganshire).— Fig. 5.— This cranium Professor

Busk describes as " pi^obably that of a female, found together

with less perfect skulls and numerous other bones belonging to

six or seven individuals of different ages, from sixty or seventy down to

three or four years, in a narrow fissure in a limestone quarry at Mew-
slade in Glamorganshire, and not iniprohahly of the same period as the

Fig. 5.—Human skull from Mcwslade (scale i liuear).

bones of animals, etc., found in the neighbouring caverns in Gower,

which have been described by Dr. Falconer and others. This cranium

is obviously of a wholly distinct type from that of the others, thougli

still in some respects p'eculiar." The frontal region is elevated, the

supraorbital ridge being only moderately prominent. The alisphenoid

and the parietal join. The' skull belongs markedly to the dolicho-

cephalic type, and slightly reminds us of the Engis cranium.

Sennen (Cormcall).—Fig. 6.—Tn this cranium, which was dis-

covered in a subterranean peat bog or forest, thirty feet below the
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present level of the sea, at Sennen, near the Land's End, Cornwall, and
of wliich Professor Busk remarks that it " bears some resemblance
to the Engis cranium of Dr. Schmerling," the dolichocephalic cha-

Fig. 6.—Human slcull from Sennen, Cornwall (scale i linear).

racter is strongly marked. The frontal refrion is retrocedeut the
occiput shelving backwards. The alisphenoid and the parietal bones
join for a greater extent than in most Caucasian skulls. The supra-
orbital ridges are less prominent than in the Plau, more so than in

the Mewslade crania. The meatus audiforius extenms is large ; the
zygomatic arch strong and powerful.

Fig. 7.—Human skull from Montrose (scale \ linear).

Montrose.—Pig. 7.

—

Tiiis, the most typical example of a British
brai'hyccphalic skull, was found in a tumulus, »;uj)posed to belong
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to the later part of the Stone period. In the words of Professor
Wilson, it " is square and compact in form, broad and short, but
well balanced, and with a good frontal development. The supra-
ciliaries are moderately elevated."

Nether Urqtihart {FifesJiire').— Fig. 8.— This is one of the
Jcumhecephalic or boat-shaped skulls which were found in a cairn in

Fifeshire in 1835. It is supposed to belong to the earl/ part of
the Stone period. This period might be called the protolithic (from

Fig. 8.—Human skidl from Nether UrquLart (scale ^ linear).

TrpwTos, first, and At^o?, stone). The long, nari'ow and shelving occiput,

the retrocedent frontals, and the prominent supraciliaries, indicate

the similarity of this skull to that from Sennen, to which I have

already alluded.

The researches of Professor Wilson lead him to the result that the

kumbecephalic (dolichocephalic) races in Great Britain antedated

the brachycephalic races in time ; those of Professor Nilsson, that the

brachycephalic men in Scandinavia flourished before the dolicho-

cephalic races.

JPlymouth.—Fig. 9.—In this small portion of a cranium, "found
in a limestone quarry at Plymouth, at a depth of about six feet

Fig-. 9.—Iluuian skull from Plymouth (scale \ linear).

below the present turf," the retrocedenco of the forehead is very

remarkable. The supraorbital ridges project but slightly, and are

discontinuous over the nasal bone. Tiic fractured condition of the
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cranium precludes any observation on the form of the occiput or tlie

length of the sphenoido-parietal suture.

I!asf Ham (Valleif ofThames).— JNIr. Cresy, at the meeting of the

Geologists' Association on April 7, 1862, exhibited this skull, as well

as two others, of supposed less geological antiquity. The conditions

Fig. 10.—Ilumau skull from East Ham (scale ^ linear).

under which it was found were detailed by him. The " skull was
found in excavating for the foundations of the Northern Outfall

Sewer, in East Ham Marshes, at a depth of fifteen feet below the

surface, the strata being

—

2 feet grass and mould.
5 „ yellow clay.

5 „ peat.

3 „ sand and gravel in which it was found.

15 feet."

\\''\t\\ it were discovered two "celts" chipped on the surfticc, ex-

cepting the trenchant edges, wliich were ground, and the lower jaw
of a cetacean animal, which will form the subject of future remarks
by iNIr. Cresy. Having had the opportunity, througli the kindness

of Mr. Mackie, of examining this skull, 1 give the following table of

measurements, taken with tape and rule in the ordinary manner

:

Iiuhos.

LonqifitJiiial (Uamctcr from between supraorbitals to

inion ......... G-I-
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Inches.

Parietal diameter between parietal tubers . . • ^^
Frontal diameter between anterior and inferior angles

of parietal bones ....... 4f
Vertical diameter from fossa between occipital condyles

to top of skull ....... 4|
Intermastoid arch from one mastoid to the other, over

the calvarium ....... 14^
Intermastoid line, measured in a straight line between

the points of the mastoid processes . . . .4
Occipito-frental arch, measured by a tape on the surface

of the cranium from the nasal suture to the posterior

margin of theforamen magnum . . . .14
Horizontal periphery, by a tape round the cranium, so

as to touch the os frontis immediately above the

superciliary ridges, and the most prominent part of

the occipital bone ....... 20-i-

In the above table, I have used the system of measurement pro-

posed by Dr. George Williamson.*

It appears from the proportion of this (a female) skull, that the

breadth was to the length as 7^ : 10, and that it was consequently
" dolichocephalic." The type is oval, the frontal being rounded, with

a flat calvarium, and the parietal tubers moderately developed. The
occiput is oval, the inion being slightly protuberant ; the lower half

of the supraoccipital shelves gently downwards to the foramen mag-

num. The occipital condyles are flattened. The alisphenoid and the

parietal join oii both sides of the head, with small ossa wormiuna
intercalated in the suture. The frontal suture is obliterated. Above
the interorbital space is a slight projection, possibly coincident with,

though not necessarily an indication of the frontal sinus. Behind
the coronal suture, the calvarium is slightly depressed, perhaps in-

dicating the use of a constricting bandage compressing the cranium.

From these characters it appears that no distinctive points can be
predicted of this cranium, as diflerentiating it from the skulls of the

existing individuals who inhabit the valley of the Thames. To this

skull was adherent a small amount of fine mud, apparently of the

same chemical constituency as the clay-bed of the river Thames or

Lea. The whole of the animal matter was present in the skull,

which did not adhere when applied to the tongue.

Borris (hedof Nore), Ireland.—The supraorbitals here are slightly

more prominent than in the Blackwater, less so than in the Valley of

the Trent skull. The lambdoidal suture is very complex, and developes

many ossa wormiana on both sides. The fractured condition of the

skull precludes any observation as to the junction of the parietals

and alisphenoids, or as to the presence of a paroccipital tubercle.

The opportunity of inspecting this skull at leisure has been aftbrded

to me by Prof. Huxley.

* ' Observations on the Human Crania contained iu the Museum of the Army Medical

Department, Chaliiam.' 8vo, Dublin, 1857, p. 73.
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Bed of Blackwater River, Armagh (Ireland).— In this skull,

which has heen kindl_y lent to me by Prof. Huxley, the alisphenoid

aud the parietal join on the right side ; the apex, however, of the

parietal impinges on the alisphenoid ou the left : the supraorbitals

are scarcely, if at all, prominent ; the retrocedent frontal, and the

calvarium sloping gently upwards to the centre of the parietal bone,

repeat here the cluiracters of the Borris skull and the skull from the

Valley of tlie Trent. In the cast, the paroccipital tubercle is slightly

prominent on the right side.

Valley of the Trent.—This skull repeats many of the characters

of the Borris and Blackwater skulls, from wdiich, however, it is

markedly distinct. The alisphenoid and the parietal join on both

sides. On the right side the jugular eminence is pronouncedly

distinct, and indicates a well-defined paroccipital tubercle. The left

jugular eminence is, however, broken away. The digastric fossa is

deep ; the inion is protuberant. Over each orbit is a ridge, discon-

tinuous over the nasal suture, and which projects forwards. This

contains, on each side, large, distinct, aud well-defined supraorbital

foramina. Along the sagittal suture is a slight elevation, or crest,

analogous to that often observed in the Australian races. The low

frontal bone reminds the observer forcibly of the Andaman skull,*

which it does not exceed in regard to its frontal development.

One of the most important differences which the cranium of the

Troglodytes Gorilla presents to the human siiull has been defined by
Prof. Owen (Osteological Catalogue of the College of Surgeons)

to be the more backward position of the foramen magnum, and
its more oblique plane in relation to the base of the skull in the

Gorilla, than in man. The almost horizontal direction of the

foramen magnum in the human species, co-related with the character

(situs erectus) applied by the Linmeau definition to man, is modified

in the Valley of the Trent skull, and such modification is in the direc-

tion of the inferior type. The angle made by a line drawn from the

anterior to the posterior margins of the foramen magnum, with

the plane of the basioccipital, is more oblique than I have observed

in any human skull, and markedly more so than in the so-called

"lowest" races of mankind, as e.g. the Australians and Andaman
Islanders. This character, coupled with the powerful occipital spine,

the ridged and crested surface of the lower half of the super-

occipital, indicative of the action of powerful nuchal ligaments

to keep the head from falling forwards, the presence of a " par-

occipital" process for the firmer attachment of the rectus capitis

lateralis, and the slightly more backward position of the occipital

condyles, seem to indicate that an entirely erect position was
not the normal attitude of the pre-liistorical contemporary of Bos
primigenius in the Valley of the Trent.

The skull from the Valley of the Trent exhibits, on the right side

of the upper half of tlie superoccipital bone, a partial retention of tlie

suture dividing the squama occipitalis from the lower half of the

* Owcii, Tnuis. Ethn. Soc. 18G3.
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superoccipital bone. This character, the " os InccB," was first

observed by Dr. Bellamy, in the skulls of the early Peruvians. Prof.

Tschudi* considered it as a mark of the primeval distinction of the
Peruvian I'ace, the skulls of which, accoi'ding to him, manifested this

alleged " embryonic character" as in the lower mammalia. Morton
observed it in a Chimu (called by him Chimuyan), and in a Cayuga
skull. In the British Museum is a large handsome skull, belonging
to the " Chincha " type, in which the interparietal bone is manifest.

In Mr. Edward Gerrard's most useful and valuable catalogue, recently

published, the locality is marked as from Pasadama {i. e. Pachacamac),
near Lima.

In the collection of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, on No. 5711 (a

Laplander), Prof. Owen remarks, " the suture between the exoccipital

and supraoccipital is retained on the right side, and partially so on
the left." Here, however, there are numerous Wormian bones in

the lambdoidal suture. On No. 5390 (a New Zealander), he says,
" the upper half of the supraoccipital has been developed as an inter-

parietal from a separate centre, and has united by a complex dentated
suture with the lower half of the supraoccipital." A similar confor-

mation exists in a skull from the Eoman burial-place at Felixstow,

preserved in the Anatomical Museum at Cambridge,! ^^^ iii the
cranium of a Bengalee. The law which regulates the repetition of

similar characters in skulls of nations aboriginally distinct is termed
by Prof J. Aitken Meigs,J of Philadelphia, " homoiokephalic represen-

tation." Analogous congenital varieties or imperfections may be seen

in almost every ethnic type. Dr. Williamson has described them in

the Albanian, Singhalese, Timmani, Kosso, Krooman, Fanti, Ashantee,

Calabar, Burmese (Malay), and Esquimaux ; whilst in the Limbu
tribe from Nepal, an instance has been described by Prof. Owen, in

which the " interparietal " is divided into three distinct qifasi-sym-

metrical portions. Dr. Spencer Cobbold has seen a true inter-

parietal bone in a skull in the Edinburgh Museum ; and I have

recently observed it in a skull belonging to the Ethnological

Society's collection, of which I am not yet satisfied as to the precise

nation to which it belonged.

A cursory examination of the bones found with the human skull, at

tlie Valley of the Trent, has aftbrded to me evidence of Bos longifrons,

Bos primif/eniiis, stag, wolf, goat, and horse. Some of the horn cores

of Bos longifrons appeared to me to be more curved than usual, but

the majority exhibited the normal form.

Heathery Burn Cave, near Utanlio-pe.—I refrain intentionally from

offering any remarks on the human remains discovered in this cave,

as the geological conditions under which they were found have been

ably detailed by Mr. Elliott, and the human skull will be described

by Prof Huxley. § The condition of the mammalian remains from

* Rivero and Tsohiuli, ' Aiitigucdades Peruanas.' f Davis and Thiirnain, ]). 29.

X Meigs, ' Des<i-ii)lioii of aFrai^nnentaiv Tluiiiau Skull from Jerusalem.' 8vo. Pliilad.

p. 279.

§ Sec )). 201 of this iiuuiIkt. -El). Gi:oi,.
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tlie cave at Stanhope does not indicate a liigh geological antiquity.

Although a great range of variation is undoubtedly observable

in the amount of cartilaginous matter retained in the bones, still

none adhere to the tongue with the same firm degree of fixation as

the hyffina remains, e.g. from the Kirkdale Cavern. Moreover, all

the remains which I have myself examined indicate animals, as the

ox, horse, otter, badger, water-rat, goat, roebuck, which are still

found in England, or wliich, as the wild boar, have become extinct

during a late historical period. The presence of bronze remains,

analogous to those used by the early Scandinavians, however, would
not leave us to infer even a high historical antiquity to these remains.

The rate at whieli the stalagmitic formation—in this case extending
to as much as eight inches of depth—might have been deposited,

may possibly afFoi'd us a means of estimating the age more accurately.

Practical geologists alone can determine this. The fragmentary
condition of many of the bones indicates the possibility of their

having been the debris of repasts. Some small hollow bones have
been split longitudinally, perhaps to extract the marrow for the

use of man. Another bone bears the impress of two small teeth

on one, and anotlier tooth on the other side : such small apertures

or impressions could have been made with facility by the acuminate
cuspid teeth of the otter, whose jaw is found in the cave. Not
so by the tooth of the badger, also found in proximity, whose
powerful tuberculate molars would not have punctured the bone,

but crushed it ; scarcely by the tooth of the water-rat {Arvicola

ri)i}pJubia), wliose scalpriform teeth would have eroded the surface of
the bone without drilling an aperture. One of the punctures is

squared, and of the same dimensions as the crown of the upper
incisor of the amphibious rodent. However, the distance between
the two most prominent apertures in tlie bone accords with the
distance between the two most salient cusps of the premolar and
molar series in the jaw of the otter, which, deprived of fish, would
have been glad to partake of a more nutritive food.

Otter (Liilra vulrjaris). We have evidence of tlie fractured part
of a skull of this species, which, as well as a ramus of luider jaw,
has been preserved. The jaw is nearly perfect, but the only teeth

which still remain in it are the canine, tlie second, ^j 3, and the third,

p 4, premolars. Empty sockets alone indicate the spots where p 2,

m I (the sectorial tooth), and m 2 have been. The jaw, as Avell as the
fractured cranium, is fresh, and contains much of the recent animal
matter.

JJadger {Melc.'; faxiLf). The large left ramus of jaw (specimen No.
50), by the characteristic form of its first true molar, is manifestly that
of the existing badger. In it the molar series is perfect, with the
exception of p 2, the molar scries, in place, being m 2, m 1, p t, p 3,

and p 1. The apex of the canine, as well as tlie crown of m 1, is

much worn, indicating the age of the individual to wliich the jaw
b(dongcd. The incisor scries is absent, and the asccmding ramus of
the jaw, coronoid, condyle, and angle, arc broken away.

VOL. V. 2 F
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Goat (Capra liircus). The left ramus of the jaw of goat, from
the Stanhope caves, exhibits on 2, m. 3, and ^9 2, in place, the sockets

of m 1 and of j) 3 being left broken in the alveoli, and ^; 1 being
absent. In auotlaer fragment also of left ramus p 2 and p 3 are left

in situ.

Roebuck {Cervus capreolus) . The broken fragment of the left ramus
of the under jaw of Cervus capreohis has lost all the teeth except

the second and third premolars. These exhibit the characteristic

sculpturing of Cervus, and present a marked distinction to the caprine

bones from the same locality. The second premolar is divided

into two lobes, the anterior being the smallest, and separated from

the hinder lobe by a notch on the inner side of the crown ; the pos-

terior lobe is subquadrate, and exhibits two islands of enamel, of

which the hinder is the larger, and transverse to the axis of the jaw.

The third premolar, approaching nearer to the bicrescentic form of the

true molars in Iluminantia, is again divided into two lobes, by
vertical depressions on both the outer and inner sides. The anterior

lobe is here the largest, and developes a prominent cusp on the inner

side of the tooth. In it the enamel-island is crescentiform, though

not extending so far back as the lateral notch. The transverse

island, in the posterior cusp, is more than double the length of its

representative in^:? 2.

The distal end of the metatarsal of a ruminant has been exposed to

the action of fire—the end being chai'red. Evidence of the erosive

action of the teeth of some carnivore is present on a vertebra, which

has been gnawed to such an extent as to obscure its specific

characters.

Hog {Stis scrofa). Three large canine teeth of the wild boar, one

of which is partially blackened, and the extremity of another canine,

indicate the existence of the Siis scrofa ferns in the Durham bone-

cave. Another more friable evidence consists of the blackened

symphysis of a young hog, of which the right canine is in place, and
all the deciduous teeth absent. In the jaw, the germ ofp <1< appears,

which has not yet appeared above the alveolus.

Horse {Equus cahallus). The unquestionable evidence of the

existence of the Equus in the Heathery Burn Cave rests upon
the discovery of a " corner nipper " («' 3) of the upper jaw, right side

of an old horse, aged about IG years.

Water-rat (Arvicola amphibia). The numerous evidences of the

presence of this elegant-skulled little rodent are so perfectly pre-

served that, though fi-agile, the incisor teeth retain their typical

yellow colour. The fore-parts of two skulls, the left ramus of

a lower jaw, and two separate small incisor teeth have been preserved;

and as none of the animal matter has been removed, great doubt

exists whether any great lapse of time has taken place since their

being imbedded in the deposit. It ia not stated at what depth these

remains were found, but there is no stalagmite adhering to them, and

their appearance, like that of the two copper halfpence (temp.

Geo. II,), is very recent. Mr. J. Elliott (' Geologist,' vol. v. p. 1G9)
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lias told us " the coins loere tinder very little cover, and might have

been imbedded very recently." The exact depth is, however,

unrecorded.

The large flat plate, from (I presume) the bed of the watercourse,

in the Heathery Burn Cave, is a most interesting relic. Although

unquestionably modern, it is covered to the depth of \ inch with a

thick deposit of fish-bones, of which the centra, neural arches, and

hiemal arches of the vertebrse can be observed, and amongst which

some bones, possibly those of small frogs or tadpoles, may be

detected. All these are in a very friable state.

Eteuria.—In the osteological department of the British Museum
are four skulls, of presumed high historical antiquity, which were

derived from caves in Etruria. I give the following table of their

measurements, taken in the same way as I have measured the East

Ham skull. This table is necessarily defective, as in the skulls

marked I. M. N. and +, the apical extremities of the mastoid

processes are broken away, and the horizontal periphery of the

skull mai'ked + cannot be computed exactly, by reason of the left

squamosal having posthumously bulged out from the parietals.

Measurements.

Longitudiual diameter

Parietal diameter

Froutal diameter

\'crtical diameter

laterraastoid arch

Intermastoid li iie

Occipitofrontal arch

Horizontal periphery

Proportion of breadth to length, the

latter being estimated as 10..

c

a a a "Sa c.

^° IN n i ^£ 1 +
^ is iS o "a »

W pq Km Bm n t>-3 w

63 7i 7 7^ n 7} n
5^ H 5^ H H 5 5

5 4^ 4^ 4i — 4i 4f
4i 5^ 4^ 5 — H 5

Uf U\ 141 14^ — 14^ 14i
4^ 4i 4 4^ — 4 4^
Ui Uk 14^ 14i 15i 14 15i

21i 20J 20 20i 21 20 20|

8-518 8-103 7-321 7 7 6-879 6-G60

In I. M. ]\L and I. M. X, the occiput is globular, and shelving

gently downwards. In + it is full and oval, the lower half of the
supraoccipital being flattened. No undue prominence of the supra-
orbital ridge, or of the paroccipital tubercles, is observable. Small
ossa tcoriniana are present in the lainbdoid suture of I. ]\I. ]\[., but
in 1. M. X. the sutures are obliterated; nor does + exhibit any
peculiarity in tiiis respect. The frontal suture, however, in I. ]M. M.
is present. The inion is distinctly marked in 1. ^l. M. and in + ;

not so, however, in 1. jM. N. In all three skulls the alisphenoid and
parietal join. A slight depression of the vertex is indicated behind
the coronal suture in the three skulls, and especially in 1. M. M.
No history of the specimens has been preserved, nor is there any
geological or antiquarian evidence demonstrating tlieir antiquity.
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The contrast between tlie bracliycephalic skull mirked 0, and the

dolichocephalic one marked +, from the same locality, is signifi-

cant.

Swifzerland.—Mr. Lubbock, in his memoir on the subject, has told

us "Human bones occur in the Pileworks (Pfahlhaufen) but very

seldom, and may no doubt be referred to accidents, especially as we
find that those of children are most numerous. One mature skull

was, however, discovered at Meilen, and has been described by Pro-

fessor His, who considers that it does not difler much from the ordi-

nary Swiss type.* And while his work was in the press, M. Eilti-

meyer received from M. Schwab four more skulls, two of which were

obtained at Nidau Steinberg, one at Sutz, and one from Biel." Mr.
Lubbock proceeds to say :

" Whether the Drift race of men were

really the aboriginal inhabitants of Europe, still remains to be ascer-

tained. M. Eiituneyer hints that our geographical distribution indi-

cates a still greater antiquity of the human race." No general

statement of tacts is, however, adduced in support of M. Eiitimeyer's

theory, which the negative evidence, which proves that human bones

are as capable of preservation as those of mammalia, tends to refute

until observation and demonstration shall establish the greater anti-

quity of man.
A human cranium belonging to the first age of iron, from Tiefenau,

exhibited exactly the same profile as the cranium from Sanderum-
gaard. M. Morlot states that the height of the Swiss cranium is

identically tlie same, and the length is a little (5 miUimetres) longer

than that of the Danish cranium. (Morlot, ' Etudes Geologico-Ar-

cheologiques,' p. 317.)

Objects of human art have been found at various depths in a

tumulus near the Tiniere rivulet, which flows into the Lake of G-eneva

near Villeneuve. In order that my readers may understand more
clearly M. Morlot' s reasoning, I transcribe his diagram and refer-

ences.

Actual Section of the "Cone de Dejection toruentielle de la Tiniere."

From A. Morlot, 'Le9oii d'ouverture d'un Corn's siir la haute Antiquitc, fait a I'Acadeuiie

de Lausanne ea Novembre et Decembre I860.' 8vo. Lausaune, 1861.

R. Bed of tlie Roman age.

B. Bed of the Bronze age, date 3000 to 4000 years ago.

S. Bed of the Stone agr, date 5000 to 7000 years, iu which were found, at «, a piece of

pottery ; at b, a hiunau skeleton, which aj)peared to liave been laid in a tomb, aud

of which the very small, round, and remarkably thick head presented the Mon-
golian or Turauiau " bracliycephalic" type, strongly marked ; at d, many frag-

* Dolichocephalic ?
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nieuts of very coarse pottery, luucli fliarcoal, and broken pieces of the bones of

various animtils—a proof that man had inhabited that precise spot.

A. Central axis of the cone, transversely bisected Ijy the railway. It is here that the

torrent flowed in ordinary times, before the dyi;es had been constructed.

C C. Surface of the cone, when the torrent was commenced to be dyked. This line is,

to a certain extent, ideal ; all the others are real, and have been actually observed

as they are represented in the section.

]M N. The iron road.

\. Bridge acting as aqueduct to the torrent which crosses the railway.

O P N. In this space exclusively all those distances are included which have serxed to

establish chronological calculations. These distances, often repeated, are capable

of being taken here very exactly ; they can be considered as exact almost to half

an inch.

The section has been interrupted at M, because it became indistinct here. Its

southern extremity was complete in every relation.

Kjoklcenmoddings (DenmarJc).—Numerous human skeletons from

the ancient deposits of Denmark, in which the remains of extinct ani-

mals, with one exception {Boa primigenius) have not been found, have

been afforded to us. The skulls are brachycephalic, and possess

well-defined supraorbital ridges. M. Morlot says " that their front

teeth did not overlap as ours do, but met one another, as those of

the Greeulauders of the present day. This evidently indicates a

peculiar manner of eating." The value of this assumption could only

be estimated by the illustration of a drawing, showing in what way
such close juxtaposition of the incisor teeth was effected. This evi-

dence, however, is not given to us, and those who are acquainted

with the range of dental variation in man, however they might con-

sider a conformation of this sort indicative of a peculiar description

of food, will hardly affirm that the builders of tlie tumuli had "a
peculiar manner of eating." M. Morlot, although he quotes the

Greeulauders, Egyptians, and other nations as exhibiting the same
dental peculiarity, the incisors being worn away so as functionall}^ to

resemble molars, is evidently not aware of the fact that this confor-

mation has been observed even amongst Bi'itish sailors, and that it is

due solel_7 to the triturating action of the hard substances used by
them as food. In the sepulchral edifices of the early Danes, carefully

constructed of large liewn stones, M. Morlot has discovered numerous
crania, of whicli, he says, the type can be established. " It is a small

liead, remarkably roundt'd in every way, but witli a ratlier lai'ge facial

angle, and a forehead whicli does not bear the mark of a slightly-

developed intelligence. This type reminds one of that of the Lap-
lander, but it cannot be precisely aiiirmed to be identical with it."

One from Sanderumgaard, of the Iron period, in the island of Fyen,
is dolichocephalic, with a sliglitly retrocedent frontal. Practical

cranioscopists are aware that the range of variation in the skulls of

the Indo-European races is such as to exhibit many crania of these

two types amongst the existing races of Europe and Asia. Palaeon-

tologists are under a lasting debt of obligation to M. Morlot, who
has, by his researches on the later geological strata of Switzerland,

i'lirnished us with an almost inexhaustible mine of information on the
contemporaneity of man with the extinct animals at both the Kjok-
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kenmoddings and Pfalilbauteu.* Human osseous remains have not

been demonstrated in the Kj'okkeumoddings themselves, according to

the testimony of the latest observers of these shell-deposits.

The broad ground may be admitted, that the earliest Briton skulls

generally exhibit a supraorbital projection, which attains in its deve-

lopment, however, notliing like the size of the ridge in the Neander-

thal cranium. The majority of the British, Hibernian, and Caledo-

nian skulls figured by Messrs. Davis and Thurnamf exhibit a large

supraorbital ridge. This character is also present in a few of the

Saxon skulls.

The supraorbital development of the Briton skull from Ballidon

MoorJ is fully equal to that of the Engis cranium. The Neanderthal

skull, however, admittedly stands sui generis.

The Museum of Natural History at Copenhagen contains skulls

of the " Stone Period" in Denmark with an excessive supraorbital

projection.

Aboriginal American races of high antiquity often exhibit a large

supraorbital development. This may be seen on examining Morton' s§

plates ofthe Peruvian from Pachacamac (" Temple of the Sun "), plate

11a, and the skulls of mound-builders from the Upper Mississippi

(plate 52), Tennessee (plate 55), and Steutenville, in Ohio (plate 68).

The frontal development of the Australian race, accompanied by an

absence of the frontal sinus, has been frequently noticed, and several

Australian skulls have the supraorbital ridge overhanging the origin

of the nasals to the degree shown in the skulls from Engis and the

Valley of the Trent.

Supraorbital development in the Negro is far from being a constant

character. It is undoubtedly present in many of the lower Negroes,

but I have now before me a skull from Ashantee whicli exhibits less

supraorbital development than many of the skulls from the " Stone

period " in Denmark.
In India, the range of variation offered by the Hill-tribes of Nepal

exhibits the supraorbital ridge under a variety of aspects. The low-

caste individuals, perliaps of all nations, have a greater tendency to

repeat this character than the more elevated types. In Europeans,

* A. Morlot

:

1

.

'Lefon d'ouverture d'lm'Cours sur la haute Autiqnite, fait a 1'Academic do Lausanne

en Novembre et Decciubre I860.' 8vo. Lansaune, 18G1.

2. ' Remarqucs sur les formations moderues dans Ic Canton de Vaud.' (Bulletin de la

Societe^A'audoise des Sciences naturelles, tome v. No. 40.) 8vo. Lausanne, 1857.

3. 'Etudes Geologico-Archeologiqncs en Dauemark ct en Suisse.' 8\'o. Lausanne,

1860. (Bulletin, etc., tome v. no. 46.)

4. ' On the Post-Tertiary and Quaternary Formations of Switzerland.' 8vo.

5. ' Eeoher(;hes sur les Habitations Incustres des environs d'Estavaycr,' par M. Biot de

Vevay et lI(Miri Roy, redigees par M. Morlot. (Extrait des ilemoires de la Societe des

Antiquaires dc Zurich, tome xiii.) 4to.

t ' Crania Britanuica.' 4to and folio. London: 1856.

\ Loc. cit.

§ 'Crania Americana.' Philadelphia: 1839. In a Pachacamac skull before mc
there is a very slight supraorbital devclnpnicnl.
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however, of higli intellect this couformatiou may frequently be re-

marked ; and 1 have observed it in more than one person with whom
it was cori'elated with a high degree of mental ability.

The words of Professor Owen, applied to the Nepal crania, are also

applicable to the remains from the Stone period. " There are not

more than two or three skulls in the entire series which would have

suggested, had they been presented to observation without previous

knowledge of their country, that they belonged to any primary divi-

sion of human kind distinct from that usually characterized by cra-

niologists as Caucasian or Indo-European ; the majority might have

been obtained from graveyards in Loudon, Edinburgh, or Dublin, and

have indicated a low condition of the Caucasian race. . . . They pre-

sent varieties in the proportion of length and breadth of cranium, in

the development of the nasal bones, in the divarication or prominence

of the malar bones, in the shape of the forehead, in the degree of

prominence of the frontal sinuses and projection of the supraciliary

ridge, which would be found perhaps in as many promiscuously-col-

lected skulls of the operatives of any of our large manufacturing

towns, and which would be associated with corresponding diversities

of features and physiognomy."*
The range of variation offered by the above skulls (the Neanderthal

cranium excepted) is, on the whole, not greater than between a large

series of the skulls of any given disti-ict—as, e.g., Nepal. Neither

in the size of the supraorbital ridge ; the extent of frontal develop-

ment ; the form of the occiput, whether shelving, vertical, or globular
;

the persistence of an interparietal bone ; the presence or absence of

a sphenoido-parietal suture ; the position of the condyles ; the deve-

lopment of sagittal or lambdoidal crests ; the size, shape, or position

of tlie styloid or vaginal processes—have any of those diflerences

which so prominently characterize the Homo sapiens been departed

from, nor any of the simial features superadded or retained as em-
bryonal characters ; nor have the latest published demonstrations of

the anatomical characters of these ancient crania by the ablest advo-

cates of the hypothesis of direct selective traiisnuitation aftbrded us

any satisfactory evidence to break down the broad bridge of demarca-
tion whicli still separates us from the inferior animals.

The researches of Professor Steenstrup and others have led to the

proposition of a series of periods, as exhibited in the annexed table,

ill which the propositions put forth by the advocates of the excessive

antiquity of man are set forth in a tabular form. Direct contempo-
raneity of e. ff. the denizens of the Kjokkenmoddings with the

Natchez mound-builders is not inferred. " It would have been very
much better for geology if so loose and ambiguous a word as
' contemporaneous' had been excluded from her terminology, and if

in its stead some term, expressing similarity of serial relation and
excluding the notion of time altogether, had been employed to

* Owen, ' Report on a .Series of Nepfilese Skull?.' Trnnsaetions of the British Asso-

ciation, 1859.
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denote correspondence in position in two or more series of strata," *

and Professor Huxley uses the temn Itomotaxis as expressing sucli

relation.

Trees.
Denmark.

Weapons. Sl;uUs.

(Denmark.)
Instances.

Beech. "Workers in Iron. Dolichocephalic.

Oak. Workers in Bronze. Dolichocephalic. Switzerland.

Pine.
Hatchets not chipped,

but groimd in Stone.
Bracliycephalic.

Switzerland.

Kjokkeumoddings.

Natchez.

Hatchets not ground,

but chipped in Stone.
Somme Valley.

Pliocene.

Miocene.

Eocene.

It has been further sought to show, that, as in Denmark and some
other localities, a regular scale of division of the humatile strata into

beech, oak, and pine-producing deposits prevails, each respectively
coincident with iron, bronze, and stone remains, that an analogous
distribution in time prevailed during the deposition of the extra-

Eui-opean humatile strata. Neither observation nor analogy, however,
demonstrates this assvmiption. In the whole American continent,
although we have the chipped flints and celts from Natchez and
Chiriqm,f the obsidian knives from Mexico, and the arrowheads from
Tierra del Fuego, the copper and gold implements from Peru and
Chiriqui, the American mind never devised the plan of smelting
iron from the ore, and applying the metalliferous residue to a useful

purpose. The so-called " Iron Age" never existed in America.
The division of human crania into " brachycephalic " and "doli-

chocephalic " originated with the late Professor Ketzius. Like the
arbitrary and conventional divisions of other anthropologists into
" orthognathous " and "prognathous," it was convenient as afford-

ing easy and intelligible descriptive terms for crania of diverse races.

As a test of distinction of race, however, it is an insufficient mark of
distinction. The supporters of the theory have based on it the fol-

lowing classification. J:

* Huxley, Address to Geological Society, 21st February, 1SG2.

t W. Bollaert and C. C. Blake on Antiquities from Chiriqui : Ethnological Society,

IMarch 18, 1802.

X On Fossil Man. Royal Institution. February 7, 1802.
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" As types of these two varieties of crania, Professor Huxley ad-

duced the West Coast African negro and the Turk. Tlie typical

cranium of the West Coast African negro is long and narrow, its

transverse measurement being only six or seven tenths of the longi-

tudiual, while the side to side diameter of the Turk's skull is as much
as eight or nine tentlis of the fore and aft measurement. The facial

angle of the skulls also was different, owing to the projection of the

jaws in the negro: the dolichocephalic skull was prognathic, while

the brachycephalic skull was orthognathic. The most striking de-

velopments of these diversities were associated with the greatest

ditierences of climate and situation. If a line be drawn from the

centre of Russian Tartary to the Bight of Benin, the north-eastern

extremity of the line would represent the centre or pole of the

brachycephalic orthognathic variety, the south-western would be

the centre of the dolicliocephalic prognathic type. The centre of

Russian Tartary was distinguished by an arid climate and great

diversities of heat and cold, and presented the strongest contrast

with the hot, moist, reeking swamps of the Western Coast of Africa.

Now, in whatever direction we diverge from these dolichocephalic

and brachycephalic centres, we find the type beginning to fade and

to pass into the opposite. Thus, diverging from the brachycephalic

pole, if we pass eastward into China, we notice the population be-

coming more dolichocephalic and prognatliic ; if we travel northward

to the Aleutian Islanders, Esquimaux, and Greenlanders, we observe

them more or less long-headed as compared with the Tartar type.

The same divergence of type is seen on leaving the dolichocephalic

centre ; the peculiarities of tlie Western African cranial conforma-

tion gradually subside and approach in proportion the other type.

Another line drawn across the centre of the former from the British

Islands to India would mark a population whose skulls may be said

to be oval, presenting a medium between the dolichocephalic and

brachycephalic conformation." The question was then raised " whe-

ther the distribution of cranial forms liad been the same in all periods

of the world's history, or whether the older races, in any locality,

possessed a difl'erent cranial character from their successors."

The induction tliat, on the whole, the brachycephalic type of

cranium is more ancient than the dolichocephalic is capable only of

a limited application. The skulls from iSennen, Plymouth, and

Mewslade, said to be of antiquity transcending human historical

records, all belong, as Professor Busk has stated, to the dolicho-

cephalic type. If brach} cephalic-skulled men existed before these,

their remains have not been vouchsafed to us, in England at least.

In the Continent, on the contniry, the Eiigis skull, said to be "the

oldest relic of man on record," exhibits a dolichocephalic tyi)e. So

does the Neanderthal skull, " the lowest in rank of any human being,"

exhibit, as well as can be asc(>rtained from its fragmentary state, a

long-headed or dolichocephalic type. These two types, therefore,

"the oldest" and "the most degraded," according to the precou-

ceivcd theory, belong to the so-called modern or dolichocephalic

VOL. V. 2 G
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type, said to be coeval with the bronze and iron periods of man. So
far their crauiological nature per se fails to demonstrate their anti-

quity.

General biological analogy would not lead us to suppose that short-

headed races of men first existed in this planet. We almost invariably

find the " lowest " races of animals first. The " dark races of man,"*
comprehending the Negros and Australians, are the lowest in our

classification. They, if any, ofier most affinity to the anthropoid

apes. They are dolichocephalic. It would be far more consonant

•with analogy to suppose that the "dark races" once stretched over

the tropical regions of the globe, and have left their modified de-

scendants in Africa, Australia, and the Andaman Islands,t long pre-

vious to the introduction, origin, or derivation of the lighter races of

the Old World, than to infer the existence of a supposititious race

of short-headed men with or without simial supraorbital ridges, who
flourished over the whole earth (America inclusive) antecedent to

historical time. Speculation on this subject must be checked till we
know what are the most ancient crania of the autochthonous tribes

of the earth. In America, the mound-builders of the IMississippi

valley are possibly the most ancient aborigines of North America.

They are certainly brachycephalic to a

degree transcending the existing Ame-
rican races. But the modern Quichua
skull;}: (often termed Inca) is almost as

short-headed, and the Quichua race has

not the slightest claim to ethnological

antiquity. Antecedent to the Quichua
races, the " Flat-heads " of Titicaca (not

satisfactorily identified with the Aymaras)
who peopled Bolivia and Southern Peru
for ages of unrecorded duration, even

giving due allowance for distortion by
Fig. 12.—Mississippi mound- artificial pressure, exhibit along-headed

""'-'''•
or dolichocephalic type. A plausible liy-

pothesis has even been mooted, that the Titicacan Elat-heads dis-

torted their crania, with a view to perpetuate the remembrance of

the dolichocephalic character of their ancestors. Eetzius has at-

tempted to identify the " Ancient Peruvians " of Morton, and tlie

so-called "Huancas" of Tschudi, with the eastern dolichocephalic

races of South America. This writer by no means coincided wiili

those authors who consider the brachycephalic mound-builders of

Mississippi as the remains of the ty[)ical American stock. He
pointed out that in the eastern part of the American continent,

from north to south, the dolichocephalic type predominated. The
remains fi"om the Brazilian bone-caves, described by Castelnau and

* Knox. Eaces of Men.

t Possibly iu Ceylon, according to Mr. Brayley, F.R.S. : Medical Times, May 10, 1 862.

X Vide Ktlinological Society's Transactions, Mny 6, 1862, for my paper " On the

Cran al Characters of the I'eruvian llaccs."—C.C.B.
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Lund, Avitli retrocedent aud possibly flattened crauia, are doliclio-

ccphalic, and, according to Retzius, represent the primaeval popula-

tion of Brazil. Whether the flattening of their skulls was artificial

or natural, may well be doubted. If natural, the succession of crauia

in Bolivia, Eastern Brazil, and Peru, would be as follows :

—

1st. Natural Dolichocephali.

Brazilian bone-caves.

Oldest builders of Tia-huanaco (?).

2nd. Artificial Dolichocephali.

Titicacans, Aymaras.
3rd. Artificial Brachycephali.

Pachacaraac, Quichuas, Incas, Atacamans.
Changos.

The mounds termed Koorgan or Bongor in the Government of

Tomsk, of which the antiquity is unascertained, containing brachy-

cephalic skulls, aflbrd no evidence of bronze or chipped stone

implements. "The weapons and other objects found by MjNI.

Meynier and d'Eichthal, in the tumuli, are either of bone or iron

;

the ornaments are of bone, melted silicate, polished quartz, or

copper ; there were, moreover, in one of the tumuli fragments
of pottery ; in another the remains of a wooden vessel. All the

tumuli, without exception, had some remnants of iron tools or

weapons, but none of bronze, the metallic ornaments found being
cast in copper, exactly like all others our travellers have met with in

Siberia in the collections of dilettanti. The cranium bear-s in all the

skeletons strong marks of relationship with those which Eetzius

has designated under the name of ' Brachycephali,' their chief

feature [sic in orig.'] being the rectangular form of the orbital cavity,

a form common to all ]\[ongolian races. MM. Meynier and d'Eichthal

are, nevertheless, inclined to believe that several different kinds of

tumuli must be distinguished in Siberia, and that it would be prema-
ture to consider all these tombs as pertaining exclusively to a single

race."*

Supporters of a derivative hypothesis of the human race from
existing species of anthropoid apes have drawn a parallel between
the dolichocephalic chimpanzee, and the dolichocephalic negro of

AVestern Africa, and also between the brachyccphalic oran-outan of

Borneo and the brachycephalic Malay of the same locality. Ethnic
centres of specific dispersion in time have been inferred from this

geographical distribution. The remarkable alleged coincidence of the

long-headed ape with the most long-headed man, and the short-headed

ape with liis short-headed human representative, and inferred de-

scendant, certainly seemed a fact which might lead anthropologists to

admit a possible transmutation, lleference, however, to the sim[)le

facts of the case gives a totally different aspect to this surmise.

AVhen we exan)ine the skulls of the young oran-outan and chim-

panzee, side by side, before their typical characters have been masked
by superadded peculiarities connected with their functional require-

* Comjjtes llcudus, Acad. Sciences, 18G2.
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TABLE SHOWING THE ASSOCIATION OF THE E.VRLIEST EVIDENCES OF THE
HUMAN RACE WITH THE REMAINS OF EKTINCT AND RECENT MAMMALIA.

Fossil species in italics. Bones x . Works o. Pliocene Mammalia f. Pleistocene %.

Domesticated Animals ^.

Neanderthal.

Engis.

Abbeville.

St.

Acheul.

St.

Koch.

Grenelle.

Massat.

Plan.

Aurignac.

Hoxne.
Brixham.

Kent's

Hole.

Gray's

Inn

Lane.

Mewslade.

Sennen.

Montrose.

Nether

Urquhart.

Plvniouth.

Valley

of

the

Trent.

Heathery

Burn.

Switzerland.

Maccagnone.

Kjokkennioddings,

etc

Wookey

Hole.

.....

Man xxoooooxxooooxxxxxxxoxoooo
Felis ipelcpa . x.... x x x... x

JJrsKS spelceiisX xx x...xx x...x

Hiimia spi'JtenX x x x ... x x ... x ... x

Bos primiffemns\ x x x ...x? x x x ... x x x?x

Ovibos moschatus| •••

Elephas antiqunsf x x x ......

PJi'nwceros tichm-JdnusX ... x x ... x x ... x x x

Hlppopot. major\ x x x ......

Eqims fossilis x xx x x x x x x

Cervus megac('ros\ x . x x x x ...
x

Cervus elaphus x x x x ... x ... x ...

Cervus canreolus ... x , x . xxj..,x...

Sns scrofa^ x x x xix x...

Lutra vulgaris ;

•• ^ x ... x ...

I'Vlis catus^ X X x... x..
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TABLE SHOWING EARLIEST EVIDENCES OF HUMAN RACE, kc—continued

.

-a

lb
•a
a
P4

6

<

1 -a

5

XI

a.

S
S

3

C3

c
y.

o

5

a;

"o

c

6

c
1
c

a.

J3

a

s

.a

i
3

.a

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

c

5
s

u
5
:C

5
c

0

S
w

1

Capra Ibex
X X

Aiililope rupicapra X

Ovis aries^ .•

Ursus arctos X?

XMeles taxus X X

Mus svlvaticus

X

Lc'iius tiuudus X

X

X

X

Kliinolophiisf.cquinum .

Arvicola agi'estis 1

Arvicola prateusis X

X

X

Lepus variabilis

Lo'ijus cimiculus

Castor fiber X

X

X

X

X

Sfiurus vulgaris

Eciiius caballus^ . X? X

X

y1^ X X

Ecpuis asiuus^ X

The above table may be epitomized as follows :

—

The dolichocephalic stulls are here marked D ; the brachyccphalic, B.

Locality.

No. of
extinct
species".

No. of
recent
species.

TotaL

Neanderthal. D
Eiiu;is. D 5

8

5

7

4

7

7

3

5

12

1

3

4

7

2

10

1

1

3

12

1

1

I'J

4.

7

27
1

U
4

5

9

5

7

4

8

3

1'.)

4

6

31

1

7

7
31
8

\C,

11

Abbeville

St. Acheul

St. Roeh
Grenelle

Massat. ?

Plau. B
Aurignac. ?

Hoxnc
Brixhnin

Kent's Hole

Grays Inn Lane
MewslaJc. D
Scnncn. D
Montrose. 1?

Nether I'npihart. ]J...

riviiioiilh. I)?

Vale of Bdvoir. D. ...

Ileatliory Burn. ])...

Switzci'land. B
Mjiecannonc

Kj<")kkciiin<')ddinj^s,ele. B
Wookcy Hole
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nients, we see tliat tlio young oraD-outan, gorilla, and chimpanzee
have the transverse diameter of the skull proportionately equal,* and
that the apparent length of the head in the chimpanzee is produced
by the greater development of the supraciliary ridges than in the
oran-outan. In the young gorilla, also an African ape, coincident in

its geographical distribution with races of dolichocephalic negros,

the transverse diameter actually slightly exceeds in Deslongchamps'
5th plate that of the oran-outan. For all practical purposes of
classification, however, it may be said that in youth, before the action

of the biting muscles has altered the typical outward aspect of the

brain-case, the oran-outan, gorilla, and chimpanzee exhibit skulls of
which it cannot be predicted that each exceeds the others in the pro-

portion of its transverse diameter.

Professor Deslongchamps says, " Pour bien saisir les rapports,

souvent caches, des etres eiitr'eux, I'ctat adulte ne sufiit pas toujours
;

dans cet etat, ce sent surtout les diflerences qui se prononcent ; dans
les premiers ages, les ressemblances sent plus accusees, les affinites

sent moins masquees. II est utile, dans I'etude des animaux, d'imiter

les botanistes, qui vont chercher les affinites des genres et des families

des vegetaux dans les premiers rudiments des fruits, de la graine, de
I'embryon, etc. Le groupe des singes anthropoides est i-emarquable

entre tons par les changements, je dirais presque par les metamor-
phoses, que subissent leurs tetes."t The comparison of the skulls of

the anthropoid simise in their young state, made by the cautious and
philosophical Dean of the Faculty of Sciences at Caen, therefore,

may be accepted as evidence against the hypothesis of the coincidence

and derivation of the short and long-headed races of men with and
from the alleged brachy- and dolichocephalic genera of Asiatic and
African apes.

The foregoing table is drawn up with a view to exhibit generally

the number and proportions of extinct and existing mammalia which
have been found in a fossil state in deposits where the remains of

man have also been discovered. With no pretensions to complete-

ness, it may yet serve as a convenient record, and may, to a certain

extent, demonstrate the greater antiquity of e.g. the Abbeville beds

as compared with the Danish Kjokkenmoddings, evinced by the

greater proportion of extinct species in the former deposit. It must
however be borne in mind that the mammalia of the Somme valley

may not have attained a more northern range during the post-

pliocene age, whilst boreal species existing in England and Denmark
at the same time might leave no remains in post-pliocene strata in

Gascony or Sicily. We know too little respecting the distribution

of mammalia over limited areas in the later tertiary strata to entitle

us to form any comprehensive generalization.

In this table, I have made use of the researches of M. Lartet

(Geol. Journal, 1860, p. 471 and 491, and Natural History Eeview,

1862, p. 53); Mr. Prestwich (Geol. Journal, 1860, p. 189, and

* S<ir le Gorilla, par Professeur Oweu, avec six planches ajoutccs par Eudes Deslong-

cham))s. 8vo. Caen. 1861.

f Loc. cit. p. 6.
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Philos. Transact. 18G0, p. 277) ; Dr. Falconer (Geol. Journal, 18G0,

p. 99) ; Dr. Schauftliauseu (Nat. Hist. Eeview, 18GI, p. 155) ; Mr.
Busk (Nat. Hist. Eeview, 18G1, p. 172) ; Mr. Lubbock (Nat. Hist.

Eeview, ISGl, p. 489, and N. II. Keview, 18G2, p. 2G); and Mr.
Dawkins (Proceedings of the Geological Society, 18G2).*

In the Map whicli accompanies this paper, 1 have indicated the

locality of some of the most authentic remains, the antiquity of

which has been strongly advocated. It is not however intended to

be conveyed that any of the remains here indicated were contem-

poraneous. The contemporaneity of some of them with the extinct

mammalia is hitherto undemonstrated. It is certainly significant

that so many instances should occur in the extreme south-west of

England, to which the early Britons were driven by their Saxon con-

querors, and whei'e the traditions of British local history and the

Cornubian dialect still survive. The remains from the Land's End,
Plymoutli, and Mewslade may have been those of early Britons, and
their antiquity, unproven by any chemical or geological evidence,

mav not date furtlier back than the period of the Saxon conquest.

iS'ot the least point of interest in the table on page 22S, is the fact

that in Gascony and Devonshire we have evidence of the contem-
poraneity of the horse and the ass, both animals domesticated by
man, with the extinct mammoths, rhinoceri, cave-lions, bears, and
liya!nas. The questioji tlieu arises, wiietlier the fossil horses and
asses are specifically distinct from the existing, as, if identical, the

commonly received doctrine tliat the horses and asses were intro-

duced from a warmer climate must be essentially modified. It might
be supposed, that the horses and asses of tlie post-pliocene might
have been domesticated by the early pre-Gascons or pre-Devonians,

and have possibly aided them to exterminate the elephants and
rhinoceri. The association of human remains with those of MacJiai-

rodus at Kent's Hole is not a more remarkable fact tlian his asso-

ciation with Elephas antiquus and Ilifpopoiamus major in the Somme
valley and in Sicily, liemains of Hippopotamus major have also been
found in Kent's Hole.

Switzerland and the Kjokkenmoddings, belonging to a later epoch
in the so-called " Stone Period," aftbrd us first evidence of man's
faithful companion, the domestic dog ; and the former locality indi-

cates also tlie proof of goats and slieep, specifically indistinguishable

fi'om tlie existing species. AVith these in Switzerland are associated

icinains of tlie Bos primigenius, the Bos frontosus of Nilsson, and
the JJos lonrjifrons. Tlie latter species was domesticated by the early

Jjuropeans, and probably formc^d the souelie primitive oi owv domestic
oxen. Whether some primicjcnius blood may not possibly exist in

our breeds, may be reasonably doubted ; but the conclusions of Pro-
fessor Nilsson, who derives an existing breed of oxen from the Bos

* The illustrations to this paper arc taken from Piofessor lUisk's pa])cr (N. II.R.

p. 172, etc.) ; from Sijuier's Monuments of the Mississippi valley ; and Maury's ' In-

(li^rcnous Races.' I am iuilibleil to Mr. Maekie for the use of the Muskham and llcatlicry

Ikirn relics, and for the skelthcs of the Eastham nud Engis skulls.
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frontosus, will need fui'ther discussion before their acceptance By
palffioiitologists. With these domesticated or domesticable species

of" ox, flourished in Switzerland the Bison priscus, a species which

the most strenuous efforts of the early Europeans would not have

rendered capable of serving as a docile, milk-producing beast. The
musk-buffalo Buhalus (Ovibos) moschatus, which lived in glacial clay

and drift in England contemporary with the elephant, and tichorhine

rhinoceros, has not hitherto been found associated with the remains

of man.
Morton, in his posthumous manuscripts,* said, " Why may we not

discover the remains of man in the tertiary deposits, in the cretace-

ous beds, or even in the oolites?"— a supposition which, considering

we have not yet quite proved his existence in tlie post-pliocene, is as

probable as that " for the real origin of man we must go immeasurably

further back from the time of the existence of man amongst the

Mammoths, into the great Pliocene or Miocene ages."

When we flad his remains in the tertiary or secondary strata, it

will be time enough to discuss the question. Till then, the negative

evidence which disproves the existence of monkeys, the ancestors

of man on the derivative hypothesis, in any stratum below the eocene

rocks, must check our desire to anticipate the conclusions which
future palaeontologists may arrive at, through a slow and cautious

process of induction and observation.

With the broad question of the antiquity of the human race the

foregoing remarks have no necessary, or even contingent, connection.

A higher and more satisfactory evidence than any which the geologist

or the cranioscopist can bring to bear, is furnished us by the researches

of those ethnologists and philologists who have most studied the affi-

liations and relations of the most ancient languages of the globe.

Upon the supposition that such languages as the Sanscrit, Greco-

Latin, Teutonic, Keltic, and Lithuanian, have been derived from a

once-primeval " Arian" stock, a vast lapse of time is necessary during

which their derivation and divergence from such parent stem took

place. Upon the rejection of the "Arian" hypotliesis,")* and the

acceptance of the doctrine of diverse ethnic centres of linguistic

origin, an equal or greater lapse of time is necessary during which

such a language as the Greek could have improved by ascensive

development from the simple utterances of a barbarous early tongue

to the high grade of philological civilization when Homer wi'ote.

Such a supposition would corroborate the conclusions to which

a priori analogy would lead the geologist ; but it would leave the

problem of the origin of the inferior uon-" Arian" races of men un-

solved. The great question of the origin of these races, whether as

our representatives in a state of arrested moral and mental develop-

ment ; whether as the scanty remnants of inferior types which,

called into being ages before the advent of the "Arian" race, have

passed the fore-ordained limit which " species" can attain, and are

* Ushor, in Nott inid Gliddon, 'Types of Mankind,' p. 343.

t Crawfurd, ' Antiquity of Man on the Evidence of Language.' Trans. Ethnological

Society, 18(52.
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slowly succumbing before the superior mental force of their extermi-

nators, "the most exalted object which we are capable of conceiving,

namely, the production of the higher animals, directly following"*

the extirpation of the lower race ; are speculations which cannot be

solved by the inspection or measurement of any series of skulls, still

less from so limited a number as those which 1 liave noticed above.

Upon a review of the above facts, it appears that we may arrive

at tlie conclusions that brachycephalic skulls did not antedate doli-

chocephalic skulls in time, throughout the whole world; that no

analogy exists between the distribution of brachycephalic and doli-

chocephalic skulls of man, and the distribution of brachycephalic

and dolichocephalic apes ; that the proofs of the antiquity of the

Neanderthal and Engis skulls are not complete, the geological and

chemical evidence being defective ; that the persistent interparietal

bone of the Muskham skull is not a mark of .the lower rank of the

race to which it belonged; and that large supraorbital ridges are

not 2^e)' se proofs of simial aiTuiity, or anthropic degradation.

The above conclusions, it may be said, are purely negative. They
are so ; but it must be borne in mind that we are not entitled yet to

lay down general affirmative conclusioiis. The popular adage, " He
knows most, who believes least," should be more generally accepted

amongst scientific men. A future age alone may enable us to solve

many of the difficulties which at present beset our path, and may
dissipate the prevailing or the proposed theories as to the recent or

ancient antiquity of man. Till then, the constant observer of re-

corded fact follows his track through the devious labyrinth of An-
thropology, conscious that by a steadfast adherence to exactitude he

may possibly succeed in throwing some small light on the nature of

the earliest evidences of the human race.

The question of the nature and date of anthropogenesis, like that of

cosmogeuesis, will perchance not be solved for many generations yet

to come.

THE DISPUTED BEADS FKOM THE DRIFT.

By James Wyatt, F.G.S.

It is not improbable that, in the eager search for flint implements,

some of us may underrate the importance of objects which might
serve to throw light upon the interesting subject of the antiquity of

the human race. Anxiety not to lose any evidence bearing upon this

point will, doubtless, be accepted as a suilicient excuse for re-opening

the question as to the perforated balls found in the Drift, displaying

])roofs of the workmanship of man. We have had conflicting opi-

nions upon these objects, but I am not aware that anything decisive

has been published, it is desirable, under such circunistauces, to

* Darwin, ' Orii;iii of Species,' 1st edition, p. -tSO.

VOL. V. 2 n
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obtain as many facts as possible, and get the question settled. My
first acquaintance with these objects occurred about fifteen years ago';

for as I was uncovering some Anglo-Saxon remains in the Keinpston
Gravel-pit, near Bedford, I found several round stones perforated
through ; and so strongly was I impressed at the time that they were
the personal ornaments of the ancient chieftain just exhumed, that
I actually presented them to the Archaeological Society as Saxon
beads. Subsequent examinations of the Drift gravels, however, con-
vinced me that the balls were of an earlier period than the Anglo-

Hollow specimens of Coscinopora from the Gravel Drift of Bedford.

Saxon, whether works of art or natural productions. They are de-

scribed by some naturalists to be specimens of the Chalk fossil

named as the Coscinopora globularis ; but the great question for con-

sideration is, how did they become perforated ? The theory put forth

by some objectors is that they were bored by an insect or worm when
they were in their soft, primitive condition ; but it is difficult to un-
derstand how the most voracious insect could seize upon a perfectly

round object and drill through it, most accurately, a thoroughly
straight tunnel of uniform bore. I have lately examined more than
two hundred specimens from the low gravel without finding a single

crooked or winding bore ; but on making sections of some of them I

have seen markings which appeared to me to indicate drilling with a

tool after the object was fossilized, rather than the gnawing of an
insect whilst the sponge was soft. There are certain facts in connec-

tion with these little globes to be borne in mind in the discussion of

the question :—They are found in the Pleistocene Drift gravels and
sands which contain the fossil bones of the extinct mammals and the

flint implements ; and the perforation is not a natural condition of the

sponge ; were that the case, the specimens would be uniform in that

respect, whereas some are found entire, without the slightest hole.

The gravel-beds of this county, as well as those of Abbeville and
Amiens, contain them, and we know that they have been regarded

as works of early art in France as well as England ; and they are

such perfect beads that general observers unhesitatingly (and not

unreasonably) pronounce; them to be portions of ancient necklaces.

The learned Dr. lligollot, who devoted great attention to the Drift,

gave the opinion tliat " les petites boules avaient servi a former des

colliers a I'usage des peuples sauvages :" but subsequently a strong

objection was taken to this opinion by M. Albert Gaudry, who, in a
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communication published in the Ti'ansactions of the Institute of

France, denies that there is any evidence for the assertion that tliese

are works of art, and he also takes exception to the name given to

them in this country. lie asserts that these fossils are found in the

Chalk, perforated in the same manner as those specimens found in

the Drift ; and adds that this is not surprising, because the central

part of the sponges is generally cellular ! Surely the latter assertion

cannot be accepted as a satisfactory account of the Coscinopora.

Under the present aspect of the question, it may be considered as not

unworthy of discussion in these pages, and with this view it is sug-

gested that some account of the observations of geologists well ac-

quainted with the condition of these fossils in their natural beds in

the chalk should be solicited, as well as of those who find them in

their transported position in the Drift. AVith this view I forward

specimens from the gravel for comparison with any which may be
obtained from the chalk ; and it will be well if a microscopic exami-

tion of the borings in both kinds be made, so as to aftbrd some
information upon the mode in which they were drilled. I think it

may be taken as a certainty tiiat the Coscinopora or Orbifolina, in its

first or living state, has no hole through it, but a small indentation,

which may be observed in many of those in a fossil state. But on
this point valuable information could be given by J\Ir. llupert Jones,

who is so well acquainted with the Foraminifera, if he will ])ardon

my reference to him. At all events, the perfect hole through the ball

is not, in my opinion, a part of the natural structure of this variety

of the Orbifolina, and the question is therefore, was it a work of sim-
ple art of some of the earliest tribes of the human family ?

COEEESPONDENCE.

The so-called Beadsfrom the Drift.

Dka« Sir,—In reply to the above inquny respecting the small, suh^lobu-
lar, jxTforated bodies found not unfroqiicnlly in the gravel of ehalk-distrietw,
and jiartieularly noticed to occur in lii-dtbrdsliire and at St. Aeheid, I have
to state that, as everybody knows, they liave been derived from the Chalk,
in which similar fossils are abundantly found, either in the perforated con-
dition, or solid, or with a more or less siialloM- hole in their substance.
They may be found by careful seareh iu the chalk itself, on the beaches
under ehalk-clids (as at Kanisgate, etc.), and in drift beds the materials of
which have been furnished by the Chalk (in the gravels above-mentioned,
in more limited dejjosits of chalky drift, as at Copford, Essex, or in
the decrmipo.sed surface of chalk and chalk-marl along the bottom slopes of
the North and Soulh Downs).

These little fossils have iiad several names given to them, and they have
u.<(ii:dly been regarded as sponges; but, in ISOO, my friend Mr. ^^^ K.
Parker and myself were led to study them in the course of our ccsearelu'S
on Foraminifera, on account of one curious little form after anollier coming
under our notice from dillcrent sea sands and fossil deposits, all of winch-
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were related to Williamson's Patellina on one hand, and to D'Orbigny's
Orhitolina on the other. These varieties we described very briefly in the
' Annals of Natural History ' for July, 1860 (3rd series, vol. vi.), and we
traced a strong line of natural connection between some twelve more or
less distinct varieties of what we termed Orhitolina concava, Lamarck, sp.
Since then, we have again worked at this subject, with Dr. Carpenter

;

and, having somewhat modified our opinion as to the closeness of the pre-
sumed relationship of Patellina and Orhitolina [Tinoporus, Carpenter),
we do not regard the Patelline as belonging to the same species as the
Orbitoline forms—making two species instead of one. But we still are
fully convinced that, however spongioid it may appear, the Orhitolina glo-
bularis is a foraminifer, and a variety of O. concava, Lamarck, sp. The spe-
cimens usually found in the chalk and other cretaceous beds are large
individuals of this very protean species, the typical form of whicli is con-
cavo-convex, or cupuliform ; whilst other varieties have flat, plano-convex,
or even biconvex and globular shapes. The concavity of the typical variety
becomes, in many of the globular forms, a small cavity, a hole, or even a
neat cylindrical perforation. The last feature may be due, perhaps, to the
Orhitolina having grown around a smooth stem of seaweed. At all events,
such perforated specimens are natural, and as abundant in the chalk aa
those of different conformations.

In the ' Annals of Natural History ' above referred to, after describing
those Orhitolincs to which De Montfort's Tinojiorus baculatus is refei"able,

we go on to a largish sugar-loaf form from the Upper Chalk of Ciply, Bel-
gium, and to a smaller and globular variety in the same deposit, thus :

—

" In tlie same deposit are somewhat smaller and globular specimens, in

which the granular growth of the septal edges is still greater ; so that con-
tinuous, rough, sinuous walls of division are produced, marking out irre-

gular polygonal spaces, including one or more cells, the faces of which lie

low down below the surface. Essentially similar septal projections con-
stitute the limbate feature in Rotalia Beccaria, var. Schrceteriana, and
R. rc^ianda, var. Carocolla. Similar globular Orhitolimc [O. glohularis,

Phillips, sp.) are common hi other cretaceous deposits.
" Millepora? glohularis, Phillips (Geol. Yorksh., pi. 1. f. 12) and Wood-

ward (Geol. Norfolk, pi. 4. f. 10-12), Tragos glohularis, Ileuss (Bohm.
Kreid., p. 78, pi. 20, f 5), Coscinojjora glohularis, D'Orb. (Prodrom., ii.

p. 284), and Morris (Catal. Brit. Foss., 2nd edit., p. 27), is our Orhitolina

glohularis. Michelin's Ceriopora, Avellana ( Icon. Zooph, p. 208. pi.

52. f. 13), from Sarthe, appears to us to be a large specimen of the same
variety. Its pi-obably adherent habit and perf'orated condition are not
inimical to this view.

" In some of the figured specimens of O. glohularis, the not unusual
hole in the base is indicated. Occasionally individuals are perforated by
a more or less irregular tubular cavity. The roundness of the specimens,
and their holes and tubular cavities, appear to have suggested to the old

Flint-folk of the Valley of the Somme, that the)" might be used for beads ;

for such perforated Orhitolince are frequent in the gravel that yields the

flint axes "
(pp. 34, 35).

I may add, that the imperforate Orhitolinre occur in the gravels, just as

much as the perforate. Also that the perforation of the non-drifted speci-

mens in the chalk is often just as smooth and straight as if artificial ; the

interior surface is not worn, however, but consists of the natural structure

of the organism.
T. EuPEiiT Jones.

Ajinl 22, 1862.
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PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geologists' Association.—May 5fh, 1862.—"On Bone-beds— their

occurrence in Sedimentary Deposits, and probable Origin." By George E.
Eoberts, Esq. The author described those zones of osseous and coprolitic

matter which occur in parallel positions nearly throughout the range of
sedimentary strata. Commencing with the most recently deposited bone-
beds, he described in descending stratigraphical order those of the Eocene,
Wealden, Oolitic, Liassic, Eha^tic, Carboniferous, and Silurian ages ; point-

ing out the peculiarities in the position of each, and its range through
the British area, and its relative correspondents in Europe and elsewhere.

The author's conclusions were that these deposits presented the
simple and normal life-forms of the period, unaugraented, as a rule,

by any drift of dead fishes and Crustacea from other localities or b}^ any
cataclysmal change or local epidemic destroying life in the seas. Bone-beds
he regarded as representing more nearly than other deposits the actual

population of the areas in which they occur at that period of their past
nistory. and he urged that special search should be made for life-relics in or
near to such zones ; for a rock, he considered, was generally not only more
fossiliferous and richer in the ordinary organisms of the period in the strati-

graphical vicinity of a bone-bed, but also contained intermediate forms
linking together past species with those which succeeded, a consequence
of change in the water from salt to fresh, or vice versa, at the time
of their deposition.

The probability was that all bone-beds were deposited in shallow water,
swept by light currents, under geographical conditions favouring the
multiplication of fish and Crustacea in Archipelagic areas, which are ever
seen to be crowded with marine life, and are the great feeding grounds
of fishes. Of this we have a modern example on the cod-banks of
Newfoundland.

2. "On a Superficial Deposit near the Blaekfriars Road." By C.
Evans, Esq. In this deposit, some mammalian bones and land and fresh-

water shells of recent species have been found. The deposit consists of
peat and woody clays, resting on a bed of gravel, and was exposed in the
excavations for the Charing Cross Eailwaj'.

Manchester Field-Natuhalists' Society.—We have received the
annual Eeport of this Society, which announces its continued prosperity
both as to funds and members, and tiie general and deserved success of
the excursions and soirees. We shall not soon forget the brilliant display
of excellent diagrams and the large and instructive collections made by
this Society in the Free Trade Hall on the occasion of the British Asso-
ciation Meeting, and we should freely sjjarc a page or two of our much-
demanded space to notice their laljours if tliey liad given us the oppor-
tunity of doing so. All tlie geology however they ajjpear to have done
was tlie picking uj) some Carboniferous calamite stems when the Todmor-
den Botanists fraternized witii the Manchester Naturalists at Whiteley
Dean. "So little." says the report, "of Nature's archaeology can be
read upon the surface near Manchester—scarcely any. indeed, except in
the fossil herl)ariums of the coal-pits—tiiat to find such relics in our path
was peculiarly interesting." However, if the naturalists do not do much

f
oology, the Manchester geologists do—and well too, as the papers of
tinney, Hall, Dickinson, Darbishire and others testify.



PLATE XII.

DECOMPOSING BED OF BASALT

Over the Giants' Causeway, County Antrim.

[From a Sketch by G. V. Du Noyer, F.G.S.]

S. J. Mackie, F.G.S., del.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

Decomposing Basalt —At page 139 we gave a view of the "Cheese
Grotto" of Bertrich, Baden in tlie Eifel, in illustration of the peculiar

spherical condition assumed in some cases by blocks of basalt. We give,

in Plate XII., another excellent illustration of the phenomena presented

by decomposing basalt, from an admirable sketch taken over the " Giants'

Causeway," in Antrim, by our talented friend and geologist, Mr. G. V. Du
Noyer.
HrMAN Relics.—I have just received intelligence of a human skeleton

having been found in a fissure in the limestone-rocks at Kellot, in Lan-
cashire. The skull will be transmitted to me, and, should an}'' abnormal
peculiarities present themselves, will be described in the ' Geologist.'

—

May 26, IS'32. Charles Caetee Blake.
Mammalian Remains.—Remains of Elephas pr'nnigenms have been

found nine feet deep in ferruginous sand, at Demblans (Jura), in the rail-

way-works Besan^on and Bourg. These relics have been placed in the

Museum at Lons-le-Saulnier.

MicEoscopic Organisms in the Paleozoic Rocks of New York.
—At Professor Dana's suggestion. Dr. M. C. White, well known for his

devotion to the microscope, has examined various specimens of the horn-

stone nodules found in the Devonian and Silurian rocks of New York,
and this research has been rewarded liy the discovery of abundant organ-

isms referable to the Desmidia?, besides a iev! Diatomaeese, numerous
spicula of sponges, and also fragments of the teeth of Gasteropoda. Among
the Desmids, there is a large variety of forms of Xanthidia su])posed to be
the Sporangia of Desmids, besides an occasional duplicated Desmid ; also

lines of cells, some of which appear to be sparingly branched. The re-

searches have been mostly confined to the hornstone of the Coruiferous

Microscopic organisms from Palreozoic rocks of New York.

limestone ; though extended also to the hornstone from the Black River
limestone and that of the Sub-Carboniferous limestone of IlUuois, both of
which contain some organisms.
The hornstone nodules from the Black River limestone (as well as tlie

Corniferous) have been since examined also by Mr. F. II. Bradley with
similar results.

These observations will be regarded with much interest by geologists as

well as by microscopists. 'Ihey carry back to a very early epoch forms of
life which have hitherto been looked upon as belonging only to a much
more recent era in the life of our planet.

The analogy of these hornstone nodules to the flints of the chalk is

obvious ; and the discoveries here announced maj' be regarded as esta-

blishing their similarity in origin. Tlie organisms figured so closely re-

semble those of the Hint that they might l)e taken for them; it is dilficult

in all cases to make out a diircrcncc of species.
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The extreme abundance of the homstone nodnles in the palaeozoic lime-
stones of America will render it easy to our Transatlantic contemporaries
to multiply observations in this new field of research, which presents an
interesting addition to the labours of the microscopist, while English geo-
logists should at once examine the siliceous concretions which occur in our
British rocks of older than cretaceous age. It will be remembered by
those who undertake such examinations that the use of turpentine renders
the chips of chert almost as transparent as glass.

In ' Silliman's Journal' for May, Dr. White publishes descriptions with
figures of some of the mo-re freqxiently recurring forms hitherto observed
by him ; some of which figures we copy here for the benefit of our readers,

referring those who are specially interested in the subject to our first-class

contemporary, the 'American Journal of Science,' for further details.

EEVIEW.

MonograpJiie des Gasteropodes et des Cephalopodes des Couches Cretacees

Superieures du Lhnbourg. By M. Binkhorst.

We recently noticed (page 79) an excellent Monograph by this geologist

on the Gasteropoda of the Upper Chalk of Limbourg ; since then we are

indebted to M. Binkhorst for a copy of his valuable Monograph of the

Cephalopoda of the same geological beds, illustrated by six handsome
quarto plates, containing ninety-one figures. The letter-press consists

entirely of descriptions, lists of synonyms, and stratigraphical ranges of

the following species, which are met with in that district:

—

Belemnitella

mucronata, D'Orb. ; Acant]iotenthisMaestrichtensis,'a..s.; Nautilus de-

pressus, n. s. ; N. Heherti, n. s. ; N. I'aelsensis, n. s. ; iV. Lehardii, n. s.

;

N. Danicus, Schlot. ; Hhynclwlitlms Deheyi, Miiller ; Ji. minimus, n. s.

;

JR. 1 Ruchii, Miiller; Ammonites pedernaUs, Buch. ; A. colligatus, n. s. ;

A. Decheni, n. s. ; A. exilis, n. s. ; A. puvgens, n. s. ; A. laticlavus?,

Sharj^e ; Aptyclms rugosus, Sharpe ; Samites rotundus, Sowerby ? ; S.
cylindraceus, D'Orb. ; Scapliites constrictus, D'Orb. ; Baculites Faujasi,

Lamarck ; B. anceps, Lamarck ; B. carinatus, n. s.

We are very glad to know that M. Binkhorst is busily preparing a

Monograph of the bivalves of these interesting beds of Chalk, and that

every day his researches are rewarded with new forms, not only of

Conchifera but of Gasteropods.

Within the last few weeks he has added no less than thirty new species

of the latter, to the number described in his Monograph, a list of which
wa's given in our February number.

Eich as this Maestricht Chalk is in genera and species, we are satisfied

that the " Chalk-rock " beds of our own Upper Cretaceous Series would
as richly reward English collectors as we are glad to find these Maestriclit

beds are rewarding our indefatigal^le and talented Flemish contemporary.



Erratum.

In the references to the Plates in this number of

the ^Geologist; for Plate XITI. read Plate XIV.,

and for Plate XIV. read Plate XIII.
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The extreme abxindance of the homstone nodules in the palaeozoic lime-

stones of America will render it easy to our Transatlantic contemporaries

to multiply observations in this new field of research, which presents an
interesting addition to the labours of the microscopist, while English geo-

logists should at once examine the siliceous concretions which occur in our

British rocks of older than cretaceous age. It will be remembered by
those who undertake such examinations that the use of turpentine renders

the chips of chert almost as transparent as glass.

In ' Silliman's Journal' for May, Dr. White publishes descriptions with

figures of some of the more frequently recurring forms hitherto observed

by him ; some of which figures we copy here for the benefit of our readers,

referring those who are specially interested in the subject to our first-class

contemporary, the ' American Journal of Science,' for further details.

VI lUti latter, tu vnc iiuiiiuc-i ucbliiuo-i. jii mo xrxuiiugia^^ii, a iiou \ji niiii-ui

was given in our February number.
Kich as this Maestricht Chalk is in genera and species, we are satisfied

that the " Cbalk-rock " beds of our own Upper Cretaceous Series would
as richly reward English collectors as we are glad to find these Maestricht

beds arc rewarding our indefatigable and talented Flemish contemporary.
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OX THE EVIDENCE OF GLACIAL ACTION OVEE THE
SOUTH OF IRELAND DURING THE DRIFT PERIOD;
AND OF A SUBSEQUENT SLIGHT ELEVATION FOL-
LOWED BY A DEPRESSION OF THE LAND, TO ITS

PRESENT LEVEL.

Br George V. Du Nover, Esq., M.R.I.A.

AViiEX "tlie waters were divided from the waters" and they were called

" seas," the level at which they were allowed to rest, being determined,

has ever since remained immutably fixed. AVith the land, however, it

is very different ; its elevation above the sea, and consequent outline,

':^vc;;i:;ii^:^^;:m^;w.;,i^!^;^

I'lg. 1. \icw, lookiiij; west, of the perched boulder of limestone, called " Clouphvorni,"
south side of Kei.uiare valley, half a mile south of Kouglily Bridge. To the right
is the susiM'iision hiidgo over the sound at Kenmare ; in the "dislaucc the niouulains
near Sheen.
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has varied from the very moment it " appeared " or in other words

arose from beneath the "waters," and each successive geological era

comprised within itself countless changes in this relative distribution

of Land and Water, and many marked variations in the climatal

agencies effecting the one, and in the tides and currents which sorted

the shingle, sands, and finer sediments formed by the other. If proof

of the truth of this be required we have but to pause before any bed

of conglomerate, in any strata from the lowest to the most recent,

and we have there presented to us a clear evidence of a period of

local destruction in rocks previously formed and consolidated, and a

consequent reproduction out of their disintegrated masses ; but should

we find in that conglomerate a block of a still older conglomerate,

and this, on examination, was found to contain pebbles derived from

ancient fossiliferous rocks in which w'e discover the remains of shells

and corals, we clearly see that the process of formation, consolida-

tion, destruction and reproduction has been going on during count-

less ages before the formation of the conglomerate we first examined.

In vain we try to shape each link of this apparently endless chain of

past cause and eftect and effect and cause, till our imaginings are lost

in what has aptly been termed "the past eternity."

That the earth has been subjected to marked climatal changes

during past geological times is proved by its fossils. Beds of coal

similar in every respect to those found in Europe and containing

what we believe to be tropical plants, are found in what is now the

Arctic Regions, S.E. of Melville Island, and we have evidence to show

that similar changes of climate obtained long before the Carboni-

ferous period, as Upper Silurian rocks are found at the N.W. ex-

tremity of BaflEin's Bay.

In the study of geology there is this great truth, which the

inquirer must never lose sight of, that the sea is the great superficial

laboratory of the earth ; the true Lethe in which is plunged the

newly-made soul of matter, wherein it loses as it were the conscious-

ness of its past state of being. The sea, ever destroying, ever creating,

is a type of the Great First Cause, and the only permanent and un-

alterable constituent of matter.

The laws determining the physical changes which modify the

outline and condition of the solid portion of the globe hold good up

to the present hour ; and though these changes are so gradual that

the short space of human record is capable of pointing out only

their most trivial results, yet in the lapse of cycles of ages, altera-
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tions will be wrought by the sea at the surface, and by the earthquake

power beneath the crust of the globe, far beyond the most visionary

flights of imagination ever indulged in by the most accomplished

philosopher of nature.

The last great geological event of which we can detect the traces

over the British Islands, was their gradual upheaval from beneath

the sea; before that period, which comparatively speaking is a very

recent one, we know not how often our islands and Western Europe

had been submerged and elevated, or what were the outlines of the

land at these different post-Tertiary periods ; neither can we fix the

particular time when the Chalk of the South of England and the

North-west of France was cut through to form the Straits of Dover,

or the Basalt of the county of Antrim and the west coast of Scotland

divided by the Irish Channel. We have however every reason to

believe tiiat what are now the British Islands formed a portion

of the European Continent before the creation and distribution of

the existing Flora ; and doubtless during the lifetime of the

elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, hyena, bear, etc., whose bones are

found in our caves as well as in those of the Continent. While from

recent discoveries it is possible that Man even may have been co-

existent with these now extinct animals.

Tiie traces left by the sea during the period of the last upheaval

of the land, are generally understood by the term " Drift," and

they are such as to lead to the belief that ice floating over the

sea and glaciers forming in the mountain gorges were the chief

agencies of destruction, while the former, aided by tides and currents,

caused the transportation of rock masses over wide-spread areas.

The presence of icebergs being once admitted, we must infer that

the temperature of the sea was much lower in these latitudes then

tlian now, and at the cessation of this period of upheaval the climatal

conditions must liave closely ajjproaclied to tliose of the Arctic zone;

our mountain glens were occupied by glaciers for a very long period

indeed, as is proved by the extensive moraines now to be seen at their

mouths, and the grooving and polishing of the rocks along their sides.

The last great current of the glacial sea certainly flowed from N.

and N.W. to S. and S.E. ; this is chiefly demonstrated by the occur-

rence of large boulders of peculiar rocks scattered on the surface to

the southwards of where they are recognized in situ.

By studying the contour of the loftiest mountains in the South

of Ireland, such as Carrantuohill—the highest, 3414 feet above the
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sea ; the Eeeks of Macgillicuddy, 3000 feet ; some of the mountains

to the west of the Keeks, such as Caher, 3200 feet ; with Brandon
Mount, 8121 feet ; and Benoskee Mount, 2713 feet—both in the

Dingle Promontory ; we must be struck with the singular fact, that

up to an elevation of 2400 feet they are all rounded and covered with

water-worn blocks, while above that level they are more or less peaked,

and their surfaces rugged and bristling with the coarsest angular

debris and massive rock-flakes, evidently the result of long-continued

atmospheric action; to this there is one exception in Mangerton
Mount, which is 2715 feet in elevation, whose summit is completely

rounded,— a fact which we may account for by supposing it to be the

result of some local depression of this part of the mountain chain

during the period of the "Drift" action, or a subsequent upheaval

after its cessation.

From this peculiarity in the outline of the mountains we may
suppose that before the last great upheaval, and at the commence-

ment of our last or glacial " Drift " period, the land over the South

of Ireland lay submerged to the depth of about 2400 feet,—thus

forming a group of islands, the highest of which was the Peak

of Carrantuohill,—having shoal-water extending from them in the

direction of N.E. and S.W., the present longest axis of the moun-
tain chains, and deep cliannels between them, which are now our

valleys. Over this sea great masses of ice floated, and carried blocks

of rock to the S. and S.E. from what is now the Galway mountains,

and possibly other mountain chains, which lay in what is now the

Atlantic, and scattered them over the islands. As the land arose

gradually from tlie waters, its shores and shoals frequently arrested

the travelling iceberg ; these, on grounding and melting, deposited the

blocks attached to them ; or, on being again floated off" by tides,

currents, and storms, carried with them any rocks which might have

become attached to them or have fallen on them from any cliff' at the

base of which they had been temporarily arrested in their course to

the southwards.

At an elevation of over 2200 feet above the sea, in a remarkable

hollow at the northern summit of Mangerton Mount, there now lies

the lake called " The Devil's Punch-Bowl;" along its northern side

its waters are dammed up by a mound of very coarse subangular

detritus of local grits and sandstones, having a height of 2319 feet

above the sea, or 119 feet above the level of the lake. On the sum-

mit of this well-marked mound there are many large angular perched
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boulders poised one over the other, and these could only have been

placed in their present position by having been slowly dropped from

an iceberg as it melted from the heat of summer. Had such a piling

of angular blocks occui-red under water and within reach of any float-

inji mass of ice, it would have been thrown down bv the first con-

cussiou.

As the land still slowly emerged from the sea, the disintegrated

materials from its shores became more or less sorted by the action

of the tides and currents, and arranged in certain localities most fa-

vourable fur their reception. Thus, the low ground which extends

from Killarney to Millstreet, lying at the northern base of the

mountains commencing at Carrantuohill and Skreaghmore on the

west, and including the Reeks, Mangerton, Stoompa, Crohane, the

Paps, and ending in the range of the Caherbarnagh mountains on

the east, is covered by a thick accumulation of well-rounded, coarse

Boulder-Drift, all derived from the rocks of the neighbouring moun-

tain chains ; being, in fact, the sweepings of the sea from out their

various valleys and gorges. Although this Drift is spread out on

the Carboniferous limestone which extends along the flanks of the

mountains, it is quite free from any fragments of that rock—a fact

which aids in determining the origin of the deposit. The highest

elevation to which this Drift reaches up the flanks of the mountains

at Mangerton is about 600 feet ; and in the neighbourhood of Kil-

larney, along the road to Muckross, this deposit is escarped to the

depth of 300 feet.

One of the most clear and unmistakable examples of an erratic

ice-borne block, or perched boulder, is to be seen near Kenmare, in the

county of Kerry, on the hillside about half a mile to the south of

Ivoughty Bridge (Fig. 1, p. 2il). It consists of a large and nearly

rectangular block of grey, tiiin-bedded, cherty limestone, formed of

a series of beds which have come away from the main mass along

two sets of joint planes, which cut each other nearly at right angles.

This boulder is known by the name " (."luughvorra ;" it measures

20 feet from north to south, 16 feet from east to west, and is now

about 15 feet to its highest point above the ground. This remark-

able block rests directly on purple grits and slates of the Old Ked

Sandstone, the beds of which dip to the N.N.W. at 60°. The ele-

vation of " Cloughvorra " above the sea is 200 feet, wliile no lime-

stone in the valley of the lloughty river reaches a greater elevation

than 200 feet, and the average height of the limestone in the valley
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along the northern base of the hills, on which this boulder rests, is

not more than 100 feet.*

Over the whole of the Killarney district, the range of the Eeeks,

Torek mountain, the mountains between Killarney Lakes and Kenmare,

and between Kenmare and GlengaritF, wherever rock surfaces are ex-

posed freshly or denuded of the Drift, they are more or less rounded

and polished, and bear the marks of glacial striae. This is very appa-

rent over the rocky bosses in the Upper Lake district of Killarney,

at an elevation of about 96 feet above the sea ; and the strise are ob-

served up the western side of Torek mountain to a height of over 600

feet, where they appear to have been produced by the impinging of ice-

masses against this flank of the mountain on their passage from the

glen of the upper lake to the west, and before they were deflected to

the northwards through the gorge between Torek mountain and the

" Eagle's Nest" mountain, into what was comparatively the open sea

lying to the northward.

Many rounded and striated rock-surfaces are to be seen at a

height of 1000 feet above the sea in this district, the striae having a

general direction of N.W. and S.E., being frequently thin at the end

pointing to the former, and blunt at that turned to the latter point

of the compass. If we suppose that the force which produced these

scratches was exerted from the JM.W. to the S.E., and its motion to

have been one of sudden starts or bumps, we should expect that marks

having the peculiar form of those observed would be the result.

In such glens and gorges as the Gap of Dunloe, and what is now

the bed of the Upper Lake at Killarney, the glacial striae are invariably

parallel to the longest axis of the valley, as we would expect if they

had been produced by the passage of large masses of ice, or, as in the

Gap of Dunloe, by the movements of a glacier. In the former there-

fore the direction of the striae is N. and S., and in the valley of the

latter E. and W.
At the lower or northern end of the Gap of Dunloe there is a very

remarkable deposit of Drift ; it consists of three lunet-shaped

mounds, formed of local sand, gravel, and boulders, extending across

the mouth of the glen. The two outer mounds measure fully one

mile in length from east to west, by about 100 yards in width ;
and

they are all cut through near their centre by the River Loe, As this

mass of Drift extends for the distance of fully one mile from the ab-

solute base of the mountains, and the entrance to the Gap, we may

* See ' Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Ireland,' p. 184.
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suppose that its origin is twofold: first, attributable to the sea-cur-

reut, and tlien that of the river which flowed out of this glen, and of

which it is the delta ; and secondly, of the glacier, which eventually

blocked up this mountain gorge, when the land had been sufficiently

elevated and the climate favourable for the formation of such pheno-

mena.

The innermost semicircular mound is, tlierefore, most probably

ihe true moraine of the glacier ; it measures 700 yards in length by

about 150 yards in width ; its height above the sea in its central

part where it is bisected by the Eiver Loe being 224 feet, and where

it is escarped by the stream to the depth of 85 feet, without the rock

being exposed.

As the climate became less and less favourable for its formation,

the glacier lessened in width and receded, and the rubbish brouglit

down by it also decreased in amount, and it ai)pears that the glacier

ceased to be formed when its termination rested at a height of 800

feet above the sea, as its debris is found at that height on the north-

ern flank of Tomics Hock.

Throughout the entire extent of the Gap of Uunloe many of the

rock-bosses along the precii)itous flanks of Purple INIountain, and at

the end of the Keeks on the western side of the gorge are rounded and

striated, the stria? being all parallel to the length of the Gap, or about

X. and S.

Over many rock-surfaces along the shores at the head of Glen-

garifl' Bay, the glacial striae are well developed within a few yards

of the sea-level. This is important, as it proves that the temperature

of the sea and climate was Arctic after the country had assumed its

])resent j)hysicai features.

On the northern flanks of the Tralee range of mountains, which ter-

minate in the summit of Caherconrce, and at the mouths of the Glens

of liartugaum and Derrymore there are exceedingly well-marked small

moraines, cut through by the streams which issue from these glens,

and which escarp them to the depth of from 30 to 50 feet.

Glacial striae are observed in both these gorges, and in many

places the Old lied Sandstone rocks are polished, rounded, and fur-

rowed in the direction of the length of the glens, or N. and S.

The moraines are merely single semieiiciilar mounds, measuring

nearlv half a mile from end to end, where they rest on the flank of

the mountain, and having a width of fully a (|u:iiter of a mile.

Ovi'r the rocky promontory in the county of Cork, formed li_\ Dun-
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manus Bay on tlie north and Eoaring-water Bay on the south,

terminating in Mizen Head, the glacial striae are very generally

to be obsei'ved, their usual direction being W.N.W. and E.S.E.

Some of the finest examples of glacial furrowing and polishing in the

whole South of Ireland appear on the east shoulder of Mount Ga-

briel, at an elevation of close on lOUO feet above the sea in the gap

where the road to Skull from Bantry passes ; the groovings, which

are some of them more than 18 inches in depth, mark the preci-

pitous face of the hill with polished, architectural-looking flutings

and mouldings. It is very probable that glacial scratches occur on

the very summit of the mountain, which is 1339 feet above the sea.

Bosses of rock, beautifully rounded and polished by glacial action

are exposed over all the district around Ballydehob and Skull ; and

at the mouths of the rocky glens there the remains of the moraines

ai-e distinctly to be seen.

On the northern flank of the Coraeragh mountains, in the county

Waterford, and to the E. of the village of Ballymacarbury, there

Fig. 2. 01(1 Red vSandstoiie, cleaved, and exhibiting horizontal glacial strisn.

Dtnimanway, Co. Cork.

is a narrow rocky glen facing to the N.W., which is the most

clear example of the bed of an ancient glacier that I know of in

the South of Ireland. The mouth of this glen is blocked up by a

series of the most perfect moraines, now cut through by the small

stream issuing from the 2;oro;e.
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The extreme measurement of the moraines would be about half a

mile from east to west, with a width in their central part of about a

quarter of a mile. In many places the rocks in this glen are beauti-

fully polished, rounded, furrowed, and striated.

To the spectator standing on tlie mountain-side to the S.E. of this

glen, and looking down on it, the view is most striking, and the

imagination need not be very vivid to complete the picture by the ad-

dition of the glacier with the snow-covered mountains beyond.

Over the wide mountainous promontory formed by the Bay of

Kenmare on the north, and Bantry Bay on the south, all the rock

surfaces where freshly exposed from beneath either bog or Drift, are

more more or less rounded and striated ; in some glens these striae

are observed at the height of 1100 feet above the sea, the direction

varying from IS", and S. to N.AV^. and S.E., and sometimes from N.N.E.

to S.S.W.

The mountains to the north and west of Dunmanway in the county

Cork afford some very striking evidences of glacial action. INIost of

the rock surfaces being observed to be polished and scratched in the

direction of N.N.AV. and S.S.E., the striae being thin at the former

and blunt to the latter point of the compass. The highest elevation

at which I have observed tliese glacial marks in this district is 975

feet, and the lowest 200 feet above the sea, thus proving that during

the whole period required to elevate the ground 775 feet, or the

difference between 975 and 200 feet, tlie conditions of tlie sea and

climate were permanent and favoui'able to the formation and drifting

of ice masses.

Over tlie summit of Coolsnaghtig Hill, which is] close to Dunman-
way and 975 feet above the sea, and at its eastern end, called Mount
Gunnery, 757 feet high, the glacial striae are remarkably well de-

veloped, and many perched boulders are scattered over both moun-

tains ; one large block, called " Maragh," is close to the very summit

of the latter hill. All the blunt edges of the sandstone rocks over

both these mountains when presented to the N.N.W. are rounded

and striated, the vertical faces of the beds being marked with hori-

zontal stria;. Over the whole of the Dunmanway district there are

very many perched boulders, and some of them of enormous size ; one,

called " White Horse liock," is close to the village, and there are seve-

ral others near to it. The largest erratic block occurs at the distance

of three miles to the westward of Dunmanway, in a hollow on the west-

ern tlauk of the mountains over Ship Lough ; it is called " Ship Keck "

YOIi. T. 2 K
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(PI. XIII.), and there is a superstition that on All-Hallow Eve this

mass floats ofi' into the lake, returning to its present resting-place ere

cockcrow. This remarkable blockconsists of aseriesof purple grits, and

thin purple earthy layers, and now measured roughly is 40 x 25 x 16

feet, representing a bulk of about 1G,000 cubic feet, and weighing

about 1100 to 1200 tons. Originally this mass was much larger,

as large flakes have fallen off" its sides from the result of atmospheric

action.

On the Carboniferous slate district to the S.W. of Dunmanway, at

the summit, marked 964 feet to the west of jNIillane Hill, there is a

perched boulder of hard light grey gritty slate, measuring 6 x 4-| x 2|-

feet, which is known to the peasantry by the name of" Gallaun Keogh."

To the north of Dunmanway in the Townland of Gurtanure, and at

the junction of the Caha with the Baudon liivei-, a rocky boss aftords

some very interesting examples of "roches moutonnees " and glacial

striae. Here we find purple grits weathering into small pinnacles on

the lines of the dip, tlie cleavage and the cross joints, the sides and

angles of which are rounded and polished and marked with well-

defined horizontal striae. On the level polished surfaces of rock, we

find the same peculiarity of form in the scratches as before noticed.

They are fine at the end pointing to the N.N.W., and blunt at that

pointing to the S.S.E., thus clearly indicating the direction from

which the current came which floated the ice-masses forming them.

The horizontal markings have not however this peculiarity, but are a

series of fine groovings and sharp scratches.

Over the Carboniferous slate to the south of Dunmanway the

compass bearing of the glacial striae is generally the same as that

over the Old Eed Sandstone, and the mountainous district to the

north. This is very well seen in the horizontal and smooth rock

surfaces to the north of Ballinacarriga Lough, at an elevation of 339

feet, where the striae run N. 20 "W. and S. 20 E., the thin end of the

scratches being presented to the former point.

The accompanying illustration of a perched boulder from near

Dunmanway (PI. XIY.) is interesting in many respects ; it shows

how readily the sandstone yielded on the planes of the slaty cleavage

to what must have been the sudden concussion of an iceberg ground-

ing on such a submerged inequality in the sea bottom as this rocky

boss must have been. The view is taken looking somewhat to the

westward. The general form of the rock when it was submerged in

the glacial sea must have been very nearly the same as now, one side
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'SHIH-ROCK" and Lake, with Owen Mountain in the distance,

Dunrnanway, Co. Cork.

[Froru a Sketch by G. V. Du Noyer, Ksq.]
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sloping to the northwards, having the southern fjice of the boss preci-

pitous. The current sent the iceberg up tlie inclined plane facing to

the northwards, till the shoaling of the water arrested its further

progress. The sudden concussion thus given to the rock detached

from off its precipitous brow facing to the soutliwards large flakes

of rock, and threw theui one on top of the other down the inclined talus

at the base, just as a lot of books would lie if suddenly thrown down
on their sides from a previously close and vertical position. It is

highly probable that tlie iceberg here permanently grounded and

melted away, leaving the perched boulder whicli we now see on the

summit of the I'ock as the most palpable evidence of its short-lived

existence.*

Erratic boulders of a syenitic granite, a rock peculiar to the county

Galway, lie scattered over the country to tlie S. and S.E. of it, com-

prised in the counties of Clare, Limerick, and Tipperary, and some
of them are to be seen as far south as the deer-park of Mallow

Castle, county Cork. Hence we have a clue to the direction of at

least the last iceberg current.

Many Drift boulders may be considered as local, and are due to

the action of shore ice, which dropped them before they had been

transported far from their parent site. Of this fiict we have an ex-

ample in a large block of a very peculiar kind of light grey cherty

limestone, with thin earthy shale layers through it, which rests in a

field close to the Workiiouse of Mallow. It now lies on the coal

measures to the south of the outcrop of the limestone, and similar

limestone is observed in situ is in the deer-park of IMallow Castle,

about two miles distant from the boulder, and near the base of the

Old Hed Sandstone hills.

The Musheramore range of mountains, lying between INIacroom

and Millstreet, have Drift gravelly clay resting on their southern sides

to the height of 2050 feet above the sea, as is apparent on the southern

slope of Mullaghanish Mountain. The southern slopes of Lacka-

baun jNIountain, up to an elevation of loOO feet, are dotted over with

numerous large angular boulders of purple slates and grits. On the

southern slope of Lackabooma Mountain, at a height of 1270 feet

above the sea, numerous large angular blocks of hard greenish grit

are scattered about. And tliick accumulations of gravel and boulders

occur, at elevations of 1000 feet, in the various glens and river valleys

along the southern slope of the mountains to tlie JS'.E. of ^lacroom.

* See ' Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Ireland,' explanatiou to sheet 193.
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It is somewhat remarkable, that over this district many rocky emi-

nences and ridges, which do not attain to an elevation of much more

than 1060 feet, are quite free from the Drift, which in some localities

reaches a height of 2000 feet and over it. Such, for example, is the

case at the Hill of Carrignaspirroge, to the west of Macroom, and to

the north of the head of the Bardinch Eiver. Without doubt this

deposit once covered all the hills of this range, up to their very

highest summits ; but some local currents must have subsequently

removed it while the district was being slowly raised above the level

of the sea.

In the northern portion of the county of Tipperary there are some

fine examples of glacial action and perched boulders.

Mr. AVynne, of the Geological Survey of Ireland, in his explana-

tion to sheet 135 of the Geological Map, aftbrds us some very valuable

information on this point.

He remarks that Limestone Drift was recognized at considerable

elevations on the northern slopes of the hills about Killanafinch.

Large blocks of granite occur south of Toomeyvara, which have been

transported from the county Galway.

Along the high ground which rises south of Moneygall large

boulders of limestone are scattered over the hills, especially about

Busherstown, where they attain to a height of 500 feet above the

sea. On the top of Loyer Hill, south of Moneygall, at a height of

about 890 feet above the sea, a large block of limestone occupies a

very conspicuous position ; it measures 12 feet X 9 x 7^, and it rests

on Lower Silurian rocks.

On the summit of the well-known mountain called the Devil's Bit,

near Templemore, and at a height of 1583 feet above the sea, Mr.

"Wynne discovered glacial striae and erratic blocks of Silurian grit

on the surface of the Old Eed Sandstone ; the direction of the striae

ia from N.N.W. to S.S.E.

The occurrence of glacial striae at this great elevation afibrds fur-

ther evidence of the enormous lapse of time during which the South

of Ireland lay submerged beneath the glacial sea during the last

Pleistocene period ; such scratches and groovings on rock surfaces

were produced beneath comparatively shallow water, and the total

amount of elevation of the land during this glacial period is thus de-

fined with tolerable certainty.

The facts just detailed may be regarded as the most important and

obvious of those relating to the evidence of glacial action over the

South of Ireland.
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The last fact in tlie liistory of the recent elevations and depressions

of the land, is the occurrence of submarine bog along the south and

south-east coast of Ireland. From the position in which this bog is

found, it is evident that the coast-line as it now appears liad been

Jirst formed, and that an elevation, sudden or gradual, took place,

sufficiently great to lay dry the shores now under the sea for a dis-

tance seaward from the cliffs, sufficient to allow of the formation of

marshes and lagoons, which after the lapse of ages became covered by

a dense forest ; but how far this forest tract extended from the an-

cient coast-line it is impossible to say ; eventually, this forest decayed

and bog was formed. The land then subsided, till, strange to say, it

regained the exact level at which it stood before the existence of the

bog, and the sea once more beat against its former cliffs and soon

covered up the peat at their bases with sand and silt as we uow
find it.

The most southern locality where this submerged peat is observed

is at Tralong Bay, a little rocky indentation on the coast, two miles

to the south-west of Eosscarbery Creek ; the bog lies close against

the cliff, and is well exposed at low water. In Eoss Creek, to the

east of Rosscarbery, the bog at low water is denuded by the country

people of the slob which covers it, and is cut and dried for fuel.

Beech and hazel nuts, with Dmall branches of these trees, are fre-

quently found in the peat. To the east of this, at the head of Clo-

nakilly Bay and Dunworly Creek, a similar deposit of bog is observed

at low water. The same fact is noticed at the head of Courtmarsliery

Bay. From this place, following the coast to the N.E., we i)ass the

entrance to Cork Harbour, and when we reach Ballycotten Bay, a

distance of thirty-five miles, the submerged bog is again apparent

close to the shore At the head of Youghal Harbour it is again seen.

It also occurs to the north of Ardmon Head, and has lately been

described by the Eev. Professor Haugliton, F. T.C.D., as present in

Dungarvau Bay. Still following the coast, we find it at the head of

Tramore Bay ; and it a[)pcar3 up the mouth of Watorford estuary as

far as Duncannon, a distaiico of eight or nine miles from the main

coast-line.

The occurrence of this submarine bog in a well defiued estuary so

far inland is very interesting, as it proves that tiie creek was first

formed, and therefore we may argue that the general coast-lino

had its present outlines before the growth of the timber recjuired

to make this bog. In Baunow Bay there is a similar formation, and it

again is seen in Wexford Harbour.
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The coast-Hue now strikes nearly north and south, and is no longer

indented by deep bays with jutting headlands, yet still we find that

the submerged peat is present. I have heard it asserted that the

anchor brings up peat off the coast to the north of Cahore Point, in

the county Wexford, and I know this to be the fact to the south of

Dalkey Island, and between that place and Bray.

The distance along the coast from Tralong Bay and Eosscarbery

on the south to Dalkey on the north-east, over which the submerged

peat has been observed, is fully 195 miles ; and I have little doubt

that along the south-west coast, to the west of Eosscarbery, com-

prising Eoaringwater Bay, Dunmann's Bay, Bantry Bay, Keuraare

Bay, Dingle Bay, and Tralee Bay, all these deep indentations were

during the formation of this peat, either entirely or partially dry land,

and covered with a luxuriant forest, which likewise formed a deposit

layer of peat similar to that just noticed; and if we do not find

traces of it at these places, the fact is due to the destructive action

of the Atlantic on such an exposed coast, and the consequent removal

of the peaty matter.

Until we have some information as to the distance from the

coast-line and the extreme depth beneath the sea at which tliis bog

terminates, we cannot speculate on the probable amount of elevation

and depression to which the south and south-east of Ireland was

subjected during the growth and deposition of this remarkable for-

mation. It need not however have been very great ; two or three

hundred feet of elevation would now, even, cause a wonderful varia-

tion in the coast-line, and leave bare a wide belt of level land around

it; and if the climate was more genial than at present, and other

circumstances were favourable, we must suppose that it would be co-

vered with forest after the lapse of ages. All that would be required

is Time, and, from all that we can understand. Nature is most lavish

of this necessary aid to the production of even her latest geological

works.

ON THE OEIGIN OF SPECIES.

By PaoFEssoE AYilliam King,

{Queen's College, Galwaij,) Queen's Universii// in Ireland.

It would be an insult to reason to deny the power of the Omni-

potent to create at once plants and animals out of inorganic or any
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kind of matter : on the other hand, it would be equally irrational to

doubt His power to ordain and sustain laws, tbrou2;h the instru-

mentality of which originalhj created organisms could be modified and
adapted to external changes. The two modes may be designated,

—

the first, Autotheorjenij,—and the second, Genetheononu/.

I hold that an organism, whether it typifies a species, a genus, a

family, an order, or a class, is an autotheogen, if it possesses a set of

characters which isolate it from other equivalent groups ; also, that

such an organism, through being acted on by inherent and external

forces, may become more or less modified, thereby resulting in gene-

theonomous forms. I see no reason why Mr. Darwin should not
admit the same, notwithstanding that his present belief merely re-

cognizes among animals "at most only four or five" autotheogenous
roots of apparently as many cLisses. On psychological grounds alone,

JNlan must be regarded as isolated from all other organisms; hence
I consider him to be an autotlieogenous species.

L'ntil within tlie last year or two, Genetheouomy was far from suifi-

ciently supported by the arguments of its advocates ; those advanced
by Lauiarck, Geoftroy St. tlilaire, and tlie autlior of the ' Vestiges,'

being only of partial application, or simply illustrated by a restricted

group of analogies. If organisms underwent changes only during

their cmhrgonic stage, the author of the ' A'^estiges ' would have some
grounds for his theory of development "by generation"—by "a
universal gestation of nature, analogous to that of the individual

being ;" but, considering that all organisms undergo, after their birth,

and throughout the entire period of their existence, successive modi-
fications (less marked, it is true, in the higlier Vertebrata than in

the Invertebrata and Batrac-hia), it is manifest that the doctrine of

tlie ' Vestiges ' has nothing in its favour except a restricted group of

analogical phenomena. Its author has made out a case of " parity of

plan between embryonic develo])ment and the succession of life on
our planet ;" but he has failed, as far as I can understand the theory,

in establishing " a real identity of character in the two sets of pheno-
mena." Of late, however, Darwin and Wallace have considerably

enlarged the field of well-sustained argument supportive of creation

by Divine law.

But does the hypothesis of the last-named naturalists sufficiently

explain the variou.s genetheonomous phenonuna ? ]\Iy own reason-

ing compels me to answer in the negative. \ admit to a great extent

the power of "natural selection" in producing a species; but I can-

not divest myself of tlie impression that it only holds the rank of a

suliordiuate or ancillary agent. The particular view under considt>r-

ation, if I am not much mistaken, implies that ])lants and animals

are modifiable by mere external inlluences—of course, aefing by law.

Entertaining this opinion, 1 am led to regard "natural selection." as

widely removed from primary laws; and functionally no higher

than chance or accident, as conceived by the untutored.

I feel a diificulty in understanding how "natural selection" could

produce a species, unless other and higher principles were involved.
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Every individual plant and animal is confessedly acted on by forces,

the precise nature of which has never yet been revealed by science.

Some conception may be formed of one, paramount in my mind, by
designating it progressive change. A principle of this kind appears
to me to be inherent in animated nature ; or, how can we otherwise
explain the " unity of plan " pervading both organic kingdoms,—the
" phenomena of parthenogenesis,"—the " advance and ])rogrcss in the

main" which our life system has undergone in past geological ages?
There is no difficulty in referring instances which cannot be recon-

ciled with " an advance and a progress in tlie main ;" but these are

obviously exceptional. I cannot agree with INlr. Darwin in his view
of the " geological record "—of its being so " imperfect " as he seems
to think. Many important connecting links, binding in close union
all the members of our life-system, are undoubtedly wanting ; but, in

taking a general survey of the facts revealed by marine palaeontology,

commencing with the earliest organic period, and closing with the

present one, it is to me a matter of surprise, considering how limited

is the field of observation, that the "geological record" is so per-

fect. There is apparently some difficulty in accounting for the

occurrence of so many invertebrate orders—low as well as high—in

Cambrian rocks ; but we must not overlook the fact that such groups
now include forms of the simplest type, doubtful even as to their

ordinal rank ; nor must we overlook the probability of the primordial

Crustacea, annelids, ceplialopods, palliobranchs, corals, etc., bei]ig

more closely related to each other than is the case with their repre-

sentatives of later geological periods.

The supremacy of progressive change may be exemplified by re-

ferring to the successive modifications which the human organism
passes through in its progress towards maturity ; while the ancillary

or subordinate character of " natural selection " is well illustrated by
the changes which external agencies have effected on the same or-

ganism, producing, as admitted by nearly all, the leading varieties of

the human species.

AVith respect to the varieties of man, I hold that most of them are

genetheonomous degradations of the Indo-Caucasian type, developed

by the physical conditions peculiar to the regions they respectively

inhabit. Cogent reasons may be advanced for regarding the American
Indian as having descended from the Mongolian, and the latter from

the Indo-Caucasian. Even the aboriginals of Australia may be looked

upon as anotl^.er degraded race : those inhabiting the south and west

coasts are confessedly inferior to the adjacent oceanic tribes, as they

appear to be incapable of constructing canoes. From some remarks

recently made by Professor Jukes, one might be led to attribute this

mark of iui'eriority to the apparent absence in Australia of indigenous

timber suitable for canoes {vide ' Athenreum,' No. 1793). I believe,

however, a more general cause has operated,—one involving physical

conditions. Nevertheless, I certainly ju'efer accepting the jnirticular

circumstance stated, as one of the means which have brought about

the degradation of the Australian, to adopting the view which con-
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siders him to be an adoanced genetheonom of some extinct ape, even

should the remains of species be found hereafter more liuman-like

and more manipulative than the gorilla or cliimpanzee.

I am disposed to regard, then, 2'>^'ogressive change as one of the

great primary modifying principles of organic natiu'e ; and " natural

selection" as a secondary one,—the latter subordinately operating

in the pi'oduction of jyi'o.riuiaUdi/ allied specific and varietal forms.

Some years ago I contributed a few fiicts, wliich showed that varia-

tions of physical conditions, as depth of water and nature of sea-

bottom, induced in certain British shells modifications of form equal

to differences prevailing between many species of mollusca;* in a

paper published a year or two previously, I particularly noticed the

remarkable, and, in many cases, imperceptible gradations of generic

characters running through the tetrabranchiate Cephalopods ;t and

in my " Monograph," I liave pointed out the various forms assumed
by Camarophoria ScJiIotl/eimi, and some other Permian fossils. These

may be taken as evidences that I have not been inattentive to the

vexed question of species. Of course, it would ill become any one

to dogmatize on such a subject, and disbelieve in the future turniug-

np of facts subversive of his preconceived notions ; nevertheless, I

feel myself bound to declare, that all my observations and reasoning

incline me to believe in the two modes of creation as lierein ad-

vanced.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Professor King^s Stratigrapliical Tables.

Sir,—The Tabic of British Hocks, by Profossor Xing, given in the last

iiunibor of the ' Geologist ' (pp. 11)3-7), I cannot let p:iss without saying,

that however perfect it may be as regards those Irish rocks amon;^.st

whii.h the Professor teaches, it is not as useful as might bo to a student

in the South-cast of Enf;;laiid.

Its many imperfections will be seen on conipariiiL!; it w\{\\ the tal)le

given in Lyell's 'Elements,' with those of a more detailed kiml scattered

through the lately-])uhlished edition of Jukes's ' Maiuial,' or with the

Index of Colours of the Geoh^irical Survey. The followin;:; are amongst
the most striking mistakes (in the Lower Tertiary and the Secondary
rocks) :

—

1. The Upper and Louder Tiagslwt Beds are not noticed, only the Middle
Bagshot (Barton and Brackleshain) being j^iven. The Woolwich and
RcudiiKj Beds are also left out, although the Thanet Sand (of leas impor-

tance) is given.

2. The Lower G'reensand, save its lowest bed (the somcw lial local

Atherflcld t'lay), has escaped notice.

'.i. The Kimmeridf/e Claij, the Coral Hmj (with its associated hed.^

* Sec Ami.-ils anil Ma^.nziiir of Natural lli>ti)i-y, vols, xviii. niul xix.

t Sec ilniL, vol. xiv.

TOI,. V. - I'
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of Calcareous Gri/), the Cornhrash and Forest Marhle, and tlic Fullers
Farth, and Inferior Oolite are all left out.

I could point out many other mistakes ; but I think that the above are

enough to show that Professor King's Table needs to be a little more
'•revised and corrected" before it can be said to be "up to the present
time." I would however remark that the good notion of giving separate

columns for marine and freshwater types is in great measure marred
by the formati^iis in one column lieing printed on the same line with those

in the other, as if they were exactly of the same age ; whereas such is not
always the case. Thus, the Eocene Series (in which, by the way, the

main divisions of Upper, Middle, and Lower are not given) should stand
as follows,—classing the Hempstead Beds with it, and not with the

Miocene :

—

Marine Types. Fresh- and Brackish-water Types.

Upper Eocene .

Middle Eocene

Lower Eocene

.

( Parts of the Fluvio-marine series of )

Ulio Isle of Wight ;

Upp?r Bagshot Sand "j

Middle r Barton Clay 1 Bagshot
Tajshot 1. Bracklesham Beds f Beds.
Lower Bagshot Sand J
London Clay.
Woolwich and Reading Beds (part of) .

Thanet Sand.

Hempstead Beds T tj.],, •„ ^„,„-„„
Bemb^ridgeBeds jS-lTtr^
H^rnBet J

Isle of Wight.

( Shell-beds of Woolwich, etc.,

\ Pebble-beds of Broruley, etc.

In this form the table shows, at a glance, that there are no purely
marine formations of Upper Eocene age in Britain ; but that there are

beds of that age that are mainly of freshwater origin, etc.

I am, yours truly,

W. W.

The Trinidad Pitch Lakes.

Sir,—I observe in a pajier " On the Torbane Mineral Field," by Mr.
Taylor, in the February number of the ' Geologist,' a statement to the
effect that the Pitch Lake of Trinidad stands in close proximity to a vol-

cano. As this statement has been repeated in various works, and has ap-
parently led to some false generalizations, it may perhaps be well to make
the true state of the case a little better known.
No volcanic substances or erupted rocks have been found to exist near

the Pitch Lake ; and not only is there no volcano in Trinidad, but, so far

as I am aware, no traces have been discovered either of ancient or of re-

cent volcanos in the island. What may perhaps have given rise to the
statement above alluded to, is the existence of several so-called mud vol-

canos, or salses, which eject only mud and water, and do not possess a
temperature above that of the air, and certainly do not appear to have any
connection with what is usually understood by volcanic action. The neigh-
Iiouring parts of South America are eq^ually free from evidences of volcanic
disturl)ance.

What I have stated may suffice to call attention to the subject ; and for

details, including an excellent and lucid account of the bituminous deposits
in Trinidad and their probable origin, I would beg to refer those desirous
of knowing more on the subject to the "Eeport on the Geology of Tri-
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nidad." beins^ Part I. of the West Indian Survey. The salsps above-men-
tioned are also described in this most useful work.

Believe me. Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

B. Lecumeke Gurrv.
Port ofSjmin, Trhiidad, April 2, 1862.

ArclicEology and Geolorjy.

Dear Sib,—Tliree articles in the 'Geologist ' of June. 1802, have so far

interested me as to induce a few remarks, if I do not obtrude upon your
space, viz. that of J. Wyatt, Esq., F.G.S., that of T. E. Jones, Esq.,
F.G.S., and that of your foreign correspondent, S. J. M. The two former
discuss the orbitolina ; the Litter writes on the trenching of geologists in

their investigations on the domains of the archffiologist and tlie liistorian.

The illustrations given by J. Wyatt, Esq., F.G.S., coincide exactly witli

specimens in my collection which 1 have obtained from the Chalk in dif-

ferent localities of this Island. My specimens include varieties which
range in a graduated scale from the orbitolina, with a small indentation, to

those with a perfect and natural hole, smoothly perforating these forami-
nifera. without the intervention of artificial boring. In addition to tlie.sc

geological specimens. I possess also anti(juarian specimens of the orbitolina,

obtained from tumuli or barrows examined by me—indeed, one at least,

was obtained from among the beads of a necklace found upon an Anglo-
Saxon skeleton, which convinced me that it had been strung as a bead
among those of amber, glass, and terra-cotta, which ornamented (he per-
son of our exhumed ancestor. There can be little doubt (hat these ancient
])eop]e appropriated both natural as well as artiiicial perforated objects for

their personal adornment. From the same barrow from which I obtained
my ))erforated orbitolina, I ])rocured a naturally-perforated pebble, and
an artificially-perforated lump of lead, while the amber beads consisted of
natural lumps of unshaped amber, simjjly perforated for suspension. S.

J. M. gives am])le reasons which prove that the geologist, if he trenches
upon the domains of the antiquarian, does not do so without much advan-
tage to the latter, especially in these days of Prift discoveries, which, by
the bye, have carried the antiquarian back to a liuman period of which he
formerly had no conception. It is to be hoped that the geologist and (he
antiquarian may pursue (hese interesting modern discoveries in a spiri( of
wiiolcsome rivaliy, inasmuch as their so doing will comluce much to the

elucidation of an obscure jieriod, both historically and geologically.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Ernest P. AVilkins, F.G.S.

Ncivporl, Isle of Wifflit.

Mammalia from Maccagnone Cave.

Sir,—In the table professing to sliow "the association of the earliest

evidences of (he hunuui race with remains of extiiu'( and recent Alam-
malia," p. 22S of (he JniU' numl)er of (he ' (Jeojogist,' I observe (hat (iui

following species are attributed to the (iro(to f>f Maccagnone, in Sicily, for

the original dc8crij)tion of (he contents of which 1 am responsible :— 1 . I\lis
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spelfpa ; 2. TIr/ius sfelcevs ; 3. Syrena spelcea ; 4. Hos prhmgenlus ; 5.

Ilippopotamus major; 6. Cerims megaceros : makiug six out of the

eight species assigned to Maccagnone.
These six identifications are simply imaginary ; not one of the species, so

far as I am aware, having been as yet mentioned on authority, as occurring

in the Grotto of Maccagnone.
Such a wholesale manufacture of species, in a case of such gravity,

requires no comment.
Your obedient servant,

London, June 23, 1862. H. Falconee.

Discovenj of a Human Skeleton and otlier Bemains in tlie led of tlie

Miver Soar, at Leicester.

On the western side of the town of Leicester there is an old bridge,

known as the " Bow Bridge." It has recently been taken down for recon-

struction ; during the progress of the work the stream has been stopped,

and a dam thrown across the channel nortli and south of the bridge,

leaving the bed of the river dry. The upper surface was a black, muddy,
alluvial deposit, but this being penetrated, the pure Drift gravel presented
itself. This gravel lies immediately on the abraded surface of the Upper
Keuper Sandstone, which here dips away under the town towards the

Liassic hills' on the eastern side. In excavating on the east side of the

old bridge for the new foundations, and digging in the bed of the river, the

workmen came upon ground in the Drift of a mixed character, gravel and silt.

After digging out three feet of this, they came upon a human skeleton

lying face upwards, the knees drawn towards the head. It was nearly

entire, a few of the vertebrae and the smaller bones of the hands and feet

only are wanting. Near this skeleton were found the skull of a horse, ox
horns, and other bones.

The old bridge is of some antiquity, and is supposed to have been
erected in the twelfth century. The road to which it leads is the Via Vlci-

nali.s of the old Eoman town of Eata-, and leads to the " Home AYay,"
another Roman road near Leicester. Over this bridge Richard the Third
rode to the field of Bosworth, and his body is said to have been thrown
over the bridge into the river by the multitude. Be this as it may, the

navvies and common people firmly believe this skeleton to be the remains

of that monarch; but as Richard's body was "hacked to pieces," and his

age at his death was about thirty-five, and as the bones bear no appear-

ance of being " hacked," and the last molar being still in its socket, no
Aveight can be given to such an impression. Certainly Richard the Third
had cut his "wisdom teeth."*

James Plant.
23jy/ Jane, 1862.

* Tliese reniniiis have brnu transniittoil to iis for iiispeclioa. It is a young, and

seemingly not adult, woman's skeleton.

—

Ed. Geol.
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PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Manchester GeoloCtIcal Society.—April 29.—1. " On tbe Geoloqy
of the Eailway between Ilyile and Marple." The length of the line is

seven miles, and some of the sections are as mnch as sixty feet in depth.

It trends in a direction nearly coincident with the line of strike of the

rocks. The country through which it passes undulates very much, so that

the line in places crosses, at a height of more than a hundred feet, valleys

worn out by denudations, probably, the author thinks, at the close of the

Pleistocene age, as Drift-beds cap their summits. The geology of the

railway may be set down as belonging to two widely-separated forma-

tions—the Lower Coal Measures and the Pleistocene.

Going along the line from Ilyde, about two miles from the town, a

thin-bedded argillaceous sandstone rises, overlying beds of shale. jS'o

organic remains have been found in it. The dip is on the right-hand side,

in a direction nearly N.W., and at an angle of 10 or 15 degrees. Iron-

stone bands, several inches in thickness, frequently alternate with tho

shales, and along the whole length of the line these beds are not lost sight

of. To\A ards Marple they have been affected by dislocations, and about

a quarter of a mile beyond the aqueduct a downthrow f:\ult of several feet

is seen. Near Komilly the gullets are deeper, and the shale-beds are suc-

ceeded by those ripple-marked flag-stones. Over these beds lie masses of

sandstone rock of coarser texture, containing imperfect impressions of

Calamites and Sigillari*. Two miles further on this rock is succeeded by
one of a conglomerate character, and very hard,—the matrix being of a

light grey colour, the imbedded pebbles red.

Near Hyde, where the shales first come to view, Ihey contain fragments

of Lepidodendra and Neuropteris. with numbers of Spirorbis cavhunariux

and Cyprides, in company with several species oi Anlhracosia : the whole

80 commingled as to show they shared a common habitat.

The Anthravosia found in the ironstone bands are interesting, from the

fact that numbers show the interior of the valves, and consequently expose

the hinge—a feature which is valuable in settling the various opinions

maintained as to the habits of these mollusca. In tracing these ajiparently

freshwater shales towards Marple, we find a change towards marine con-

ditions, Goniadles, Avicula-jycctcns, etc. being mixed up with ihe Anthra-

rosife.

Tiiis fact, the author considers, goes to prove that the Uniu or Anlhrd-

cosia. formerly rc^garded as a freshwater shell, was in reality a marine one

that lived in shallow and l)rackish waters.

The Drift deposits whieh overlie the Carboniferous beds above described,

are of the general character. Not nnuh Till is mot with until the aijueduct

at Marjjle is crossed, where these beds contain huge boulders of jiorpliyry,

granite, syenite, etc. The boulders are generally rounded; the larger

ones being scratehed and striated. In a section about two miles from

Hyde the Drift beds are cut through to a depth of thirty feet, and consist of

beds of sand and clay alternating witii each other, and containing marine

shales, Tell'ina, Cdrillum cdulc, TurrHcllii, Tcrchra, and Astarlv. The
author considers these beds are a continiiation of the fossiliferous sands ou

the Stockjwrt and Woodh-y Line, furnierly described l)y him.

llich beds of calcareous marl, sometimes several feet in thickness, are

sometimes seen capping the Drift dejiosits.

2. "(^n the N irtii Stafl'ordshire Corn Field." V>y Mr. John Ih-adbury,

jun. The strata of this field were minutely detailed, and a sectiou given,

with their measured thickiip.s.ses.

3. "On ai\ improved Safety-Cage for Miners." l^v Mr. T. Fanimomi.
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EoYAL JssTJTVTios.—March 7.—" Ou the DistriLution of Northern
Plants." By Professor D. Oliver. The discourse referred primarily to
the botanical evidence bearing upon the hypothesis advanced by Pro-
fessors Unger* and Heerf of an Atlantic communication between Europe
and America at some period of the Tertiary epoch. The close analogy
which is to be traced between the Miocene Flora of Central Europe and the
existing Flora of the Eastern American States, these authors conceive can
only be explained by assuming such direct overland connection of the two
Continents.

The speaker explained the basis upon which comparisons between two
recent floras and between a recent and a fossil flora should rest, referring
to the peculiar conditions which afieet the latter comparison owing to the
imperfect and partial character of the fossil element. The general cha-
racter of the Tertiary Flora of Central Europe was described. In the
Tertiary beds of Switzerland, according to Professor Heerij; about 800
species of Phanerogamia have been discovered, referable to 197 genera
(exclusive of Phyllites, CarpoUthes, etc.), of which number 154 still exist.

Of these genera

—

76 are common to the Swiss Tertiary,

and to the present flora of . . Europe.

77 Japan.

88 Ditto, States, America.

120 ....... Europe aucl Asia (taken toG;c-

ther, and including; Japan).

It is to be noted that the 77 of J span include 26 not occurring in

Europe : amongst them several forms highly characteristic of the Tertiary-,

as Glyptostrohus, numerous Fici, coriaceous-leaved oaks and Lauracece,
JiKjlandece, Liquidamha)', etc.

The genera, common to the Swiss Tertiary and the United States, which
are not found also in the Old World are Sahal, Taxodium, Bumelia, Lirio-

detidron, Ceanothus, Ptelea, and Carya. But in i-espect to these 7 it was
observed that at least 5 were very doubtful determinations. The 9 largest

orders of the ' Flora Tertiaria Helvetise ' are Leguminosce, AmentacecB,

Cyperacece, Profeacece, LaitracecF, Graminece, CoiiifevcE, Compositce, and
Aceraceee. Of these Orders 3 are included in the 9 largest of Europe, 4
in the 9 largest of the United States, and 6 in the 9 largest of Japan,
while the remaining 3 of the Tertiary, not included in the 9 largest

orders of Japan, are much more largely developed in Japan than in

the United States. They are Lauracetp, Aceraceee. and Pvoteacecc.

The proportion of ligneous to herbaceous species in the above floras

was alluded to. Heer estimates ligneous plants to have formed about 66
per cent, of the Phanerogamic vegetation of the Tertiary in Switzerland.

The speaker considered this estimate as too high, believing that sutlicient

allowance had not been made for the advantages that ligneous plants,

which are often tall-stemmed, possess over herbaceous species in securing

access of their leaves and debris to the waters in which they had been
floated, and ultimately preserved. He admitted, however, that ligneous

species were relatively very numerous in the vegetation of the Tertiaiy

period. The proportion of ligneous plants he estimates in the existing

flora of Japan at near 40 per cent., in the Southern States 22, Northern
States 18, Europe 9 to 12.

* 'Die vcrsunkene Insel Atlantis.' t ' Mora Tertiaria Helvetia?.''

% The Tertiary data were throughout derived froiu tlic ' Flora Tertiaria llelvctise ' of

Professor Hecr.
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The intimate relationship traceable between the Tertiary and Japanese
floras in the uumei'ous characteristic tj-pes common to both ; the issue of
the ordinal and generic comparisons given alcove ; the larger proportion
of ligneous species in the Jajjanese than in the Eastern American flora

;

and the number of tj'pes peculiar, at the present day, to Eastern America
and Eastern Asia, conipai-ed with the few restricted to Europe and
America, the speaker contends, favour the view advanced by Professor
Asa Gray in reference to plants and by Mr. Darwin as to animals, viz.

That the migration of forms to which is due the community of types
in the Eastern States of JSTorth America and the INIiocene of Europe, took
place to the North of the Pacific ; an overland communication, it may
be supposed, having existed during the Tertiary time somewhere about
Behring's Straits or the line of the Aleutian Islands. This view is

confirmed bj' the occurrence of Miocene vegetable remains in North-west
America (including genera yet growing in Japan but lost to America),
which prove, further, the temperature of these latitudes to have been
at that time sufficiently high to have permitted their existence so far

north.

The evidence in favour of the 'Atlantis * might, moreover, be expected
to have been more marked in the existing vegetation of the Atlantic
Islands than is the case. Professor Hcer points out the genera Clethra,

liystropogon, Cedronella, and Orcoduphne as common to the Atlantic
Islands and America. Japanese species, however, have been described of
Clclhra and Cedronella ; and Messrs. Webb and Berthelot limit liijstro-

poifon to Atlantic Island si:)ecies. Oreodaphne occurs in South Africa
and adjacent islands.

A connection between these Islands and Eui'ope, at perhaps a late

period of the Tertiary, may be considered as highly probable from the

predominance of Mediterranean forms in their flora. The few genera
characteristic of the Tertiary which they possess may have l)een derived
during this connection ; but the hypothesis that a continent should have
extended westward as far as America, the speaker considered the available

botanical evidence did not in the least substantiate.

EoYAL Institution of Gkeat Britaix.—MaijIZ.—" On Coal." By
"Warington W. Smyth, Esq., F.K.S. The speaker selected one portion
onl^- of this large subject ; and, neglecting chemical and statistical and
mining ])articulars with reference to this important mineral, confined him-
self to the jihysical conditions under which it is found to occur.

]\Ir. Smyth described the nature of the various substances with which
the coal is associated ; and comparison was made between the total thick-

ness of carboniferous i-ocks or coal-measures of diflerent districts, as well

as between the total thickness of coal (in the aggregate of the seams)

;

hence we have one reason for not estimating the value of a coal-field merely
by its area, as laid down in a geological nuip. Thus, the well-known Dur-
ham field, with a thickness of measures of about 2()(K) feet, has a total

thickness of coal of 50 feet; the Derbyshire, 2()(K), and almost twice the

thickness of coal ; the North Stafl'ordslnre, (5(M)() feet of measures, and \'M^

of coal ; whilst the South Welsh and Saaibriicken fields exhibit thicknesses

of 12,000 to 15,000 feet, with a ])roportionate increase, especially in the
latter, of coal. A second reason ibr mistrusting area as a criterion of the

importance of a coal-district, is the various forms into which the coal-mea-
sures have Iteen thrown or moulded l)y agencies operating at a later date

ill I lie earth's crust, whence some districts may exhibit l)v outcrops an in-

dication of the fud amount of their entire contents, whilst in others the
licds pass with a gradual iuclinalion beneath newer format iiuis, through
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which tliey may nevertheless by sinkings be accessible, as in the case of

the vast accession of mineral wealth added, in the last twelve years, to the

Westphalian coal-field, by the explorations carried through the covering

of cretaceous rocks which clothe the northern side of the coal-field. The
remarkable pit lately completed by the Duke of Newcastle, at Shireoak,

was another example. At a distance of several miles from any visilsle

coal-measures, it had pierced the New Red Sandstone and Magnesian
Limestone, and reached the " top-hard " coal at 515 yards in depth.

Referring to the principal families of plants which are found either in,

or associated with, the coal, he endeavoured to show that their occurrence

throws a light on the origin of the coal-seams, a knowledge which becomes
an important guide in enabling us to judge of the continuity of some fields.

The position of the stigmaria in the under-clay or floor of the seam, and of

the stems of sigillaria, lepidodendron, calamites, etc., in the roof strata,

point to the probability of the growth of the vegetable matter in situ.

The existence of numerous upright stems, and especially those occurring

so often and so dangerously to the miners in the roof of certain coals, is a

strong confirmation of the gradual depression of the tract in which these

plants grew ; and Gojipert has shown that the careful examination of a

number of seams proves the existence in the coal itself of every family of

plant which has been met with in the coal-measures.

Thus much had referred to the true Carboniferous period, in which it is

commonly supposed that a vigorous vegetation first arose, but the speaker

described his finding, a few months since, in the Laxey lead and copper

mine, in the Isle of Man, at 120 fathoms deep, a seam of anthracite coal,

three to four inches thick, in the midst of ancient schists, probably Lower
Silurian. He then noticed the coaly and lignitic beds in newer formations,

especially the Tertiary "brown-coal," which in Continental, and especially

in Southern Europe, attains to great importance. The excellent preserva-

tion of the vegetable remains in the lignite has enabled Professors linger

and Heer to make comparison with existing floras ; and these authors show
that the Tertiary flora had nothing in common with our present flora iia

Europe, but had an extraordinary resemblance to that of modern North
America. This was especially to be noticed in closely similar species of

the genera Liquidamhar, Liriodendron, Pavia, Nyssa, Hohinla, Taxo-

dium, Sequoia, Ju(/lans, Glycyrrhiza, Cercis, Laurus, Bltododendron,

Cissus, and certain oaks and pines. There was hence, the speaker thought,

no retreating from the conclusion, that at that portion of the Tertiary pe-

riod a land communication existed between America and Europe. Frag-

ments of that laud, with relics of the satne Tertiary flora, he considered

still existed in Iceland and the Azores, with their surturhrainl and lignites
;

and thus the existence of that Atlantis, which is generally set down as a

dream of the poets, was, according to his views, supported by the studies of

the geologist. A relation of this kind at a comparatively recent period,

throws a light on the causes of phenomena belonging to an earlier epoch,

and enabled the forming of conclusions, if not upon the absolute contem-

poraneity of certain beds or groups of coal-measures, at all events upon
the physical connection within a given period of the agencies which were
forming coal not only in the various fields of Europe, but also in North
America.
Glasgow Geological Society.—May lOf/i.—The members had an

excursion to the hills of Greenock and to Loch Thorn. The hills,

generally speaking, are of igneous rock ; towards their front they were
found to be principally of a fine variety of amygdaloids, containujg nodules

of crystallized quartz, and silicates of magnesia, with indications of zeolitic
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minerals. Near Loch Thorn the rocks become compact greenstone, and
dark-coloured porphyry. When the excursionists arrived at the eastern

extremity of the Loch, they came suddenh' upon a fine section of the
" Ballagan limestones," tilted up nearly vertical, -with regidar divisions

of shales, which have lost much of their schistose character, and are regu-

larly traversed by thin veins of calcareous spar—apparently a variety of

satin spar. The remarkable uplifting of those strata is the effect of a trap

dyke, visible close beside them, also a portion of an overlying sandstone

converted into '"kingle " (a mining term for indurated san Istone) by igneous

action. At the opposite extremity another trap dyke appears, -which ap-

parently has effected this change in the sandstone. These sandstone

beds are at the same angle as the other strata. The burn below exhibits

the Old lied Sandstone in situ, and Ked Marl clays also much altered by
igneous action, with a number of fiue specimens of lied Sandstone con-

gloraeratcs. In going up the burn the route is over a bed of similar lime-

stone, and the district is well worthy of future detailed examination. One
remarkable feature of these Ballagan beds was the rounding of the vertical

limestones, being of a flattened spherical shape, evidently the residt of

weathering and scaling ofl" at the exposed surfaces. These Ballagan beds

occur some miles distant at Ballagan, Campsie Hills, and a range of fine

sections occurs at Auchenreoch Glen, Dumbarton; with this difference,

at Loch Thorn the crystallized veins of calcareous spar are carbonate of

lime, while at Auchenreoch and "Ballagan" they are sulphate of lime

(gypsum). Loch Thorn is a fine sheet of water, partly artificial and partly

natural. It supplies Greenock and its works with water.

Since the discovery of the Ballagan beds at Loch Thorn, at the time

of the excursion, one of the members has visited the district, and having
gone a considerable distance up the burn. re])orts that other important ap-

pearances of the Ballagan strata present themselves in very fine sections,

and that the igneous cause of their upheaval and vertical position is exhi-

bited lower down the burn than was suspected during the first rapid view
taken of the strata. No doubt a more searching investigation will take
place during the summer, and should any important facts present them-
selves in relation to the relative position, etc., of the Ballagan beds with
the Old lied Sandstone and coal-measures, the information will be for-

warded to the ' Geologist.'

Royal Society.—I9th June.—" On the Loess of the Valleys of N. of
France and S. of England." By J. I'restwich, Esq.. F.ll.S. During a re-

cent visit to France the author made observations which have enabled him
t-o draw conclusions as to the formation of the Loess. In this communi-
cation the author first refers to the Loess of the llhine, concurring with
Sir Charles Lyell iu attributing its origin to river inundations, but draws
different conclusions as to the mode and circumstances of its deposit.

The greatest dilliculty that has been felt in attempting to understand
the spread of the Loess in England and France has been the great differ-

ence of the levels at which they are ibuiul, these often being from ItX) to

3(K) feet above the present river-courses—heights to whicli no river-inun-

dations could attain in the present valleys. But of the former existence

of less deeijly-excavated valleys in the i)resent valley-sites, the covering of
Loess might lead to the inference ; aiKl notwithstanding the extension of

the Loess over the loftier ground ilanUing the valleys, such areas appear
to be always bounded by higher hills, forming a barrier restricting the limits

of the floods. The author's opinion is that tlu' Loess is, like the high- and
low-level gravels, alwaj's connected with river-valleys ; and if, instead o(
starting at the present low-levels, the ancient valleys be (aki>n at the level

VOL. V. 2 M
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the aiithor in his former commimication showed them to have had at the
period of the high-level gravels, that is at from 100 to 200 feet above the
floors of the present valleys, the difference of level then of the upper de-

posits of Loess to be accounted for -will be diminished to 100 or 150 feet,
•—a difierence still considerable ; but,

on the other hand, these extremes ai-e
o

s^^~ not always attained. At all events,

this brings the whole of the Loess
^:^^X '

„ "^ " _
~ within the possible range of inunda-

tions of the old Pleistocene rivers at

different periods according to their

age ; the higher beds having been de-

5 ^'i" Loess; d a high-level gravel; posited by the overflowings in the

c c' low-level gravels ; m, n, o, the levels earliest periods and before the exca-

to which the river rose duriug inundations "nation of tlie present river-valleys,

at different periods. the lower beds after the present val-

leys had been formed, but while the
old meteorological conditions still prevailed. These deposits of Loess thus
furnish a measure of the volume of water anciently brought down by the
rivers during floods, and show how very far they exceeded their present
representatives, and how great must have been their erosive action. Flood-
dei^osits will always consist of shingle in the river channels ; sand in
sheltered places ; fine silt over the area where the flood waters repose.
In this manner the author considers the high- and low-level gravels and
the Loess of all the levels to have been formed.

This flood-origin of the Loess being admitted, it follows that as that de-
posit is found at 50 to 10(3 feet above the highest beds of gravel, the floods

of these periods must have risen like those of the Arctic regions, but to
even a greater extent (50 to 100 feet), above their summer levels. The
fluviatile shells found in the gravels and Loess were stated to be identical.

Geological Society of London.—uLpril 16, 1862.— 1. " On the
Position of the Pteraspis-beds, and on the Sequence of the Strata of the
Old Eed Sandstone Series, in South Perthshire." By Professor E.. Hark-
ness, RE.S., F.G.S.
At the Bridge-of-Allan the lowest beds seen of the Old Red Series are

(1) conglomerates of trap-rocks, overlaid by (2) grey sandstone passing up-
wards into red sandstone. These grey sandstones have afforded to Mr.
Powrie a Ptevaspis (perhaps P. rostratus) , and fragments of Cephalaspis
have also been found in them. Next above come (3) purple shales (at

Craig Arnhall) ; then the brown sandstones (4) of Downe Castle; and
lastly at Laurick, grey sandstones (5) again. These all have a N.W. dip,

as seen along the Teith. From about Laurick to Callander the strata are
best seen in the Eeltie burn. They have a S.E. dip, and form the other,

but steeper, side of a synclinal trough (about twelve miles wide) ; and
here grey sandstone (5), (4) brown sandstone (at Bracklin Linns), (3)

purple shale, (2) rod and grey sandstone, and lastly (1) a conglomerate
(here composed of felstone) present an analogous succession to that be-
tween Laurick and the Bridge-of-Allan. At Callander the conglomerate
lies almost vertically against the metamorphic Lower Silurian rocks of the

Grampians, trap-rock intervening. The author estimates that the Old
Red strata have a thickness of 7000 feet.

2. " On the Western Extremity of the London Basin ; on the Westerly
Thinning of the Lower Eocene Beds in that Basin ; and on the Grey-
wethers." By William Whitaker, Esq., B.A., F.G.S., of the Geol. Surv.
Great Britain.
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In the first part of this paper the author described certain outliers of

Tertiary strata iu the neij^hbourhood of Bedwin and Savernake (or Marl-
borou2^h) Forest, in AViltsliire, where in the course of the Geolofjieal Survey
of the district he found that both the AVoolwich and Keadint? beds and the

London Claj^ gradually thinned out westward, until merely 3 or 4 inches

of the latter alone remained between the Bagshot beds and the Chalk.

Further eastward these are probably in direct apposition. The superficial

loam and clay with uuworn Hints of the Chalk district along the northern
side of the London Basin were then described.

In the second portion of the paper it was shown, both from the published

results of ^Ir. Prestwich's researches and later observations made in the pro-

gress of the Geological Survey, that the Thanet Sands thin out westwardly,

from a thickness of about 85 feet in the Isle of Thanet, to about 35 feet at

London, and to 3 feet at Chobham, disappearing altogether near Epsom.
The Woolwich and Beading beds include the Blackheath Pebble-bed, ac-

cording to the author : at Heinie Bay Mr. Whitaker gives these beds a
thickness of about 50 feet, at Croydon 45 feet, at New Cross 54 feet, at

London from 40 to 70 feet, at Ealing GO feet, at Ilanwell 75 feet, at Chis-

wick 90, at Heading about 50 feet, and near Great Bedwin, iu Wiltshire,

only 15 feet. The London Clay, with its basement-bed, is neai'ly 480 feet

thick at Sheppey, 400 feet at London, 370 feet at Heading, 20 to GO feet

near Newbuiy, oulj^ 15 feet near Great Bedwin, and is represented by a
few inches of its pebbly basement-bed in iMarlborough Forest.

The third part of the paper treated of the Greywether Stones of Wilt-

shire, which the author believes must have come from the Bagshot Sand,
which alone of the Tertiary beds is present there in sufficient thickness to

yield these large and numerous masses of bedded rock.

3. " On a Clay-de])osit with Insects, Leaves, etc., near Ulverston." By
John Bolton, Esq.
The deposit described in this paper was a greenish-drab clay, lying be-

neath a capping of locally derived drift and rubble of varj'ing thickness,

upon the Mountain-limestones of Low Furness. It was met with during

the progress of drainage-works undertaken by the Lindal-Cote Iron-ore

Company. At one locality, the clay is 93 feet from the surface, and has

a thickness of 15 feet ; it seems to fill a basin in the limestone. The im-

bedded plant- and insect-remains and its contained Diatomacea^ proved
the dcjiosit to be of lacustrine origin. Fragments of wood occurred in it,

Btaiiu'd blue by ])hosphate of iron. It ap])eared probable from the depth
at which the clay was buried beneath locally derived material, upon a com-
paratively level surface, that it was of great anticiuity, though possibly

younger than the glacial epoch.

M(i>/ 7th, 18G2.—The following communications were read :

—

1. ' Note respecting the Discovery of a new and large Labyrinthodont
(LoTomma Allmani, Huxley) in the Gibnertou Iron-stone of the Edin-

burgh Coal-field." By Professor T. II. Huxley, F.K.S., Sec. G.S.

Looking over the vertebrate fossils from Burdie House and Gilmcrton

in the University IMuseimi, Edinburgh, Professor Huxley came upon
some reptilian specimens—a fragment of the hinder jiart of the Tipper

wall of a cranium and some sternal ])lates of a Ijabyrinthodont, which,

from the ol)li(|ui(y of its orbits, he naiiu'S f^oromina. The skull would bo

about 14 inch<s long if ])erlect ; and the animal about (i or 7 feet.

2. " Note on a new Liibyrinthodont (Pholiiloqastn' piseif'iirDii.t, Huxley)
from the Edinburgh Coal-field." By Professor T. 11. Huxley, F.K.'S.

The Hjieciinen on which this new form has been determiiu-d was plai'cd

in the British Museum by Sir P. Egcrton and I^ord Enniskillen, who
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recognized it as Eeptilian. Mr. Davis, of tlie British Museum, drew Mr.
Huxley's attention to it as being probably Archegosaurian. It is not
Avell preserved, but on careful study proves to be an amphibian allied

to Archegosauriis ; diifering, however, from it in the form of the head,
the extent to which the ossification of the vertebral column has pro-
ceeded, and in the character of the dermal armour. This animal was
about 44 inches long.

3. " On the Land Flora of the Devonian Period in North-eastern
America." By J. W. Dawson, LL.D., F.G.S.

First noticing what was formerly known of the Devonian Plant-remains
in the States of New York and Pennsylvania (Hall, Vanuxem, and
Rogers), in Gaspe (Logan), in New Brunswick and Maine (Gesner, Robb,
Bennett, Hartt, Matthew, and Hitchcock), the author stated that with
Messrs. Hartt, Matthew, and others at St. John's, he had lately examined
the productive localities near that city, and is now enabled to add largely
to the account of the Devonian plants he had already published in the
' Canadian Naturalist,' vol. vi. 1861. He now enumerates about 70
species (32 genera) of plants as occurring in the Upper Devonian of
Pennsylvania, New Brunswick, Maine, New York, and Gaspe, in the
Middle Devonian of New York and Gaspe, and in the Lower Devonian
of Gaspe. Of these 70 species, two {Fsilojyhyton princeps and Cordaites
angustifolia) are referred also to the Upper Silurian of Gaspe ; and 10
(not including these two) reappear in the Carboniferous strata. The
Devonian Flora much resembles in general facies that of the Carboniferous
period. In the Lower Devonian series the underclays are filled with the
rhizomes of Psiloi)hyton, in the Upper Devonian with Sigillarice and
Catamites (as in the Coal-measures;. The Devonian Flora is less per-
fectly preserved than that of the Coal-measures, and is probably as yet
very imperfectly known ; it presents more resemblance to the floras of the
Mesozoic period and of modern tropical and austral islands than the Coal-
plants present. The facies of the Devonian flora in North America
is very similar to that of the same period in Europe.
Among the Devonian plants of North-east America, Dr. Dawson

recognizes an angiospermous dicotyledon {Syringoxylonm'n'ahile, nov. gen.

et sp.), established on a fragment of fossil wood collected by Professor
James Ha,ll from a limestone of the Upper Hamilton Group, at Eighteen-
mile Creek on Lake Erie.

4. " On some Upper Eocene Fossils from the Isle of Wight." By-

Professor Dr. F. Sandberger. In a Letter to W. J. Hamilton, Esq., For.

Sec. G.S.

The result of Professor Sandberger's examination of a collection

of these fossils, carefully named by Mr. F. E. Edwards and forwarded by
Mr. Hamilton, has been to confirm him in his opinion that the upper

beds at Hempstead, Isle of Wight, are the exact equivalent of the marine

beds at Weinheim, Jeurres, and Bergh [Reiqjelien inferieur, of Dumont).
The freshwater limestone of Bembridge and Sconce appears to correspond

to the beds at Buxweilar (Alsace) and Abstadt (Baden) ; and the fossils

from Headon Hill and Colwell Bay probably belong to the level of

Dumont's Tongrien inferieur ( Lethen and Westergelu) et superieur

(Marnes superieur au gypse).

Hay 21 .—The following coramrmications were read :

—

1. " On the Metamorphic Eocks of the Banflshire Coast, the Scarabins,

and a portion of East Sutherland." By Professor B. Harkness, F.B.S.,

F.G.S. The coast-section from Gamrie to Buckie was first described ; it

i'onsists mainly of folded gneiss and grauwacke sandstone and shale, with
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underlying quartz-rock of great thickness, conformable, and folded with
it, and seen in anticlinals at Melrose, Banff, and Dunidich, and still more
in an arch between Cullen and Buckie. Two folds of limestone, obscurely
stratified and not persistent, occur with the schists at the Burn of Boyne
and Dunidich. The dykes of syenite, of granite, and of serpentine (Port-

soy) were also pointed out in this section, as well as two outliers of the
Old Red deposits at Dunidich and Cullen. The metamorphic rocks above
mentioned have a predominating south-east dip, and the folds hang over
to the north-west ; but the author regards these strata as holding a re-

versed position, the gneissose and grauwacke strata being really the upper-
most of the sei'ies, as in other parts of the North of Scotland. The sec-

tion from the sea at Berridalc, across the Scarabins to Strath-Naver, was
next described. Here the granite of Bean-na-aiglesh succeeds to the Old
Eed Sandstone of Berridale, and is s\icceeded by the gneiss and folded

white quartz-rock of the Scarabins. From the Scarabins to Strath-Naver
granite and gneiss alternate in laminar masses, dipping south-east towards
the Scarabins, hei'e and there bearing unconformable outliers of Old Ked
Sandstone. In this case also the author pointed out that a reversed dip

obtained, by which the really uppermost gneissose rock was made to ap-

fiear lower in position than tlie quartzite. Professor Harkness further al-

uded to the conformability of the granite with the strata in this district,

and to the probability of its being rather the result of an excessive amount
of metamorphic action than of plutonic origin.

2. " On the Geology of the Gold-lields of Nova Scotia." By the Rev.
David Honeyman. (Communicated by the President.) The author, at the

request of the Provincial Government Commission for the International

Exhibition, made some observations on the auriferous rocks at Allen's and
Laidlow's farms, near the junction of the Halifax and Windsor and the
Halifax and Truro railways. He found chlorilic schist, with vertical auri-

ferous quartz-veins, and a gold-bearing horizontal quartz-vein (the "bar-
rels" of the miners) lying on the schist and overlaid by quartzite and
gravel. By the neighbouring railway sections the chlorite-schist is seen to

alternate in broad bands with quartzite, and to be associated with granite.

The author thinks there is reason to believe that the quartzite may be of
Lower Silurian age.

3. " On some Fossil Crustacea from the Coal-measures and Devonian
Rocks of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Cape Breton." By J. W.
Salter, Esq., F.G.S., of the Geol. Surv. Great Britain. One of the Devo-
nian fossils is apparently allied to the Stomapods. and is named AmphijJel-
tis paradoxus by iMr. Salter; it was obtained by Dr. Dawson near St.

John's, where it occurred with plant-remains; another Crustacean fossil

from the same locality' is a ucwjuiri/pfcrus, M.piilicans. Other remains of
Eurypteri have been sent also liy Dr. Dawson, from the coal-measures of
Port Hood and the Jogi^ins ; aiui with these a new Amphij)od, Diplostylus,

having some characters of alliance with Typhis and lirachyocelus.

'i. " On some sj)ecies of Jiun/pfents and allied forms." By J. W. Sal-

ter, Esq., F.G.S., etc. After alluding to the late and complete researches

on Euryplcrus by Dr. Wieskowski and Professor J. Hall, Mr. Salter ex-

Slained some formerly obscure ])oints in its structure, and jiroceeded to

escribe the E. Sroidcn, Hibbcrt, from the Carboniferous limestone of
Scotland, and the Upper Old Red Sandstone of Kilkenny; the 7:.'. {Ar-
throplcura) via)iim(ilus, sp. nov., from the Uj)per Coal-measures near Maii-
clieslcr ; and E. / {Arthraphura !) ferox, sji. nov.. from the Coal-n.easurea

of North Stan'onlsliirc.

5. "On Ecllijcaris, a new genus of Silurian Crustacea." By J. W.
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Salter, Esq., F.G.S., etc. Of this form an imperfect individual, from the
anthracite-shales (Llandeilo flags) of Dumfriesshire, was formerly described
by the author as Dicthyrocaris 1 aptycJioides. Better specimens enabled
him to distinguish it as a new generic form belonging to the Phyllopods,
not far removed from Hymenocaris and Dithyrocaris. A fragment of an-
other larger form, from the same locality, is described by the author as

Peltocaris ? Harknessi. Mr. Salter also explained his views of the rela-

tionship of the pala30zoic Phyllopoda, among themselves and with the re-

cent forms, and illustrated tliem by a diagram in which they were ar-

ranged in chronological succession.

6. " On a Crustacean Track in the Llandeilo Flags of Chirbury, Shrop-
shire." By J. W. Salter, Esq., F.G.S., etc. This track consists of nume-
rous short, narrow, oblique, chisel-shaped imprints, on the ripple-ridges of
the slab ; and, according to the author, it must have been caused by a small
Crustacean m ith a bifid telsou or prong-like tail. To a like agency Mr.
Salter refers similar markings described by M. Brebissou as occurring iii

the Lower Silurian Sandstone of Noron in the Falaise (Normandy).
June 4.—The following communications were read :—
1. " On the disputed affinities of the Purbeck Mammalian genus Pla-

ffiaulax." By Hugh Falconer, M.D., F.E.S., F.G.S.
Referring to his former description (Journal Geol. Soc , vol. xiii. p. 261,

etc.) of Plagiaulax as a rodent form of marsupial, having affinities M'ith the
existing Hypsiprymnus ; and to the very different opinion of its relation-

ship expressed b}' Professor Owen in the 8th edition of the ' Encyclopaedia
Britannica,' where it is said to have been "a carnivorous marsupial," Dr.
Falconer then reviewed the dental characters of Plagiaulax in detail.

The incisors, in regard of number, order of suppression, collateral position,

and relation to the premolars, correspond exactly with the type of marsu-
pial herbivora, and are wholly at variance with tlie carnivorous type ; and he
argued that Professor Owen's argument drawn from Thylacoleo has no
bearing on the incisors of Plar/iaulax, and gives no support to the car-

nivorous inference. Of the premolars, after a full comparative re-exami-

nation (in agreement with his already published views) he finds reason to

regard the carnivorous deduction from tbe shape of the premolars to

be altogether untenable.

The form of the lower jaw of Plagiaulax having been regarded by
Professor Owen as conforming with the carnivorous type, the author
showed that in the non-carnivorous CJieiromys (Aye-Aye) and Phas-
colarcius (Koala) a similar form of ramus obtains ; and that the coronoid

and condyle of the Aye-Aye are not unlike those of Plagiaulax ; whilst

in existing predaceous marsupials the condyle has a different form. The
author considered that Plagiaulax was essentially a phytophagous mar-
supial.

2. " On some Fossil Plants from the Hempstead Beds, Isle of Wight."
By the Bev. Dr. O. Heer, Professor of Botany, Zurich. With an intro-

duction, by W. Pengelly, F.G.S.
These plant-remains, from the Hempstead Series, consist of seeds,

cones, leaves, and twigs, and are referable to ten species, four of which
have been found lately at Bovcy Tracey also, namely. Sequoia Couttsite,

Heer, Andromeda reticulata, Ettin., Nymphaa Doris, Heer, and Carpo-

lites Wehsieri, Brongn. The other species are Cyperites Forhesi, n.s.,Nelum-

biuin Buchii, Ettin., Carpolilcs globulus, n. s., Chara Escheri, Braun, and
Ch. tubercuhita, Lyell, var. Professor Heer notices that six of tlie above-

named species are found also in tlic Lower Miocene (Tongrian and Aqui-

tauiau) of the Continent ; and that this flora, as far as represented, seems
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to indicate truly freshwater conditions for the formation in which it is

found.

3. " On Glacial Surface-markings on the Sandstone near Liverpool."

i3y G. H. Morton, Esq., F.G.S.
The author here noticed the occuiTeuce of glacial grooves and scratches

at— 1st, Toxteth Park, the direction of the strise being N. 42° W., at

120 feet above the sea ; 2nd and 3rd, at Boundary-lane and New-road,

Kirkdale, the striae being N. 15° AV., and at about 80 feet above the sea.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

CORYLACEJE IN A BED OF LlGNITE UNDER SiLT.—Thc following brief

description and sketch of a deposit in which I recently found nuts of the

Corylaceae, those of the Corylus Avellana, or common hazel-nut, may
interest your readers.

The lignite bed in which the said nuts are observed, is the part of the

embankment of a small stream or burn in the neighbourhood of the village

of "Whiteinch, forming the boundary between two counties. The lignite

bed appears from its position, the lower portion being on a level with the

water of the burn which when in flood rises a little above it, to crop out

and to be a portion of the lignite strata several feet under the surface.

The embankment is only about six feet in height. In the sketch (« a)

represents fine sand containing organic remains, undoubtedly cainozoic,

fragments (teeth, etc.) of mammalia, coprolites, and small fossil portions of
flora, perpendicular in position. Mixed with the sand I found fragments
of quartz, round in shape, and belonging to that formation termed locally

the till, or drift. And I may here remark that quartz balls from the

drift, smoothed and perfect in form, are frequentlj' seen in the walls or

Dikes in this neighbourhood. Under a portion of the sand or clay {h) and
the lignite bed (c c) the lignite is mixed with black mud, and contains

flora not in a fossil state, as is the case with the fragments in the sand {a a)

but in a state almost per-

fect, /. e. the portions of .^E4^^^_
the hazelor birch branches izrO; i^^r^
are not fossilized, and have ^^-^^
only lost a small portion
of their bark; the position

of the stems is horizontal. Intermixed with the mud of the lignite and
almost on a level with the burn, are the nuts in abundance, and not in the
least subject to anj- pressure from the lignite above them, but at the same
time prevented by the mud from being removed by the water of the stream
when in flood. The bhick dots in the sketch sliows their position in the
lignite, wliich like the lignites of the Continent exhibit the true dicotyle-

donous structure.

This remarkable deposit appears to be a fluvio-marine bed, or fluviatile

accumulation. Tlie lignite is undoubtedly still forming, and the position

of the nuts makes me imagine that the force which ])resscd the silt (a a)

down upon the vegetable remains was the Drift, which appears from the
position of the clay {h) to have come in a northern direction. After ])ass-

iiig under a bridge, the Dumbarton road, the stream joins the Clyde,
which doubtless originated the low long valley-terrace, ofwhich the lignite

bed just described forms a ])art. "These terraces." Mr. Page n-nuirks,

"have long attracted attention, and point to a tinu' when many of our
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fertile valleys were chains of lakes and morasses, wbicli have been drained
and converted into alluvial land by the natui'al deepening of the river

channels." The black putrid mud in which the lignite is embedded, shows,
in my humble opinion, what I could not before understand, how quartz
pebbles have been introduced into coal. The mud has contained quartz
pebbles, and been subjected to gradual but strong pressure, and if I may
use the term, turned into coal, which retains the quartz pebbles that ever
and anon crack with a loud noise in our domestic hearths.—P. S., White-
inch, near Glasgow.

Classification of Animals.—In order that our readers may have the
opportunity of examining the latest classification of animals, as expounded
by the most advanced school of zoologists, the following table is inserted,

which is adapted from the classification of Professors Huxley and Reay
Greene (Jukes's ' Manual of Geology,' pp. 376 and 710). The groups to

which an E. is attached were classified by Cuvier under Radiata.

1. SuEKiNGDOM VERTEBRATA.
Province Ahranchiata.

Class Mammalia.
„ AVES.
,, Eeptilia.

Province Branchiata.

Class Amphibia.
„ Pisces.

2. SuBKiNGDOM MOLLUSCA.
Province 1. Odontophora.

Class Cephalopoda.
,, Pterofoda.
,, Pflmonogasteropoda.
„ Branchiogasteeopoda.

Province 2. Lamellibranchiata.

Class CONCHIFEEA.

Province 3. Molluscoida.

Class Brachiopoda.
„ PoLYZOA, E.
„ ASCIDIOIDA.

3. SuBKiNGDOM ANNULOSA.

Province 1. Articulata or Arthro-
jooda.

Class Insecta.

,, Myriapoda.
„ Arachnida.
,, Crustacea.

Province 2. Annulata.

Class Annelida.

Province 3. Annuloida.

Class SCOLECIDA, E.
„ EOTIFEEA, E.
„ ECHINODEEMATA, E.

4. SuBKiNGD. CCELENTEEATA.

Class AcTiNozoA, E.

,, Hydrozoa, E,

5. SUBKINGDOM PEOTOZOA.
Proviiice 1. Siomatoda.

Class Infusoria, E.

Province 2. Astomata.

Class Spongida, E.
,, EnizopoDA, E.

„ Gbegarinida, E.

Makmalian Eemains.—A considerable quantity of bones and teeth of

the extinct mammals has been found in the Ouse valley, in the vicinity of

Bedford, during the past month, but the greater proportion were much
broken on their removal from the gravel. The new line of railway from
Bedford to Cambridge passes through several miles of the Drift, but owing
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to the low level of the valley hereabouts, the excavationa have not been
very deep, except iu parts worked for ballast. In these spots bones and
teeth of the Elejihas pyiinigcnius. Bos primiffenius, Cerviis tarandus, and
Equiis have been found : and also some frai^inents of a tusk of Hippopo-
tamus major. No doubt manj' valuable specimens were flung into the

ballast wagons, as a whole acre of gravel was excavated to the depth of

several feet at Suminerhouse Hill, and removed by railway trucks to form
approaches for bridges and viaducts. At this spot the bones were all ex-

ceedingly brittle, and we believe but {d'fs have been preserved entire.

Last week some large portions of the bones of Elcphas pr'un'nienhis have
been taken out of the lowest gravel of the Biddeuliam Pit, close to the

spot where flint-implements were found last year; and a molar tooth of

that animal, which exceeds in size any that have been found whole in that

vicinity. This specimen has a grinding surface of eight inches in length,

and 3| inches in width; and the length at the base is iifteen inches. The
roots of the tooth were very friable, and a great portion crumbled away,
but the specimen notwithstanding weighs 17^ lbs. It is in the collection

of Air. James Wyatt, F.G.S., Bedford.

FOIiEIGN INTELLIQEXCE.

* Silliraan's American Journal of Science ' for May has an abstract from
Capt. Reynolds's forthcoming Iveport to the United States Government of
Dr. Hayden's remarks " On the Period of Elevation of the Eanges of
the Kocky Mountains near the Sources of the JVIissouri Eiver and its

Tributaries." The evidence, Dr. Ha^^den considers, makes it clear that

the great subterranean forces which elevated the western portion of the
American continent were called into operation towards the close of the
Cretaceous period, as that the gradual quiet rising continued without
a general bursting of the earth's crust until after the accumulation of the
Tertiary lignite deposits, or at least the greater part of them; after the
fracture of the surface commenced and the great crust-movements began
to display themselves, the whole country continued rising, or at least,

though there may have been periods of subsidence or repose, there
was a general upward tendency that has continued even up to the present
time.

Tiiere is also, in the same number, a i)a])er by Sir W. E. Logan, " On
the (Quebec Group and the Ujjper Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake Su-
])erior," and a" Notice of the Rocks between the Carboniferous Limestone
of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan and the Limestones of the Kamitton
Group," by Mr. Alex. Winchell, the State geologist of Michigan.
A descriptive account of two sections made acro.-^s the bed t)f the Scal-

disian system, and of the overlying strata near the city of Antwerp,
illustrated with jtlates.has l)cen eomnmnicated by j\LDejardin, Captain of
Engineers to the Belgian Academy.

\\\ 18G1, M. Dewalipie described tlic c<mstitution of the Eifel system in

the liasin of Condroz. He has latel}^ added a notice of the same system
in the basin of Namur.* The great series of ])ala'ozoic rocks well known
under Omalin's designation of the "terrain anthraxifere," oceu|)y a
large suri'act! in Jk'gium, slightly elongated from ea.>»t to west, ami parted
by the uprise of the schists of the " terrain Khenan " of Dumont into two

• I?ull(lin Acad. Roy. de Krl^Mquo, 18(52.

VOL. V. 2 \
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"massivea," or incompletely-separated basins; the southern termed the
basin of Condroz, the northern the basin of Namur. The former is

remarkable for the thickness of its strata and the undulations which bring
the same beds so often to the surface ; the latter, of which the different

series are much thinner, presents only one flexure of each, constituting the

axis of the coal- Held. It ofi"ers then a symmetrical series in a disjointed

basin, of which faults sometimes obscure a portion on one side and some-
times on the other. The beds now investigated by M. Dewalque corre-

spond to those which M. Dumout described in 1830 under the names
of " systemes quartzo-sclrsteux inferieur et calcareux inferieur;" and
which were subsequently united in the ' Carte geologique de la Belgique'
under the title of" Systerae eifelien," corresponding to what is generally

known as Middle Devonian.
Admitting tlie exactitude of the fundamental points of Dumont's classi-

fication, M. Dewalque considers the observations of palajoutologists must
cause some modifications of details, and that it is necessary to lower the
boundary between the Eifelian and Condrusiau formations, tue division of

which, Dumout, having only mineralogical character as a guide, has gene-

rally set too high.

Dr. C. Malaise, of Gembloux, having collected a series of fossils from
the fossiliferous beds of Grand Manil, regarded by Duinont as belonging
to tlie " terrain Ehenan," but afterwards assigned to the Silurian S3'steui

by M. Gonelet, who stated the occurrence there of Trinucleus allied to or-

natus, a Calymene near to incerta, Leptcena depressa, and five species of

Orthis. The fossils found by Dr. Malaise have been determined by Pro-
fessor De Koninck. and are all of Lower Devonian species, Orthis Miir-
chisonii and O. oyhicuJaris being the predominant forms. The clay-slates

and fossiliferous quartzites of Grand-Manil and those of HoufFalige and
Ardenne, Dr. Malaise believes to belong to the Systeme Coblentzien of

the "terrain Hhenan," these fossil fauna being purely of Lower Devonian.
It is well known that the coal-field of Mons is prolonged subterrane-

ously into France, covered by more recent geological formation, towards

Valenciennes, Douai, and Bethune. Of late years researches have been
made in the opposite direction, to the north of the basin, in the hope of

finding coal. It is not clear on what grounds the probability of the exist-

ence of a coal-basin to the nortli of Lille has been founded; but although

five years since, when the subject was brought before the Geological So-

ciety of France, this opinion was contested by Dormoy, Delanoue, and
Gosselet, a boring was undertaken at Menin, about four leagues from

Lille ; and this has now been stopped, after having penetrated without

success 306 metres of rock, of which the last 20 consisted of blackish-blue

schists.

It is thus clear that further search to the north of the Menin is hope-

less. The borings would come upon the Coblentzian rocks towards Thielt,

or they would probably meet with the underlying or Gedinnian beds of

the Hhenan formation.

EEVIEWS.
Fttrther Discoveries of Flint Implements m the Drift. By John Evans,

F.S.A. (Extract from ' Archteologia,' 1862.)

The prominent part which Mr. Evans took in a brave and consistent

manner at the beginning of the discussion on the important topic of the
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antiquity of the biiuian race wliich the early fossil flint-implements evoked,

crave him justly the leadership of JJritish antiquaries in this « arfare ai^'ainst

deeply-rooted prejudiees and inculcated opinions, in the same way as Mr.
Prestwich took the lead amonsjst British geologists ; and. as we look to the

latter for the narration and reduction of new geological facts, we look to

receive from the former periodically the antiquarian view of all fresh de-

tails and novelties. We do not propose to use our pages, in expressing

our sense of the valuable services rendered by Mr. Evans, however justly

such encomiums may lie due, but we prefer to economize our space by
giving w ithout comment a summary of the " finds " not hitherto recorded

or but slightly noticed in this journal, and noting the chief topics in this

addition to his former excellent paper in the ' Archajologia' of 1860, and
which has been noticed by us. Vol. IV. p. 358.

Paris.—Flint-implements have been found b}' ]M. Gosse, of Geneva.

The pits in which they were discovered arc two,—that of M. Bernard,

Avenue de la Motte Piquet, No. Gl-63 (Champ de ^lars), and that of M.
Etienne Bielle, Eue de Grenelle, No. 15 ; in beds of sand and gravel ana-

logous to those of Menchecourt, near Abbeville ; the beds are not dis-

turbed, their average thickness is 20 feet. The implements and flint-flakes

were found in a bed at the base of the gravel from 3 to 5 inches in thick-

ness, associated with bones oi Bos primifjeiiias, JLlcphas jjrimigenius, deer

allied to reindeer, and a large carnivorous animal, probably cave-tiger.

These observations have been confirmed by ]\f. Lartet and Mr. Mylne.
This place was signalized as a probable locality jtrevious to M. Gosse's

discovery by M. Boucher de Perthes. At Clichy, also, one implement has

been found by M. Lartet.

Crcil.—A flint-implement (hachetie) has been found, under sirnilar cir-

cumstances, in a gravel-pit at Precy, near Creil, in the Valley of the Oise

(between Amiens and Paris), with a tooth of an elephant. Exhibiied to

the French Society of Antiquaries, IGth May. 18G0, by M. Peiguo Dela-

court.

Rouen.—The Abbe Cochet re])ort8 two flint-implements in the museum
there, which tlie curator, M. Pottier, states to have come from the sand-

pits of Sotteville in the neighbourhood. This requires confirmation, as

Mr. Evans could not find these implements in the umseum, and M.
Pouchet, the director, was not aware of their existence. Mr. Evans
states however the ])its at Sotteville to be of "precisely the character

that renders it proljablc that flint-implements may be discovered in tlum."

Clermont.—In a valley leading into that of the Ariege, there is a de-

posit of gravel underlying brick-earth, at 51i> feet above sea-level and 33

feet above the stream which now waters the valley. In this gravel, mixed
with hnucs of Ji/cjj/ias priniif/eiiiiis, lihhioccros ticltorhinns. Fells spclaa,

Cerriis mer/areros, J'Jquiis, aiul lios, have been found manufactured " pieces

(ifnuarlzitc." Dr. Noulet says, " One of them is I inches in length. '2.\ iiuhea

null', and its greatest thickness 1 inch. It lias l)een formed into shajie l)y

chipping it on oidy one of its faces. The second is much mere imixMlant ;

both its faces have been modified lo bring it to the shape it now pre-

sents. The side and p(/irit. wliicii is truncjited. i)resent a bevelh-d edge;

but the base, which is cut obliquely, has criili u/li/ Ixeii polished etoi trifh

rare. Tiiis is also about -t inches lung. 2] inches w ide, and Ij inch thick."*

Mr. Evans j)asses a comment on tiiis hlattinent. " 1\' it be," he says,

• .Sec also fin nrcouiit of a very rurioii!* discovery, Hoincwiiat of tiie s^ninc n:itiiri-, iu

M. i,art<l's ' ]{cs(nrclie» n-,|)(ctiiiL' tlif Co-cxistciicc of Man with the (ireat Fossil Mam-
malia,' in the Ann. ilcs Sciences NnturtlUs. tth bit., lorn. xv.
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" really the case that this is in part polished, and that this polish is

not due to the natural Fracture, it is certainly a singular fact in connection
with the implements of the Drift period, which have hitherto always been
7iot ground. Dr. Noulet, however, has paid some attention to this class of

antiquities, as he draws a distinction, on account of their rude workman-
ship, between these implements and the haches gcmloises on celtiques. . .

.

Beside the chipped implements, round pebbles also occurred, AAhich are

considered by Dr. Noulet to have been used as hammers ; and, though
the account he gives of the wliole discovery is not to my mind quite con-

clusive, it appears to bo a proper case for further inquiry.

"

SwalecliJ/'e (I. of Sheppey).—At the end of Stud Hill Cliffs, near the

Swaleclifl'e Coast-guard Station, Mr. Evans picked up a flint-implement of

the oval-pointed form, stained by ochreous colours, from having lain in the
gravel ; and in the Drift capping the highest point of the cliff, close to the

farm-house at Stud Hill, a portion of tooth o? EJephas primigenius.
Peasemarsh, Surrey.—One implement found by Mr. H. Whitbourn,

F.S.A., of Godalming, twenty-five years ago, in a gravel-pit. " It was
embedded in gravel, in a layer of sand about 4 or 5 feet from the surface,

in apparently undisturbed ground." Mr. Whitbourne adds, " I have
heard of remains of large animals having been discovered in the same
beds, but not in very close proximity to the spot where it was found."

The gravel-beds of this district have been examined and described by Mr.
Godwin-Austen, in Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. vii. p. 278, in which
communication he states that remains of Eleplias primigenius are fre-

quently found in this g^'avel, and that at Peasemarsh there are traces of

an old land-surface, with branches of trees and the bones of these animals

uninjured and lying together.

Horton Kirhy, Keni.—An implement of the round-pointed form was
found (xfovember, 1861) on the surface of the ground at the top of the

hill, on the east side of the Eiver Darent, about a mile E.S.E. of Horton
Kirby, by Mr. "Whitaker, of the Geological Survey.
Tbe remainder of this valuable paper is chiefly devoted to extended

illustrations of Mr. Evans's original classification of these implements
into, 1, flakes ; 2, weapons with an acute or rounded ])oint ; 3, oval or

almond-shaped implements, with a cutting edge all round. A plate of

twenty examples, drawn to a scale of one-half linear, is given, and will be
very useful to students and inquirers in conveying a correct idea of the

sorts and kinds of these objects. Plates of the flint-implements from the

Valley of the Ouse, Swaleclifie, and Keculvers—one of the latter formed
from a large Tertiary flint-pebble—are also given.

Memoir of Geological Survey. Decade X. Preliminary Essay upon ilte

Systematic Arrangement of the Fishes of the Devunian Epoch. By
Professor Huxley.

A most valuable contribution this to pakeontological science. From the

endeavour to determine the systematic position of GlyptolcFmns'm first de-

scri])ing it in Dr. Anderson's •' Dura Den," Professor Huxley has been led

to the reconsideration of the classification of the fishes of the Devonian

epoch, and eventually to make important modifications of tbe received

arrangement of the Ganoidei. We give a brief summary of the Professor's

views.
Glyjitnlctmus is regarded as a tolerably typical member of a large and

well-defined family of Ganoids which abounded in the Devonian epoch,

but M hose members have been less and less numerous in more modern
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formations, until at present its sole representative is the African Poly-

j)fe?-us. The genus v\liich approaches it most closely is the Gyroptychius of

M'Cov. Glyptopomus is another closely-allied genus, as is evidenced by
the structure of its skull. The angles of the scales of Gyroptychius are

apt to become rounded off so as to present a transition from the rhomboid
to the cycloid contour. It is then the less surprising to find fishes with

cycloid scales so similar in tlieir organization to Glyptola-mus, Gyropty-
chius, and Glj'ptopomus as iniperativelj' to demand a place near them in

anv natural arrangement. The description of Holoplychius, compared
with that of Glyptokcmus, will show their essential alliance, but the scales

are in form and sculjjture widely different. Plafyrjnaf/iusis. closely allied

to Holoptychius. Glypiahpis. with its remarkably ornamented scales, is

closely allied to Holoptychius. These six genera, tlien, possess characters

in common, and constitute a family of Ganoids, the Gltptodiptekim,
and which may be subdivided into a rhombiferous group, containing

GlyiolcEmus, Glyp>topomus, and Gyroptychius, with diphycercal tails; and
a cycliferous group, containing Hulojyfyc/iius, Plalygnathus, and Glypto-

lepis. The family of Saukodipterixt, distinct from, although allied to the

Glyptodipterini, comprises not only the genera Osfeolepis, Diplopferut,

and Tr/'plopferus (?), but also, Professor Huxley believes, the Mega-
lichiliys of the Coal. The Saurodipteriui and Glyptodipterini being sepa-

rated from other palaeozoic fishes as well-defined but closely-allied families,

the author goes on to consider what others can be ranged with them, or,

in other words, what are the limits and what the importan/e of the larger

group formed by the association of these families. The Ctexododi-
PTEUixi.a family just established by Pander for the reception of Hij'terus

and its immedinte allies, must, he considers, take its place in close juxta-

position to the Saurodipteriui and Glyptodipterini, seeing that it ])Ossesses

all those structural peculiarities which are common to those two families;

but the former differ in the smoothness of their scales and other points,

but chiefly in the peculiar form of the lovrer jaw. which much resemliles

that of a Ctt'lacauth, and in their dentition. In the next place, the true

CcELACANTHixi luive a no less well defined right to occu])y a similar position,

but the Professor restricts the group to Cuhicanthus, UihUiki, and Jl/a-

cropoma. The type species of Ccelacanthus, that on which the genus was
founded by Agassiz, is the C qranula/itu of the ]\ragnes!an Limestone,
which in all the great features of its organization is similar to Undiita ; so

that, contrariwise, any fish which differs in essentials very widel}' fnm
Undina can be no Ca?lacanthus. As the case stands, then, there is no
evidence of the suj^jjosed distinction bet«een CadarcDif/ius aud I'udina

;

while, on the other hand, a recent comparison of well-preserved speci-

nu-ns of Undina and Macropoma has led to the cunvicton that these two
genera are not much less closely allied. All the structural characters

which are among the peculiarities of Undina are etjualiy well marked in

^Idrvopoma, except that 'lu^ teeth are more distinct and cylindrical. But
further than this, as Dr. !Mantell originally suspectetl and as Professor
Williamson has since demonstrated, Macropoma exhibits the peculiarity,

seemingly without a ])arallel among fishes of other families, of having tho
walls of its air-bladder ossifu'd. Now Profcs.sor Huxlt-}- finds good evi-

dence of the existence of a similarly ossified air-bladder, not only in

Undina, but in a wcll-jrcservcd s])e(iiuen of a new geu\is of Cirlacanth*
from the Lias, in the Museum of Prac ical Geology. Thus it appears to

be certain that fishes closely allied to Caiacanfhits ijranulalus, forming a
well-defined family, have ranged in tinu\ with remarkably little change,

* llnlnph/Tffiix Giiln, rlrscrilu'd in this Drratle by Sir I'. ?}(.'(> ri on.
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from the Permian formation to the Chalk inchisive ; their special affinities

bcinj^ chiefly with the Cteuododipterini, the scales, the arrangement of
the teeth, and the form of the lower jaw presenting many curious
analogies. The Glyptodipterine family contains, as we have seen, both
cycliferous and rhombiferous genera ; and following out the alliances of
the former sub-family, the cycliferous Ctenododipteriui and Coelacanthini

have been included in the same larger or sub-ordinal gvoup with the
Glyptodipterini. On the other hand, tracing out the congeners of the
rhombiferous sidj-families, we have arrived at the Saurodipterini ; and the
question then remains, what other rhombiferous Ganoids naturally arrange
themselves at this end of the series ? So far as the Professor is aware,
there is no other fossil rhombiferous Ganoid which comes within the scope
of the sum of characters common to the Saurodipterini, Glyptodipterini,

Cteuododipterini, and Coelacanthini ; but among recent fossils there is one,

the Polyptcrus, which very nearly approaches the rccpiircd standard, and
is unquestionably allied to the Saurodipterini. These results are then put
in a tabular form thus :

—

Order GANOIDEI.
Sub-orders

—

I. Amiad^.
II. Lepidosteid^.

III. Cbossopterygid^.
Pam. 1. POLYPTERINI.

Dorsal fin very long, multifid ; scales rhomboidal.
Ex. Polijpterus.

Fam. 2. Saurodipterini.
Dorsal fins two ; scales rhomboidal, smooth ; fins sub-

acutely lobate.

Ex. Dvplopterus, Osteolepis, Meqalichthys.
Fam. 3. Glyptodipterini.

Dorsal fins two ; scales rhomboidal or cycloidai, sculptured ;

pectoral fins acutely lobate ; dentition dendrodont.
Sub-Family A, with rhomboidal scales.

Ex. Glyptolcpmus. Glijptopomus, Gyroptychius.
Sub-Family B, with cycloidai scales.

Ex. Soloptychms, Glypiolcpxs, Plafygnathus
[JRkizodus, Dendrodus, Cricodus, Lam-
nodus\

Fam. 4. Ctenodipterini.
Dorsal fins two ; scales cycloidai ; pectorals and ventrals

acutely lobate ; dentition ctenodont.

Ex. Dlpterus \_Ceratodi(,s ? Tristichoptents f\

Fam. 5. Phaneropleurini.
Dorsal fin single, very long, not subdivided, supported by
many interspinous bones ; scales thin, cycloidai ; teeth

conical ; ventral fins very long, acutely lobate.

Ex. Phaneropleitron.

Fam. 6. CfELACANTHlNT.
Dorsal fins two, each supported by a sii\gle interspinous

bone; scales cycloidai; paired fins obtusely lobate ; air-

bladder ossified.

Ex. Caalacantlius, Undina, Macrupoma.
IV. CnONDROSTETDiE.
V. ACANTHODrD.E.
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In this table it will be seen that Professor Huxley adds the subordei-

(III.) Ceossoptertgid.t; {Kpoaaarus TVTifjv^, " frinffcd iin ") to those pro-

posed by Agassiz to comprise the existint( Pvlijptcrus and all those extinct

ganoids Avhich fall within the following definition :

—

" Dorsal fins two, or, if sinj^le, miihifid or vcrj' long ; tlie pectoral, and usually

the ventral, fins lobate ; no branchiostegal rays, but two principal, with sometimes

lateral and median jugular plates, situated between the rami of the mandible;

caudal fin diphycercal or heteroecrcal ; scales cycloid or rhomboid, smooth or

sculptured."

The fifth family also has been added by the Professor for that singular

genus PhaneropJeiD'on, described and figured in this decade.

Of the group of Crossoptery'4id^e, as thus established, four families are

not only palaeozoic, but are some wholly and all chiefly confined to rocks

of the iJevonian age,—an epoch in Avhich no fish of the sub-orders

Amiado! or Lejiidosteidcn is known to make its appearance, unless

Cheirolepis be one of the latter. Eapidly diminishing in number, the

Crossopterygida? seem to have had several representatives in the Carboni-

ferous age ; but after this period, unless Ceratodus be a Ctenododipterine,

they are continued high in the Mesozoic age only as a thin thoiigh conti-

nuous line of Coelacanthini, and terminate at the present daj' in the two
or three known species of the genus Polypterus, which however is clearly

related to the rhombiferous Crossopterygians, or to exactly that group of

whose existence we have no knowledge in any Mesozoic or Tertiary

formation ; while the Ctenododipterini and Ccfilacanthini, which difier

most widely from Volypierus, are those which continue the line of the

Crossopterygida; from the Paheozoic to tiie end of the Mesozoic period.

Both ends of the Crossopterygian series appear thus to be isolated from
the modern representatives of the suborder : Polypterus being separated

from those members of its suborder with which it has the closest zoological

relations by a prodigious gulf of time, and from tlie fossil allies which are

nearest to it in time by deficient zoological affinity. Professor Huxlej'

ofli^rs the following diagram in illustration of his meaning :

—

Paleozoic.

Ctenodipterini, Vhaneropleurini, Gli/ptodipterini, Saiirodipferit/i.

Ccelacaiilli'uii. /

Mksozoic.

Calacanlliini.

Tkrtiakt. y

Rece.nt. /

Polypterlni.'

Here it is obvious, Ihat in time the Polypteriiii are twice as remote from

their immediate zoological affines, the Sauro(lij)t(riiii and Glyiit.idipterini,

as tlicy are from their more distant connections, the Cielacanthini. Pro-

fessor Huxley cal's attention to the many aiul singuhir rehitions s\d)sisting

between that wonderful and appan-ntly isohited iish. Li'pidosiren. sole

nu-rnbor of its order, and tlie cycloid Olyptodii)lerine, CtenododijUerine,
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Phaneropleurine, and Coelacantli Crossopterygida?, aud lie leaves tlie

bearing of these unquestionable facts upon the great problems of zoo-

logical theory to be developed by every one for himself. The craniofacial

bones which Professor Huxley recognizes in the Devonian fishes are tlie

Supraoccipital. Frontal, Ethmoid, Epiotic, Parietal, Squamosal, Post-

frontal, Prefrontal, vSupratemporal, Postorbital, Suborbital, Maxilla, Pre-
maxilla, Hyomandibular, Os quadratum, Suprascapula. Operculum, Sub-
operculum, Jugular, Spiracular Ossicles, and Supratem])oral Ossicles.

Plates are given, executed in the first style of art by Mr. Joseph Dinkel,

o^ Grlyptolcemus Kinnairdi, Phaneropleuron Anderson}, which are described

by Professor Huxley. Sir P. Egerton figures Tristidiopterus alutus,

Acanthodes Peachii, Acanthodes coriaceus, A.Mitchelli, Cl'tmatius scutiger,

Diplacanthus gracilis, and Cheiracanthus latus.

The importance of this communication on the palseontological history of

fishes must be manifest to all of our readers, and we hope that a Table,

exhibiting the classification of Devonian fishes, showing the genera ranging

throughout the different beds, and thus exhibiting at one view both tlie

classificatory and geological aspects of the question, may be speedily

given by the learned professor, whose work we have read with so much
pleasure and instruction.

Revue do Gcologie pour VAnnee 1860. By MM. Delesse and Laugel.

We cannot better explain the object and scope of this work than by
quoting a portion of the preface. The authors say :

—
" Every day geology

extends its empire ; in all civilized couuti'ies and their colonies, even in

the most remote, facts are collected with ardour which may serve to ex-

plain the history of the earth. It is characteristic of modern science, and
this observation is especially applicable to the natural sciences, not to pro-

gress simply by the efforts of some few men of genius, but likewise to re-

ceive constant impulse by the co-operation of a crowd of observers, some-

times as obscure as they are devoted. . . . Without a spirit in favour of any
particular system, without preconceived opinions, we shall endeavour to

present every j^ear an impartial, faithful, and concise account of the geo-

logical labours undertaken in every country. We ought to restrict our-

selves within sufficiently narrow limits. If our work presents any omis-

sion, we beg that it may not be imputed to any wish of our own ; if it

contains any inaccuracies, we shall feel obliged by being informed of them.

We shall receive with gratitude all communications that may enable us to

improve a work, of which we do not wish to conceal from ourselves either

the difficulties or imperfection." The well-known industry and ability of the

authors should lead us to expect that this endeavour would be carried out

in a satisfactory manner, and we' may sa}^ with confidence that this Keview
for 1860 will be of great service to the students of geology. It must how-

ever be borne in mind that the authors have chiefly devoted their atten-

tion to what has been done out of France, especially in England and Ger-

many ; and that they do not pretend to give an account of the geological

memoirs which appear in the widely circulated French publications.
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M. GRAS' ATTACK ON THE EVIDEiS'CE OF THE ELIXT-
IMPLE]kIENTS IN RESPECT TO THE ANTIQUITY
OE MAN.

It is extraordinary how many people have an obliquity in their

mental vision. Some mentally never see straight at all, but look at

everything askew. These are harmless people
;
you know them at

once, and pity their defects, just as you do a person with a downright

squint. But those who have a slight cast in the eye are the most

dangerous
;
you are not aware they occasionally squint

;
you do not

perceive, perhaps after even a close scrutiny, that there is anything

amiss with their vision at all. So it is with the mental cast
;
you do

not observe it, as a general rule, for it is only now and then it shows

itself.

AVhen the Antiquity of Man was first proclaimed from the dis-

covery of the Abbeville flints by Boucher de Perthes, no one believed

it. Everybody thought him like the mad man who swore all the

world was mad ; and so it seemed, then, as if all the world had

mental obliquity of vision, which made them declare our savant of

Abbeville to be labouring under a delusion. AVhen, however, Eigollet,

I'restwich, Flower, Lyell, Evans, and others of the goodly company

of geologists,—as unbelieving, however, as so many St. Thomases,

—

went, saw, and returned believing, the fame of Boucher de Perthes'

discoveries gained ground. Some there were who hardened tliem-

selves in their unbelief, and hazarded wild theories of ocean-waves

chipping out artificial forma, and of recent objects sinking down in

VOL. V. 2 o
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the ground, and burying themselves, and other equally untenable

notions, but these waxed fewer and fewer, not by dying out, but by

becoming converts to tlie novel truths. Others thei'e were who
enthusiastically grasped at everything that came in their way, and

attempted to send back half the antiquities of the historic period to

the Gravel age. These still exist, and if their labours be a little rash,

they are not altogether useless. If they make a great many mistakes,

they now and then drop on a new fact, and that covers a multitude

of failures. Others there are, and these are the best of all, saving

the real workers for science, who lose no chance of collecting any-

thing they think may afford useful knowledge. The people, so com-

mon at one time, with the dreadful mental squint about the flint

implements of the gravel age are now, as we have said, few and far

between, but there are still some possessed of the dangerous slight

east of mental obliquity, if we mistake not—that is, if the obliquity

does not lie with ourselves. Of course we do not think it can,

nobody ever does. Our worthy contemporary the ' Parthenon,' who

gays, or rather prints a great many good things, has lately printed a

translation, from the French ' Comptes-Eeudus,' of a paper by M. Sci-

pion Gras, who brings up a question we really had thought completely

settled. "We knew our best men had gone to see ; we knew they had

come back testifying to the facts. But now M. Gras comes forward

with an article " On the Insufficiency of the Arguments drawn from

the Position of tlie AVorked Plints of St. Acheul to show the Exist-

ence of Man during the Quaternary Period." There is mental obli-

quity somewhei'e, that is certain ; we fear it rests with M. Gras, for

be says he went to 8t. Acheul, " desirous of enlightening Ms doubts
"

as to the conclusions di'awn from the position of the flint axes there.

Of course we saw the notice of M. Gras' paper in the ' Comptes-

Eendus,' where it appeared a short time before our contemporary

printed the translation ; we think also we saw it noticed in ' Cosmos,'

but we thought it best to let it alone. AYe saw no good in stirring

up uselessly a vexed question, by a reference to a paper, the argu-

ments in which were either founded on erroneous bases or altogether

futile. As, however, our respected contemporary has brought the

paper before English readers, who otherwise perhaps would never

have heard at all of it, we cannot let M. Gras' opinions pass without

comment. M. Gras shall, however, have fair play at our hands. We
will give the translation intact before our comments. He begins :

—

" There are found at St. Acheul and in its neighbourhood (leaving out

of question the more elevated plateaux) two diluvial deposits which appear
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to be quite distinct. The more ancient one, immediately overlying the

chalk, is essentially composed of light yellowish or brown flints, for the

most part rolled, disseminated through a whitish-grey calcareous sand.

The relative proportion of tlie sand and flints varies ; sometimes veins of

almost pure sand alternate with flints, or cover them. It is not uncommon
to find in the sand freshwater sliells, almost intact, in spite of their fragi-

lity,—a fact which indicates a slow process of accumulation. Ferruginous

infiltrations from above have often stained the naturally clear colour of

this deposit. This diluvium has a very unequal thickness, owing to the

numerous erosions which it has undergone. It shows itself at St.

Acheul at a height of from thirty to forty metres above the Somme; at

the sand-pits of iMoutiers, at the western extremity of Amiens, it descends

all at once to the bottom of the valley ; finally, at Menchecourt, a suburb

of Abbeville, it passes beneath the turf-beds. It results from this, that

before the deposit of this transported bed, the Somme had already hollowed

out its channel in the bosom of the chalk, which is seen rising right and

left to a great height. The valley was even then deeper than it is now
;

it appears to have been entirely filled up at the time of the arrival of the

rolled flints. The second diluvial bed in the neighbourhood of St. Acheul

is an argillaceous-sandy stratum of a dark brown, of which the thickness

is usually from a metre and a half to three metres ; it is almost everywhere

dug for brickmaking. It shows usually at its base a thinnish layer of

angular flints disseminated through a brown earth, rather more sandy than'

the rest of the mass. This argillaceous-sandy diluvium extends crosswise

at once over the lower clear gi'ey diluvium and over the chalk ; it presents

all the signs of complete independence. Its deposition probably coincided

with the second excavation of the valley ; it is observed, in fact, at difiereut

levels corresponding with those at which the Somme has successively

flowed before withdrawing itself to its present bed."

In this account there are tliree topics ^vhich call Ibrth observations.

I. There are (at least) two diluvial depoi>its.—There is nothing new

in this. Mr. Prestwlcb, one of the most iiiqniriiigand capable investi-

gators of the subject, and one of the strongest believers in the correct-

ness of Boucher de Perthes' assignment of the cliippcd fliut-iniple-

ments to the Gravel age, has already shown- that there is a " liigh,-

level gravel" and a low-level or "valley-gravel;" and in his papers

before the Royal Society has shown, also, why there are these depo-

sits, what are their relations to each other, the probable physical

and meteorological conditions under which they were de|)osited, and

their bearings in respect to the evidence of the flint-implements as

a proof of the antiquity of man. 2. That it is not unrommon to find

in the sandfrrah water shells, almost intact, in spite of their f-arjiliti].

—There is nothing extraordinary in this. The woiuhr would be if

we did not find them. ]\Ir. Prestwich has shown how much ice-action

had to do with the bringing down, during the early spring floods, of

t he flints, rock-boulders, and other heavy materials,—probably often

al.so the bones of animals ; and if these heavier sub.->tance3 were frozen
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into the ice-floes, masses of fine gravel, sand, and earth, enclosing fra-

gile shells, would also be brought down in the same way. Moreover

the gravel deposits would chiefly be formed during the period of

spring floods caused by the melting of the ice ; and consequently

during the summer there would be a period during which mollusca

might live under the influence of the quieter river actions, which ac-

tions would naturally intercalate beds and streaks of sand and clay

with freshwater shells amongst the coarser gravels. 3. That the

Vullei/ of the Somme was even then deeper than it is now ; and appears

to have heenfilled up at the time of the arrival of the rolled fiints.—
All this has nothing to do with the question of man's antiquity at all;

besides there is no proof given by M. Gras. What he states as to

the various deposits and their conditions go for nothing in this re-

spect ; they simply do not bear uj)on the point at all. It matters

not whether the valley was hollowed out, whether it was filled up or

not, before the " rolled flints" were brought in, so long as the gravel

deposit containing the flint-implements can be proved to be of geo-

logical age—that is the point; and M. Gras, ifwe do not misunderstand

him, admits the flint-implement-bearing beds are covered by other

diluvial or alluvial deposits—a suflicient admission of their antiquity.

As to a previous complete excavation of a valley before any depo-

sits collected in it, such a notion in the main would be a very falla-

cious one, for the scouring action of water and rainfalls is as great

beneath a deposit as it is over its surface. Eains wash away visibly

the fine soil on the surface, but the water that filters through also

washes away invisibly the fine disintegrated surface of the rock on

which the deposit lies ; so the whole mass of deposits gradually

—

slowly but surely

—

sinks into a greater and greater subterranean

valley as age follows age.

But to return to M. Gras—for he himself admits the position that

the flint-implement gravel ivas covered over, in the following pas-

sage :

—

" By the help of these details a clear idea may be formed of the position

of the worked Hints ; they are found in the lower grey dihivium at variable

depths, and often considerably below the sm-face of the soil. An attentive

examination of the flinty mass which encloses them yields no rc-arrange-

meut of materials. Moreover, everywhere above these flints there is a
thickness of two or three meti'es of dduvium of the latest date, of a Ijrowa

colour. This itself appears to be perfectly intact, and sharply separated

from the grey diluvium; which excludes the possibility of the introduc-

tion of foreign objects vertically through the argillaceous -sandy earth."

But here follows what certainly shows either M. Gras' obliquity of
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mental vision, or our own. If we err, however, fortunately we shall

be iu goodly company, for we shall be on the side of Prestwich, lii-

fi;ollet, Lyell, Evans, and those many others who hold the like opi-

nions with ourselves upon the sul)jects M. Gras attacks. Let M.
Gras, however, speak his own arguments :

—

" These different circmnstances, in appearance so conc-lusive. are not
however irrecoucilahle with the idea of diijjgin<;js having been made, at

a certain epoch, iu the soil. Before demonstrating this, I must dwell upon
some important facts. The first is, the integrity and perfect preservation

of the axes ; they look as if just come from the hands of the workman. It

lias been inferred (the infei'cnce was unavoidable) that they were buried
on the spot, or brought from very near localities. A second fact, not less

remarkable, is the trulj' astonishing multitude of these axes. The number
of them found at St. Acheul, in the compass of about a hectare (two
acres), has been estimated at more than three thousand. The rich collec-

tion of yi. Boucher de Perthes alone contains more than a thousand. M.
Albert Gaudry, who has caused diggings to be made, has seen nine of
them disinterred, one after another, in close succession. The fact of the

multitude of worked flints, joined to the entireness of their edges, shows
clearly that there was formerly a considerable manufacture of tltese objects

on the spot. If we adopt the hypotliesis of those who would place this

manufacture beyond historic times, it must needs be admitted that there

existed on the banks of the ancient valley of the Somme a people of the

quaternary ejioch occupied in cutting axes by thousands. As evidently it

could not use them all, it must doubtless have supplied them to other qua-
ternary races of the lu'ighbouring countries. Bui if this were so, why has
this industrial population of the ancient world left no other trace of its

existence except these rudely-fashioned Hints? ^Vliy, above all, do we
not find human remains in the diluvium? Their absence is the more
astonishing, as it is not uncommon to fiiid there the remains of elephants,

rhinoceroses, and other animals. If men, so civilized as to occupy them-
selves with commerce, lived on the banks of the iSomme at the commence-
ment of the quaternary period, they must have constructed habitations

there, and these would be seen now in the mass of diluvium which at a
later period filled up the valley ; they would even be perfectly preserved
in it. Now this dejjosit has lu'vcr presented the least vestige of a habita-

tion, nor even of other products of human industry, excepting flint objects.

Another consideration strengthens all these grounds of doubt; worked
Hints, similar to those whieh are clainu'd as diluvian, have been found in

such a position, that it lias been necessary to attribute to them a modern
origin. M. Toillez, an ardueologist and engineer of j\Ions, possesses a
collection of four hundred axes, wiiich for the most part are rough, and do
not dilfer sensibly from those of 8t. Acheul ; nevertheless, they jiave all

Ix'cn collected at the surface of the soil. Is it admissii)le to suppose that

jjroducts so similar were maiuifactured, the otu^ set at the commencement
of the quaternary ])eriod, the (jther during the now existing i)eriod, seeing

that an immense interval of time separates the two epochs?

Here again we select tlu' points of attack:— 1. I'/ic pcr/icl pre-

servation of the iixes.—" They look as if they had just come from the

hands of the workmen." Say '^ some look," and then we shall reply,
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Quite right, M. Grras ; some do look as if they had just come from

the hands of the workmen. Assuredly they do—and very naturally

too, seeing tliey have in reality just come from the hands of the

workmen. We have seen abundance of forgeries, both from the val-

ley of the Somme and from Yorkshire. There are indeed plenty of

forgeries. Nevertheless there are some real; these however are com-

paratively few. No one ought to mistake the real geological flint-

implements from the forgeries. No one who is nsed to break flints

but ought to tell readily whether a flint was broken with an iron in-

strument or not. A modern hammer will not crack or flake a flint

in the same way that a stone will. Try it, reader, and see for your-

self.

Setting aside forgeries, there is even tlien no reason why the flint-

implements should not be in good preservation. If first frozen into a

mass of ice, then transported enveloped in, and protected by that

ice-casing, then dropped on tlie floor of the wide-spread river-flood

by the melting of the ice, then covered over perchance by the soft

materials of the summer stream., or left on the verdant marshy tract

during the interval between the periodical floods, what was there to

weather or otherwise injure so hard a substance as flint ? Nothing

that we know of. Moreover, the truth is, that as far as our experi-

ence goes—and we have seen more than a few of the fossil flint-im-

plements—they are by no means all always so wonderi'ully perfect.

Some are decidedly worn—even as much so as the gravel in which

they are found.

2. The astonisliing multitude of these axes.— Surely, no one thinks

one man made the lot, or that they were all made at once. Geologists

always cry out for " plenty of time." They ask for plenty of time—

a

whole geological age—for the formation of the gravel deposits. So

therefore the primitive men had a lohole age to chip flints in. The

very quantity of elephant and other bones found in the gravel-beds

shows nature did take an age to form them, unless we suppose a super-

natural increase and growtli of living beasts, followed by an equally su-

pernatural and wholesale destruction. But in reality, how common

are the true worked flints ? We have seen one only from all the great

gravel-beds round and. under London, and miles of them have lately

been cut through for the sewer-works. We have seen, may be, half a

dozen from Suftblk, a like number from Bedford, two or three from

Kent, and less than a dozen more from all parts of England. As to the

Yorkshire specimens, we must know more about them, and lohere they
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come from, before we can say much about tlicm. I suppose, however,

whether ancient or modern, not more than a Imndred exist from that,

the largest county in England and numbering as many acres as

there are words in the Bible. M. Gras says, liowever, that in the

rich collection of M. Boucher de Perthes, there are more than a tliou-

sand ; that M. Toillez, of Mons, possesses four hundred ; and that at

St. Acheul the nixmhevfound in the compass of a hectare (two acres)

has been estimated at more than 3000 ! Now, does M. Gras mean

that at St. Acheul two acres of gravel have been excavated for flint-

implements ? or does he mean that in proportion to the quantity of

gravel actually excavated there, an estimate has been made of tlie

probable number of 3000 as existing in two acres of gravel ? How
many feet thick ? There's a rub. Two acres, 30 feet thick, would

contain some millions of tons of gravel, this proportion of flint-im-

plements to the number and quantity of unworked flints and pebbles

in which would be very small indeed. Take the total of 3000 in

another way, and suppose each man of a tribe numbering a hundred

males to make or lose one new weapon every two years, from the age

of twenty to the age of forty, after which period of lifetime we
will suppose every man to be either useless, superannuated, or

killed in battle or by wild beasts in the chase. Then it would only

take three generations of this little tribe to make or lose the quan-

tity M. Gras thinks so enormous.

Really there is nothing wouderful in this total after all. "When we
come to look into it, we only wonder it is not more.

3. That the loorlced Jlints tcere manufactured on the spot.—Many
might have been ; certainly not all. AVe have already disposed of the

assertion of the universal preservation of their perfect sharp edges.

The sliarp edge of a newly-broken flint will cut your fingers—try it

;

we have never seen the edges of a flint axe or even a fossil flint flake

that would.

Some, we have said, were probably ice-borne down the annual

ilood.s. If Mr, Prcstwich be right in his supposition of their being

ice-chisels, in some localities where the primitive men had fishing-

stations many miglit be dropped through the lioles they were used

in breaking out. As to the commercial aspect which ]M. Gras sug-

gests, it would neither make for nor militate against the antiquity of

man. We are sorry to say, however, that we liave not so high an

opinion of the intellectual capacities of these our priniitivi- anci"s(ors

— if our ancestors they really were, and perha[)s they were not— as
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to believe them capable of commercial enterprises at all. Moreover,

the traffic in flint weapons presupposes the means of international

communication ; we doubt very much if the flint-implement men,

who could do no more than cliiii stones,—who did not know even

how to grind them,—had any means for this. The Veddahs of one

tribe at this hour do not know the Veddahs of another tribe, their next

neighbours ; less than fifty miles of mere territory part them. For

our ov.n part, we think so poorly of the flint-implement men as to

be scarcely inclined to feel any more pride in a pedigree from them

than from the much-abused and hirsute Gorilla.

4. Why has this industrial population of the ancient tvorld left no

other trace of its existence ? Why, above all, do we not find hmnan

remains ?—How many skeletons of all the knovi'n species of fossil

monkeys all over the globe have been exhumed from their stony

tombs ? Are there a hundred fragments in all the collections of all

the museums and naturalists in every region and part of the earth ?

And have we found every kind of fossil monkey yet ? No sane man
will assert it. Human teeth have been found in Pleistocene strata

as old as the gravel-beds ; negative evidence we have seen too often

to mean nothing, to trust it in a question like this. Human remains

have been found with bones of the mammoth, and fossil deer and

bear, although these are ignored. Those as yet found we admit may

not be the remains of the flint-implement-making men. " Wait pa-

tiently, they will yet be found." But will M. Gras declare that there

are not in the gravel-beds of the Somme seams of brittle lignite ; and

will he venture to assert that these may not be the charred remains

of huts ?

Take another view. The beast, when he sickens to die, goes to

some retired spot and leaves his inanimate carcass on the soil. There

it may become embedded, or the floods may lift and strand it on some

shallow bank. Nature buries it or moulders it, and returns it dust to

dust in lier own way. When a man dies, the case is different. The cow

weeps not for the death of the bull, the lion sheds no tears for the

loss of the lioness, the hippopotamus scrapes no hole in the earth to

bury its lifeless mate, the gorilla lights no fire to burn to ashes the

mother of its progeny. The lowest of human beings must have Imd

human passions and humanfeelinys. Tiie primitive wife, little sensible

as we can but conceive of anything like fine sensations, would, de-

graded as ever we could possibly conceive her, naturally weep for the

loss of her husband ; and though no priest performed a marriage
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ceremony, in sucli relationsliip notwithstanding ever stood the union

of human beings. The man would mourn for the loss of his help-

mate. Death to human beings would always have had a different

aspect to what death has to the beast. In the human heart there

would be tlie innate desire to lay the lifeless corpse or its ashes icliere

its resting-place could be visited. If the flint-implement men were

human, such must have been, even in the first of tliis pristine race,

the feelings w hich death would evoke ; and if such the feelings,

burials or burjiings must have disposed of the mass of that primitive

race. If burials, we must look elsewhere than to the debris of

floods or the alluvia of river-beds for human bones.

AVe may searcli for a later but still early race near where the great

monoliths and the gigantic stones of so-called Druids' temples exhibit

their weather-beaten forms ; but if cremation were practised, then

for all traces of the flint-implement makers, other than their works,

we must trust to chance alone.

The massive bones of the great beasts could not escape the eye

;

the teeth and skulls of smaller animals would at once attract atten-

tion ; but what notice would a few fragments of calcined bones

amongst the debi'is and broken fragments obtain ?

AVhat explorer of caves, what digger in gravel-pits, has searched

over the heaps of bone-bits always thrown aside as waste? In this

respect we have followed the common way ; but we are not without

suspicion that more than once we have missed our cliance.

5. That trorkedjlints, similar to those claimed as diluvial, have been

found in such a position that it has been necessary to attribute to them

a modern orirjin.—jSo instances are stated by M. Gras ; we cannot,

therefore, refute any cases to which he alludes by statements of the

facts. Besides which, if such specimens exist under such circum-

stances, they may be forgeries; or they may be relics—and this is

not at all unlikely—preserved by more modern tribes. AVe know

that the savage races of the present day do sometimes treasure tlie

weapons of their ancestors ; and there are many other ways in which

such occurrences may be explained when the actual circumstances

arc given.

G. Tliat M. Toillrz'' axes have been collected at the surface of tlie

soil.—This is put as a " poser " by M. Gras ; but strong as lie

thinks it, it goes down at once before a simple question. It is

slaughtered by a breath. Do we not find ordinary fjravcl-^'ni^ in

myriads on the surface of the soil ? Can you go through any field,

TOL. V. 2 P
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over any downs, across any clialk country, and not pick up, if you
please, tons upon tons or cart-load upon cart-load ? If one sort, why
not tlie other ? Is the proportion of flint-implements to unworked
stones likely to be less in the disintegrated gravel-bed strewn over

the soil tlian in the solid untouched stratum lying intact in the

earth ? And if not, are we less likely to find flint-implements

on tlie surface of the soil than in the gravel-beds beneath it ? AV^e

are sure we need not reply to these questions—our readers will have

answered for themselves.

7. Is it admissihle to suppose that products so similar icere manu-

factured, the one set at the commencement of the qxiaternary period,

the other during the now existing period, seeing that an immense inter-

val of time separates the two epochs f-—Supposing the facts to be true,

—but the facts are not stated by M. Gras, as already observed,—it

might be so, if it be admissible to believe tliat small tribes or scat-

tered individuals of a nation or race of mankind could live on after

the destruction or distribution of the great bulk or mass of the nation

or race. Just as some modern uncivilized tribes are presumed to be

the descendants of once numerous and powerful peoples. Just as

British and Celtic articles may be met with in Saxon and Boman
graves; just as medieval relics are still treasured in our houses, so

may we always expect to find some relics of more ancient races

amongst the relics of the more modern ones. The case put however

by M. Gras is a presumption, and it is futile to fill our pages with

suppositions in reply to suppositious. We go on therefore to M.

Gras' final summarj^ :

—

"To all these difficulties one single fact only can be opposed, that,

namely, of the absence of all apparent disturbance in the diluvium ; but
this fact is not a peremptory reason, for it may be explained in a plausible

manner.
" Let us refer the manufacture of axes, which everything proves to have

formerly been carried on in the valley of the Somme, to the origin of his-

toric times. It is certain that the men occupied in tliis employment were
not obliged to go very far to procure the first material that was necessary

for them. By digging in the soil to a moderate depth, they found a great

choice of flhits ready to be cut. This was probably even the reason wliy

this kind of industry sprang up in the country. The digging of flints might
take place in two ways, hj pits or by galleries. The first means was tlie

most costly, since it was necessary to pass through the brown argillaceous-

sandy diluvium before arriving at the flints, and because the removal of

the rubbish must take place vertically. The digging by horizontal

galleries opened on the side of the valley, taking advantage of the steep

banks, was evidently ]n'(;ferablc. The excavation of these ancient galleries

is so fiir from being uidikely, that even at the present day such are still

made for the extractiou of gravel. I have seen one at St. Acheul, and I
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measured its dimensions approximately : it was six metres in length by
one metre ninety centimetres in beii^lit, and two metres in breadth. Tbis

gallery sujiported itself well without pro])s. It may be admitted that in

former times the excavations Avere less in breadth and height, which would
render them yet more solid.

'• The Hints freshlj" extracted, and not deprived of their quarrj'-moisture,

are much easier to work tbau those of which the drying has proceeded to

some length. It is probable, consequently, tbat the ancient miners rougbly

formed in the interior of the galleries tbe axes destined to be polished.

After this first labour a selection was doubtless made ; the least shapely

pieces, considered improper for sale, m ere rejected and left on the spot.

When, after a length of time, the galleries, which had served at once as

shops for mining and for rough-hewing, had crumbled down, the chipped

flints left on the floor were enveloped on all sides by the soil from whence
they had been extracted. Supposing that the subsidence of the galleries

was propagated up to the surface, the upper sand of argillaceous diluvium

must have sunk a little, parallel to itself, without becoming mixed in any
way with tbe grey flinty diluvium. If this was the real course of events,

it is certain that at the end of some time all trace of disturbance must have
been completely effaced. Tbis explanation agrees well with the rude form

of the flints disinterred—so rude, that it is dillicult to understand how
they can have been put to use in tbis state. It is confirmed by another

peculiar circumstance, which had been held to be unimportant, but which,

nevertheless, has much import. IM. Albert Gaudry, who has been cited

above, remarked that the nine worked flints discovered in his presence lay

nearly all palpably at the same level. Was not this level tbat of tlie floor

of an ancient gallery r*"

This is how M. Gras looks at the question from his own point of

view, after, as he presumes, he has demolished his adversaries. After

Do Perthes, Prestwich, Lyell, Evans, we, of the oblique vision in M.

Gras' opinion, have been out-argued and convicted of erroneous in-

terpretations of the facts. Well ! so, for the nonce, let us suppose

the case. Is IM. Gras, then, right in the views he promulgates

in this summary ? Assuredly not. If we are wrong, according to

him, on one side of the barrier of fticts, he is wrong on the other. If

our geological interpretations do not agree with the evidence of facts,

his historical speculations certainly do not.

AV^hutever eyes M. Boucher de Pertlies has for looking at gravel-

beds,— and being the first to pick out the Hint-implements would

cause us to give him credit for sharp ones,—we can for a certainty

speak of the ca[)abilitie3 of Mr. Prestwich's organs. We iiave been

over very many miles of gravel aiul drift deposits with him, over

country every lane and tiiriiing in wliieli has been lUiniliar lo us from

iiiiaucy ; and we do know, from experience, that if there be anything

to be seen, he will see it. For more than twenty years of his life ho

has been incessantly stuilying over England and France, as a favourite
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speciality, these very quaternary beds ; and if any man's knowledge

or judgment is to be relied upon for an opinion as to the age or

nature of such de2)0sits, assuredly it is his. Cautious in the extreme

in adventuring conclusions, and fastidiously painstaking in collecting

facts and testing the accuracy of his observations, no cooler intellect

could discuss and put in intelligible order such intricate conditions

as the gravel-beds to the inexperienced present. Those who have

read his late masterly communications to the Eoyal Society will need

no comments of oui's to satisfy them of the accuracy of the views ex-

pressed, and of the ability of their autlior. But, to reply to M. Gras'

suppositious. Referring the flint-implements to histoinc times for

their origin, M. Gras states :— 1. That the malcers tvere not ohliged to

go veryfar for their material.—True, they were not obliged, if—and

the whole summary involves a constant use of the little conjunction

—i/'they did make the implements on the gravel-banks in which they

have been embedded. This is by no means certain ; but one thing is

quite sure, we have ourselves seen—and handled— a veritable flint-

implement from the valley of the Somme, which, although found in

the gravel-bed, was undoubtedly and unmistakably,—we were born

in a chalk district, and on the sea-coast, so we know well what flints

and pebbles are,—made out of a flint nodule taken directly out of the

chalk rock.

In this case, therefore, the primitive manufacturer went at least to

the side of the valley to get material which, according to M. Gi'as,

he had, and quite as good, on the gravel-bank under his feet. If the

manufacturer could be supposed to have worn breeches, he might be

supposed to have pocketed a fine nodule which he chanced to fall in

with on a pleasure-ramble ; but as he cannot be presumed to have so

clothed his lower extremities, that presumption is untenable.

As a rule, we fancy that very many of the implements were made

of flints directly taken from the Chalk ; such flints would be prefer-

able, generally, to gravel-flints, although suitable specimens could

undoubtedly be collected from the gravel-beds, but not so abundantly

as M. Gras infers. That some implements were made of large

quaternary flint pebbles, the specimens from Heme Bay are indubi-

table evidence.

2. The digifuifj of thefints hy means of pits or gaUerirs.—Setting

aside the improbability of men digging for what they could find with-

out labour on the surface, tvhat, in the name of all mysteries, had

those poor primitive savages to dig with / Flint-implements ? It
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strikes us forcibly that, witli one of thopo poor pointed tools, a man
fl-ould soon be tired of the attempt to dig a hole in gravel, much less

a gallery. Half a dozen strong men—and this supposes the ancient

manufacturer to have kept a stall' of workmen, unless he got volun-

tary help IVoin his tribe—would make but sorry progress with those

pointed flints. Even our stalwart navvies would strike from such

work with such tools. But if—we must use the little conjunction

again—z/*the pits and tunnels loere dug, were actually made, it is not

true to suppose we should have no evidence of their former existence.

The gravel would not sink into the excavations and show no differ-

ence of structure at those spots which had been hollowed out of the

beds ; for even such unsorted and heterogeneous deposits as gravel-

beds are, they do distinctly show traces of former disturbances. We
have clearly traced, by their appearances, disturbances made in

gravel-beds by the Komans and Saxons iu forming their graves or in

digging for foundations of walls or pits ; and what is likely to be dis-

tinctly apparent after the lapse of a thousand or more years, may be

presumed to be at least detectable after the lapse of far longer ages.

Moreover, if this explanation of M. Gras be acceded to, it involves

the corresponding necessity of our finding tlie flint-implements in

heaps or in narrow lines,— where the pits and galleries have been,

—

and not disseminated here and there, as they are, at least most
usually, if not iuvariably. Supposing, as M. Gras does, that the

subsidence into the galleries extended to the roof, there would be a

furrow left at the surface, iu which more recent deposits would accu-

mulate, and if there were any sub-superficial coating of brick-earth

under the soil, that would bulge

downwards in concenti'ic, curved

laminae, such as we constantly see

exposed in stone-quarries when

surface-clays have sunk down into

fissures, and as we constantly ob-

serve in the sand and gravel pipes

of the Chalk districts, in which too

we often find patches of older 1'er-

tiary clays, containing shells that

have been embedded in the overlying quaternary drifts.

The accompanying little cut of an exposure of one of these subsi-

dences in Mr. Bensted's quarry, at Maidstone, will show at once how
visibly they leave their traces.

7. The rudeness of the imjilcinents su(j</c)ilive of roinjh heiciiuj for

Section in Ragstonc beds nt Maidstone :

1. Briek eartii ; 2. YcUowsaiid ; 3.

iMilleis' earth, rolled; t. .Sand and
jtravel, fillini; up a Ilssnrc in 5. Kent-
ish rui; strata.
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an after-finisliincjfor sale.—Eude as they are, and this is one of the

points we dwell upon in proof of their antiquity, they were used in

the state in which we find them, for otherwise we should find the

finished examples elsewhere, which as yet, at any rate, we have done

nowhere. We find stone and flint celts, polished and ground ; but

those, as we long enough ago observed in this journal, were used by

the broad flat end. The large fossil flint-implements were all worked

to a point, and which point, contrary to anything we know of the

use of any other stone tool, ancient or modern, was the part used.

There is thus, besides the absence of chipping, one positive character

at least which separates the fossil implements entirely from any other

effort of savage industry. Will M. Gras assert he has ever seen a

pointed weapon either ground or polished ?

M. Gras further lays great stress on M. Gaudry having found

nine worked flints on the same level. We might speak of levels in

regularly stratified deposits, what levels are there in a gravel-bed ?

Taking it for granted, however, nine were found on one level, is

that number so large as to cause surprise ? If-—why may we not

indulge in conjunctions?—if there were a fishing-station on the

spot, would nine be a large number to be presumed to be lost during

the sojourn of the fishermen there ? Or is there not an infinity of

incidents which might bring together so trifling a lot ?

Finally, to close our comments, may we not justly ask M. Gras if

the flint implements belong to historic times ? Who were the men
that used them ?*

NOTES OX THE GEOLOGY OF MAIDSTONE.

By W. II. Bensted, Esq.

The outcroppiugs of the Cretaceous strata in the valley of the

Medway, the great quarries in the lower beds of the greensand for

the much-used Kentish ragstone,the extensive chalk-pits at Burliam

and other places, the pottery clay-pits and the numerous brickfields,

afford excellent facilities for the observation of the geological struc-

ture of Maidstone and the surrounding country.

By taking the road from Eochester, through Maidstone, to Linton,

the outcrops of the Chalk and its subordinate beds are passed over in

succession across their line of strike.

* The letters from JFr. Pcacoek, jM r. Evans, and Mr. Blake, in last week's ' Parthe-

non,' which has been published since our remarks were in type, show that we have by

no means exhausted, even in our extended artiele, the rei'utations which can be given to

!M. Gras' opinions.
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The chalk hills are covered, at various places,

with a red, tenacious (Post-Tertiary or Diluvial)

clay, in which great quantities of fliut nodules are

buried.

At the " Upper Bell," on the Rochester road, the

chalk hill is 020 feet aljove sea-level, and from this

altitude the spectator's view ranges over a great ex-

tent of beautiful country. In the left bank, a large

tabular bed of flint, about two inches thick, crops

out. Layers of hard chalk also occur here, con-

taining numerous sharp casts of fossils—Trochi,

Dentalia, Hamites, Scaphites, small Ammonites,
etc. This bed is also met with at Boxley and Dept-
ford. It is known to but few collectors, and some
perseverance in breaking up pieces of this hard
chalk is necessary to obtain specimens of its fossils.*

In a field at Boxley Hill, I found an Echinus
in a lump of the chalk which had been strewed

over the land, in the interior of which were minute
shells, apparently of a species of Area (?), that

had probably gained access to the empty dead
shell, as the Echinida) do not swallow entire shells,

but gnaw dead fishes and such-like objects with

their teeth. The Spatangidre live by swallowing

sand and mud, deriving their nutriment from the

organic particles they contain. Near here the

Lower Chalk makes its appeai'ance, and the great

Burham pits, from which Mr. Toulmin Smith ob-

tained many of his beautiful specimens of Ventri-

culites, are about a mile oft", in a westerly direction.

Tliese pits are famous for the very numerous fos-

sils of high interest which they have produced. At
Hailing, too, on the opposite side of the INIcdway,

considerable quantities of chalk are dug for burn-
ing; the lime made Irom the chalk of these places

being considered of very superior quality. It is

known commercial lyas " greystone lime."

In 1839 I discovered the femur of a turtle in a

pit at Hailing, and also an abdominal plate at Bur-
ham. These were the first remains of turtles dis-

covered in the Kentish chalk. But a few years
later I had the good fortune to find a most perfect

specimen. This unique fossil I presented to Dr.
Mantell, and it is now in the British IMuseum.

It was figured and descrihed by him in the ' Phi-

losophical Transactions,' pi. 2, for 1811, and sub-

* Tliis seems (o l)c the bed of "cha!k-rock " rcfciTcd (o liy

Mr. Whilaker in the Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. .wii. p, 170.—Ed. GiiOL.

(* oS
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seqiiently by Professor Owen, in the volume of the Palfeontograpliical
Society's publications for ISol.

The chalk was dissected away, so as to admit of the removal of a
great portion of the dorsal shell, and thus some
of the vertebra;, four plates of the plastron, and
a coracoid bone were brought to view.

Since tlie discovery of the Chelonia Bcnstedii,
IMrs. Smith, of Tunbridge Wells, has procnred
from the same pit a series of marginal and ster-

nal plates of a turtle of very large size. These
specimens have been admirably cleared from the
chalk, and now form a part of her most inter-

esting and valuable collection.

In 1847, another fossil turtle was found in an
adjoining pit in the Lower Chalk. It corre-

sponded in size and number of plates with, in-

deed it was almost a facsimile of, the original

Chelonia Benstedii.

Perhaps the most interesting fossils found in

this locality, were some long, slender, cylindrical

bones, which Professor Owen considered, in the
first instance (1840), if they were the remains of
a bird at all, as being more allied to the Alba-
tross than to any other. The bones there no-
ticed are the portion of a humerus nine inches
long, with one extremity nearly entire, but the

other broken completely off. The uncertainty expressed by Professor
Owen was afterwards cleared up by the discovery, by Dr. Bowerbank,
of the head and teeth of a new species of Pterodactyle, described by
him in the Geological Society's Journal, 1845, when he assigned

these bones, from their microscopic structui'e, to that extraordinary

class of flying reptiles.

The fine specimen of Dolichosaurirs, described in the Palteontolo-

gical Society's Volume for 1851, was discovered hero by Mrs. Smith,
of Tunbridge Wells, in 1830. A similar fossil (probably pai't even
of the same specimen) was obtained from this same locality by Sir

Philip Egerton, in 1840, and was briefly described by Professor Owen
as the remains of a lizard, consisting of a series of small vertebrae

in their natural position. The vertebrre are united by ball-and-

socket joints, and they are proved to belong to the Saurian class of

reptiles by the presence of many long slender ribs, and by the conver-

sion of two vertebrae into a sacrum. Portions of an ischium and a pubes
are connected with the left side of the sacrum, and demonstrate that

the reptile had hinder extremities. These typical parts arc referred

to particularly, as the specimen otherwise has certainly more the ap-

pearance of a serpent than a lizard. Serpents have long, slender ribs,

and therefore the saurian character depends alone on the assumed
sacrum, as the extremities are wanting.

In December, 1842, Professor Owen described a fossil paddle which

Fig. 2.—Femurof Trionvx

from Halliiia: Chalk Pit.
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was exhibited at the Geological Society's meeting, as that of a

marine saurian, the phahuigial digits not being articulated by convex
and concave surfaces, as in the terrestrial group, but by plane faces.

These were roughened, indicating ligamentous connection.

Professor Owen then mentioned also the occurrence of vertebrae

of a large Plesiosaurus in this chalk ; the late ]Mr. Dixon, of Worthing,
having had three oribur in juxtaposition, which are now in the British

JNIuseum. He considered the specimen belonging to Mrs. Smith, of
Tunbridge AVells, as probably referable to that genus. It also pre-

sented considerable resemblance to another extinct genus, the Plio-

saunts, but the bones were thicker and not so expanded at their

extremities. There was also another large saurian of the Cretaceous
epoch, tlie Mosasanriis ; but although fine remains of its teeth and
jaws had been discovered many years ago, no extremities had ever
been found. If the teeth of the Mosasaurus should be found in the
locality where ]\Irs. Smitli's specimen was got, he thought it might
indicate that the paddle above referred to belonged to that genus.
The Firestone is very little developed in this neiglibourhood. Tho

only traces I have seen are thin beds, a few inches only in thickness,

at Snodland, near the church. Between there and Burham Church,
a bar of rock runs across tlie river; it is never dry, and its obstruction
causes a considerable fall when the tide is low.

The best section of the Gault is at a place called the Yarnes, on the
banks of the Medwa}"-, near New Hythe. At low-water the lowest
beds are to be seen. The bank is about fifty feet above low-water.
Slips are frequently occurring from theefi'ectsof the weather, and the
current of the river washing away the softer parts, when fossils

may be found in abundance. Thence the gault may be traced to

Folkestone on the one side, and into Sussex on the other, forming a
valley at the foot of the chalk-downs. Its usual colour is light blue
when dry, but of a very dark blue when wet. Some veins of red
ochreous clay marked with Fuci (F. Targonii) occur frequently.

The gault forms a stifi'soil, locally known as "black land," aiid its

outcro]) generally appears as a marshy tract. From its tenacity

and it.s dipping under the chalk-strata, througji tlie cracks and fissui-es

of which the water finds its way, it forms a subterranean reservoir
from the junction or lip of wliich tho springs burst out.

I would here say a few words on the spring-heads of the ]\laidstone,

district. These are nearly all si- _
tuated in circular cavities in tho —"Z^^^^
Lower Chalk, where it projects

over the Gault, and an interesting

phenomenon is obs(M-vai)le in tho
''^

J^^{(^"

retrogression of the spring-head ' " --

into tlie chalk by its erosive action. ^
. .

If we sup])(jsc the waters originally — " • "! •* '\^

burst out at the foot of the hill ^. .
'.

B, fragments of chalk would be I'ig. 3.— Siirinit-licn.l.

carried away at that point, and as the sides grew higher the rim of
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tlie hole would expand upon the surfoce, and thus a rounded cavity

would be formed, at the bottom of which the spring is now seen to

issue (at A).

The water of these chalk springs is highly charged with calcareous

matter, obtained in flowing through the chalk fissures, and this is

precipitated on the fragments of sticks, roots, and leaves, which fall

into the streams. At Boxley Abbey very fine specimens of calcareous

tuftx may be procured, as may be also incrustiitions of fir-cones, etc.,

by placing tliem in the water near the spring-head.

A spring of water at Cosington, bursting from the Lower Chalk,

deposits a coating upon the stones in its course of a bright crimson,

which at one time was considered to proceed from an impregnation

of iron-pyrites, but has now been determined to be of vegetable origin.

The fossils of the Gault most common are Ammonites, Hamites, and
Inocerami. At the Yarues great quantities of round nodular masses

are found. On breaking these stones a nucleus with concentric

waving lines is seen ; they take a polish without difficulty. These
nodules, so rich in phosphate of lime, have been conjectured to

be coprolitic, but my opinion has long been that they are originally

of zoophytic or spongeous origin, and that the presence of the phos-

phate is attributable to deposition from the water of the Cretaceous

sea, as portions of ammonites and inocerami are found to contain

equally considerable quantities of phosphate.

We now come to the Lower Greensand.—The White or Bearsted

sand lies immediately under the Gault, upon the red ferruginous

sands. Tt is limited in extent, occurring only at certain places and
in difl"erent states of purity. White Heath, near Hollingbourne, af-

fording a very superior kind. I never heard of any fossils being

foutid in it.

The next deposit is the ferruginous sand, with layers of ironstone.

These beds rise rather abruptly

from beneath the Gault at Box-
"" ley and Sandling, at an angle

or dip of 20 degrees. Sections

h of these beds may be seen at

the sides of most roads which
lead to the Gault, where the

sand has been cut through in

many places. The most com-
mon fossils in these beds are

casts of zoophytes or sponges, generally of a cylindrical shape. Some
appear allied to Siphonia, having a bulbous head, the sand being loose

or non-scgregated in the interior. A few marine shells may be de-

tected by close inspection, chiefly Terebratuhe. TrUjonia ahrfonnis
occurs in a bank of this sand near Thornlulls. In Sandling Wood
about twenty feet of the sand is exposed, in wiiich the ramification

of a marine plant is seen to great advantage. In places rings of

ironstone, circular and oblong, give an a])pearauce of wavy lines, but
by a little examination it may bo seen that these lines are sections

Fig. 4.

—

a a, horizontal layer of ferruginous

sandstone ; b h, etc., layers in a false strati-

fication.
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of bundles of tubes growiug together ; tliis is proved at anotlier

part by the exposure of longitudinal portions of the tubes running
together nearly horizontally for a distance of four or

five feet. By a turn of the bauk the ends may be

seen, presenting the connections of each pipe at the

side.

In some situations at Bearsted a fine clean white and
nearly pure silicious sand is found, occupying a divi-

sion of the red sand adjoining the gault. The white -pvr. 5.—Trans-
beds are sometimes not seen near the surface, but ap- verse sectioa

pear to be below the red sand. A'^eins of red sand of ironstoue

cross the beds of white sand in various ways. pipes.

The great development of the Kentish ragstone in the Maidstone
district is a most important feature. It is found at various depths

from the surface, and in detached beds of diiferent magnitudes ; the

first in descending order rising from under the red ferruginous sands

just mentioned. The beds then become broken and separated by
valleys and faults ; the latter filled up with gravel, red sand, rolled

masses of yellow "fullers' earth," and red clay (brick-earth). Tlie

masses of stone extend across to the escarpment of the lower beds

above the valley of the Wealden—a distance from Sandling to Lin-

ton of about five iniles.

The ragstone at Barming Heath Hill has a thickness of eighty

feet, and the whole series is passed through by a well sunk near the

Lunatic Asylum.
The valley of the IMedway is bounded on each side by this rag-

stone from i\lill Hall to within a mile of Yalding, where the es-

carpment is separated by the opening in which the drainage-waters

of the Weald flow out. Besides this great valley, which runs trans-

versely to the escarpment, there are two others which separate it la-

terally, each giving rise to springs which fall into the Medway. A
third vale or gorge has its course between the Loose Yale and the
Medway. It runs from near the edge of the escarpment over the

Wealden beds at Coxheath, in nearly a direct line to Tovil. This
crack has very steep sides, and the ragstone is close to the surface.

No water however flows in this channel, and it has all the characters

of a chalk-wold. Its course is nearly parallel to the Wedway.
The first of these lateral valleys begins in a meadow near Lang-

ley Heath, where a sliglit and gradual depression of the surface indi-

cates the beginning of a great crack or fissure at right angles to the

Medway valley. Tliis gradually deepens until near Langley Church,
where a small spring breaks out and runs on close to Boughton
quarries, before reaching which however a fissure receives the water,

and the stream is lost to view for some distance ; but, as several issues

of water flow out below in the same valley, there is little doubt that

ll\ey come from the original source. Contimiing onwards, Ihey run
into the Medway at Tovil. Tlie fall is very considerai)le, as in the

distance of two and a Iialf miles ten mills are supplied with power.*
* 'I'liis is a very viiliialjh' hint lor roughly obtaining tiic level of a distritt.—El). Geoi,.
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The course of the second valley is nearly parallel with the first

;

the spring-head is a short distance from Chislet Park. Several smaller

streams, having their origin in the Lower Chalk, fail into this valley

after running over the gault and passing through channels formed
by divisions or cracks in the ragstone beds. At Maidstone the stream
mingles with the Medway.

These two cracks or valleys in the ragstone are situated on the

east side of the Medway ; the west has no such breakage of the strata

into vales, but by its compactness turns the course of the river from
south-east to north-west, which latter direction it takes on passing

the town of Maidstone.

The land is of considerable elevation on the west bank of the river,

and tlie ragstone is found in larger beds ; in some situations very

near the surface.

As a general rule it may be laid down that, in this district, the

faults run parallel with the larger crack or valley, as is the case in

all the quarries in the vicinity of Maidstone. The dipping of the

strata is not always greatest according to the proximity to tlie line of

disturbance ; and but little variation is found from the horizontal

position in the higher and more compact beds, although the abundance
of vertical cracks and fissures testily to the great disturbances they

have been subjected to at different periods of time.

The Kentish Ragstone series consists of limestones, with alternating

beds of soft sandstone, called " Hassock" by the workmen. In some
parts beds of dark flint or chert are substituted for the limestone.

The average thickness of the layers is about 12 inches, and the

stone is of various degrees of hardness and compactness, the lowest

being the most fossiliferous, and having moreover characteristic dis-

tinctions from the upper in colour, texture, and fossil remains. In
some layers the distinctions are difficult of detection, but these ob-

servations apply to the ragstone within five miles of Maidstone, and

as far only as my own experience goes.

The analysis made for Professor Phillips's " Observations on the

Kentish Eagstone " gives the following proportions:

—

Carbonate of Lime, with a little Magnesia 92"6

Eai-thy matter 6-5

Oxide of Iron '5

Carbonaceous matter '4

1000

It may be interesting here to describe my own quarry in these

much valued stone-beds, and which is known now as the " Iguanodon

Quarry," from the discovery in it of the gigantic remains of that

enormous reptile. It is the largest in Kent, and produces stone of

very excellent quality. The number of layers of buikling- and road-

stone is 21, alternating with beds of hassock, and the vertical

depth worked is 75 feet. The strata here have no dip, although

they are traversed by numerous vertical cracks and fissures. A bed
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SIPHONTA BENSTEDII (Lower Greensani).

[In the Colleclion of W. BeiisLed. Esq.]
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True, the " Tipper and Loioer Harjsliot Beds are not noticed" in my
Table ; for the simple reason, that they cannot be regarded as good " Ma-
rine Types," like the Barton and Brackleshara Clays : one contains only a

few vegetable (Terrestrial) remains; and the other rarely any fossils, ex-

cept in one place, where, however, they are " in too friable a condition to

bear transport or examination." (See Jukes's Manual, 1st ed. pp. 527 and
531; also Phillips's Manual, p. 387.)

In placing certain "marine and fresh-water types" on " the same line,"

the object was to show that they may be approximately " of the same age."

When " W. W." takes on himself again

" To spy into abuses, and sliape faults

That are not,"

or to "point out" the "many other mistakes" which he fancies I have
committed, I would feel obliged by his showing the relation between the

Lower Green Sand and the Atherfield Clay. At the friendly suggestion

of the Editor of the ' Geologist,' I have inserted, in a new edition of the

Table, now printing as a separate sheet, the Lower Green Sand, placing it

at the bottom of the Cretaceous System.
Permit me to embrace the present opportunity of making a few cor-

rections before closing this letter. The name Rhyncopora in my Table
(proposed for a genus or sub-genus, typified by De Verneuil's Terehratula

Geinitziana, the peculiar characters of which were described in my " Notes
on Permian Fossils," published in the ' Annals and Magazine of Natural
History' for April, 1856) should have been spelled 'Rliyncliopora. " So-

merset Teleosaurus Upper Lias," suggested by m}'^ friend Mr. C. Moore,
of Bath, was by some mistake placed in the Jurassic instead of the Lias-

sic System.
In my paper " On the Origin of Species," contained in the last number

of the ' Geologist,' a slight mistake has occurred. The first line of the

sixth paragraph ought to have been—" There is no difficulty in referring

to instances, ' etc.

I am, dear Sir, 3'ours very faithfully,

William King.
Belmont, near Galway, July 4, 1862.

Tertiary 3Iammalian Remains at Dulwich.

Sir,—It may be interesting to your readers to know that I have lately

found a front tooth (incisor or smidl canine) of a mammalian animal from
the Woolwich Beds, near Dulwich, exposed some time since by the works
for the southern high-level sewer. Mr. Hickman has found some bones

he calls mammalian, but there is a doubt as to their being such.

Yours, etc.,

A. BOTT.

5, Hanover Terrace, PccJcJiam, Wth July, 1862.

Siciliati Sone-Caves.

Sib,—I hasten to give that explanation of the error or rather confusion

in my Table which Dr. Falconer, as the original describer of the Grotta

di Maccagnone, has a right to demand.
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The column marked " IMacoagnoue " should have been headed " Mac-
eagnone and San Ciro," and the species inserted therein ai*e those derived

from both localities.

The Fells, Ursiis, Hyana, Bos, Hippopotamus, and Cervus have been
hitherto not referred to their species by Dr. Falconer. To obviate further

mistake, I aj^pend a list of the species derived from both bone-caves,

as stated in Dr. Falconer's paper (Quarterly Journal, Geol. Soc. vol.

xvi. 1860, p. 99 et seq.) :—

San Ciro Cave,

Two miles from Falcnno.

Fe/is, a large species.

Can is.

Ursus.

Cl'IT/IS.

Bos.

St<s.

Elephas antiquus.

llippojiotamus. 1

Do. J
two species.

Maccngnone Cave,

A mile west of (-ariiii, near Palermo.

Felis, " as large as F. spelfca, but not yet

specifically determined."

Ursus.

Cervus.

Bo.
•two species.

EfepJias antiqiins.

Hippopotam us.

Bones of Ruminants.

The liability in a table of this kind to error is obvious, when the
exigencies both of space and time are duly considered.

Before the unenviable employment is commenced by me of "a wholesale
manixfacture of species," I shall wait the further identification of the
specimens from the Sicilian bone-caves by Dr. Falconer.

Yours truly,

Chahles Cabter Blake.

Origin of Species.

Sir,—In the July number of the 'Geologist' is a letter from Professor
King, of Gahvay, expressing tlie opinions to which that high authority has
arrived, after years of due thought and consideration, on the probable
method of operation of continuously-operating secondary laws, which have
produced the species of animals successively or progressively throngliout

geological time. While paying the highest tribute to the candid manner
in which this eminent geologist has treated his subject, lam led to suggest
that the meaning of one passage in his admirable paper ma}' be liable to

misco'isl ruction.

Professor King holds "that an organism, whether it ty))ifies a species,

a genus, a familv, an order, or a class, is an autolheogen. if it ]io.«ses3es a
series of characters wliich isolate it from other etinivalent groups ;

" and
that inherent and external forces nuiy modify such organism, " thereby
resulting in geneotheonomous ibrms." The limits within which au-
totheogeny can be predicted are, however, left unexplained by Professor

A writer in 1830, reasoning from the ])hilosophical standpoint of the
state of knowledge in the time of Cnvier. wotdd liave confidently pointed
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to the horse as au " antotheogen." Cuvier says, " If species have gradu-
all}' changed, traces of these gradual modiiications would be discovered

;

and between the PaheofJierinm and the recent species some intermediate

forms would be seen ; a fact yet undemonstrated. Why have not the

bowels of the earth preserved the monuments of so curious a genealogy ?
"

etc. etc. (Cuvier, ' Discours Preliminaire sur les Eevolutions de la Surface
du Globe,' 6th edition, 8vo, Paris, 1830, p. 122.) Here the absence of

intermediate organisms, previous to the discovery of Paloploiherium,
Anchitherium, and Ilipparion, is made the groundwork on which to base

a theory of distinct specific origin, or " autotlieogeny." That, " on psycho-
logical grounds alone, Man must be regarded as isolated from all other
organisms " may be conceded. As psychological grounds however are

unsafe bases for a zoological classification, and as the extent of man's
isolation is the problem which biologists are attempting to decipher, what-
ever position we ma}' assign to man, whether vsith Owen in a distinct sub-

class Archeneephala or with Huxley in a family Anfhropiiii of the order

Primates, we must at least admit that the anatomical characters of man
are not more unlike those of the higher Gyrenccphala than the lower
GyrencephaJa are unlike the Lissencephcda or Lyencfphala, i.e. that

man is not more unlike the gorilla than the whale is like the rat or the

opossum. I therefore would be slow to recognize that Man is an
autotheogenous species.

I coincide with Professor King's remarks, that " natural selection only

holds the rank of a subordinate or ancillary agent," but T am far from
identifying the " other and higher principles involved " w ith the doctrine

of direct creation of animals through a fiat from a Primary Cause, even
though such a fiat might operate through "a principle inherent in animated
nature." Such phenomena as unity of plan, parthenogenesis, and succes-

sive development are far more probably accounted for on secondary laws

alone. " He must be a half-hearted philosopher who, having watched the

gigantic strides of the biological sciences daring the past twenty years,

doubts that science wi.l sooner or later make this further step, so as to

become possessed of the law of evolution of organic forms—of the

unvarying order of tliat great chain of causes and eflects of which all

organic forms, ancient and modern, are the links." *

In Professor King's ethnological remarks, no mention is made of the

probabilities of a derivative origin of the lo^er races of man, as indicated

by their physiological affinities to the higher apes. I commend the

following extract from Dr. Biichner's 'Kraft und StoflT' (Svo, Frankf. p.

75, 1858) to Professor King's consideration:

—

"An unbroken series of the most varied and multifarious transitions

and analogies unites the whole animal kingdom together, from its lowest
'' to its highest unit. Even man, who in his spiritxial pride thinks himself

raised high above the whole animal world, is far removed from being

an exception to this law. The Ethiopic race unites liim by a crowd of the

most striking analogies with the animal kingdom in a very unmistakable

way. The long arms, the form of the foot, the fleshlcss calf, the long

slender hands, the general lankness, the but slightly protuberant nose, the

projecting teeth, the low retreating forehead, the narrow aiul posteriorly

protuberant head, the short neck, the contracted pelvis, the pendulous

belly, the want of beard, the colour of the skin, the disgusting odour, the

imcleauliness, the making of grinuu-ea whilst speaking, the clear shrill tone

of voice, and the ape-like character of the whole being, are just so many
characteristic signs, which in all the (corporeal forms and relations of the

* ITuxloy, Address to tlip Gnol()gic;il Sooicty, I'M). 21, ]S(;2, ]). 23.
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negro unmistaliably show the most decided approach to the monkey
genus." The same author goes on to say, " "Without doubt, man in his

earlier periods ai^proached in his whole character nearer to animals than
he does in his present condition ; and the oldest excavated human skulls

indicate rough, undeveloped, and animal-like forms."

Such conditions as these, agitating and seething in the minds of patient

observers and reflective thinkers in France and Germany, are being forced

upon tlie minds of Englishmen. Our best thinkers now refrain from
offering any theological or metaphysical explanation of geological facts.

I trust that Professor King, whose valuable tables of strata as recent!}''

published in the ' Geologist ' have had so beneficial an effect on science,

may be ultimately led to reject the unphilosopliical theory of " autotheo-

geay."
The doctrine of "Geneotheonomy," or the " Derivative " hypothesis of

animal causation, is now fast converting the minds of all pakeontologists.

Amongst its supporters can be numbered* Lamarck, Geoffroy St. Hilaire,

Grant, Matthew, Rafinesque, Haldeman, the anthor of the ' V^estiges of
Creation.' D'Oiualius d'Halloy, Owen. Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire, Dr.
Freke, Herbert Spencer, IS^audin, Keyserling, Schauffhausen, Baden
Powell, Wallace, Huxley, and Hooker. To these may be now possibly

added those of Lyell, Fawcett. Lubbock, Mackie, Salter, Rupert
Jones, Blake, Biichner, Schvarcz, Knox, Burke, Hutton, King, and many
others.

To accept, in 1862, the doctrine of the origin of species by creative fiat

out of inorganic matter, is as unphilosopliical as to believe in the theory
of earthquakes given out by the Muyscas of New Granada, that the earth
is supported by piUars of qualacioii, on the shoulders of the deity Chibclia-

cum, who. beiuii tired, shifts the weiglit from one shovilder to another ;f or
to the I'jgyptian theory, that the earth, during earthquakes, is tossed from
one horn to another of a gigantic cow.;]; Such theories are fast dis-

appearing in the minds of those who, nith Comte, " substitute the study of
laws for that of causes, the koiv for the why."

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

MiCHOIiESTES.

JSIonocjrapliy of the Geological Siirvci/.

Dear Sir,—Will you be kind enough to inform me, through your Maga-
zine, if the platen to Monograph L of the Memoirs of the Geological Sur-
vey are issued or likely to be issued soon? The Monograph itself (on

Pterygotus) is pul)lished without a word of notice as to wium the plates

are to be published, although they are referred to in the body of the paper.
It seems to me there is a great want of energy about the Government

Geological Survey in the matter of tlic publication of their Decades and
Monographs. On the cov^ers of the work alluded to it is constantly an-
nounced that " Other Decades are in tiie press ;" whilst years elapse be-
tween the publication of two small Decades. Were the undertaking car-

* List from Darwin, 'Origin of Species,' Srd edition, 18G1, p. xiii. :" Historical

Sketch of the recent ''rogicss of Opinion on the Origin of Species."

t Boilaert, ' Anlitpiities and Ktluioloi^y of South .\merica.'

X Pouchet, ' Plural ito des Races lluuiaincs.'

VOL. V. 2 K
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ried out in the spirit of Sir Henry De la Beclie's prePace to the first De-
cade, palseoutolosists and naturalists generally would benefit very greatly

by a work so remarkal)le for the beauty and accuracy of its figures and
the completeness of its descriptions.

I dare say most paheontologists would not object to receive one Decade
or Monograph at the least every three months.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

R. Lechmeee Guppy.
Po7^t of Spain, Trinidad, Vdth June, 1862.

GEOLOGICAL NOTES IN THE GEEAT EXHIBITION.

In a few months—and how soon they will fly away !—the great show of the

world's industry, that daily attracts its tens of thousands of visitors, will

have closed for ever, and have become like many other beautiful things

—

an item of the oblivious past. As the dulcet sounds of music pass away
and are never heard again, althoiagh fresh lips or fingers may bring fortli

other sounds as tender and as sweet, so from our eyes this exquisite vision

will pass, and if in future years other and nobler displays shall take its

place, this glorious scene will truly be no more. How much material of

high interest for the geologist is there ! as there is for the naturalist and
ethnologist ; as there is for every thinking mind, for every inquiring intel-

lect. In these notes it is not our intention to attempt to detail all the

geology that may be learnt within those miles of walls, the catalogues show
what a volume would be needed for this ; nor is it our wish to fill our

pages with expatiations on the wonderful scenery. The work of the navvy
and the mechanic, the work of tlie labourer and builder is the work that

endures. We attempt to harvest in the fields of facrs which other men
have there recorded ; facts written down for the present occasion for their

purposes ; facts which we wish to gather for our science. We have mineral

materials from all parts of the globe. Who has described them, figured

them ? Plants, trees, woods, animals, skins, bones, gems, and metals con-

veying years of information to the student. Surely in these fields we may
gather as much as we are able of such goodly seeds of knowledge.

First, in walking through the courts, how many noble samples of our
nation's great sources of power and wealth, coal and iron, have we seen ?

Samples of many or of most of them we may have seen before, for

they are of daily use, some or other hourly before us ; but when have we
seen such samples so instructively placed? Where have we seen them
accompanied and illustrated by such instructive plans and sections ?

We have pondered long hoiv we should best place these various matters

before our readers, and at last we have resolved to gather the good seed
wherever we can find it, and to take it as it stands, to gather it as it is,

and to store it in our volume for everybody's use. This we must do, or

lose it altogether. Our readers may thrash it, grind it, do what tliey will

with it ; but unless we bring it in it will perish thriftless in the field where
it stands. What we intend to do, then, is to take note of whatever is

valuable as we meet it, we shall not attempt more. As we find good facts

we shall write them down—ay, in tlie Exhibition itself—and send them,
then and there, direct to our printers.

Mineral Rksources of Tasmania.—The bold greenstone and basaltic

mountains, of Tasmania, formerly known as Van Diemen's Land, their
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summits capjied for many moiitlis in the year with snow, form sfvikinif

objects from whatever quarter the island is approached. The central i)arb

consists of a table-laud, averaijing 3000 feet above the sea, and on which
are seven lakes, in size from 2500 to 50,0lM) acres, and in the aggregate

equal to 112,000 acres of fresh water. These lakes foriii the sources of

many considerable rivers.

The undulating country between the lofty table-land and the sea is

covered with forests of gigantic trees, extending from the hill-tops down
to the water's edge. The Tasmanian Commissioners speak of the mineral

resources of that island as encouraging hopes of great advantages, especially

in respect of coal, of which numerous samples are exhibited from various

localities,—coal being, indeed, very generally distributed throughout it j

time and the assistance of capitalists being all that is needed for its com-
mercial development. The main part of the fuel used in Hobart Town is

derived from the mines of New Town, and from the Tasmau's Peninsula ;

but it is generall}' behered that better beds exist in other districts. Public

attention has been of late much directed to Jlount Nicholas. The seam
there locally known as the " Kelly Moon seam " breaks out at a height of

500 feet above the Break o' Day Plains, about nine miles from Falkirk,

and can be worked by an adit-level. The coal is highly bitiiminous, and is

said to be well suited for steam, gas, and domestic purposes. The same seam
crops out near Fiugal, and other places. This coal-bed is believed to

extend over an area of fourteen square miles on the north of the Break o'

Day Plains. Samples of bituminous coals are also exhibited from Douglas
Eiver and Long Point (G ft. 10 in. thick), on the east coast ; from Mersey
Eivcr ; from Hamilton, about twenty miles distant, where a very good coal

(4 ft. 6 in.) lies 'J/) feet deep.
On the southern side of the island anthracite is abundant, and samples

are shown from New Town, Tasmaii's Peninsula, Adventure Bay in Bruni
Island, and from Three Hut Point in DThitrecasteaux Channel. The coal

at Tasmau's Peninsula has been worked for twenty-five years, and the

seam, 3 ft. 6 in. to 4 feet thick, is got at by a shaft 75 feet deep, and
within loo yards of the water's edge. A new seam has been struck here,

said to be of the highest quality. The coal formation of the south side of

the island extends round the mouth of the Huon to South-west Cape. The
labours of Mr. Gould, the Grovernmeut geologist, have of late been almost
concentrated on the coal-bearing deposits, and a commission was appointed
by the Parliament, in March last, for testing the comparative values of the
products of the various localities. The metal collections comprise gold,

which exists in various parts, especially in the Fingal district ; but not, as

far as is yet known, in anything like such richness as has made Australia
and California sucli teni])tations for adventurers.
To stimulate exploration, llie Colonial Government has oflTered a reward

of £'20,1 X K) for the discovery of a remunerative gold-field. There are abun-
dance of quartz-reefs in the Fingal district, more or less auriferous, some of
which will ])ri)bal)ly eventuall}^ pay for crushing. Galena and copper-ore
have been found in diiferent parts, but not hitherto in any considerable

quantity. Iron-ore abounds all over the colony. At Ilfracombe, eight
miles from the Tamar, there are immense masses of ricii ore which will

doubtless prove highly advantageous, in connection with the coal-fields of
the east coast. It is said to be nearly identical witli tlie brown luematitc

of Mittigong, in New South Wales. Count Shveleeki, in his excellent

work on New Sovith Wales and Van Diemen's Land, draws a comparison
between the agncullural capabilities of (he two countries, from a considera-

tion of the origins of their respective soils : the crystalline i*ocks, such as
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granite, com])ai'cd with tlie sedimentary rocks in New Soutli Wales, being

as 3 to 1, while in Tasmania they are as 7 to 1. Of loeks having more
than 60 per cent, of Ume as compared to rocks with less, the proportion in

New South Wales is 4'1 to 1 ; in Tasmania the case is reversed, the pro-

portion 1 to 3. Count Strzelecki attributes this difierence to volcanic

agencies, which have beenmore prevalent in Tasmania tliau in the Australian

continent. Some specimens of serpentine veined with asbestos, from the

Asbestos Hills, show themselves susceptible of a high degree of polish.

Black and white marbles from the Florentine Valley and from Chudlegh
are shown ; and of building stones, specimens fi'om numerous quarries are

exhibited by Mr. Calder ; there are also some grindstones of large size and
fine quality, and some smaller ones said to be eminently suitable for glass-

cutting. The beautiful marbles exhibited have hitherto only been used

for making lime, but properly polished they will be well suited for internal

architectural decorations. Topazes are exhibited from Flinders Island.

Pembkokeshiee Anthracite.—From Broadmoor Colliery, near Tenby,

and Landshipping Colliery, Haverford West (South Wales). Analysis

:

—
Carbon 93. Hydrogen 3-08. Azote '54. Sulphur -68. Oxygen 1-67.

Ash 1'03. The following is the order of the strata:

—

Bkoadmooe.

1. Yellow magnesiau sandstone, or lime-

stone.

2. "Rock Vein," about 3 ft. of good

anthracitp.

3. Dunstone (Fire Clay).

4. Argillaceous and arenaceous rock with

nodules of ironstoue.

5. " Low Vein," 1 ft. 8 in. of inferior

cidm.

6. Fire CHay.

7. Hard siliceous rock with a few argil-

laceous bands.

8. Argillaceous slate with bands of iron-

stone.

9. "Timber Vein," varying from 7

to 10 feet thick.*

10. Fire Clay.

Landshipping.

1. Argillaceous arenaceous shales with

abundant nodules of ironstone.

2. "liright Vein," about 4 ft. 6 in. of

culm, of a clear bright aspect.

3. " Dunstone," or Fire Clay.

4. Yelh)W magnesiau sanJstoue, with a

few bands of shales.

" Eock Vein," about 2 ft. 6 in. of

good stone coal.

Dunstone (Fire Clay).

Dark argillaceous slate, or slaty earth.

5.

8. " Timber Vein/' an anthracite

seam varying from 6 to 8 feet.

9. Dunstone (Fire Clay).

10. " Little Vein," 1 ft'. 8 in. of cidm.

11. Dunstone (Fire Clay).

12. Compact argillaceous rock with some

bands of iron-ore.

13. Hard siliceous and calcareous rock

about 2 feet.

14. " North Vein," 1 feel 3 inches to 1 ft.

6 in. of anthracite.

There are several small seams of coal below the "Timber Vein," the

largest and most important of which are " the Lower Level "
(= 1 ft. 8 in.)

and the Kilgetty (= 1 ft. 8 in. to 4 feet), considered the best anthracite.

The formerIs about 70 fathoms below the " Timber Vein," and the latter

* The beds printed in black letter are those of which samples are in the Exhibition.
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about 45 fathoms still deeper. The entire baaiii is about loOO feet in

thickness, with about 20 seams, containing about 28 feet of anthracite coal

"stone," or smokeless fuel, and about 123 beds of ironstone, varying from
1 to 4 inches of argillaceous iron-ore, averaging 30 per cent, of iron.

{To be continued.)

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geological Society of Londox.—Ju}ie 18. 18G2.— 1. "On the Mode
of Formation of some of the liiver-valleys in the South of Ireland." By
Professor J. B. Jukes.
Mr. Jukes's paper contained a description of the physical structure of

that part of the South of Ireland south of the limestone-plain that extends
from Dublin to Galway Bay. He showed that the Rivers Shannon,
Barrow, ^N'ore, and Suir, after traversing this low ground, escaped to the
sea b}' ravines worn through lofty hills of Old Eed Sandstone and Lower
Silurian rocks. He also instanced the rivers Blackwater, Lee, and Bandon
as each suddenly deserting the low longitudinal valleys through which they
had run for many miles, and turning at right angles down ravines of Old
lied Sandstone, notwithstanding the fact of the longitudinal valleys being
continued with no apparent obstruction to the course of the rivers. He
showed the connection of these lateral ravines with the coming of strong
brooks from the higher ridges on the north into the longitudinal valleys,

and also that these brooks probably produced the ravines, having first

begun to erode them over a surface above the present ridges, and before
the formation of the longitudinal valleys.

He considered the fact proved, that the pi'esent " form of the ground
"

in the South of Ireland was ])roduced bj^ atmospheric erosion on dry land ;

and that the limestone ground was low because the rock had Ix-en dissolved
chemically as well as eroded mechfmically ; and that its surface had sunk
to a lower level than the other rocks, like that of a glacier molting in its

bed. He proposed to extend this explanation generally to all dry land.

2. "Experimental Kesearches on the Granites of Ireland.—Part III.
On the Granites of Donegal." By the Jlev. Professor S. Haughton.
The author described in detail the geographical position, physical struc-

ture, geological relations, and the chemical and mineralogical composition
of the granite of Donegal, which consists of four ininei'als—quartz, ortho-
clase, oligodase, and black mica, with perhaps an unknown paste besides.

The oligodase affords evidence of the probable iilentity of the granite of
Donegal Mith that of Northern Scotland and of Norway. The author also

alluded to his success in obtaining a formula ("or the determination of the
proportion.** offotir minerals in a compound rock, from the relative specillc

gravities of the mass and of its constituents.

3. "On a Stalk-eyed Crustacean from the Coal-measures." By Pro-
fessor T. H. Huxley.

This specimen, in an ironstone nodule, is crushed laterally, and exliibit*

a side view of a Crustacean, similar in all essential res])ccts to Pi/(/oc(phahis.

The chief interest attaching to the spccinien lies in the confiruKition which
it aftbnls of tlie author's inter|)retation of the s])ecimens on which the
genus was founded, lie draws the attention of collectors to the occurrence
of Crustaceans of such high rank in Carboniferous rocks.
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4. " On the Premolar Teeth of Diprotodon, and on a New Species of
that G-euus from Queenshind in Australia." By Professor Huxley.
Among a collection of fossil bones from the Darling Down district, in

the possession of Dr. Cotton, F.G.S.. the author has observed a portion of
the right ramus of the lower jaw of D'tprotodon, and parts of the right and
left upper jaws, with the anterior grinders in place, of distinct individuals.

Hence he was enabled to offer some obser\'ations on the dentition of the

genus, and more particularly upon the characters of the premolars. For
the form which he finds distinct from Diprotodon australis he proposes

the name of D. minor.

5. " On the Old Ked Sandstone of Fifeshire." By James Powrie, F.G.S.
Having again examined some sections of the Old Ked at Whiteness, near

Arbroath, and elsewhere, the author is satisfied of a local unconformity of

the Upper on the Lower Old Eed, but that no other locality in Forfarshire

exhibits this want of conformity ; and neither in Fifeshire nor Perthshire

does the author find a section distinct enough to exhibit such a break in

the series. Mr. Powrie alluded to the yellow sandstone of Dura Den, and
observed that though it is unconformable to the red sa,ndstone beneath, yet

he believes that it belongs to the Old Red Series. He proceeded to notice

the fossil fishes of Dura Den, of which he says there are six well-marked
genera (includmg Glyptolepis) with about seven or eight species.

6. " On some Upper Coal-measures, containing a bed of Limestone, at

Catrine, in Ayrshire." By E. W. Binney, F.E.S.
Some red and purple strata near Catrine, underlying the Permian

breccia of Ballochmoyle, were referred to in 1856 by the author. He has

since revisited the locality, and finds that these sLrata at Ballochmoyle
Braes, Catrine, and Sorn represent a coal-field as high as any in the

English series; in fact, similar to those at Ardwick near ]\janchester,

Utfington, Leebotwood near Shrewsbury, Buxtaby near Nuneaton, and
Lane End Potteries. Mr. Binney referred to the observations made by
Mr. Ealph Moore, and by Geikie and Murchison, and pointed out how far

he differs from them. Mr. Moore gives 565 fathoms for the whole series

in Ayrshire ; the author finds reason to add nearly 300 fathoma of Car-

boniferous sti'ata (not productive of coal) to the above estimate.

7. " On the Geological Structure of the Southern Grampians." By
Professor James Nicol.

The author stated that in 1844, and in subsequent years, he indicated

that the Silurian strata of the South of Scotland are represented in the

North by the metamorphosed or so-called primary strata ; and he pro-

ceeded to point out that the object of tlie present communication is to ex-

amine the relation whicli the three great formations. Clay-slate, Mica-slate,

and Gneiss bear one to the other as regular constituents of the crust of the

earth, and especially in certain parts of the Scottish Highlands, as illus-

trated by sections observed by himself. These he correlated with what is

seen in other parts of the Highlands.
Contrasting his published sections with the corresponding ones given by

Sir 11. I. Murchison and Air. Geikie, he observes that, though represented

as maintaining the identity of the gneiss of the west coast with certain

mica- or chlorite-slatcs, yet he has in former papers, and in his ]niblished

map, always regarded them as being identical only so far as both belong

to the great series of metamorphic formations inferior to the red sandstone

and quartzite, but still as distinct formations with peculiar features, and,

it may be, of widely different age.

8. "On some Natural Casts of Foot-prints from the Woaldeu of the

Isle of Wight, and of Swanage." By S. H. Beckles, F.E.S,
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Some of these natural casts avo iiearlj^ 3\ feet long, indicating not merely
tbe imprints of the toes, but also of the sloping metatarsals. The animal
must have been of great size and weight, leaving deep imprints. Little

trifid imprints of only 3 inches in length, with a stride of about 13 inches,

occurred to the author also in the Isle of Wight. He has found, also,

trifids of the usual size in the Wealdcn of Swanage Bay. Mr. Beckles
argued that other Dinosauriaus besides the Iguanodou have left these
track-marks ; and he stated that from the first lie has been accustomed to

associate them with the various phalangial bones so abundant in tbe
"Wealden.

9. "Geological Notes on Zanzibar." By llicliard Thornton, Esq.
From the coast to the coast-range (600 to 1300 feet high), tke country

consists of a series of strata with an easterly dip, namely (from above
downwards), coral-limestone, sandstone, yellow shale, and sandstone with
plant-remains. The mountain Kilimanjaro is formed chiefly of volcanic
rocks. White and altered sandstones, with easterly dip, are met with also

in the Massai Plain.

10. " On a Section at Junction-road, Leith." By W. Carruthers, F.L.S.
The author stated that in the section of clay, sand, and gravel near

Leith. described by Mr. Geikie as part of a raised beach elevated since the
period of the Eomau occupation, not only have mediaeval pottery and
tobacco-pipes been found in the potterjr-bearing deposit described bj- Mr.
Geikie, but a mediaeval jar has been met with in the sand beneath. The
so-called " Roman " pottery was stated by the author to be of mediaeval
age, on the independent authority of Messrs. Birch and Franks, of the
British Museum ; and he believes that the beds in question are mainly of
late and artificial formation ; he does not, however, argue from this that
there is no evidence of a late upheaval of the central part of Scotland.

11. " On the Death of Fishes in the Sea during the Monsoon." By Sir
William Deuison, Governor of Madras, etc.

Steaming between Mangalore and Cananore, on the west coast of India,
flie author found that for some time after the south-west monsoon tlie sea
was offensive with dead fish, killed by the great mass of fresh \Aatcr poured
iuto the sea during the season of the monsoon.

Specimens of J'jlejjJias Mtditensis and Mijuxus Mtlifensis, obtained from
bone-caves in Malta by Captain Spratt, were exhibited by Dr. II. Fal-
coner.

Manchester Geological Society.—May 27.—Mr. Binnoy read "An
Account of the Excursion to Todmorden." On reaching Todmorden, the
party proceeded along that beautiful valle}'^ to Gauxholme, over strata
b(;longing to the lower portions of the millstone grit. At the entrance of
Dulesgatc strong gritstone rock was seen dipping at a considerable angle
N.W., and exhibiting shakes and faults. On rendle llill, beyond Bundev,
and at Tintwistle, near Glossop, are two natural sections which can be
pretty well measured, especially the latter, where, between Ithodes Wood
(Quarry in the valley, and the thick bed of rock at Tintwistle ^'ar on the
llill, are from 701) to 800 feet of strata. The whole of the deposits between
the limestone shale and the upper millstone of the Lancashire geologists
(the Brooksbottom Sandstone) may be taken at 1200 teet in thickiiess.
These beds proliably attain their greatest devclopnient in Lancashire,
Yorkshire, and Uhesiiire. Ueturning again tu the Gauxholme Kock, a^mall
seam of coal was ol)3erved, and at a further distance up the valley another
bed of a few inches. From tli? entrance of the valley to the qiuvrry on
the right of the route (})roi)ably at the base of the Brooksi)otloiJi series of
coals) caunut be here less than 1000 feet. The Uaslingden flags are then
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seen, but not of f^jreat thickness or good quality. Tlien the " rough rock,"

with the Feather-edge coal, 14 to 16 inches thick, lying imbedded in its

upper portion. Above this were the "Foot Coal," the "Salts," and the
"Spanish Juice" seams. The "Gaunister" coal was next met, 5 feet 6
inches in thickness, and containing " bullions " in the coal, the same as the
Spaw Clough, Town Head, and Carry Heyes Mines of Burnley, with
nodules in the black shales of the roof full of Aviculojyectens. Goniatites,

etc. About ten yards above is a small seam of a few inches, and then comes
the " forty j^ards coal," twenty inches in thickness, with a fire-clay floor

worked for bricks and tiles ; further up is another small seam of a iew
inches, and then the upper or " Old Lawrence " series of flagstones. To
the left of the quarry, the strata are thrown up by a fault of fully a

hundred yards, and the Eochdale coal is wrought by a tunnel through it.

The jNIoor was then crossed near the Flag Quarry ; the party next
passing the fine cliffs of "rough rock" above Portsmouth. In the

valley a cutting of the Burnley Railway has exposed an interesting section

of some of the Brooksbottom coal measures, showing a small fault ; and
beyond Messrs. Fielden's mill some old workings in the Gannister coal,

which is there brought up by a fault of 40; ) to 500 yards cast, were seen.

2. " Communications respecting Safety Lamps." By Mr. C. Bass, and
Messrs. J. Abbott and Co.

3. " Descriptions of Water-Balance Machines used for Winding Coal,

Ironstone, etc., in South Wales." By J. Evans, Esq., Inspector of Mines
for South Wales.

4. " Explanation of Model of New Safety Cage for Miners." By the

President.

Mr. Farrimond exhibited a specimen of Sternhergia, and a rounded
piece of white quartz, found in the centre of the Lower Mountain Mine,

Dunkenhalgh Park, near Church. Mr. Binney remarked that these pebbles

were once thought to be rare in coal, and in twenty years he had found

but two of them ; but from Dunkenfield Mr. Dickinson and Mr. Eay had
brought a baiTowful, and those were now in the Society's Museum.
A valuable collection of fossil fish from South America was presented to

the Society by Mr. Eddowes Bowman.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Anthracite in Silurian Rocks.—In the abstract of the lecture " On
Coal " at the Royal Institution, printed in our last number, Mr. Wearing-

ton Smyth is stated to have discovered anthracite coal at Lasey Mine iu

the midst of ancient schists, probably Lower Silurian.

This is not the first case of the observation of seams of bituminous

matter in strata older than the coal-measures. We have long had by us a

pamphlet on the occurrence of anthracite iu the Silurian strata of Cavan,

by Dr. Whitty, of Dublin, who brought that instance under the notice of

the British Association and the Dublin Geological Society, in 1S5L In

that year, Dr. Whitty visited the townland cf Kill, a mile west of Kilna-

leck, in Cavan. The rock throughout the district he describes as belong-

ing to the " Grauwacke Slate formation,', having an average strike of

57° E.W-E. (true meridian), and a dip at the place in question 80° S.E,
" This," he says, " is not the true coal-formation, as every geologist knows,

yet a bed of soft anthracite or culm occurs here, about four feet in thick-
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ness, in a dark c^rey clay-slate, having the same dip-strike as the accoin-

panyin<r rooks." The " Grauwacke " of this part of the country consists

generally of stone-grey rock, alternating with beds of slate; the thickness

of the masses of each kind being very variable, in some cases a few inches

only of slate or hard rock, in others from fifty to a hundred feet of either.

Some of the hard masses contain pebbles, usually about the size of a pea,

but often as much as one ortsvo inches in diameter. Occasionally the rock
is massive, and so much altered by metamorphic action, that Mere it not

for the pebbles it mitjht be mistaken for a greenstone.

A case similar to this was reported by Professor Harkness to the British

Association in 1852, '•' at I'attenside, near Greskin. about four tuiles above
the Bcatock station on the Caledonian Eailway ; the anthracite is seen in

the Evan Water, and this can be traced E.N.E. to Hartfell, and from
thence into Peel)lesshire and Selkirkshire." Of the rock which contains it

he says, "Tiiis slate extends E.N.E. and W.S.W. It is seen at Siobo, in

Peeblesshire, and in the summit cutting of the Caledonian Eailway, where
it shows gi'eat thickness. From thence it extends westward through
Lanarkshire and the north-east of Dumfriesshire to Cairn Ryan, in Wig-
tonshire."

Dr. Whitty thinks, that "as those Sihirian or Grauwacke rocks of the

Pentland Hills and south of Scotland are admitted to be the counterpart
of our Grauwacke rocks in the North of Ireland, and are in fact a con-

tinuation of the same formation, it is more than probable that the anthra-

cite of the count}^ of Cavan is a production of the bed in Scotland, and
extends all the way between them, through the counties of Down, Ar-
magh, and Monaghan." A trial pit was sunk by Dr. Whitty at Kell, and
a specimen of the anthracite analysed : its composition being carbon
7704. water 4-35, ash 1801 (= 100 00). *' It contains no bitumen, and
therefore is ill-suited for ordinary domestic purposes, but would answer
well for burning lime or lu-icks and drying malt, when mixed with a small
portion of bituminous coal or turf to ignite it. Once made red, it gives

out a powerful heat, and continues it a great length of time. It will also

be found most ellicient for smiths' work."
It is well w orth while to keej) these facts before the geological world

;

and it should not be forgotten that in the south of Scotland graptolitea

are very prevalent in the anthracite, or rather in tl)e anthracite shales.

Further Notes on Human Skulls from Heathery Burn Cave,
Weardale, Durham ; with a Notice of the Eiverbed Skeleton
FROM Leicester.—I have been asked to give a few supplementary remarks
on the fragmentary human remains from this cave, in addition to those
made by Professor Huxley (' Geologist,' vol. v. p. 201). Tlie observa-
tions made by him led him to express an opinion that the Weardale re-

mains belonged " to the same race of rather smail and lightly-made men,
with jirominent superciliary ridges and projecting nasal bones," as the
Muskham, Towyn-y-Capel, Sennen, Borris, and Blackwater skidls. In the
8j)inf of these observations I cordially concur.

Particular description of the remains being, however, requisite, I pro-

ceed to remark that no perfect skull has hitherto been found in the
Heathery Burn Cave. The most perfect, though not the most charac-
teristic, is the one of which Mr. Mackie has given an excellent drawing (p.

201), and which I shall denominate A. Another skull is only represented
l)y the osjrontis and a small ])art of the parietal, and is far more striking.

I name this B for facility of (lescri]>tion.

The calvarium, or vertex of a skull marked A, is not that of an aged in-

dividual. A largo part of the frontal suture is persistent. The frontal

Vol. v. 2 5
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region is low, but not markedly retrocedent. An even curve is continued
backwards to immediately behind the coronal suture, when the same
" post-coronal " depression is visible, as in the Mewslade and East-
ham skulls. The points of attachment of the temporal muscle are scarcely
visible. The coronal suture is, however, complex at the spot x^here it

crosses the temporal attachments,—a character on which Messrs. Thurnam
and Davis have laid stress in British skulls. The parietal tubers are mo-
derately prominent. The superciliary ridges are not unduly developed,
and the fractured condition of the skull warrants us in affirming that the
frontal sinuses were small. As far as measurement can be made, the
length from the glabella to the apex of the lambdoidal suture is 7 inches

;

the breadth at the parietal tubers, 5^ inches ; at the coronal suture, 4|
inches ; above the orbits, 3| inches. A fragment of right occipital condyle
probably belonged to the same young individual ; a fragment of the mas-
toid bone appertained to au elder person.

The fragment marked B is a most striking relic of antiquity. It is the
frontal bone, with much of the right parietal attached: the pieces of which
I have succeeded in joining together. The close similarity of it to the
fragmentary skull from Plymoudi, which Professor Busk has descril^ed,

and I have figured from his plate (' Geologist,' vol. v. p. 212), must strike

every observer. Unlike, however, the Plymouth skull, the superciliary
ridges are markedly conspicuous. The retrocession of tjie forehead is very
peculiar, and strongly resembles that in the skulls from Sennen and Musk-
ham. Slight traces of the frontal suture can be seen. The frontal.sinuses
are present, though small. No traces of the post-coronal depression are
visible. It is much to be regretted that no other pieces have been pre-
served of this curious skull. Many fragments, chiefly of parietal bones,
were also obtained ; but their condition precludes an opinion as to their

nature. The vertebra? and bones of the extremities did not offer any cha-
racters calling for especial notice.

I believe that the fragment marked B was the skull which Mr. J. El-
liott, the careful explorer of the cave, stated* "may have been that of one
of the principal tenants of the cave, and which probably devouied the
others." This evidence of " a tolerably large animal " rather appears to

be that of a human being with forehead " villanously low," and whose
cranial characters were so striking as almost to excuse the error into which
Mr. Elliott was unintentionally led.

Tiie skull from Leicester is in good condition, and retains much of
its animal matter. It exhibits the even oval contotir characteristic of
the existing type of Englishmen. By the smallness of the mastoid pro-
cesses, the slenderness of the zygomata and the slight degree in which
the surface is pitted with muscular depressions, I conjecture it to have
belonged to a female, and by the position of the wisdom teeth {m 3) in the
alveoli, the individual probably did not exceed eighteen 3'ears of age. The
following is a table of the principal admeasurements :

—

Inches.

Longitudinnl diameter ..... 7
Parietal diameter ...... 5

Frontal diameter. . . . . . .54
Vertical diameter . . . . . • 4b
Intermastaid arch . - , . . .13^
Jntermastoid dine ...... 3f
Occipito-f'rontal arch ...... 14
Horizontal periphery . . . . . .]'.)?

* ' Geolopri.st,' vol. v. p. 3r..
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The slope of the frontal and parietal bones is even and round, the

occiput being full and globular, without any sign however of the " kumbe-
kej)halic" backward prolongation.

Comparison of the base of the skull with that in a well-formed Euro-
pean of about the same age, exhibits the prognathism of the maxilla more
distinctly. The incisor teeth are rather more oblique, and the extero-

iuternal breadth of the cauiiies is greater than in the majority of existing

European crania. The molar teeth do not exceed in size the average

European proportions. Many of them were afflicted during life with

caries to an ahirming extent. The frontal bone is moderately arched, the

glabella prominent, with no sign of the supraciliary ridges. All the

sutures exhibit the normal configuration.

The ordinary junction of the alisphenoicl with the parietal is present on
both sides the skull. The mastoids are small, and the supramastoid ridge

is undeveloped. No peculiarity exists in the foi'ui or position of the

occipital foramen or of the condyles. The nasal bones are well-developed

and i-athcr salient.

The lower jaw does not exhibit any marked peculiarity.

The ajipearance of the lower half of the supraoccipital bone is very
different from that of the Muskham skull. The surfaces for attachment of

muscles are less pronounced ; the furrow for the insertion of the ohliquus

superior muscle is less deep ; the crest, and the superior and inferior

linecB semicircniares are less developed, and the occipital protuberance, or

inion, is less distinct. A small paroccipital tubercle is visible on the right

side. The upper lialf of the supraoccipital is full and globulai*, and in the

rather complex lambdoid suture are at least seven wormian bones, none of

wliich however deserve the term interparietal.

An examination of the nearly perfect spinal column did not disclose any
peculiar characteristic. The bones of the extremities indicate a youthful

individual, the epiphyses being in many cases separate.

The animal remains said to bo associated with this skull were Bos
primigenius and Equus cahallus.

The following table is merel}' oflPered as a temporary and provisional

arrangement. Many of the sections do not represent distinct races, and
all the skulls from the river-bed deposits offer many points of analog}' with
each other. The difficulty of laying down any general system can only be
appreciated by the practical inquirer. In the meantime, the evidences
a;)pear to be cajiable of arrangement in something like the following
order :

—

1 . l)!)Hfhocephalic.

,A. I'ort'liead retroccdcnt.

a. Superciliary ridges very lar^ce, continuous ovrr nasal suture. Neanderthal.
b. Superciliarii's hw^c. a. Foranieu magnum abnormal. Mushham.

p. Foramen magnum normal V

Srn/ien, Nf/Zwr Urquhart.

Heathery Bum, " B."

c. Superciliarics small.

Plymouth.
Heathery Burn, "A."
Btarkwiiter.

Borris (tied of NoreJ.
Engis.

Forehead moderately developed.

a. Supereiliaries small.

Mewslade.
Eastham.

Leicester.
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2. Bracbycephalie.

/ a. Superciliaries large.

I

"Plau.

{ Montrose.

b. Superciliaries small.

Etniria, O.

Charles Caetee Blake.

Fossils feom Tkeflach Quarry.—Dear Sir,—In the bed of shale
above the mountain limestone of the Treflach Quarries, I found two fossils

w hich I find figured in Phillips's Manual as Gryplicfa incurva. Lias foss.,

and G. cymhium. Lower Oolite foss. Can you, or anj' of your readers,
account for it?—Yours truly, H. M. G. Wythim, Whittinyton, Oswestry,
27ih June.

Sharks' Teeth at Panama.—The Miocene deposits at Monkey Hill,

near Panama, have afforded to the geological labours of W. Duprce, Esq.,
M.D., F.R.G.S., three sharks' teeth, as well as various species of fossil

shells. The sharks' teeth belong to the Carcharodon megalodon, Agass.

;

Hemipristis serra, Agass. ; and a species of Lconna, or Porbeagle.
The Carcharodon teeth are rather smaller than the average of English

specimens from the Bed Crag ; the Hemipristis are in no way distinct if'rom

the remains which are found in the "molasse " of Switzerland, Piedmont,
and Germany.

I have not identified the Lamna with any known species. Li the breadth
of its base it differs from any tooth I have seen, and the section accords
with none of those in the British Museum, or in Agassiz' ' Poissons
Fossiles.'

The specific name of euryhathrodon, from evpvy, broad, and ^adpov, base,

might be proposed, but it would be very injudicious to found a species on
one solitary tooth. It is apparently tlie second tooth in the under jaw,
and the teeth which were associated with it in the same jaw might be
identified with those of known fossil species. The specimens are now de-
posited in the British Museum.

—

Charles Carter Blake.
Bituminous Sandstone.—A bituminous sandstone, (of which a speci-

men has been transmitted to tlie Editor) has been found in sinking a shaft
in an ironstone pit near Hogganfield, 3 miles eastward from Glasgow.
It occurs at the depth of about 50 fathoms, and is 3 feet in thickness

;

being overlaid by successive bituminous shales, thin sandstone beds, lime-
stones, etc.

The limestone (Lower Carboniferous) containing Spirifera bisulcata,
and other fossils, is indurated to an extent equal to compact greenstone

;

the shales have lost their schistose character, being quite friable or in a
state of dry clay, having been deprived more or less of their original colour
and assuming the appearance of fire-clays ; the sandstone beds are greatly
indurated (kingle), and so hard and compact as to approach quartzite of a
highly crystalline character, vrhile iron pyrites are diflused through the
strata in streaks.

At about 40 fathoms a band of marine fossils occurs, partly in the shale
and partly in clay-ironstone nodules accompanying it ; tiiese consist of
Actinocrii/us crassus and other crinoids, several species of Producius and
of yivicii/opecten,—A. arenusus, A. c/ranosiis, etc.

No tr-ip-dykes or overflows are found in such close proximity as to
make one sup])ose them to be tlie direct agents in these results, and these
efi'ecls must have been caused by healed gasci^us bodies, or steam, in
a similar manner as a thick coal-scam at Cambuslang, near Glasgow, has
been found com})letely coked by the same agency.
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"What liad become of tlio liituiuinous and gaseous matter was in doubt
till the discovery of this saudsioue showed it; its coarse porous character

facilitating the impregnation. When under red heat in a crucil)le it tlamed,

losing 20 per cent, of weight ; but remaining compact, and becoming quite

white. A professional chemist in Glasgow reports it as yielding only five

gallons of oil to the ton, it therefore probably contains other volatile matter

of a light and gaseous description.

This rock would not pay tor the working under twenty gallons per ton ;

and from the greater diiiiculty of extraction from sandstone, a bituminous

shale, such as the Torbane mineral, though it only yielded twenty gallons

to the ton, would be equal in value to sandstone giving upwards of

thirty.

A similar bituminous rock has been found in t^o other localities,

within about two miles of this ; one of these is in a less stratified state, the

mineral tar oozing from it, of a black 'jolour, the other is a hard " kiugle,"

of a brown colour, in close proximity to splint or hard coal, from 50 to

60 fathoms down.—W. R. S., Glasgow.
Human IIexiains ix Alluvicm.—The alluvium of the Kennet is a well-

marked deposit, and forms large and valuable water-meadows. Dr. Buck-
land, who records human remains in it, says it is *' much mixed w ith

minute crystals of selenite and a small quantity of carbonate of lime, and
abounds with the bones and horns of oxen, red-deer, roebucks, horses, w ild

boars, and beavers. A human skull, of high antiquity, has also been found
in it, at a depth of many feet, at the contact of the peat with a substratum
of shell-marl. It was accompanied by rude instruments of stone.* Along
the northern edge of this peat-bog, there is a considerable deposit of marl,

mixed with calcareous tufa . , . from two to ten feet in thickness, and
frequently intersti'atified with beds of peat, varying from six inches to

three or four feet in thickness." In the neighbourhood of jS^ewbur}' the

lower marl contains mammalian remains, which are said to be more plenti-

ful towards the edge of the valley. The list of these comprises :

—

Bus j)i'i-

mif/enius, JB. lonfflfrons, Cervus capreolus, C. elaphus, Equus, Sus scrofa,

Canis htj)us, Lutru vulgaris, Ursus spelceus. Castor Europccus, Arv/'cola

(water-rat). The peat is dug in places for fuel, and, with shell-marl, but
not for manure : in it are found remains of oak, alder, willow, fir, birch,

hazel, and of mosses, reeds, and equiseta.

FOEEIGN INTELLIGEXCE.

In a former number of the 'Geologist' (vol. v. p. 71) the discovery of

the presence of rubidium and cffisium in the mica of Zinnwald, Bohemia,
was mentioned. Since then, M. E. Seybel, in his extensive chemical
manufactory at Liesing. having submitted 8(10 lbs. of this mica to chemical
treatment, luis obtained from it carl)onate of litiuum, and above 5 ounces
of the chljrurcts of rubidium and cresium. This Zinnwald mica, con-

taining these metals in larger proportions than any other substance at

present known (nearly 3 per cent.), may prove particularly ada])ted for the

* Si;c Dr. niickland's paper, Geo). Transact., 2nd series, vol. ii., p. ';2(); Rupert

Jones's ' I<ecturc on the Geolojry of Newbury,' 1851 ; and ' Memoirs of thf Geological

Surrey : Explanation of Sheet 12,' by Messrs. Rristowand ^Vhilaker. 1862.
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preparation of considerable quantities of tLesc peculiar substances, if

submitted to proper chemico-teclinical manipulation.*

Professor Schneider lias noted the presence of formic acid, whicli is of
extremely rare occurrence in mineral vAaters, in two of the s])rings at

Carlsbrunn in Austrian Silosia. These belong to the numerous group
of ferruginous acidulated springs, with alkaline and earthy salts, scattered

throughout the Sudetian mountains. Their temperature is not above 0° 5

to 7° C. ; they are nearly saturated with carbonic acid, and contain 7'04

parts of solid substances (Carbonate of Iron, 0'28G per cent.; Carb. Lime,
5 053 ; Carb. Magnesia, 0'875 ; togetlier with very minute proportions of
alkaline salts) in 10.000 parts of water. t
M. BuUiot, the President of the Suciete EJuenne, states the probable

existence, in the lac of Ambleon, in the mountainous district of the Ehone
between Belley and Lhuis, of ancient remains like those of the Swiss
Lakes. This district, until a few years since, was all but inaccessible, and
is now traversed only by a narrow road across the precipices. The lake

is little more than a mile in circumference, but its elevation is not less

than 2000 feet above the level of tlie sea ; while still higher above it

towers the mountain of Innimond. Under the water may be clearly seen

portions of fir-trees ; some erect, others crosswise, and apparently forming
a platform. The people of the district, when the water is low, fasten ropes

to these timbers and draw them out with their oxen for use. It is remark-
able that they consist entirely of pine, a tree which no longer exists on
the mountain ; some of the timbers are placed at least a yard apart, and
have a diameter of 8 to 10 inches. Whether these are tlie remains of a

forest, or of lacustrine dwellings, only actual excavations can determine.

It is said that there are similar remains in other lakes in the district.

REVIEWS.
On the ZooJoqij of Ancient Eiiro2)e. By A. Newton, M.A.

London : Macmillan, 1862.

This is a report, in pamphlet form, of a lecture given in the spring of
the present year, before the Cambridge Philosophical Society. It is dis-

cursive, but pleasant, and full of excellent material and remarks.
The subject is one of great interest, but which its title scarcely expresses,

as it in no way designates the age—that immediate one between the geolo-

gical and historical—to which the author cliiefly restricts his remarks.
The notices of the geograpliical ranges of Carnivora, of the Swiss Lake
dwellings, and the Danish Kjokkenmoddings are very good ; but perhaps
the part that will be most attractive to our readers will be the account of

relics found in the meres of Norfolk, of probably similar pile-houses to

those of the Swiss lakes, although on a small scale.

A few miles from Thetford, are a number of natural ponds, or meres,
varying in size, from twenty roods to fifty acres. Many of these are situated

in the parishes of East and West Wretham, and one of them, known as

* rrocpcdings Iiiipor. Acnd. Vicnua, March 29, 1862. Communicalcd by Count
Marsfliall.

•f-
I'rorrpiliiigs Inipcr. Ararl. Mcnna, .\pril 3, 1862. Comimuiiratcd by Count

Marschall.
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tlie "West Mere, five or six acres in extent, was drained of the waters in

185 L, by tlie proprietor, Mr. Eireli, of Wretham Hall.

In tliis mere there was ordinarily abont fonr feet of water, and beneath
it about eight feet of soft black mud, partly held in suspension, and requir-

ing to be removed in scoops. When this mud was being cleared out, a
great number of bones were discovered, chiefly deposited, as from its semi-

liquid nature might have been expected, at the bottom. They were nearly

all tlnse of the red deer [Cervus elaphus), and of the now extinct long-faced

ox {Bos longifronfi).

Near the centre of the mere, lying below the black mud, was found a

ring, or circular bank, of fine white earth, outside of which, the bottom of

the mere was so soft and deep as to be impassable. This ring, or bank, was
about twenty or thirty feet across, a foot wide, and about four feet in

height, and near its inner circumference a deep hole, or well, was marked
out by a circle of stout stakes. There was also, near b}^ the remains of a

flint wall and traces of a rude ladder.

The deer's aptlers and other bones had many of them cut-marks of rude
tools. Many flint-disks, seemingly resembling what the Danish antiqua-

ries call sling-stones, are said to have been found in this and other meres,

but none of them have been preserved.

A ^as^ years later, 1856, the largest of these meres, having an area of

forty-eight acres, was emptied and cleaned out, and during the operation

was visited by Sir Charles Bunbury, who has recorded his observations in

the Geological Society's Journal (vol. xii.). Sir Charles incidentally states

the presence of numerous posts of oak-wood, shaped and pointed by hu-

man art. standing erect in the mud.
M. Troyon, in his ' Habitations Lacustres,' recognizes the similarity of

these Norfolk antiquities to tlie Pile-buildings of his own country.

These few remarks are sufficient to show the interest this pamphlet
possesses.

ProceecUnfjs of Gcolorjists' Association, No. 8.

This is a thick part of some eighty pages, got up in better manner and
under better editorship than any number we have yet seen. It contains

moreover some good papers, while the additional lists of new members
show that the Association is making headway.
We wish it well. We have always done so; and if we have sometimes

sounded a note of warning or condemnation, there has been no more ma-
lice or ilbvill in it than in the paternal advice of a father to his son. It

was through this journal the Association had birth, and it is not likely

therefore l)\it that we should ever feel the liveliest interest in it. We do
not think, however, it has yet settled down to its proper work. From its

geographical locality, and by its inherent construction, it is destined sooner

or later to become the Metropolitan Field Club. The district round Lon-
don is a wide and uncultivated field. Strange as this statement may seem
yet it is true, and it will be far better for the Geologists' Association to

organize tliemselves for this work than to be merely content with simple
day's ])leasurings in some far-distant towns. No doubt a great deal of good
is to be got from looking at the blue flat shore of gault at Folkestone, or

pickiuL' uj) hamper-loads of ])hosphate-nodules at Cambridge, and a trip to

flic Malverns would be an admirable occasion for a delightful picnic ;

but no good work is done for our science by these desultory excursions.

Let the Association, however, take the Ordnance maps, and construct a
geological map of the London area ; let them make sections across the
London Basin from east to west, from north to sontli ; let them take the
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elevations of the Drift-beds and collect the fossils from the valley-gravels,

and what a fund of valuable material in a short time they -would get toge-

ther ! Excursions to places round London might be made weekly, and
then occasionally they could journey further afield to compare what they

bad done iu their own area with what was to be seen and learnt in an-

other. They would thus be doing good service, and every individual mem-
ber so engaged would be fitting himself for an active fellowsliip of the

Geological Society, or for carrying on scientific work in foreign lands.

These remarks have been forced upon us by the desultory character of

the number before us. First.we have a paper "On Coal," by Professor Mor-
ris ; and an admirable paper it is, although in some points we differ as to

conclusions, as our expressed opinions will liave led its readers to perceive.

Then, "On the Craaf of Yarmouth," by Mr. Eose ; "On the Hempstead
Beds of the Isle of Wight," by Dr. Wilkins ;

" On the Exchange of Fos-

sils among the Members," by Mr. Bof t ;
" On Gold from Nova Scotia,"

by Mr. Tennant ;
" On Preparing Peat for Fuel and Gas-making," by Mr.

Eickard ; "On Lime and Limestone," by Professor Tennant ; "On An-
cient Flint Implements of Yorkshire and the Modern Fabrication of simi-

lar Specimens," by the Eev. Mr. Wiltshire ;
" On the Cretaceous Eocks of

Norfolk," by Mr.'Eose; "On the Plasticity and Odour of Clay," by Mr.
Tomlinson. Now, can any one glance over this list, and not see the desul-

tory nature of the work doing by the Association ? Is there any purpose

or end to be traced in this heterogeneous collection of subjects? Mr.
Clarke got very much laughed at, at the commencement of the institution,

for proposing an organized survey of the whole British kingdom ; but even

it would be better to attempt tliat than to attempt nothing at all.

It rests, however, with the Committee, to form a plan for working the

members together. Let them try, and they will find plenty of the mem-
bers active enoutjh and ready enough for work to respond to their call.

London is the birthplace of the Geologists' Association, and the London
area must become sooner or later the scene of their labours and triumphs,

or in the end the Society will pass away like a breath of the summer's

wind and leave no imprint of its passage behind. Look at the drainage

works and the subterranean rail« ay. See what miles of earth they have ex-

posed to the light of day; and who, save Mr. Cresy and Mr. Lovick on the

actual staff" of the Board of Works, Mr. Evans, Mr. Edmund Jones, and

one or two other amateurs, have ever given eveu a passing glance at these

gigantic explorations? No doubt we shall be asked, as we have been before

on the occasions of our former strictures, why we are so hard upon the As-

sociation, and perhaps something like malice may be again imputed to us.

We do not, however, mean mischief in any way. We speak in the sin-

cerest friendship, and witli the utmost goodwill towards the Association ;

but we have no other means of speaking. We hold no seat at the Council

Board ; we take no ad ive part in the management of the Society ; but we
have seen the good the Society derives from the frankness of our criti-

cisms and our unmistakable suggestions. As an example, we need only

point to one case—the provincial excursions, the arrangements for which

followed close on our remarks. Let no one be misled as to our intentions

in commenting on the doings of the Association; we wish to advance its

welfare and permanence.
The members have, in Professor Tennant, an active President, who

loses no opi)ortunity of bringing their matters before those who can bring

them under public notice, and these will be ready enough to bring the

Association into prominence whenever the Society deserves it. When we
introduce a friend into society, w^e like him to be somebody of whom we

may well feel proud. The best reason for pride must be good deeds done_
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SUPPOSED IMPRINTS IN THE LOAVER CAMBRIAN
BEDS OF THE ISLE OF MAN.

By John Tatloe, Esq.

Member of Council of Manchester Geological Socieli/, etc.

The good example which has been set us by Mr. Salter to look out

for traces of mechanical and vital ageucies in the Cambrian beds is

n'orthy to be followed by every brother of the hammer ; and instead

of waiting, like Micawber, for " something

to turn up," to set heartily to work and

turn up the stones for ourselves. It is

well known what good work INIr. Salter

has done in the Cambrians of the Long-

mynd, towards clearing up the circum-

stances under which those rocks were de-

posited, as well as in tracing the remains

of their ancient life ; but much remains to

be done ere this formation is as well known

as the others. One thing, however, is cer-

tain, that the Cambrians and the Drift are

at present the "lions" of the geological

world, so that tlic study need not sufler on

tlie ground of unpopularity.

Being out one day (during a recent

visit to the Isle of INIanj, at Dall)y, where
Siii)posetl footprint at Dalby,
Isle of Mail, i iiat. size.

tlic Cambrian rocks arc quarried for Hags by a newly-formed slate-

VOL. V.
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company, I observed that many of the slabs were most decidedly

ripple-marked. This is, I believe, the first time tliat such appear-

ances have been observed in the island ; indeed, with the ex-

ception of some doubtful fucoids, no fossils have been met with in

these beds. The ripple-marks, however, in this instance, were so dis-

tinct, that no doubt remained in my mind as to their sliallow-water

deposition. The same feature also led me more carefully to look

out for other signs of littoral deposits, in the shape of worm-tracks,

sun-cracks, or rain-prints. Judge then my surprise—and, need

I say, delight ?—upon observing the impression of what I believe

to be footprints upon a layer of rock immediately below the ripple-

marked bed. There were three such imprints visible, each being about

six or eight inches out of the straight line, and alternately on each

sule . The impressions are about two feet six inches apart, and seemed

all to have been formed by the same agency. Tlie most distinct of

them was broken just at the end, and a transverse section of the

imprint shows it to be lenticular, or, in other words, that the pre-

sent surface-appearance is not the original one, but is caused by the

filling up of the indentation. The outline of each print is remark-

ably distinct, and even where the surface-matter has fallen off the

line is well preserved. The tout ensemble is very much like the

dotted outline of the Protichnites figured in Owen's Palaeontology, and

which have been found in the Potsdam Sandstone of Canada, and

more recently in Lower Silurian rocks in Scotland. What seems to

bear out the fact that these are footprints, is that the quarrymen re-

marked they had frequently met with them. I have briefly mentioned

this fact, intending at some future period to take up the subject

again when my data arc more numerous.

The position of tlie beds containing the supposed footprints is

towards the top of the Manx Cambrians ; and near the place where I

obtained the slab which contains them, a fiiult occurs, which is beauti-

fully seen from the sea. This has thrown the layers up into an almost

perpendicular position on the right-hand side, whilst the others on

the left abut against them, something after the manner in which the

books on a shelf recline against the end ones when intervening ones

have been taken away.

It is in the perpendicular beds, a few yards away fi'om the ftiult,

that the impressions are met with, along with the ripple-marks.

The slabs are quarried in great lengths, and are very equal in

thickness. Close to the bed containing the impressions there are
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often intercalated layers of slate, quarried for roofing purposes.

The tbickuess of the slabs is from three to six inches.

[Wc have given our correspondent's communication the place of honour, because if it

be worth anything at all, it is worthy of the utmost ])roniineuce. Wc add, however, a

word of caution, for we cannot append our own testimony to Mr. Taylor's opinion. On
receiving the eommunication, we immediately wrote to -Mr. Taylor for the specimens,

which he has obligingly sent us, but, unfortunately, we are no wiser than before. The
impressions, or whatever they may be, to our eyes, look more like portions of gigantic

Linguhc, or some fibrous shell, than like footprints. If however tliey occur alternately

on each side of a direct line, as stated by ^Ir. Taylor, that fact is very singular. We
would willingly have devoted a plate to tliem had there Ijcen any utility in so doing, but

although om" artistic powers are tolerably good, as our readers know, we have much doubt

whether we could render them either pictorially or sulHcieutly intelligibly to be of any

practical value. Mr. Salter, to whom we sent an outline of one impression, says they

are not organic at all, and adds that we cannot possibly say whether the beds be Cam-
brian until they have been i)ropei'ly surveyed. We dilfer from him as to their oi;gauic

origin. We consider there is little doubt about that; but lo/iat they arc we are disposed

to think it passes the wit of man to say.

—

Ed. Geol.]

PAST LIFE IN SOUTH AMEllICA.

By Cuarles Carter Blake, Esq.,

Lecturer on Zoolofjij at the London Institution.

The minds of the British public, accustomed to review the com-
plex phenomena of geology and palaeontology in the Old, are apt to

neglect the equally interesting evidences afforded to them of past
life in tlie New World. American palaeontology is distinguislied not
because the mighty hemisphere, now the seat of political convul-
sions, has not passed through analogous phases of life-stages to tliose

presented by the elder continent, nor because the extinct fauna of
Auierica is less interesting than that of Europe, Asia, or Australia,

nor that the most eminent men in botli worlds have omitted to call

attention to the stupendous monuments of bygone existence in the
pampas of La Plata or on the shores of Patagonia, but because the
public mind has not yet sufliciently realized the idea that during the
jjcriod whilst Europe and Asia underwent the manifold and changing
inlluences of geological time, like conditions were passed through in

Auierica.

A tradition exists in the minds of all the earliest aboriginal nations
of America, on the banks of the JNIissouri, at INJanta, at Punta St.

Elena in j^'cuador, at Suacha in New (xranada, at I'arija on the
eastern slojjcs of the Amies, and at Tagua-tagua in the south of
Chile, that a vast nation of colossal human beings existed before the
l)reHc-nt inhabitants. These giants, the cr(>duU)U3 and imaginative
mind of the native supposed, were destroyed by the deities, like the
old race of Titans by the Olympian gods, or tlio llrimtluu-sar—the
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froat-giauts of ice and snow—by the supporters of Odin und the yEsir

in the Norse mythology. It is instructive to trace these uuhistorical

narratives back to their physical origin ; it is suggestive to find that

such origin is rational, and does not rest upon any purely mythical
base. Such a colossal race of beings did exist in the old times ; they
were, however, the gigantic mastodons, etc., which man drove before

him and exterminated. When M. Albert Koch, in the year 18-12,

brought the so-called '' Missouriuvi'''' skeleton to England, which after-

wards was demonstrated to be identical with the Mastodon Ohioticus,

and now form.s a conspicuous object in the British Museum, amongst
many other dubious anecdotes recounted by him, was one, that with
the bones of JIastodon had been found an arrowhead, proving appa-

rently the existence of mankind in America contemporaneous with
this great elephantine animal. This marvellous " Yankee cram " was
ridiculed by English geologists in 1812 as quite preposterous. ]\ow,

however, in 1862, we look at the subject with more cautious and less

sceptical eyes. We know that both in Erance and England, man-
kind either lived so far ago as the period when the hair-clad elepliauts

and rhinoceroses existed in Normandy and Gascony, or (which is

nearly the same thing) the elephants and rhinoceroses lived down to

the period when human life, in a state of barbarism, existed in

Europe. It is not more preposterous to believe that man, at one
time, hunted elephants in the Confederate States than to believe that

he hunted rhinoceroses in Normandy, and was himself the prey of

hya3nas in Devonshire. At all the places where a tradition like this

exists in America, evidence of the existence of a fossil Mastodon has

been found.

In Brazil, proof has been afforded us of the existence of a tradition

amongst the Indians of a large ape, termed by them Caypore, which
is the analogue of the goi-illa and chimpanzees of Africa. As no
man-like ape of any sort exists in South America at the present

time, two theories may be suggested to account for tliis popular

belief The negro slaves may have carried their faith in the existence

of a huge ape from Sierra Leone and the Gaboon to Brazil, in the

same manner as we recognize still amongst the half-Christianized

slaves of America the traces of the Obeah-worship of their African

forefathers. But the answer to this assumption is, that the tradition

in question does not exist in the negro, but in the Indian mind.

None of the Indians, however, have actually seen a Caypore, or

rather none of those Indians who profess to have seen them luive un-

dergone satisfactorily the ordeal of interrogation by such painstaking

observers as Dr. Lund.
A signification is afforded us of the meaning of this tradition when

we learn that a colossal ape, approaching in size the human stature,

once existed in Brazil, and that it was probably contemporaneous

with the early liuman races. The Frolopitltecus BrasUiciisis was

four feet high, surpassing far the dimensions of any existing

American monkey ; it nevertheless was a true platyrrhiue, like all

the simian forms of the New World. Eouud in the later Pliocene,
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the possibility of its being contemporaneous with early man is ren-

dered more probable when we reflect that on the borders of Lake
Lngoa Santa, and at Minas Geraes, human remains have been found,

coupled with those of forty-four extinct animals, amongst which was
another large fossil ape, CaUithrix primcBvus.

The extinct elephants and horses of America afford an interesting

source of contemplation to the reflective palaeontologist. Existing

elephants, as is well known, are but of three species, those of Africa,

India, and Sum.itra. Professor Owen has, however, pointed out that

our knowledge has been expanded by fossil evidences, and that during

the Pliocene period, elephants existed in Africa, India, Europe, China,

and Australia. Thus far there was little to surj)rise the practical

observer, who was accustomed to find a wider distribution of animal

life in the later Tertiary times than in the present day. But when
we learn that two species of elephant (^Elephas primigenius and Texi-

anus) and one species of Mastodon co-existed with each other, in

warm, temperate, and cold latitudes in North America, and that two
other so-called species of elephantine animal {Mastodoa indium and
JL Humholdfii) browsed on the trees of South America, prior to the

upheaval of the vast Andian chain of mountains, astonishment almost

verges into incredulity. " AYell," it may be said, " since we have

thus evidence of American elephants, why may we not have evidence

of xlincrican rhinoceroses?" We have such proof of an animal
closelv allied to the rhinoceros and pala3othere, discovered by Mr.
Darwin in Patagonia, and which at the same time bears some points

of analogy, but not of affinity, with the llamas. This animal, the
Macrauchenia, has also been found on the eastern slopes of the Andes
at Tarija, and in the very heart of the Aymara country at Corocoro.

Imagination can scarcely conceive the period when this bulky brute,

with its long stiff neck, elevated straight upright, as in the guauaco,

contested the pastures of Patagonia and Bolivia with the llamas and
horses around it. Some reader will sa}', " I understood tliat horses

were first introduced on the American continent by the followers of

Columbus, and that when the aboriginal Americans first viewed tlie

mounted Spaniards, they regarded them as centaur-like monsters, or

almost as divinities." The horse, however, of various species, had
existed in the Xevv World for countless centuries prior to the advent
of the Spanish conquerors : whether its extinction dated previous to

the human era is yet undemonstrated ; tradition even of its existence

had passed away long before the Columbian epoch. Various species

of these early American horses are known to us; one from the Con-
federate States * of North America; another from Bolivia; a third

from Cliile; and a fourth from Patagonia. The last species {Equus
curvidens), the best known, because the first discovered, indicates a

* An nrptmont for the sciciitific rcrnu'iiition of the Coiifcilcrnle Statrs mi^'ht be fouiulcj

upon tlie fiict thiit their Hora and t'auiia diU'cr r'sscnlially from lliose of llicir more northern
antagonists in tlie less fertile country north of the Ohio. The term " fauna of the rnilej
.States" conveys no idea to the scientific mind. The term, to use Dr. Latham's expres-

siun, "means so much us tu mean iiuthing."
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species difFering only from the European horse in the greater curva-

ture of the molar teeth. These horses no doubt existed in lierds, like

the quaggas of South Africa, or like the wild asses of Central Asia.

The same influences which promote the numerical increase of horses

in South America at the present day, would have tended to promote
a similar increase of the equine race in South America during the

Pliocene period. The horse was first introduced in a.d. 1537, at

Buenos Ayres ; forty-tliree years afterwards, in a.d. 1580, they were
found at the Straits of Magellan. The cause why the horse, once

numerous in America, became extinct centuries before the time of

Columbus, at present baffles speculation. More significant is the

fact, that we find in the Old AVorld a three-toed fossil horse {Hip-

parion) which by its auuectant affinities to the earlier odd-toed lier-

bivores, has been supposed to be absolutely the ancestor of the pre-

sent Hqiuis cahallus. lu the New AVorld, however, no such form

exists. Whence, then, on a derivative hypothesis, the horses of

America ?

Two tapirs are found, the one in the North, the other in South

America; a dubious tapirine form has also been found at St. Louis,

in Missouri, associated with fossils " of unquestionable Secondary

date!" Pomel has erected this very suspicious type into a new
genus, termed by him Me?2odus. It is not surprising that we should

find tapirine forms in South America, when we reflect that the exist-

ing tapir, or d'anta, is lound over the whole Brazilian and Argentine

Confederation, and from Guatemala to Patagonia. In the Panama
and Chiriqui countries, the woolly tapir of the Andes, or Pinchaque,*

also exists, a species far moi^e nearly allied to the extinct races than

the other American or than the Sumatran tapir. In the Andes ot

South America, above the line of 6000 feet, the existing tapir is not

found.

When Castelnau was at Tarija, surrounded by fossil remains of

mastodons, horses, macrauchenes, scelidotheres, llamas, and other

mammalia, he was struck with the state of " fat, contented ignorance"

in which the good Franciscan monks had arrived in geological know-
ledge. The remains which he saw were all, according to them, proofs

of the existence of a gigantic race of men who existed prior to the

deluge. Padre Osorio, a Jesuit of Paraguay, had declared, in 1638,

tliat he had seen with his own eyes, in the Gran Chaco, a race of

men of the highest physical and mental cultivation so tall that the

Jesuit with his upraised arms could scarcely touch their heads.

Peradventure, tliesc races belonged to the same stock with those In-

dians of California, immortalized by Padre Pray Pedro Simon, who
had ears so large that they served for canopies, and under each of

them five or six men could find an)ple shelter ; or they might be

allied to those of a neighbouring province, who, when in need of

repose, used to go to sleep beneath the waters of a lake on the banks

of which they lived. Even the giants whom Osorio imagined, how-

* Last summer, specimens of this species, which is hitherto unrepresented in our

National Museum, were to be sold in the streets of Panama for a dinie= 6f/. English.
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ever, were far too small to have produced the mastodon bones of

Tarija. AVhen this argument was pressed on the monks, they replied,

" that the bones had swelled since they were buried in the earth."

Casteluau naively remarks, that a like proof might demonstrate that

the mastodon bones of Tarija might have belonged to dwarfs. This

singular superstition is by no means confined to the monks. Don
Praucisco Antonio Casello gravely tells his readers, that " the soil of

the lowu of Tariia possesses the virtue of making bones grow beyond

measure. If a body of ordinary size is buried, and is disinterred

after the lapse of so'me time, we find the bones excessively swollen."

The English reader who scoffs at this ridiculous theory of the Tari-

jans may, however, recollect that, in the year 18G2, there are still a

few writers in England who speak of '• an unknown mysterious force"

which has kept the species of animals distinct from each other

throughout all time. A\''e are not yet so far removed from the tram-

mels of an adherence to unproveu and undemonstrable assumptions

in science to entitle us to ridicule the hypotheses W'hich our less-

gil'red friends in Bolivia may suggest to the world.

The genus Antilope at present is chiefly confined to the Old
"World. Forty-seven species are found in the Old World, and one,

or perhaps a second, in Xorth America. In Brazil, during the

Pliocene period, a species (Antilope maquinensis) has been discovered

by Lund, besides two individuals of the extinct genus Leptotlierium,

allied to Cervus. The latitude of Brazil was as well qualified to sup-

port antelopes as that of Africa or India, although, since the Plio-

cene period, their place has been taken by the numerous species of

small stags, the Guazutis and Brocket deer of Brazil, Colombia, and

Mexico.
The European dog, like the horse, was introduced into America

by the followers of Columbus. Prior, however, to this time, there

existed in Mexico a small lapdog, termed Alco by the Peruvians, and
a mute silky-haired breed employed by the natives of Santo Domingo
in the chace. These last were termed Goscliis, or Gasque, which
word seems, according to Hamilton Smith, to be corrupted from
Guarachay, and indicates that tliese animals were imported by the

Caribs from Tierra Pirme. Besides tliese, various species of true

wolves, prairie wolves, aguara wolves, aguara dogs, and aguara foxes,

being fourteen species in all, are described by Colonel Smith. lu
Santo Domingo, and on the Pampas of South America, feral dogs are

found, the offspring of the European races. The origin of the dogs

of Xootka Sound, of the ]\Iackenzie Iliver, and of the Esquimaux, is

yet undemonstrated. In Brazil, during the Pliocene ])eriod, three

species of dog existed.

Mr. AV^aterhouse has pointed out that tlie existing mice of the

New World all belong to a dilferent genus (Ifcspcromi/s) to those of

the Old. ^fany species of fossil mice of the same natural group
as tlic other American mice are found in Brazil, where their bones
wliiten the floor of the caves and fissures where they liave been
dropped by the owls, who tiien, as now, preyed upon the diminutive
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rodents and insectivores. Tlie portions of tho skeleton found fossil

are exactly those parts wliicli the owl cannot digest, and which she
oasts out of her mouth as innutritive or indigestible. A coypu of

superior size to the existing species is found in the Pliocene strata

of Brazil. Many species of small pacas, agutis, and capybaras tlieu

existed'allied to those which now infest the banks of the tributaries
of the Amazon and Essequibo.

Blood-sucking bats then, as now, found a source of aliment in the
warm-blooded mammalia. Cats, the size ofthe jaguar, subsisted on the
numerous herbivorous animals. One of them deserves especial men-
tion. The existiiig cheetah {Cynailurus juhatus) is confined to the
Old World, where alone this "hunting-leopard," w'ith non-retractile

claws, preys upon the antelopes and deer. It is a surprising fact

that a very small species of this hunting-leopard {Cynaihirus mimitus)
existed during the Pliocene period in Brazil, with the gigantic Machai-
rodus, or sabre-toothed tiger, and the Buenos Ayres bear. This Ma-
cJmirodus, the most carnassial of all the predatory animals known to

zoologists, existed in the cave breccias of Devonshire, in the Sewalik
(tertiary) strata of India, in the mountains of Auvergue and Darm-
stadt, and in the Patagonian and Brazilian bone caves.

In Chile the progress of geology is small. The erudite and pains-

taking M. Claudio Gray, who was appointed by the Chileno Govern-
ment to report on the physical productions of their republic, actually,

when describing the Plesiosaurian bones from Concepcion,* spoke of
them as being contemporaneous with the Mastodons of Taguatagua,
and like thcra, destroyed by the diluvial catastrophe. These Plesio-

sauri existed at Concepcion during the Jurassic period, and their re-

mains singularly resemble those of some of the same genus from the
chalk in England. The same observations may apply to the Ammo-
nites, of which characteristic species are found in the " Oxfordian "

and " Liassic " strata of Peru and Chile.

Thus far we have recounted some of the leading features of South
American Palasontology. The exigencies of space, however, necessitate

a briefglance only at the remains of the hosts oiToxodoiitia and smooth-

brained Bruta which peopled the forests of Paraguay, the Pampas, and
Patagonia. The labours of Mr. Charles Darwin, one of the few philo-

sophical travellers who have ever visited South America, have made the

forms of the Megatherium, the Mylodon, and the Glyptodon familiar

to us ; and the idea of South American Palseontology natui\ally re-

calls to the mind of the reader the bulky forms of these huge beasts.

The armadillos and sloths of Brazil now form the puny representa-

tives of these bygone creations. The Mylodon, which, poised on its

hinder limbs, and supported by its powerful tail, tinpod-like, with

long-continued rapid and energetic vibrations, tore down the most

gigantic trees; the Glyptodon, whose circular mailed cuirass suggested

tlie idea to its first discoverers, that they had found a buried hogs-

head in the sand ; the Toxodon, with its strange interblending of

characters, allied to the rhinoceros and the manatee, yet resembling

* Geologist, vol. v. p. 110.
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strongly a magnified guinea-pig, all these past forms are enslirined

in our ^[useums, or by their restorations ornament our Crystal

Palace. The object of the present paper is not again to describe

those animals which the acumen and critical skill of Professor Owen,
or the sagacity and hardy research of Mr. Dai'win, have unveiled to

us. South American Palaeontology may well be proud tliat such
labourers as these exist to illustrate its phases, or to demonstrate its

sigiiitication. AVhilst, however, since the publication of the works of

these Dli majores of science, "evidence has been creeping in" indi-

cative of the existence of new and interesting forms of extinct life

in South America, a rapid glance at some of which has been the ob-

ject of the preceding paper.

The following list is founded on that of Gervais (' Zoologie et Pale-

ontologie Fran^aises '), but is only intended to offer a sketch of the
principal South American Mammalia. JNIany of the species entered
in this list, will doubtless sink to the rank of mere synonyms ; whilst

xmder one name, often many natural species will be comprised. In the
meanwhile, it will be found useful as indicating the imperfect state of
our present knowledge, which is caused by the fact that large districts

of South America are yet unexplored by the palasontologist or the
fossil collector. The malevolent influences, which retard the progress
of physical science in countries colonized by Spaniards or their de-

scendants, have been well described by the late Mr. Buckle, in the
second volume of his ' History of Civilization.'

LIST OF FOSSIL MAxMMALIA OF SOUTH AMERICA.*

Cebus macrognathus.

Callithrix primscvus.

Protopitliecus autiquus = Brasiliensis,

Lnnd.
Jacchus grandis.

L'rsus Benaricusis, Gerv,

Caiiis protalopex.

C. iiicertus.

C. troglotlytcs, Lvnd.
Macliairodus neogpcus, Owen, Lund sp.

Felis protopanthcr,

Felis exilis.

C'ynailurus niinutus.

Aiitilo|)L' Maqiiiiu'iisis.

Lcptothcriuiii niajus, Lund.
L. minus, Lvnd.
Cerviis.

Auclicnia (2 sp.), Lnnd.
Dicotylcs (/;/. sp.).

Tapinis siiimis.

Jlaciaudieiiia Palai^'oiiica, Oiirn : ? M.
Holivicnsis, Ilaxlry.

Equus neogicus.

E. Americanus (of Chile, a different species

from that of North America, to which
the same name has been given).

E. curvidens.

IMastodoii Audimii, fta'. "^ ? same spec.

M. Iluiiiboldlii, 6V«-. ) C. C. B.
Toxodon |)latcnsis, Owen.
T. an^ustidens.

Ncsodoii iiiibricatiis, Owen.
O. oriiuis, Owen.
N. Suilivani, Owen.
I'liyllostoiiia, r. sp.

Dysopes Temmiuckii.
Mus, r. sp,

Ctcnoniys antiquus, v. priscns.

C. lionariensis.

Pliyilomys Iirasiliensis.

Neloniys antric(da.

Loiich<)j)iiorus fossilis, Lund.
Loiichrics clpgaiis.

Aulacodoii Teniniiiickii ?

Myopolanms antiquus, Lund.
Symctheres magna.

• Adapted from Gervais, ' Zoologie et Palcontologiu Franeaiscs,' 2nd edition. 4to.
.Paris, 185"J.

VOL. T. 2 U
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Syncetheres dubia.

Lagostoimis Brasilicusis.

Dasyprocta caprcolus.

Cffilogenys latice^is.

C. major.

Kerotlou antiquum.

K. bilobidcns.

Cavia robusla.

C. gracilis.

Hydrocbferus sulcidens.

ilegamys Patagoneusis, D'Orbigny (genus

of vvbich the classification is yet doubt-

ful).

Megatherium Cuvieri, Desm.
Mylodon robustus, Owen.
M. Darwini, Owen.
]\I. Harlaui, Owen.
Mtgaloiiyx Kaupii : ? Gnathopsis Oweni,

Leidij.

JI. Maquinensis.

Scelidotherium leptocephalum, Owen.
S. Cuvieri, Owen.
S. Bucklandi, Owen.
S. minutum : ? S. Brongniarti, Lund.

Ccclodon Maquinense, Ltmd.
Sphscuodon miuutus, Lund. sp.

Glyptodou clavipes, Oicen.

G. reticulatus, Owen.
G. tubcrculatus = Schistopleurum typus,

S. gemmatum and tuberculatum, Nodoi.
G. ornatus, Owen.
G. clavicaudatus, Owen.
Hoplophorus euphractus.

II. selloi, Lund.
H. minor.

Pachytherium magnum, Lund.
Chlamydotherium Humboldtii, Lund.
Chlauiydotherium .y. Ocnotherium gigas,

Lund.
Dasypus maximus.
D. antiquus.

D. punctatus.

Euryodon latideus, Lmid.
Heterodou diversidens, Limd.

Glossotherium, Owen = Mylodon ?

? Abathmodon fossilis, Lund.
? Spcothos pacivorus, Lnnd.

A VISIT TO EECULVEE, IN KENT.

By George D. Gibb, M.D., M.A., E.G.S.

Those who are ftimiliar with Sir Charles Lyell's ' Principles of

Geology ' will remember the illustrations given, in tlie twentieth

chapter of his able and most philosophical book, of the action of the

sea on various parts of the coasts of Britain. The changes that have
taken place in some parts, even within the historical period, have been
very considerable, and perhaps none more so than on the eastern

and south-eastern coasts of England, where the encroachments of the

sea seem to have been of the most destructive character. From the

western coast of the Isle of Sheppey, extending eastwards to Heme
Bay, Reculver, and Thanet, the destructive action of both the sea

and the other elements lias been witnessed by many in our own time
;

and every year tells its history of a change in some part of this line

of coast.

I had long contem])latcd a visit to Eeculver, and in the month of

June last the opportunity of seeing this part of the coast was aftbrded

me. No place is more accessible from London than Heme Bay
;

the visitor has the opportunity of running down either by steamer

from London Bridge, or by the Loudon, Chatham, and Dover Rail-

way from either the London Bridge or Victoria stations. If time is

an object, the latter is preferable, and it was the route I chose, which
enabled me to see and learn all that I desired in a single day.
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Leaving London at a quarter-past eight on a fine »Sunday morning, in

an excursion traiu, with (as it appeared to myself and others) nearly

1500 people, we made but few stoppages until we reached Faver-

sham, at half-past ten, where those who were going on to Heme
Eay had to change carriages. As the next train did not leave for the

latter place until ten minutes past eleven, it allowed of time to exa-

mine tliat small but apparently old town. We reached Heme Bay at

half-past eleven, stopping at AVhitstable on our route. To some
persons the journey of three hours and a quarter maj- appear lorig,

but in reality it is not so, when the distance is considered, enlivened

by the number of objects to be seen along the road. The sea is

visible for some distance before reaching Heme Bay, and the heights

of Sheppey could be very readily distinguished from the south.

The railway station is about half a mile to the south-west of Heme
Bay, and the latter seemed to be a larger place than I had anticipated.

The pier, which is very long, no doubt marks the boundary of what
was once the mainland, washed away by the sea. Immediately op-

posite tlie town, the hand of man has provided against further denu-

dation. On arriving at the eastern extremity of the town, the cliffs

are reached, here commencing by a gentle ascent. Along their sum-
mit I leisurely wended my way to Eeculver, some three or four

miles distant. A large portion of them iiad fallen only very lately

—indeed, within the past few mouths, as I was informed; and to

some extent I could recognize the deposits as described by Dr.

INIichell (Proc. Geol. Soc. vol. ii.), i.e. in that part of the clilYs

situate between Reculver and Heme Bay, about two miles in extent.
" The upper part, wliere the beds are fully developed, consists of

about 35 feet of mottled, brown, and red clay ; and the lower part of

about 50 feet of sand, containing a layer of masses of sandstone.

Fossils are stated to be found only in the sand, and to belong chiefly

to a species of Venus.
''^

It was this high part of the cliff which was now chiefly in ruins

from late slips, the result of the great rains in eai'ly spring. I could

observe too, many large slabs of this sandstone strewed along tlie

beach. About halfway 1 came to a deep ravine, and although the

clilf here was very steep, I managed to descend and cross it without
going half a mile round. I did not stop now until I arrived at the

old church of Reculver, unless occasionally to gaze at it from a dis-

tance, its appearance being long familiar to me from the drawings in

Sir Charles Lyell's book. 1 was certainly amply repaid for my visit

;

here was before me a good illustration of the wear and tear of the
land by tlie sea, aided by the rains. Years ago I was delighted with
tlie d('scri[)tion of this pretty spot, and had often expressed the desire

to visit it. Speaking of this j^lace. Sir Charles says, " Still further

east stands the church of Jicculver, upon a cliiV composed of clay and
sand, about twenty feet high. Keculver (Kegulviuin) was an im-

jiortant military station in tlie time of the liomans, and appears, from
Lflaiid's accouni:, to have been, so late as Henry Vlll.'s reign, nearly

one mile distant from the sea. lu the ' Clentleman's iMasaziue'
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there is a view of it, taken iu 1781, which still reprosents a consider-

able space as intervening between the north wall of the churchyard
and the cliff. Some time before the year 1780, the waves had reached
the site of the ancient lioman camp, or fortification, the walls of

which had continued for several years after they were undermined to

overhang the sea, being firmly cemented into one mass. They were
eighty yards nearer the sea than the church, and they are spoken of

in the ' Topographia Britannica,' in the year 1780, as having recently-

fallen down. In 1804, part of the churchyard with some adjoining

houses was washed away, and the ancient church, with its two lofty

spires, a well-known landmark, was dismantled and abandoned as a

place of worship. It is still standing (1831), bat would probably
have been annihilated ere this, had not the force of the waves been
checked by an artificial causeway of stones and large wooden piles

driven into the sands to break the force of the waves."
Let us see how matters now are, in 18(52, some twenty-eiglit years

after Sir Charles visited it. The towers of the old church still stand

as represented in the picture in Sir

Charles's book, but a large portion of

the cliff in front, fully two-thirds, has

fallen down, that especially including

the hedges ; and the buryiug-grouud
is now exposed in a line parallel to

the front of the church. Besides the

groins and the artificial causeway of

stones, to protect this part of the

^. ^,. coast, there is an artificial embank-
Fig. l.-\iew of Reculver, 1848. ^^^^^^ .^^ ^.^^j^ extending to the west

of the church. I compared the accompanying reduced copy of a wood-
cut, made in 1818, of " BecuJver, as it is,^' with the ruins, on the spot.

It is very correct as to the towers and remains of walls, with the bea-

cons on the former. But the stone fence there represented is wholly

gone. So that the chief alteration round Reculver is the loss of a

considerable portion of the cliff in front of the church, and the dis-

appearance of the low wall which surrounded the northern aspect of

the latter. The wear and tear of the cliff to the westward, no doubt,

has been considerable during the last thirty years,, and it appears to

be gradually stealing upon the contiguous farmland, as is witnessed

at Sheppey.

I examined the old church in every particular, ascended the old

spiral stone staircase in the northern tower to the first floor, thence

three distinct ladders which lead to the top, and I stood alongside

the beacon. As the wind was very strong, I did not remain long,

but enjoyed a magnificent view of things in the distance. I could

see Margate in one direction, and Sheppey in the other, and likewise

far inland to the southward ; whilst to the north and east, the sea

was seen covered with boats and vessels as fiir as the eye could reach.

On descending to the first floor again, we passed out of a door lead-

ing to a sort of friars' walk, which took us across to the other or
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soutliern tower. Numerous holes were seen inside the walls, in which

birds had built their nests; some of them contained young, of the

starling especially. T picked up in this tower a few human bones

from the churchyard, collected by the people who had charge of the

place, and brought away with me an axis, a clavicle, and a temporal

bone, in the usual condition of graveyard specimens.

I now descended to the ground and visited the Roman encamp-
ment, at least the remains of it, walking round as much of the old

wall as is visible at its eastern and southern faces. It was still very

perfect, although in some places undermined, and portions had fallen

outwards in some places. Many fragments of genuine Koman brick

were observed, which had been built in by the Romans. Occasionally

Roman coins are found about here, generally much defaced and in

bad condition. Gold rings and other articles are now and then

picked up at the base of the exposed wall of the old graveyard, and
not unfrequently the end of a coffin becomes exposed, and its contents

are soon rifled with the object of finding jewellery.

As an object of antiquity, the remains of the old church are well

worthy of preservation. I lingered about Reculver for some hours,

and retraced my steps to Heme Bay. From Reculver, and indeed all

along the coast to Heme Bay, the high laud of the east end of

Sheppey is a prominent object in the distance. Shoebnryness, on the

opposite side of the Thames, can also be seen. South of this place is

Heme, which gives its name to what once was a bay. Heme Bay
has nothing to boast of but the sea and its long pier, the termination

of which shows where the line of coast at one time extended, as we
may infer from the Admiralty charts of the present day, which I

tliink very accurately indicate the former position and boundaries of

the land by the ])resence of the shoals of clay and sand. The point

of attraction about here is certainly Re-
culver, but the inhabitants do not appear
to know it.

About halfway to Reculver, I picked up
on the top of the cliff an undoubted flint- /

implement in a broken condition, but still ;'..

sulliciently distinct to point out its real ,

nature. It strongly resembles many of ',

those I have seen, both in colour and shape. \

The latter is shown in the annexed woodcut.
It is not tiie first time that flint-im]jlement3

have been found at Reculver, as in the
' Geologist ' for .)uly they are referred to, in

a review of j\li'. Evans's j)aper on ' Fur-
tlier Discoveries of Flint Implements in the

Drift.'
'

The train which brought me down to Fig, 2.—Small (lint implcmeiit.

Ilerne Bay left for London at half-past

seven, having allowed me eight hours to wander about a part of the

coast, wliich will amply repay a visit.
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THE GEOLOGY OF MAIDSTONE.

By AV. H. Bensted, Esq.

{^Continuedfrom page 301.)

The Kentisli Eagstone is a source of very considerable trade to

Maidstone, and gives eniployment to many workmen. Several barges
are constantly engaged in conveying to the coasts of Kent and Sussex,

in the mai'shes of which it is very extensively employed for the banks
or sea-walls. In Homney Marsh and on the eastern side of the Isle

of Sheppey a large expenditure is yearly incurred in thus protecting

large and valuable tracts of land from the ravages of the sea. The rag-

stone is also extensively used as a road-stone and for buildings, large

quantities of the stone being sent to London and other places espe-

cially for the former purpose. A small quantity is burnt into lime of

a very superior quality ; but the abundance of chalk in this neighbour-

hood, and the greater cheapness of tliat rock, prevents the general use

of the stronger but more costly stone-lime.

Many handsome buildings in Maidstone and other places in the

county are built of it. Of these in Maidstone may be mentioned
the new gaol, the lunatic asylum, and the new church. Of ancient

buildings constructed of it are the old parish church of All Saints,

the Episcopal Palace and College. Many of the London churches, and
nearly all of those on the banks of the Thames and Medway, have a

great proportion of this stone in their walls ; and proofs of its dura-

bility and eai'ly application to building pui^poses may be seen in the

present condition of Allington and Kochester castles, and most of

the bridges from Aylcsford to Tunbridge.

In removing the pier of the centre arch at Aylesford, the mortar,

made of ragstone-lime, had become so hard that blasting by gun-

powder was necessary to separate the stones.

In the Iguanodon quarry alone from twenty-five to thirty men are

constantly at work. Upon uncovering the stone, the surface and
sides are found to be water-worn in an extraordinary manner; the

cause of which will be considered when the superficial clay is de-

scribed. The upper layer is very irregular in thickness, and is of an
inferior quality, being porous and cherty, of a

spongeous structure, and coloured by oxide of

'iron. The principal fossil is Trir/onia spinosa,

which occurs in chalcedony. These trigonite are

frequently met dispersed over the surtace-soil,

being the relics of beds of stone which have been
subjected to destruction. This layer is about 6

to 8 inches thick, and of a concretionary cha-
Fig. 7.—Alcyonium (?) racter. A group of three layers of stone follow

from upper beds. ^^^5^ . ^\^q gt^j^g \,e\\\^ hard, crystalline, and
slightly tinged of a ferruginous colour. The upper layer contains

quantities of the stems and lobes of a singular sponge or zoophyte, in
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sliape and appearance very like an alc_yonium. Some of tlie branches
of tlicse fossils radiate from the central mass to a distance of 18 inches

((ig. 7), each branch ending witli a thick knob, and I have seen aa

many as twenty or thirty springing from a single stem. In some
instances the sponges are prostrate, in others erect, as in fig. 4, plate

xix.

It is very rarely that shells are found in the stone of this group ; oc-

casionally a detached valve of a terebratula or of an oyster is seen.

The associated beds of hassock are very soft, and full of casts of

cylindrical stems ; the lowermost stone-bed is remarkably cavernous,

from the hassock below it being washed away, leaving the siliceous no-

dules standing out.

]n 184G I discovered in these beds a saurian bone bearing a great

resemblance to the tibia of the Iguanodon ; but as only one end was
preserved, I cannot come to any certain determination of it.

A second group of limestone now follows, of a liglit colour, and as-

sociated with hassock of a very good quality for building-purposes.

The Krst bed is sometimes 8 feet in thickness, and the stone excel-

lent for working up. The hassock ranges from 2 to 8 feet in thick-

ness, and is of a coarse texture. No traces of stem-casts have been
met with in this group. One of the most remarkable of the Lower
Greensand spongeous organisms is, liowever, so characteristic of it,

that in the course of twenty years' collecting I have not met with
tliis form in any of the other strata. During that period I have col-

lected a large number of specimens, showing a great variety of form
and condition, it being only from a verj' numerous and well-selected

series that a true conclusion as to their habits of growth and nature
can be drawn. These fossils are, I believe, a species of Siphouia. The
accompanying figures (PI. xvii. and xviii.) give numerous details of
the principal and the subsidiary parts. It appears to have had a cylin-

drical stem, with lobes at intervals in the course of its direction; the
lobes bulging out on one side more thaii on the other, and varying
much in size. They are generally rougher or more covered witli pa-
pilhe than the stem. Four, and even more, of these lobes have been
seen on a single stem, the apex or top of which general consists of a
nodule of siliceous sand, even when these sponges are embedded iu

the limestone rock. In the accompanying plate (PI. xvii.) the head
is composed of siliceous sand, the stem and lower lobe of calcareous
limestone of similar texture to the surrounding matrix. These con-
ditions were so common, that I was led to examine the structure of
tlio siliceous heads, and found that spongc-spicuhe were much more
abundant in them than in tlie stem and h)wer lobes, which invariably
[)arlake more or less of the properties of the surrounding stone.

These sandy or eherty heads or nodules sometimes contain a con-
tinuation of the stem and one of its lobes as a core within them. In
some specimens only an ordinary portion of the stem i)asses througli

;

in others, these siliceous excrescences are i)ermeated by numerous
smaller brandies ramifying through them. These nodules are full of
sponge-spicula), which arc especially abundant round the stems and
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lobes, which they cover as a fringe (PI. xviii. fig. 4) ; but the stem and
lobes below the nodules very rarely display any spicula?, and often
present a smooth surface as if abraded.

In these stone-beds beaded branches often attracted my attention.

These consisted of small lobes close to each other, and about tiie size

of common peas (PI. xviii. fig. 3). I have collected many specimens,
and have come to the conclusion tliat they are parts of these lobed
siphoniae; some of these branches are single, others double or bifur-

cate—in one instance trifurcate. The beaded poi-tions often pro-

ceed from a thin cylindrical stem. The accompanying illustrative

figures in PI. xviii. are—Figs. 1 and 2. Lateral branches of siphonia.

Fig. 5. Node of stem of siphonia. Fig. 6. Branches of small lobes

with a retui'n, or a furcation. Fig. 7. Beaded branch crossing a
stem of siphonia, and two other branches or stems. Fig. 8. Sec-

tion of a small lobe with stem passing through it. Fig. 9. View of

upper surface of the same lobe, covered with what 1 believe to be
spiculse. As to the conjectured mass of spiculse in the last figure,

I am in doubt whetlier to consider it as belonging to the siphonia,

or whether to attribute the formation of those spicida?-]ike objects

to crystalline action. Such appearances frequently occur in slabs of

stone over spaces of many square inches, seemingly not extending to

any depth, but all arranged parallel to each other, and running as a

seam through the stone for some distance, and, as far as could be
perceived, unconnected in any way with any portions of siphoniae or

other sponges. In a considerable number of specimens 1 have no-

ticed on the stems and lobes a kind of fringe or border running
lengthwise, similar to the ridges left upon the surface of plaster models
by the seams in the moulds. These ridges are generally on opposite

sides of, and parallel with the stem.

The hassock beds of this group contain some highly interesting

remains of fossil plants. In 1839, I discovered an exceedingly in-

teresting specimen of Dracaena—the first specimen of this genus met
with in the Lower Greensand. It is now in the British Museum,
and it has been named by M. Konig, Dracaena Beristedii*

A paper was read before the Geological Society, by Dr. Mantell,

in 1843, descriptive of a fossil cone which I discovered in the hassock

of this group, and presented by me to that eminent geologist. The
following extract from the proceedings of that Society may be con-

veniently added in this place.
" The vegetable remains from this quarry are referable to the

acotyledonous, monocotyledonous, and dictyledonous classes. They
consist of Fucus Targonii, and some intermediate species of the

same genus ; of stems, and apparently traces of foliage of endogenous
trees allied to Dracaena, and trunks and branches of conifera;.

" The wood occurs both in a calcareous and siliceous state. I have

* Dracfcna is a genus of plants of tlie Order Liliaocin. Wr. Konii;- has neither figured

nor described the specimen so far as we i<now ; but the name is taken, in Professor

Morris's catalogue, apparently from the Museum tablet attached to the specimen.

—

Ed.

GliOL.
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a portion of a small stem, eight inches long, which is converted into

black flint, to the extent of six or seven inches, while the remainder
is a friable carbonate of lime ; the general aspect of this specimen,

and the indications of eight irregular branches, prove at once its

exogenous character. The cone found associated with this wood is

in every respect such a fruit as a tree of the kind above described

would produce. It bears a close resemblance to a fossil from the

Creensand of Dorsetshire, discovered by Dr. Buckland, and figured

in tl;e 'Fossil Flora of Great Britain' under the name of Abies oh-

lonrjata. In its general form, and in the shape of the scales and seeds,

the ]\Iaidstone specimen is decidedly distinct. Unfortunately, the

outer surfoce is so much worn that the external figure of the scales

cannot be accurately defined, but the sections show their propor-

tionate thickness ; and as Abies is distinguished from Pinus by the

thinness of the ends of the scales, the affinity of the fossil is clearly

pointed out. There is an opening at the base of the cone occasioned

by the removal of the stalk (PL xix. fig. 1), and an accidental oblique

fracture exhibits the internal structure. In the longitudinal section

thus exposed (fig 2), the scales are seen to be rounded and broad
at their base, and to rise gradually and become thin at their outer
terminations (fig. 3). The seeds are oblong, and one seed is embedded
within the base of each scale; in some instances there appears to be
tlie remains of the embryo." There are about twenty-three seeds

observable in the sections.

This limestone group is followed by a series of chert beds or sili-

ceous hassock. The chert is nearly black, and in places very shat-

tery ; the more solid jxarts are very hard. An interesting occurrence
took place a few years since, which elucidates in one way how flint

veins in the chalk may be shattered in situ, as they are seen to be in

some localities in the Isle of AVight. The stone is throw-n down in

my quarry in immense quantities, and in the fall of a large mass
of some hundreds of tons the concussion so acted upon the brittle

texture of the chert-seams as to shiver them into thin fragments,
while the limestone with which they were intercalated in the block
was scarcely at all aft'ected.

The next group of strata, which, from the occurrence in it of tlie

bones of that re[)ti]e, I have called the Jguanodon group, consists of

two thin layers of very light-coloured limestone witli intercalated

seams of hassock, mu('h of the loose and " shaky" portions of which
consist of stems and nodules similar to the Spo/if/ifes Bciistcdii.

Hitherto very few shells have been met with, but in this group wc
find the first distribution of a very characteristic one, Trigonia ala-

formis. A Trigonia, but of another species, T. spiuosa, occurs in the

upper bed of irregular ferruginous stone ; the specimens of which are

usually converted into chalcedony having the lines upon the shells

clearly defined, but in these Iguanodon beds casts only are met with,

a residue of white powder being all that remains of the shells; it is

thus very rarely that the fossils can be extracted from the stone,

little more than the impressions in most cases remaining.
*> Y
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The remains of Iguanodon were discovered in 1834, after the blast-

ing of one of the Layers. The bore being placed in the middle of a

rise or mound in the stone, the separation of the mass was so com-
plete, that some parts were thrown by the force of the powder to a

considerable distance, and a month elapsed before I could fit the

fragments together in their relative places. Fortunately there was
no intervening piece lost ; and the mass, as shown in the drawing, was
completely put together. It is probable, however, that more of the

skeleton had been embedded in the surrounding stone, and had been
removed by the workmen previous to the blasting out of the portion

preserved. This is the more likely, as I took every precaution to

search what remained of the bed in every direction around the spot

where it was found for some time afterwards, but without success.

I then constructed a shed to cover the specimen, and set to work
to chisel away the stone covering over the bones. As the enormous
proportions of the femur became developed, the interest of the work
increased in a great degree ; and not having any one near me suffi-

ciently acquainted with comparative anatomy to help me to a know-
ledge of the structure of this novelty, and finding the characters of

tlie bones to differ so widely from any drawings I could get access to,

I acquainted Dr. Mantell with my discovery. From the plates in his

excellent work, ' The Geology of the 8outh-East of England,' I formed
the opinion that my specimen was a large portion of the skeleton of

the great herbivorous reptile, the Iguanodon—an opinion the Doc-
tor concurred in when shortly afterwards he inspected the specimen.

The bones thus obtained consisted of two thigh-bones, each 33
inches long ; a leg bone (tibia), 30 inches ; a chevron-bone, or one of

tlie inferior processes of the tail, 12 inches ; the metatarsal and pha-

langeal bones of the hind feet ; two claw-bones (unguical phalanges),

which were covered by the nail and claw ; two fingers or metacarpal

bones of the fore-feet, 14 inches ; a radius ; several dorsal and caudal

vertebra3 ; fragments of several ribs ; the two clavicles ; and two large

flat bones, apparently parts of the pelvis.

The next bed below the Iguanodon strata is the " Molluskite Has-
sock,"—a layer of hassock containing an immenseaccumulationof dead
shells, drifted wood, and a great quantity of round masses of a dark

animal substance. Tlie shells are chiefly those of Trujonia ahrformis,

but Nautilus elegans is of frequent occurrence ; and by judicious

cleavage of the layer, most interesting groups of fossils are obtained.

The brown masses of animal matter or molhiskite is cliiefly contained

within the cavities of the shells, with whose white shell-substance it

strangely contrasts. A fine specimen of a sauroid tooth was found by
me in this stratum, and presented by me to Professor Owen, who
named it Folijpl.jjchodon continuus, and favoured me with the follow-

ing observations upon it :
—

" The tooth belongs to one of tlie largest

and one of the rarest of the extinct gigantic marine Saurians, cha-

racteristic of the chalk and greensand formations. Some enormous
bones of the PoJypiychodon were discovered in a greensand quarry at

Hythe, and were presented by U. B. Mackeson, Esq., to the British
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Museum. Tour tootli belongs to the species continuus, so called on
account of the enamel being continued from top to bottom ; the den-

tine is compact, and has been resolved by decomposition into a series

of superimposed hollow cones ; the pulp-cavity is contined to the base

of the crown, by which it differs from the teeth of the Hypsodon."
A paper was read before the Geological Society on the peculiarity

observed in this layer, of the cavities of the shells being filled with

moUuskite. lu the blocks of " firestone " or Upper Greeiisand, which

are visible at low-water along the shore at Southbourne, Sussex, small

concretions of phosphate of lime are thickly interspersed amongst
the fossil shells. In my earliest geological researches along the

Sussex coast, these fossil bodies particularly arrested my attention
;

but I failed to obtain any clue to their origin until the important

memoir on coprolites, by Dr. Buckland, pointed out the right path

of inquiry, and gave the clue to the formation of molluskite from the

animal matter of the shell-fish.

That a large proportion of these phosphatic concretions and nodu-

lar masses are the mineralized egesta of fishes and other marine ani-

mals, there can be but little doubt, although it is rarely, if ever, possible

to detect any traces of the convolutionary form of the intestines

through which they have passed, and which are always more or less

strongly impressed on the coprolites of the Chalk, Wealden and Lias.

In the Southbourne rocks, however, instances are very common in

which the phosphatic matter occurs as casts of shells, especially of

the genera Venus and Trochus, which abound in the firestone beds
;

the substance of which casts appears, therefore, to have originated

from the soft bodies of the mollusca that died within them. In
Sussex, these phosphatic nodules are very abundant in the layers

of the firestone which form the junction with the Gault. They ai-e

also frequent in the beds of Gault at Eingmer and Xortington, near

Lewes, and in the Surrey strata. They also occur at Folkestone, in

Kent. At page 29G, I also mentioned the occurrence of similar nodules

at Xew Ilythe. The late Dr. Fitton, in his elaborate memoir ' On
the Strata below the Chalk ' (Trans. Geol. Soc. vol. iv. pi. 2, p. Ill),

has given a description and analysis of those coprolitic nodules and
concretions wliich occur at Folkestone. He says, " They resemble
coprolites in their chemical composition, though no traces of animal

structure are apparent in them. They sometimes enclose portions of

shells, but no fragments of bones or scales of fishes.* lu some cases

they are of very irregular figure, surrounding or incorporated witli

fossil remains, the interior of which is filled with matter of the same

* In some few cases T liavc found fish scales and small teeth of sharks in those at

Folkestone. Shell-casts, csiieeially of Ueut;i!ia, are very common ; and one very important

layer in the Gault at Folkestone is entirely formed of the more or less broken casts of

aniinonitcs. Portions of wood are extremely common in the nodules forming the junction

bed of fiiiuit and Lower (ireensand there. Fossil oyster-shells and serpula arc very com-
monly attached to thtJr exterior surfaces, showing they were consolidated whilst lyiui:;

at the bottom of the Gault and Grccusaud seas, and before they were embedded.

—

J'Ju. Geol.
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kiud." The remark last quoted bears directly on tlie point noticed

in the ragstone liassock in my quarry.

In the grey Shanklin sand tliese nodules abound in some localities.

I have observed them in Sussex, in Surrey, in the Isle of Wight,
near Ventnor, and in many parts of Kent. In vol. iv. (p. 35) of the

Geological Society's Proceedings, Dr. Mantell writes, " Mr. Bensted
having long paid attention to this subject, submitted to my inspec-

tion several specimens of Eostellaria, Trigonia, and other shells, the

cavities of vi'hich were filled with a dark-brown substance, in many
respects identical with the nodular and irregular concretions of

coprolitic matter which abound in the surrounding sandstone. At
the same time, Mr. Bensted expi-essed his conviction that the car-

bonaceous substance was derived from the soft bodies of the mollusca,

and that the concretionary and amorphous portions of tlie same
matter dispersed throughout the sandstone of the bed were fossilized

masses of the soft bodies of the animals disengaged from their shells,

and which had floated in the sea until enveloped in the sand and
mud which is now converted into the sandstone called the Kentish
Hag. The evidence collected by Mr. Bensted appears to me so con-

clusive and so confirmatory of the opinions previously stated, that

I beg to place before the Society the following abstract of his corre-

spondence with me upon the subject :
—

' The bed of Kentish Bag in

my quai-ry, which lies immediately beneath the stratum that contained

the remains of the Iguanodon, abounds in the usual shells of the

Lower Grreensand, but moue particularly in Trigonias (generally T.

alceformis), and there is an abundance of a dark-brown coprolitic-

looking substance, of w-hieh I send specimens.
" ' In some instances this material actually forms the entire casts of

the univalves and bivalves, aiid I think there can be no doubt that it

is derived from the soft bodies of the animals which inhabited the

shells found in connection with it fossilized in this peculiar manner.
There are many examples which look more like true coprolites of

fishes, and some of them contain shells partly crushed, as if they had
been the undigested contents of tlie intestinal canal. I am therefore

inclined to think that the dark material which now occupies the

shells w^as the soft body of the mollusk ; that those masses of a con-

cretionary form which are embedded in the stone are coprolites ; and
that the shapeless portions of this substance distributed in the rock

have originated from floating masses of the bodies of the dead shell-

fish. In illustration of the manner in which such an accumulation

of materials as I find in my quarry may have been formed, I beg to

call your attention to the following extract from the American Jour-

nal of Science :
—" One of the most curious phenomena of the year

183(3 has been the fatal eftect of an epidemic disease among the mol-

luscous animals or shell-fish of the Muskingum River, Ohio. It com-

menced in April and continued until June, destroying millions of

that quiet retiring race which peoples the bed of streams. As the

animal died the valves of the shell opened, and decomposition com-

mencing, the muscular adhesions gave way, and the fleshy portion
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rose to the surface of the water, leaving the sliell on the bed of the

stream. As the dead bodies floated down the current the heads of

isLands, masses of fixed drifted wood, and the shores in many places

were covered with them, tainting the air witli putrid effluvia.'
"

Now, nearly the wliole of the shells which occur in this bed of rag-

stone appear to have been dead shells. I mean, that from the open
state of the valves it is pi'obable that the animals were for tlie most part

dead before they were enveloped in the sand and mud ; and fi-oin the

large quantity of waterworn (coniferous) wood perforated by litho-

domi, that is imbedded with tliem, it would appear that this stratum
had constituted a bank of drifted wood and shells, presenting a very

analogous condition to the phenomena above described. The mol-

luscous bodies of the trigonias, gervillias, rostellarias, and oysters,

etc., detached from their shells, would have been intermingled with
drift-wood on such a sandbank ; while, in other cases, the animal-

matter would remain in the shells. These masses becoming fos-

silized would present when loose the patches of moUuskite, and when
retained in the shells the phosphatic casts observed.

The Kev. J. B. Eeade submitted some of the moUuskite to an ana-

lysis by Mr. Rigg, who confirmed Dr. Mantell's suspicion of the
presence of animal-carbon in it, and states that the darker portion
of the substance contains about 35 per cent, of its weight. Dr.
jNIantell adds that a microscopical examination of some specimens
with a low power detects innumerable portions of the nacreous la-

mina) of shells of extreme thinness, intermingled with carbonaceous
matter, together with many siliceous spicuUie of sponges, very minute
spines of Echinodermata and Polypifera. Of these extraneous
bodies he remarks, that probably they became intermingled in the
soft animal-mass before the latter had undergone complete decom-
])osition. He proposed the term MoUuskite for tliis fossil sub-
stance, and considers the substance of the dark spots and markings
in the Purbock marble to be identical. Siuce this paper was read,

I have closely examined many of these bodies, and from the presence
of minute bones of fishes, I am convinced that a very large proportion
are the egesta of fishes.

{To be continued.)

COKEESPONDENCE.

Tlie 3Iuskham Skull.

Sin,—ilave the following facts, stated by an anatomist of European re-
putation for the last thirty ycar.>^, any boarincf on the question of tlio obli-
quity of thc/o/vf/^r/; iiKuinniii ill (lie Miiskhaiii skull, as described by Prof.
Iluxloy and ^Ir. C. t'nvUT ]}lak(>, in the • (n-olo^rjst' for .lune last ?

Speaking of the Xallirs. l)r. Knox states (' Ivaces of ^ren,' p. 22()), that
" the form of the skull dillors from ours, and it is plaecd dill'erentlv ou
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tlie neck ; the texture of the brain is, I think, generally darker, and the
white part more strongly fibrous ; but I speak from extremely limited

experience." Speaking of the Hindiis, he states (' Races of Men,' p. 246),

that two young Brahmins which he saw had "heads peculiarly formed
—hammer-shaped, in fact—set on the neck difierently from the Euro-
pean."

It is to be hoped that the forthcoming detailed examination, by Dr.
Knox and Mr. Carter Blake, of a large series of recent skulls in the Eth-
nological Society's collection, may lead to some satisfactory result on this

interesting qu.estion.—I am, etc.,

POLYGENIST.

Flint Implements.

SiE,—One or two statements made in an article which appeared in the
' Geologist ' of last month, on M. Gras' attack on the evidence of the
Elint Implements in respect to the antiquity of man, seem to me to re-

quire correction.

In touching upon one of the points of M. Gras' attack, viz. " the as-

tonishing multitude of these axes," the following interrogative is put and
answered:—" But, in reality, ho^o common are the true worked flints?

"We have seen one only from all the great gravel-beds round and under
London ; and miles of them have lately been cut through for the sewer-
works. We have seen, may be, half-a-dozen from Suffolk, a like number
from Bedford, two or three from Kent, and less than a dozen from all

parts of England. As to the Yorkshire specimens, we must know more
about them, and where they come from, before we can say much about
them. I suppose, however, whether ancient or modern, not more than a
hundred exist from that, the largest county in England, and numbering
as many acres as there are words in the Bible."

From the above extract it appears that considerable doubt exists as to

the genuineness of the numerous collections of flint-implements made by
various individuals in the last-named county. About twenty years ago, I
casually saw at Boynton Hall, which is situate a few miles from Bridling-

ton, and which belongs to Sir George Strickland, a small but interesting

collection of flint arrowheads, axes, etc., made previous to the year 1800.

It was after my inspection of this collection that I was induced to search

in the same localities ; and during the period above-mentioned, I have
accumulated several thousands ; nine-tenths I have picked up myself, and
the rest have been brought to me by men and children w ho have found
them while working in the fields. I beg to refer your readers to a lecture

delivered by the Eev. T. Wiltshire to the Geologists' Association at the
beginning of the year, on the " Ancient Flint Implements of Yorkshire,
and the Modern Fabrication of similar Specimens." On this occasion the

reverend gentleman exhibited two himdred and sixty-eight specimens. To
show, however, with what facility spurious flint weapons could be manu-
factured, a person was in attendance who, with only a small piece of iron

rod, bent at the end, produced by a little dexterous manipulation almost

any shape required. The forged implements, however, may be detected

by tlie practised eye, as there arc certain peculiarities about them which
make them differ from the authentic ones. Those interested in such
matters I would refer to a report of my collection, which njipeared in the

third volume of the Broccedin'is of the Leeds and West Ikidiijir of York-
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sliirc Philosophical Society ; and also to ' The Celt, the Eoman, and the

Saxon,' by T. AVright, Esq.
At tlie conclusion of the article alluded to, the following question is

asked :
" Will M. Gi'as assert he has ever seen a pointed weapon either

ground or polislied ?" As this question is put to M. Gras under the im-
pression that there are no such pointed tools or weapons, I may state

there are such in my collection, thougli I confess they are by no means
common, for, during tlie whole period that I have devoted to collecting

these things, I have found but three.

The majority of my rudest weapons and tools were found at greater

depths, generally speaking, than those which are more elaborately worked,
and the transition in Yorkshire fi'om the rude to the more highly finished

implements may be said to have been gradual and apparently uuinter-

rvqited ; for we find on the same land at various depths, first the most
artistic, then a little lower others ruder in shape, and a few inches above
the Chalk they are found amongst gravel through which water highly

charged with oxide of iron has percolated, thereby changing the colour of
the flints there embedded, which are generallj^ very rude in their make.
Many of the arrowheads and spear-points exhibit quite a porcellaneous

appearance, which betokens their great antiquity. Those discovered in

sand}' places are of the natural colour, but are very bright on the surface.

There can be little doubt that flint-implements were used up to a com-
paratively late date.* If in Yorkshire-weapons and tools to be coated with
carbonate oflime and stained with oxide ofiron, and also ground at the point,

be an indication of their antiquity, then the Yorkshire flints are as old as

any hitherto found. And why should it not be so ? " seeing that we find

ordinary gravel-iVwiis, in myriads on the surface of the soil. Can you go
through any field, over any downs, across an}- chalk country', and not pick
lip, if you please, tons upon tons or cartload upon cartload ? If one
sort, wliy not then another? Is the proportion of flint-implements to un-
workcd stones likely to be less in the disintegrated gravel-bed strewn over
tlie soil than in the solid untouched stratum lying intact in the earth ?

And if not, are we less likely to find flint-implements on the surface of the
soil than in the gravel-beds beneath it ? We are sure we need not reply to

these questions : our readers will have answered for themselves."
Yours, etc.,

JBridlington, Yorkshire. Edw. TiNDALL.

[The article on M. Gras was written by me, and why my name did not
ai)pear was quite a matter of accident. All the world knows that I never
hesitate to speak out; but all the world knows that if I do say a thing
not exactly kind I have good grounds—or at least sincerely l)elieve I have
—before I say it. I have said I am satisfied some of the so-ternu\l " haclies

reputed to be from St. Acheul " onay be " haches" from St. AcheiU, but
are not fossU "haches" at all. They are rank forgeries. With respect

* It was tlic constant policy of the Koinans to draught off the rising population of the

coiiqucrcil i)roviiH-es, and scud them to occupy stations, and, in fact, to form colonics in

other countries. We find mentioned in old writers and in inscriptions nunu-rons ala
and cohorts of Britons in varions parts of the Konian em])irc. According to the ' No-
titia,' the fourth ala of Britons was stationed in Kgyj)!. The twenty-sixth cohort of
Britons occurs in Armenia. A i)ody of the " Invineibk- Younger Britons" were sta-

tioned in !5j)ain ; and one of the " Klder Britons " in lilyrieum. The " Yonni;er British

Slingers" {fundilo/rs) are ibinid among I'alatinc auxiliaries. 6ce \V right's 'Celt,

Roman, and Saxon,' foot-note, p. lUt. Sec the abovc-mcntioued ' Notitia,' book iv.

chap. X. pp. 19y, 200, etc.
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to the Yorkshire so-termed fossil specimens, I do admit that I am not a
behever in them. I have seen so many deliberate forgeries from thence
that I did not require the practical performance before my eyes of a York-
shii'e flint-chipper to satisfy me how able some of the natives of that county
were to "come Yorkshire over" us natives here. Our readers are referred
to Mr. "\^^iltshire's paper, which we have read long ago,—but what is there
in it that has anything to Avith the question of the fossil flint-implements
of Yorkshire? Mr. Wiltshire takes up an historical topic, and deals with
flint-implements from (/raves and entrenchnents at Fimber,—entrench-
ments, the origin of which he attributes to the Brigantes. These Fimber
weapons are flint flakes, arrow-heads, and sling-stones : none of the first

more than two inches long, and none of the latter more than about an inch.

All this is very far away from tlie subject of gravel-drift implements.
Eefereuce is made in our correspondent's letter

to the exhibition of 268 specimens of, I presume
the writer means oiu' readers to infer real fossil

im-plements, by Mr. Wiltshire, on the reading of his

paper before the Geologists' Association. JXow does
Mr. Tindall really mean to say that 268 genuine large
pointed imjjlemenis, from gravel or any other geological

deposit of Drift age, wei'e then shown or even have
been found in Yorkshire ? I mean such old imple-
ments as we talk about when we speak of the Abbe-
ville, St. Acheul, and Hoxne implements. I was not
present at that meeting, and therefore did not see the
collection referred to, but I do not believe it contained
ten—if, indeed, any such at all. And did not that

number include arrowheads, flakes, and all sorts of
things ?*

That there may be no mistake about the sort of

Large pointed imple- ^1''^^ implements we mean, we annex a woodcut {\ nat.

Dient (i nat. size). size) of the pointed kind, to which our remarks are

restricted.

Mr. Tindall tells us he has three pointed tools with ground points : will

he kindly transmit them to us for inspection, and will he tell us were not

these found on the surface or in graves? If Mr. Tindall has three real

fossil pointed implements, ground, he may pride himself on their unique-

ness, and geologists on having got another evidence of the progress of the

primitive men in their flint-chipping art, and a consequently additional

proof of the primitiveness and antiquity of the unground implements ; but-

they will be of no value to anybody unless the exact locality or conditions

of the discovery is accurately narrated.

Mr. Tindall further states, that the deeper down in the Yorkshire beds
the more primitive the weapons ; and that there is a regular stratigraphi-

cal order of the advance of the workmanship. Will he tell us any one
such section that will bear the inspection of ourselves, or Mr. Prestwich,

Mr. Evans, or any other competent geologist. Will he furnish us with a

list of the weapons found in Yorkshire by himself and others, and give

the locality and stratigraphical and archaeological conditions of each find?

In this way, if right, he will do science the greatest service ; if wrong,
then the world Mill justify our scruples respecting the Yorkshire imple-

ments.

* In jNIr. ^Viltsllirc's paper it is stated that lie cxliibited 208 flint implements found

by Mr. Mortimer and his ehildren at Fimber. These were therefore historic and uot

fossil implements at all.—S. J. M.
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In these remarks we mean notliina; whatever of personal reflection on
Mr. Tindall, from wliom, on all occasions when we has'c required it, we
liave received the greatest courtesy ; but we think he is mistaken in re-

spect to the nature both of tlie implements he has in his own large collec-

tion, as well as those he has seen in other collections.

Our opinion is that the mass of any real {i.e. not forged) flint-implements
or weapons found in Yorkshire belong to a later or more immediately pre-
historic period than that of the Drift gravels, and may come from graves
or tlie del)ris of graves or be strewed on the soil. Ho far as I have seen,

the Yorkshire large-pointed specimens are far smaller than even the small-

est of the Abbeville and other true Drift examples, and it is highly desi-

rable that the most reliable evidence be given to the world of their actual
stratigraphical position. Mr. Tindall and other collectors and writers on
this topic should remember, that where the practised eye has to judge of
mere manipulatory results, the finest and most delicate difTerences may be
of the greatest value. Let Mr. Tindall supply these facts. Let him give
lis the list of the Yorkshire implements and their localities, and give with
each its position in the earth's strata, or state what other relics were found
with it in the same grave, and then we shall have something tangible to
work upon, and shall not spoil good paper in vague surmises and vain as-

sertions. I have no preconceived views to advocate, I only want to get at
the truth ; and I do not mind what side I take, provided only that it

really be the n'f//tt side; but I do think the questions involved in these
considerations so important that the evidence should be most searchingly
investigated in every case before it be accepted ; and it would be worse
than culpable for the editor of the ' Geologist ' knowingly to allow such a
jumble of historic with fossil relics to pass unravelled. Science wants no
man's assertion : she requires all the evidence on this topic to be well sub-
stantiated, and to be supported by abundant testimony.—S. J. Mackie.]

GEOLOGICAL NOTES IN THE GEEA.T EXHIBITION.

South Australia.— The main feature in this colony is the Mount
Lofty l^ange. or Adelaide Hills, a.s they are indifferently called, which,
about 30 miles in length from north to south, rise to an elevation of
2'U)i) feet, and wooded to their summit. J3et\veen these hills and the
sea are the great Adelaide Plains, so notable for their great ci'ops of wheat
and other corn. Tlie chief topics, however, for our notice, are the mineral
products. The chief source of mineral wealth in South Australia is cop-
])er. The Burra-Burra mine has long been famous, while the astonishing
yield of some of the mines on Yorke's Peninsula brings them into perfect
rivalry with it. Again, to the north of S))encer's Gulf mineral discoveries
of the highest value have been made, and only the requisite facilities for

trans])ort^labour and capital—are required to develop tlieni. It is in that
district that the works of the Great Northern Mining Company are in

operation.

The Burra-Burra mines—the vast productiveness of which is of world-
wide celebrity—are about 90 miles N.K. from Adelaide, and the works
were commenced, in IS 1,5, in tlic copper rock which projected from
the surface, with ten miners, a smith, and a captain. Tney now yield
em])loyment directly to upwards of 1100 persons. Although the works were

VOL. V. 2 Y
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at first carried on in a very rude manner, the produce of tbe first six years
was 80,000 tons of ore ; and althousli the bulk of that ore had to be carted
over a hundred mdes of road and then shipped to a market 16,000 miles dis-

tant, the profit obtained was no less than £'138,500 ; the company's capital,

in 1815, being the modest sum of £1500. This prosperous career, however,
received a check in 1851, when the discoveries of gold attracted all classes

from their usual occupations to New South Wales and Victoria. In 1852
the number of hands was then reduced to 366, and svibsecjuently to 100

;

the pumping-engines were stopped, and the operations limited to the dry
levels. This continued until 1854, when the Governor of the Colony, Sir

H. E. F. Young, introduced a number of Cornish miners ; and in January,
1855, the pumpings and lower workings were resumed. Subsequent
results have not been so brilliant as the first essays, as the increasing

depth of the mine leaves less profit on the quantity extracted ; but there
is not, however, any falling off in the supply. Tlie annual yield of ore for

many years past has been from 10,000 to 13,000 tons, yielding from 22 to

23 per cent, of copper ; in round numbers about 2500 tons of the value of
£225,000 per annum.
The Kapunda mines are about 50 miles N.E. of Adelaide. The ore

was first discovered jutting out of the soil, in 1843, during a search for

some stray sheep, and the first loads were extracted in 1844. Three or
four years later, a 30-inch cylinder pumping engine and crushing machinery
Avere erected. A larger engine was erected in 1851, and both were em-
plo}'ed, the workings having attained a depth of 60 fathoms. In 1849
smelting works were built ; but in 1850 the gold attractions in Victoria
caused most of the men to leave ; and the smelting works were not resumed
vmtil 1855. The ores comprise almost every variety, as yellow ore, or
pj-rites, blue and green carbonates, muriates, grey and black sulphurets,

oxides, bell-metal and peacock ores, and native or malleable copper. The
percentage varies fi'om 66 per cent, downwards. The entire quantity
of ore raised from the commencement of the mines to 1861 inclusive was
35,280 tons of the average yield of 20 per cent. The quantity raised

during the past year was 3306 tons of 18 per cent, average. All the ores

raised are now reduced to fine copper before shipment. In 1861, 595 tons

were shipped, and £8713 were paid for fuel for the smelting works—timber
alone being used.

Whetlier the mineral wealth of Yorke's Peninsula will prove equally
considerable, time only can show ; but mines there have the immense
advantage of ready access to the seaboard. The most prolific mines
opened are those at Wallaroo Bay. The Wallaroo mine was discovered
in 1859, and in the following year four Cornish miners were employed.
There are two ])rincipal workings ; in one the sinkings are to 20 fathoms,
and a drive of 40 fathoms has been made into the Icde, which, like the
generality of the lodes in the district, runs from east to west. At the
east end the lode is 4 feet wide ; at the west end 15 or 16. At the
10-fathom level drives have been made of more than a hundred fathoms.
In the other workings the sinkings are to 25 fathoms, at the 20-fathora

level drives of 115 fathoms, and at the 10-fathom level drives of 155
fathoms, tlie lode varying from 4 to 20 feet in width. The total quantity
of ore raised up to January, 18()1, was 11,370 tons, of which 5370 have
been shipped to Mell)ourne and Sydney, and about 6000 tons have ])een

reduced in the smelting furnaces on the mine. The ores average 15 to 25
per cent, in richness. The Moonta mines are situated about 10 miles dis-

tant, south by west, and close to the coast. They have been only recently

opened, but are of immense promise. The quantity of ore now being
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raised is upwards of 100 tons per week, and the ore raised yields a bibber
ppreentai,'e even than "Wallaroo, but little by below 20 per cent., and a
great deal yields 30 per cent. I^ear the surface the ore is chiefly green
carbonate mixed with clay ; but at 7 or 8 fathoms down it has changed
to black and yellow ore, interspersed with large lumps of metallic copper,
some of several pounds weight. The first discovery of these rich deposits
Mas in May, 1861. Next to the Wallaroo and Moonta mines, the most suc-
cessful operations have been those of the "New Cornwall Mining Associa-
tion." Their workings are 3 or 4 miles inland from tlie Wallaroo mines, and
about 45 men are now employed. From the lodes intended to be worlced
by the engine 800 tons have been raised, some giving the high yield of 40
per cent. At these works the oi'e will be reduced by a process recently
patented by Mr. E. V. Eodda. The workings of the Duryea Mining Com-
pany are about 3 miles from Kadina. At 18 feet below the surface green
carbonate of copper was met with. At 20 feet below the surface drives
were made in various directions, and in each copper was cut, in all cases
di2)ping down ; at 25 feet water Mas met -nith, another shaft was then
commenced ; and at 10 feet a fine course of mundic, with black quartz,
was met, beneath which was a fine lode of black ore, 7 feet to 8h feci
thick, dipj>ing to the south. Specimens Mere assayed, and gave 61 per
cent, of copper. At 12 fathoms a drive Mas made from one shaft to
the other in Mhich 2 Mingers Mere sunk, one 9 fathoms and the other
4 fiithoms. From these cut black ore has been raised, yielding from 52 to

o/.V per cent, of copper. Several mines, besides the Great Northern
Company, liave been ojiened in the tract of country north of Port
Augusta; but though several of them are of high promise, Mant of
capital and the diOiculty of getting the ore to a shipping place have pre-
vented the development of active operations. The Great Northern mines
are about 290 miles north of Port Augusta, and Morking operations com-
menced in June, 1860, and have been prosecuted with considerable vigour
and success. Some 600 or 700 tons of ore, extracted m ithout machinery,
have been shipped to this country. These have been the usual carbonates
and grey ores giving a high produce—27 to 30—and some as high as 40
l)er cent.; but the present deep levels are turning out sulphurets.
Near Strathalbyn sevei-al mines producing copper and lead were opened

many years prior to the discovery of gold in Victoria, and considerable
returns made from them. More recently, the Wheal Ellen mine in the
same locality, producing lead, silver, and copper, M'ith gold in the gossans,
luis been discovered. In tlie Bremer country a number of mines m ere
opened also before the discoverj' of gold in Victoria, many which gave
great promise of large results. AA^orking has been rencM ed in one of
them— the Bremer mine. The Kanmatoo mines on the estate of the
South Australian Company have been Morked for many years past, and
large quantities of ore raised. Smelting furnaces for the ore have been
raised in Scott's Creek, some four miles distant, and have tended largely
to increase the profits of tlie undertaking. The M'hole of this district is

highly mineralized.

(fKOLooicAL Institute of Austkia.—This institution was founded by
the ])resent Emperor, Francis Joseph I., in 1859, under the directorship of
Dr. JIaidinger. The local directors are MM. Ilauer, Lipoid, and Foetterle.
'Hie staff of assistant-geologists consists of M. I). Stur, Dr. Stache, M.
Jlenry Wolf Baron Andrian-Werberg. Dr. Stoliczka, and M. Chas. Paul.
The arcliivist is Count Marschall von i^irgholzliausen ; the director of the
ciieniical laijoratory, M. Hauer ; the librarian, iM. Adolphe Senoner ; and
I>r. Jlornes, the director of the Imperial Miueralogical Museum of
\'ienna, is an associate member of the stafi".
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The province of the Institute is to collect materials for elucidating the

geology of the Austrian Empire, the order of its labours being :— 1. The
geological exploration of the whole Austrian Empire. 2. The collecting

of specimens and arranging them in a Central Museum. 3. Chemical
analyses to be carried on with the minerals collected. 4. Chemical
analyses to be extended also to the interest of mining and smelting ores.

5. Geological maps to be constructed and published. 6. Publications to

be carried on, givmg the results of the work of exploration. 7. A library

and archives to be opened to assist the studies and labours of the persons

employed.
A yearly grant of 36,000 florins (about £2700) is api)ropriated for these

purposes. At first the Museum was placed in the palace of the Imperial

Mint ; but the collections soon increasing, it was necessary to remove it

to another more convenient place, and one of the palaces of Prince Liech-

tenstein was rented for the purpose. An extraorclinary grant of 10,000 fi.

was devoted in 1849 to the first arrangements, and two other special

grants, the latter of them to the same amount, have been since passed for

the expense of publication of Dr. Homes' ' Fossile Mollusken.'

The articles sent to the Exhibition are :

—

I. Geological Maps.—There are three different sets of Geological Maps.
They are all grounded on the publications of the Military Geographical

Institute and the field-work of tlie General Quartermaster Staff. The fol-

lowing are finished in the greatest detail the published maps will allow, on
the scale of one inch to 2^ English miles (2'25225) :—1. Upper and Lower
Austria. 2. Salzburg. 3. Styria and Illyria. 4. Bohemia.
The following are general maps, executed on the scale of one inch to 4^

miles:— 5. Tyrol and Vorarlberg. 6. Lombardy and Veuetia. 7. Hungary
and Croatia. 8. The Bauat of Temesvar.

The following, also general maps, but executed on the still smaller scale

of one inch to 6f English miles {cartes routieres) :—9. Transylvania. 10.

Galicia.

The lists of the colours and signs employed in geological maps necessa-

rily gives the order and succession of the recognized divisions of the earth's

strata ; and thus, although designed for one purpose, they manifestly

effect another. The following general view of names of deposits and rocks

refers to the ten excellent maps exhibited by the Austrian Geological In-

stitute, explanatory of the colours and signs employed in these maps, thus

gives a valuable list of the divisions and subdivisions of the Austrian beds,

which \i e think it well worth while to find a place for in this journal.

By comparing such lists with others, such as that of our own Geological

Survey, students will get a fair idea of the comparative synchronisms of the

various periods indicated in these classifications. The Austrian list shows
no less than 174 different shades of colours, partly pui'e, partly combined
with signs, particularly of diff'erently coloured lines in various directions.

The same tint gives the general idea of sameness of rock or dei)osit ; the

numbers express more detailed references. It may here be observed that

in the Austrian list, beginning with Alluviam, the order of names denotes

the strata following each other in a descending order, down to 96 and 97 (the

sandstones, slates, and limestones of the Carboniferous series). But M.
Barrande's Silurian rocks of Bohemia, from B to H, or from No. 98 (the

Pribram slates) to No. 112 (the Hlubocep strata), follow an ascending

order in the Austrian list, but have been transposed into descending
order in tliat we have printed at page 350; the rest, from No. 113 to

No. 127, is again descending ; and then the massive and mostly crys-

talline and eruptive rocks from granite. No. 128 to No. IGO (extinct

volcauos), are again arranged in ascending order ; while numbers 160
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to 174 are devoted to various references. It should be observed, also,

that the arrangement of the consecutive numbers is not of a kind to

imply, even for the first 97 numbers, the necessity that every subse-

quent stratum really should be inferior in position to every preceding

one. On the contrary, several of them in one map may be employed only

for a system of deposits, while, in another, geologists have succeeded iu

ascertaining a number of consecutive members perfectly distinguishable

from one another. In some maps of distant regions the same sign has

been casually employed for c^uite different rocks or strata ; and from these

observations it vrill be seen that the Austrian geologists do not pretend

to give a geological system, consistent throughout within itself, as might
be done in a treatise on geology, but merely the result of their studies in

their present state, as they are drawn up and brought to a general survey

for the present International Exhibition.
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Green porphyry.
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Diorite.
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Hungary.
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Hungary.
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Syenite.

Grauitite. Bohemia.
.Granite.

'Coal or lignite.

Pseudovolcanic localities. Boh.
Salt. Austr. Transvlv.

Salt Formation,

Plastic clay. 1

Slate-clay. V

Polishing slate. J

Gypsum.
Gypsum.
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Iron-ore.
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Galicia.
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Bohemia.
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II. The Publications of the I. R. Geological Institute.—These arc the

—

1. ' Abbandlun^cn dor k. k. st^ologisclien Eeichsaustalt,' of which three

volumes are published, in which arc contributions l:)y Prof. A. E. lleuss,

Prof. Cli. F. Peters, John Kudernatsch, Prof. F."L. Zek(>li, Prof. C.

Hitter von Ettingsliausen, and Dr. Cli. J. Andi-ae, in vols. i. and ii. ; vol. iii.

forming part of Dr. M. Ilorncs' ' Fossil Mollusca of the Tertiary Vienna
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Basin.' It is distributed as a free gift or on terms of exchange to 130

Austrian and 170 foreign institutes or persons.

2. ' Jalirbucli der k. k. geologischen Keielisanstalt,' ofwhich nine volumes

have been issued, containing contributions b}' members of the Institute

and others, on the Geology of Austria, and kindred subjects, and compris-

ing also the Proceedings of the Institute at its meetings, and reports of

tlie exploratory excursions. The ' Jahrbuch' is distributed like the ' Ab-
handlungen,' but on a somewhat more extended scale, to 473 Austrian and
2[)2 foreign institutes or individual persons.

III. A Collection of Cn/shtis of Salts (M. Hauer), obtained in the

chemical laboratory of the Institute.

IV. A Collection ofSpecimens ofFossil Fuel (M. Foettcrle), consisting of

peat, lignite, brown coal, black coal, and anthracite, of diflerent periods, from

modern deposits, througli the Miocene and Eocene strata, chalk, and lias,

down to the true coal-measures, and from localities in iioliemia, Moravia,

and Silesia, Galicia, Hungary, Transylvania, the Military Border, Croatia,

and Esclavouia, and along the Alps, from the Tyrol and Vorarlberg,

Salzburg, Upper and Lower Austria, Stiria, Carinthia, Carniola, and Dal-

matia.

The collection of Specimens of Fossil Fuel was collected by the Im-
perial Geological Institute at the request of the Austrian Central Exhibi-

tion Committee. Letters were issued to the owners and superintendents

of all the mines in the Empire, and the Institute was thus largely supplied

with specimens, so that the exhibited collection fairly represents this de-

partnuut of Austrian mineral wealth.

The number of tons of coal raised in 1860 in the different provinces, as

represented in the list which accompanies the specimens, is—
Tons.

Bohemia ......... G'J2,840

Moravia and Silesia ; 719,300

Galicia 56,000

Hungary and Banat ....... 297,100

Transylvania, Military Border, Croatia, Slavonia . . 10,180

Austria . .
* 121,:260

Styria 112,080
Carinthia......... 30,450
Carniola ......... 7370
Dalmatia 0500

Total 2,059,120

The total amount statistically registered being about 3"5 millions of tons.

PROCEEDINGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

CoTTESWOLD Cll'B.—Juli/ 2\\r(L—Tlie meeting took i)lace at Froeester
Station, whence the mendx-rs ])roceeded to the famous section of Froeester

1 1 ill locally known as the Old (Jiiarr. On arrival there, some labourers,

under the direction of iMr. !<>. Witchell, cleared away to some extent the

rubble Avhich coves the thin " ammonite-bed." Froeester Hill affords

one of the finest exposures of the Inferior Oolite in the country, and
yields to research an abundance of the choicest fossils ; so that some of
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the most distingiiislied Continental savants Lave visitod it for comparison

'nith the foreii^n Jurassic sections. It comprises the " cynocephala

sta;^e " of Dr. Ijycett. The party were soon at work on the " ammonite-
bed," and, after exhuming numerous characteristic specimens, struck

off toward Peaked Down to examine the sands, which are of considerable

thickness there. Geology and archaeology as sister sciences so blend to-

gether at certain points, that it is difficult to apportion the peculiar pro-

vince of each ; our Cotteswoldians, however, came to a halt at Coaley

mil tumulus, which, like a weir across a stream, effectually divided them
into two currents of geologists and archa?ologists—the latter plunging

with professional ardour into the cairn and its traditions ; a fe^', we
were told, even dexterously wriggled their way into the bosom of the

tomb itself; while the geologists, with that gravity which befits students

of the " exact sciences," carefully wended along that line of neutral

ground yclept the Upper Lias sands by the many, but which has bf^en

stripped of its nationality by some, and associated with the Lower Oolitic

group. Their route lay across a thickness of about 200 feet of these pecu-

liar sands, and brought them by way of Longdown and Peaked Down to

Dursley, where dinner-hour brought the scattered members together at the

Bell Hotel. Some papers of interest were read : 1. By Dr. Lycett, of

Scarborough, " On Ammonites ojjalinus ;" 2. By Mr. John Jones, " On the

Land and Fluviatile Mollusca of the Gloucester District." The latter is

an elaborate paper, containing the observations of the author during a pe-

riod of twenty years, and is of great value to those pursuing that branch

of natural history.

Dudley Geological and Scientific Society.—It is with much plea-

sure we convey to our readers the agreeable information ofthe establishment

of a Geological Society in the classic neighbourhood of Dudley, where many
of the finest organisms of the Silurian rocks Iiave been exhumed. This

well-known locality once boasted a valuable collection of fossils, and had

also a society which did good work, for a short time, in developing the

geological features of the district ; but the museum has long since passed

from public view, and the society has become defunct. We observe that

the newly established club is not merely a resuscitation of the society once

existing, but is cast on a much more comprehensive plan, and will include

all that belongs to the natural history and antiquities of the midland coun-

ties, but particularly that part which lies within easy access of the old town
of Dudley. The inaugural meeting of the society was held on the 15th of

August, under distinguished local patronage ; and a very interesting day
must have been spent on the occasion. The party, after a public meeting

and luncheon, at which Lord Lyttelton presided, visited the Silurian beds

at the well-known Wren's Nest Hill, and made a rapid survey of the pre-

sent limestone workings. After this they had an opportunity of inspecting

the ruins of the Castle Hill and the Priory grounds ; and in the evening,

through the kindness of the Earl of Dudley, the vast caverns beneath the

Castle Hill were brilliantly illuminated. It may be mentioned that a canal

runs through these vast subterranean workings, and well-kept paths enable

visitors to walk through the caverns with perfect ease. The banks of

this canal were lighted up with innumerable candles, as were also the vast

arches in various jiarts of the caverns ; and the strange aspect of the boat-

men as they plied their rafts along this Stygian pool, and the weird figures

of attendants in uncouth garb, who lit up the largest arches and caverns

with coloured fires, presented an extraordinary scene. Mr. F. Smith, his

lordship's agent, gave the party a full description of the caverns, and of the

mode by which the limestone has been excavated.
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The society already numbers upwards of 200 member*^, including many
well-known scientific men, wlio have rendered good service to science by
their local investigations. We augur well for tlie new society, if its pro-

moters onl}^ follow up their successful starting, by doing really practical

work. We have no doubt it will soon become a useful institution for the

important district over which its operations will extend.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

A rossiLiFEEOus Cave AT Meliha.—Another of these interesting

storehouses of the relics of the Pleistocene age Avas brought to light last

week through the researches of Captain Spralt, K.N., whose scientific

labours in connection with the geology of these islands are so well known
and appreciated. Vague rumours prevailed some years ago of the existence

of a cave of this kind at Meliha, which coming to the ears of the late

lamented Sir William Reid, he directed the attention of Lord Ducie and
Captain Spratt to the spot, but nothing then could be found. A fossil

hippopotamus tooth in the possession of Signor Pace, an Italian gentleman
residing here, said to have been obtained from Meliha, led Captain Spratt

to institute closer and stricter inquiries, and, while in tlie Bay of Meliha
witli his ship a few days ago, he succeeded in finding the remains of

a fossiliferous cave at a short distance from the village church. It had
been, unfortunately, almost destroyed to make way for a road, and the

rublile used to fill up the interstices of a wall ; but sufficient remains of

hi]ipo]iotamus bones and teeth were dug up to indicate its having been of a

similar character to the Meilach cave near Crendi, regarding which we
lately published some interesting particulars from the pen of Dr. Leith

Adams, of the 22nd Regiment.

—

Malta Times, July 17.

Human Remains.—In June, 1717, the body of a woman was found six

feet deep in a peat-moor in the isle of Axholni, in Lincolnshire. The an-

tique sandals on her feet afforded evidence of her having been been buried

there for many ages. Can any of our readers give information as to what
has become of these relics, and whether any other very ancient human
remains have been found in the district?

In a turbary on the e-tatc of the Earl of Moira, in Ireland, many years

ago, a human body was dug up a foot dee]) in gravel, covered vvith eleven

feet of moss; the body was completely clothed, and the garments seemed,
it is said, to be all made of hair. It would l)e highly desiral)]e to get in-

formation respecting such finds, especially whether they have been pre-

served in any collection.

Deer in England.—Mr. Richard Howse, in the committee's address,

p. I'.IO, Trans. Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club, vol. v., p. iii. (1862), i.e.

from the ])aper read in ISHI. makes the following statement:—"On a

recent visit to Newcastle. Professor Owen stated that tlie former was the

first and only proof he liad seen of the occurrence of the Moose in the fos-

siliferous deposits of England." As the word Moose alone here might
lead to a natural mistake, we think it right to ol)serve that we believe the

specimens referred to belonged to the Elk or Moose {Cerrus aires, Liun.).

They do not belong to the Wapiti {Cervus canadensis).

TOL. y. 2 z
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EEVIEWS.
The Laws which recfidate the Deposition of Lead Ore in Veins, illustrateA

by the Examination of the Gcolocfical Structure of the l^Xining Dis-
tricts of Alston Moor. By W. Wallace. London : Edw. Stanford,
1861.

It is some time since "we received the handsome book produced by Mr.
W^allace on the mineral district of Alston Moor, and in the interim many
periodicals have passed eulogiums on it, which it well deserves. The
volume in our hands has not however been laid aside, but in truth it in-

volved careful reading, and that involved time—an article not always plenti-

fully at our disposal. It has been thus only from time to time that we
have fairly read and examined Mr. Wallace's labours, and our meed of
praise, therefore, is not the less valuable from its being tardy. Even now
other ui'gent demands upon our space restrict our notice to the shortest
limits ; but at a season when mining and mineral products are displayed so
prominently before the world, and men interested in commercial pursuits
are congregated in London from all parts of the world, it is only right and
just to bring this excellent literary production under their notice. The
o])]iortunit)% therefore, is seasonable. We arc informed the book has
ah'cady had a good sale, and we hcpe our remarks may cause an additional
incoming to the exchequer of the author, who must have been at a con-
siderable expense to have so profusely illustrated his work with the clearest

and finest chromo-lithograph sections, plans, and maps.
To collect, arrange, and harmonize the experience of many generations

on any subject is indeed an arduous and dillicult task, and it has been well

remarked tliat it is peculiarly so with everything relating to metallic veins

and metalliferous deposits. In the first place, the information required is

too often either wanting or defective, and the ideas of miners, commercial
and scientific men all vary, in many degrees, according to the point of view
from which the aspect is taken. Large profits may be derived from a poor
mine when the price of metal is high, and rich mines may not pay when
prices in the metal market are low. Large profits might accrue from lead-

ore scattered in the sides of a soft vein, while a far greater amount of
metal wovdd not cover the expense of extraction from a hard one ; and all

these clas'ses of circumstances naturally afiect the views of those who are

practically engaged in mhiing and tinge the opinions they offer. Fortu-

nately for us, this debatable ground is not our territory. From the geolo-

gical standpoint in the present case, we look to that more interesting topic,

how the mineral veins were produced, how they exist in the strata of the

earth's crust, and those other natural phenomena they present, which lead

to a knowledge of their past history and their present conditions. Mr.
Wallace begins his book at the right end. He gives us first six chapters

on the formation and geological structure of the mining districts of Alston

Moor, in which he treats of the laws w hich have regulated the deposition

of the mountain limestone in Great Britain, the elevation of the rocks of

Alston Moor to the position they now occupy, and the laws which have
regulated the denudation of the country, the laws of the formation and
direction of veins, and the formation and direction of east and west veins,

with descri])tions of the principal ; and then he enters into special details of

the Alston Moor and Coal Cleugh cross veins, and the Quarter Point veins

of Alston Moor.
He next gives us ten chapters on the laws \\ hich regulate metalliferous

deposits, as illustrated by an examination of the lead veins or lodes of
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Alston Moor. In these he arcrnes, that as lead ore is not deposited throiigli-

ont the whole extent of the veins, they have not always been filled ^itli

minerals or metallic substances; the deposition must therefore be the result

of certain antecedents ; and he infers tliat (he laws w Inch have regulated the

distribution of metallic ores may be different from those relating to the
origination of the metal. Two theories have been proposed to account for

the origin of ore-veins : the one supposes them to be segregations of me-
tallic particles from the surrounding rocks, the other regards them as de-
posits by sublimation from great depths and connected with volcanic in-

fluences. It is certain, however, that the laws which have regidated the
distribution of ore in veins may be of a very different character from those
connected with its origination ; the former may be mechanical, the latter,

if metals are substances coni])ounded from certain elements \mknown in a
separate state, must be chemical. If they are simple substances which
have risen from the interior of the earth as gaseous emanations, then the
accumulation of the ore in certain portions of the veins may have taken
])lace after its deposition sparsely throughout the whole extent of the frac-

tures in the rocks ; if the metals are derived from rocks in which their ex-

istence cannot be detected, then the compounding and localization of the
ore may have been effected contemporaneously. The experiments of Bvc-
querel and others have shown that metals in solution may be crystallized

and combined with other substances by electro-chemical agency, forming
minerals exactly similar to those found in nature ; but interesting as those
experiments are, they render no assistance to the practical miner in guiding
him to the deposits of metallic ores so irregularly distributed in the veins

;

they relate more to crystallography and mineralogy than to practical

mining, for crystals of various kinds are found where none of the metals
exist. No kind of mineral in the veins at Alston Moor varies so much in

quantity in different parts of the same stratum as lead-ore. It is found
plentifuUj^ deposited with quartz, carbonates and sulphides of lime and
iron, fluorspar, barj'tes, oxides of iron, black-jack, etc., and it is frequently-

absent in the same stratum when the veins contain large cpiantities of some
one or other of these minerals ; hence its deposition is not dependent on
the presence or absence of any of those minerals, and it is evident that
whatever caused their deposition has not prevented the operation of those
causes which regulated the deposit of lead-ore. Tlie variation in amount
of lead-ore in the same vein and in the same stratum or kind of rock be-
ing greater than that of any otlier mineral, the law of such variation is

more likely to be ascertainable in its case than in any other. In Alston
Moor tlie veins have been most productive in situations furthest removed
from plutonic action; the richest deposits having been effected in the
upper part of the mountain limestone, where no igneous rocks are found
cither in the form of dykes, orof siieets intermingled horizontally with the
stratified rocks. The lower part of the strata in that district includes a
stratum of basaltic greenstoiu* as well as a basaltic dyke, but the veins
generally have contained very little lead-ore, where these rocks liave formed
tlieir sides or walls—a circumstance, however, we should think miglit very
])robal)ly be sometimes due to the sublimation or driving off of (he lead by
llie heat of the injected lava in the cases of volcanic dykes.

80 far as the Alston Moor district is concerned, Mr. Wallace thinks
there is notiiing to support the theory that the lead is due to exhalations
from below, or to matter injected in a fluid state among the consolidated
sedimentary rocks. 'J'he nodides of carbonate of iron, so often found ar-

ran'^ed in layers of beds of shale, have generally undergone some degree
of contraction in the interior; often the exterior lias been consolidated to a
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degree sufficient to limit the slirinking of the central parts of the mass.

Into these cracks sulphides of lead, zinc, and iron, copper pyrites and cer-

tain other lainorals of a different class have not unfrequently been intro-

duced. In such cases it seems exceedingly improbable that those sub-

stances could be derived from exhalations from beneath. There can be,

on the other hand, no doubt that their component parts have come by in-

filtration from without. It is also evident, that these bodies or their com-
ponent parts were in a soluble state when they entered the cavities formed
by the cracks of the nodules. Infiltrations occur also in the cavities left

by the decomposition of fossil shells, and in those formed in various other

ways. At St. Agnes, Cornwall, crystals of feldspar have been removed
from elvan and replaced by peroxide of tin. " Instances of this kind,"

Mr. Wallace says, " are of a deeply important character, and are almost

conclusive that metals or the elements of metals are diffused, perhaps in

A'arying proportions, throughout the whole mass of all kinds of rocks.

They indicate, probably, the existence of metals in veins as the result of

combinations and changes which cannot be always, if indeed ever, directly

connected with volcanic influences ; and although the quantities of metal
infiltrated are infiuitesimall}'^ small when compared with deposits in veins,

they may be regarded as iiistanlice cr?(m, indicating, at least, the direction

which the inquiry ought to take." Taking up the consideration of the

conditions connected with the Eampgill vein, where the lead ore occurs

in the greatest intensity, he notices that the richest portions are at the in-

tersections of the Quarter Point veins, and comes to the conclusion that

the functions of the conditions differ from each other, those connected
with the rich portion being favourable to a circulation of water, the other

not so. He then proceeds to discuss the laws regulating the descent of

water below the earth's surface, and the deposition of vein-minerals, such
as carbonate of lime, and barytes, in the open spaces in veins. Then the

connection is traced between the laws regulating the descent and circula-

tion of fluids and the deposition of lead-ore in the veins of Alston
Moor. He next follows up the connection between the laws of hydrous
agency and the deposition of lead-ore in veins on the east side of the Trent
river, those traversing Mountain Middle Fell, and elsewhere. This is

followed by investigation of the connections of the laws of hydrous agency
with the deposits in the " lower beds," and, considering that metallic ores

in veins traversing clay-slate and granite, must be equally subject to the

same agency, he devotes a chapter to them.

Dw cUing on the facts, that the richest mines are in decomposed granite,

and that metallic ores are sometimes found in the joints of thai rock, as

is the case in the long-celebrated Carclase tin-mine, and indeed through-

out the whole granite district of St. Austell (Cornwall), he remarks the

correspondence as being very striking between the more decomposable
parts of the Great Limestone in Alston Moor, and the decomposable gra-

nite, in that instance being associated in the former case with pure and
rich deposits of lead-ore, and in the latter with tin-ore of excellent quality ;

and coiuments on the efl'ects of atmospheric exercises as exhibited in all

mineral veins generally, and in gold and silver mines more especially, sin-

gling out the remarkable mine of Potosi as a prominent instance of the

latter. He notices also the association of dissimilar rocks, and considers

that in some instances the intruded rock nniy have been the source from
which the metallic ore has been derived. In his concluding remarks he
considers that from the evidence brought together it would a])pear that

either lead or some basit^yiiig in-inci])le must enter in varying proportions

as a component part of the rocks of the Alston Moor district, or some still
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more elemcutary substances, from wliich. it is formed by the laws of cbe-

mical combination as yet unknown ; and that there is no reason why lead

and zinc may not be at the present time in course of deposition wherever
the conditions are favourable. In the Tyne bottom mines there is reason

to suppose that the lead-ore has been deposited on the flats at a compara-
tively recent period, and long posterior to the glacial epoch. Such is

a summary of the principal features of Mr. Wallace's book,—a work cha-

racterized by great pains and careful attention, and which we can but
think must prove highly useful to those engaged in this special class of in-

quiries.

On the Failure of Geological Affempfs in Greene, prior to the Epoch of
Alexander. By Julius Schvarcz, Ph.D., F. G. b., Corr. Mem. Ethn.

Soc, etc. etc. 4to. London : Taylor and Francis. 1862.

In the ' Geologist ' for March, 1862, we had the pleasure to call the at-

tention of our readers to some works on Geology and Ethnology which
had been published by Dr. Schvarcz in the Hungarian and Greek lan-

guages. These works, translated into the English language with a mental
force and vigour which almost makes our geologists and biologists blush

for their laurels, naturally attracted much attention and admiration, which
was heightened when the author, two months ago, appeared personally

before an English public to contribute his reflections on the progress

which Geology and Ethnology had made in classical times, prior to the

development of that school of biological thought, which was sanctioned

by the auspices of Alexander, and promoted by the researches of the

Stagirite.

Such considerations as these, though condemned by the healthy English,

mind of John Hunter,* have led Dr. Schvarcz to succeed in proving that

many of the beliefs of the early Greeks rested rather on a vague know-
ledge of geological facts than on any subjective excogitations, working
within and by the consciousness of Greek thought. The eternity, or at

least the long continuance of the Ibea. that other races pre-existed to the

historical self-styled autochthones of Hellas, is proved by Dr. Schvarcz's

facts. The withering rebuke which he gives to the school of thinkers who
are self-styled "practical men"—notoriously the most unpractical and the
most impracticable with which a thinker can deal—we^trauscribe verbafim.

The philosophers of the Socratic school certainly make a sorry figure when
limned by Dr. Schvarcz, who has painted them in the darkest colours.

The true spirit of a conscientious biological positive philosopher is however
displayed by him, in the subjoined eloijuent passage:

—

" ^fen are to he met with in our own dai/s ichose mental structure exclu-

siveli/ Jits them to observe from moral points oftu'ew,—men who are unable
to rejoin at cosmical or metaphysical acquirements—who ask, pace for
pace in their learned deliberation, for an application to practical advan-
ta<je. To speak with men of this description upon scientific matters would

* " People who stand up for antiquity, and want to carry all knowledge as far back

as the first teachers, which knowlcdi;e really docs not belong to them, instead of raising

their character rather injure it. . . . If the ancients really understood any piece of know-
ledge that we look upon as modern, and if their account be riaily so dark and imperfect

that there is no undtrstanding them without previously understanding tiie subject, it

shows that they were; much more stupid in not transmitting to us intelligibly what they

knew, than if they had not understood the sul)jcct at all."—Hunter, .1., ' Fssays and
Observations on Natural llislory,' edited by U. Owen, 8vo, 2 vols., l.oiulon, IStil,

vol. i. ji. 3f)'J.
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prove to no jpurpose, for sucli a people are horn so that they do not feci the

needs of science. They will never be convinced that the aim of the latter,

when it looks for the distances of planets, is nothing else than to bring us

to comprehend both our position and lot in space ; tliey will never be con-

vinced that a veritable scholar may study such things merely, therefore, he-

cause he desires to know them ; on the contrai'y, their belief was, is, and
will remain for ever, that the student who proceeds this way must either

pant for some personal renown, or must be a madman, or else will end by
putting his brains upon the rack about a method of connecting the celestial

bodies with the earth by a telegraph ; in short, their belief will always be
that the student who deals with these subjects, if not ambitious and not

crazed, must have a mind to make merchandise of them, and so to treat

them that they may yield to him a profit. They will naturally give a par-

tial and defective definition of the ' profit' every earnest student of science

is working to obtain, a profit which diQ'ers in every essential part from tlie

one which is to their minds the only road to human greatness. To this

class belonged Socrates, and him from whom we learn his historical en-

gagement better than from Plato, Xenophon himself.
" The ancient Greek natural philosophers were reproached by Socrates

with being unable to produce, if occasionallj' required, wind or rain, etc.,

however the}^ strain their wit in refinements about the origin of all these

phenomena. According to the judgment of this ' wisest of all mortals,' it

would be sufficient to cultivate astronomy only as far as it may serve to

the recognition of the parts of a year, month, or day ; and this knofl ledge

might be obtained through a conversation with town-criers and steersnien.

To go further than this, to extend the ken of our intellectual powers to

tlie planetary and cometary orbits, he deemed not oi:ily superfluous, but

even dangerous. From geometry, likewise, he permitted only so much to

be acquired as might be necessary for the affairs of purchase, bargain, ven-

dition, and for the surveying of fields. To stray into problems of a more
complicated nature woiild consume human life in vain.

" We may thus regard him as a mere advocate of practical life, who
spent his own in analysing the errors of almost all classes of human society,

and incessantly pursuing the phantom of what he thought might be termed
' virtue,' without ever being able to feel, in spite of his ' spii-itual mid-

wifery,' any nearer apiJroach to the perception of wherein, after all, this

'virtue' consists.
" We may regard him as a mere political agitator, who never attained

to the dignity of a true moral philosopher ; for the latter will, when con-

tinuing tlie direction pointed out by his own frame of mind, never assail

tliose who cultivate the other great branches of intellectual life, the meta-

physical or physical. On the contrary, he will esteem such a distribution

. of force necessary. His dull objections against cosmical philosophy, ut-

tered in the shops of carpenters, shoemakers, saddlers, and helmetmakers,

added the stamp of quackery to his imquestionable rudeness ; his econo-

mical receipts, as in the case of Ceribus or of the steward, added to his

repute nothing common to that of men like Anaxagoras. Honest enthu-

siast, in other respects, as he was, he would have expressed the memory of

the most distinguished adversaries of Greek cosmosophy witliout cankering

the coming civilization of whole nations. Yet his scholars, Plato and

Xenophon (the former being incomparably'greater than his master), stirred

up his manes, and rendered him hateful and despicable to the noblest class

of men. to natural philosophers."

The progress of positive biological knowledge was thus impaired by the

influence of moral poetry amongst the Greeks. "It was the pressure exer-
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rised by the hexameters of the ' Iliad ' and ' Odysse}%' of tlie ' Homeric

Hymns' and 'Epigrams,' on the Greek, which retarded chiefly the pro-

^rress of cosmical investigation. As the English tlieir Bible, so venerated

they the Homeric Poems : it was more than a mere fashion to quote lines

froin them : and whenever the questions of tlie day excited alarm, the let-

tered of .Megalopolis and Corinth, of Argos and Milet, took not less eagerly

refuge to their authority than some grave farmers of Norfolk or of Aber-

deenshire to theirs for the sake of getting a quick delivery about the Go-

rilla G'lna and the JEf/ilups ovata, the Niam-Niam and the ' flint imple-

ments in the Drift.' To the same category belonged the Didactics of He-
siodus. Their perusal proved still more dangerous for youth in consequence

of their being intended to substitute the cosmogonies of observing natural

philosophers."

Even the Peripatetic school is castigated by Dr. Schvarcz. Speaking

of Aristotle, the man who did more for Zoology than any other prior to

the time of Cuvier. in whose works " I'histoire de I'elephant est plus exacte

que dans BufTon'* he says, "It was unfortunate for the history of the

eflforts made by Indo-German races to arrive at some recognition of the

true scheme of the universe in space and time, that this man had an aver-

sion to geology, or was too overwhelmed with researches in other branches

of knowledge—the man who exhibited the best-suited mind amongst the

Greeks for natural investigation, and who, freed from every preposses-

sion, admitted even the myths to be veiled explanations of cosmical pheno-

mena."
In some classical authors, however, a glimpse at positive facts, induc-

tively obtained, redeems the character of the ancients for observational

acuteneas.
" Ctesias the Cnidian ascribed, in spite of all these pretendod observa-

tions, the black (dark) colour of Hindoos, not to the action of solar rays,

tliough the latter have been accused by ^Eschylus, Herodotus before him,

by Theodectes of Phaselis, and a great many authors after him, of swarth-

ening the skins of nations ; but he ascribed it to nature, that is, he esta-

blished a scheme of ' permanence of type.' . . . Even in our own age, it

appears to be now generally admitted that unit}' of species does not involve

unity of origin ; in what, then, regards the relation, in the Greek view, of

human races to each other and the other groups of the animal kingdom,
we must refuse every startling generalization ; for I am Jirmljj of opinion

///at the whole question of the oric/in, development, transmutation, or ex-

tinction of human races, as dealt with b// the greater part of ethnologists,

is of a ncf/ative character, and has arisenfrom the reaction against a theo-

logical proposition. Had sacred tradition not awakened, sa}', the philoso-

Ithical tlienie of the origin of mankind from one single pair, scientific in-

vi'stigators would have never accunndated around those points of view so

many data of observation. . . . The circumstance alone, that those philoso-

]jhers who lived in the vicinity of volcanos always adhered to the doctrine

of a final conflagration, and those who lived near the sea always to that of

a final cataclysm, removes any analogy to the religious ajjpreciation of the
' signs uf the times' as given in sacred history. . . . Anaxagoras the Cla-

zomenean, being interrogated whether the Lampsacene mountains would
ever become converted into sea, replied, according to the testimony of

Diogenes Laertius, 'Yes, if time lasts long enough.'
"

It would be impossible here to notice the philoso])hical and metaphj-aical

facts which Dr. Schvarcz has adduced, in favour of the cognition, by the

* Cuvicr, ' Discouri Prcliiiiiiiaire snr Ics Uuvolutious ilo la Surface du Globe,' 8vo,

41 h edit., Paris, lb34, p. 15 1.
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ancients, of some geological ideas. The work is tlirongliont marked by a

manly, vigorous, style of thought, which alone would entitle the author to

take the prominent place amongst Europe's most philosophical thinkers

he has assumed. In the confidence that future researches will speedily

result from his prolonged attempts to pierce into the hidden fountains of

human thought during past ages, we cannot better express the pleasure

and admiration we have felt while reading the work than in this necessarily

brief and imperfect notice of Dr. Schvarcz's volume.

Volcanos, and the Character of their Phenomena. By G. Poulett

Scrope, Esq. London : Longman. 1862.

There are only two ways of reviewing a book, either thorouglily or

briefly. To review Mr. Scrope's book properly would not only occupy the

space of a number, but it would be superfluous on our part ; for, as with-

out exception, it is the standard work on the subject, every geologist

who studies volcanic phenomena viiist have it. Mr. Scrope's views are

well known. He traces in all the mass of evidence accumulated the proof

of the general uniformity and simplicity of the phenomena of which vol-

canos and the volcanic formations are the expressions. Opposing Hum-
boldt's view of their " isolated, variable, and obscure character," he
mostly labours to show, that in every quarter of the globe the eruptions

that have taken place are characterized by the same repeated splitting of

the earth's crust in fissures, and generally accompanied by earthquakes and
other indications of the swelling and heaving of subterranean effervescent

matter, the same explosive outbursts of steam and vapours, throwing up
liquid drops and cellular fragments of wholly or partially fused mineral

substances or lava, or expelled in jets or streams, which flow or spread over

considerable areas, or accumulate in bulky masses about the eruptive vent

according to their degree of liquidity or gravity, and an examination of

which discloses everywhere the same basalts, grey ^t Dues, or trachytes,

composed of the same minerals in varying proportions. He points out

everywhere the same composition and structure in volcanic formations,

from the smallest cinder-cones to the greatest and loftiest mountains, pre-

senting the accumulated result of a long series of successive eruptions ;

the same general quaquaversal dip of their component beds of lava and
conglomerate from the central heights, as formed by successive outpourings

and successive showers of ejected matei'ials ; the same hollows drilled here

and there through the axes of the mountain-masses by the force of explod-

ing volumes of steam ; and, finally, the general parallelism over the entire

surface of the globe of the chief trains of volcanic vents as if the fissures

through \\hich the eruptions find their way outwardly were owing to

the lateral drag occasioned by the upheaval of some contiguous superficial

portion of the earth's crust overlying a stratum of intensely heated and
highly elastic matter, the tension of which, through increase of tempera-

ture, had more or less overcome resistances exposed to its expansion.
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LIKES AND DISLIKES.

We are told that Lord Chatbam once excused himself for not pay-

ing due attention to the speech of a political rival by saying, that be

felt that man was responsible to the Creator that his time should not

be wasted by hearing discourses Avhich neither conveyed profit or

amusement to the hearer, nor honour and dignity to the speaker.

AVe were reminded forcibly of this anecdote by reading in our es-

teemed contemporary the ' Parthenon,' a (ew weeks ago, a paper en-

titled " Likes and Similitudes,"—a title very like that of an Adclphi

farce.

It has been observed by metaphysical writers, that every object in

the world must be either like or unlike some other object, and con-

se(|uently, there can be no difiiculty in instituting citlicr a comparison

or a contrast between any two tilings. Fur those readers then, who,

like the zoologists ridiculed by Forbes, have a vivid perception of

analogy, but not of affinity, as well as for that far more numerous

class wlio can but perceive dift'erences, witliout being able to decide

whether they are dependent upon analogy or afllnity, the perusal of

" Likes and Similitudes" will afford insipid and innutritivc mental re-

past, akin in nature to tliat wliich regales poetic minds entranced

over the pages of tlie * Sentiment of Flowers ' or ' The Language of

Plants.'

There may be writers who might find a congenial b:in(|uet in an

account of the gambols of a malevolent monkey, or in the descriptions

of the frauds practised on some of those bygone geologists whose works,

VOL. V. 3 A
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applied in slieets by paste, now Hue the insides of our travelling trunks.

But to those who regard Geology and Zoology, and their kindred

sciences, as the pillars of physical truth, who regard scientific exacti-

tude as an object of reverence, and who inculcate scientific methods

of thought as the most noble, the most worthy occupation of man's

mind, the perusal of these papers will aflord a sentiment of dis-

gust similar to that which the pious Bunsen felt when criticizing the

predecessors of Schelling :

—

preaching dreams

Like hicrophants before a gapiug mob.'

What good can it be, when the bulk of our masses are in ignorance

respecting the most elementary facts of geology, to waste the space

of a popular and excellent periodical by alluding to the fact that some

obsolete writer has described the " ammonite as a silly insect with

black spots" ? Far better it would be for a sincere biologist,—not

one who merely picks out the "pretty bits" of science,—to explain

the structure of an ammonite, to define the various subgenera and the

wonderful modifications of form which ammonites exhibit, or to

attempt to do the useful work of unravelling the obscure synonymy

of the genus. To neglect the grave problems of science merely to

tell us that a chrysalis looks like a " buttoned-up cabman upside

down," or like something else right side up, is indeed to reverse the

practice of Wamba the Witless in Scott's novel, who, although

passing his time of peace and idleness in jesting and folly, could

wield a powerful sword when the danger of In's master was immi-

nent.

One only of our modern writers seems to have had the facility of

combining witticism and caricature with the more serious work. This

was Edward Forbes. But the harmless waggery and real wit, Avhlch

flowing from the genial pen and facile pencil of one who had done

such good service, might be tolerated. No other wit, cither of his

own day, before his time, or since, could dare to do the same ; or if

he dared, would only make a bitter failure of his rashness. In tlie

hands of. puny men such effort becomes the badge of mental weak-

ness, and diminishes into reprehensible vulgarity. In Forbes's inimi-

table sketches, wit, humour, and point tell out in every stroke ; but

it was only the genius of the artist-wit that saved the savant from

condemnation for the practice. It was tlie man we permitted to take

such licences in his scientific works ; but his jokes wei'e added to his

chapters, and he never made a joke of his real, good, earnest work.
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Nc scientific problem would be tlie better for being grinned at through

a horse-collar ; and the constant joking about matters of grave im-

port forcibly corroborates the truth of the celebrated aphorism of

Lord Bacon,—" Homines dcrisores civitatcm perdunt."

The facile pen of our author, glib in finding that anything in

science is like anything else, runs smoothly and superficially over the

whole animal and vegetable kingdom. We are told that an Ento-

mostracan,

—

" Sida crystalUna, is easily transformed into a costermonger by giving

the creature legs, a pipe, aud a basket of greens."

We were not previously aware that legs, pipes, aud cabbages, were

the only predicable characters dividing the human race from water-

fleas. It is, however, but too evident that the writer is unacquainted

even with the most elementary scientific facts. Thus, in the first

paper, Tarsias Bancamis is spoken of as being man's progenitor.

Compare the gorilla's brain with Tarsius's brain ! Has the author

of "Likes" ever read Burmeister's monograph? has he ever seen

tlie paltry little lemur ? Again, in the second paper, he writes

—

" The Acidasjns KeyserUnffii, a Silurian Trilobite figured by Barrande
(Syst. Sil. de BoLcme, pi. 3(3), bears a remarkable likeness, when I give

himfeet and arm liim with a spear, to a Polynesian savage."

We are too slow to see the likeness, but we are far from wishing

to tempt the author of "Likes and Similitudes" to ofi'er us any of

those artistic examples of his dementia with which his manuscript

was probably suitably illustrated ; but he is evidently possessed with a

pungent idea that there is some occasional connection between some

individuals of the human race and the family of crabs, for he adds

—

" Pcmplis Sue.s-sii, a crustacean of higher class, met with in the New
"Red rocks of Germany, figured by A^on Meyer, may be claimed by Mr.
Layard as an Assyrian king in an eruptive state."

The meaning of this sentence fairly baflles our limited powers of

comprehension. AVhy Mr. Layard should feel anxions to possess an

Assyrian king whose skin may be unhealthy, or who is in the process

of volcanic excitement, we avow ourselves unable to fathom.

We all know tiie unfortunate mistake a certain lady is reputed to

have made by looking al her dictionary ; the author of " Likes " has

achieved an equally unfortunate result by not looking at his before

lie wrote

—

" Tlic curious ,ving-finned fishes found in the Old Eed Sandstone of

Scotland, belonging to the genus J.'lcrich(/ij/s, which have been so cleverly
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described by the late Hugh Miller, were long before known to the quarry-
men as petrified cherubims ; for the attachment of the fins to the neck-
plate gave tliem much the appearance of those chubby cherubs with flut-

tering wings, so often carved by village cutters upon grave-stones."

We confess tliis anecdote is new to us ; but we were fully aware of

the fact, that the fragments of the large crustacean Pterygotus were

termed " seraphim " by the Scotch quarry-men, by reason of the

"wing-like form and featlier-like ornaments of the hinder part of the

head, the part most usually met with" (Lyell, Manual, p. 419), and

the words Pterichthys and Pterygotiis having the four first letters in

common, is perhaps sufficient excuse for the confusion between a

ganoid fish and a crustacean.

Does not the Welshman in Shakespeare's Henry Y, come to the

reader's mind

—

" In the comparisons between Macedon and Monmouth, the situations,

look you, arc both alike. There is a river in Macedon, and there is also

moreover a river at Monmoutli ; it is called Wye at Monmouth, but it is

out of my ])rrtins what is the iia)ne of the other river ; but it is all one, 'tis

like as my fingers is to my fingers, and there is salmons in both."

It is too much to expect an aesthetic writer who knows Tennyson

better than Morris's Catalogue, to " creep servilely after the sense
"

of common thinking men.

Our author tries the marvellous:—
" Many fungi have affinities to animal forms. Some African forms of

these remarkable plants, referable to the genus Boletus, have been com-
pared, in size, colour, and shape, to sleeping lions. With sucli resem-

blances, it may he imagined that early botanists did not overlook the op-

portunity of linking them with the supernatural. One amusing instance

is the species of Stari'y Puff-ball [Geaster), figured by Sterbeeck in his

' Theatrum Fungorum ' (1G75) as a faniily party of Anglo-Saxons going to

sea in a boat made out of the mycelium of the fungus."

May we ask, w^hat is the supernatural instance here alluded to ? Is

it the " delusive shilling sail " of the Anglo-Saxons, or is it the sleeping

lions ; or are mushrooms allied to lions, or to ghosts, or both to either,

or what, or which? We know that witches had intercourse with the

supernatural world, and went to sea in tubs; perhaps that is what is

meant, but we should have been told so. We must avow ourselves

on this occasion of the same opinion as Lord Dundreary on another,

"that there are some things no fellow can understand."

Our zoologist, whose " study has been to describe organisms by

the depths of scientific research, or to seek out tlie more playful

phases of terrene life," sinks rapidly to the congenial level of the

dirt-pie, and tells us, " The forms, odd and absurd-looking as they are,
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into which plastic clay and silica have been moulded, are replete with

instruction. Tor the resemblances ^Ybich at first seemed to assimilate

classes and genera do, in fact, strengthen divisional lines and increase

the value of species."

Perhaps the future attempts wliich our enthusiastic contributor

may make to solve the mystery of the Origin of Species, may be ma-

terially aided through the means of a handful of London mud. Per-

liaps even oyster-grottos or card-houses may have their deep mystic

significations on the problem, and give the "stamp of verity and

truth " to the " tracings made for the amusement of young natu-

I'alists." In the meanwhile, to the tender mercies of those zoologists

who have worked out the Poli/zoa we commend the following descrip-

tion :
—

"Among the oddest, though at the same time the most graceful, of

natural patterns, maybe reckoned the acr^ri-egated cells which make up the

homes of those low-class mollusean animals, the Polyzoa-Bryozoa, or moss-

corals, as they are commonly called. A living mass of this moss-coral,

viewed through a microscope, looks like a screen of carven stone-M^ork,

with openings whei*e light is needed. Keepinoj watch at one of these holes,

presently we see a tiny beak of transparent jelly peeping through ; and. if

tlie coast is clear, rosy-tipped fingers of the same exquisite material are

pushed out, to catch and entangle the floating atoms in the water. Some
openings or cell-doors are hooded in rather a comical way, and each one
has a living tenant, who at times ' stands at his door in a diamond frill,'

and fishes for his dinner. One of these cellules is seen to be hooded like

a calceolaria flower ; anotlier uplifts little childlike arms ; a third has per-

forated cars and a very mousy look."

Wow the ears ofaBryozoon can be perforated—even, if it had any,

how it could be mousy—we fail to perceive. To pick a last ex-

ample of the many absurdities which still remain, we are told tluxt "tlie

head of a small Clupcan fish from the Caribbean Sea presents a re-

markable resemblance in facial contour to the present Emperor of the

French." Falstafi" compares himself to a" shotten herring ;" but we

have too much respect for the Anglo-French alliance to endorse such

an " unsavoury simile " in respect to Louis Napoleon.

We like real fun and enjoy real wit as much as anybody, but we

dislike to see science " made funny " for the sake of the so-many

shillings a column which tlie proprietor of a magazine pays, in confi-

dence of the ability of his contributor to send liim good matter. AVe

dislike to see science deliberately degraded.

"We are sorry to think that 'Likes and Similitudes' emanates

from the pen of an author wdio sometimes dates his lucubrations from

the Geolocical Societv.
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ON THE METAMORPHOSIS OF EOCKS IN THE CAPE
TOWN DISTEICT, SOUTH AERICA.

By Dr. E. N. Eubidge.

I gave, in a paper in the February number of the ' Geologist,' a
general view of the facts in the geology of this country which have
led me to believe that the metamorphosis of rocks is due to a slow
and gradual change in their constituents ; of which change water is

one of the chief agents, and the internal heat of the earth not a ne-

cessary adjunct.

I now propose to describe more particularly those relations of the

quartzite with the palaeozoic rocks, a careful examination of which
has rendered necessary an entire reconstruction of the geological map
of the country. That map, published in the Transactions of the Geo-
logical Society, was the work of an able man, and the evidence on
which the Devonian (Upper Silurian, Bain) was separated from the

Clay-slate formation was (so far as I have been able to verify it), I

believe, such, that he would not have been justified in coming to an-

other conclusion by any generally admitted principle of the science

;

for tliis reason. I invite the criticism of European geologists on my
facts and inferences, and their aid in solving many difficulties which
still remain unexplained.

I stated in my former Paper that the plains and lower hills and
valleys of the coast region, extending from Cape Town to the mouth
of the Fish Eiver, were formed of blue slaty and sandy rocks. These
were all referred to one formation by Lichtenstein.

Dr. Krauss, an eminent botanist and geologist, states that he made
repeated sections of the country, from the coast to the Karoo, and
always found the clay-slate (Thonschiefer uud Grauwackeschiefer)

occupying the plains and valle'ys, and the quartzose sandstone or

quartzite (Bunter-Sandstein) tlie mountains. On Zwartkops heights

and the Von Stadens river bergen, he remarks this was notably the

case. Dr. Atherstone, in a section through the district of George,

could find no reason for separating the clay-slate from the Devonian.

Mr. Bain agrees with tliese authorities as to the identity of the slates

as far eastward as the mesozoic estuary of tlie Gamtoos river. In
his map he shows the clay-slate, interrupted (as also mentioned by
Krauss) by masses of granite, and surmounted by sandstones, ex-

tending from Cape Town to tlie edge of the mesozoic rocks,— a point

corresponding to tlie Kabeljouw river's mouth in the sketch.

Lichtenstein, Bain, and Krauss therefore concur in believing the

clay-slate and (juartzite of the region between the Kromiiie and Ka-
beljouw rivers to be respectively identical and continuous with tliose

of Cape Town, where the highly inclined beds of slate are surmounted

by nearly horizontal sandstone. Mr. Bain, diftoring with the others,

makes both cease here. I have little doubt of the continuity of the

slate from Cape Town hither. I have none (as I shall presently
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show) of that of the Krommc and Kabeljouw region with those of

the Zwartkops heights, and thence to the Fish River. Still, Mr. Bain
is too able a man, and has generally too good reason for what he does,

for any opinion of his to be passed over lightly. My own observa-

tions extend no further westward on this part of the coast than the

region just mentioned; but as I think I can show that the relative

positions of the quartzite mountain-ranges with tlie slate plains and
valleys, clearly refer both to the like formations in the west, and as

I have fossil and other evidence of their identity with the rocks fur-

ther east, I will describe this region more fully.

The Kromme (winding) river runs for some miles from its source

through a quartzite range, some few strata of slate here and there

a[)pearing in its bed ; as, for instance, at the spot marked A in the

sketch, where the slate contained vegetable stems. The main direc-

tion of the range, Cougha and Baviaans Kloofbergen, is about north
80° east. It sends oft' a branch, the Zitzi Komma (sometime called

Kromme) heights, to Cape St. Francis, in direction north 44° west

:

anothei', some of the spurs of which skirt Hermansdorp and Hankey,
the main direction being north 79° west. Thus these ranges diverge

at an angle of about 35°; but, taking the spur, it would be nearer

C0°. The Cougha bergen are, perhaps, 1500 to 1800 feet high ; the
Zitzi Komma 1000 to 1300. They are of quartzite sandstone of va-

rious degrees of hardness and crystalline character, often saccharine,

Plan of CouNxity around St. Francis Bay.*

A. Spot ill the Kromme river where fossils were found. B. Devonian
fossils near this spot. C. Devonian fossils at Hermansdorp. D. De-
vonian fossils at Kabeljouw river mouth.

sometimes ivory-like. The line subtending this angle, drawn from
near the mouth of the Kromme to the most eastern portion of the
Gamtoos below Hankey, would pass over scarce anything but slate

;

with a slight curvature it would pass over no quartzite. As the
strike of tlie slate is north GG° west, and the line nearly 15 miles long
and making but a small angle witli it, I believe tlie line would cross

12 miles of the strike. The dip of the rocks is considerable here; so

* The strike is too near perpendieuhir to the range of mountains, and the two ranjj;e9

should have diverged at right angles.
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that I think six or seven geographical miles for the depth of the sec-

tion is a low estimate. A glance at the sketch would show that a few
miles on in the strike a parallel line would pass through nothing
but quartzite.

The quartzite mountains, therefore, and their spurs, cross the slate

at considerable angles to the strike of the latter, and the mountain
ranges enclose large angular areas of slate. I have stated just now
that two parallel lines could be drawn, at the distance of some miles
apart, which should cut a corresponding portion of the strike of the
slate. Taking the smaller spurs of the ranges, and giving the lines no
very considerable curve, two such lines might be drawn within two
miles of each other. My reason for dwelling on this relation will ap-

pear presently. I would now beg of any geologist who has followed
me thus far to pause and reflect on these relations of the slate and
quartzite, and before proceeding to answer to himself, and if not too

great a favour, to me, through the ' Geologist,' the following ques-

tions :

—

1st, Supposing the relations just described to be correctly repre-

sented,* is it not clear that Mr. Bain and the other authorities quoted
are right in classing the slates with the old rocks, and making the

quartzite a newer and independent formation ?

2nd, If the geologist should find rocks resting conformably on the

same quartzite, would he not refer them (same postulate) to a much
newer formation than the slate ?

This is simply what Mr. Bain has done.

I will suppose it admitted that the clay-slate of th.e region between
the Kromme and the Kabeljouw and Gamtoos rivers is probably of

identical and continuous formation with that of Cape Town, and that

of the quartzose rocks which cross it at various angles to its strike,

are continuous and identical in character with those of Table Moun-
tain. Then I think it will not be disputed that these slates must
have been upheaved into their present positions long ere the deposi-

sition of the quartzose sandstone or its assumption of its present con-

dition, which Darwin attributes to the infiltration of silica.

Let us now see what grounds we have for forming a judgment as

to the age of these slates, reminding the reader that Mr. Bain, from

sections which I believe to be mainly correct, referred them to an
epoch long preceding the Lower Silurian, which strata, resting on
the quartzite, are supposed Upper Silurian (Devonian of European
geologists), and rocks interstratified with like quartzite at the JNlait-

land Mines and the eastern province generally are called Carbonife-

rous.

Some time after the relations of the quartzite with the pala?ozoic

and metamorphic rocks, observed in Namaqualand and in this pro-

vince, had led me to predict that the former, throughout the colony,

would be found to belong to one formation, Mr. Niven, of Jeffreys

Bay, undertook, at my request, to search for fossil evidence bearing

* I havL' borrowed the jjciicil of a friend, IMr. R. Miller, to represent these relations

more elcarly to the eye. It is doubtful if (he relation of the strike will be understood.
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on this question. He soon discovered Phacops Kcifer, Ovthis joal-

mata, Sjjirifer antarcHcits. two species ot" kStrophoiriena, nnd several

of Eucriiiites, which clearly establislied the Devonian character of the

slates about the mouth of the Kabeljouw river. Last year, in a

professional journey to those parts, 1 was fortunate enough to find

fossils in the bed of the Kromme river («), near Diep river {h), and
at Hermansdorp, which, together with the section, show that all

these slates, supposed to be so ancient, were Devonian throughout.

At different periods tlie discovery of the same species at Coxcomb, in

AViuterhoek, at Chatty, and Naroo, and a few weeks ago near Van
Stadensberg, has clearly proved tlie identity of the palaeozoic strata

iu the eastern province as far as the Fish Elver's mouth with the clay-

slate of the region I have described, and almost certainly of Cape
I'owu.

Now, the quartzite of the Cougha range is continuous with that

of the Coxcomb, and both are so with the Van Stadensberg. I

could give a sketch of very nearly the same relations of these ranges
with the slate as those described, but they are not quite so well

marked. The directions of the ranges of quartzite hills, as shown
on any map of the colony, with the explanation that the strike dif-

fers not very considerably throughout the province, will render this

unnecessary. The quartzite ought tlien to be newer than the Devo-
nian in the Eastern province also. Yet in this province it has never
been regarded by any geologist as otherwise than conformable with

the Devonian (Carboniferous, ]iain). Dr. Atherstone and I believe

tliat of t!ie Cougha as equally confc)rmable with the Devonian slates

of the Kromme, Kabeljouw, and Gamtoos. The relations of the

mountain chains I have shown to be the same in both provinces.

I will now quote authorities to show that the conformability is un-
mistakeable in this province. If some of the extracts are long, it

must be attributed to my belief that this is the most important part

of my argument. If I can convince geologists that mountains 1200
to 3000 feet or more in height, which take the direction in reference

to the strike, which, as I have said, any map of the colony will show
they do take, are really composed of quartzose sandstone conform-
able, and at their junctions, and in valleys, interstratiHtd with the
Devonian slates they thus cross; it will, I think, be admitted that

the rocks of this country (of dilferent ages) have been subjected to a

metamorpliic action of a peculiar naturi*, and which has not received

suflicient attention.*

Bain.— Carboniferous System. This system diflers but little, li-

thologically, from the ijuartzose sandstones of the Silurian ranges of

* Tn explanation of llic great doire 1 Iiave always felt for tlic opinions of Enro|)caii

geologists of note on the snbjcct of these relations of onr rock, 1 must remark, that 1 am
i|iiit<' a seil'-lan;jht geologist, and have had no expericnee in any country hut this.

.Moreover, all the colonial geologists, while admitting the relations dcscrilied. sec nothing

inexplicable by admitted theories in them. Ur. Atherstone, for instance, lielieves that

the quartzose sandstones were originally deposited in the positions mentioned, interstrn-

titied with the slates. Mr. 1 Sain believed them of ditlerent and unconformable formation:

so does Krauss. Since he has seen the Devonian fossils, .Mr. Main is inclined to think

VOL. V, 3 li
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the western parts of tlie colony (except that the carboniferons rocks

have no pebbles). The quartzose sandstone, which is in general

characteristic of this system, passes into chloritic schist at De Stade's

and Van Staden's rivers, where mines of galena and copper have
been for some time worked, but I fear not profitably.

" No workable coal has yet been discovered in this system ; but
numerous species of carboniferous plants have been found near the

Kowie River, AVoest's Hill, Slowison's Poort, and other localities in

the talcose schist."
—

' Eastern Province IMagazine,' vol. i. p. 456,
Godlonton and AVhite, Graham's Town. Compare with maps and
description of strata, Geol. Trans.

Dr. Atherstone.—" Above the quartzose and micaceous sandstones

and cliloritic schists at the Alaitland mines, and also along the Lorie

Eiver to Hankey, and still further on in the Gamtoos Kiver, a dark
grey fine-grained magnesian limestone is found. . . . Above this lime-

stone in some places, as at the Maitland Mines, Van Staden's Eiver,

and the Loorie liiver, there is a hard and coarse sandstone with

quartz pebbles, whicli makes excellent millstones. . . . Below the mag-
nesian limestone lie conformably quartzose sandstones and micaceous

shales and schists, similar to those of the carboniferous sandstones of

the Zeurberg. The sandstones and schists of the Coxcomb and Win-
terberg range appear more like the Old lied Sandstone formation,

and are infinitely more contorted than the carboniferous rocks; and
as no fossils have as yet been found in them,* and the range appears

tiie slates and quartzites conformable, and that lie has made a mistake in the boundary of

the formation in the east, while he strongly- affirms the accuracy of his section in the west.

It will be seen by reference to former Papers, that on my belief in the truth of ^Ir.

Bain's section I founded the prediction that the clay-slate and Devonian would be proved

one formation. When I use the word Devonian as applying to all our strata, I would

explain that I make no pretension to settle the question of their age on my own authority,

or to deny the possibility of there being strata as old oi older tlian the Cambrian or older

rocks in Britain. I simply mean that I have seen no reason for believing in any older

rock unconformable with the Devonian ; and I hope I have shown that the position of

the quartzitc, with reference to the latter, is the same as it is to the clay-slate, which Bain

and Wylie believe so much older.

I ask for the aid I mention because T think the opinion of high authority would be of

great value to us by showing what is regarded as credible, and what is not. The assistant-

secretary of the Geological Society, some years ago, told me that the story of qnartzite

metamorphosis was rejected in toto. I hope the labours of ^Messrs. Soi'by, Danliree, Hunt,

and others, iiave somewhat modified opinions. At the period in question my belief in this

assimilation of rocks of different ages had not been confirmed by those discoveries which

rendered the map ])ublished by the Society entirely obsolete as to some of the princi])al

iormations of the Colony. It was quite natural that under such circumstances the fullil-

ment of my early prediction should have been regarded as the confirnnition of lucky

guesses ; but wlien 1 pointed out the fact that as to the Carboniferous and clay-slate for-

mal ions, the result of my researches was, as I have said, to render the map obsolete, I

think that in taking no notice of my communications the Society lost an o])portunity.

* The discovery of Devonian fossils at the northern foot of tlie Coxcomb, in rocks with

I)ut a slight inclination, and that of the same species close to (he Van Stadcusbcrg, in beds

with a dip of dC^, witli a clear section connecting tlicm with the scliists at the l)c Stadc's

liiver mines, is singular in connection with this renuirk of my friend, and would seem

to indicate that he has been misled as to the relative ages of formations in the east, iu

the same manner as Mr. Bain has furllier west.
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continuous with the Zwartcberg range, which I believe to be Devo-
nian, 1 should consider them also of the same age."

—

Ihid., pp. 5S5-
5S7.

Mr. JVylie, Government Geolor/ical Survejjor.—" Here" (at Goobe-
loan's northern base of t!ie Zcurberg) "the shales disappear, and we
enter upon i-ocks exactly the same as the Wittenbergcn and the Ko-
roo Poort sandstones in the western district. These continue all the

way through the Zeurberg. Beside the yellowish or brownish sand-

stones there are man}'' beds of very sandy shale, usually of a bright

colour. Many of tiie sandstones cannot be distinguished from thoso

of Table Mountain, though the latter are of niucli older date."*

"The sandstones of the Zeurberg form a great anticlinal arch; but
this consists again of three great folds and two or more minor flexures.

The beds may be seen dipping at all angles from 5° to 80°. On the
seaward side of the Zeurberg, between tlie 20th and 21st milestones,

I again crossed the trap conglomerate on the southern side of the an-

ticlinal. It there forms a belt in width about 500 yards, and in actual

thickness is not more than 500 or GOO feet. Grey shales occur both
above and below it."

—
' Notes of a Journey,' etc.. Cape Town, Saul,

Solomon, & Co. (See also p. 3 of the same, ^nd passim.)

There may be some little apparent confusion arising out of the
diflereut nomenclature used by the authorities I have quoted. The
fact is, that the beds which are usually blue and clayey schists, with
some argillaceous sandstones, are generally altered to a micaceous
chloritic or talcose character, and in the upper part, when mixed with
the sandstones, are ochry. The spots ^-^c-n.
in which Devonian fossils have been _^vi:-v^^v^
found, together with the viniformity of ^>7^^'//?,'-v>o^C^-VrtKt^rr>'----r

strike, prove their identity throughout. /////7/////;^V'^"^\V^''\\\\\^^^

Tins is now admitted by all observers •'".i^i.: ^^\\\\..\\\\v\iiil'll

as to this province. Pig. 1 .—Section of rickcl Vontcin.

The sections sent herewitli are:— (Atherslouo and Uubidge.)

1. Pickel Vontein, carefully observed by Dr. Atherstone and myself.
2. Chatty, measured by Mr. Pinchin and myself. 3. Section through
Klein Poorden Poort, by Mr. Pinchin and
myself. These have been merely sketched i.''i',i, ,;,|

without measurement in tlie present in- ill '|l!iil;;f

stance, as I am unfortunately deprived of I'll;''''"'

IMr. Pinchin's valuable aid. A carefully exe- • jll \^\\Vy^Xt<^ .y^MhTfll

I

cntcd section was sent home to the Geolofri- ,'l,'ii''i

cal Society some years ago. ';':i"'

I will conclude this paper by showing that Fig. 2.—SecliontlironghriinKy.

what 1 have, I hope, satisfactorily proved of (I'i'H'liin and llubidgc.)

the (piartzite, is ah'.o [)redicable of crystalline limestone or marble—viz.

the continuity of lu^rizontal beds unconformable with, the subjacent
slraia, with beds of the same kind intcrcalaled heiwcen the latter.

* .Mr. Wylic, in lii.s section of tliis pari of the Colony, wliicii, tliongli not jjubiishi'd, is

placed ill the Town Hall, in Cape Town, makes the siiales above spoken of couforniable
with the sandstones.
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I have described saccharine and finer-grained quartzites in this re-

lation. I have now to mention that at Kodos, sixty miles from
the mouth of the Orange E.iver,

strata of limestone rest in ex-

tensive masses on the mountains,

I was told, horizontally ; while

X\ below, only a comparatively few
a h c b a h d beds of saccharine and other va-

Fig. 3.—Section Ihroudi Klein Poovdcn Toorl. rieties of crystalline limestone
(Pincliin and Rubidge.) wei'e interstratilied with the

aa, quartzite; bbh, slale ; r, porphyry (Bain); o-xieiss.
d, porphyi-y. ' I gijo^j^^j l^^rdly have thought

it necessary to contest t1ie igneous origin of marble at the present

day, had I not seen in yonr Magazine the account of a recent experi-

ment.

SOME ACCOUNT OF BAEEETTIA, A NEW AND EE-
MAEKABLE FOSSIL SHELL FEOM THE IIIPPUEITE
LIMESTONE OF JAMAICA.

By S. P. WooDWAM), F.G.S.

The fossil represented in the accompanying figures is one of that

kind whose discovery severely tests tlie faith of tiie naturalist in his

previous conclusions, and may appear to raise a suspicion not only

respecting the sufl[iciency of his data, but even as to the correctness

of his method of investigation. Almost any person, at first sight of

the specimen, would think he was looking at a coral., and it v^'ould

seem like an attempt to impose on one's credulity to say it was a

bivalve shell, like an oyster or a clam.*

Yet there is no doubt it is a kind of Ilippurite, although the rays

give it a novel and extraordinary character. The discoverer had quite

satisfied himself on this point before he brought it to England and
placed it in our hands. It was found last year (January, 18G1), by
Mr. Lucas Barrett, F.Gr.S., Director of the Geological Survey of the

British A¥est Indies, in the parish of Portland, in the north-east of

* This is not the only case of the sort. The genus Go^nojihi/Uum, one of the "Zo-
anthai'ia rugosa," estiil)lislicd by Mihie-Edwards, is apparently identical with Calceola,

the well-known bivalve fossil of the Eifel, placed by Lamarck with the " Rudistcs," and

admitted as a Brachiopod, with a sign of doubt, by Jlr. Davidson and myself. Gonlo-

phjjJInHi /ii/rfimidule is a scarce fossil of the Upper Silurian at Dudley and Malvern, but

not uncommon in the Baltic island of Gothland. It was described as a Cnld'o/a by

Girard in IS 12. Another s])ecics, which is so like (alveola sandalina that Mnrchisou

and Verneni! assumed tiic existence of Devonian strata in Gothland, on the strength of

its occnrreiice, has small rootlets of attachment along Ihc borders of its " hinge-area,"

and a vesicular interior, like Ci/stiphi/ll/mi. After carefidly examining a series of exam-

ples belonging to M. Lindstrom, of Wisby, wccan only say that they are probably w^iV/i^r

Jiraciiiopoda nor Zoanlliaria, allhongli very h'ke each in some respects.
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PLATE XXI.

BARRETTIA MONILIFERA.

Hippui-ite Limestcne, Jamaica.

(Reduced one-fifth.)

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

111.)- \ idve. Lower Valve.

INTEKIOKS OF HIPPURITE. ANGOULEME.
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Jamaica. Tins part of the island, lying to the north of tlie principal

range of the Blue ]Mountains, which run east and west, is itself

mountainous, rising to the height of 7000 feet. The hippurite lime-

stone is well seen on the banks of the Back river, a tributary of the

Eio Grande, at about fifteen miles from the coast. It is a hard, grey-

rock, occurring in bands of a few inches to a yard in tliickness, sub-

ordinate to many hundreds of feet of shale wliich graduate upwards

into other grey sliales of the Eocene Tertiary, followed by white

limestone of Miocene age.*

General Section or the Tertiary and Secondary Strata, East Jamaica.

12 3 4 5 6

1. Purple conglomerales. 2. Cretaceous limestone, with Ilippurites. 3. Grey shales.

4. Orbiloidal limestone. 5. Miocene liniestoue. 6. Pliocene limestone and marls.

The appearance of the hippurite limestone of Jamaica is unlike

that of any English cretaceous stratum. It abounds in small, oval

bodies called Orbitoidcs, related to the Tertiary Nummulitcs, but mis-

taken by Sir Ileury De la Beche for joints of the Encrinite (or Ea-
trochile^s), and so leading him to compare this rock with the moun-
tain limestone of England.f The other fossils of the limestone are

Hadioli/cs, Iiwcerami, a large Nerincea, and an ActceonelJa resembling

A. Jcpvis, l)'Orb. The two last-mentioned shells are also found in

the island of St. Thomas. The hippurites are plentiful, but em-

bedded in the solid rock, and only to be procured by blasting with

gunpowder. They often form groups of two or three ; the smaller

individuals having grown upon the sides of the larger. The example

figured is five inches in diameter, and was probably eighteen inches

or two feet in length. The fossil was at first broken across several

inches lower down than the line of section represented (fig. 5), and
when ground and polished it exhibited only a solid mass of nearly

white, calcareous spar, the centre being filled up with a vesicular

structure, as in the Silurian coral CijstiphijUum. The dark-coloured,

inoniliform rays, and traces of the dental apparatus agreed ex.ictly in

size, number, and position with those in the section afterwards taken

at a higher level, but only halfway across, which shows a central

cavity filled with dark limestone. There are 65 radii, alternately

longer and shorter; the longest are from 1 inch to 1|, and have 7 to

10 beads; the shoi't rays have 5 or G beads, sometimes fewer. A
third section, 3J- inches in diameter, and only 3 inches from the

conical fixed end of the fossil, presents fewer rays (about -IG), and less

distinctly beaded. In each section two radii are more important than

the rest, and cor'-espond with the two longitudinal ridges (w? n) that

* Quarterly Journal of the Gcol. Soc. xvi. p. ?>2\.

t Trans. Gcol. Soc, 2n(l scries, vol. ii. pt. ii. p. 143.
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are always visible in European specimens of the liippurite, which
have become hollow by the dissolution of their inner layer of shell,*

(fig. 7). These ridges are formed by the folding in of the outer
wall of the sliell, and it is evident that the numerous rays of the
Jamaica fossil are produced by a repetition of the same process.

They seem intended to compensate the tenuity of the outer wall, and
perhaps are the cause of its reduction. In a specimen of Hippurifes
coniu-vaccinum, of equal size, the outer layer of shell is an inch thick,

whereas in the Jamaica fosrfil it measures only three lines, and in a
transverse section (fig. 4) exhibiting the lateral union of three
(probably small) individuals, the double boundary-wall is less than a
line in thickness. In the sections represented (figs. 2, 5), the outer
shell-wall has chiefly been removed by accident or destroyed by mining
parasites, except where preserved by investing corals and small Ha-
diolites.

The upper end of the fossil was slightly convex, retaining the
opercular valve in a somewhat damaged condition. "When split lon-

gitudinally through the centre, it showed the body cavity, and two
shelly processes descending from the lid (as in figure 2, a a'). Of these

the right-hand, or posterior, apophysis (a) projects into a cavity, which
is so close to the principal inflection (m) that part of it is shown in

the same figure. The beads of the rays in the transverse section

are strung together by almost invisible lines ; but in this longitudinal

fracture they are seen to be continuous plates, and are striated on
the side by lines of growth. At the summit they must have formed
a series of radiating ridges, with furrows between, bordering the in-

terior of the valve. The bottom of the body-cavity was also more
irregular than usual in shells. The upper valve is perforated by a

few^ large radiating canals, with canaliculi conducting to the outer

surface (x cc).

After it came into my possession, a fresh section was made across

that half of the cylinder which contained the dental apparatus, in

order to show the exact form and position of the hinge-teeth. They
are seen in the figure (5, a a) filling their sockets exactly, with the

exception of small defined spaces on their outer sides, which form

the only trace, at this level, of the cavities occupied by the divided

cartilage {cc). The interval between the dental sockets (?) is occu-

pied by a solid, rectangiilar portion of shell, representing the single

dentalprocess of the lower valve. There is no " ligamental inflection
"

of the outer shell, as in II. cornii-vaccimim, and many other species.

The existence of the ligamental plate in the typical division of the

genus Hippurifes is accompanied by such an amount of displacement

of the hinge as to justify the subgeneric separation of those species

Th(: inner layer of sliclls in thi' families Peciinichr and ChumiiLc, as well as the

I)narly liiiin^^ of the Aoiculidie, Turbinkhe, etc., has the constitution o( Aragouiti', while the

outer'layer consists of Calcite, as stated by Gustav Rose, and confirmed by the observa-

tions ot" Mr. Sorby. The bi-axial character of mother-of-pearl may usually be detected

with a tourmaline' in any thin, translucent aeetiou, such as a counter or the edge of a

pearl paper-knife.
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in wliich the plate is wanting, and the cardinal apparatus lies close to

the side of the shell instead of being at right angles to it.* AVe

have already described and figured these peculiarities on former oc-

casions, and it -will be sufficient now to propose the name Dorhignia

for H. hi ocuIafKS and other hippurites (figs. 0, 7), wliich have uo

ligamental infiection. and a second subgeneric t\t\e. Barrel fia, for

tlie Jamaica fossil, whicli presents the further peculiarity of an indefi-

nite number of pallial duplicatures extending all round the margin of

the lower valve.

It still remains to speak of the shelly process from the upper

valve (a'), seen in both our sections, descending into a pit between

the posterior tooth (/) and the principal duplicature (m). In the

paper previously referred to we have described this process as the

sui)port of the' posterior shell-muscle, having found characteristic

indications of the muscular scar within the cavity which receives it.

Since then, Professor liayle, of tlie Ecole des Mines at Paris, has pub-

lished a description, with excellent figures, of some very complete

examples of Rippuritcs radiosus. Tliese specimens do not show any

peculiarity unknown before, but they are far more perfect than the

best we had ever seen, and exhibit in complete relief the extra-

ordinary cardinal apparatus of the upper valve, of which our previous

knowledge was cliiefiy obtained from sections. Owing to the condition

of his specimens, M. Bayle has liad the good fortune to procure, in a few

weeks, better illustrations than we could obtain with much labour,

continued at intervals for several years. Nevertheless, the very state

of our materials has compelled a closer and longer examination, which

we trust has not been thrown away ! M. Bayle has quoted our views

very fairly, and we hope he will yet see reason to adopt them. His

memoir was accompanied by a critical notice froai M. Deshayes con-

taining the following i)assages :

—

" Le travail de M. Woodward est le plus complct qui ait etc public

sur I'eusemble des liudistes. Cependant il resti> bien des parties qui

auraient demande une discussion plus approfondle, des caracteres qui,

au point de vue zoologique, auraient pu etre plus largement exposes

et discutes."

"Avec le travail de IM. Woodward, on pouvait encore concevoir

des doutes sur quelques parties, et notamment sur le noinbre et la

])osition des nuiscles. Ce naturaliste suppose I'existence d'uu

muscle adductcur des valves de cliaque cote de la charniere, exacte-

mcnt comme dans les Spherulites; ce second muscle se serait at-

tache dans la prolbndeur de rune des cavitcs cardinales de la valve

iiiferieure et au sommet de Tunc des apophyses de la valve su[)erieure
;

mais les pieces preparees par IM. Bayle no laissent plus de doute a ce

sujet ; les deux impressions musculaires sont ])ortees d'uu mTMne

cote, par suite d'uu renversemont do I'animal, com])arable a ce (|ui

existe chez les IFippopes et lesTridacnes, ainsi (pie INl. Bayle lui-meme

I'a parfaitement compris ; tout I'appareil musculaii-e, sc truuvant

* 'Miuiiml of tho MoUnsca,' \A. ii. \>. 279(185-1.), and QiiarUily .louniiil of ilu; ficol.

Sor., vol. xi. p. 10, 18,-,,-,. (({call May 21., lH5i.)
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traiisporte sur le cote aiiterieur de I'animal, n'est plus en antagonisme
direct avec le ligament, et nous comprenons tres-bien les motifs de
I'hesitation de M. AVoodward a ce sujet. L'absence d'un muscle du
cote posterieur de la coquille laisse a deviner I'usage des deux aretes

saillantes dans I'interieur du nieme cote, et celiii des oscules de la

valve superieure qui leur correspondent. J'accueillerais volontiers

I'idee de M. Bayle, qui suppose aux oscules la fonctiou de laisser

penetrer I'eau dans la cavite du manteau, et ils correspondraient aux
siphons de Tauimal ; c'est une vue theorique qui peut paraitre plau-

sible, mais qui n'a rien de prouve."*

It must be regretted that M. Deshayes, whose notoriety as a con-

chologist was increased at the time by the circumstance of being
President of the Geological Society of France, should have enunciated
views which would be inexcusable in the veriest tyro in malacologv.

Their publication was the more surprising to me, because he had only
just before examined my materials very fully and deliberately, and
ex[)ressed his entire approval of my conclusions. If the author of

the 'MoUusques Algeriennes ' would have taken the trouble to read
my account of the Tridacna,\ or, better still, if he had examined for

himself one of the specimens bi'ought home by Quoy and other cele-

brated voyagers, who have enriched the public museums of France,

he would not have attributed to that bivalve a structure altogether

incompatible with lamellibranchiate organization.

The readers of the ' Geologist' will pardon us for reminding thera

of such an elementary fact as that tlie bivalve shells like Chama
are closed by two shell-muscles {adductors), one situated over or

heliind the mouth of the animal, the other in front of the posterior

])ortion of the digestive canal. The whole body of the animal lies

between theui. The posterior adductor is developed first, and is in-

variably present. The anterior is usually smaller, and is wanting in

the " monomyary " families, Ostreidw, Pectinidce, Anomiadcd, Tridac-

nidcB, and most of the Aviculidce. In Miilleria it is always lost by
the breaking away of the front of the valves, and sometimes it is

worn away in Clavacjella. In Pholas the expansion and reflection of

the front margin gives the anterior adductor a position which converts

it into a cardinal muscle. In Tridacna the single shell-muscle is

placed just as in the oyster ; that which M. Deshayes has mistaken
for a second adductor, is the pedal muscle, which is conspicuous in

all bivalves spinning a byssus, or having a powerful foot.

The posterior adductor of the Hippurite is situated exactly as in

the liadiolite, but the supporting process projects vertically instead

of expanding horizontally, and passes down into, but does not nearly

fill, the deep pit between the hinge-teeth and the projecting ridge (?«),

which we have compared to the muscular plate of Cucullcea and
other bivalves. J The position of this muscle is well represented by
Goldfuss (at c), in his small figure of the mould of H. Lapeirousii.

* Bull. Soc. Gcol. France, seance dn 21 niai 18.53 (published iMarch, ISSO.)

t Ann. Nat. Hist., Feb. 1855, p. 100, ami Supplenie.i!t to ' iManual of iMolhisca,' p. 109.

\ Especially Cardilia, Mejalodon, rac/i(/risma, Diccras, and Caprotlna.
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(Petref. vol. ii. pi. 105, fig. 5, c). "We Lave before pointed out that it

is essential there should be space for the alimentary canal to pass

between the liinge and posterior shell-muscle of a bivalve, and we
have shown that such an opening is provided in the Hippurite and
Eadiolite by tlie undercutting of the muscular apophysis, which
would otherwise close the whole interval (fig. 2, i). There is a

hippurite in the British Museum which is hollow and empty, having

been lined with only a thin film of spar. It is broken open at the

side, and a wire has been passed round in the direction of the dotted

line in fig. 5, i x, which is the course that must have been taken by
the alimentary canal in the living animal. The nearest approxima-
tion to the hinge-structure of this genus is presented by the little

Caprotin<v, found in soft yellow marls of Le Mans, in the Department
of Sarthe, which may be cleared from the matrix without diificulty.

With respect to the other suggestion, that the two depressions in

the lid of the Hippurite, (the ocuJi in H. hiociilaius,) may be openings

to facilitate the admission and escape of the branchial currents, it is

only needful to observe tliat they have no existence as orifices, except

in weathered specimens. These spots in the operculum correspond

to the projecting columns in the lower valve, and fit down upon them
closely. In the upper valve of H. Loftusi, figured in the ' Geological

Journal' (pi. 3, fig. 4), portions of the columns remain adhering to the

spots ; and in the specimens now represented from Augouleme (figs.

and 7j the removal of the inner layer of shell has exposed the cor-

respondhig columns in each valve, while a portion broken from the
lower valve is still attached to the upper, and shows the closeness of

the contact at the place of the imaginary openings. The probable
relation of the second column {n) to the respiratory currents of the
animal was first suggested in our former descriptions.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XX.

Fig. 1.

—

Barreilla mnnUifera ; group of three individuals, much reduced.

Fi^. 2.—Lonftitudin;d sectiou of the upper part of a larire specimen, reduced (nie-fiftli.

l''i^. 3.—Longitudinal section of a fragment, taken upon the line of union of three in-

dividuals.

Fig. 4.—Transverse section of the same specimen.

Plate XXI.

Fig. 5.— Transverse section of the same specimen as Fig. 2: h d, line of section;
r, lody-cavity of lower valve; %i, unihonal cavity; /, dental ]n-ocess of lower valve; t i',

dental process of ujiper valve; a a', adductor processes; c c\ cartilage pits; m, nuiseular
inllcclion; n, siplnniai inflection

; /, probahle course of alimentary canal and exhaleut cnr-
icnl

; .r, canals and canalicidi of ujipcr valve.

Fig. 0.— Interior of ujjpcr valve of hippurite from Angoulenic, with purl of the wall
of the lower valve adhering to it (marked .r) ; the inner shell-layer wanting.

Fig. 7.—Interior of a lower valve from the same place.
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THE GEOLOGY OE MAIDSTONE.

By W. H. Bensted, Esq.

{Continued from j^age 341.)

The lower mandible of a chimiera—the first discovered in the Lower
Greenland— is now in the collection of Sir Philip Egerton, who in-

forms me it belongs to the species Ischyodiis Ar/assizii. Since this

discovery I have met with many more specimens, some of smaller size
;

but, from the difficulty of extracting them from the stone, I have never
succeeded in getting one so perfect. Several good specimens have been
procured from the Lower Chalk at Burham. The chimaera approaches
in form to the shark tribe, but it is far from being so ravenous in its

disposition. Eecent species are found in the Arctic and in some of
tlie European seas, and attaining the length of two or three feet.

Being often taken in the company of the herrings in their migrations,

it has thus gained the patronymic of " king of the herrings." The
mouth of this odd-looking fish is furnished with hard and undivided
plates instead of teeth, four of which are placed on the upper and
two on the lower jaw.

Eossils are very rare in the succeeding " rugged flint layers,"

which have an average thickness of eight inches.

The next stratum in the quarry to be noticed is the " grey has-

sock" bed. This stone is of very good texture for building, and
contains a small species of Belemnite, which I have not seen in

in any other layer. In this hassock there runs a thin bed of minute
polished pebbles about the size of a pin's head, of various colours,

and with them are mixed a profusion of small sharp-pointed fish-teeth.

This accumulation appears to have been tlie result of a partial cur-

rent, which carried away the small sand, leaving the larger pebbles as

described. A species of Siphonia occurs in large quantities, marking
the hassock with dark-grey wavy lines, but the stems are seldom dis-

tinct enough to be extracted from the stone.

There next follows a concretional layer, in which fossils rarely

occur; then a soft hassock ; and then a lower molluskite bed, similar

to the upper one, with fossils.

" Soft hassock, No. 13," is a group of three layers of blue limestone,

with two beds of hassock, having a total thickness of six feet. The
group occupies a vertical space of about six feet. The shells found
are peculiar to these beds, occurring only in them ; and there is also

an immense accumulation of detached spiculre—the remains of dead
sponges. It is in this group that the Scaphite makes its first general

appearance, one specimen only having been met with higher in the

series (in layer No. 2), but I have not been able to decide if that be-

longs to the same species.

This is followed by "soft limestone;" and to this, again, succeeds

a second bed of "soft hassock" (No. 14) which presents us with a

very large species of fucus or siphonia, in great profusion. It is
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traced ia the hassock without difficulty from its clear blue colour,

and by being composed of limestone. AVitliin the stem a pith or cavitj'-

runs for a considerable distance, and portions have a ferruginous tinge.

Very large specimens show the branched form of tliis organism.

Another " soft limestone " next occurs, the same character as that

recorded above.

The " soft hassock " (No. 15) has some interest attached to it by

tlie discovery of a tooth of the Polyptycliodon, of a much larger size

than the one described at page 338. The enamel of this tooth is so

friable that much of it shivered off in clearing away tlie sandstone

which enveloped it, but enough remains to show the striae which are

one of its characteristic features. A rolled pebble or boulder of granite

Avas found in this bed of " spiculse hassock ;" it weighs 8| lbs., and

is of a liat oblong shape, about eight inches one way by five the

other, and three inches thick. It has some Flustra attached to its

surfoce, and the impression of a Trigonia is perceptible on one side.

The latter seems to have been caused by the weight of the superin-

cumbent strata pressing the shell close on the surface of the granite,

althougl) how the tracery of its form was impressed on so hard a sub-

stance is not easily to be understood. The Trigonia has not entered

the boulder, but the outline is on the surface. Tor the granite, how-
ever, it is a seal identifying its locality. The occurrence of a fragment of

primitive rock in a Secondary formation is interesting ; and its solitary

occurrence in a bed free from pebbles, and even coarse sand, gives

rise to speculative conjecture as to the means of its envelopment.

The sand is of very fine texture, and contains an iunnense quantity

of detached spiculse of dead sponges. The skeleton of a marine tur-

tle was found not very far oif, and a tooth of Polyptychodon occurred

near the same spot. We have now causes in action giving rise to

similar results. The sand from the coasts of New South Wales or

some parts of Africa contains abundance of spicule of all descrip-

tions ; tlie same is the case with the sand from the West India Is-

lands, arising from the decomposition of myriads of spongeous bo-

dies with which the bottom of the seas in those regions is covered.

There can be no doubt but that the sand of the sandstone of the

Lower Greensand here has been accunuilated under similar circum-

stances. Skeletons of the turtles, and teeth and bones of the fishes

irdiabiting that ancient sea, are found mingled witli the sand and de-

tached spicule, but the boulder was ])robably roUctl into its spherical

figure in association and in contact with fragments of rock of equal
size and hardn(<ss with itself Tiie presence of tiie cells of the deli-

cate Flustra shows clearly tliat it had not been rolled in the sand in

which it was enveloped, and the attaclunent of a small shell tt) its

surface indicates a tranquil state of the waters aroiuid it. It is diffi-

cult to account for its presence. Icebergs are known to trans[)ort

fragments of rock to a considerable distance, but an objection to the
iceberg-carriage is found in the present case in the high temperature
of the Jjower (xrcensand sea, which was inhabited by tropical species
of shells and /,ooi)liytea.
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The "Black Greys" (border) is one of the most remarkable of
the whole series of beds displayed in the Iguauodon quarry. Its

sandy border contains an immense accumulation of organic remains
— all marine, with the exception of fragments of wood perforated by
teredines, of which animals, in most cases, the sheaths remain. The
sandstone is of a dark grey, hard and coarse in texture, and about
twelve inches thick. A portion is tall of the casts and markings of
Siphonife and Fucics Tarr/onii. Casts of Trigonia alceformis are very
abundant, and, as in the MoUuskite layer, the shells are open, and
of the dead mollusksthe carbonaceous matter is found in large quan-
tities. At the junction of the hassock with the limestone beneath
it, two beds containing shells in great profusion. The tirst contains
chiefly the shells of a Panopea, but the substance of the shell is now
nothing more than a slight film of lime, which falls to dust when dry.

The difiiculty of getting specimens is -also greatly increased by their

crushed condition, being almost flattened by the pressure they have
undergone. Immediately under this vein of shells, and sometimes
mingling with them, is seen for the first time a bed of the charac-

teristic Gryphgea, or Exogyra. These shells often occur in groups of

considerable numbers, and I have had five good specimens within a
thickness of stone not exceeding three inches. This bed of shells

appears to have only existed for a short period, as the occurrence of

an individual in any part of the remaining portion of the layer is

rarely seen ; and, indeed, the stone is remarkably free from any re-

mains of animal life. The accumulation of Siphonise gives the rough
fracture so generally found in ragstone, but occasionally a smooth
flat surface is obtained by cleavage. The hassock contains many
nodules of clear blue limestone, very similar to septaria. This oc-

currence in the coarse sandstone is remarkable, as the stone is of a

very clear structure, light blue in colour, and in some instances of a
pear-shaped figure, from which I atti-ibute their origin to zoophytic
structure, although no traces of such structure has been detected.

Below the last-mentioned layer the stone is of inferior quality. The
fossils are of the same kind as those occurring in the border of the
" Black Greys." The only opportunity I have had of examining
them was during the sinking of a well, when water was found at

twelve feet below the "Black Greys." Detached spiculae, Trigonise,

Plagiostomse, stems of Siphonife, Plicatulse, and Belemnites, were
very abundant. The layers were as under:

—

Concretionary masses of greyish limestone, from 6 to ] 2 inches in thickness.

Few fossils.

IlarJ coarse hassoclc, 2 feet in thickness. Siphonifc in large masses ; casts of

Trigonue aheformis.

Thin layer of stone.

Soft hassock, about (i inches, witli spicula;.

Grey-hlue limestone of clear fracture. Few shells. G to 7 inches thick.

Hard hassock, 18 inches. Impressions of Si])lioniie.

Water was then found in loose rubbly layers of stone.

Having now terminated the description of the scries found in my
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12 feet.

88 feet.

30 feet.

10 feet.

30 feet.

45 feet.

5 feet.

40 feet.

90 feet.

Y

A Boring at i\rR. Fish's

Brewkiiy.

Debris of Medway, gravel

Hints, rolled rag-stone.

Athcrfie'

clay).

d clay (stiff blue

quarry, we pass on to the other members of tlio Lower Greensaiid

found in the JNCaidstone district. Below the Kentish rag beds comes

the Atherfield cday. This formation is passed through iu tlie railway-

cutting at Tetsom, where it is seen bassetiug out from beneath the

hills of ragstone. A list of the fossils of this division of the Lower
Cretaceous rocks has been published by Dr. Fitton in the Transac-

tions of the Geological Society, vol. iv. part 2, 183(3.

The junction with the Weald clay may be clearly traced at this place,

and laminated beds of fawn-coloured stone are met, containing seams

of small Paludiaaj, Cyprides,

teeth and bones of fish, and Section of

also the elytra, or wing-cases,

of beetles. *Li 1851, the Weald
clay was met with in digging

a drain in St. Faith's Street

(Maidstone). At a depth of

from eight to ten feet, a series

of slate-coloured slabs of stone

was found, in which Wealdcn
fossils (Cypris) were to be seen

lying in close proximity. The
edges of these slabs were round-

ed, and a ferruginous border of

a quarter of an inch enveloped

the stone. I conjectui'e tliat

it is this border which is found

in a broken and waterworn
state, mixed with the drift, at

various places round Maid-
stone.

In 1817, Mr. Fish com-
menced a boring for the sup-

ply of water for his brewery.
AVishing to obtain a supi)ly

free from the acidity of de-

cayed vegetable matter, he set

out with tlie intention of going
sulliciently deep to secure that

result. After passing througli

about twelve feet of the debris

of the ancient Medway, he came
to a dark-blue clay of soapy

texture, with veins of greyish

white. jVo fossils were ob-

tained. In this cbiy a supply
of water was obtained, but it

was not eijual to the demand,—the water, turbid from the cla)' wliich

it iicld in suspension, requiring a long time for its precipitation.

After next passing through about 88 feet of clay, a bed of fine-

Mixed sands (fine-graiucd

greyisli-whitc).

Red, blue, aud yellow elay.

Grit and clay (greenish-grey)

with Paludiiia.

Stratum of Bethersdcn

marble.

Very hard close-grained

brown sands.

Variegated clays

white).

Brown sand.

(red and

Blue clay, witli crushed

siieils.

3(;0 \\:d.
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grained sand was met, 30 feet in thickness ; the sand, when dry,

was of a greyish wliite. Then followed a bed of clay, red, blue, and
yellow, 10 feet. At 170 feet, a most interesting bed of grit and clay,

of a light gi-een, was found, with many fragments of Paludinte iden-

tical with those of the Wealden clays elsewhere. At 10 feet below

tliis, a stratum of hard limestone gave great obstruction to the boring.

This bed, from an inspection of two small fragments, I believe to be

a layer of the Bethersden marble, containing Paludiuse of much
smaller size than those of the clay above. About 45 feet of very

compact brown sands now gave great opposition to the auger, as the

friction wore its edge rapidly away. Mottled clay, red and white,

sometimes sti'eaked with much regularity, was next pierced for 5

feet, and a second brown sand passed through for 40 feet. A bed of

blue clay, with crushed shells, to the extent of 90 feet, was now bored

into, and a svipply of water was considered to liave been met with
;

but the quantity was not large, and the water was turbid. The total

depth sunk was 8G0 feet.

Several other borings have been begun at various places, but have

not been gone on with to a depth suiTicient to pass through the

Weald clay. The marine blue clay (Atherfield) I have noticed as

far from the cropping out at Teston as the north-west side of the

town ; and opposite the depot, and close to the river, a depth of 50
feet of blue clay was entered by a railway surveyor.

At Turkey Mill (Whatman's) a blue clay was found near the sur-

face, in the valley, with a layer of Paludinae a foot in thickness, very

compact, the shells belonging to a very small species. This locality

is at least five miles from the escarpment of greensand at Linton.

(To he continued.)

GEOLOGICAL NOTES IN THE GEEAT EXHIBITION.

Canada.—The collection of specimens of rocks and minerals from Canada,

exhibited by the Government Geological Survey, is, as a practical and com-
plete industrial collection, unecpialled hy any other mineral collecliou in

the whole Exhibition ; and the catalogue of 90 closely printed pages which
accompanies them is a masterpiece of its kind, and well worthy of its

eminent and indefatigable aiithor, iSir William Logan. Besides the col-

lection of specimens, the published geogra])hical and geological maps, the

palseontological books and plates, and the printed reports of the survey ai'e

also exhibited. From the index to the geological maps we get, of course,

the recognized geological groups of rocks and the order of their succession.

So far as this index at present goes, it does not carry us higher than the Car-

boniferous series. Of the mineral specimens, amongst the metals and their

ores the most remarkable are those of the bog-iron ore from Radnor Forges,

Eatescan; deposits of bog-iron ore of alluvial age arc spread out, in greater

or less al)uudance, from the north side of the St. Lawrence, and lietween

it and the Lawrcutide Ilills, all the way from St. Anne des Plaincs to
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Portneuf—a distance of more tlian a liundrod miles. In tliis area the ore

seems to be concentrated in the neiglihoui-hood of the St. Maurice and
Batescan rivers ; and iron has been smelted in the neisjhbonrhood of these

three rirers for upwards of a century. The ore with which the Eadnor
furnaces are sup]:)licd is derived froni the sei,a;nories of Cap de la Made-
laine and Champlain, where it occurs close to the surface in a multitude of

patches of from 3 to 24 inches in thickness. It is brought to the furnaces

partly by the workmen of the Forge Company and partly by the various

fanners on whose lands the ore occurs. The ore is washed at the smelting-

works to free it from soil, and it then contains from 40 to 50 per cent,

of iron. Other specimens of bog ore are exhibited, from Vavidreuil, where
the bed is from ! to 8 feet thick, and there lies beneath it in some parts a

thin stratum of blue phosphate of iron. At St. Yallier in Bcllechasse

tliere is an interrupted bed of from 12 to 20 miles thick and over 10 or

15 square miles, near the junction of the two branches of the Eiviere du
Sud.

Of red hematite, or oligist ore, there is a fine sample from an unworked
bed of 30 feet thick, resting ujion crystalline Laurentian limestone, and
limited at top by the magnesian limestone of the ealciferous group. Ana-
l3"sis gives 58 per cent, of iron.

Of magnetic ore there are highly interesting samples. From Sutton we
have it from a bed 12 feet thick, consisting of dolomite abounding in

small cr\'stals of the magnetic oxide of iron. From the " big iron-ore

bed of Marmora," which is not however a single bed, but a succession

—

over 100 feet thick—interstratified between gneiss or crystalline limestone.

From Iladborough and Crosley, from a bed 200 feet thick in gneiss

;

samples of numerous other beds in Laurentian gneiss are also displayed ;

and there is a specimen of ilmenite with rutile from St. Urbain, Bay of
St. Paul. The latter bed is 90 feet thick, and interstratified in anorthorite

rock, also of Laurentian age. Samples of lead ores are shown from the

Lower Ilelderberg group, Quebec group, Calciferous formation, and the
Laurentian rocks—in the latter case cutting crystalline limestone ;—of
co])per from Laurentian gneiss, and from the well-known Bruce IMines,

where a group of lodes intersect a thick mass of greenstone trap in the

Huronian formation ; from Acton, in dolomite, at the base of the Quebec
group ; and from many other mines in that formation : native from a lode
in St. Tgnace Island, Lake Superior, where the vein cuts a thick mass of
amygdaloidal diorite conformable with the strata,—the vein is about
5 inches thick, and manj* of the masses of native copper weigh upwards of
100 lbs., accomjtanied by native silver, in a gangue of calcspar. Copper-
ore is shown from other ])laces, all in the Quebec group ; amongst them
Mamainse, on Lake Superior, from whence is 450 lbs. in a single sheet
from a vein. The promontory of Mamainse consists of various layers
of coarse conglomerate and of amygdaloidal greenstone, in one of
the band.s of the latter bay intersected by a narrow fissure running
N. and S., nearly in the strike of the beds ; its greatest Avidth is

6 inches, and in some places it is found to be nearly filled with native
copper; other veins intersect the same rock. In ancient shallow holes
sunk at intervals along the course of some of these veins of metallic copper
there are occasionally fouiul the remains of Indian hammers, consisting
of small boiddcrs usuallj' of traji, having shallow grooves worked round
them to receive the withes or thongs attaching tlie handles— evideiu-c of
the rude aboriginal attempts at mining many centuries since. From the
Quel)ec group we have al.so sulphuret of nickel (Millerite) aud native
silver.
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It lias long been ascertained that the drift of the south side of the
St. Lawrence, from Lake Champion to the Etcliemin and probably to the
extremity of Gaspe, is auriferous ; the area being about 15,000 square
miles. Gold has been washed from this gravel on the St. Francis in

Melbourne, at Sherbrooke in Westbury, Weedon, and Dudswell, and on
Lake St. Francis, Eiviere des Plantes (Vaudreuil), and along the Eiviere
du Loiip, near its junction with the Chaudiere. From the numerous small

masses of gold ol)tained from the Chaudiere vallej^ there cannot be much
doubt that the drift-gold of the region has been derived from quartz veins

situated probably not very far distant. Gold grains have been seen in

a quartz vein, between 2 and 3 feet thick, cutting the bluish-black slate

of the Quebec grou]i about a mile below the St. Francis Eapids.

Among the gold-drift of the Chaudiere there are met in small quantities

grains of platinum and of iridosmine,—an alloy of the rare metals iridium

and osmium, which, being very hard, is used for pointing gold pens.

Some of the gold met with also has been found thinly coated with a mer-
curial amalgam ; but no trace of cinnabar, the common form of ore of mer-
cury, has been observed in the drift. Amongst the substances met with

b}' the Canada Gold Mining Company, in sepai'ating the gold from the

drift, are lead shot of various sizes, from partridge to swan shot, and which
are nearly as abundant as the gold.

Of the minerals applicable to chemical manufactures we have chromic
iron, from the Quebec group ; molybdenite, from Laureutian gneiss ; co-

baltiferous pyrites, from Laurentian gneiss. In the Eastern Townships a

vast quantity of dolomite occurs. Stratigraphically it is at the base of the

Quebec group, -where magnesian rocks are associated with the sulphurets

of copper and other metals. One of the rocks associated with or re]7laciug

the dolomite is magnesite. Specimens are shown from Sutton and Bolton.

The finest kind contains 80 per cent, of magnesia, with a portion of carbo-

nate of iron. In Bolton it forms an enormous bed, resembling ciystalline

limestone. Though the use of this mineral as an economic soui'ce of mag-
nesia is on a large scale, its most important application is for the manufac-
ture of a cement to resist the action of sea-water.

Peti'oleum, or rock-oil, in all its states, such as green or mineral tar from

the surface, crude oil from the well, refined or burning oil, and lubricating

oil for machinery, is exhibited by the Canadian Oil Company. The bitu-

minous shale of the Utica formation yields, when distilled, from 3 to 4 per

cent, of tarry oil, which by the usual process of rectification yields oil for

illumination and lubrication.

Magnificent specimens of phosphate of lime (apatite) are sent from
North Elmsley and South Burgess. At the former place the deposit has

been traced for a distance of a mile, apparently forming an irregular bed

on the Laurentian limestone. On lot 25, where it has been quarried, the

breadtli of the bed is about ten feet, of which three feet are nearly pure

crystalline apatite, with only a small admixture of black mica ; the re-

mainder is mingled with limestone, the phosphate ])redomiuating. Tliis

deposit seems to be continued south-westerly through Burgess.

\Yc now pass to the Refractory Minerals. Among the magnesian rocks

at the base of the Quebec group, in that part of its distribution where it is

in a raetamorphic state, soapstone, or steatite occurs in great abundance.

Beds of it, varying from 1 to 16 feet thick, can be traced for long distances,

usually not far removed from ser])entiue-doloniite or magnesite, or appa-

rently replacing one of these rocks. In general the soapstone is remark-

ably pure, Init occasionally there are disseminated in it crystals of bitter

spar or of actiuolite. The specimens exhibited are from Sutton and Bolton.
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A considerable portion of'llie rocks of the Quebec group in tbeir meta-
morphic condition consists of chloritic slates, which ap])ear to occupy a
higher stratigi'aphieal position than the magnesian strata just noticed.

Magnesian mica, or phlogopite, occurs abundantly in small scales in the
crA'stalline limestone of the Laurentian system, biit sometimes also in

ciystals sufBcientlj' large to be economically available. Among its asso-

ciated minerals are commonly quartz, pyroxene, and feldspar, and occa-
sionally' tabular spar, apatite, spheric iron pj'rites, idocrase, garnet, tour-

maline, zircon, and corundum. In Grenville crystals of mica have been
olitained, giving sheets measuring 21 by 14 inches. In North Burgess,
where it has been mined, the mica is embedded in a soft pyroxenic rock
and limited by a band of quartzite on the south side. The mica there ap-

pears to run for 75 yards in tolerably regular bands, and some of the
sheets after being dressed are as much as 20 inches S(iuare ; some have
been obtained measuring 20 by 30 inches. The crystalline limestones of
the Laurentian system are marked almost universally b}' the occurrence
of gra]ihite or plumbago in small scales, which are often so thickly disse-

minated in particular bands of the rock as to give them a black or dark
gi'ey colour, distinctly marking the stratification. Plumbago also occurs
in beds, of sutGcient purity and quality to be economically available. The
workable beds are chiefly on the north side of the Ottawa, and occur in

many localities at considerable distances from one another, but several of
the exposures are probably repetitions of the same bed, or at any rate of
beds approximately equivalent in repetition of the same band of Laui'entian
limestone. The whole Launmtian series is so corrugated that the outcrop
of one of these bands of limestone in the counties of Argenteuil and Two
Mountains, followed through all its windings in an area of fifty miles by
twenty, measures upwards of two hundred miles. Abed of pure graphite
occurs in the augmentation of Grenville township, and has been traced at

intervals for a distance of three miles. One of these exposures has been
mined by Messrs. Eussell & Co.. and at the opening of the excavation the
graphite showed a thickness of ten inches ; but the pui'e substance was
found to form a lenticular mass, separated from other masses of the same
character bj' intervals in which the graphite became mixed with the lime-
atone. It is probable that a number of these lenticular masses running
through the rock at the same horizon may represent the general character
of the workable beds. Asbestos, generally a fibrous serpentine or chryso-
lite, occurs in veins cutting the serpentine of the Quebec group in the
Eastern Townships (St. Joseph Seigniory). A friable sandstone in the
Potsdam formation occurs at ]*itlsburgh, twenty feet thick, and is much
in demand for protecting the sides and bottoms of iron foundries, it is sup-
plied to those at IMontreal and Toronto, at distances of a hundred and se-

venty miles in opposite directions.

Of the minerals applicable to common or decorative construction it

uould be perhaps of no great service to English geologists to give very
minute details. Still however the characters of the samples, as indicative
of the nature of the rocks constituting the formations to which they belong,
will be at least interesting. TVe begin with a sample from one of the bands
of crystalline limestone of the Laurentian series from the Lac des Chats.
Another building-stone comes from l'hilli])sburg (St. Armand) ; the rock
is compact and crystalline, and of considerable strength. A few obscure
fossils show the formation to be the Calciferons of the Quebec group.
There are specimens of building-stones from Caughnawagu. St. i>ominique,
und East Ilawkesbvry, all from the Chazy formation, which in those dis-

tricts is composed of massive beds yielding blocks of stone fitted for canal
VOL. Y. 3 D
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locks and railway bridges. The beds abound with the remains of encri-

nites and cystidians, and these give to the rock a crystalline texture which
constitutes one of its valuable characters. The stones from Poiute Claire

and Cornwall belong to the Bird's Ej^e and Black River formation. They
are black, compact, and thick-bedded. The Trenton formation, which is

next above the " Bird's Eye and Black Eiver," yields excellent building-

stone at j\Ioutreal, at Chevrotiere, and many other places. The best stone

in Montreal is from a teu-feet band of grey bituminous limesto'ie near the

base of the formation, and which is a mass of comminuted organic remains
consisting largely of the ruins of crinoids and cystidians. The best houses
in Montreal are built of this stone. The strata in the neighbourhood of
that city are much traversed by trap dykes, which have probably a connec-
tion with an intrusive mass extending over seven hundred acres, and con-
stituting Mount Eoyal, from which the city and the island take their names.
The Niagara formation, the eciuivalejit of our Middle Silurian, produces

a beautiful and enduring dolomite at Owen Sound. A rather more com-
pact dolomitic stone comes from the lower part of the Niagara formation
at Noisy Clear Falls, Nottawasaga. Another excellent specimen is shown
frttm Hook wood, Eramosa. Tlie Guelph formation extends over a large

area, and much of the rock is of the same character as the specimen in the
collection from the thriving town of Guelpli, where tlie quarries expose
about 15 feet of light grey crystalline dolomite ; easily worked, it is

suitable for the best architectural purposes, and appears to be very durable.

But Oxbow, on" the Saugeen River, furnishes the best dolomite for fine

architectural purposes which has yet been discovered in Canada. It

resembles Caen stone in the facility with which it can be worked ; but it

is closer-grained and by no means so absorbent. There are two bands of
stone there, each about 10 feet thick, in the upper part of the Onondaga
formation ; the above is from the iipper band : the lower band has a very
light grey oolitic bed, 17 inches thick, that is much used for supporting
water-wheels in mills in the neighbovirhood, and is found to answer well,

becoming highly polished under the action of a revolving shaft. Lyn,
Elizabethtown, Nepeau, Grenville, Quin's Point, furnish specimens of the

Potsdam sandstone, wliich consiitutes the summit of the lowest group of

fossil iferous rocks in Canada. At Lyn the massive beds of that formation

are seen resting on Laurentian gneiss. Amongst other samples are, from
Pembroke, a fine freestone from the Chazy beds ; from Hamilton, Burton,

a fine-grained sandstone, 10 feet in thickness, the "grey band" of the

Medina formation (Middle Silurian) ; from Georgetown, Esquesing, and
Nottawasaga, a light-grey freestone, 20 feet thick (Medina "grey band")

;

and from North Cayuga a white samlstone belonging to the Oriskany for-

mation (Devonian), which runs through Haldemand county in Lower Ca-
nada. Fi'om Abercrombie, labradorite from the Laurentian formation ; it is

of the opalescent variety, which occurs in cleavable masses in a fine-grained

base of the same mineral, composing mountain masses. When these are

thickly disseminated in tlie paste, the stone becomes a beautiful decorative

material, a])])licable to architectural embellishment and articles of furni-

ture. Its hardness is about that of ordinary feldspar, and it would in

consequence be moj-e expensive to cut and polish than serpentine or

mar])le, but it is not so readily scratched or broken, and would therefore

prove more lasting. Professor Emmons states tliat a block submitted to the

action of a common saw used in sawing marble, moved by the waste power
of a common water-mill, was cut to the depth of 2 inclies in a day, wliich

is understood to be one-fifth the amount tliat would be cut in a block

of good marble in the same time. It would thus appear, that though the
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operation is slower in the ease of the labradorile tliere is no greater amount
of mechanical contrivance required than for marble, and that slabs could
be prepared for chimney-pieces and other articles of furniture at a cost
beyond that of marble not greater than is proportionate to the superior
beauty and durability of the material. The foot scjuare of gneiss ought to

be looked upon with reverence, as a sample of the oldest stratified (?) rock
on our globe ; a piece of the floor in realit)'' of the great superstructure of
the earth's crust. Mr. O. Donnell, C.E., of Quebec, sends a specimen of
the gneiss used for building the reservoir of the Quebec Waterworks on
the St. Charles river. It is hornbleudic and composed of translucent
colourless quartz, white orthoclase (the feldspar predominating over the
quartz), and black hornblende, all running in irregular parallel planes,

showing the gneissoid structure very distinctly, and liaving at a little dis-

tance a general grey colour. The rock splits in almost any direction by
means of wedges, but most easily on that of the gneissoid layers, particu-

larly where these are even. The layers are however occasionally affected

by undulations and contortions, but these do not matei'ially affect its divi-

sion b}^ wedges. The rock splits and dresses with most difficulty at right
angles to the gneissoid layers. It is capable of receiving fine smooth
faces, giving shaip edges and corners. Masses of almost any size can
be blasted out from the rock. From Grenville we have a specimen
of porphyroid orthoclase gneiss, which forms great mountain-ranges
among the Laurentian rocks, rising into the highest peaks of the ortho-
clase region, and generally constituting the main body of the rock sepa-

rating one important band of limestone from another. These masses
appear to attain several thousand feet in thickness, divided however at

unequal intervals by thinner and less feldspathic bands, in which the strati-

fication is more distinct.

The intrusive masses of the Laurentian series consist chiefly of syenite
and dolerite. These occur in many parts of the country, but their relative

ages have been ascertained almost altogether by the investigation of the
counties of Ottawa and Argenteuil. What appear to be the oldest are a set
of dykes of a rather fine-grained dark greenish-grey greenstone or dolerite,

varying in thickness from a few feet to 100 yards. Their general bearing
a))pears to be E. to W. These greenstone dykes are interrupted by
an intrusive svenite, a mass of which occupies an area of 3G square miles
\n the townships of Grenville, Chatham, and Wentworth ; specimens of
tliis syenite are exhibited, as also from a mass of a similar character occurring
between Kingston and Gananoque. In Grenville the syenite is penetrated
by dykes of a porpliyritic character. These masses belong to what has
been called felsite ])or]ihyry, hornstone porphyry, or orthophyre, having
for its base an intimate mixture of orthoclase and quartz, coloured by
oxide of iron, and varying in colour from green to various shades of black.
Throughout the part which is homogeneous and conchoiclal in its fracture,

are disseminated well-defined crystals of a rose-red or flesh-red felds))ar,

api)arently orthoclase, and less freqvu'ntly small grains of a nearly colourless
quartz. AH these intrusive masses are cut by another set of dolerite dykes,
\\ Inch probably belong to the Silurian ])eriod or ])erhaps to the Devonian.
Two specimens of granite are exhibited, one from St. Joseph Beauce,

where the band of granite— about 50 or (^0 feet thick—has been worked
for millstones. It has a considerable proportion of quartz, and would be
a strong and durable stone for building. It runs with the stratification

near to a band of serjx-ntinc, and is supposed to be an altered and not an
intrusive rock. It occurs in the Quebec grouj) of the Lower Silurian.
An intrusive granite of Devonian age occurs in considerable abunilaucc in
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the eastern towiisliips and forma many isolated hills, the whole of them of
small size with the exception of the Great Meganiic Mountain, which
occupies an area of about 12 square miles. It is composed of white quartz
and white orthoclasc feldspar, with black mica. An area of this rock
occurs in Stanstead, coverins^ G square miles, and forming Biby Plains.
Another occurs in Barnston, from m hich the second sample exhibited has
been taken. Granite of the same character, and probably of the same age,
is widely distributed in the State of Maine, and is traceable to New Bi-uus-
wick, where it is overlaid by the carboniferous rocks.

Marbles are exhibited from the Laurentian, Quebec, Chazy, Bird's Eye
and Black River, Trenton and Upi)er Helderberg formations ; and ser-

jjentine from Oxford, Melbourne, and St. Joseph Beauce. The band of
serpentine from diiferent places on which the samples have been obtained
has been traced on tlie south side of the St. Lawrence, from Pottoa
to Cranbourne, 110 miles ; in 40 miles of which it is twice repeated by
undulations, giving an additional 80 miles to its outcrop. It is again
recognized 250 miles further to the N.E. in Mount Albert, on the Sliick-

shock Mountains, and about 70 miles furtlier in Mount Serpentine,
approaching Gaspc Bay. All the specimens of the rock which have been
analysed contain small c[uantities of chromium and nickel, and the band is

associated in its distribution with soapstone, potstone, dolomite, and mag-
ncsite. The whole of these occur in large quantities, and in them as well
as in the serpentine chromic iron occurs, sometimes in workable quantities.

These rocks or others immediate!}' near them contain the metals iron,

lead, copper, nickel, silver, gold, and with the drift-gold derived from these
beds are platinum, iridosmine, and traces of mercury. In 1847 these ser-

pentines, from their distribution, were described in the Heports of the Sur-
vey as altered sedimentary rock ; and all subsequent observations have
confirmed this view. Hegularly stratified masses have been found in

Mount Albert belonging to the Quebec group.

Roofing slates are exhibited from a band of slate in immediate contact;

with the summit of the ser])entine. It has a breadth of ^ of a mile, and
di])s al)Out 80" S.E. Mr. AValton commenced opening a quarry upon it

in 1800, and found it necessary, to gain access to the slate, to make a tunnel
through the serpentine, to effect wliich, and expose a sufficient face for

working, has taken two years, and cost 30,000 dollars.

JJp to a comparatively recent period, the visual coverings of houses in

Canada have been wood, shingles, and galvanized iron or tin plate ; but so

many fires have happened by the use of the former that they are now
interdicted in all large towns. Those exhibited are from Mr. Walton's
quarry, which has now been in operation since 1861, and these slates arc

now being sent to distances of more than 5lK) miles. The strong re-

semblance between these Melbourne slates and those from Bangor, in

Wales, and Augers, in France, may be seen by the following analyses by
Mr. F. Sterry Ilunt:—

\Yclsh. French. Canadian.

Silica 00-50 57-00 64-20

Alumina 1970 20-10 16-80

Protoxide of Iron . 7-83 10-98 4-23

Lime 1-12 1-23 0-73

Magnesia 2-;d0 3-39 3-94

Potash 318 1-70 3 26

Soda 2-20 1-30 307
Water 330 4.40 340

100-03 100-13 99 03
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The proximity of the serpentine loaves no doubt as to their geoloj^ical

horizon being that of the Quebec group of the Lower Silurian. Four
other samples of slates have been sent to the Exhibition ; of these, the

Cleveland and the Shiptou slates are a continuation of the Melbourne
band ; the slates from Orford may be of the same band ; but the geological

horizon of those from Tring is uncertain, although they probablj- belong to

the Quebec group. The Kiugsey slates appear to be lo^er in the series

than the magnesian group of strata. Flagstones are exhibited from the

Medina "grej' band," and hydraulic lime from the Clinton formation at

St. Catherine's. The bed which yields this
—"the Thorold cement "—is

a dark brown dolomite, and 80,000 bushels have been annually made.
There is another sample of hydraidic lime from Wallicrton, made from
beds* of 2 to 11 miles, occasionally separated by layers of shale, in the

total amounting to 15 feet, and belonging to the Onondaga formation.

The practical manufacture of this latter cement has not however been j^et

attcm])ted for comnu^rcial purposes. Other samples arc also samples

from Limehouse (Clinton group), Kepean (Chazy formation), llockwood
(Niagara groixp), and Magdalen Iliver (Hudson Kiver formation). Com-
mon lime is shown from stone belonging to the Guelph and Onondaga
formations, and from the building-stone of Montreal, whex'c 270,000 tons

are annually made.
The common bricks exhibited are all made from drift or alluvial clays.

Whetstones are shown from the Quebec group, Hudson Kiver, and Medina
formations. The mica-slates also which are associated with the crystalline

limestone of the Laurentian series arc frequently of the character required
for scythe-stones. The \\hetstone rock occurs in immediate contact with
a thick band of conglomerate, the pebbles of which are frequently large,

some of them 6 inclies in diameter ; they are chiefly of quartz, but some
are of feldspar and some calcareous. The quartz pebbles are for the most
part distinctly rounded. Some of the siliceous slates of the Hurouian
series yield very fine hones ; they are usually of a green colour, and
occupy a place in the lower ])art of the series. Grindstones are shown
from the Medina "grey band," and millstones from the Oriskany forma-
tion. iVlillstones or dressed buhrstone (Laurentian) is also exhibited i'rom

Grenville. This buhrstone constitutes a series of veins cutting an intni-

.sive mass of syenite, which occupies an area of 30 square miles, amongst
the Laurentian rocks of Grenville, Chatham, and Wentworth. The veins
consist of yellowish-brown or iiesh-red cellular chert, and the stone has
the chemical composition of Hint or chalcedony. The attituile and asso-

ciations of the ciu-rt show clearly that it cannot be of sedinu'ntary origin,

and its composition taken in conjunction with the igneous character of the
district suggests the idea that it is an aqueous deposit ^hich has lilled up
fissures in the syenite, and is similar in its origin to the agate or chalce-

donj' \A hich in smaller masses are common in various rocks. For a distance

of ])erha])s 200 yards on each side of these veins of chert, wliile the quartz
of the syenite remains unchanged, the feldspar has been more or less

decomposed, and is converted into a sort of kaolin. As this process
involves a separation of the silica from the feldspar, it is not improbable
that it has been the origin of the veins of silex.

Mineral manures are now an inqjortant division of economic geology.
Gypsum is shown from the Oi.-ondaga fornuition on the (irand ]{iver; al-

luvial freshwater shell-marl from deposit^ at New Edinburgh, Monti-eal,

and m:iny other places ; and calcareous marl is shown from Noisy IJivcr

falls, where it covers the extensive 8loi)es on botli sides of the river, ])ro-

bably rovci'ing an area of 3(10 acres in the vicinity of (he falls, \\ilh an
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average thickness of 5 feet ; but the most important deposit is that on the

great slopes of the Beaver Eiver, in Euphrasia and Artemisia, wlicre it is

supposed to extend over more than a thousand acres, in the form of a strip

on each side of the river. Under the head of mineral paints we have iron

ochres of alluvial, and sulphtite of barytes of Laureutian age. The
barytes of Burgess and Lansdowne is derived from veins intersecting the
Laurcntian rocks. At both places the mineral, associated with calcspar,

constitutes the veinstone of some of the lead lodes met with there. The
vein yielding the Lansdowne specimen cuts Laureutian limestone. In an
unsuccessful attempt to mine the vein for lead, it was ascertained that 28
feet of the lode, with a breadth of 27 inches, consisted of highly crystalline

almost colourless barytes, yielding about 10 tons to the square fathom.
The most abundant source of barytes in Canada, so far as is known, ap-

pears to be the veinstones of lodes carrying copper-ore on the north side

of Lake Superior ; these however belong to the Quebec group. In Canada
this mineral is not as yet applied to any use, but in some parts of the
United States it is refined and ground in large quantities for use as a
paint.

Amongst the minerals applicable to the fine arts, foremost is the litho-

graphic stone (Bird's-eye formation) from Marmora, where the Laureutian
rocks are overlaid by 20 feet of unfossiliferovis compact limestone, one of

the beds of which is well adapted for lithography, and has been traced by
occasional exposures from Hungerford to Kama, a distance of more than a

hundred miles. Lithographic stone is also shown from the Onondaga for-

mation at Brant and Oxbow.
On the minerals applicable to jewellery we shall not dwell at any

length. We have agates, labradorite, albite (persisterite), orthoclase (perth-

ite), jasper conglomerate, epidosite.

In the miscellaneous minerals we have feldspar (from a 20 feet wide
Laureutian), sandstone for glass-making (Potsdam), moulding-sand (drift),

and peat (alluvial). The peat exhibited occurs near Chambly, on the south

side of the St. Lawrence, and was some years ago cut and sold as fuel, but
the consumption was not enough to encourage the industry. As Canada
is deficient in coal, when wood becomes scarce in the progress of set-

tlement peat will gradually assume some importance as a fuel in many
parts of the country. About 100 square miles of it extends along the

south front of the Anticosti, and successive areas are met with on the south

and north sides of the St. Lawrence. Large peat bogs occur between the

Ottawa and the St. Lawrence, and there are many to the westward. The
l^eat, which is sufficiently matted to hold together when dried, usually sup-

ports a growth of prairie-grass, or ericaceous plants, or of tamarac-trees.

That which occurs in cedar-swamps is deficient in the fibrous plants which
give cohesion, and it falls to powder when dried.

The Survey also exhibits an admirable collection of the crystalline rocks

of Canada, arranged under these respective groups:—I. Latirentian. II.

Iluronian. III. Lower Silurian ; and IV. Eruptive ; accompanied by an
excellent catalogue by Mr. T. Sterry Hunt. We cannot however give a

special notice, however richly it deserves it, as we have already devoted a

very considerable space to the Canadian collection ; but the interest which
attaches to it as representing that country, where, more than in any other

part of our globe, the "bottom rocks" of the earth's stratified crust are

most grandly exposed, warrants the fullest attention ; and the nttmerous

facts MJiich are thus briefiy but accurately recorded will be found here-

after of tlie highest value in considerations of the circumstances prodticing

and attending the earliest history of our lowest life-containing and our
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earliest stratified azoic rocks. The Laiircntian and Hnronian rocks of

Canada are indeed the grand title-page and preface to the ponderous and
intensely interesting volume of paleonlological geology.

ZoLLVEUEiN (Prussia).—Into the court of whatever country we go we
are certain to lind most instructive material. Unfortunately it wants,

however, the previous knowledge of the geologist or mineralogist to be
able to read the lesson to he learnt. It is not fanciful geology we must
expect to fuid, although the Exhibition is not without some most interesting

and instructive collections of fossils, and of plants and trees, and wood,
birds, beasts and fishes, which go far towards unriddling many an organic

fragment of the past, and many an artificial compound that goes to show
how their rock-tombs were built up. But it is hard, honest, practical

geology that the Exhibition teaches ; it shows geology in its useful phases

amongst the economic sciences of mankind. It^ is not according to their

age or their organic contents that we find the specimens arranged, but
according to their commercial value and importance.

First, then, in the categories of all nations comes coal, then the metals,

then other substances, and so on from the most important to the most rare

or least useful. In the Zollverein court there is an extensive suite of
specimens illustrating its chief coal-fields, namely ; those of the Hoho
Veen, the Westphalian mountains, the Ilundsriiek, the Black Forest
(Schwarzwald), the Teutobiirgerwald, and the Wiehegebirge, the Thii-

ringerwald, the Hartz mountains, the lUver Saale district, Erzgebirge in

the kingdom of Saxony, Eieseugebirge, and Upper Silesia. Descriptions

and comparisons of these with our English beds would be highly instruc-

tive, did space permit; but it will be more interesting to pass on to those

other coal-beds occurring in other formations, of which we either have no
traces or only but little developed representatives. Proceeding u])ward
from the carboniferous formation we find coal-seams (Lettenkohle) existing

in the lower beds of the Keuper or new red marl on the eastern side of the
Black Forest, between the Schwarzwald and Odcnwald. In Wiirtemberg
also these seams appear near Oedendort and Entendorf, \Ahere they are
used for the alum-works, and near Mittelbronn, where they are obtained
for general burning purposes. Coal-seams likewise appear at other
points in the lower part of the Keuper formation as well as in the ujiper,

but not in a workable condition. The only places where available seams
have been discovered in the Oolite formation arc to the nortliof the Ilartz

Mountains, in the Prussian district of Wansleben and jN'euhaldensleben
;

near Gnasleben and Briinnen, in the Diichj' of Brunswick ; and near
"W'elfenslelien, where the iron-pyrites which accompany the coal are used
at the vitriol-works. The Wealden strata only appear on the north-
western ridges of the Ilercynian hills.

On the western edge of t lie Teutobiirgerwald, in the district of Tecklen-
burg, Westphalia, a small seam of coal is seen in them on the road from
.M iiiister to Ibbenbiiren, and two scams are met ^^ith near Tecklcuburg,
for a distance of 2 miles ; the thicker one is 9 inches. In the district of
Osnabriick, in Hanover, there are 4 seams, containing 8 to 10 feet of coal :

three of tiie seams offer good caking coal, the fourth is imjiure. Their
south-western continuation is found in the Prussian department of JMinden,
where 4 scams, ecpial altogether to G feet of coal, iiave been worked for a
long time. On the northern side of the "Wiehegebirge, and near the river

^^^'ser, there are seams of far greater importance and extent. In tlie

(U|iaiiment of Minden 2 or 3 seams are known, tiie lowest of which is 10
ti> is inches thick, and workaltle ; allording caking coal in the eastern part,

wliilst the western is anthrucitic. The scam has been worn ou the right
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bank of the Weser 2 feet thick ; hut the most important workings arc in

the county of Schaumberg-Lippe. There are also coal-seams in the
Wealden group, in the Duch}^ of Brunswick. North of Buckeberg there

is a seam of 7 inches ; and east of the Schaimiburg seams appear in force,

and one of from 8 to 44 inches, of bituminous quality, is worked. Seven seamg
appear near Miinder, but are not workable ; but this group is met with
again in the OsterwakI, consisting of 18 seams ; three of which—27 to 40
inches—are workable ; the middle one giving very pure bituminous coal.

Two seams near Briinninghausen are worked : the upper one bituminous
coal with much pyrites, 4 to 8 inches ; the lower, 26 inches, gives a large

percentage of ash. Near Mehle, 2 seams of 14 to 22 inches "are worked
;

and a continuation of this group is found at Holzminden, where 3 or 4
seams give au aggregate of 17 inches of coal.

hi the Cretaceous group a few seams of coal appear in the Cenomanian
sandstone (next above the Gault), near Niederschona, in Saxony ; the upper
one, 10 to 20 inches thick, was at one time the source of mining opera-

tions. Other small seams occur in different places, but are not workable.
Four small ones apj^ear in the Senonian (Upper Cretaceous) beds at

Quedlinburg (in Magdeburg, Prussia) ; one of which has been worked at

different times, although it contains only 12 inclies of coal. The same
coal appears in Prussian Silesia, near Wenig-Rackwitz, Ottendorf, and
Neuen. Three seams are known in the two former places, measuring 38 to

44 inches ; the coal is of good ciuality, and has been worked for a long

time at the latter place. Coal also occurs at other places in Silesia, but
not in any beds of any importance.

Next in importance to the true coals are the great Continental deposits

of brown coal ; and these have much interest in the eyes of geologists be-

yond their commercial value. Although brown coal, and particularly its

earthy varieties, possesses a very inferior heating power to coal proper, yet,

by affording an economical kind of fuel for common purposes, the work-
ings in many places are very considerable. Tlie distribution of the brown-
coal beds in the Zollverein is qiiite different from that of coal, and their

extent far greater. The various deposits may however be grouped in three

divisions,—the western one,of theHarz and theThiiringersvald; the eastern

one, the largest in extent and the most important, between the rivers Elbe
and Vistula ; and the southern one, on the edge of ihe basin of the Danube.

In the western group the brown coal of the basin of the Lower Ehine
begins near the Dutch frontier, and continues thence on the edge of the

older formations and through Eschwcilcr, L(>imersdorf, and Corsdorf down
to the Khine. At most points but one seam is known, although there is rea-

son to suppose there are others below it. A seam of 17 feet has been at-

tained at Kalk, a place nearly opposite to Cologne, at a depth of 81 feet.

Pour seams, altogether 47 feet, are known between Deutz and Kalk ; and
the seam in the district of Bonn, between Cologne and Walberbei-g, is from
12 to 87 feet ; between Liblen and Oberaussem it has a thickness of 66 feet,

but the bottom of it is seldom reached. The thickness of the seam is not

equally great at other points; for instance, at Nop]3enberg it is 40 feet,

near Eschweiler 36, Diiren 30, and 50 at Li.ssem. As corollaries to the

basin of the Lower Rhine are the Neuwied basin, and the deposits at

Dierdorf, Kempenich, and Eckfield.

Many varieties of brown coal contain a large proportion of iron pyrites,

are therefore used for the manufacture of alum.

The brown coal of Diiren is subjected, at the Eustachia works, as it is

also at other collieries, to various ccouoniical 2)urposes. Messi's. Doinet

and Voudcrbeck, the proprietors of those works, get from one pound of their
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brown-coal 15 to 20 feet of gas for lighting ; 37'1 per cent, of coke, which
is like chai'coal, and much used in cui)ola-fiirnaces and for the rectification

of spirits ; and, finall}-, i5 per cent, of tar, with 35'5 per cent, of animoniaeal
water. This tar yields 17"5 per cent, of photogenc, 26"6 of greasing oil,

3"3 of paraffin,.IG'9 asphalt, and 3(5-7 of kreosote.

This brown-coal scam is 12 feet thick. The same pro])rietors have other
collieries ; one of which, at Nabro, is excellent for the manufactui'e of alum,
and at another, at Don^tus, tlie coal has a thickness of 70 to 100 feet.

At the Bonn Mining Company's works, on the right bank of the Ehine,
near Obercassel, oil is extracted from the brown coal worked.
The brown-coal measures of the Westerwald basin are situated in the

Puchy of Nassau. They extend from Langenaubach on the north-east to
ITartlingen on the south-west, a length of 16| miles; or to the extreme
outlier at Nentcrshausen, 23| miles by a breadth of about 18 miles from
Cautzeubriicken to "Waldhausen ; the most important pai't being the dis-

tricts of jMarienlicrg, Lciningen-Westerburg, and Hiirtlingen. These
measures extend northward into the Prussian district of Altenkirchen.
Tlie superficial extent of this field is estimated at 66 square miles, and at
the bottom of the brown-coal seams bituminous clays of great tliickuess are
met with, and small seams of dysodile. Experiments have been made with
a view of utilizing these beds jn the production of mineral oil and paraffinc.

There arebrown-cofthneasures alsowhich extend inlarger or smallerbasins
from the Upper Ehine, near Diirkheim, to Wallenscn, between the rivers

Weser and Leine, over an interrupted area of 188 miles by 57 between
Mai burgh and Tiefenort. Thi-ee groups of measures occur: to the lowest
belong the seams worked at Zcll, Hasenbriicker Hammer, and Salzhausen.
Tliis bed offers about 53 feet of good, and 47 feet of inferior brown coal ; but
it diminishes towards Ostheim, where it is only 20 feet thick. The middle
group comprises the seams of K'einbach and Aiuierod, near Gicssen, avail-
able, altliough not yet applied, to the manufacture of mineral oil, and the
pyritiferous seams of JNeuhof. Five to seven seams are known of an
average thickness of 20 feet, increasing in some places to 80 feet. North of
the A'ogelsberg brown-coal measures, belonging to the lower group, extend
as far as the ^labichtswald. Besides these, there are others stretching
out to the north and east. One seam, for instance, 100 feet thick, is worked
near Frielcndorf ; anoliier of ligneous and strong coal, 2 to 3 fathoms thick,
near J^)nncberg; a third near Ostheim ; and others at Obi'rmclsungen,
Hesslar, Lammersberg, etc.

In the district of Cassel a vein of 2 to 3 fathoms of coal of very good
fpiab'ty occurs, partly of shining coal (lVclil<t)h!e), in the viciiuly of basaltic
dykes. North of the Habichtsw aid other deposits are known. A curious
accumulation of vegetaljle substances in the older alluvium, which goes
also by the name of I)rown coal, may be passingly mentioned as occurring
in the Prussian district of Iloxter, Westphalia. Seams of ligneous coal,

30 feet thick, are also known on the right bank of the Fulda, in the district
of Cassel. South of Kaufuiigen the coal is 2 to 3^ fathoms thick. The
same seams extend into the district of Witzenluiusen, being at (Jross-Al-
merode from 30 to (50 feet thick. Brown-coal basins also are found north
of this district, in Hanover and Brunswick. Jh'own-coal measures, belong-
ing to tlie lower grou]), arc also met with at numerous places from the
eastern side of the Vogelsberg to the Khon mountains and the river
Wcrra. The broMu-coal measures on the western edge of the Ehon in
Bavaria, arc connected with the latter; these consist in part of dysodile,
and may become imi)ortaiit for the manufacture of mineral oils. Anthra-
citic brown coal is found at Wiisteusaclhseu, and to the east on the more
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elevated parts of the Elion niouutain as far as Eeupert. Hence the mea-
sures extend through Saxe-Weimar again into Bavaria, where a scam is

known at Bauersbcrg. The eastern border of these measures stretches from
Fhidern througli Saxe-Meiningen. Brown coal is met M'ith to the north
of this, in the districts of Geisa, Lengsfeld, Tiefenort, Vacha, and Ger-
stungen. Some specimens are exhibited by proprietors of collieries in

Nassau, Hesse, and Bavaria.

The brown coal of the eastern group reaches all the way from the Thu-
ringian basin, beginning at the foot of the Kyffhauscr to the extreme Sam-
landic part of the Baltic coast,—a length of 470 by a width between
Douiitz on the lower Elbe, and Franckenstein in Silesia, of 306 miles.

The deposits form bays and basins on tlie eastern and northern edges of the
hill-country, and spread thence under the diluvial formations of the low
country. These deposits belong to the Oligocene division of the Tertiary
period. On the left side of the Elbe, the brown-coal measures stretch

far into the hills of the Hercynian system, forming separate bays, ^Ahicli

are only partially connected with the large basin between Miessen and
Magdeburg, where the course of the Elbe recedes more and more from
the hills. The basin of Magdeburg extends from Helmstadt, in the Duchy
of Brunswick, in a southerly direction into the Prussian district of Neu-
haldensleben. In the district of Helmstadt the area is 18'8 miles by 47
miles, and the measures there have a lower group, which contains a seam
oI'Sb fathoms, and an upper group, containing probably two seams—one of
one fathom thick and bad in quality, and another above 70 feet thick.

The seam of the lower group is worked between Schoningen and
Hotensleben, where it is divided into six beds, three of which give 36 feet

of coal. Two seams near Strassfurth are from 24 to 40 feet.

Another basin, separated from the Magdeburg by the river Saale, ex-

tends into Anhalt-Bernburg, and far into the flat country, and forms the

connecting link with the Thuringiau basin b}'^ a great number of deposits

of brown coal scattered over that area. In the neighbourhood of Halle
tlie brown-coal deposits appear on the right bank of the Saale, and on the

left, at Langenbogen, in the lake-district of Mansfeld, the seam has a
thickness of 50 feet. The basin near Sangerhausen is very important

;

one seam, separated by intermediate rock into 5 divisions, giving an
aggregate of 20 feet of coal.

In the district of Frankenhausen one seam attains tlie considerable
thickness of 73 feet, and in the basin between that place and Espernstadt
the coal attains to 84 feet in the middle, but decreases to 5 feet at the

edges. Other deposits advance to the southern foot of the Kyifhauser.
Brown-coal measures extend from Zscherben, on the left bank of the

Saale, through the Merseburg and Weissenfels districts, to Skortleben
and Burgwerben, spreading out eastward into the district of Querfurt.

The brown-coal seams on the right bank of the Saale extend froiu

Halle to Elster, where they are interrupted by a broad plain, and begin

again near Wallendorf. One of the most important dejiosits covers a
field of nearly 38o square miles, from Hilperitz to Naundorf and Porsten.

The greatest development of brown-coal fields occurs in the neigh-

bourliood of Taucha, Wobau, Kopsen, Wohlitz, and Worschau, run-

ning out from this common centre in various directions. The measures
of Wallendorf and Schladebach continue to the eastward into Saxony,
where two seams are found near Priestaeblick, one 7 fathoms, the other

about G feet thick. The same seam is found near Makrandstiidt about 4

fathoms thi(-k, and near (^uesitz 27o feet thick, below two others of, to-

gether, 10^ feet. More eastward, near Leipsic, a seam of about 2 fathoms
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lias been worked sinre 1704. There is a second seam beneath it of 7

fathoms. Brown coal is worked on the rivers Pleisse and Elster, upward
from Leipsic, near Cannewitz, Delilitz, and Zobi^ker ; the deposit then

continues as far as Groitzsch, where three seams are known, and from

Pegau up to Oderwitz, close to the Prussian frontier, where two seams are

won of 57| and 39 feet. This deposit becomes still more extensive, where

the Wyhra joins the Pleisse, 7 fathoms having been bored without reachinf]f

the bottom. More to the south, scattered deposits are found on the ri^ht

bank of the Pleisse ; also on the left bank of the Mulde, near "Wurzen,

and on the riijht bank at Grehritz, Skorditz, Leipnitz (3 to 4 fathoms),

Skoplau, and Zschadras (7 fathoms), Lausigk up to Kochlitz. Dispersed

basins are found between the Mulde and the Elbe.

There is also brown coal between the Elbe and the Oder. The latter

measures appear in distinct veins at the edge of the so-called Lausitz hills,

penetrating under the basin of Zittau, whence a connection with the im-

portant basin of Bohemia takes place across the boundary of the ZoUver-

ein. These spread out also into the low country at the foot of the Silesian

mountains as far as Neisse, and again appear in the plain between Witten-

berg and Domitz, and even up to the vicinity of Stettin on the Baltic. In

Saxony small measures are found near Ortrand, Camentz, and Bautzen; in

Prussia near Jauer, Eatibor (2 to 3 fathoms). Bnschvvitz (2:^ to 3i), and
Doberschiitz (1:^ fathoms). A very important ba.sin is met with in the dis-

trict of Zittau; and an earthy kind of l)i-own coal, called " sulphur-coal,"

is exported as a good manure to Bohemia and Silesia. From Zittau the

brown-coal measures extend across the Prussian frontier, and follow the

course of the Neisse in the department of Liegnitz. Ver}^ extensive seams

are found at Schonberg (Lauban). One seam near Gorlitz is 50 feet. De-
tached basins are known near Langenols and near Hennersdorf, in the dis-

trict of Jauer, containing 13 to 27 feet of coal, and to the east of Striegau

showing 5(5 feet. These brown-coal measures can be followed from Eoth-

enburg to the limits of Liegnitz and Frankfurt on the Oder. To the

north the brown coal is again found near Sorau and at Lodenau, covering

a wide expanse. There are two seams, the u])per one of 80 to 85 feet. It

is also met w ith to the west at Spremberg, and in the district of the

Hoyerswerda, on the left bank of the Spree. These measures terminate

in the Duchy of Anhalt-Dessau.
After a long break, brown coal is again found down the Elbe in the dis-

trict of Perleberg ; and seams are known in Mecklenburg, near the Prus-

sian frontier.

The large basin of Frcicnwalde, on the Oder, is divided into several

parts; the first extending over 22 scpiare utiles, from Frcienwahle to

Frankfurt; and others lower down in the neighbourhood of Schwedt, near

Hohen-Zaliden (south of Stettin), near Ilerzherg, and at Bucknow. ^lore

southern measures a])pear at Itauen and Petersilorf, and then near Stre-

ganz, the ancient monastery of Neuzelle, Eiubeck, Gaemersdorf, and occu-

pying a large tra(;t of country in the Griineberg district, where there is 15

feet of very excellent coal.

There are brown-coal measures also I)etween the Oder and Vistula.

Single basins far a])art occur at rs'ieder-Kriinig, near Finhenwalde, where
the seams reach 27 feet ; in Pomerania near Brietzig, Trampke, and at other

places on the Baltic coast. There are measures near Landsbcrg, on the

vVarthe (Fraidvfurt) ; and Iimwn coal is known near Landsl)erg and Kla-

dow (7 to 20 feet), near Hirnbaum, Zirke, Wnudce, and Obornik (53 feci)
;

near Trattin and Lissig, (rrunow, Trci)i>w (25 iV-et), and Zielcnzig. At
the latter place two seams occur together, 32 feet, [lartly brittle and solid
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and partly a woodlike coal. North-cast of tliis is a scant 13 feet tliiclf , at

Gleissen, and to the eastward another, 35 feet, near Schermeissel ; and two
thick scams are worked between Schwicbus and Lugau. These deposits
terminate at Padligar and Eadewitsch, south of Ziillichau. The basin ^ of
K61)en and Steinau, on the left bank of the Oder, continue their course on
the right bank, and are kno\^n from Bronau,near Guhrau, as far as Polnisch-
Warteid)crg and Trebnitz ; the coal becoming more solid and in every way
better as the seams diverge to the south-east, where it is freqiiently trans-

formed into black pitch-coal (l*echkohle). It attains a thickness of 13 to

27 feet betncen Wersingave and Strop})in, and from Winzig to Glogau is

from 5 to 10 feet thick. An entirely separate deposit shovdd be mentioned
near Dembiohannner, between Malapane and Oppelu, which was considered
for a long time to be true coal. Seventy miles from the brown coal at Obornik
on the Warthe, other deposits appear below the confluence of the Vistula
aiul the Brahe, from the Fordon in Bromberg to Costelletz in Schwetz.

Brown-coal deposits on the east bank of the Vistula occur at Braunsberg
(in Konigsberg), and near Warniken and Eauschen on the Baltic coast.

In the southern group of measures many traces of brown coal have been
followed up by diligent investigations along the southern edges of the Sua-
bian and Frauconian Jura, from Lake Constance to the Danube, and thence
on its left bank as far as the so-called Bavarian forest in the beds of mo-
lasse. In the Grand Duchy of Baden good brown coal was discovered, but
too thin to work. In Wiirtemberg also seams have been met with, but
unworkable, except one of dysodile, 4 feet thick, near Eandeck (in Kirch-
heim), which is used for the manufacture of photogene and paraffin. On
the eastern edge of these deposits, in the Bavarian territoiy, important
basins are formed, one near Sauforst, where the seam has a thickness of
from 10 to 30 feet, yielding chiefly ligneous coal. Along the northcrD.

slope of the ridge of mountains in front of the Alps, in Upper Bavaria,
brown-coal scams are everywhere met with, mostly of black pitch-coal,

which cannot be coked, but which possesses the best qualities for puddling
and reheating iron, and for domestic purposes. In the western part of
this l)asin thirt}' seams are known on the southern slope of the Peissenbcrg,
six of \\ liich are worked and have a total thickness of about nine feet. On
the Pensberg forty-six seams are known, fifteen of which are workable,
lu the district of Auer one seam is worked, and one also at Eschelbach,
in the district of Schongau. At a greater distance from the mountains
three very thin seams are known at Irrsee, in the district of Kaufbeuren.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

Human Remains under Peat.—In the ' Quarterly Geological Jour-
nal,' vol. ix. 1853, p. 32, Mr. Gavey, F.G.S., stated that human remains had
been found in blue clay, undeilying peat and sand, at a depth of 9 feet

inches from the surface, in a railway cutting at Micklcton, in Gloucester-

shire. The geological evidences are detailed in Mr. Gavey 's paper at great

length. The late Professor Baden Powell, F.K.S., inserted a note on the

sulijcct in his 'Essays on the Philosophy of Creation,' 8vo, London, 1855,

p. 501, in which he states, " Considering the very long series of phy-
sical events which thus must have occurred since the human remains were
cml)edded, it becomes an important in<|uiry to endeavour to settle the pro-
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bable relation of these various changes to any known epot-hs of j^'cologieal

action." This statement made b}^' Baden Powell, although apparently

borne out by the geological evidence, was impugned by A. Thomson, Esq.,

of Banchory, in the ' Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal,' vol. iii. 1850,

p. 247. No satisfactory account of the skeleton has however been given,

"The skull was small, but beautifully formed, havin<i the urc/an of veiiera-

tiuH (!) iccU developed,'" according to the observations made by ^Ir. Cooksey,

surgeon, of Chipping Campden. The following ineasurements are given:

—

From posterior edge of foramen magnum to nasal bones, loy^in.; from one

nuvatus auditorius to the other, over the crown, ISj'V in. ; horizontal peri-

])hery, 20^^ in.
•

i

It would be very interesting to have further evidence respecting this

discovery ; and it is to be hoped tluit the skull may be placed in the hands

of some practical ethnologist or cranioscopist. If it should oiler any

l)oints of similarity to the " river-bed" skulls, another link in the chain of

evidence would be procured.

EEVIEW.

JE.i/pdsse d'une Description Phynque et Geologique de I'Arrondissemcnt de

Monthiiiard. Par Dr. Ch. Contejean. Leipzig: Kothschild, 1862.

The physical and geological description of a district, although it may not

have for general readers so great an interest as works of a more extended

and diversified kind, forms nevertheless one of the many solid blocks of

which the noble building of geological science is constituted. It is with

the greatest pleasure we see these impoi'tant repertories of valuable details

multiplied day by day. Usually they are the work of some devoted indi-

vidual who has worked, con amore, in the place of his birth, or of his daily

labours, and often they are printed at the expense of his ])rivate purse.

Often some publisher is found to take up some of this class of books as a

business transaction, and such cases are gratifying, for it shows a great

and wide-spread, if nut indeed a public, interest in our science.

The work before us was begun at the solicitation of the Society of Emu-
lation of Montbcliard, who desired to furnish their contingent to the

scientific description of France demanded of the French learned societies

by the jNIinisterial circular of the 1st of June, 18(50. M. Contejean is the

preparateur of the jNluseum of Natural History, of Paris, and, at the dis-

tance of a hundred leagues away, it did not seem the easiest task to write

the geology of a district; but he yielded to the wishes of his colleagues,

feeling that his many botanical and geological explorations of his native

soil, so fresh in his meraor}', would enable him to give a sketch of all the es-

sential details. The 1)Ook thus produced is divided into four subjects :—I.

The ])hysical descrijjtion of tiie arrondissement—its situation, its elevated

regions, mountains, rivers, lakes, niar.shes, and ])eat-bogs. II. A geolo-

gical description, com])rising notices of the Triassic, Jurassic, Neocomian,
Cretaceous, .Siderolithic, Molasse. Tertiary, and modern deposits. III.

The Orogra])hy of the district. IV. General considerations. It is illus-

trated with a map and two ])lates of very instructive sections. The divi-

pi(jns and subdivisions of the various formations are given with concise-

ness, but every necessary detail. It nuiy be useful to Knglish geologists

to epitomize these very brielly for the sake of comparison « ith our English
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beds, leaving those wlio desire fuller information to obtain it from the

book itself, whieli offers an admirable model for the production of similar

•n-orks in our own country. Such works on local geology are too few

with us, and are generally too poor, both in ability and information,

to merit regard ; it is most commendable therefore to promote the desire

for this class of productions on every occasion that presents itself, and a

better model for a simple geological sketch could not be taken tlian the one

before us.

The arrondissement of Montbeliard is situated at the extreme frontier

of France, near the Vosges, in a depression which separates those moun-
tains from the northern Jura. It consists almost entirely of the Jurassic

formation ; but outcrops of the Triassic and masses of other rocks are how-

ever met with.

The Trias is divided into Gres higarre (variegated sandstone), Calcaire

conchyUen (Musclielkalk), and Marnes irisees (Keuper).

The Jurassic formation offers eight subdivisions—the Lower, Middle,

and Upper Lias, the Inferior and Great Oolites, and the Oxford, Coralline,

and Kimmeridge series. Tlie base of the Lower Lias is a yellowish-white

quartzose sandstone, four to five metres thick, full of casts of Cardinia

and other bivalves, and corresponding to the Gres d'Hettanges. Over this

follows the dark grey Calcaire a Gryphees arqiiees, attaining the thickness

of ten to twelve metres. The Middle Lias presents, at its base, grey or

blue marls and dark-coloured, marly, fragile limestones, sbghtly schistose ;

these are the Marnes a Gryphaa cymhium. The second group is formed of

blue limestone, disposed in nodules in regular beds, alternating with

narrow beds of max\— Calcaire a Belemniies. The third group, the Marnes
a Ammoniies margarilatus, consist of dark grey shaly marls. The Marnes
a PUcatulcs, the fourth and last group of the Middle Lias, alternate with

marly limestones. They are always micaceous and sometimes sandy. The
thickness of the whole division is about thirty metres. The Upper Lias is

divided into tliree groups, the Schistes hitumineux, the Marnes a Trochus,

and the Gres siqjraUasique. The first consists of very friable, argillaceous

schists, highly impregnated with bitumen ; the second are firm grey or

whitish marls ; and the last is formed of nodules and fine layers of very

friable sandstone, very micaceous, alternating with sandy clays charged with

mica, and known as the Marnes micacees. The thickness of the division

is from twenty to thirty metres. The principal fossils in the upper beds—
Ammonites insignis, Schubl. ; A. primordah's, Schl. ; A. hifrons, Brug.

;

Trochus diqjlicatus. Sow. ; Leda rostra/is. Lam. sp. ;
Nitcula Hammerii,

Defr. ; Astarte VoUzii, Hoen. The Inferior Oolite conmiences with rcd-

disli or yellow limestones, enclosing regularly stratified beds of hydroxide

of iron, the Oolitheferrugineuse. Above this is the Calcaires a Entroques

(entrochital limestone). Then, again, the Calcaires a PoJtipiers, enclosing

siliceous nodules. The thickness of this group, over forty metres in the

Jurassic chains, is considerably reduced at the nortJiern extremity of the

arrondissement. The Oolitic iron is an excellent mineral, and supplies a great

many of the factories of Franche-Corate. There are important mines in it

worked by the Compagnie des Forges from Audincourt to Dampjoux, near

the mouth of the Barbeche. The Entrochal limestone furnishes a buikbng

stone of very excellent quality, which is almost exclusively employed at

Besan(;on by the military engineers. The Great Oolite presents three

divisions constant in the Jura,' but elsewhere artificial, and more distinct

in their mineral character than by their faunas. These are the Marnes a

Oslrea acnminala (Marnes vesuhennes of Marcou) ; the Great Oolite,

properly so called, and the Dalle nacree. The first is a blue marl, made
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up as usual of those little oysters from which it takes its name, and is

sometimes twenty metres thick. The Great Oolite is a very massive lime-

stone, the upper part of which has been, rightly or wrongly, considered

by some Continental geologists as representing our Forest Marble. The
i)aUe Sacree (Xacreous Marble) is a small limestone series enclosing at

its base subordinate beds of elay. The principal fossils of the Dalle
Nacree are Ammonites mar)-ocej)/talits, Schl. ; Am. siih-hackeria', D'Orb.

;

Pliuludomya huccardiiim, Ag. ; P. Vezelayl, Laj.; Lijonsia perec/rina,

Phill., sp. ; Lavinnon mactroides, D'Orb. ; Gervillia acuta. Sow. ; Ostrea
acnmhiala. Sow. ; O. costata. Sow. ; Rhynchonella concinna. Sow., sp.

;

li. Lieteni, D'Orb. ; Terehratula diguna. Sow. In the Efage Oxfordien,
]\1 . Contejean includes the Callovian and 0.\foi-dian Etages of D'Orbigny,
and consequently in the Montbeliard region he admits in that group the

Fer Som-Oxfunlien (Callovian), the Mantes O.vfurdietmes (Oxfordian),

and the Calcaires a Sphrerites (Argoviau).

His Efage CoralUen is the Etage Corallien of D'Orbigny, less the Cal-

caires a Astai'tes. It begins with the Argilles a C/iail/cs ; to tliese suc-

ceed the Calcaires Coralliens proper, which in the Haut-Jura exceed a
liundred metres in thickness, and it is terminated by the Coralline Oolite

(Oulitlte CoraUiovu^. The Etage Kimmeridien is made also by M. Conte-
jean to include the Etages Kimmeridien and Portlandien of D'Orbigny, and
it is this group which most especially occupies the general surface of the
Montbeliard arrondissement. The four divisions of this etage are the
Astartien, Pterocerien, Virgnlien, and Nerineen.
Between the Portland dolomite and the lowest Neocomian beds there are

intercalated, in many localities, beds which have exercised the wits of many
geologists, and have given rise to much controversy. These are the Argiles
des 11/tiers, a small freshwater formation, considered by some to belong to

tlie Jurassic period, corresponding to the Purbeck beds, and by others as

representing the Weald Clay ; whilst others attach tliem to the Cretaceous
Formation. The author expresses no opinion on this point, but points out
the occurrence of these clays at Villiers-le-Lac, near Morteau, and as oc-

curring also generally at the base of the Neocomian deposits in the canton
of Russey, in very variable thickness, but on the average about 10 metres.
Their colour is dark grey, almost black. The fossils are rare and badly
})reserved. IM. Lory has noted Plnisa Bristovii, Forbes ( P. Wcaldiatia,
Coq ), Planorbis Lorii, Coq., Corhula alata, Sow., and luuletcrmined .spe-

cies of Paludina, Lymneus, and Ci/ctas.

The Cretaceous rocks are represented by Neocomian limestones, sur-

mounted by bands of liinonite-iron—the Valengiiiian group; or as M.
Ci)idejean ])r(^fers to call them, the Calcaire a JJmon/te, and the Marnes de
(CJlaufcrivc and the Caleaires de Neuehdtel. The Caleaire a Chania (Ne-
gonien, D'Orb.) does not exist in the arrondissement, nor are any of the
Upper Cretaceous beds to be met with.

The Terrain SideroUthique is another small formation which has occa-

sioned discussion as to its origin, and the jjlace it ought to occn])y in the
geological series. It consists of clays, sands, and grains of iron, confusedly
Jicaped in the fissures and 0])en depressions of all the Jurassic beds. Tlie

iron is worked in numerous places, and some of the mines are very im-
jjortant.

'I'lie Molasse extends from the north-east of Montbeliard over the terri-

tories of Sochaux, l*]xincourl, Ktui)es, JJrognard, J)ambenois, and Allan-
joie. Isolated by erosions, it forms low and rounded hills. At Moi.taincau
the Molasse begins with strong betls of congh^nu'rates <.)f rounded pei)bles

belonging to the Jurassic beds, and often preserving their fossils. These
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pebbles agglutinated by a calcareous sandy cement, penetrated by
grains of iron from the " terrain siderolitliique," are so closely packed
that the prominences of some make indentations on others, the cavities

corresponding as when a hard substance is pressed into a softer. This
phenomenon has often excited attention, both in this locality and else-

M'hero, and has recently been receiving the careful and acute attention of
Mr. Sorby, from whom we are likely to receive shortly a very interest-

ing explanation of its cause and the manner of action. Above these mas-
sive conglomerates, beds of "pudding-stones," alternating with sands and
clay, occur ; and finally, in the upper part, is homogeneous sandstone, or,

properly called, Molasse. The fossils are rare and badly preserved. In
the upper sandstone are impressions ofmytilus, cardium,and some fragments
of oysters, and bones of the sea-cow or lamantin. Beds of freshwater lime-

stone, liighly charged with silex, occur at Dampierre, Chatenois, and other

places, and contain snails, lymneas, paludinas, etc. At Chatenois these

beds are more than 8 metres thick. The relationship of these fresliwater

deposits with the marine beds of the Molasse is very difficult to make out.

The hills and plateaux of the lower regions are covered over the greater

part of their surface by patches of diluvium, which augment in thickness

towards the plain of Alsace. To the south, these deposits invade the pla-

teaux to the height of 450 metres. The diluvium consists of sands, pebbles,

and clays confusedly mixed, withoiit assortment or of visible stratification.

The sands and pebbles are of Yosgian or Hcrcynian origin, and are of

crystalline schists, granites, syenites, quartzites, porphyries, and ancient

sedimentary rocks reduced to fragments varying from a grain to the size

of the head. As the Vosges are approached these debris become more
numerous and larger. The bones, and ])articularly the teeth, of l^llephas

p?'imi(/enius and lihijioceros tichor'inus, characterize these deposits.

There are within the arrondissement numerous caverns and osseous

breccias. The best known ai-e those of Vaucluse, Maucenans, and St.

Julien ; the latter 200 metres above the bed of the Dessoubre, and the

entrance to wbich is absolutely inaccessible without a ladder, Up to the

present time no human remains have been found in any of these caverns.

The ordinary mammalia are bear, hya?na, cave-lion, several kinds of deer

and ox, some rodents and insectivora. Some bones of birds have also been
foimd. In the escai-pments of the Chateau de Chatillon, near St. Hippo-
lyte, fissures exist partly filled with osseous breccia, amongst the frag-

ments in wliicli M. Duvernoy has recognized bones of the cave-bear.

Ei'ratic blocks are also very frequent, scattered over the heights and
ridges of La Haute-Montagne. These are of crystalline schists, protogene,

black-limestone, and other rocks coming from the Alps of Monte Eosa.

The turf-bogs are formed almost entirely of mosses of the genus Sphag-

num. The gravel-beds contain often blocks of considerable size, and the

bones and teeth of beaver, small rodents, and insectivora, which have long

since been extinct in the district. The superficial deposits often present

remains of vegetables and minerals such as now exist, as also products of

human industry.

M. Contejean's book consists of ninety -two pnges, and the brief inkling

we have given our readers of the contents of a {'cw is an earnest of tlic

valuable and interesting matter contained in that still larger proportion

which space prevents us from noticing at all.





PLATB XXIT.

DRAC^NA BENSTEDII, Konig.

From a Specimen m the Bntisn Museum, presented by Mr. Bensted.

S. J. Mackie, del.
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THE "DRAGON-TEEE " OF THE KENTISH EAG.

Mr. Beksted, iu his ' Notes on the Geology of Maidstone ' (p. 336)

lias referred to certain vegetable remains from the Kentish rag-beds

of his quarr}', under the title of Dracana Benstedii ; and under this

name tlie specimen stands recorded in Professor Morris's Catalogue.

The entry there is " Drac^na (Linn.) Benstedii, Konig, Mus. Brit.,

L. G. S., Maidstone," but the name of the class is not given, whether by

omission or from some special reason we are not aware. The recent

DraccencB are referred by botanists to the Liliaceae, and the best-

known species is that which supplies the fine pigment used by house-

grainers, and commonly known as " Dragon's blood."

The Dragon-trees form a most extraordinary and celebrated genus

of monocotyledonous vegetables. They belong to the Asparagus

family ; and with the appearance and interior organization of tlie

Palms, they ai'e said to approach them still nearer in their fructifi-

cation.

All the kinds are said to delight in arid soils, and to flourish on

the shores by the sea, ranging from that level to eight hundred or a

thousand yards on the mountains.

Twenty to tweiity-five species are recorded as natural to inter-

tropical regions— India, Cliina, the islands of the Pacific, Cape of

Good Hope, and the coast and islands of Soutli Africa. One only

exists in the northern part of the American continent, in tlic far

north of Canada, or on the borders of the icy regions of Hudson

Bay.

VOL. V. 3 P
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There appear to be, as far as we are aware, no published sections

of their structure, nor any particularly valuable descriptions for the

geologist. Some monographs do exist of somewhat ancient date,

namely, Crantz, ' De Duabus Draconis Arboribus Botanicorum,' 4to,

Vienna, 1768 ; Berens, ' De Dracone Arbore Clusii,' 4to, Gottingen,

1770; Yandclli, 'De Arbore Draconis seu Dracaena,' 8vo, Olisipone,

1768; and Thunberg, ' Dissertatio de Dracaena,' 4to, Upsala, 1808.

These are all the special works which have come under our direct

notice. Various accounts, however, are scattered through various

books of travel and of expeditions; and especially any one who wishes

to work out the subject will find accounts and admirable photographs

of the great dragon-tree of Orotnva, and many others, in Professor C.

Piazzi Smyth's ' Teneriffe.' This Orotava-tree is reputed to be

6000 years of age.

" Poor old tree, whose trunk was hollow when Alouzo del Luiro and his

conquistadores in 1493 established the Spanish authority here, and turned
the bark into a chapel for holy mass after it had served Druidical pur-
poses amonsfst the Guanche tribes for ages. How frail is it now ! A storm
wrenched off an arm ; and more recenlly certain Goths hacked an immense
piece out of the thin wall of hollow trunk for the Museum of Botany at

Kew. . . . Sixty feet higli above the grovind at its southern fork ; forty-

eight feet and a half in circumference at that level, 35'6 at 6 feet above,
and 23'8 at 11'5 feet above, or the place where the branches spring out
from the rapidly narrowing conical trunk—this Dracaena cannot compare
with the real monarchs of the forest for size. And we must remember that
it is no proper tree with woody siibstance ; it is merely a vegetable ; an aspa-
ragus stalk, with a remarkable power of vitality and an equally eminent
slowness of growth : it is this last, indeed, not its size, which has gained
it the ci'edit of being the oldest tree in the world. Let us take note of
the chief characteristics. First, the immense uprearing of long, naked,
root-like branches, and the pyramidal outline of the trunk. The leafage

makes no very sensible appearance ; there is the typical tuft at the end of
each branch, or rather stem ; but the miniature palm-ti'ees have been grow-
ing for ages without bifurcation, extending only in length, nothing in
breadth. At the point of junction of two or more a thickening of the lower
branch begins, and occasionally may be seen one or two withered radicles

hanging loose ; for they have failed to enter the bark, and work their way
down to the ground. So many of them however have done this, that
while the simple stems are smooth or marked only by shallow, transverse
indentations of footstalks of past leaves, the compound stems are deeply
corrugated longitudinally, and tlie trunk more markedly stdl, with an evi-

dent tendency in every wrinkle to divide continually as it descends. When
once a stem has bi'anched its life seems to have departed, being replaced
by the lives of the several young trees of its kind left growing on its sum-
mit, and whose roots, entering the bark, and encasing the stem on every
side, conceal its slowly withering corpse from the light of day. Ages pass
by ; the young trees after flourishing die in their turn, each producing
two or more new ones mounted on their summits ; . . . the inosculating
roots, which had decorously concealed the death of their parent stem,
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feeling the reqxiiremenls of the growing famil}^ above, expand their circle

of support below ; the trunk that had been eyliudrical becomes a broad-

based cone. An opening is nuide on one side. We look in and find a

mere hollow. In the centre of that void there stood the original tree; it

is gone now, as completely as any of the early progenitors of annuals grow-

ing in our gardens. Hence some explanation of the hollow interior of the

great Dragon-tree. It is a physiological necessity."

As the Maidstone specimen in the British Museum has never

been published, we give a representation of the most characteristic

part in Plate XXII, Mr. Carruthors, of the Botanical Department

of the British ]Museum, is disposed to think that it is the bifurcation

of two branches. The specimen is no more than the cast in Kentish

ragstone of the original mould of the exterior in that stratum, and

is valuable only as showing those ribbings and small and peculiar pit-

tings on the surface which accord with the like but fainter ribbings and

pittings on the surface of the recent Draccena draco. The fragment

figured is one-third natural size, and one of several pieces, of which

another measures 11 inches in length by ^\ in diameter; a third, 16

inches by about the same thickness. In these, portions apparently of

cavernous wood are found within the exterior rim of bark, and at

places seem to show structure. The opportunity has not yet been

afforded me of examining this structure minutely, but I hope Mr.

Henry Woodward will accede to my wish, that a section of the speci-

men should be made, and that he will furnisli us with some account

of its peculiarities. I draw attention to this specimen, for all the

])ieces are parts of the same branch, not with any wish or purpose of

disputing its right to its generic name,—notwithstanding that rests on

those very fragile grounds, mere external resemblance,—but because

at present it seems to stand alone, as representing the Liliacea) in the

Secondary period, and w^e liave no record of this class that I remem-

ber in any of our Tertiary deposits.

It might be well however to look to the Pandanacea?, or screw-

pines, before even, on the evidence before us, it is accepted as certain

that this Greensand fossil rightly belongs to Dracaena. The recent

Vandanus amaryUifoUun, Roxb., tlie P. odoratissimus of Eastern

Asia, and an undescribed species collected by Mr. Robert Brown,

have all, more or less, somewhat similar but perhaps harsher and

coarser ribbings and pittings ; and it should not be forgotten, that from

the Inferior Oolite of Charnwortli in Dorsetshire we have the Fodo-

carya Bucklandi referred to 1h(> Paudauca) in Morris's catalogue,

but j)laced by Professor PiiillipH, in his ' iManual,' with the Cycailea*.

There is another reason for looking to this class, uumeiy, the conical
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fruits occasionally met in the Lower Greensand beds, and wliich,

if tliey belong to either class, are more like Pandanaceous fruits

than Liliaceous.

As I have found fragments of similar cavernous wood in the

Greensand of Folkestone, it is probable many more specimens may
be by diligence obtained ; and my impression is, that a large tree

I once saw split out like a picture on the surface of an enormous

block of ragstone in Mr. Beusted's quarry was a nearly perfect

specimen of the Dracaena Benstedii, or whatever other genus this

specimen may be proved to belong to.

We bave before drawn passing attention to some of the plants of

the British cretaceous rocks, and we wisli again to do so now. It is

an unworked mine full of promise, and every labourer in it will meet

reward.

ON THE EESTOEATION OF PTERASPIS.

By the Rev. Hugh Mitchell, M.A.

In the year 1860, when engaged in drawing
up a list of the fossils known to occur in the

Lower Old Red Sandstone of Scotland, we had
occasion to remark that, with the exception

of the Pteraspis, we had found in our northern
rocks the various fossils of the equivalent

beds in England, and many others besides,

indicating an extensive piscine fauna in that

epoch of geological history. We have now
to remove that exception, for Pteraspis does

occur with us. Some very fine specimens
have recently been found in our Scottish

rocks, and from tbeir examination we are not
only able to discern that fragments which
have been many years in our possession, and
which we could not refer to any known fossil,

belong to that palaeozoic fish, but we are also

encouraged to attempt the restoration of the

remarkable buckler, composed of solid bone,

in which this ancient denizen of the deep was
encased.

Figure 1. In the construction of this dia-

gram three fossil specimens have been em-
ployed. These specimens are similar in their

proportions and in the method of their pre-I'iK. 1.
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servation, aud their exact measurements have been followed in the
figure. The first specimen, used for this diagram, exhibits very
beautifully the form of the shield with the terminal horns, and the
distinct eye-sockets. The eyes are placed on the margin of the shield,

and their impression is also seen on a east in the stone of this spe-

cimen. The second specimen

is the prolonged central ter-

mination of the shield, which
has been broken ofi" at the

ridge which terminates on
either side in the horns. The
third specimen shows the junc-

tion of this central prolonga-

tion with the shield. All the

three specimens have a high

central ridge, and still retain

something of the graceful out-

line of the living form. As
preserved in the stone these

specimens show only the na-

creous layer, the other com-
ponent layers of the bone of

tlie Pteraspis having perished

in their case.

Figure 2. Two specimens

have been employed for the

construction of this diagram,

the one a piece of solid bone,

and the other a cast in the

stone of the under surface of

the dorsal shield. They are

a])parently the relics of indi-

viduals of the same species aud
even size ; and we have again

followed their exact measure-

ments in the figure. The spe-

cimen of solid bone exhibits

the external aspect and general

outline of the shield, and is especially valuable as showing the form

and position of the horns of the shield. It will be observed that

these are not the prolonged cusps of the Cephalaspis, or at least

of the Cephalaspis Lyellii. The cast shows the niarks of the eye-

sockets, and exhibits traces of the central ridgt3 of the shield. The
ridge, however, is a low one iu comparison of tliat in Figure 1

;

and we have hitherto failed to discover the central prolongation or

termination of this larger or adult form.

Figure 3. This must be understood to be very conjectural ; and

although tliree of tlie plates are copied exactly as they occur in the

stone, their arrangement aud their function must be considered so far

i^K. 2.
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a guess. "We regard the wliole as forming an abdominal plate, com-
posed of different pieces, joined by sutures, and which covered the un-
der side of the head and, it may be, part of the body of the Pteraspis.

The pieces we possess are numbered in tlie diagram 1, 2, 3, and the

others have not occurred to us.

In 1 we cannot discover any
trace of the eye-socket, which,
had this been the anterior por-

tion of a dorsal plate, ought to

have been displayed ; but in 2
there is a round orifice, to which
a sucking apparatus might have
been well attached. If this in-

terpretation be correct, and be
confirmed by further evidence,

then, at length, we have reached
the method in which the Pter-

aspis and its kindred Cephalas-

pis sought and received their

food in the waters. The sepa-

rate plates seem to be bone,

composed like that of the ce-

phalic buckler, and were ap-

l)ai'ently joined together by
deep sutures. The bone cover-

ing the upper surface of the

head presented a solid mass to

any opposing object ; but that

covering the under surface, as

less exposed, was formed of dif-

ferent jjieces, and thus flexible

wherewithal. And we have ob-

served that Plate 1 covers Plate

2 by a deep marginal socket

;

so that the plate to which a

sucker micht be attached couldFig. 3.

not be torn from its place without the resistance of the other.

COERESPONDENCE.

Origin of Flint Veins in Chalk.

Deab Sib,—A short time since a paper appeared in your publication
reviewing the various theories concerning llie oi'igin of tlie chalk flints.

JVo notice was tlien taken of a theory Avliich, to my mind, explains the
origin of flint better than any of those theories whicfi have as yet been
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advanced. Before explaining this theory I will allude to a phenomenon
^^•hic•h is apparent in nearly every large exposure of flint-bearing chalk.

Scams ofjl'int, often not more than an inch in thickness (sometimes much less),

may he seen in the chalk, riinninc) at almost right angles to the lines of strati-

fication. From these seams it is possible to detach slabs some feet in su^^er-

ficial area, but only an inch or so in thickness. Now, I ask any person

who has the slightest knowledge of the nature of deposition and stratifica-

tion, whether such a mass as I have described could have been formed at

the bottom of the sea round a nucleus of any description, and then have
been deposited with the chalk in such a position, viz. at a considerable

angle to the lines of stratification. I think that the answer will be in the

negative, and that we must have some other theory than that held by Dr.
Bowerbank to account for the presence of, at any rate, such taasses as

these. You have probably noticed the seams, to which I allude, yourself,

as they are abundant everywhere along the south-western coast of England.

My attention was first drawn to them in the cliffs between Brighton and
Rottingdean, where many and striking examples may be seen. The only

theory which can explain these occurrences, and which is sound as far as I

can see in other respects, was held, I believe, by the late Professor Henslovv,

who considered that the chalk flints had been formed after the deposition

of the calcareous stratum in which they are found, during its elevation

from the sea, bj^ the percolation and concentration of water, highly charged
with silica, into cavities left by the decomposition of animal and vegetable

matters which had been enclosed. In -

—

*:— -—

^

the process of drying, fissures would na- ^— ~-"^^^ -^^
turally form in the chalk, in which the ^^^^^jfc^'^^^P^'"''

"""^^

siliceous water could accumulate and :z:^^r^^/̂ ^'^'
LZ -̂^^̂

'

"^ '-^^^^^
leave its deposit of flint, in the same —^-r^/-^'-^^— / _~_

.

". '^2:7^^^^
manner as it had accumulated and formed ^=̂ i^=^i^=:zz^̂ rrpAj^-rL^^L

" nodular" masses in the cavities left by ^^_^^^^^^fe:j^,^,r:=::;:,£^gg
the decomposition of sponges, echino- '2^=^ ~"^^—^

—

-^

derms, mollusks. etc. I think it is also probable that the gases formed
by the decomposition of these oi'ganic bodies would enlarge the cavities

formed in the yielding chalk ; and might not some chemical affinity or

exchange also have assisted in the elimination of the siliceous particles

from the water ?

I should be glad to hear from yourself or correspondents, either facts

whicli will tend to support this theory, or some other liypotliesis whicli

will better explain the occurrence of these continuous seams of flint. I

enclose you a sketch of the cliff with flint seams, and remain.
Yours, etc..

September Sth,18G\. Silex.

The Bed Sandstone Blocks of Dunmamcay.

Sir,—The beautiful representation of tlie Old Red Sandstone block of

Dunmanway. county Cork (given at page 248, ' Geologist' for July) gives

rise to the following suggestions :

—

Duiiu ainvay's Old Hcil Saiulstono lilocks stand forth as rocks

Of z<-'rt//';'-markin^s ; not rnl)s and jolls of ice-blocks
;

Ifalcr went round to mark them.
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The ripple-marks left by unclulatiug waters

On limestones iu Lake Killarncy, and otlier quarters,

May still he seen in progress.

Yours faithfully, A Subsceibee.
Wi Auffust, 1862.

[If our correspondent is not pleased with his communication being set up by our com-

positor as a poetical effusion, he has no one to blame but himself; for, not sending us,

in confidence, his name and address, we could neither send him a proof nor ask his

instructions. We are continually annoyed by this leprehensiblc conduct, and many

things worth printing are often, for this reason, consigned to our waste-paper basket.

The post-mark on this communication is Ryde, but we should only give the Dead Letter

officers trouble if we posted a letter "To Subscriber" there. It would be a worse ad-

dress than the memorable " John Smith, England."

—

Ed. Geol.]

The KirMale Cavern.

Sir,—In the September number of ' Maemillan's Maii^azine ' there is an

article by Mr. John Taylor, concerning this place, upon which, as I take

it to be a very important one (thus greathi differing from the majority of

geological papers, which are combinations of tlie most obvious facts and the

most unohvious speculations), I am desirous of making a few observations.

That it presents an agreeable contrast to the views of some of " our best

authorities" in geology, no candid person can but admit; but, at the same

time, I look upon it as perhaps the commencement of new inquiries, which
probably will eiFect the demolition of similar irrational and far-fetched ex-

planations.

That any individual could consider the one in question, and yet main-

tain the doctrine of Buckland, could, I think, only be accounted for on the

ground of faith in this distinguished geologist,—the facts alluded to by
Mr. Taylor being absolutely crucial as regards the conclusion drawn from

them. We have here an example of an apparently geological plienomenon

which is really an historical one, and of the utility which the knowledge

of ancient customs is in the explanation of physical phenomena. In the

present case, without this knoAvledge the explanation would have been only

a speculation ; but as the explanatory circumstance is Jinon-n to have been

a fact, and it is not possible otherwise to account for the phenomenon, there

is as much certainty as can be obtained cowcevmrifx,n.ny unseen phenomena.

In this sense the conclusion is warranted, or crucial, from the facts brought

forward. I have here, of coui'se, presumed that the alleged facts are such,

concerning which, as far as I can understand, no discussion can be raised.

J. Alexandee Davies.

[We are sorry to read the opinion formed by our correspondent of the antiquated,

absurd, and ignorant article in ' INIacmillan's Magazine.' Want of space prevents com-

ments on our part ui)on it in the present number, but we shall refer to the subject again.

Two excellent articles in the 'London Review' may, in tlie interim, be perused with ad-

vantage by Mr. Davies and thosa who concur in his ajipreciation of Mr. Taylor's un-

tenable article.]

GEOLOGICAL NOTES IN THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

Italy.—The Natural History Museum of the Royal University of Pisa

exhibits the following plaster and wax models of fossils :

—

Mastodon Aver-

iicnsis (jaws and seimrate teeth) ; Elephas meridionalis (jaws, part of

upper jaw, teeth) ; lIippoj)otamus major (part of jaw, teeth); Rhinoceros

JSlruscus (skull, part of jaw, part of upper jaw) ; Lutra Campani (almost
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entire skull) ; Amplticyon Laurinensc (part of jaw) ; Sits charoides (two
portions of jaw) ; aud several other interesting fossils are exhibited in the
Italian department.
The following tables of the number, produce, and working staffs of the

Austrian coal-mines, eliminated from the minute details given by the
Austrian Geological Survey, will be viewed with some interest, not only
in respect to the various manufactures which of late years have been
carried on at the expense of coal proper, but in i-espect also to the total

quantity raised in comparison with the annual enormous yield of our own
coal-fieids.

It would have been a most interesting thing to have worked out minutely
the comparative values of the various kinds of bituminous minerals in

respect to manufactures ; but the absence of any official or reliable infor-

mation renders such a task very difficult, while the carelessness of labelling

of some exhibitors, and, we almost fear, the intentional obscurities of the
specimens of others, leave so many chances of error to any writer attempt-
ing to deal with the Exhibition samples of this class as would make the
boldest and most anxious votaries of science hesitate to go fully into the sub-
ject. The comparative values of bituminous shales and coals proper in the
actual commercial manufacture of paraffine, the origin of rock-oil, whether
the latter is of the same age as the beds which contain it, or whether such
beds from a jjeculiar basin-like condition are only mere receptacles of a
product of very various dates of formation, are all interesting qviestions.

The effect of former litigations on the first very important topic is still

most bitterly felt in the retardation and obscuring of a subject of real

scientific and commercial importance ; while the still common careless or
wilful misuse of the tenii " coal "—a secondary consequence also of that
baneful influence—disfigures the writings and ai'guraents of some of our
eminent geologists, and leads to the utmost confusion in the public as to

the real nature of the minerals which are truly serviceable for that and
various other manufactures. The true type of coal is undoubtedly " New-
castle coal :'" the so-called cannel " coals," the Wemyss " coal," the Wigan
" coal," and Boghead " coal " are simply misnomers ; and we cannot wonder
that parties interested in the manufacture of paraffnie should pass strong
comments when they see samples of one thing exhibited under the name
of another, as Mr. Campbell has done in the last number of the ' Mining
Journal,' on the sample exhibited by Mr. James Young, ofBathgate. And
certainly with respect to that gentleman's speciTuen of " Boghead Coal."

—

another name only for the memorable "Torbane Hill Mineral,"— t lie Boghead
" coal " being tlie Torbane Ilill Afineral dug from the portion of that slialo-

field leased by Mr. Gillespie to the Messrs. liussell of litigation notoriety,

—

it does indeed bear no resemblance to that substance, of which some hundred-
weiglits of specimens have passed through our hands as the substance from
which the Bathgate paraffine was made. In the foreign courts the same ob-

scure use of the term " coal " is so common, that, cond)ined with the absence
of any proofs that the samples exhibited arc aciualli/ samples of the articles

used ill the manufactures to which they are assumed to relate, although reall}'

anxious to view this imjiortant topic in a pureh' sc'icnt'ific light, as to the
nature of tlie origin of the various commercial bituminous products, we
reserve, at least for the present, our notes on the subject, to seek for the
fidlest information from every reliable riuarter—not with any view, and still

less any wish, to enter into or bring iq) again a controversy the embers
of \Ahich it is evident are still burning, but from the desire which a man of
science naturally feels to investigate an unresolved ]U'obUMn, and to turn
the knowledge he gets to the advantage or inslruclioii of his race.
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PARTICULVRS OF THE STRATA SUNK THROUGH AT HIGH PARK
COLLIERY, IN PARISH OF GREATLEY, IN THE COUNTY OF NOT-
TINGHAM, ON THE ESTATE OF VISCOUNTESS PALMERSTON.

No.
of
Str.

Thickness
of Strata.

yds. ft. in

August 14, 1854. Set-out shafts

diam. witliiu brickwork.

10 ft.

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26

27
28

29

30

2 5

9

4

1 8

1

10

1 4

2

11

3

9

9

5

7

2 6

1

1 1

2

1

10

2

2 4

2 6

2 6

2

1

1

(First

Jan. 20, 1855.

Raised pit top.

Yellow clay.

Blue bind.

Ditto and ironstone.

water.)

Black biud.

Dark clunch with ironstone.

Black shale. (Water.)

White clunch.

Coal. (Water.)

Dark cluncli.

Coal. (Water.)

Dark clunch.

Blue bind.

Grey stone. (Water.)

Blue bind.

Grey stone. ("Water.)

Blue biud.

Coal. (Water.)

Light clunch.

Light stone.

Dark blue bind.

Black shale. (W'ater.)

Coal.

Dark clunch.

Blue bind.

Coal and Smut.

Lightclunch. Nov. 2, 1854,

wcdgins: and tubbiugcorb.

wood IGx 10 in., stopped

back water.

Cluuch and ironstone.

Dark blue stone bind and

ironstone.

Ditto bind with light stone

beds.

Grey stone with smut beds.

(j\f uch water.)

Commenced working the

first lift of 9 in. pumps.

31 2 Dark stony bind.

32 3 1 5 White stone mixed with

bind. 2nd tubbing corb.

1 10 Wiiitc stone. (Much water,

1000 gallons per minute.)

Oct • 3, 1855. Commenced working with

two sets of 9 in pumps.

Thickness
of Strata.

yds. ft. in,

Name of Strata.

May 19, 185G. Commenced pumping with

four sets of 9 in pumps.

Sept. 6, 1850. Stopped pumping; could

uot lower the water iu either shaft.

Nov. 22, 1858. Commenced pumping with

four sets of 9 in. pumps.

Jan. 27, 1859. Commenced cleaning dirt

out of pit bottom.

Dark clunch.

Black shale.

Coal.

Soft sloome.

Clunch.

Grey stone. (Water, 300
gallons per minute.)

Stone bind. 3rd tubb. corb.

Stony bind. 4tli ditto.

Ditto.

White stone. (^Vater, 80

gallons per miuute.)

Ironstone.

Dark biud.

Ironstone.

Dark bind.

Ironstone.

Dark bind.

Ironstone.

Dark bind.

Ironstone.

Very dai'k biLid.

Coal. (Water, 35 galls.min.)

Dark clunch. 5th tub. corb.

Very dark biud.

Strong coal.

Light clunch.

Daik biud.

Light bind.

Coal and bat.

Clunch.

Grey stone. (Water. 130

gallons per minute.)

SUniy bind. 6th tubb. corb.

Stony bind.

White stone 1 Water, 110

Ribbony stoned galls, min.

Strong blue bind.

Ironstone.

Strong blue bind. 7th tubb.

corb., 2yth Dec, 1859.

33 3

34 4

35 10

36 3

37 1 3

38 2 6

39 11

40 1 2 1

j^ 1

41 I 2

42 3

43 1 8

44 1^

45 1

46 li

47 1 11

48 u
49 2 7

50 1.^

51 2 11

52 2 11

53 1 2 6

,, 2 2 10

54 2 3

55 1 4
56 1 8

57 1 3

58 5

59 1 9

GO 1 2 6

61 1

„ 7

62 1 10

63 3 1 6

04 1 4

65 2

66 1 6
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PARTICULARS OF STRATA AT HIGH PARK COLLmRY—continued.

No.
of

Thickness
of Strata. Name of Strata.

No.
of
Str.

108

Thickness
of Strata. Name of Strata.

Str.
yds ft. in. yds ft. in.

66 2 10 Blue bind with iroustone 2 2 Grey stone.

balls. 109 1 9 Stony bind. 4th bricking

67 1 Soil coal. corb.

68 1 6 Lio:lit clunch. ^, 4 2 4 Stonv bind.

69 1 2 4 Bliu! bind. 110 (J 1 Black shale.

70 1 2 Coal and bat. 111 1 2 4 Light clunch.

71 1 2 6 Light cluiich. 112 3 6 Grey stouc.

72 2 1 Dark stone. 113 1 4 Stony bind. 5th briclcing

73 9 Light stone. cori), Aug. 22, 1860.

74 1 5 Strong bind. Sthtub.corb. )> 2 9 Stony bind.

J, 2 6 Raised pit top. Mar. 1860. 114 1 2 Dark stony bind.

75 3 1 Blue bind and ironstone,

yth tubbing corb.

115 2 3 Black shale with thin beds

of ironstone.

76 5 6 Strong bind and ironstone. 116 1 9 Dark stone clunch.

1st bricking corb. 117 1 8 Cank. Aug. 2Sth, 1860.

77 2 Black shale. 118 1 2 9 Stone.

78 2i Ironstone. 119 2 1 4 Dark bind. 6th bricking

79 8 Black shale. corb., Sept. 3, ISGO.

80 2i Ironstone. 120 8 2 Stony bind. 7th bricking

81 2 9 Dark bind. corb., Sept. 13, 1860.

82 10 Black shale. 121 1 9 Coal.

83 1 8 Coal. 122 1
I

Dark stone clunch.

84 1 7 Strong stone clunch. 123 2 1 C Grey clunch.

85 6 "White stone. 124 U 1 8
i

Black shale. 8th bricking

86 7 1 Dark bind and ironstone. corb., Sept. 22, 1860.

2nd bricking corb. „ 1 Black shale.

,, 1 8 Dark bind and ironstone. 125 2 8 Bine bind.

87 2 6 Black shale. 126 4 Cank.

88 2 4 Coal. 137 2 1 8 Black shale.

89 1 2 Bat. 12S 4 1 6 Bind and iroustone. 9th

90 2 1 8 Strong clunch. bricking corb.

91 2 Bat. 129 2 6 Soft coal (Comb coal).

92 1 1 Clunch. Oct. 1, 1860.

93 3 Bat. 130 2 1 Clunch and ironstone balls.

94 1 1

2

4

1

Stone clunch. lOlh tubb.

corb.

Stoncclunch. .Iul.fi, 1800,

1:31 1

1

1

10

10

Soft root' T rr IT
,)j lop hard or

Main hard ^['^''J'^'^-

Bottom soft!
'^''•l^"

95 6 2 10 Stony bind. 1 4

96 7 Black shale. 132 6 Holing sloome.

97 1 6 Stone clunch. 133 2 1 Clunch.

98 2 5 Stony bind. 134 1 2 2 Stone.

99 6 Bat. 135 2 2 11 Blue bind.

100 1 8 Clunch. 136 1 1 Coal.

101 1 7 Bat and coal. 137 1 1 Chinch. lOlh brick, corb.

102 2 8 Clunch. 3rd brickingcorb. l;5s 4 I Slone bind.

July 31st, 1860. VM) (1 :5 Ironstone.

103 1 8 Stone clunch. no 4 1 9 Hlue bind and ironstone.

104 2 1 Stnnv bind. 1 1th bricking corb.

105 10 Coal." Bottom of sump.

106 1 10 li'izht clunch. 141 2 1 Dunsil coal.

107 1 7 Cauk.
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PARTICULARS OF TITE STRATA SUNK THROUGH AT COTMANHAY
COLLIERY, IN THE PARISH OF ILKESTON, IN THE COUNTY OF
DERBY.

7,7 1 Thickness
No.
of
Str.

Thiclinf'sa
JNo.

of
of Strata. Name of Strata.

of Strata. Name of Strata.

Str.
yds ft. in. yds ft. in.

1 2 Soil aud clay. 30 1 2 Coal

2 2 6 CoaL 31 1 6 Fire clay.

8 1 6 Soft clunrh. 32 1 1 Strong; stone clunch. Tub-

4 6 Brown sfoue. "^ bing corb.

5 2 1 Soft biiul. 33 3 1 Strong bind with ironstone.

6 3 Iron stcue. 34 1 Craw stone.

7 2 ] Stone bind. 35 6* Ironstone.

8 1

1

]

8

Grey stone.

Slone bind.

36 2 Black shale with"]

large bails of U,^^^
ironstone \ ,

Slone (bottom
|

10 7 1 8 Soft soa])y bind.

11 1 6 Soft bind with black 37 4

bands of ibin iionstoue. ironstoTie). J
12 2 6 Black shale. 38 2 Black shale.

18 1 7 Soft white bind. 39 1 6 Chinch.

]4 1 8 Jay and coal. S 40 1 2 Stone bind with ironstone.

15 1 1 8 Dark clunch. S 41 1 2 Coal (Ell).

16 1 1 Stone. 0)

s
42 2 6 Strong stone chinch.

17 2 1 Stone bind with iron- 43 3 6 Stone.

stone beds. 44 1 Clunch.

18 3i Ironstone. CWhetstone 45 1 4 Coal.

rake.) 46 2 Stone clunch.

19 7 2 Broad bind with iron- 47 5 Stone and Cank.

stone beds. '^ 48 4 Strong stone bind.

20 1 4 Black bind.
^ 49 2 6 Main smut.

21 3 Ironstone. 50 6 Soft clunch.

22 I12 Broad black bind. 51 1 2 8 Stone.

23 1 2 6 Soft white bind. 52 3 2 6 Strong In'oad liiiid.

24 1 2 Black shale. 53 1 2 j\Iain soft coal.

25 2 9 White bind. 54 4 Bat.

26

27 1

4
2

Ironstone 1 „
,j, , , , 1 Brown
Black shale > ,

T , 1 rake.
Ironstone J

55

56
2

1

Stony clunch.

Dark stone.

28 4 57 11 Strong broad bind with

29 1 6 Bind and shale alter- small beds of ironstone.

nately. ^ 58 1 4 Hard Pothouse coal (main).

BEITISH ASSOCIATION MEETING AT CAMBRIDGE.

ON BITUMINOUS SCHISTS* AND THEIR RELATION TO COAL.

By Pkofessor D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.S.

Eocks in which iiaphtlia, petroleum, rock oil, bilumeii, as])hal(e, find

other mineral hydrocarbons are present in sufficient aliundance to cha-

* This term, " bituminous schists," is not altogether correct, as the minerals so called

do not contain bitumen properly so called. It is, however, in familiar use, and to he

preferred to the tenn "jiyro-sehist" suggested by Dr. Sferry Hunt, wiiich is equally in-

correct, without having the advantage of being familiar.
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racterize the deposit or attract attention, are widely distributed in various

geological formations, and belong to no special geological period. Crys-

talline and metamorphic rocks contain cliapopote and other forms of bitu-

men. Kock oil rises in jets from below Silurian, Devonian, and carboni-

ferous rocks in North America. Bituminous limestones and schists occur
in Ireland in Silurian rocks, and at Caithness in Devonian rocks, and else-

where, not unfrequently in the British Islands, in carboniferous rocks.

Bituminous schists arc important in the Permian series in Germany, and not

absent in tlie New lied Sandstone. The Posidonia schists of the Lias and
other beds are highly bituminous, and in the Oolites, the cretaceous rocks,

and even in the Tertiaries, especially in Germany, the same bituminous

character often prevails. Asphalte is common in some Tertiaries ; oil rises

from the nummulitic rocks in the East, and in the West Indies we have
the Pitch-lake of Trinidad.

In almost all these cases there is a marked distinction between coal,

properly so called, and rocks containing the hydrocarbons. Coal is mineral

fuel, from which gas can be obtained by destructive, and occasionally cer-

tain oils by slow, distillation. The various bituminous rocks or bitumens
contained in rocks are not good fuel, but yield largely certain valuable

products by slow distillation. Coal can be coked, and the coke, or unburnt
carbon, is a valuable fuel. The best and richest of the bituminous schists

will not coke, and the result of an attempt to make it is to produce an ask
that will not burn.

Notwithstanding this general distinction, coal passes in-sensibly into

cannel coal, or parrot, and this again appears to pass into those peculiar

sliales rich in bitumen, known in Scotland as Boghead coal or Torbane Hill

mineral. These remain debatiible ground. Specimens of them, carelessly

collected, have been used as fuel ; but parts of the same sample are often

coal, while the rest is shale, and thus much confusion has arisen as to the

fuel question. They are unusually rich in valuable oils, and form a curious

passage between two minerals—coal and shale, or schist—that do not ge-

neral 1}^ bear any resemblance.
The distinction between coal and shale is practically verj- important, and

deserves careful consideration. I wish to direct the attention of the Sec-

tion to some instances that may help to throw light iipon the question.

Two localities in France visited by me in the year 18G1 are ])articularly

interesting in this respect, and deserve to be better known bj' English geo-
logists than they seem to be. The rocks in both are of the carboniferous

period. The various places where the Lias schists are now worked for dis-

tillation, chie% in Germany, are also worthy of special I'eference, and the

Tertiary bituminous shales of the Khine are not less important.

At Feymoreau, a short distance from Fontenay-le-Comte, situated in the

Bourbon Vendee, between Nantes and Ilochclle, tliere is a small coal-

field, almost classical in respect to the important distillation of light oils

by slow distillation of rocks containing hydrocarbons. It was at this spot,

then far less accessible than it now is, that INI. Selligue, so long ago as in

IH'.M), obtained light ])araffine oil, heavier illuminating oil, lnl)ricating oil,

and paraOIne, by a method identical with that patented by I\lr. Young iu

England in \H~A. The works were al)andoned owing to the want of com-
munication with a market, and M. Selligue afterwards established works,
still carried on successfully, at Autun.
The I'eymoreau schists underlie coal of a i)oor quality, and tluis replace

underc'ay, but they contain no vegetable impressions or markings, riiey

are of deep black cclour, hartl and tough when first e.\'])Osed, l)ut fall to

pieces after a time. They burn freely, with much smoke and a long llame,

TOL. V. 3 U
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but cauuot be used as fuel. Externally tliey muck resemble the better
qualities of Boohead and Torbaue Hill mineral, but tboy yield only about
15 per cent, of Iiu;ht oil on slow distillation. They contain 60 per cent, of
ash, and some water. Tlie schists and coal both vary in thickness, and
occasionally seem to pass into each other. The schists are in some places
30 to 40 feet thick, but tliey do not extend far in any direction, or at least

if they extend under the coal, which seems probable, they are not every-
where bituminous.

Tlie Feymoreau schists ai^ree with the rich hydrocarbon minerals of
Torbane Hill and Bo<j;head.iu Scotland, in appearance, geoloa;ical position,

and in the fact that they occasionally alternate with coal. They differ in

beinc: far less I'ich in useful products, and they are always and readily dis-

tin<);uishable as schists, never puttinsf on the appearance of true coal.

On the otlier side of France is Autun, where there is also a small coal-

field ; but where bituminous schists of precisely the same natui'e as those
at Feymoreau generally occur in a part of the carboniferous series cousi-

siderably above the highest coal-seam, and several hundred yards above
any workable bed. Below the coal at Autun are coarse grits of granite and
gneiss, alternating with black shales.

The bituminous shales are j^artly quarried, and partly obtained by drifts

or headings reaching the more valuable beds. There are about ten feet of

bituminous schist at Cordesse, where I visited the operations of mining
and manufficture ; and of these five only are valuable. Elsewhere the

thickness is greater. The broken schist is black ; but at the surface, while

in the bed, it is reddish-brown. The percentage of bitumen is very variable,

sometimes amounting to 50 per cent, of oils of all kinds, but the average
not much exceeding 6 at Cordesse, though much higher at Igornay, a place

in the neighbourhood where there are also works. At Chamboy, the rich

shales are neai'er the coal and alternate with it. A grey limestone and
grey ironstone occur in some parts of the Autun coal-field.

The Autun mineral oils are moderately rich in paraffine. The shales will

not serve as a fuel, and are never so employed. Some beds are rather py-
ritous, and others abound with vegetable impressions, differing in this re-

spect from the Feymoreau schist. The general resemblance of the Autun
specimens to Boghead is very striking.

The manufactiire of schist oils and paraffine candles is carried on exten-

sively in more than one place near Autun, and the quantity supplied is

large. The methods adopted are the same as those of Mr. Young in ge-

neral principle, and are said to have been little altered for twenty years.

The Tertiary shales below the brown coal on the Bhine are found in many
places to be very bitimiinous. They have no resemblance to coal or brown
coal, and are easily distinguished from the latter. They are thin, and form
the hlatte, ov paper coal, oiihe Germans. They are worked near Linz and
elsewhere, and are distilled at Beul, opposite Bonn, the products being

precisely similar to those obtained from the other bituminous schists, and
in nearly the same proportions ; but the yield is small.

The Posidonia schists of the Upper Lias are worked at present for eco-

nomic purposes at Bamberg, in the north of Bavaria, and at Eeutlingen,

near Tubingen, in Wiirtemberg. The manufacture of light paraffine oil,

heavy oils for burning, lubricating oil, aiid paraffine, has been carried on
with some success by the distillation of these schists for some years. Re-
cently a similar establishment has commenced work with the schists of si-

milar age at Orawicza in Hungary, near the Danube at Baziasch.

The Eisleben shales, amongst which the copper slate is deposited, are

not less remarkable for their bitumen. This is appai'eutly very intimately
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ronnectecl with tlie schists, well known to geologists for the abundance of

fossil fish found in them. In this case, therefore, there seems great proba-

bility of the biaimen being of animal origin. ]N'o ditf'ercnce has been ob-

served as to the contents obtained on distillation.

The Kimmeridge "coal" is an unmistakable shale, but some portions

resemble lignite. It has occasionally been used for obtaining paraffine ; but,

being much less rich than the Scotch shales, the result is not sufficiently

encouraging to justify a continuance of the experiment.

It is possible that some of the other black shales known in various de-

posits may be found available, and may come into use for distillation.

It is evident that bituminous schists of various dates, some associated

with and resembling coal, some even passing into coal, others totally un-

like coal in every respect and far removed from it geologically, exist in

various countries in considerable abundance, and admit of profitable dis-

tillation at low heat for the purpose of manufacturing, illuminating, and lu-

bricating oils and paraffine. It is important that such substances should

be recognized as a class and not mixed up with coal, and that there should

be some understanding as to Avhat coal is, and in what it differs from the

carbonaceous and bituminous minerals with which it is often loaded.

I append a list of a few of the rocks and localities where bituminous
schists and their products are obtained. It would certainly admit of great

expansion :

—

Lower Silurian . Ireland and America (Utica Slates).

Upper Silurian . Ditto.

Devonian . . . Caitfiness schists. Shale with 30 per cent, of organic

matter, and a residue of 8 per cent, of carbon.

American rock oils (some localities).

Carboniferous. r American rock oils.

Torbane Hill and Boghead, etc., minerals.

Lower, Middle,/ Parrots and caniiel coal.

and Upper . I Terre houille of Belgium.
[Vauvont or Feymoreaii schists, La Tendee.

Above coal . Autun schists.

Permian . . . Eisleben shales and Kupfer schiefer. 5 to 20 per

cent, of light oils.

Mansfeld schists.

Lias Posidonia schists, worked in Northern Bavaria, at

Biiiiz ; in Wiirtcmberg, near Tubingen ; at Ora-
vicza in llungarv.

Oolites .... Kimmeridge shale (Dorsetsliire), a shale used for dis-

tillation to obtain paraffine, and occasionally serving

as a very poor fuel.

Cretaceous . . . Various schists in the Alps.

Tertiary . . . Paper "coal," near Bonn (under the brown coal).

Deposits beneath nunmiulitic rock in the East.

I have no doubt that a little research would remind us of many
other localities, but these are enough to show the presence of a certain

f|uantity of hydrocarbons (the result, there can bo no doubt, of organic

matter) exhibited in this form, a part of which has sometimes been con-

verted into coal, but w hicii is more usually quite distinct from coal and
unconnected with it.

I have not alluded in this pa])cr to the surface accumulations of petro-

leum or to the asplialte with sand ami in sandstone, nor to the cha]iapote of

Cuba—a very remarkalile dei)osit, deserving distinct notice. I have confined

my remarks to the bituminous schists, to bring the subject within compass.
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ON THE SKIDDAW SLATE VEINS.

By Professor Harkness, F.E.S., F.G.S.

The author pointed out the several areas where the Skiddaw slates occur
in Cumberland and Westmoreland. He then proceeded to detail the na-
ture of a section from Newlands, between Derwentwater and Buttermere
on the south, to the carboniferous rocks at Sunderland on the north. This
section exhibits two well-marked axes ; and through the series of rocks
which occur between these axes and the green rocks appertaining to a
higher series, w herever the Skiddaw slates put on a flaggy character, these
strata afford fossils.

A section from the green rocks on the nortb of Great Dod, across Sad-
dleback, the valley of tlie Calden, and Caldbeck Fells, through the Skid-
daw slate beds, was next described. This section sliows a considerable de-
velopment of metamorphic rocks in the valley of the Calden in connection
with the granite of Skiddaw Forest, as alluded to by Professor Sedgwick

;

and the strata in this section have for the most part a S.S.E. inclination.

In this section, where the rocks are not metamorphical, and when devoid
of cleavage, they also afford fossils.

A section along the eastern margin of the Skiddaw slate and the super-
ficial green rocks of Westmoreland was next referred to. In this section

three small but separate patches of Skiddaw slates were pointed out, viz.

one on the S.E. side of UUswater, another in Rosgill Beck, and a tliird in

Thornship Beck ; and in the two latter Skiddaw slate has been worked for

slate-pencils. These also have furnished Professor Harkness with fossils,

and their appearance is thfe result of three axes occurring between UUs-
water and Wastdale Crag.

In a fourth section across Black Comb, the arrangement of the Skiddaw
slates, as these occur in their most southern position in the Lake district,

was also indicated. In the Black Comb area the prevalent dips are

N.]Sr.W.,and from near the base of the Skiddaw in this section fossils were
also obtained.

The organic remains which Professor Harkness procured from the seve-

ral areas of Skiddaw slate consist for the most part of graptolites. Of
these, there are two genera which have been recognized by Mr. Salter as

known in the Quebec beds of Sir W. Logan and in the Lower Silurians of

Australia, viz. Tetragrapsns and Dendrocjrafsiis of Hall. Besides these

there is a phyllopod Crustacean, which Mr. Salter regards as identical

with a form from the Australian Lower Silurians: Professor Harkness
also indicated the occurrence of tracks in the Skiddaw slates, and pointed

out certain bodies which he regarded as the cases of Annelids allied to the

modern Terebella.

The position of the Skiddaw slates and their fossil contents justify the

conclusion that they are referable to the horizon of the Lower Llandeilo.

ON THE PALAEONTOLOGY OF MINER/.L VEINS, AND THE SECON-
DARY AGE OF SOME MINERAL VEINS IN CARBONIFEROUS
LIMESTONE.

By Charles Moore, F.G.S.

In directing the attention of the Geological Section of the British Asso-

ciation to the above subject, the author first referred to remarkable geolo-
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gioal phenomena lie had noticed in the Carboniferous Limestones of the

Mendip Hills. Through the whole of this district he observed that the

beds had been very much fissured, and that most of them had subsequently

been tilled in with deposits containing numerous organic remains of dif-

ferent geological ages, some of which were probably as young as the Infe-

rior Oolite. A small roadside section at Holwell, on the south-east of

the Mendip, was described, in which, at the base, Cai'boniferous Lime-

stone was present ; whilst resting unoonformably upon it was a dense un-

stratitied conglomeratic deposit, containing shells of the age of the Middle

Lias, and on tliis rested thin horizontal beds of Inferior Oolite. The out-

crop of a mineral vein was also present iu this section. Kear the above

was a quarry 2*tO feet in length, within which were thirteen vertical fis-

sures passing down through inclined stratified beds of Carboniferous Lime-

stone : one of them being fifteen feet in breadth at the base of the quarry.

These fissures, which occupied nearly one-third of the section, had been

filled in by a dense variegated limestone, containing occasionally Brachio-

poda, Crustacea, Belemnites, and fish and reptilian remains of secondary

In an adjoining quarry to the above Mr. Moore found a softer infilling,

three cart-loads of which he removed to his residence, and found therein

teeth of the Microle.stes, the oldest known quadruped ; various reptilia,

including Placodus and Thecodontosaurus ; more than 50,000 teeth of the

Lophodus, together with an immense number of other organic remains,

from the age of the Carboniferous Limestone to that of the Inferior Oolite,

though they apj^eared chiefly to have been derived from the bone-bed of

lilioetic age.

In the upper portions of some of these fissures, galena, sulphate of

barytes, and iron ore were occasionally present, which showed that in

these cases the minerals must necessarily be of secondary age. Desirous

of more fully investigating this point, the author examined the mineral

deposits of the Mendips, in doing which he descended the Charter Ilouse

Mine, and obtained very interesting results. The lead mines of this dis-

trict had been extensively worked in the Koman period, the slags and

slimes they left being now profitably re-worked. The vein-stuff of the

above mine was found to be very varied in its character. At one point it

was almost entirely composed of disjointed encrinital stems, with a few

corals, all much abraded by the action of water. At a depth of 175 feet,

where the working had ceased, there occurred a deposit of blue marl eight

feet in tliickness, which yielded 7^ per cent, of lead ore. In this marl he

found oi'ganic remains in the greatest abundance, and eventually succeeded

in obtaining about 130 species, a few being derived from the Carboniferous

Limestone, though the greater number were of secondary age. They con-

sisted of an Ammonite, Belemnites, ten species of Braciiiopoda, including

Zellania—hitherto found only by the author in the Upi)er Lias and the

Inferior Oolite ; also, Thecideum, Crania, Lingula, llhynchonella, Spirifer,

etc. Of univalves, there were about thirty species ; of Foraminifera, fif-

teen ; fish remains were abundant, consisting of teeth, scales, and bones of

pri)lial)ly fifteen species. In this clay were also blocks of stone containing

shells and pieces of drift-wood, the latter having been converted into jet.

From these facts it became evident that the Mendip lead-veins had been

within the influence of the ocean during the secondary neriod, and that

the minerals they contained could not be of more ancient date.

The district around Bristol was then noticed, and it was shown that

precisely similar phenomena occurred there in the Carboniferous Limestone.

At Chflon, the Thecodontosaurus had been found ; and it was urged that
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as lie had found similar reptilian remains in fissures at Holwell, the depo-

sits had been formed under corresponding circumstances. At Weston-
super-Mare, also, numerous remains had been found in a fissure which was
being worked for lead ore.

Perceiving that a general law prevailed in all the mineral deposits of the

Carboniferous Limestone, the author next obtained samples from six mines
in the same formation, from Shropshire, Yoi'kshire, and Cumberland ; aud
in four of them found organic remains moi'e or less abundant.
From Weardale, out of twenty-seven small samples they were obtained

in fourteen—the lowest being 678 feet from the surface ; they consisted

of Cephalopoda, Brachiopoda, univalves, Foraminifera, Echini, Encrinites,

Entomostraca, etc. From Alston Moor similar remains were obtained

from five out of eleven samples ; and from the White Mines, Cumberland,
in two out of seven. The most interesting results obtained from vein stuff

from the north of England, were from samples for which the author was
indebted to Mr. Eddey, of the Grassington Mines, Shipton. In one small

sample, which, when washed, was reduced to half an ounce in weight, not

less than 156 specimens were found, inclviding the little brachiopod ZeUania,

before mentioned as occurring in the Mendip vein, though never found in

any stratified bed lower than the Upper Lias. Also, numerous univalves

and Entomostraca, and a ^ew minute claw-like bones or spines, similar to

some he had found in one of the veins at Clifton. From this sample many
Conodonts were obtained. These were siipposed to be portions of ci'us-

tacea, but they had hitherto never been found in strata higher than the

Lvidlow bone-bed of Silurian age.

Owing to the highly mineralized character of the vein stuff from the

Conolly Mines, no organisms were observed, nor were any found in that

from Twaledale. From the carbonaceous-looking character of the mate-

rial in the latter case, the author suspected it to have been chiefly derived

from the coal-measures.

Samples from a mine in Devonian, and also in Silurian strata, had been

examined; but, owing to their mineralized condition, they yielded no

organisms.
Mr. Moore argued tliat all our mineral veins, from the oldest to the

more recent, were due to the same general laws ; that there was no evi-

dence of their contents having been derived from volcanic agency, nor, as

has also been supposed, by any electrical action removing them from the

adjoining rocks, and redepositing them in the veins. His view was, that

the fissures now containing mineral veins, when open, had, during ditierent

geological periods, been traversed by the ancient seas of that time, and

their derived contents deposited ; and that whilst these infillings were pro-

ceeding, the minerals, which might previously have been held in solution in

the water, were, by the operation of electrical or other causes, precipitated ;

and that thus, instead of being due to volcanic action, they were to be

attributed to aqueous and sedimentary deposition.

ON THE GEOLOGY OF PART OF THE COUNTY SLIGO.

By Mb. A. B, Wynne.

In this paper the aiithor stated that he had put together a few notes upon

a very extensive district, which were made during a short trip in the sum-

mer of 1862. He alluded to the papers by Sir R. Grifiith, Bart., Arch-
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deacon Versclioyle. and Mr. Jolin Kelly, upon parts of the same country,
and pi'oceeded to describe the district as composed of a f^reat nearly hori-
zontal series of stratified rocks, consistinn; of sandstones below, carboni-
feroiis limestones of impure, thin, and shaly character above, and paler,
more pure limestones of the same group overlying them ; the whole sur-
mounted by 400 feet of the millstone-grit series. This group of horizontal
roi'ks forms fine tabular mountains, with picturesque valleys, and a pecu-
liar likeness in all their profiles. Cutting aci'o.ss the country formed by
these Jiorizontal beds is the rugged chain of the Ox Mountains, extending
from Mayo across the county of Sligo to the south of Lough Gill, and
terminating beyond Benbo mountain, in county Leitrim. Some of the
most picturesque valleys in the county are the lateral ones near this chain,
running along its flanks, and dividing the old micaceous and gneissose rock.s

of which it is formed from tlie horizontal series above alluded to ; and in

these vallej^s, as well as transversely crossing the chain, occur deposits of
serpentine of considerable size and interesting character.

The denudation which exposed the Ox Mountains at the east end of the
chain was alluded to, and the circumstance stated, that the limestone con-
tained bands of sandstone which appeared to be of irregular thickness, and
were most numerous in the lower part of the carboniferous series seen in

the district under consideration.

Tiie occurrence of trap-dykes and mineral deposits was noticed, and
also the changes of level at recent periods, as well as the manner of the
occurrence of the drift, which was found, in one instance, to contain shells

of the common mussel, at a considerable distance from the sea, and in con-

nection with which, the horns, skulls, and other bones of fossil deer and
cattle had been found. The paper was illustrated, and a list of fossils

(by W. H, Baily, Esq.) found in the district was appended.

ON THE CAUSE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN THE STATE OF PRE-
SERVATION OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF FOSSIL SHELLS.

By H. C. Soeby, F.R.S.

Most geologists have, no doubt, remarked, that in very many rocks

certain kinds of fossil shells are -well preserved, whilst others are very

badly preserved, or have entirely vanished, and left nothing but casts :

for instance, oysters retaining their organic structure, whilst many others,

like trigonia) or most univalves, having lost their original structure, being

quite crystalline, or even having been entirely removed. After having

made many experiments with recent and fossil shells, the author has been

led to conclude that this diflerence was due to the original diflerence in the

mineral constitution of the various shells; and that when their carbonate

of lime was in the state of calcife they were less prone to undergo any
change ; but where it was in the state of arac/uiiifr they always have had

a tendency to become crystalline, by passing into calcite, or to be entirely

removed if the conditions were more favourable to the crystallization of

calcite in some other place rather than in situ.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

The Kyson Monkey.—A letter "On the Hyraeotherian character of
the Lower Molars of the supposed Macacus from the Eocene Sand of
Kyson, Suffolk," by Professor Owen, F.R.S., has been published in
the 'Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist.' (vol. x. p. 240). Professor Owen
says, " The fossil teeth from the Eocene Sand at Kyson, in Suffolk,
referred by me to a species of Macacus. are most probably the lower
molars of a species of Hyracotherinm {H. cuniculus). The great differ-

ence of shape between the upper and lower molars of Pliolophus, and the
pattern on which the lower molars are differentiated in that Hyracotherioid
animal, led me to suspect that the degree of difference between the upper
molars of Pliolophus and those of HijracotJierium might be attended with
a corresponding degree of difference in the lower molars of the two genera

;

and that such degree might render the lower molars of Hyracotherium as
much like the lower molars of Macacus as the detached two molars are
which were first discovered by Mr. Colchester, and described by me. In
the collection of the late Mr. Acton were a series of both upper and lower
molars from the Kyson deposits ; the upper ones of the Hyracotherium
type, and the lower ones analogous in their modifications to those in

Pliolophus, but more resembling the type of Macacus, and the same in

character as the original inolars, which I referred in the volume of the
'Annals' above cited to Macacus."
Human Skeleton at Kellet, in Lancashiee.—In the ' Geologist

'

for June, I contributed a brief notice of the above discovery of a human
skeleton under the conditions detailed in the annexed excerpt from the
' Lancaster Guardian ' of May 17th, 18(32 :—

" Discovery of a Skeleton at Kellet.—In the course of the present week
the skeleton of a young woman has been found at Kellet, under the fol-

lowing circumstances :—On Wednesday, Mr. Bailie, of Lancaster, coal-

merchant, was looking for rockery-stone amongst the limestone-rock at

Kellet Seeds, and picked up in a natm'al fissure of the rock a bone, which
he at once conchided to be that of the leg of a human being. On remov-
ing some other stones in the fissure, a perfect skeleton was found, lying
on its side, with the skull vxnderneath, and pi'esenting the appearance of
having been jammed in with some force. There was no sign of any metal,
clothing, or hair, and as there was another fissure under the one in which
the skeleton w^as placed, it is possible that any articles which might have
aided identification have fallen into the cavity below. From the confor-
mation of the skeleton it was evidently that of a woman, and the state of
the teeth as clearly showed the youth of the individual. There can be
little doubt that this is a revelation of some deed of violence. The district

of Kellet, in days gone by, was rather noted for the lawlessness of its in-

habitants, which had become proverbial. It is said in the village that
about a hundred years ago a young woman left her home with some show-
folks, and was not heard of again. This is the only fact we can glean as

at all likely to elucidate the discovery at Kellet Seeds."
Through the kindness of Captain Bari*ie, R.N., and of W. Bollaert, Esq.,

F.R.G.S., I have had the opportunity of inspecting the fractured skull.

The calvarium is large, full, and is markedly brachycephalic. The frontal

sinuses are large, the supraorbital ridges being undeveloped.
Under the circumstances, as no implements, etc., were found with the

skull, any generalization on its age w^ovdd be premature. The limestone
fissure being open at the top is a circumstance which throws great doubt
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on the disc'oveiy. It is, however, possible lliat it may be at least as ancient
as some of the other cruuia, e.g. the oue from Mewslade, to which I have
already referred.

I have Professor Busk's permission to subjoin the following extract of
his notes on the Kellet skull :

—

6^// August.—" If the fissure in question were open from the top, it may
be asked, wli}^ did not the body fall, or be introduced into it that way ?

Except from concomitant circumstances, and, in some cases, perhaps their

chemical condition, I do not think much can be predicated of a single skull,

at any rate -with respect to its age, from its form alone. Tiie JMewslade
skull, also found in a limestone fissure, but with many very ancient animal
remains, vuidoubtedly its contemporaries, is not, as you are aware, of the
rounded type, like the Scandinavian and Scottish stone-age crania, but
moderately dolichocephalic, and flat, or rather straight, along the summit,
I have not seen the Etruscan skull you mention, but presume it to be, as

you hint, brachycephalic. If so, the Kellet skull will not resemble the
Mewslade and several of the river-bed skulls, which, there is reason to

believe, are properly of a later population than the brachycephalic."
Vlth August.—" It is rather a curious form, being, as you say, strongly

brachja-ephalic (about 850), and so far it corresponds with the Scandinavian
stone men ; but in other respects it diflfers very widely from them, being in

the first place far more capacious, and very wide, especially in the frontal re-

gion, remarkably even in contour, and with a look altogether of higher breed-

ing. The superciliary arches are thin and fine, totally unlike the beetle

brows of the old Danes ; and the remains of the ossa nasi show that he
had a prominent, thin, and, may be, aquiline nose. The lower jaw is

light in comparison, and the angle prominent, as is conmion, I believe, in

what are termed the Roman crania by Davis and Thurnam. On the

^^llule, I am inclined to refer it to a much later period than the stone,

notwithstanding the fossilized condition of the bones ; but it would be
very interesting to find some articles with it. . . . The shape at vertex is

flattened, and not so pyramidal as the true stone skulls.

'"I am yours truly,

'"Geo. Busk."
It is, of course, hardly necessary to say that I coincide entirely in these

observations ; and do not doubt that my readers will be pleased to hear

that a decade of " Priscan crania" is now completed, and \\\\\ shortly be
publislied by Professor Busk, in addition to his magnificent ' Crania
Typica.'

1 am also indebted to Professor Busk, F.E.S., for the beautiful and ac-

curate outline of the Kellet skull, taken in four different aspects ; and to

Mr. S. J. Mackie, F.G.S., for the drawings of the frontal bone (B) from
Heathery Burn, and the Leicester skull, referred to by me in the 'Geolo-

gist,* vol. v. p. 313. The Kellet skull will be ultimately deposited in the

Ethnological Society's collection.

—

Chakles Caim'eu Blaice.

Human Kemains in Eiver Beds.—Sir,—No better proof can be given

of the accuracy of the observations in your comments on the Geologist's

Association (' Geologist,' vol. v. p. 320) that the geology of the neigh-

bourhood of London affords many yet unexplored topics of interest, than
the following scattered facts :

—
John Hunter, writing about the year 1793, quotes a letter which he had

received from Sir James Hall, of Scotland, dated Home, February 21th,

1785.

In this letter a lull is described that lies about three miles from Home,
in the road to Loretto. "It is about 3<MJ or 400 yards beyond an old

YOL. V. 3 1
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tower, called Torre del Quinto. A tomb, called Ovid's, is dug into it ; and
50 or 60 yards nearer Eome is a gravel-pit, which is the spot in question.

The hill terminates abruptly in a vertical crag, at the foot of which the

road passes, leaving it on the left-hand as one goes from Eome. This crag

exhibits the internal structure of the mass, which consists of horizontal

strata. The hill "is about 100 feet high above the level of the plain along

which it passes :

—

" 1st. The upper part, on which the vegetable earth rests, is abed CO or

80 feet thick, of a kind of tufa or soft volcanic stone, full of lumps of black

pumice of the size of a fist, more or less.

" 2nd. A stratum of rolled pebbles, of various kinds of stone, some cal-

careous, some flinty, and some pumice. In general they have undergone
some action, which makes them crumble when taken out ; in some places

they are bound by a calcareous cement, and in others little attached, and
mixed with sand. This stratum is about 3 feet thick in one place, and
tapers from right to left to the thickness of a few inches, on an extent of

30 or 40 yards. . . .

" We found the bones contained in this box in the first stratum of gravel

between the two beds of tufa. We got up to this place by a bank formed
by the crumbling of the hill above, and the matters thrown out of the

gravel-pit on the right side of it. There is the greatest reason to suppose
that the place where they were found had never been moved since the tufa

came there ; that is, that the bones and the stones of the stratum were

i

placed there by the same cause, and previous to the formation of the upper
)ed of tufa [viz. that which is 60 or 80 feet thick].
" The place in which we found the bones extends 8 or 9 feet from right

to left, and probably goes further to the left in that place, where the stratum
of gravel passes along the roof of the gravel-pit ; but there it was inac-

cessible. We did not dig anywhere above 3 feet into the bank, being afi'aid

of bringing down the rock above by undermining it. It appears certain

that the bones were brought there, along with the pebbles, loose, as bones,

not in carcasses, for they he scattered together without the least connection
;

and their number is so great, compared to the space they occupy, that there

would not have been room for so many bodies.
" Their nature is various, and indicates the presence of at least five or

six distinct kinds of land-animals, and, among the rest, two individuals of

the human species.—J. Hall."
" This hill [Hunter pi'oceeds to say] must have been formed before the

Eomans took possession of this place, and probably by the formation

of the hill. The Tiber made its way in this direction, for it cuts the hill

across. This is probably the only instance met with of human bones being
in such a state. But in future ages, when the present rivers may take a

new turn [through localities] in which are dei)osited human bones, many
may be found ; for in sinking the caissons for Blackfriars Bridge a human
skull was found 12 feet under the bed of the river." *

On the table of the Ethnological Society, on March 18tli last, I placed,

through the kindness of Mr. Sass, specimens of chipped flints from the

valley of the Thames at Blackfriars Bridge, and from Teddington Lock.

These flints, though not of the highest geologico-archajological antiquity,

yet by their simplicity of workmanship indicated a race which had pro-

gressed but little towai'ds civilization. I am not in possession of any
information as to the depth at which these remains were found.

Mr. Mackie has drawn my attention to three skulls recently deposited

* Hunter, 'Essays and Observations on Natural History,' by Professor Owen, vol. i.

p. 321.
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in the Antiquities Department of the Britisli jMuseiim, by ]Mr. Franks,
n hich were derived from tlie bed of the Thames, at Battersea. I have
not yet been able to give tliem the attention Mhieh they merit, but shall

eompare them with the East Ham, Kellet, and Leicester skulls, wiiich

they resemble more than they do the Sennen, Borris, Blackwater, Musk-
ham, etc., series of true " river-bed " skulls.

I trust that all further evidences of human bones or works that may
occur in or near London will be carefully recorded, and that above all,

whenever there are (jeolofiical evidences of antiquity such evidences may
be thoroughly sifted and properly recorded in the same careful manner as

was done in the case of the Heathery Ihirn relics, under the effective

direction of the editor of this journal.

—

Ciiaeles Carter Blake.
Vegetable Kemains at Bournemouth.—Sir.—Making inquiries to-

day of a labouring man employed in a gravel-pit, as to whether he had
ever met with animal remains in the gravel, or shells below it, he gave
the following as the only instance of the sort within his own knowledge :

—

" About eight years ago, whilst working in a pit for white clay, which is

sent to Staffordshire, at a place about one mile on the Poole side of Bourne-
mouth, in Dorsetshire, at forty-two feet below the surface we came upon au
oak-tree two feet in diameter. At first it seemed hard, but on exposure to

the air it could be broken away with the nail ; the leaves were there in the

clay, entire, but we could not succeed in removing any of them : they all

came to pieces ; although we tried every means to do so, placing them
between the leaves of books, as some of the ladies there wished to have
them."

Further inquii'y on the spot, by any one who had the opportunity,

might be interesting, if the case has not already been recorded.

I am, vour obedient Servant,

Soidhampton, October \sf, 1862.
"

W. N.
_

Fossil Monkey in the ]\Iiocene.—The following announcement is

made in Profest^or Owen's recently pul)lishcd memoir, " On the Osteology
of the Chimpanzees and Orangs," in the Zoological Society's Transactions,

page 18 :

—

" I have been fiivoured by Dr. Kaup with the cast of a fossil femur
from the Eppelsheim miocene, near Darmstadt, and with the request that

1 would compare it with the femora of the large anthropoid a])es in our
meti'opolitau museums. This femur is 11 inches 3 lines in length, is

2 inches across the proximal, and 1 inch 7 lines across the distal end ; and
measures 2 inches 4 lines in circumference. It retains all the lower qua-

drumanal characters of the bone, with nearly the gil)bon-like proportions

as to length and slcnderness. The shaft is sti'aight, without the least for-

ward bend; the distal end becomes gradually aud almost symnictrically

ex])anded. and in an inferior degree to that in the chimpanzee, gorilla, and
man ; the backward projection of the condyles is much less. The linea

as])era is as little marked as in the gibl)ons ; the neck of the thigh-bone

is as short, and the head as small, relatively, as in the gibbons ; all the

modifications, in fact, relating to the use of the lower limb in maintaining

the erect position, and which, in their respective degrees, are found in the

chim])anzee and gorilla, marking their progressive api)roachcs to the ])ecu-

liar liuniau attitudi-. are as coin])leteiy wanting in the i'ossil femur as in that

of the recent ungkas and gihl)oiis ; whence we may infer that during the

miocene jieriod liiere existed, in the locality h:innted by the ape that has

left its remains a! Kp])elsheini, a richly woocU-d tract, in which a gilibon,

or long-armed aj^e, of t\vi('(! the size ot those of the l<]astcrn Indian Arclii-

pelago, enjoyed a strictly arboreal life. The shape of the shaft of the
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supposed humerus of the Dryopithecus, from the miocene of the South of
France, as figured in M. Lartet's memoir {Comptcs Rendus de VAcademie
des Sciences, JuilJct 28, 1856), agrees with that of the EppeLsheim femur."

Irish Dkift Fossils.—The rarity of the occurrence of fossils in the

deposit known as the " Drift," which extends far and wide over the low
country in Ireland, may excuse the following communication.
For a long time past I have taken advantage of opportunities to search

these gravels, clays, and sands, in the hope of finding even a fragment of
a drift fossil, but until lately without success :—In the early part of last

mouth, however, I was driving from the town of Sligo southwards, towards
the micaceous and gneissose range (continuous with the Ox Chain), which
passes along the southern shore of Lough Gill, and near the foot of these
mountair.s having observed a tract of drift hillocks stretching from the
lake to Ballysodare Bay, I stopped to examine a gravel pit in one of

them beside the road, situated in the townland of Drumiskybole, and
about two miles from the sea. It appeared to have been opened at first

to a depth of about five feet, and a smaller pit was sunk within it to a ver-

tical depth of some six feet more ; apparently, to obtain fine sand, like that

on the seashore, which occurred irregularly amongst coarse gravel and
small boulders of the local rocks ; the sand predominating at the bottom
of the pit. I searched in this sand with no better success than usual, but
was surprised to find in the vertical side of the pit, within three feet of the

top, a cluster of mussel shells, together with small, decayed, woody frag-

ments among the coarser rubble. The place immediately over and about
the shells bore no trace of having been distm-bed, while a couple of feet

above them the upper edge of the pit had somewhat this appearance.

The shells lay in irregular positions, rather than upon their sides, in the

interstices between the stones ; some of which, just above them, were
nearly a foot long. jVIany of the shells were unbroken, some were closed,

and they seemed to have slipped downwards into where I found them,

but there was no trace « hatever of a space large enough for them to

have passed through in the overlying and apparently undisturbed gravel.

I have them by me now, and they resemble in almost every respect the

dead shells which might be found along the seashore, except that they are

not so clean. From the position in which I found them, if they were there

before the pit was opened, they must have been some seven feet below the

surfixce of the hill, and I saw nothing about the place to show that they

had been artificially introduced since. The rarity of the occurrence only,

led me to look about the neighbouring fields, where I saw that the ground,

as is usual in that country, had been manured with seaweed, along with
which such shells mJght possibly have been brought from the sea; but I

found nothing to connect this circumstance with the occurrence of the

shells in the gravel-pit, and I only mention it to show that it was not

overlooked, in case there should exist a remote possibility of the shells I

found having been brought in this way.
On the other hand, supposing the shells to have been really in situ, was

it equally as likely that they would be found in the coarse gravel, etc., as

in the fine sand beneath?
The general uncertainty regarding the contents of most drift deposits

would have prompted me to leave the shells where they were, if it did not

seem more likely that they would come down and be carried awaj' in some
of the next few cart-loads of sand taken from the pit, than that they would
ever be visited by any one so accustomed to finding drift fossils as to be
al)le to say whether they were really in place or not.

I have only to add, that such shells as have been hitherto found in the
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" drift " in Ireland, so far as I know, belong, like these, to existing speeies
;

and amongst the few localities for them of which I have heard, to mention
the discoA-ery of shells in a fragmentary state in the drift of ihe Dublin
Monntaius, by Professor Kinahan, and the allnsion made by R. Alallett,

Esq., at the last meeting of the Briti.-^h Association, to the occurrence of
wJielks found by him in a gravel-pit near Moate, county Westmeath.

I must apologize for the length of this note, and remain, etc.,

Athlone, Am/itst 22nd, 1862.' A. B. Wynne.
Footprints in Carboniferous Rocks.—Sir,—I send you a draw-

ing of a footprint, -nhich is upon a boulder from one of the rocks of

the carboniferous series. It was found in the drift, which overlies

the Magnesian Limestone
f^

and the uppermost members
•'/m////////////'A\ //^"''/'//M

of the carboniferous strata, WMmMK .^/!^^/y
^

and which is entirely com-

posed of carboniferous rocks.

The lioulder is a hard sand-

stone, bearing traces of Stig-

maria.—Yours truly, T.

This footprint appears to be an interesting addition to Ichnology

footprints from the Forest of D
Dean and from near Edin-

burgh (' Siluria,' 2nd edit. p.

:523). are, we think, the only

known specimens in British

coal-rocks, besides Mr. Bin-

ney's specimen from the Mill-

Tho

c

V

Fig. 3i—Vertical longitiiclinal section.

stone (Jrit. Iw North America there are some still lower in the ca

ferous series.

—

Ed. Geol.
EoSAURUS AcADiANUs.

—

'Silliiuan's Journal' for -July contains an

lent description, with figures, of two portions of vertebra> of a new
cxcel-

Ena-
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liosanrian from the coal-formation of Nova Scotia, by Mr. O. C. Marsh,
Keptilian remains from tlie coal-meapures have hitlierto been few in num-
ber, and have been nearly all regarded as Batrachian or Amphibian.
The present remains were embedded in a stratum of argillao'eous chocolate-

coloured shale, which forms part of Group XXVI. of the section made of

the South Joggins coal-fonnation, in 1852, by Lyell and Dawson, and is

about 800 feet above the level of the beds which have furnished the Den-
(lerpeton and JTy^onnmus. These remains are those found in 1855 by
Mr. Marsh, and referred to at page 110 of this journal.

Gkeat American Desert. — In their accjuisitions from Mexico the

Americans have acquired not only good, bad, and indifferent lands, but
they have also acquired the Great Colorado Desert, extending from the

base of San Bernardino south-westwards, for 180 miles, and having a
superficial area of 9000 square miles. Excepting the Colorado the

w'hole of that district is without river or lake, and the desert stretches

off" to the horizon on all sides without a vestige of vegetation or life. Its

surface is ashy and parched ; its frame of mountains rise in rugged
pinnacles of brown rock, bare even of soil. Words are unequal to the

task of describing its wide expanse, the purity of its air, the silence of its

night, the brilliance of the stars which shine over it, the glare of the mid-
day sun, and the violence of storms of dust and sand. Parts are even
destitute of the latter, and present a surface of smooth, compact, sun-

baked clay. Other parts are covered with heaps of sand, in depths of

fifty to eighty feet high. Near the mountains along the Colorado is a

perfectly flat terrace paved Mith pebbles, of nearly uniform size, of por-

phyry, jasper, quartz, carnelian, and agate, all rounded by the action

of water, and polished till they glisten by the driven sand. The nortlicrn

part of the desert is thought to be the dry bed of an ancient freshwater

lake, the beach lines of which are strongly marked; and probably, at

a comparatively recent period, the waters of the Californian Gulf covered

all the clay portions of the area, which are still below its level ; and if a

channel were cut through the natural embankment of the Colorado these

portions, at least, of the desert, would be doubtless again covered. It is

even pi-oposed to effect an outflow of the river for the fertilization of this

vast arid tract by an artiflcial irrigation.

It is possible that the Colorado district may have been elevated within

historic or immediately prehistoric times, as earthquakes still agitate that

region ; and in 1852 there were eruptions of mucl and hot water in the

central parts of the valley.

Fossil Fish in Magnestan Limestone.—There has recently occurred

in the Magnesian Limestone at Fulwyll Hill some iuteresting examples of

fossil fish. The specimens belong to three or probably four species of

Paheuniscus, and to a single species of Acrolepis. Those of the former

genus are by far more common, and nearly all of them belong to one

species. Specimens of Acrolepis are exceedingly rare. Three species of

Palajoniscus have been described by Mr. J. W. Kirby under the names of

P. varians, P. latus, and P. Ahhsii. They are all small, the largest not

being more than four inches in length. Along with the fish have been

found traces of terrestrial plants. Most of these fossils are found in abed
of slaty and laminated limestone, not more than two feet thick, and only a

short distance from tlie base of the " Upper Limestone." The occurrence

of fish in this subdivision is interesting, as no remains of higher orga-

nization than inoUusca had i)ixMi previously known to exist in it ; nearly

all the vertebrata of the Permian series of the district being confined to

the marl-slate near the bottom of the formation. They are, in fact, the
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last, as fur as is known, of the Palfeozoie vertebrates ; and those which
approat-h nearest iu time to the higher forms of life in the succeeding or
Mesozoic period.

_AxiMAL Eemains IX Irish Peat Bogs.—In the ' Archa?ologia ' (No.
177G), vol. ii. p. 359, is "An Account of some Antique Curiosities found
in a small Bog near Cullen, co. Ti]iperary," by Governor Pownall, which
consists chiefly of records of gold articles found by various poor people
there. The following two passages are all that relate to animal remains.
" In digging away the bog, about (5 feet deep, as far as it extended, there
was nothing only trunks of different trees all rotten, except the oak and fir,

which were for the most part found, and some horns, large enough to have
a cii-cle of three feet in diameter described on each palm." " A.D. 1773.
A man found in digging the bog, a skull with two horns shaped like
those on Kerry sheep, but longer. No person who has seen it can tell to
what beast the skull belonged."
Mammalian Hematxs.—The drift-bed at Aylesford, Kent, has just

yielded a lower jaw of Mammoth in good preservation, with molars in
their sockets. Close to it was found a tusk much curved, eight feet long,
and perfect for the entire length, no doubt belonging to the same indi-
vidual. It is to be hoped these specimens will be preserved in the Maid-
stone Museum.
Mammoth Eemain.s.—In an extract from the Minute Book of the Cam-

bridge Philosophical Society, 2()th November, 1821, thei-e is a notice of
fossil organic remains found near Streatham, in the Isle of Ely. by Dr.
Frederick Thackeray.* He sa3's, " The finest examples of organic remains
characteristic of beds of alluvium rather rest upon the line of junction
between clay and gravel than in the gravel itself" He adds, "A very
considerable part of the skeleton of a mammoth was lately found in a
gravel-pit near Chatteris."

Fossil Monkeys.—The references to Eopithecus Colchesteri, Owen
(Macacus eocceim-'i, Owen), from the Kyson sand, in Suffolk, made in my
article on "Fossil Monkeys" (' Geologist,' vol. v. pp. 82, 83, 85), are can-
celled, as well as any other reference to Eocene monkeys.

—

Charles
Carter Blake.
Erratum.—In my talde of the association of human remains with those

of extinct and recent Mammalia, p. 228, in the column headed " Massat,"
crosses should be inserted opposite J'clis sjielaut, Ursii.s spelceus, and Ilyana
spelceu ; in the column headed " Valley of the Trent," the cross op])osite

Cervus mer/aceros should be erased, and crosses inserted opposite Cam's
lajm-s and Cfamiliaris. Two extinct species of ^Mammalia were conse-
quently found with the Muskham .skull, and five existing species.

Ckahles Carter Blake.
Mammoth Eemains.—Mr. A. B. Euhmond. of ]\rcadville, Pennsylvajiia,

records in the ' Scientific American ' the discover)' of mammoth remains in

the excavations of the Atlantic and tireat Western Eailway at French
Creek, Crawfoi'd County.
Discoveries oe Lake-Hahitatio.vs.—A statement appears in the

' Anzeiger fiir Kunde der Deutschen AWzeit,' of Niirnberg, for July,
that at Miincheberg, at a depth of 18 feet, workmen who were making an
excavation for a new brewh(mse discovered a Pja/i/ircrk, or J-ake-dwelling,

containing much dung, animal bones, and stags' horns. Another pilework
had been discovered in Fraucnfeld (Thurgau), which has only been par-
tially examined.

* A fossil bouc, of what species is not sfale<l. The specimen wns prcsenttd to the

Cambridge Museum by Dr. Thackeruy.

—

Ed. Gkol.
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Geological Age of the Australian Fauna.—Mr. Luclwig Becker,

ill tlie Transac'tious of the Philosophical Institute (now the Eoyal Society)

of Victoria, contributed a paper on the age of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms of Australia relatively to that of the rest of the vvoi'ld, in which

Professor Phillips's belief that the fauna and flora of the Australian con-

tinent is that of the long-past Oohtic age, is supported, and additional

proofs given of its correctness ; the result finally arrived at by Mr. Becker

being, that " the existing Australian fauiui is the oldest living animal

kingdom ; that a great number of trees and flowers, planted in Oolitic

times, are still blooming in Australia ; and that the present external forin

of this portion of the earth is the oldest aspect of the earth preserved in

these times." As these opinions have been, to a certain extent, contested

by Mr. David Page in his eloquent little work on the 'World's Life-Sys-

tem ' (8vo, Lond., 1861), it is interesting to find them supported by a geo-

logist resident at the Antipodes.

Separation of the Isle of Wight.— Sir,—Might I again trouble you
with the question about the date of the separation of the Isle of Wight
from the mainland.

I have never yet met with any specific statement of the supposed time

of the occurrence, and should like to know how far science supports the

curious passage in ' Diodorus Siculus,' which is supposed to allude to that

island ; but w-here the writer states that in his clay, at low tide, the channel

between the island and the mainland was dry, and passable for carts and

traffic.—A Constant Header, Lymington, Hants.

FOEEIGN INTELLIGENCE.

The Baron I'Espine, medical inspector of the waters of Aix, in Savoy,

has communicated a note to the French Academy, " Oji the Recent Disco-

very of Lacustrine Dwellings in the Lake of Bourget, near Chambery."
The lake is about ten miles long and two broad, and, amongst other

objects found in the exploration of its depths, he records a fragment of

coarse pottery formed of black clay, and similar to the Celtic vases in the

collection of M. Boucher de Perthes.

Excavations have been recently made in the grotto Da Portel, in the

commune of Coubens (Arriege). The grotto is situated at four hundred

metres above the sea, and has but one entrance, at the extremity of the

Bois de laPeyrade. By M. Troyes' labours here there have been brought

to light a few fragments of pottery, ancient and modern, and a iew

bones of sheep and dogs near the surface. At a further depth the bfu^s

of bears of three distinct sizes, two of which were at least equal in

stature to the horse ; the third was much smaller, but diflerent from the

bear of the present day.* The other remains comprised those of dogs,

wolves, hya3nas, pigs, a large kind of ox, reindeer, f and another ruminant,

probably antelope. J Three implements of human manufacture have been

* Query, TJrsus speheits, priscus, and arctnidcns.

t Remains of reindeer have been foiuul in the bone-cave of Aurignac.

% Query, the chamois {Antilope ri'picapra), remains of which have been found at

Massat, and in the rrahibauteu of Swilzcrland.
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found : one a hatchet, roughly cut out of limestone ; the others being ser-

rated lance-heads of different sizes. Xo human bones have as j'et been
discovered, though there is reason to believe that the cavern was frequented
by man from the earliest period.

The great works which iiave recently been going on at the citadel of
Antwerp have been made to do good service to geology by M. Dejardin,
the captain of engineers in charge of them, who has rendered account of
two admirable sections to the Belgian Academy. One, commencing at the
old citadel on the south, follows the principal trench, approaches nearly to

the new citadel on the north, and ends at one of the outworks near the
Scheldt. The other section begins at the Scheldt above the city, at a place
called Den Berg, in the prolongation of the principal face of j!so. 8 Fort at

Hoboken, and terminating at the right extremity of the Campine canal.

The deposits shown are

—

1. Vegetable earth.

-.T 1 T> ^ f ~- Ferrucinous sand.
jMonern renod < o p (.

"

Diluvial Period 4. Cainpiniau sand.

c 1 1- • T) • 1 f^ 5. Argillaceous sauds.
^caldisian renod ...<, ,, r>. i

I I). Grey sand.

Green sand.

Black sand.

Rupelian Period ... 9. Argillaceous marl.

Diestian Period < o di i i

(^ 8. Black sand.

The peat is, M. Dewall thinks, of very modern origin, as it contains

bones of animals of species still living in the country, and arms and pottery

belonging to periods not very remote. It contains also undecaycd stems
of vegetables. The Campinian sand is formed of grains of white quartz,

coated with various substances, chiefly hydrate of iron, and indurated clay.

It is entirely devoid of shells. At the base of these sands there is a bed
of quartz pebbles mingled with small teeth of fishes. This is probablj' a
band of the " Cailloux Ardennais." At the top of this bed there have been
found mammoth grinders, and a part of a skull with gigantic horns.

The Scaldisian deposits consist of an iipper yellow argillaceous sand
(No. 5), containing teeth of .sharks {Sqnaliis, Carcharodon, Ojcyrhina, Iri-

grmudon, Lamna), seal, and ziphius, etc. ; ear-bones of Balamoptera ; and
casts of shells in indurated clay or ferruginous sandstone. Below this arc

other argillaceoTis sands, with considerable quantities of broken shells ; and
from the list of these species given by variniis naturalist.s. this deposit

would seem to be the equivalent of the Ked Crag or Coralline Crag of

Suffolk. The fossils contained in this deposit are those in the lists nos. 33
and 34 of M. D'Onialius, in his 'Geologic de la Belgique.' Below these

argillaceous sands is a grey sand, containing the same fossil shells and
bones. At the base of this bed blocks are met with formed of grains of

quartz and glauconito, consolidated probably bj' the dissolution of the

shells, and having usually' as nuclei shells, l)one3, or small branches of

trees. The latter ai*e often decomposed, giving rise to cavities in the

stone. Amongst the fossils of this deposit are the jaws and teeth of the

Squalodon Antverpien.si.'i. Pcctcn Launillii, Tervhralulit ptrforans, and a

species of Spatangus, occur in great numbers. Ditrttpa suhulata, bryo-

zoons, Lingida Dumortieri, and Tcrchnitula Soiccrbiaiia, are also met with.

The Sable vert of the ' Systcmc Diestien " next follows. It contains

hardly any shells or bones, and those met with are of particular species.

Quantities of oyster-shells are seen, and Isuntrdia luintldla is also very

abundant. Between the green and black sand there is met \s\\\\ at Kiel a

VOL. V. ''^ K
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bed of ferruginous clay, about a foot thick. The " bUiL^k sand " is a very
important deposit, both on account of the thickness and the number of
fossils it contains. It is the equivalent of the "black crag" or " glauco-
nite crag." As this deposit has nowhere been penetrated in the excavations,
its tliickness is not known. The chief shell is the Pevtioicidus variabilL-.

The " Systeme Rupelien " is solely represented by the " marne argil-

leuse," which is found at Fort no. 8, and in the brickfields of Edeghem.
It is a black or bronze-coloured clay, containing concretions of pyrites and
septarise, often incrusting Nautilus Aturi. It also contains flint-pebbles

and teeth of Carcliarodon heterodon.

EEVIEW.

Essays and Ohservations on Natural History, Anatomy, Physiology, Psy-
chology, and Geology. By John Hunter, F.ll.S. Being his Posthu-
mous Papers on those subjects, arranged and revised, with Notes, by
Richard Owen, F.H.S., D.C.L., Superintendent of the Natural His-
tory Department, British Museum, etc. etc. John Van Voorst.

The aphorism of Niebuhr, that " he who calls what has vanished back
again into being, enjoys a bliss like that of creating," which has been
quoted by almost every geologist from Lyell downwards, is nowhere more
applicable than to the discovery and safe transmission to the thinking
scientific men of the present day of the long-lost Hunterian manuscripts,
and especially on that on G-eology, to which we shall draw our readers'

attention.

John Hunter, after communicating to the Koyal Society of London, in

1793, his paper " on the Fossil Bones presented to that Society by His
Most Serene Highness the Margrave of Anspach " (' Philosophical Trans-
actions,' vol. Ixxxiv. 1794), followed up the subject by a second memoir,
summing up the conclusions which he had deduced from his study of "Ex-
traneous Fossils " in general. This manuscript he communicated to the

Koyal Society, with the following result :

—

" The attention of the Secretaries or Council of the Royal Society had
been called, by some of the Fellows, to the expressions in the first paper,

on the ' thousands of years ' required for such and such geological phe-
nomena ; and, in the second memoir, the Secretaries found that a chrono-
logy of the earth, widely different from the usually accepted one, was more
directly and emphatically affirmed by the author, as essential to the ra-

tional comprehension of the phenomena he treated of, while, at the same
time, the adequacy of the chief or sole geological dynamic at that tim3
recognised, viz. the Mosaic Deluge, to account for the presence of marine
fossils on land, was called in question. Considerations for the repute and
interests of the author himself may have swayed his advisers in the recom-
mendation to him to submit the manuscript to a geological friend, before

finally sending it in for formal acceptance and perusal before the Society.

Major Rennell, author of some papers in the 'Philosophical Transactions' on
' Tides and Currents,' and other geographical subjects, undertook the deli-

cate task of submitting to Hunter the misgivings of the authorities mainly
responsible for the publications of the Royal Society. He did it in these

words :
' This leads me to remark that, in page 3, you have used the term
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• many tliousand centuries,' ^vllit•ll brings us almost to the yogues of the
Hindoos. IN'ona-, althou<,di I have no quarrel with any opinions relating to
the antiquity of the globe, yet there are a description of persons very nu-
merous and very respectable in every point but their pardonable supersti-
tions, who will dislike any mention of a specific period that ascends beyond
6000 years : I would, therefore, with submission, qualify the expression by
many thousand years, instead of centuries.' Hunter would not modify
his statements, and he withdrew the paper."
An edition of this paper was hurriedly printed by the Council of the

Eoyal College of burgeons in December, 1859 : the more important pas-
sages are inserted in the work before us, iu which Professor Owen says

—

"Some may wish that the world had nevei known that Hunter thought so
differently on some suijjects from ^vhat they believed, and would have de-
sired, him to think. But he has chosen to leave a record of his thoughts,
and, under the circumstances in which that record has come into my hands,
1 have felt myself bound to add it to the common intellectual property of
mankind."

'i'he great geological principle, the coevality of the fossils with the
mineral strata iu which they are found, which some geologists have de-
nied, was formally asserted by Hunter. He said

—

'Finding upon land more parts of marine than terrestrial animals pre-
served, and at considerable depth, it naturally leads to the idea of sea-

animals at least having undergone this process at the bottom of the sea

;

and if so, then as that [stratum] in which they are found is now land, and
as we find parts of land-animals and vegetables preserved nearly in the
same manner, it leads us into a more extensive investigation of the per-
manency of the situation of the waters ; and iu this inquiry we shall lind

that wherever an extraneous fossil is enclosed or imbedded, the surround-
ing native matrix was accumulated, disposed, or formed into that mass at

the same time."

Professor Owen remarks on this

—

" I do not find this proposition so definitely laid down in geological
writers prior to Hunter ; although it was evidently appreciated in a certain

degree, and with reference to particular strata, by some of Hunter's pre-

decessors.
" The exceptions to the rule arise from the foi-mation of one stratum out

of the ruins of a preceding fossiliferous stratum, when the fossils of that
older stratum become, together with their matrix, a part of the newer one,
with which, however, those fossils are far from being coeval in respect of
the period when they actually became fossil. Petrified bones of Plesio-

saurus, e. g., have been transmitted to me, together with un])etrified bones
of the beaver, from the comparatively recent 'till' of Cambridgeshire, the
plesiosaurian remains having been washed out of the subjacent gault, when
the sea finally retired from the uprising land. Such 'derivative' fossils

were nevertheless actually enclosed or imbedded in the newer tertiary

matrix when it ' was disposed or formed into the mass,' now called ' till.'

The exceptions of such derivative fossils are, however, com])aratively rare,

and do not afl'cct the conclusions, as to the relative age of a stratum, alforded

by its obviously and much niore abundant proper organic remains."
" We find," Hunter proceeds to say, "the remains of sea-animals in

every kind of substance excej)ting granite. A\ e find wood, bones of sea-

animals, bones of land-animals, in freestone, gravel, clay, marl, loam, and
peat."

Professor Owen remarks

—

" AVith regard to the alterations of climate which Hunter deduced from
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the supposed identification of some of his fossils with those of recent ani-

mals, lie was induced to refer the circumstance to ' a change in the situa-

tion of this globe respecting the sun,'—iu other Mords, to a ' change in the
ecliptic' Here he departs from his principle of explaining the past phe-
nomena by present causes. Newton long since declared, in reference to a
similar supposition borrowed by Burnet from an Italian author, Alles-

sandro degli Allessandri, in the beginning of the eighteenth century, that
' there was every presumption in astronomy against any former change in

the inclination of the earth's axis ;' and Laplace has since strengthened the

arguments of Newton, against the probability of any former revolution of

this kind.

"Itma}^ be a question, however, whether the mental stock now to be
dealt with b}^ the geologist does not yield a truer appreciation of the dura-

tion of time in which the movements of the stellar and solar systems have
gone on, than could be afforded by the observations and calculations of

the astronomer in the times of Newton and Laplace.: whether the in-

adequacy of the analogy, based by Cuvier on the knowledge of the cha-

racters of a species during a period of 3000 years, of such seeming fixity of

specific characters, to the effects of influences on generations succeeding

each otlier during 300,000 years, may not be applicable to the case of New-
ton, considering the results of his observations and calculations under a

preoccupation of the mind by the theological age of the world.
" Hunter's recourse to ' a change in the ecliptic,' as well as to ' some at-

tractive external principle producing a great and permanent tide,' such as

Whiston's comet, e.g., was however the consequence of a misconception

or misinterpretation of the phenomena which those hypothetical causes

were invoked to explain.
" Hunter believed, for example, that the elephants' remains found in

northern and temperate latitudes belonged to the same species, or at most
to a variety of the same species of elephant, as that which now lives in

tropical regions. Its specific distinction from the existing tropical ele-

phants was then as little understood as the specific distinction of the

African from the Asiatic elephants.
" The moment that zoology and comparative anatomy had made such

progress as to discern constant differences interpreted as specific distinc-

tions, and to apply the same principle to the differentiation of the fossil

elephant of northern regions from either of the existing tropical kinds, the

necessity for calling in a cataclysm, either through a hypothetical shift in

the ecliptic, or the attraction of the ocean upon the continents by a comet,

no longer existed."

Hunter's observations on the inadequacy of a pre-supposed Mosaic
deluge to account for the manifold evidences of aqueous action which geo-

logy has revealed to us, we must quote :

—

" History gives us no determined account of this change of the waters ;

but as the Sacred History mentions the whole surface of the earth having

been deluged with water, the natural historians have laid hold of this, and
have conceived that it would account for the whole. Forty days' water
overflowing the dry land could not have brought such quantities of sea-

productions on its surface ; nor can we suppose thence, taking all possible

circumstances into consideration, that it remained long on the whole sur-

face of the earth ; therefore there was no time for their being fossilized

;

they could only have been left, and exposed on the surface. But it would
appear that the sea has more tlian once made its incursions on the same
place ; for the mixture of land- and sea-productions now found on the land

18 a proof of at least two changes having taken place."
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Professor Owen, addressing his audience at the College of Surgeons on
March 10th, 1855, on this subject, said,

—

" The close similarity, in the clear and philosophical views and words of
Fracastoro, to those of Hunter (who we may safely believe had never read,

or probably heard of the Italian author), are very striking. I need not
trespass on yo\iv time by recounting the liundredfold additional and diver-

sified testimony, whicli God, in his wisdom, has suflered to be made mani-
fest, and to be irresistible in producing conviction according to the means
of appi'eciating truth with which He has been pleased to endow the human
understanding, in demonstrating the utter inadequacy of any of the brief

and transient traditional deluges to account for observed geological and
palseontological phenomena.

" As the astronomer in teaching his science gives the results of the ex-

ercise of those faculties of observation, comparison, and calculation which
have been given to him for the purpose of making known the creative

operations in infinite space, without enlisting any aid or element of science

from the records of Creation in the sacred histor}' of the Je\A s, so ought
the naturalist or geologist equally to abstain from any foregone conclusion

as to mode or time of operation Avhich he might believe himself able to

derive from divine teachings given for another end. He ought to confine

himself to the deductions which rest on observation and experiment, and
to teach those natural truths only which he has been privileged to establish

by the exercise of the talents entrusted to him for the discovery of the

creative operations, or the power of God, in the immeasurable periods of

the past.
•' We find in the remarkable essay recovered from his posthumous

manuscripts some instances of the results of the special application of

those principles to particular geological phenomena.
" Take those which must have most frequently presented themselves to

his observation, as e. (/. in the valley of the Thames, and note the broad
interpretation that he gives of the facts so observed. ' Probably,' he
writes, ' the whole flat tract of the river Thames, between its lateral hills,

was an arm of the sea ; and as the German Ocean became shallower, it

was gradual!)' reduced to a river : and the composition of this tract of

land, for an immense depth, would show it, viz. a gravel, a sand, and a

clay, with fossil sliells in the clay 200 or 300 feet deep, all deposited when
it was an arm of the sea, and above Avhich are found the bones of laud-

animals, where it has been shallow,' "—P. xv.

Owen goes on to sa}',

—

" Hunter does not, indeed, specify the nature of the shells : they are,

however, of a kind that could leave no doubt on his mind of their marine
character. With his fossil specimen of Stromhus corunatiia, Dfr., he has

placed the recent Stromhus accij)l(riiiiis from the South American seas.

He had also obtained liostelUtfia macroptera. Lam., from the eocene

tertiary at Hordwell, Hants. ; I'oluta nodusa, Sby., from the London clay ;

Mitra elonffata. Lam., from the eocene at Grignon, near Paris ; the gigantic

Ceriihium, from the same formation and locality ; the Ct'ctasatella /lanidn,

L>h., from ''^ummulitic strata of the Swiss Alps ; and the great jS'au/ilits

impcrialis from Sheppcy, so like the pearly Nautilus from the Indian

seas. All these shells, selected from a hundred other sjjecimens in Hunter's

cabinet, must have presented to their collector unmistakeable features of

the marine origin of the strata containing them.
" Subsequent researches, aided by (he refined conchology of modern

science, have established the truth of Hunter's conclusion.
" All the shells of the London clay which forms the bottom of (he (ract
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tlirougli which the major part of the Thames flows, are of marine species,

and most of them extinct. In the superficial gravel have been found
fluviatile shells, most of them of recent species, with the remains of ele-

phant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, and other large terrestrial cpadrupeds."
As regards earthcjuakes, as a geological dynamic. Hunter states

—

" I formerly observed that earthquakes very probably raised islands
;

that on the svirface of such there would be found shells, and in vast quan-
tity, recent, dead, and fossilized. . . . This upraising of the bottom of the
sea above the surface of the water, will also raise up along with it all the
shell-fish that lay on the surface of the bottom, as also dead shells, and in

the substance of the earth all the deeper-seated substances imbedded or
enclosed in stone, chalk, clay, etc., which I have said constitutes the true
fossil. This appears to be the state of the case on and in the Island
of Ascension ; the whole surface of this island is covered with shells, and
some so perfect as to have their ligaments still adhering. There is, besides,

a vast quantity of lava, and other volcanic matter, all of which shows it

most probably arose in this way ; because such recent alteration in the sea,

so as to have exposed so much of its bottom, and so recentlj^ as to have the
animal part of the shell still adhering, and the very name implies its rise.

I suspect that man}' of those shells found on land near the surface, on the
tops of mountains, have been exposed in this way."—P. xlvii.

Owen remarks on the ridiculous derivation of the name of the island :—
" This is very ingenious ; but the superstitious Spaniard had little

thought of the geological causes of the island, when he discovered it on
the evening oF ' Ascension Day.'

"

Poor Joao de Nova Galego little expected that he should be thus mis-
quoted in the eighteenth century.
With respect to the conditions under which mammalian remains are

imbedded in comparatively recent geological deposits. Hunter wrote

—

" In peat, one could conceive that the trees had only to fall, and after-

wards to sink down into it ; but I believe no such wood grows in peat,

therefore they must have been brought there, and that only by water ; or
[they may have] grown there prior to the formation of peat. But the
animals which could come there had only to die on the surface, and in time
they would also sink deeper and deeper into it ; and this I imagine might
be the case with the beavers in this country, whose bones are found in the
peat-mosses in Berkshire. Or, as peat is supposed to grow, we can con-
ceive it rising higher and higher above such substance.

" Bones are also found in gravel, clay, marl, loam, etc. ; and as we have
found the -ea-horse bones \_Iiiiypop(jtamus^ in gravel, etc. in this country,
I am inclined to think that such situations have been shores or arms of the
sea, at last constituting mouths of rivers, where the animals have been
accidentally swept away by floods, accidentally drowned, etc., where gravel,

clay, etc. have subsided, as before described ; for it gives more the idea of
being a consequence of the sea leaving the land than an effect produced by
a continuance of the sea in the part, according to our idea of the formation
of the true fossil. But the dilBculty is to appljr this to the bones of some
animals that do not now exist in the same countries where they are found

;

as also [to] the bones of animals that probably do not now exist in any
country.

" This looks like a destruction of the whole species of such animals at

the time [during] which [those] animals were probably confined to such
countries; and which might also be the case with the beaver in this

country ; and it being a more universal animal, its species is preserved in

other parts. The same observations apply to the sea-horse \_lLippopoia-

musl, as also to the elephant." ....
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" Thus we have in many parts of this island the hones of unknot n
animals, such as a large species of deer \Meaaccro-s\ as also the core of the
horns, and hones of some ver}^ large animals of the hull kind " ^Bison pm--
cuti. Bos primlgenin-s'].

With respect to the nature of the animals imhedded in various strata,

—

"We may observe that the amphibia, and such as inhabit both the sea
and land, as all of the Phoca-tribe, vrhite bear, etc., likewise sea-fowl, par-

take of the before-mentioned mode of fossilization. by dyin^if in the sea ;

for wherever there has been a shore, there we shall find the amphibia ; as

also many of the fowl-tribe, called sea-fowl, which feed in the water, which
may die in the sea near the shore, or be brought down in the rivers, will be
carried into the sea, and be fossilizedaccordine to the fore-mentioned method,
and will lie found along with the sea productions. But they will also par-

take of the second situation, as in large valleys leading to the sea, which
were formerly arms of the sea or inlets, which are to be considered as

having been moving shores, as the sea gradually leaves the land, leaving

materials it had robbed higher land of, raising the bottom, or forming
a new surface, lessening the depth of water at these places, which
renders it slower and slower in its motion, as before described, at last

becoming a river. Such new land will bury in it such productions,
whether of sea or land, but most of those common to both, as shall either

die in it, or being brought into it, constituting chiefly such animals that
inhabit both laud and water, as also amphibia, with land animals that
came there, or vegetables that were brought there, making a heteroge-
neous mixture. And I believe it may be observed in general, that the
fossil bones of land-animals or birds are commonly found in such de-

posited materials, as gravel, sand, clay," etc.—P. xxxvii.
" But the preservation of vegetables and land-animals is most probably

not confined to such situations alone. A change in the situation of the sea

most probably has been a cause in the production of such fossils, which
constitutes a third situation of the production of fossils. Therefore, to

preserve vegetables, bones of land-animals, and many birds, one of two
circumstances must have taken place : first, a change of the sittiation of the
sea upon the land where such productions are. But in [regard to] what
may be called 'land-birds,' there will be a few of them [found fossil];

for hardly any change in the land or sea can take place but what they
can follow.—the new rising land, as it were, growing out of the waters,

and abandoning the old, which now becomes covered with the waters."

—

P. xxxviii.

The tenor of the above observations may be contrasted with those made
in Lyeli's ' Princijiles of Geology,' on Avhich the conclusions of modern geo-

logists have been founded. Hunter, after hypothetically suggesting that

some fossil species may be now extinct, says,

—

" How they became extinct is not easily accounted for ; for although we
must sup])ose that the species of deer \^Mega('eros'] to Mhich belonged the

bones and horns now found in the island of Great Britain, more ])aiticu-

larlj^ in Scotland, and still more iu Ireland, is lost, yet we have reason to

believe they were coeval with the cle]iliant ; for I have the lower jaw and
tooth of an elephant that were dug u]) at Ougle [Oundle], in Northamp-
tonshire, twelve feet below the surface, in a strong blue v\i\y ; and with it,

one of the horns of the large deer. "—P. viii.

This o})inion of the anti(iuity of the ]\Je(iaee)'os has been confirmed by
later observations : in Ireland its nniaiiis occur in the shell-niarl under-
lying the turbary.

Hunter ]>rocee(ls to express his thoughts on the nature of fossil organic
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remains, as follows:—"No definition can be given that will suit every
fossil, except simply that which strikes the eye, which in a general way
is pretty correct. For as extraneous fossils have been and can be matched
by such substances in a recent state, and jirobably the animals most [fre-

quently], they may in a general way be distinguished ; and this arises

from the part in a fossil state having been more or less deprived of the
parts belonging to the recent, vihich is the animal part ; and which is what
principally gives colour to them : thus fossil shells have none of those
bright colours found in the recent

;
yet some shells retain something of

their original colour, though the animal part is dissolved into a kind of
mucus, which would make us conceive that both the animal and earthy
parts were so disposed as to reflect nearly the same colours, but the ani-

mal part is by much the brightest : for it is not simply the state in which
the substance is that constitutes a fossil ; but it is the state, with the
mode in which it was brought to that state, that commonly constitutes a
fossil ; for maTiy things might be called an ' exti'ancous fossil ' if considered
abstractedly from the manner of their being bi'ought to that state ; [and
so considered] every churchyard would produce fossils."—P. xxiv.

" To establish the principles of fossils, I shall set it down first as a prin-

ciple, that no animal substance can of itself constitute, or be turned into,

a fossil ; it can only be changed for a fossil." The acute distinction

drawn between ' turned into ' and ' changed for,'—a distinction which theo-

logians and meta])hysicians have long rightly drawn, but which many of

our learners in palaeontology find it hard to perceive,—was clearly present
to the mind of John Hunter.
With respect to the other portions of the work before us, not imme-

diately of a geological nature, extending over two thick octavo volumes,
we must be silent. We must coincide with Professor Owen that the text
" is here and there obscure enough to test the acumen of a skilled logician

to decipher the sense. But it is always a matter of interest to endeavour
to make out the meaning of a deep and original thinker; and different

minds, unbiassed by any suggestion of the editor, may be induced to give

their views of Hunter's meaning, and their opinions of his conclusions. It

may be interesting also to some, standiuij on the vantage ground of seventy
years' progress, to know what such a self taught philosopher did not know
on the subjects he grappled with : and a small proportion of the present

writings of Hunter may chiefly serve to illustrate his mental peculiarities

and shortcomings.
" To those who are conversant with Hunter's style, other testimony of

the authenticity of the present writings will be superfluous : and it has

seemed to the editor that the requirements of science would be best met
by presenting these writings ' pure and simple,' as Hunter left them."
We have only to say that the sole qualified person in England to de-

velope the thoughts of the great past English anatomist and palpeontologist

was the Biologist who had so long occvipied the Hunterian chair at the

Poj^al College of Surgeons, and who has so conscientiously and ably per-

formed a difficult and laborious task in publishing the lost Hunterian
manuscripts.





PLATE XV.

BOS FRONTOSUS tNilsson).

From a Pleistocene deposit at Bawdsey Bog, near Fehxstow, Suffolk.

In the National Collection, British Museum.

S. J. Mackie del.
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BOS FRONTOSUS.

By the side of a cast of the large-fronted ox of Scandinavia, in tlie

case of fossil Bovidae in the British Museum, is a specimen found in

BawdseyBog, near Felixstow, in Suffolk, referred to that same species

—the only example recorded in England, if exhibition in the cases of

our national institution be a record, for it has been nowhere figured

or described.

That the determination of the species is correct there can be little

doubt, as the specimen was seen and examined by Professor Nilssou

on his late visit to this country, and the correctness of the determi-

nation was verified by him. It is to this, one of the most in-

teresting but least known species, that we now wish to draw atten-

tion. It is interesting because it was probably a species of higher

antiquity that lived on to be coseval with the early human races

whose relics are found in the deposits of that remarkable border-land

between the last geological ages of the Prehuman era and the oblite-

rated first chapters of Human History.

In the ages which elapsed immediately previous to the deposition

of the glacial drift, and subsequently to that period, extending down
even to the modern historical era, seven species of fossil Bovi(he

ranged the pastures of England, as will be more clearly seen in the

annexed table :

—

Distribution of Bovidse in Great Britain.
Pliocene
Fresh-
water.

Post-
pliocene
Marl.

Glacial

Drift.

Cave
De-

posits.

Histo-
rical

Period.

TBos gipjanteus s. antiquua, Owen . . .

J Bos priniigenius, Bojanus ....
1
Bos froiitosus, N//sson

l^Bos longifroiis, Oiren

r Bison priscus, Owen
\ Bison niiuor, Owtm
Bubalus moschalus, Owen

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

?

X

3l
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The species Bos frontosiis was founded by Nilsson, and is charac-

terized by the great size, length, and breadth of the forehead, and
tlie prominent elevation between the horns, somewhat similar to that

in the subgenus Bihos, or the Gours, Gayals, and. Bantingers of

Southern Asia. Its superiority of size, and the general robustness

of the structure, sufficiently differentiate it from Bos longifrons

;

whilst the direction of the horns, which curve moderately downwards,

and the general proportions of the forehead, prevent confusion with

Bos privugenius or Bos giganteus.

Comparison of the specimen with the cast of the typical Bosfron-

tosus presented by Professor Nilsson, indicates some minor points of

difference. Thus, Mr. Davies points out that the space between the

orbits and the attachment of the horn-cores is much longer in the

cast than in the Suffolk specimen. The elevation between the horns

is also higher, and the breadth between the orbits greater in the

cast.

In Switzerland, at the present day, a small and spotted variety of

ox is found, which M. Eiitimeyer considers to be descended from the

Bos frontosus. "VVe are not aware that any one has yet worked out

the points of distinction between the existing breeds of oxen in

England and Scandinavia, and the gigantic large-fronted ox whose

remains have been figured by Nilsson ; but the first British speci-

men is that of which we give a portrait in Plate XV.
Our impression, however, is that a closer inspection of the semi-

fossilized, or rather unfossilized remains of Bovidse, which are so com-

monly turned up in the superficial deposits all over England, and

which are now heedlessly neglected, will be found to yield more spe-

cimens of this noble ox.

The gigantic ox which was found in the Hercynian forests of Ger-

many, of whom Caesar speaks (De Bello Gallico, lib. 6. xxvii.) : "Ter-

tium est genus eorum, qui Uri appellantur. li sunt magnitudine

paullo infra Elephantos, specie et colore et figura tauri. . . . Am-
plitude cornuum et figura et species multum a nostrorum bourn

cornibus differt," has been generally considered to be Bos primige-

nius. It may possibly be so ; but Caesar, who was accustomed to the

long-horned oxen of the Homagna, would hardly have noticed a dif-

ference between them and the equally Xong-homedi primigeiims. The

difterence, however, between the horns of B. frontosus and the Italian

ox would have struck him at once.

It would not be fair of me to close this paper without acknow-

ledging that my attention was directed to this specimen by my friend

Mr, Carter Blake.
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PAL^ONTOLOGICAL NOTES.

Et' Thomas Datidson, Esq., E.li.S., F.G.S.

I. ON SCOTTISH JURASSIC BRACHIOPODA.

So little is known of Scottish Jurassic Brachiopoda, that any addi-

tional infoi'niation cannot fail to pi'ove interesting. Professor IS'icol

wrote me on the IGth of April, 186l>, that out of a pretty large collec-

tion of the fossils of this period sent up to the Aherdeeu meeting of

the British Association, he found only two species and specimens of

Brachiopoda, and both imperfect. That in Sunderland they are most
common in the Duurobin Eeefs (by some thought to be Oxford clay,

by others Lias), but that the stone is so friable, that the specimens
fall to pieces almost at the slightest touch ; and that in the sandstone

at Braainbury Hill, are casts of a large shell, like Terehratula jjer-

ovalis, but often crushed and distorted.

In 1850, the late A. Kobertson, of Elgin, sent me two beautifully

preserved EJii/nchonella; {R lacunosa ?), from Dunrobin, and which
will be found figured and described in my monograph ; and about

the same period, the late Hugh Miller sent me a specimen of T, numis-

malis, from the Lias of Shendwick, and another of lihynchoneUa

Bouchardii, from tlie Lias of Cromarty. Mr. Geikie recorded like-

wise a HhijnclioneUa tetrahedra, from the JNliddle Lias of the island

of Pabba.
It would result from the above statement, that about six species of

Brachiopoda have, up to the present period, been mentioned as

having been found in Scottish Jurassic strata.

On the 9th of April, 18G0, Captain E. J. Bedford, K.N., informed

me that while surveying the island of Mull, he discovered a great

number of fossils in the Middle Lias of Caisaig Bay ; these he kindly

forwarded for my examination, and I found among many other Mol-

lusca, eight or nine species of Brachiopoda, two of which being new
to Seothmd, and one even so to (^reat Britain.

I was informed, at the same time, that these fossils had been all cut

out of a hardened kind of black chiy, uncovered at h)W water; that

this clay lay in laminae, which he lifted up with a little bar, and in

wliich he found all the specimens sent up, with the exception of

Terehratula punctata and some other species of Moliusca, which ho

obtained from hard masses of limestone scattered about the shore.

The following is a list of the Moliusca from the JNliddle Lias of

the island of Mull, which Mr. Ethcridge and myself were able to

determine :

—

Tercbratnla punctata.

Waldhciinia nuinisiiuilis.

Spiriferiiia rostnita.

Spirit'eriiia Walcotti.

Spiriferiiia oxyptera.

RhynchoncUa tetrahedra

Kliyiiclionclla riinosn.

Kliyiii'lioiulla variabilis.

Hhyiiclioiielia (another species?)

Ostira?

Avicuhi inirquivalvis,

Modioht Ilillaua.
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Lima Herinannia.

Plicatiila spinosa.

Lima acuticosta.

Pecteu prisons.

Pectea vellatus.

Gryphsea cymbium,
Gryphfea obliqua.

Pholaflomya ainbigua.

Pholadomya decorata.

Cardium cucuUatura (Opis).

Pleuromya scotica.

Pleuromya uuionides.

Lima acuticosta.

Hippopodium pondcrosum (young).

UnicarJium caidioides.

Gresslya anglica.

Area trunoata.

Area Buchraanni.

Area elongata.

Leda rostralis.

Astarte Psilonoti ?

Modiola scalprum.

Piana folium.

Piuna tetragona.

Trochus auglicus.

Pleurotomaria ?

Ammonites raricostatus.

Ammonites Jamesonii.

Belemnites laevigata, var. elavatus.

Since the discovery of the above-named fossils by Captain Bedford,

Mr. J. Thomson, of Glasgow, has visited the island of Pabba, where he
found T. 'punctata, Sj). Walcotti, Uli. tetraliedra, and another species,

which I was unable to determine. He also found in the Bay of

Lussay, four miles from Bradford, in the island of Skye, some ex-

amples of Sp. Walcotti.

Scottish Jurassic BracMopoda.

1. Spieifeiiin.4. ROSTRA.TA, Schlnth. sp. 1822, j?Z. xxW.Jli/. 1; Dav.
Mon. p. 20, pi. 2, Jigs. 1—21; jj^- ^^fiff- !• Of this species, Captain
Bedford found one perfectly characterized specimen in the Bay of

Caisaig, Mull.

2. Spirifeein-a Walcotti, Sow. 1823, p?. xxvf.figs. 2, 3 ; Bav. Mon.
p. 25, pi S, Jigs. 2, S.

This is a common form in Scottish liassic deposits, although rarely found perfect. It was
found by Captain Bedford in the Bay of Caisaig, Mull. Mr. J. Thomson obtained it was

also from the Middle Lias in the Bay of Lussay, four miles from Bradford, in the island

of Skye, and again, from the island of Pabba. It varies considerably in size and in the

number of its ribs, but is entirely similar to those found in Englaud.

3. Spibiferina oxtptera, Biiv. 1843, pi. xxiv. Jig. 4i. Spirifer

oxypterus (^Buvignier), Mem. de la Soc. JPIiilom. de Verdun, torn. ii.

p. 14, pi. 8, fig. 8 ; Oeol. des Ardennes, p. 534, pi. 5, Jig. 5 ; Bav.
Annals and Mag. oj Nat. Hist. \\\. p. 2Q4<, pi. 15, Jigs. 5, 6, 7, 1852.

Shell variable in shape, transverse and obscurely subrhomboidal ; valves convex ; beak

more or less produced and incurved ; hinge-line as long as the greatest width of the

shell ; cardinal angles tapering into acute points ; area subtriaugular and of moderate width

;

fissure partly arched over by a pseudo-deltidimn. In the dorsal valve the mesial fold is

formed of a single rib, to which corresponds a sinus in the ventral one. Each valve is,

in addition, ornamented with from eight to twelve simple ribs, and the surface, besides

being punctured, is covered with delicate spines. Dimensions variable. Our Scottish

example measured nine lines in length by sixteen in width.

This species is here mentioned for the first time as a British fossil, and was discovered

by Captain Bedford in the Bay of Caisaig, island of ^lull. The Scottish specimen above

described, agrees otherwise with M. Buvignier's type.

4. Terebratula punctata, Soto. 1843, pi. xxiv, J'gs. 6, 7 ; Bav.
Mon. p. 45, pi. 6, figs. 1-6.

This is a common shell in the Middle Lias of the Bay of Caisaig, island of Mull,
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where it has been collected by Captain Bedford ; Mr. J. Thomson found it in the island

of Pabba; and Professor Nicol states to have found it near Dunrobin. The Scottish

specimens are exactly similar to those which occur in England.

5. Terebratula perovalis, Sow. 1825, pi. xxiv.^y. 8 ; Bav. Mon.

J). 51, pi. 10, Jiffs. 1-6.

Specimens ajjreeing with our Ea,2;lish example have been found by Professor Nicol, in

the Inferior Oolite of Braambury Hill, Brora. The specimen here figured belonsis to

!Marischal College, Aberdeen. Other examples have been procured near Elgin, by the

Rev. J. Morrison.

6. AYaldheimia numismalis, Lamarck, 1819, pi. xx'ix.Jlg. 5 ; Dav.

Mon. p. ^^},pl. 5. figs. 4-9.

Specimens exactly similar to those we find in the Middle Lias of England, have been

collected in the Bay of Caisaig, by Captain Bedford. It was also found by the late Hugh
Miller, in the Lias of Shendwick, in Scotland.

7. Ehtnchonella tetrahedra, Sow. sp. 1812, pi. xxiv. fig. 12

;

Bav. Mon. p. ^?>,pl. l^,figs. 5-10.

This species is conimon in the Middle Lias of the Bay of Caisaig, where it has been

found by Captain Bedford. Mr. Gcikie found it, and Mr. J. Thomson obtained it from

the island of Pabba, and from whence it is alluded to by Dr. \Ynght, in his notes on the

fossils collected by Mr. Gcikie from the Lias of the isles of Pabba, Scalpa, and Skye.

Proc. of the Geol. Soc. vol. xiv. p. 26, 1808.

8. Ehtschonella Bouceardii, Dav. 1852, pi. xxiv. fig. 9 ; Bav.

Mon. p. ^2, pi. 15, figs. 3-5.

This species was found by the late Hugh ^Miller in the Lias of Cromarty, and agrees

exactly with those fonud near llminstcr, in England.

9. Hhynchonella bimosa, De Buck. 1813,^;/. xxh.fig. 11 ; Dav.

Mon. p. 70, pi. 14i,fig. 6.

Specimens agreeing in every particular with those of England have been fonnd by

Captain Bedford in the :\Iiddle Lias of the Bay of Caisaig. It has also been found iu

the island of Pabba, by Mr. J. Thomson.

10. Ehtn'chonella vabi.abieis, SchlofJi, 1813, pi. xxW.fig. 10;

Dav. Mon. p. 78, pi. IG, fig. 5.

One of two small specimens, agreeing with some English individuals of this variable

species, have been found by Captain Bedford, in the [Middle Lias of the Bay of Caisaig,

and by ilr. Nicol, at Loch Aline, Sound of Mull.

11. Riitnchoneli.a lacunosa, SchloiJi ? 1813, pi. xxiv. fig. 13
;

Dav. Mon. p. *dG,pl. lG,figs. 13, 14.

Several specimens were obtained by the late Mr. Robertson, in Oxford clay ? (perhaps

Lias?), at Dunrobin.

In addition to these, eleven uiulcterminable fragments of another Rhynchonella were

found by Captain Bedford, in the Bay of Caisaig.

Such is the scanty information I am able to communicate witli re-

ference to Scottish Jurassic Brachiopoda, and I should feel much

obliged to any Scottish geologist who could forward to me any addi-

tional information.

II. SCOTTISH CRETACEOUS BRACHIOPODA.

For some ycai.s past T liavc endeavoured, with but very iiulilTerent

success, to asseuible data concerning the cretaceous Bracliiopoda of

Scotland.
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Mr. TV. Terguson, F.G.S., noticed the occurrence of chalk-flints

and greensand in Aberdeenshire, Proc. Glasgow Phil. Soc. iii. p. 33,

1849, and in the Phil. Mag., May, 1850. Mr. Salter subsequently

referred to the same subject in the twelfth volume of the Quarterly

Journal of the Geol. Soc. p. 390, 1856, and in the same work for

1857 ; and we find that the following four species are recorded as

having been found in Scotland :

—

Crania striata, Kingena lima,

Rh. Mantelliana, Bh. compressa. I have not however been able to

examine specimens of these species. Having communicated with

Professor Nicol upon the subject, he kindly forwarded for my in-

spection specimens of four others, which had been found by Mr.
Murray, of Aberdeen, viz. :

—

1. Teeebratulina CAHtiEA, Sow., pi. xxiy. Jiff. lis.

Internal flint-casts iu flint nodules, from Curdeu, Aberdeenshii-e.

2. Teeebeatulina steiata, Wahlenh.,pl. xxiv.Jiff. 15.

Also in flint-easts, same locality.

3. Rhtnchonella plicatilis and R. octoplicata, Sow., pi.

fi(js. 16, 17, from the same locality.

There were also some one or two other forms, which were not sufBciently well pre-

served to admit of a correct determination. One of these belongs probably to Rh. Cu-

vieri.

4. ElITNCHONELLA . . . .^ pi. Xxiv.Jlff. 38.

I could not determine this TJujnchnneUa which had been found by Mr. K. Dawson,

in Upper Greensand, at Curden, Aberdeenshire. Professor Nicol informs me that the

Greensand fossils are mostly found in the state of casts, and not often preserved well

enough to admit of a correct determination.

III. TERTIARY BRACHIOPODA.

Brachiopoda do not appear to have been specifically as numerous
during the Tertiary period as they were in the older formations, and

it has been observed that the species of the first-named ])eriod are in

many instances specifically identical with those still in existence.

Three or four years ago, Mr. Etheridge gave me a Terebratula he

had received from the island of Malta, assuring me at the same time

that it had been obtained from Miocene or Pliocene deposits of that

island. This shell struck me at the time as very remarkable, and

this impression was subsequently concurred in by Professor Suess, to

whom I showed it when he was last in England ; I may also mention

that while looking at some Tertiary fossils from Victoria, at the In-

ternational Exhibition, I observed a Pliocene Terebratula, which, if

not specifically identical with the Maltese species, is at any rate a

very nearly related form.

"Waldheimta Gaeibaldiana, Dav. n. sp. pi. xxiv.fig. 19.

Shell somewhat obscurely pentagonal. Ventral valve convex and rather deep, divided

into three portions by two diverging ridges or rilis, which commence close to the extre-

mity of the beak, and extend to the front, leaving between them a slightly concave or

flattened space, in which (hree or four longitudinal ribs are observable. The lateral por-

tions of the valve become gradually and gently concave as they approach the margin, and
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are obscurely marked by a few lougitudinal ribs. The beak is somewhat produced, in-

curved, and truncated by a small foramina] aperture, which is separated to some extent

from the hinge-line by a deltidium. The dorsal valve is not nearly as convex as the ven-

tral one, and is likewise divided into three portions, the central one being flattened and
furrowed by four longitudinal ribs, while the lateral portions become more elevated as

they approach the front, and curve inwards so as to meet the valve-edges of the central

lower portion of the valve.

Upon each of the lateral portions of the valve may be observed six or seven ribs, which
become somewhat obscured as they approach the margin of the shell. Interior un-
known.

LcHgth, 1 inch 7 Hues ; width, 1 inch 3 lines ; depth, 10 lines. Tertiary, Malta.

Ohs. The recent species to which this shell bears the closest re-

semblance is the JFaldheimia flavescens, Lamarck, now alive in myriads
at Port Jackson, Australia, as well as in some other localities. The
recent species is however more regularly ovate than is the fossil one,

the beak is less elongated, and with a larger foraminal aperture.

THE GEOLOGY OE MAIDSTONE.

By W. H. Bensted, Esq.

{Concluded from page 382.)

There only remains now to notice the post-Tertiary deposits to com-
plete this account of tlie geology of Maidstone. The surface-soil

and the earth filling in and covering over the faults and large fissures

consist of clay, gravel, " sharp " drift-sand, and fine sand, all being
sedimentary deposits from water under diflS'erent rates of motion.

The exteriors of the highest masses of rock show the effects of a

powerful erosion continued for a long period of time ; but this action

was not the dashing of billows, for some surfaces of the rock, although

worn to a great extent, have portions of fragile shells standing out

from their surfaces, just as in the cavernous gutters of the rock

masses of spiculae jut out from the walls, the loose sand or soft hassock

having been washed away.
Old watercourses exist at a considerable

depth from the surface, showing that a gra-

dual lowering of the water-level of the springs

has taken place.

The opinion I have formed respecting tlie

beds of drift and sedimentary clays, which
in the district are found between the masses

Fig. 9.—Protrusion of Rag- of rock, is tliat an elevating force has lifted

stone into Drift, a^ iVlaid- these masses, bearing up the drift and clay
stone. «, beds of Rag.stone

; (]?{„. g)^ j^ud that, HI some instances, the

Hue of flintr

*" ^' ""'"^ '

'^"^'P^'^''^
°^' *''*^ smaller masses of rock have

been protruded into the drift and clay,

piercing and dividing them into lines at angles parallel with their

sides.
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The phenomena of these deposits offer a wide scope for considera-

tion. The causes of such an accumulation of sedimentary matter,

the deposit of such matter anterior to the clay, and the water-worn
faces of the bluffs, could not have occurred in the present state of

the surrounding country. The rush of water necessary for such
events must have had a source much greater than any nov*^ existinj^

in the district, and perhaps far distant. The quantity of water must
have been vast. The conjecture that England at one time joined the

continent, and that the mountains of the continent were the sources

from which the supply proceeded, is therefore probable. It is very

interesting to find that the waters of the Medway deposit novt' a

sediment very similar to the clay filling up the faults and covering

the highest parts of the rocks. The larger debris brought down by
the river is also analogous to the gravel. I am thus led to the infer-

ence that these deposits are the i^elics of water having considerable

motive power.

The principal sources of the Medway are now in the elevated por-

tions of the Weald, but we cannot attribute the ancient "diluvial
"

waters to so limited a source.

The lines of fracture, which constitute the principal faults, are

parallel to the course of the Medway, and are filled almost entirely

with clay (bi'ick-earth), and contain the remains of mammalia, viz.

elephant, deer, horse, and hippopotamus. The bones and teeth are

found at a considerable depth in the clay, and much separated. I

discovered a fragment of a jaw of a horse with five teeth in their

sockets. There occurs also, at a depth vai'ying from ten to twenty

feet from the surface, a bed of freshwater shells, Lymncea, Helix,

and Pupa. These shells are rather sparingly distributed, but may
be found in all the clay-pits worked on each side of the river. The
general level of the bed is about a hundred feet above the present

level of the water. Transverse faults cross the main lines of frac-

ture, and these are filled with a gravelly drift of flints, chert, and
ragstone, more or less water-worn ferruginous sand, and occasionally

a boulder of Druid sandstone. In the gravelly detritus I have found
detached fossils from the Lower Greensand.

The following statement of the moving power of water, in the ' Civil

Engineers' and Architects' Journal,' gives the rates of the force required

for the disturbance of matter subje<;ted to its action :
—

" A velocity of

three inches per second at bottom will work upon fine clay ; six inches

will lift fine sand ; eight inches per second, sand as coarse as linseed
;

twelve inches per second will sweep along fine gravel; and twenty-four

inches per second, gravel one inch in diameter." Erom the above

facts it would appear that the clay, drift-gravel, etc., were not de-

posited by the same forces, and consequently not at the same time.

The red clay, composed of very fine particles, was deposited after

the erosion of the rock. At that period, I presume, a great flow of

water was wearing away the angles of those rocks which obstructed its

course. AVhenthis speed diminished and the water became tranquil,

the fine clay held in suspension deposited itself at the bottom ; this
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process continuing for a very long period of time, aa the depth of
this clay is, in the highest faults, from eighty feet upwards. The
transverse faults were filled also with the same clay, but we now find
them occupied by drift-gravel from half an inch to three iuches in
diameter. Another epoch, I imagine, then occurred, when a force of
water swept out the fine clay in the transverse faults, and deposited
the drift in its place. This had its subsequent subsidence into the
fissure or fault, A third period then took place, during which the
land-surface was reduced to its present form ; some of the faults

were hollowed out, others left undisturbed. The undisturbed faults

show^ no indication on the present surface of the subsidence of ma-
terials which has taken place within their walls, and this proves that
the beds of clay were at one time much higher than they are now.
^,Ve find a clay similar in many respects to this, lying upon the
highest summits of the chalk-hills, and at an elevation of 200 feet

above the ragstone on which this lower clay reposes; but this upper
clay contains chalk-flints not worn by attrition, and immense boulders
of " Druid sandstone." I have never found any fragments of rag-

stone in these upper beds of clay, which run up to the very verge of
the chalk escarpment. At page 301 I have observed that in some
situations no indication is seen at the surface of the land of the fault

below, although tliis may be afterwards exposed in digging for stone

;

and when a section is thus made, a great subsidence is seen to have
taken place, as indicated by bending lines at d d d in the diagram,

Kocky Hili. Eiver Medway. Thorn Hill.

Fig. 10.—Section of the betl» of Ragstone from E. to W., Maidstone.

a a represents the beds or cliffs of ragstone. c c, fixults filled

with red clay, d, divisions of beds of fuller's earth, gravel and sand,

clay, etc., showing the lines of subsidence and of lateral pressure of

the masses.

The "Druid sandstone," of which rock Kits Coty house. Stone-

henge, and many other Druidical remains are composed, is found

scattered in great blocks over the surface of the chalk-hills, or buried

superficially in the beds of clay retained in the hollows ou the sum-

mits of the escarpments.

'J'hese blocks or boulders of siliceous sandstone are composed of

granular quartz, and occasionally envelope chalk-flints and other ex-

traneous bodies; Ihey are j)ei-tcctly anal()n;ous to tiiose found in.

Berkshire and Wiltshire, where they arc distinguished by the title of

"grev wethers." Dr. JMantell, in "his ' Geology of the Stu'th-Kast

of England,' speaks of the "beautiful conglomerates or pudding-stone

of llt-rtfordshire. 1 have occasionally found fragments of a similar

3 MVOL. V.
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conglomerate on the Maidstone hills, near the sites of the ' grey

wethers.'
"

The statement of the late Br. Mantell still holds good, that "no
regular stratum of the ' Druid sandstone ' has yet been discovered

in this country, and its geological position is still undetermined."

Preston Quarry, on the south side of

the Medway, oftei's a fine section of the

effects of an elevating force, as may be

seen in the accompanying sketch (fig.

11). The stone is fractured in all di-

rections, and consequently large blocks

are not obtainable. The diagram, fig. 12,

gives the continuation of the disturbed

beds.

The most interesting part of the

and greensand, with beds of stone quarry is the bed of loamy clay, c c. It

bored with lithodonii ate'c'; d, {^ about three feet in thickness, and
surface falUng to the Medway. contains fragments of shells— oysters,

terebratulffi, corals, etc. In detached pieces, with their edges rounded,

is a layer of stones, varying in thickness of about 2 inches by 6 or

Fig. 11.—Anticlinal at Preston

Quarry, a a, black greys ; b 5,

moUnskite bed; c c, loamy clay

Preston Quarry. Medway.

Fig. 12. Section of Preston District.

12 inches across. Their upper surfaces (c' c') are perforated by litho-

donii, and the perforations are filled with the loam and a white pow-

dery deposit. The excavations are about 2 inches in depth ; and one

fragment is so perforated, that not a square inch of it remains intact.

COERESPONBENCE.

Origin of Flint in Chalk.

Dkar Sir,—Flint in chalk is found as bands of nodules or thin seams
separated from each other by intervals of chalk varying from a few feet to

many yards ; the nodules, from a boy's marble to two or three feet in

diameter. In some pits only solitary flints occur here and there ; in others,

in tlie same upper flint-bearing chalk, there are no flints at all.

A¥e have tercbratvdai composed of pm"e flint extracted from blocks of
equally pure chalk.

I consider it very doubtful whether the flints have been deposited suc-

cessively with tlie beds of chalk. Flint nodules, it appears to me, are

actually in process of increase at this day. Yours truly,

HoBT. MoETIMEK.
Flmher, Malton, November Yilh, 1862.
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Hestorafion of Pteraspis.

My deae Sir,—I have read the Eev.
H. Mitchell's paper ou "The Eestora-
tion of Pteraspis " with great interest,

but the conclusions he draws from his

Scotch specimens are, I think, by no
means borne out by examples obtained
from English localities. I enclose you
two sketches of Pteraspids from Crad-
ley, in Herefordshire : one, in my own
collection, showing the anterior portion
of the shield ; the other, exhibiting the
posterior portion and surface markings,
in the possession of Mr. Gregory, of
Golden Square. These two sketches
will be sufficient to show that the shield,

as drawn by Mr. Mitchell, is wanting in

some important particulars ; the true
form I believe to be that given in fig. 3.

Mr. Mitchell seems to be under the im-
pression that the restoration of Pteraspis
has never before been attempted, al-

though first-rate specimens have been
in our museums and private collections

for some years. Professor Huxley, in

vol. xvii. of Geol. Soe. Journal, has given
a diagram of a restored Pteraspis, which
is copied in fig. 3 ; he has likewise re-

ferred to the subject in British Asso-
ciation Heporta, 1858, and has further

written a detailed account of the microscopic structure of the test iu vol.

xiv. of the Journal. The references in fig. 3 are as follows :

—

a is the suout
or rostrum, united with h, the shield-like

disk ; c c are the lateral cornua attached to

the disk ; e is the posterior spine, and/yare
the orbits or perhaps the nasal apertures.

The corresponding parts can be easily found
in the sketches I have given of the fossil

Pteraspids. I may just mention here, that

the bonelike test of these fish is composed of

three layers,—an external, finely striated

layer, a middle cancellated layer composed
of polygonal cells, and a third internal

layer of a laminated nacreous siibstance.

The specimen drawn in fig. 2 shows the

external layer remarkably well ; in fig. 1,

parts of the middle can( ellated layer ma^'

be seen ; the rest of the test, which is pre-

served, being the internal nacreous layer.

I remain, dear Sir, yours truly,

E. 11. Lankestee.
8, Savile Roto, Nov. 9.

P.S.—You will observe some minute in-

dentations drawn in fig. 2, ou the surface I'ig. 2.

Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3.—Diagram of restored Pteraspis.

of the shield. Professor Hnxley informs me that he believes them to

be the sites (if I may so say) of mucous follicles. I have thought this

worth mentioniug in a note, as they have never before been noticed.

When and Jioio loas the Isle of Wight severed fi^om the Mainland?

Sir,—On two difierent occasions inquiries have been made in the paj^es

of the ' Geologist,' as to the period at which the Isle of Wight was torn
from the mainland and entrusted to the rude guardianship of the ocean.
The subject is an interesting one, especially in its geological aspects ; and
as I have given some attention to it, I will attemi^t to reply to the in-

quiries of your Lymington correspondent.
I am not aware that there is the least particle of historical evidence that

gives countenance to the famous passage in Diodorus Siculus that has
been interpreted by various writers as proving that, when he lived, the
channel of the Solent was fordable at low water. As the particular island

of which Diodorus is speaking, was one from which the miners of Cornwall
were in the habit of exporting their minerals, and there is a small isle (St.
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Mic'liael's) on their own coast, to which such minerals could easily have
been conveyed, and which, in its connection with the mainland, answers
pretty closely to the historian's remarks ; and further, as I know of no
argument worth listening to why the miners of Cornwall should have
transported their tin to the Isle of Wight for exportation,—on all these
several grounds, I think one may safely conclude that neither Diodorus,
nor any other writer of note, has left any evidencv whatsoever about the
fordableness of the Solent within historical times.
The severance of this island from the mainland, it appears to me, was

effected under very unusual circumstances, and at a very distant period.
The present channel of the Solent, being pretty nearly equally deep and
equally broad throughout its entire length of twelve or fourteen miles,
proves at once that it was not formed in the usual way of island-severing
channels, that is, by gradual encroachments of the sea on the two opposite
sides of a narrow neck of land. If so formed, the middle part of the
channel would naturally have been both narrower and shallower than the
two mouths that first admitted the tide towards it ; but this is not the
case. Nor are there any important indestructible obstructing rocks on either
side of the channel that could account for this peculiar formation. It is to
be accounted for, therefore, not by the excavations of a gradually ap-
proaching sea, but, as I shall hereafter have to attempt to show, by its

being originally the trunk or ontlet of a very considerable river.

Again, at the western mouth of the Solent, there is almost an immea-
surable accumulation of rolled flints, with which are mingled a sufBcient
sprinkling of fragraental fossil shells of various genera and species to show
us from whence the whole mass was originally transported. This accumu-
lation forms a sort of natural breakwater, two miles in length, one hundred
yards in breadth, and many feet in thickness, extending between the main-
land at Milford and a point beyond midchanuel, where Hurst Castle was
erected three centuries ago. Where the castle stands, this bank of flints

becomes expanded so as to cover a circular space of fully twenty acres.
Now all this enormous accumulation of flints, together with another one
probably much larger on the island side of the main channel, and lying
under the sea, in front of Alum Bay and the Needles, are formed of drii't

and broken fossils from the Barton beds ; the fossils themselves plainly
pointing to the formation whence the whole mass was derived. It would
add too much to the length of my paper, to account for this vast lodgment
of drift around the mouth of the Solent; neither is this needful as respects
the objects of my remarks : only I would have my readers to understand
that it depends upon the flow of tide through the channel of the Solent.

And when it is remembered that the annual supply of drift along the Bar-
ton clifls is comparatively small, it will then be seen that it must have re-

quired a period reaching far back in time to gather together the vast accu-
mulations referred to above, and consctjuently they may be regarded in

themselves as visible and lasting memorials of the very gi'cat antiquity of
the separation of the Isle of Wight from the mainland.
Nay, I will venture to hazard an opinion, even though I stand without

geological authorities to support me, that will ])lace the date of the forma-
tion of the Solent Sea still furtlier back in the dimness of the past ; an opi-

nion to which both the peculiarities of the channel itself above referred to,

and the geological formation of the surrounding country, bear very strong

testimony. Whoever as a geologist examines the vertii-al strata of the

chalk at the Needles, nay, and throughout the whole length of the ]sle of

Wight, and the strata of tlie same rock in exactly the same unusual posi-

tion on the bold white clitl' on the Dorsetshire coast some twenty miles
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westward of tlje Needles, will not doubt but that ilae two promontories
were once united, forming a rocky neck of land from Dorset to the
Needles. This chain of chalk might, or might not, be so cleft in twain as

to allow the rivers of Dorset and Wilts, to find a passage through them to

the main ocean. My opinion, however, is that they had no such outlet,

but that, at that far distant period, the entire drainage of more than two
counties, embracing the rivers that join the sea at Poole and Christchurch,

flowed through what is now called Christchurch Bay, down the Solent, and
joined the sea at Spithead.

According to this theory, the Solent was at that time an estuary some-
wliat like the Southampton Water, having but one opening to the British.

Channel ; but of so much more importance than the latter as it was fed by
a vastly greater flow of fresh water ; and it further supposes that the

bed of the Solent was scooped out originally by a river, which from the
extent of its drainage one may guess to have been little inferior to the

Thames or the Humljer. And this opinion acquires countenance from the
circumstance that it accounts, in a most satisfactory way, for the equality

of depth and breadth in the Solent Sea. Of course, according to this view,

this sea would lose its original condition as an estuary at the time when
the British Channel had so far made a breach through the chain of rocks

connecting the Isle of Wight with Dorsetshire as to give an opening into

itself for the Dorsetshire rivers, somewhere opposite to the town of Christ-

church. from that time forth the Solent would become what it is at pre-

sent, losing its character as an estuary, and assuming that of a long narrow
sea. And at the same period, of course, the Isle of Wight would part with
its peninsular character, and be severed from the mainland, but at a point

far apart from that at which the severance is usually supposed to have
taken place. The distant period at which such changes took place it would
be hopeless to guess at, amid the dimness of the data on which calculations

could be founded. It could not be less, however, than many thousands of

years, seeing that since that time, the British Channel has not only made
a broad breach of twenty miles through a chain of slowly yielding rocks,

but has also pushed its way gradually across the broad extent of the Poole
and Christchurch Bays.

In conclusion, I would observe, that if your correspondent at Lyming-
ton simply put his qiiestion about the separation of the Isle of Wight as

an archeeological inquiry, I fear he will consider my answer to it as some-
V, luit dreamy. But I am confident, if he and others who may honour me
with a careful perusal of my observations, are tolerably acquainted with
the geology of the neighbourhood, and have had their minds disciplined

for realizing the operations of nature on a large scale and through length-

ened periods of time, they will perceive in this paper opinions indicative of
more than novelty, having, as I believe, very important geological facts

to uphold them. Yours, etc.,

W. Fox.
Brixton, Isle of Wiglit, Nov. 8.

TraeTcs, Trails, and Imprints.

Dear Sib,—At nearly the same time, probably, when I was pointing out
the desirability of careful drawings and casts being made of the tracks

and trails of living annelids, mollusks, insects, etc. ('Geologist,' No. 52,

p. 138, April, 18G2), for the guidance of the palajoutologist in decipher-
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ing fossil surface-markings, my friend Dr. J. W. Da^rson, of ^lontreal,
must have been engaged in the useful laljour of preserving faithful re-
cords of the track-marlis of Limulus poJiiphemus on the sands of Orchard
Beach (Gulf of St. Lawrence), for the purpose of comparing them with
the fossil tracks, termed Trotichnites and Clitnactichnites, found in the
Potsdam sandstone of Canada.
The results of these well-directed researches hare been described and

illustrated by Dr. Dawson in the Canadian ' Naturalist and Geologist

'

for Au2;ust, 1862 (vol. vii. No. 4). p. 271, etc. ; and it appears certain "that
the trail of Limnhis on wet sand is very similar to Protichaites, except-
ing that the latter has not the lateral furrows that are produced in the
former by the edges of the carapace. Swimming in very shallow water,
Limulus produces on the sand a trail very similar to CUmactkhnites ; the
latter, however, showing lateral and median ridges, whilst the former has
furrows instead.

Dr. Dawson agrees, therefore, with Professor Owen in referring the
Protiehnites to a Limuloid animal ; and is strongly inclined to refer Cli-
maeticJinites to the same agent. StiU he thinks it not impossible that the
large Lower Silurian Trilobite, Paradoxides, may have been the animal
that produced all the marks in question.

With the fact before him, that Climactichnital markings are left on a
subaquatic surface by Limulus. Dr. Dawson, of course, rejects the hypothe-
sis oi Climactichnites being gallevy-tracks, as advanced in my paper above
referred to (loc. cit. p. 139). Still these recent tracks differ from what
Dr. Dawson regards as their prima'val analogues, in that their " lateral and
medial lines are furrows instead of ridges ;" and therefore the identifica-

tion is not complete. I would ask that the question still remain open until

Dr. Dawson and other good naturalists have more material at hand and a
wider basis for conclusions.

" I may add that the burrowing of Limulus j^oh/pliemns," Dr. Dawson re-

marks, "is easily effected in soft sand, but is confined to a mere burying of
itself beneath a very slight smooth elevation." The great well-known
Koi'th American Trilobites (Paradoxides), however, whose bodies exactly

fit in width to the Climactichnital and Protichnital trails of Canada, and
whose abiding place was really the muddy sea-bed on the geological hori-

zon of the Potsdam sandstone, in all probability crawled over these Httoral

sands, just as the LImvlus fi'equents the existing sandy beaches in spring

and summer; and (like Sulcator and ICrceyera, loc. cit. pp. 131, 13S, 139)

it mny have burrowed in them, with much longer burrows than Limulus
makes, and in that case the in-fallen galleries would supply the raised

ridges of the Climactichnite.

We need not suppose the presence of Limulus, or of any unknown
Limuloid animal, in the primordial sea ; for there is little doubt, if any,

that Paradoxides, known to have then existed, can have made the trails

in question (as Dr. Dawson allows, p. 277), if they had the usual crusta-

cean locomotive apparatus ; and " it seems almost certain, from analogy,

that they must have possessed such organs" (Dawson, loc. cit. p. 277>.

Nor does the trail of Limulus correspond exactly with the fossil tracks

;

the edges of its carapace produce, in crawling, side-furrows not seen in

ProticJtniles ; and its subaquatic trail has but a general rcsemblaiu'e to

Climarlichnifcs, as far as we can learn from the jjuhlishcd obscrvation.s.

Dr. Dawson, in his interesting i)aper bff.re nu*. also notices (p. 1575) the

occurrence, at Orchard licach, of " small Climactichnile-like trncky" (liat

were made, as he a ;ccrtained, by a large beetle {Mclotoutha ( l'i>li/plii/lta)

variolosa.^), "which occabionally settled on the wet sand and crept for
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some distance on its stii'face, apparently makin,£f the transverse tracks hj
means of its tarsi." A iigure of this insect-track would have been very
acceptable in connection with the subject treated of in my above-mentioned
paper, loc. cit. p. 132, etc.

T. ExjPEET Jones.
Bot/al Military College, Sandhurst.

BEITISH ASSOCIATION MEETING AT CAMBEIDGE.

ON THE CORELATION OF THE SLATES AND LIMESTONES OP
DEVON AND COENWALL WITH THE OLD RED SANDSTONES
OE SCOTLAND.

By W. Pengellt, F.G.S.

The distinguished author of ' Siluria,' as geologists well know, has made
a tripartite division of the slates and limestones of Devon and Cornwall,

as well as of the Old Red Sandstones of Scotland, South Wales, etc.,

and given chronological equivalency to the upper, middle, and lower

groups of each respectively. Thus he places the Barnstaple and Pether-

win beds—the latter being characterized by the presence of Clymenia

and Cypridina—on the horizon of the Upper Old Red, with its Holopty-

vliius and Ph>/Ilolepis ; the limestones of Torquay, Newton, and Plymouth,
in which are found Sinnc/ocephalus. Calceola, Bronteus, Acervulari.a, etc.,

are made to synchronize with the deposits of Caithness, etc., containing

the remains of Asterolejyis, Coccostetis, etc. ; whilst the slates of Meadfoot,

etc., in South Devon, and Looe, etc., in Cornwall, distingiiished by the re-

markable Coral Pleiirodictyum frohlematicmn, are regarded as the equiva-

lents in time of the Lower Old lied rocks of Forfar and the North-east

Highlands, which are charged with Cephalaspis, Pteraspis, and Onchus.*

Though this co-ordination may be said to have met a large acceptance,

it is not in keeping with the opinions of some who laboured long and sedu-

lously amongst the older rocks of Devon and Cornwall, nor is it un-

challenged by some existing writers. The late Sir Henry Dela Beche re-

garded "the bulk of the Devonshire and Cornish rocks as, at least in

part, equivalent to the lower beds of the Carboniferous Limestone, to the

passage beds between the Old Eed Sandstone and Carboniferous Lime-
stone of Ireland, South Wales, etc., and also to some portion of the

higher part of the Old Eed Sandstones of Herefordshire and adjacent

districts. "t The Eev. David Williams considered " the Devonian system
as occupying an enormous interval between the Old Eed Sandstone and
Mountain Limestone. "| Mr. Page says, "We shall use the term ' Devo-
nian ' as applying more particularly to the strata as developed in the

south of England, and the term ' Old Eed Sandstone ' as more especially

applicable to those of Scotland ; believing, as we do, that the Caithness

and Forfarshii'e beds are on a loMer horizon than the English Devonians,
and that it requires both developments to constitute the 'system' as at

present understood by Euro]iean and American geologists. "§ Mr. Bete
Jukes says, " It is quite possible that the slates and limestones of Devon,

* ' Siluria,' 3rd edit., p. 4:33.

t Memoirs (Icol. Survey, vol. . p. 103.
+ Report Royal Geo). Soc. of Cornwall, 1843, p. 123.

§
' Advanced Text-Book of Geology,' p. 123.
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and the red saudstones of Soutli Wales, althougli each deposited witiiin

the same great period, are not strictly contciii]ioraneous, but were fonned
at different parts of the period. Or it is possible the red sandstone series

of Soutli Wales is not a continuous series ; that the lower part of it, at

all events, is older than any of the Devon series, while tlie upper part
may be newer than much of that series."*

That some—that much—diversity of opinion should exist, respecting the
time relations of the two systems of rocks now under notice, is what
might be expected when their lithological and pala^ontological dissimi-

larities are remembered ; the northern beds are eminently arenaceous, whilst

those in the south are almost exclusively argillaceous or calcareous ; the
former teem with fossil fish, and the latter with the exuvia? of mollus-

cous and radiate animals ; but, according to our fossil registers, Scot-

land does not yield the shells, corals, or sponges so abundant in De-
vonshire ; nor are the ichthyolites of the former found in the latter area :

they have no organic remains in common.
It will doubtless be remembered, however, that in his ' Palaeozoic Possils

of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset,' Professor Phillips has figured

and described as a scale of Solopiyclmis, a fossil found in the slates of

Meadfoot, near Torquay, in South Devon.f Tt would seem that this iden-

tification has not been considered perfectly reliable, since the fossil has

not found a place in subsequent works on the Devonshire beds, or in Pro-
fessor Morris's ' Catalogue of British Fossils.'

This dissimilarity of the organisms of two not very widely separated,

and, as has been supposed, contemporary sets of deposits, is, to say the

least, very remarkable. The mineral ancl mechanical characters of the Old
Bed rocks may suiEciently explain the absence, in them, ofmollusks, and
other dwellers at the sea-bottom ; but there seems no satisfactoiy mode of

accounting for the non-appearance of fishes in the slates and limestones of

Devon and Cornwall. Various solutions of the problem have been at-

tempted. We are asked by one to suppose that some geographical diffi-

culty or barrier separated the two areas and prevented the migration and
mingling of their inhabitants; whilst another suggests that the Old IJed

fish were probably at home in fresh water only, and ought not to be looked

for in beds so decidedly marine as those of Devon and Cornwall.

The interesting and important discovery, by Sir P. T. Murchison, of the

intermixture, in the same Devonian bed in Pussia,ofthc fish of thel^pper
and Middle Old Ped of Scotland with the shells of Devonshire.;}: leaves

the difficulty untouched ; nor does it appear that the synchronism of tlie

representative beds in Britain necessarily flows from it. It jiroves, of

course, that the fish and shells lived at one and the same time in Pussian,

not that they did so in British, waters. We may have an example,

here, of the distinction between geological contcmporaveifi/ and si/iir/irony,

so ably pointed out, on a recent occasion, by Pi-ofessor JIuxlev.§ Tt is

])0ssible, for instaice, that the fish commenced existence before the shells ;

that they appeared in Scotland long before their descent upon Pussia ; that

slowly clianging conditions compelled them tardily to abandon their ear-

lier home for a more congenial one ; and that, on their arrival, they found

tlicre the invertebrate tribes which subsequently migrated to where the

I'onndations of the future Devon aiid Cornwall \\ ere being laid.

Be this as it may, some geologists, recognizing the sj'nchronism of the

* 'Manual of Gcolofry,' 2ii(l edit. (1862), p. 492.

t Tal. Fossils, ])1. 57', tip. 2r)(;, p. 133.
+ ' Siliiria,' 3r(l edit., p. 382.

§ Anniversary Address, Quart. Journ. Gcol. Soc., vol. xvii. part 2.

VOL. V. 3 N
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two s)'^stems of deposits, and believincj that no suffirient reason liad been
assigned for tlie absence of the Old Eed fish in Devon and Cornwall, have
never failed to cherish the belief that, sooner or later, they would be found
there ; and, indeed, we have heard ft'om time to time that at length the

•wished-for ichthyolites have been exhumed in the southern area. At the

meeting of the British Association held at Cork, in 1843, Mr. Peach
brought under the notice of the Geological Section, certain fossils whicli

had then recently been found by Mr. Couch, in the Devonian slates, near
Polperro, in Cornwall. The palteontologists to whom they were then sub-

mitted considered them to be remains of fishes ; and, indeed, the late Mr.
Hugh Miller subsequently found a specimen amongst them, of which he
said that " if he had found it in the Old Eed Sandstone of Cromarty, he
would have no hesitation in regarding it as a fragment of some dermal
plate 0? Asterolepis." These fossils were found in great numbers in cer-

tain localities, and extended along the Cornish coast, at by no means wide
intervals, from Fowey Harboiir to the Kame Head ; they were constantly

spoken of as the " Polperro fish," and the slates in which they were found
as the " Polperro fish-beds." At length, Professor M'Coy and Mr. Carter
of Cambridge subjected them to a rigorous microscopic scrutiny, and pro-

nounced them to be nothing more than sponges belonging to their new
genus Steganodictyum, of which they formed two species, S. Corniibicum

and S. Carteri. It may be doubted, however, whether certain fossils

found with them were not true ichthyolites ; indeed, one specimen whicli,

a few years since, I found in the Steganodictyum beds at Looe, in Cornwall,

has been pronounced, by Sir P. Egerton and others, to be a decided ich-

thyodorulite.* It has not been identified, however, even generically.

A few weeks since, I had the good fortune to find a fossil in the Pleuro-
dictyiim slates at Meadfoot, near Torquay ; that is, in certainly the lowest

group of the rocks of South Devon and Corns^all, and which Sir R. Mur-
chison has placed on the horizon of the Cephalaspldiun and JPterasjudian

beds—the lowest of his divisions of the Old Ped of Scotland. From the

first, I believed it to be a fish-scale or ])late ; and very recently, Mr. Davies,

of the British Museum, has not only confirmed this, but has identified the

fossil as a scale—or rather, a portion of one—of PhyUotcfis concentricus,

a fish known only by its fossil scales, and which had hitherto been fovuid

only in the Claslibennie beds, belonging to Sir P. I. Murchison's Upper
Old Red.

This fossil then appears to necessitate the belief, either that the organism
which it represents liad a greater vertical range tlian has been supposed,

—

that is, that it belonged to the Lower and Middle, as well as Upper Old
Red fauna,—or that the Pleurodictyum beds of Devon and Cornwall, in-

stead of being on the horizon of the Lower, are on that of the Upper Old
Red series of Scotland.

To accept the first of these, apparently the only two alternatives, would
be to accept the difficulty of supposing that Phyllolejjis dates from Ce])ha-

laspidian times ; that it witnessed the extmction of this family as well as

the subsequent introduction and withdrawal of Coccosteus, Astei'olcpis, and
others ; and yet that, unlike its early contem])oraries, it failed to leave be-

hind any trace of its existence in ilie Old Red rocks, save only in the

upper of tlicir three groupis.

Rejecting tliis hypothesis, however, we seem compelled to adopt its rival,

Mhich amounts to tliis:— tliere are in Devon and Cornwall no representa-

tives of the Low^er and Middle Old Red rocks of Scotland, but the

lowest—the Pleurodictyum beds—of the former are on the horizon of the

* See 'Geologist,' vol. iv. pi. vi. p. 34G.
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upper division of the latter ; an opinion probably in harmony with that of
Sir H. De la Bet-he already quoted.
In an earlier paper on this subject—based exclusively on the statistics of

the invertebrate fossils of Devon and Cornwall, considered both specifi-

cally and genericallj^—I expressed the opinion, that the lowest beds of
Devonshire do not constitute the basement of the Devonian system, and
that the Bai-nstaple beds were rather Carboniferous than Devonian, or

were, perhaps, " passage-beds " between them.* It is not without interest

to find this opinion supported by the more reliable, Ijecause vertebrate,

evidence now produced. It will be remembered, too, that the indications

of the Holoptychian scale, already mentioned as having been desci'ibed by
Professor Phillips, and which "oas also found in the Meadfoot slates, arc

to the same eflfect.

Like the Old lied Sandstone fish found in Hussia by Sir E. Murchison,
the Flnjllolejjis scale was surrounded with marine shells,t imd also by
corals of the family Ct/athopIii/Uirhe ; the ancient fish to which it belonged
was therefore not incapable of living in the sea.

J

NOTICE OF FOSSILIZED MAMMALIAN REMAINS FROM THE BED
OF THE GERMAN OCEAN.

By C. B. Rose, F.G.S., etc.

It has for a very long period been known that, during the degradation
of the cliffs of the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, teeth and
bones of various mammals have been exhumed, and more largely those of

pachyderms.
In Queen Elizabeth's time, hivge bones were found at Walton, near Har-

wich. They were then considered to be those of giants. In the ' Piiilo-

sophical Transactions' for 1745, a Mr. Baker records the finding of a fossil

elephant at Mundesley Cliff"; and, in 1746, Mr. "\Vm. Arderon, of >.'or-

wich, makes mention of similar remains discovered at Hasborough and
'V^^alket, on the Norfolk coast. My present ol)jcct is, to lay before you a

few of the specimens which have been brought up from the bed of the

German Ocean, entangled in the trawling nets of the Yarmouth fisher-

men. Had they been more portable, I would have exhibited tusks and
other large remains of these huge beasts, of whicli there are some fine

specimens in the collection of Messrs. Owles, Steward, Nash, and my own.
The late IMiss Giirney, of Northreps, ^\as the possessor of a large collec-

tion of fossil mammals from the cliffs of Cromer and its vicinity, and which
may now be seen in the !Museum at Norwich. The Ilev. .John Gunn, of

Irstead, has made an extensive and rich collection of similar remains, from
Mundesley and Hasborough.

In the course of years vast numbers of teeth and bones have been col-

lected. The late Mr. Woodward, of Norwich, says, in his ' Geology of

Norfolk,' " Mammalian remains have been dredged u))on the Knole Siind,

off Hasborough. This spot ])resented us, in lS2tJ, with ihe finest tusk of the

mammoth ; it measured 9.i feet along its curvature, and weighed [)7 lbs."

]}ut off" Dungeness a tusk was dredged up which measured 11 feet in

length, and yielded some pieces of ivory fit for manufacture. The oyster-

bed off IIasboro\igh was discovered in 1S2<). and, from the number of

grinders of the elephant found there, Mr. Woodward felt hini.-clt" war-

* ' Gcolofrist,' vol. V. pp. 28 mid .31. t 'Siliirin,' 3nl c.lif.. pp. .383 nii.l 43:J.

i This scale has bfeii traiisiniltid to nie and will sliorllv lie filmed. --Hn. (iKoi,.
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ranted in concluding that upwards of 500 animals were deposited in that

limited space.

The coloured mftp of the German Ocean exhibited at the meeting, showed
the localities whence the organic remains are chiefly taken ; certain spots

marked thei'eon are the fishing-grounds, and, therefore, the depositories of

the fossils with which we are made familiar ; but we cannot doubt that

these exuviae are more generally distributed over the sea-bottom. The
following specimens were exhibited :—Teeth of three species of ele-

phant, Ehqjhas i^rimigenius, E. antiquus, and U. meridionalis ; cervical

and dorsal vertebrae of the same genus ; two teeth of a hippopotamus (a

dorsal vertebra has since been brought up) ; a dorsal vertebra of a whale

;

a unique specimen of a lower jaw of the Trichechus rosmarus ; heads of

the Mer/acJi'os Hihermcus, male and female ; an anterior dorsal vertebra

of ditto (an antler, 4 feet 6 inches long, has since been brought me) ; atlas

of ditto; a fragment of an antler of Cerviis tanmclus ; the humerus of a

gigantic ox; a portion of the head of the EquusfossiUs ; and a fine speci-

men of Castor Europmis, the head. The colour of these specimens might

lead us to believe that they belonged to the Mammaliferous Crag period

;

but colour is not a decisive criterion. It is probable that they may have

lain in close proximity to a bed of crag ;* they are unquestionably from a

Pleistocene deposit.

And, now, as to how these organic remains came to be at the bottom of

the ocean. At a not very remote geological period our island was united

with the continent ; a catastrophe took place which separated them and
led to the formation of the German Ocean. This gap has been continually

enlarging, from the crumbling down of the cliffs on either side ; the fossils

have thus been exhumed, carried out to sea during storms by retiring waves,

and there deposited. No doubt, also, that many remains which lie buried

in the land that originally united us to the continent sank bodily with

it, and consequently they are met with when the sea-bottom is raked over

by the trawling-ncts of the fishermen.

P.S.—I give the measurement of three tusks. One, belonging to Mr.
Owles, measures—length of external curve, 7 feet 5 inches ;

girth at

proximal end, 18 inches ; radius of inner curve, 3 feet.

I possess two perfect tusks—one, length, 6 feet 3 inches ;
girth, 17

inches ; radius of curve, 3 feet 3 inches : the other, length, 6 feet ;
girth,

12^ inches ; radius of curve, 4 feet 2 inches. These proportions indicate

that my specimens are from two distinct species of the elephant.

A femur of the mammoth in my possession measures 3 feet 5 inches,

minus the head of the bone, which is gone.

The late llev. Mr. Layton possessed the finest collection of mammalian
remains from the Norfolk coast. At his death it was purchased for the

British Museum.

NOTES ON DEEP OR ARTESIAN WELLS AT NORWICH.
By the Rev. J. Ceompton.

The object of this paper is to put on record the facts connected with the

attempt now being made by Messrs. J. and J. Colman, of London and
Norwich, to bore a deep well through the chalk to the Lower Greensand.
Mr. Hose, of Yarmouth, in the 'Proceedings of the Geologists' Associa-

* The atlas of the Megaceros has a Turrltella incrassata (Crag fossil) sticking in the

canal for the vertehral artery.
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tion,' No. 8, 1S62, has mentioned some of these facts, but it seemeil worth
while to throw them together in a distinct memorial, if only to draw atten-
tion to an enterprisina; and patiently-conducted operation of great extent,
by a single commercial firm, in obedience to geological princi])ies.

The wells (for there have been two attempts) are situated at the foot of
Carrow and Bracondale Hill, Norwich, within a few yards of the river
Wensum, the object of the deep sinking being to obtain a water, for use
in the manufacture of starch, perfectly free from the impurities of that
found within the range of the chalk of the neighbourhood.
The operation chosen is that of boring by Messrs. Mather and Piatt's

machine. This machine consists of an iron boriiig-head, 8 or 10 feet in

length, armed with strong chisels, suspended by iiflat rope wound round a
drum; the hammering or "jumping" motion being given by a special

steam piston. The neck of the borer is formed with a screw, on which a
collar connected with the flat rope works, the effect being that the borer is

gradually twisted when at work, so that the chisels constantly strike on
fresh points, and more thoroughly break up the materials met with. When
a sufficient quantity has been thus broken up, the boring-head is removed
and a " shell-pump" is let down having a valve at the base. On the pump
being set in action, the loose material is forced into the shell and brought
to the surface. In the hard chalk the rate of penetration accomplished
was 20 to 2-> feet a day for 500 feet.

The first well failed in consequence of th-e iron tubing employed to case

the bore slipping across and completely obstructing the action of the ma-
chine, at a depth of 775 feet.

The second is being sunk a few yards off, on the same level as the first.

After a few feet of alluvium the borer passed through hard chalk, with
flints at distances of about G or 7 feet apart, for 700 feet, with the exception

of 10 feet at the depth of 500 feet, where the rock was soft, '"like white
lead," and of a rusty colour. Thence the hard chalk continued, with
flints thicker together, viz. about 1 feet apart, to the depth of 1050 feet.

Then 102 feet were pierced, of chalk _/)'(?e from Jlin fs\ to the Upper Green-
sand, a stratum of about 6 feet, and next the gault for 3(5 feet : the whole
boring being full of water to within 16 feet of the surface.

In this gault, however, the greatest obstacle has been met, and the com-
pletion of the work arrested for a considerable time past. This stratum is

soft, so that the chisels, effective in the hai-der upper strata, are of little

use. The material caves in from all sides as the instrument proceeds, and,

unfortunately, the rope has broken more than once, leaving the lioring-

head below, and one now lying across the bore baffles the engineer's

eObrts to remove it.

The strata passed through are

—

Feet.

Alluvium . . . . . . .12
IlaiJ clialk, with fliuts

Soft chalk

Hard chalk, as before .... 190
f-
1012

Hani cluilk, wi'Ji Hints, iu closer hycrs

Chalk, williout flints ....
Upper Greeiisand ....
Gault, not yet passed through

11U8

Tlie fossils brought up have not been very numerous, as miglit Ijc ex-

pected from the smallness of the bore, viz. twenty-one inches in diameter.
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The larger proportion have been from the lower strata, especially the

ganlt.

From the chalk the ordinary fossils, as the Spatangiis cordiformis, have
been taken ; three sharks' teeth, one that of Lamna Mantellii. From
the gault, as noticed by Mr. Rose, characteristic small Belemnites, with
Ammonites laubt.f. Ammonites si/mnictricus, and fragments of Inoceramus.

The Foraminifera as yet detected by my friend Mr. Kitton, of Norwich,
whose accuracy of observation as well as kindness T have to thank, are

—

in the gault, Orbulina (common) ; JLac/ena (rare) ; Nodosaria (not uncom-
mon) ; Frondicularia (rare) ; Dentatina (not uncommon) ; Entosolenia

(rare) ; Rotalima (not uncommon) ; Polymorphina (ditto) ; Textidaria

(common) ; Glohigerina (ditto). Fragments of Bryozoa occasionally oc-

cur.

In the chalk at 500 feet depth the Foraminifera are more sparsely dis-

tributed, and much more injured than in the gault. They consist princi-

pally of two genera, Glohigerina and Textidaria. SotaUna are somewhat
more rare. The same is the case with the samples examined from 110,400,

and 1000 feet m depth.

The work, from the unfortunate cause mentioned, is arrested apparently

on the point of success, to the great annoyance of the enterprising proprie-

tors ; and, although our business here is with the scientific facts presented,

the geological section will not hesitate to recognize one more instance in

w hich the science of geology has received practical homage from a private

commercial firm in a work of considerable boldness, carried on for three

years in the face of temporary defeats, with admirable courage and faith

in the dictates of geology.

The other papers read in the Geological Section were :— Opening
Address by Mr. J. B. Jukes ; " On a Whittled Bone from the Barnwell
Gravel," by Mr. Harry Seeley ;

" On Tertiary Coal," by Prof Ansted

;

" Alluvial Deposits on the Ehine," by R. H. C. Godwin-Austen, F.R.S.

;

" On an Ancient Sea-beach at Fort William," by Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys

;

" Glacial Deposits of Highlands of Scotland," by Kev. S. W. King ;
" On

Wookey Hole Hy.tna Den," by Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins; " Last Eruption of

Vesuvius," by Dr. Daubeny ;
" Extinct Volcano in Upper Burmah," by

Mr. W. T. Blandford ;
" Comparative Structure of Artificial and Natural

Igneous Rocks," by H. C. Sorby, F.R.S.; " General Review of Cambrian
Rocks," and " Older Metamorphic Rocks and their Fossil Contents," by
Dr. Bigsby ;

" Contributions to Australian Mesozoic Geology," by Mr.
C. Moore ;

" Correlation of Iron-slates and Limestones of Devon and Corn-

wall with Old Red Sandstone of Scotland," by Mr. W. Pengelly ;
" Six-

inch Maps of Bronan district, Co. Clare," by Mr. F. J. Foot; "Gold-
fields of Auckland" and "Gold-fields of Otago," by Dr. L. W. Lind-

say; "Tooth of Mastodon from Tertiary Marls, Shanghai," by Prof
Owen; "New Recent Echinoderm and its probable Pala^ontological

Affinities," by Dr. Allman ;
" Identity of Upper Old Red Sandstone with

the Uppermost Devonian, and of the Middle and Lower Old Red with the

Middle and Lower Devonian," by Mr. J. W. Salter ;
" Skull of EJdnoceros

iichorhinns,'" by S. P. Saville ;
" Supplementary Report on Slaty Cleavage,"

by Prof. Phillips ;
" Composition of Granite of Donegal," by Dr. T. Sterry

Hunt J "Ossiferous Caves in Malta," by Dr. Falconer; "Glacial Phe-

nomena of Upper Indus," by Captain Godwin-Austen ;
" Fossils of Boul-

der Clay in Caithness," by Mr. C. W. Peach ;
" Mammalian Remains

from Bed of German Ocean," by Mr. C. B. Rose ;
" Flint Implements
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from North Devon," by Eev. J. Dinsjle ;
" Veins in the Models of Fora-

niinifera," by Dr. Pritsch ; "Diluvial and Alluvial Deposits of Central
Germany, and on the Climate of the Period," by Dr. von Seebach ;

" On
Petroleum of North Americ-a," and " Structure and Origin of Certain
Limestones and Dolomites," by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt; " Plesiosaurus from
Lias of Whitby," by Mr. F. j! Foot ;

" Flint Implements from the ' Oyle
'

Cave, Tenby," by Mr. Gr. N. Smith ;
" Scutes of Labyrinthodon from

Keuper Bone-Breceia of Pendock," by Eev. W. S. Symonds ; " New
Fossil Fishes from Old Eed Sandstone, Caithness," by Mr. C. W. Peach.

PEOCEEDIXGS OF GEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Geological Society.—November 5, 1862.—Professor A. C. Ramsay,
President, in the chair.— 1. "Descriptions of some Fossils from India,
discovered by Dr. Fiemino; of Edinbursjh." By Dr. L. de Koninck.
The author c;ave a detailed description of 44 species of fossils from the

western end of the salt-range of the Punjaub, on the right bank of the
Indus, discovered b)- Dr. J. Fleming and ?»Ir. W. Purdon. The same
mixture of Mesozoic with Palfeozoic types observed by jNIr. Davidson, who
described the Brachiopoda (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xviii. p. 25), was
also noticed by the author in these fossils. He therefore suggests the pos-
sibility of a further examination of the strata showing the existence of two
intimately associated formations, belonging respectively to the Carboni-
ferous and Lower Mesozoic periods.

2. " On a Deposit containing Diatomacea;, Leaves, etc., in the Iron-ore
Mines near Ulverston." By Miss E. Hodgson.
The object of this paper was to show that this deposit, which vraa first

described by ]\Ir. Bolton in the Society's Journal, vol. xviii. p. 274, and
considered by him to be of lacustrine origin, was deposited in a large

eavern or chain of caverns by a subterranean stream originating probably
in a brook called the " Poaka Beck."

3. " On the Geology of a Part of the Masulipatam District." By Capt.
F. Applegarth, Madras Army.

4. " On the Association of Granite with the Tertiary Strata near King-
ston." By J. G. Sawkins, Esq., F.G.S.
A granitic formation traverses Jamaica in a direction from S.E. to N.W.,

being the same as that of the earthquake-shocks. It ]>ierces the Carbona-
ceous series, and also the Tertiary sti'ata, whence the author concludes that

it is of Tertiary age.

IManchestek Geological Society.—Jimc 2Ath.—Mr. Hull, of the

Geological Survey, drew attention to the ]iresence of Gonidfitc}, Avint-
lopcctcn fapyrarcus, and other marine shells in the upper coal-measures at

Dukinfield. It has always been considered ihat these marine fossils were
confined to the lower coal-measures, and to the series of strata below the

Arlcy mine.
]\lr. Binnoy delivered an address "On ihe Geology of Manchester."

The surface around Manchester was covered by drift, e\('(>])t in the valleys,

where the rivers have cut through the drift. *The drift of the district Mr.
Binney divides into

—

1. VaUcii gravel.—A bedof coarse gravel, composedof various-sized Azoic,

Pala;ozoic, and a few Triassic rocks, well roiuided, parted with layers of
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fine sand, witboiit pebbles, cxbibiting every appearance of baving been de-

posited by -nater ; most i'requeutly stratified, but sometimes nnstratified.

It bas generally two well-marked terraces above tbe w aters of tbe present

rivers, as well as some minor terraces. Ou tbe top of tbis is generally

found about tbree or four feet of silty loam.

2. Forest savd and rjravel.—A deposit of sbarp forest sand, parted witb

layers of gravel of same rocks as !No. 1, and baving every appearance of a

regular deposit by water, distinguishable only from !No. 1 by its being

found at greater elevations, containing more sand, and being generally
more regularly stratified. It sometimes contains tbin beds of "till " lying in

it, and much drifted coal.

3. Till.—"Till," a mass of strong brown clay, in which are mingled the
same kinds of rocks as those in Nos. 1 and 2, of sizes from six tons in

weight to small pebbles, some rounded and partly rounded, and others
quite angular, especially coal-measure and magnesian limestone rocks, witli-

out any order of deposition, great and small stones being mixed togetber
indiscriminately, quite impei'vious to water, and well known as valuable
brick clay, and from its being the deposit which yields sfHated or scored
stones. Several beds of fine laminated silt and patches of sand are found
in it.

4. Lower gravel.—A bed of sand or coarse gravel, having the pebbles
(consisting of the same kinds of rocks as Nos. 1, 2, and 3) well rounded,
sometimes, but not alwaj's, occurring under the brick clay, often stratified,

and at other times unstratified. It affords good springs of bright water.

Probably the deposits mentioned above will not always be found in the

perfect order there laid down ; no doubt some of them may be wanting at

places, especially !Nos. 4 and 2, which bave often been removed.
The kind of gravel foimd here is somewbat similar to that in the north

of France yielding flint implements. Many things have been found in

these gravels, but have always been considered of doubtful origin. Some
of the old beds of tbe course of the present river Irwell have been dug
out, but little attention has been given to collecting anything from them.
It is to be wished that attention were directed to tbese lowest terrace beds,

with a view of ascertaining wbether they contain any flint implements or

fossil remains. Mr. Barr had stated tbat he bad found a marine sbell

(Cardium edide) in the gravel of Stockport. On the top of tbe gravel is a

bed of silt, three or four feet thick, and tbis seems to have been derived
from floods, when the river overflowed its banks and de])osited the silt.

In the upper teiTace tbere are very often found thin beds of peat, and beds
of silt between.
The great body of gravel, about the level of the waters of the Irwell, bas

been moved about in the valley as tbe river bas changed its course from
time to time. A singular curve of the river occurs below Kersall Moor,
wbich sbows tliat tlie river may have gone straight across from Douglas
mill to the place wbere the present suspension bridge is erected, a few
hundred years ago, for the river on tbe Salford side is now encroaching
on the Broughton side, and the Broughton side is encroaching on tbat of
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Salford at other points. Prom some of the ohl plans connected with tlie

Broughton estate it is more than probable that evidence mi<rht be got as
to what was really the conrse of the river 2(X) or ;H)0 years ago, and tlius

show the rate of change of the river-conrse per year. Several acres of
Salford are fonnd on the Kersall side, and abont the same quantity of
Kersall on the Salford side of the river, clearly proving that there have been
some singular changes since maps were made ; for tlic river was doubtless
once the boundary line of the two townships. The waters in the valley
there have, no doubt, been of much greater volume than they are at present,
or they could not have removed the materials from the spaces between the
terraces.

The brick clay, or " till," has been proved to be thirty yards thick, and
contains fragments and boulders from azoic and palaeozoic rocks of nearly
all kinds, with a few secondary rocks.

In the neighbourhood of Tib Lane, the bed of clay is parted with quick-
sand, and the till seems gradually to go out and the quicksand to come in.

This quicksand is found in several parts of Manchester. A singular fact

-J^ s in regard to the junction of the sand and the till

•' -d .'-"^^-i^^^^^^^^J sometimes presents itself, namely, the wedge-like
7^^ manner in which the sand sometimes enters the till

I'ii:. 2. at the junction of the two (Fig. 2).

The last bed of drift is the lower sand and gravel. This formation is

not much seen in the neighbourhood of Manchester. It is only in sinking
wells and boring holes that it is occasionally met with. It would be de-

sirable to know what sort of fossUs, if any, are to be found in it. The bed
has been sometimes found to be ten or eleven yards thick.

The Secondary beds found in the neighbourhood of IManchester consist

of Trias rock. In some parts of the town it is from 200 to 300 yards thick.

The palfeozoic rocks are the Permian and Carboniferous.
In the discussion which followed, Mr. Atkinson said it had occurred to

him that this valley gravel was reall}' marine gravel, and that there had
been a communication with the sea up the valleys of the Mei'scy and Irwell.

Manchester, he added, u as very few feet above the level of the sea ; and
the tide came even now to "Warrington.

Mr. Binney stated that most of the points even of the valley gravel are
about 100 feet above the level of the sea.

Mr. Hull dissented from the opinion that these valley gravels were of
marine origin. He formerly entertained the opinion that thej^ were, but
there was one reason which he could advance which appeared to him to be
decisive that they were old river terraces, and that was the fact that the
slope of their upper surfaces coincides with the present slope of the river.

If the valle}' gravels were old sea or marine gravels they would necessarily

be ver}^ nearly horizontal, and at any rate tlie change in the level of the

upper surface would necessarily be very slight, because in order that the
sea should ascend to such a height as KU) feet above the present level, it

\voidd recpiire a general sidmiergcnce of land.

Mr. Plant said he could corroborate the views of Mr. Hull relative to

the freshwater character of the upper gravel, from excavations made when
sinking for the foundations of the Museum in Peel Park.
London Institution.—A very interesting course of six lectures, on

" The Operation of Heat in the Production of (Tcological Phenomena;
with reference, ])rinci])ally, to those of V^:)U'anos and I'^iartlnpiakes." is now
being delivered by E. W. Brayley, Ivsip, P.K.S., F.G.S. The syllabus is

so full that it will prove useful to many of our readers :

—

LtCTURK I. {Nov. 1 2.)—Volcanos ami carlluiuakcs the most obvious manifestations of the

VOL, V. 3 o
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ntornal heat of the globe at the present epoch of its physical history. Their philosophy

constitutes one great division of the science of Igneous Geology. Philoiiic action,

an etfect of the same cause, hut deeply and entirely subterranean, the subject of another

division of that science. These lectures appropriated chiefly to the furnier. Succession

of volcanic phenomena. The Ur/ipfioi/s, principally of intensely-heated aqueous vaponr

in torrents mingled with mineral matter, through fissures in the superficial crust of the

globe, by which volcanos are formed, and in which their characteristic phenomena con-

sist. j\Iay be suhaerial or submarine ; on the land or the bed of the ocean. The co-

ruscations of lightning observed in volcanic eruptions. The circumstances of their pro-

duction formerly shown to be analogous to those of the electric sparks from high-pressure

steam issuing from a boiler, first described by Sir W. G. Armstrong. The source of

electricity in that case proved I)y Dr. Faraday to lie the friction of water and steam

against other bodies. 1 he entire process of excitation identical in both cases, and roZ-

ranic lightning, therefore, probably the greatest example of frictional electricity in Na-

ture. Accumulation of materials ejected in volcanic eruptions into a conical mountain,

perforated by a kind of chimney, terminating at the summit in a fuimel-shaped cavity

called the crater. Intimate nature and immediate causes of eruptions. Characters and

history of the currents of lava or molten rock, which rise up the chimney into the crater,

and stream from it down the exterior of the cone, or flow through fissures in its flanks or

near the base. Alternate production and repletion of the crater. Paroxysmal, conti-

nued, and permanent eruptions. Various phases of volcanic action. Active and extinct

volcanos.

Lecture II. [Nov. 19.)—Products of volcanic eruptions, aeriform, liquid, and solid ; the

latter being of all dimensions, from blocks of enormous size to fine sand. Subsequent con-

solidation of comminuted and pulverulent ejections, often exceeding the lavas in collective

bulk, by means of water, into the sulistauce called volcanic tufa or tuff. Many kinds of

minerals ejected, others formed during or after eruptions. Lavas are of two kinds, the

granular or stony, and the vitreous or glassy; their varieties constituting an important

class of the Igneous Rocks of geologists. The former may be arranged in general into

three groups, basaltic, greystone, and trachytic lavas, all which are essentially aggregates

of crystalline minerals, chiefly felspar-, leucite, olivine, augite or pyroxene, and probably

some others containing combined water; these minerals, chemically, being silicates of

various earthy and alkaline bases, inclirding oxide of iron, which also occurs separately

as a mineral element of lavas in the form of titaniferous magnetic oxide of that metal. The
peculiar nature of the fluidity of the Stony Lavas indicated by Dolomieu ; but their true hy-

droplastic condition in the flowing state first observed and described, and the functions of

water and its vapour in volcanic phenotnena first adequately recognized, by ]Mr. G. Poulett

Sciope. Probable agency in the pi-oduction and effusion of lavas of the correlation and

mutual convertibility of heat and mechanical force. The stony lavas apparently formed

beneath the volcano by the disaggregation of previously existing lavas or other crystal-

line rocks, effected by the expansive force, pressure, and solvent action of steam at a high

temperature. This process a cooling one, and therefore the materials resulting fronr it

not fused, but mingled with water and steam into a kind of ignited or incandescent mud,

in which the fluid element, water or acjueous vapour, exists in a peculiar state of adhesion

to and intervention between the surfaces of the mineral crystals and other solid particles.

The Glassy Lavas (of three principal kinds, called obsidian, pitchstone, and pearlstone),

formed originally by the opposite process of the conversion of mechanical force into heat,

resulting in true melting or igneous fusion, at a still higher tem[)erature than that at

which tire stony lavas become flowing. When steam is developed in them they become

a kind of froth, which solidifies into prrmice. Some ])lirtonic or hypogenous crystalline

rocks, such as granite, also formed by a process of true fusion, in which water is an es-

sential agent; but these are of a distinct natrrre from that of lavas, and if they pass

tlirouglr the hydroj)histic condition are not r'aised in it to the surface of the earth, though

they supply jiart of the materials for subsequent disintegratioir or fusion into lavas. All

igneous rocks, however, gi-aduate into each other in a manner variously related to their

chenrical constituents and composition, or those of the minerals which constitute them,

and to the temperature at which tiiey are formed and the time occupied in their solidifi-

cation. Occasional sudden re- incandescence of lava, with explosive discharge of steam,

long after it has ceased to flow and become consolidated, being apparently the occur-

rence, orr a small scale, of the essential physical process of eruption.
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Lecture III. {Nov. 26.)—Volcanos mountains of ejection and accnniuhition, but not

of elevation. Researches on this subject of -Mr. Scrope, Sir Ciiarh;s Lvell, and M. H. de

Sanssure. Peculiar conical form and structure of volcanic mountains, their disposition

in groups or lines connected with lissures in the earths suj)erlicial crust, and Geographi-

cal Distribution. May be slowly or rai)idly produced, but, when formed on the land,

are always of long duration. Have probably existed at all known geological periods, and
some which were active in the later Tertiary or Cainozoic eras are active now (as Etna),

while others are extinct (as the volcanos of Central France and Asia Minor). One vol-

canic cone may envelope and bury others in its ejections, or one chain of volcanic vents

may overwhelm another under its lavas and tuft's, and so preserve them as a part of it-

self, as observed iu ^Madeira by Sir Charles Lyell and M. Ilartung; but as volcanic

cones cannot in any other sense become subterranean, nor long remain beneath the sea,

there are not anij Fossil Volcanos. Of those, therefore, which were active in the ^leso-

zoic and Palaeozoic eras of geology, certain products only remain. Such iirodncts abun-

dant iu Britain, as exemplitied in the middle scries of Cambrian Slates, and the Western
Islands of Scotland. In what manner volcanos are related to the elevation of the land

and of other mountains, and to the production of the actual surface of the globe. Pro-

bably only the features of that surface produced by the direct action of the internal

forces, as recently indicated by Mr. Jukes. Enormous mass of materials transferred by

them from below to the surface.

Lectuke IV. [Dec. 3.)—^'olcauos not the cause of earthquakes nor earthquakes of

volcanos, as commonly supposed ; but both the " manifestations of a connnon force under

different conditions," or the partial etfects of a common cause, or of a common series of

causes, originating iu the internal heat of the globe. Particular history of some of the

most remarkable earthquakes.—I'hose of Lisbon, November 1st, 1755; Calabria and
Sicily, February and March, 17^3 : Riobamba, in Pern, February 4th, 1797, the greatest

earthquake whose eftects have been observed ; Chile, February 20th, 1S35, and concomi-

tant volcanic phenomena; Southern Italy, December Ifith, 1857. Succession of earth-

quake phenomena when taking place on laud or imder the ocean. The ground and all

objects resting upon it suddenly moved backwards aiul forwards by an alternate horizon-

tal motion, accompanied by a vertical or upward and downward motion. Duration of

the shock. A continuous violent tremor often felt in addition. Great sea-wave attend-

ing earth(puikcs. Sounds which accompany them when subterranean fractures occur.

Earthquakes do not occasion permanent elevation or dejjression of the land or sea-bed

(for reasons to be explained in the next lecture), contrary to what is often atlirnicd by
geologists, though such changes of level may take place at the same time. Occur over

all parts of the earth's surface, but certain areas of land and sea more subject to tlicni

than others. Geographical distribution of these areas, or Seismic regions, and its rela-

tion to that of volcanos. In what manner the occurrence of eartlnpiakcs and the erup-

tions of volcanos are related. Alleged and possible inllucucc of the uuecpud attraction of

the moon, and of the varying pressure of the atmosphere on the occurrence of earth-

quakes. Certain districts of Great Britain subject to slight earthquake-shocks at the

present time.

Lectuke V. {Bee. 10.)—The philosophy of earthquakes constitutes the new dc])art-

ment of science termed Seismology. Analysis of their phcuomena. The shock, or earlh-

qnake-wave, a true roll, or continued undulation of the solid crust of the earth. Earth-

quake-motion shown to be nndnlatory, or tvaoe-like, by Michell, about a century ago;

but erroneously assimilated by him to that of ordinary liquid superlicial waves, such as

ttiosc of the sea, which it only apparently resembles. The Dynamics of Eartlnpiakes lirst

explained, and the ti'uc Tiature of their motion, as being tiiat of a Wave of Elastic Com-
pression, demonstrated, by Mr. Robert Mallet, in 1840. ^Vaves of elastic com])ressioii

may be communicated to, or oiiginate within, the substance of uuittcr of every kind,

aeriform, liipiid, and solid ; as the atmosphiTc, the waters, and the earth ; becoming sen-

sible as sound, iu all three nu'dimns, and also, in the case of the earth-wave, as Seismic

or earthquake phenomena. These waves consist of an alternate condensation and rare-

faction of the medium ; the particles of llnid or solid alternalely approaching and receding

from each other, in continuous succession, and in all directions from the centrtil or

focal point where the imi)ulse takes place which gives origin to the wave. An earth-

quake the transit or passage of such a wave, or of a succession of such waves, tiirough
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the substance and surface of the disturbed country, with immense rapidity, from a focal

point at a considerable depth. The velocity of the wave-trandt very great (above

thirteen miles iu a minute), but that of the 'particles in wave-movement comparatively

very small. The earthquake-wave, and, when subterranean sounds occur, the sound-

wave, in the same geological formations, travel with the same speed, the sound-waves

through the sea and the air somewhat slower. Why no permanent change of the level

of the ground can be occasioned by an earthquake. The original subterranean impulse

peicussivc, or of the nature of a blow, and probably caused by the sudden formation, ex-

trication from hydroplastic matter, expansion, or condensation of steam of high tension

(high pressure), the heat of which, either directly or mediately and virtually, becomes

mechanical force. That force may also be exerted through the instrumentality of the

molten rock itself, and originate earthquakes by the violent fracture of strata or other

solid masses of the crust. Meaus and instruments for observing and recording the oc-

currence, directiou, and velocity of earthquake-movements, called Seismometers and Seis-

moscopes, some of them self-registering. Application of the electric telegraph to Seismo-

metry. Nomenclature of the " Elements" of Seismology. The tirst exact investigation

of the phenomena of a great earthquake made by ilr. JMallet, in the case of that of

Southern Italy in 1857. Principal results of that investigation. Obligations of science

on this new subject, regarded as one of accurate inquiry, due to the British Associatioa

for its Advancement, and the Royal Society, to Mr. R. iMallet and Dr. J. W. Mallet,

and also to Professor Alexis Perrey, of Dijon, ]Mr. D. Milne, and other contemporary in-

quirers.

Lecture VI. {Jan. 7, 1863.)—Central or internal heat of the globe ; its mechanical and

physical and its chemical efl'ects. Its operation, both direct and by the correlative forces

into which it is converted, in the production of Plutonic and that of Volcanic and Seismic

phenomena respectively. Compatibility, convergence, and probable identification of the

thermotic theories of those phenomena, founded on the old conception of a primitive

internal heat, with the theory which refers them to chemical action, originally proposed

by Sir H. Davy, and advocated by Dr. Daubeuy, Professor Bunsen, and other chemists

and geologists of the present time ; as argued in previous Lectures on Igneous Geology.

The latter theory, thus regarded, supplies the superficial cause of high temperature in

the earth's crust, shown, by the recent experimental and mathematical investigations of

I\lr. W. Hopkins, to be required, in order to account for the observed increase of tempe-

rature in descending within the earth. Volcanos and earthquakes, accordingly, probably

the immediate results of a secondary and local generation of heat, arising from a circula-

tion of Chemical affinities in the alternate Redu(;tion and Oxidation of Combustible Bases,

and taking place in cavities of the superllcial solid crust, iu which earthquake-waves ori-

ginate, and of which volcanos are communications with the surface. Such chemical ac-

tion excited by the transfer of the earth's central heat towards the surface, occasioned by

the change of position of the matter constituting the superficial crust, effected by the

action of the Sun upon the exterior of the Globe. Th.eoretical indication, formerly ad-

duced, of another source of terrestrial temperature, originating in the Correlation of

Forces, and which also would excite chemical action and give rise to the same series

of effects and phenomena. Transition from plutonic to volcanic action. Quantity

of matter ejected by volcanos on the surface of the globe probably equivalent to that

in which the series of i)hysical processes commenced by the solar action in the atmo-

s])here and the waters terminates by depositing on the bed of the sea, in the form of

sedimentary strata.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

TnE Kellet Skull.—With reference to the observations made by
Mr. C. C. Blake and Professor Busk on this subject, I enclose the foUovv-

ing further information. Captain Barrie, 11. N., writes to me, under cUito
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October 2, 1862 :
—

" I Iiave been to the place -ivliere the Kcllet skull was
found, but, after a careful search, have been unal)le to pick up more thau
two small fragments of bones, I know not of what bones. The place where
the skeleton was found is rather remarkable. The limestone rojk here-
abouts is generally split or rift in parallel lines, and greatly seamed on the
surface, with holes, that make walking very dangerous when the surface
is slippery. In one of these clefts, not much more than five feet long and
one wide, lay the skeleton. It was some three or four feet from the top,

and partially sheltered from the weather by the sides of the rock. At the
bottom of the cleft are some bits of loose deliris, and perhaps some frag-

ments of bone among them, but I could only just reach a few, with my
long arm bared and stretched to the utmost. The peasantry had a sort of
holiday over the relics three mouths ago, and the children washed up
many bones. They then put sods over the hole. Tliere are pei'haps other
pieces down the narrow holes, which no human being can reach without
breaking up the rock. What seems strange to me is, that the hole is so
shaped as to have left no spare room even for a small hunnm body. It

must have been forced in and tightlj'' jammed into its place. This has
given rise to the idea that the individual was murdered ; and the small
size of the hole would lead me to think that the body was that of a woman
or undei'sized man.—William Bollaeet, F.E.G.S.
Gault Black Ven.—In the Jermyn Street Museum, I lately observed

a few fossils marked " Gault Black Ven " (Lyme Eegis). They were in

dark clay, very like the Gault of Surrey. Could any of your correspon-
dents inform me what is the precise position of this bed, whether above or
below the deposits with " cowstones," as I do not remember having seen
it mentioned in the papers of either Sir H. De la Beche or Mr. Godwin-
Austen ?

Of the fossils exhibited I find that the majority are also found in the
whetstone beds of Blackdown, while only one {Inoceramus concentricus)

is given in the lists in Jukes's ' Manual,' as occurring in the Gault else-

where.
The identification of any one of the beds in the greensand outliers of

the West of England with deposits exposed within the Wealden denu-
dation would have an important bearing on the as yet unsolved question
of the age of the Blackdown beds, and if undoubted Gault has been met
with at Lyme Regis, a public notice of the fact would, I think, be in-

teresting to students of the Lower Cretaceous formations.—C. Evans.
[A paper on these beds will shortly be read at the Geological Society.—

Ed. Geol.]
Lower Silurian Eocks in Meath.—-The ' Dublin Quarterly Journal'

for October publishes a Paper by Mr, W. H. Baily, F.G.S.. " On tiie Oc-
currence of some characteristic Graptolites and other Fossils indicating

certain Divisions of tiie Lower Silurian Eocks in the Counties of Meath,
Tipperary, and Clare." The fossils which drew the author's attention to

the subject were a small collection from black-green slates at Bellewstown
Hill, amongst which were several specimens of the double Graptolite,

Didymofirapsus Mnrchisonii, so characteristic of the Llaudeilo llags of
Nortli AVales. The fossils noted by Mr. Baily from this and other imme-
diate localities, although not all from the same bed, are, from black slates,

Diplograpsus pristis, D. sea /a rlfurwin, Orthis caUinranniia, O. alata.

Disciiia, GrraptoUthus Seilf/wickii, G. Ni/Jssoni, two species of Liiic/u/d and
Siphonotreta mlrida; from grey slates, Didi/monrdpsus Mitr'-hisoitli,

Diplixjrapsiin pvUt'is, L'nuinla atteniiata. Some grey and brown sandy
shales alibrded fragments of Aridaspls, Asaphns, small univalves of the
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genera Ctjclonema JRapIiistoma, Ecciiliomphalus, several bracliiopods,

amoiiijst them Leptcena sericea, Strcyphomena depressa, Tlieca, and the

branching vai'iety of small coral, Stenupora fibrosa. These latter beds Mr.
Baily considers of Bala or Caradoc age, and tlierefore to overlie the Grap-
tolite slates. Other Lower Silurian localities and fossils are noted in these

districts in the paper.

Geology of Moffat.—In the ' Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal'

for July, Mr. Wm. Carruthers, F.L.S., has described the geology of Mof-
fat, in Dumfriesshire. Within a radius of four or five miles round the vil-

lage, Silurian, Permian, a trap dyke, and the Boulder clay and gravel are

met with. Peat also is abundant in the district. In the low grounds it

contains the trunks of trees of species stiU growing in the district, namely
hazel and birch.

Fossil Max.—JLa Salle Presse states that, in Macoupin county, Illinois,

the bones of a man were recently found on a coal-bed capped with two
feet of slate rock, ninetj'^ feet below the surface of the earth before the run
cut any part. The bones, when found, were covered with a crust or coat-

ing of hard glossy matter, as black as coal itself, but when scraped away
left the bones white and natural.

Bone Caves of Malta.—The excellent account of the fossiliferous caves

of Malta, by Mr. Andrew Leith Adams, surgeon, 22nd Eegt., read before

tlie Dublin Eo3'al Society in November last year, is printed in the October
number of the ' Dublin Quarterly Journal of Science.' The caves described

are on Maghlak, 300 feet above present sea-level, Ghar Hassan's, and one
near Zebbug; and mammalian relics are noted from Crendi, Dingli, and
Gozo, " We know not," says Mr. Adams, " and may never probably dis-

cover with au)^ degree of accuracj', whe7i the important phenomena oc-

curi-ed which ended in forming the Malta and Sicily of our times. That
there was a connection between the two islands and Africa dm-ing the later

Tertiary epochs seems highly probable—the fact of the African elephant

having been found near Palermo, as well as complete skulls of a species of

hyaena very like the animal of Africa, leads us towards the supposition that

there was also a union between Sicily and that continent." Two plates,

containing figures of the skull, teeth, lower jaw, etc., of Myojcus Meli-

tensis, accompany the paper.

The Exhibition Frog.—Sir,^Late]y there have been a great many
letters in the ' Times ' and other newspapers, regarding the frog stated to

have been found in coal that has been displayed in the Exhibition. The
different writers have different opinions, but amongst all of them I did

not see the name of one practical geologist. May I ask one question—In
the formation of coal, would there not have been an amount of heat pro-

duced that woidd inevitably have burnt the frog to a cinder?—C. W.
[In Vol. I. of this magazine, our inquirer will find a convincing argu-

ment against the absurd idea of living frogs embedded in coal. The
reptiles of the Coal period were of labyriuthodont structure, and if it

had been possible that a frog could have been embedded alive for mj-riads

of years, which of course it is not, it would have had distinguishing laby-

riuthodont characters, and woidd not have been of a common recent

Batrachian species. It does not follow, nor is it likely, that a high tempe-

rature must have been produced in the formation of coal. Many chemical

operations accomplished speedily by high temperatures are effected natu-

rally by loncf-coniinued action at lower temperatures.

—

Ed. Geol.]

Human Kemains at Engihoul.—M. Malaise, a Belgian palaontolcgist,

exploring in the province of Liege, has recently discovered certain frag-

ments in a cave at Engihoul, which are valuable as evidence. The cave
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contains a bed of porous and pebbly silt, raryinfr in thickness from two to
three feet, under which lies a layer of stala,<^niite less than two inches thick,
and it was while examining tlie soil beneath the stalagmite that the frag-
ments in question were found. They consist of portions of two lower jaw-
bones and three pieces of skull. In each jawbone the last three molars
remain, all but two of which are much worn, and one is decayed. The
pieces of skull are identified as fragments of the occipital and parietal bones;
one of the latter is remarkably thick (eight millimetres). Pains were taken
at the time of the discovery to observe that in their colour, degree of de-
composition and position, tlie human bones were in no way to be distin-
guished from the other animal remains which were confusedly accumulated
under the stalagmite.

Mammalian Kemains.—Numerous elephants' teeth were dug up some
3'ears since at Fisherton Anger, near Salisbury. (Preface to Miss Benett's
' Catalogue of Wiltshire Fossils.')

Fossil Mammalia.—In the Museum at Leicester, are :—Teeth of Ele-
phas antiqvus (?), from the gravel at Barrow-on-Soar, found in 1858 ; E.pn-
mifjenius, from the gravel at "Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, found at
a depth of 13 feet ; ditto, from near Xegworth ; ditto, found at Leicester,
on the site of the Infirmary.

Leighton Buzzard :

—

Elephas pi^imigenius (molar, tusk, and part of a
leg-bone), found in 1860, at Mr. Doggett's gravel-pit, at the end of Leake
Street, Leighton Buzzard.
A molar o^ Elephas, found in gravel on the banks of the canal, not far

from Linslade Church, near Leighton Buzzard, is in the Museum at Ox-
ford. T. 11. J.

POEEIGN INTELLIGEXCE.

The publication of the ' Animaux Fossiles et Geologic de I'Attique,'

after the researches made by M. Albert Gaudry in 185.5-56 and 1860, has

been commenced. The first part treats successively of the quadrumana,
carnivora, rodentata, pachydermata, ruminanlia, cdentata, aves, and rep-

tilia of which he has found the remains. The second part is devoted to

the geology of Attica. In tlie parts issued, the description of the Misopi-

thecus of Pentelicus, with hypothetical details of its aspect and habits, is

most interesting. This monkey was half a yard long from the head to the

extremity of the pelvis, and 30 centimetres in height. These are the di-

mensions of this little macacus ; its tail would have exceeded the length of

its body, and it is more likely that it scrambled along the rocks rather

than climbed trees; and that it lived in troops. It masticated like man,

making the lower jaw glide inside the upper. At the period during which

it lived, the temperature of Attica would ap))ear to liave been higher than

at present. The work, edited by M. Savy, will extend to fifteen parts.

During the past month, Count d'Archiac has presented to the French

Academj' a map of the portions of Savoy, Piedmont, and Switzerland, in

the vicinity of Mont Blauc, by M. Alphonse Favre, Professor at the

Academy of Geneva.
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REVIEWS.
Carte Geologiquc dn Depariement de la Luire-Inferieure. Par M.

Cailliaud. Leipzig : J. Eotliscliild.

It is with much pleasure that we notice so excellent a local map as the
one before us by M. Cailliaud ; the result of fifteen years of excursions,
during which period that gentleman has paid close attention to every im-
portant excavation that has been made in the department of the Loire-
Inferieure. The authoritative specimens, moreover, upon which he has
founded the stratigraphical divisions of his map, amounting to upwards of
four tliousand, have been ])laced in the museum of Nantes, where they
are not only a standing proof of the value of M. Cailliaud's labours but
can also be usefully consulted by all who have any interest in the geology,
the arts, manufactures, and agriculture of the district.

The geological constitution of the department affords two well-marked
divisions. In the northern part more tlian a third of its extent belongs
chiefly to the transition rocks ; the line of demarcation being east and west,
following the Loire, Tngrande, to beyond Ancenis.Ligne, Elain, and Dreffear.
The opposite portion, containing two-thirds of the area, is divided centrally
by the valley of the Loire from east to west. Its chief geological features
are primitive formations, or azoic crystalline rocks. Wo traces of volcanic
rocks are met with. The rock divisions recognized begin with the lowest
or Primary period ; these are gneiss, crystalline micaceous schist, and
granite, into which the former often pass by insensible gradations. In the
quarries of Saint-Gervais the granite is seen partly stratified ; andprotogeu
granite is observed at Sorinieres. The ordinary direction of the granite
and gneiss is N.W. and S.E. The map shows 36 granitic regions : 16 of
eurite, more or less porphyritic ; 20 of amphibolite ; 59 serpentine ; several
traps ; 25 of Lydian quartz ; 10 of diorite and eclogite, the latter con-
taining garnets. M. Lory has described, in the Transactions by the French
Geological Society the occurrence at La Paquelais, near Monitoir. of
a leptynoid and granitoid gneiss in regularly bedded and almost vertical
strata.

Next are noticed the rocks of the "Periode Phylladienne." The Silurian
rocks occupy a sixth of the area of the northern part. Numerous open
mines of hydroxide of iron are worked. The prevailing direction of the
beds in the west of the department is W. 10° to N.E. 15°, 10° to 15° S.,

plunging 45° to 50° to the S.E. A band of silurian quartzite is found to-

wards the north, and a limestone-marble is met with atD'Erbray and Saint
Julien de Vouvantes, belonging to the Lower Devonian.
The Upper Silurian, in its vicinity, is said to contain masses of crystalline

marble distinct from the Devonian limestone, and bearing fossils character-
istic of the third Silurian fauna of Barrande. Other Devonian beds occur
at Ingrande, Ligne, and the banks of the Loire, etc. Half a kilometre
N.E. of Brulis the schist-zone envelopes a second calcareous marble ; and
at Ecochere the grey or pinkish rock is often mingled with beds of greenish
schist. This deposit is considered to be middle Devonian by Dr. Bureau,
who has found in it some good fossils characteristic of a higher level than
that of Brulis.

North of Ancenis Upper Devonian rocks occur; and north, again, of
these beds is the argillaceous sandstone known as grauwacke, with quart-
zose pudding-stones and clay nodules. The" superficial portion of these
rocks shows vestiges of anthracitic schists and impressions of plants.

Anthracitic deposits occur at Doue in Anjou, at EfTeterie, and Malabrit

;
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aud amongst the vegetable fossils, Pecopteris aqnUina and various Xevro-
pleris are recorded. Up to this point the geological succession of tlie for-
mations has been unbroken ; but on coming to the Secondary period
ue find the Permian, Triassic, and the Jurassic, or more than ibree-
fourths of the Secondary divisioji, missing. The upper part of the Secon-
dary deposit is however found at the forest of Touvais, where the ceno-
manien beds of the cretaceous formation appear; the white chalk, so
common in ascending the Loire, in Touraine, being wanting in the depart-
ment. The Tei'tiary age is represented by the Lower Eocene at Machecoul,
Canipbon, and other places ; and the Upper Miocene at A'ieillevigne,

Laroux, Kottereau, etc. The upper Tertiary or Pliocene is absent. Of
the quaternary deposits, the lower drift, marsh turbaries, and river-de-
posits are met with, spread as usual superficially over various portions of
the district.

The topography of the map is seemingly very good, and as the number
of geological explorers of this interesting region must necessarily.be pro-
portionately small, we trust that ]VI. Cailliaud will find his labours pecu-
niarily rewarded by the purchases by other travellers, to whom this map
"nill prove a very useful companion for other than geological purposes.

Die Wunder der Urtcelt, eine populdre Darstelluncj der Geschichte der
Sch&pfung und des Urzustandes un.seres Weltkorpers, etc. By Dr.
W. F. U. Zimmermann. 8vo. Berlin. 18(il.

The eighteenth part of this popular German treatise is before us, and is

devoted to palaeontology and astronomy. It forms one of a cheap elemen-
tary series, each part price Sd., and composed of forty-eight pages. The
typography and paper are rather better than the average in compilations of
the class ; the letterpress and illustrations much worse. This can be imagined
when we inform our readers that the figure on page 5 of" Elephas prim'uje-

nius [vortueltlicher Elephant) " is i\iKtoi the 31astodon Ohioticiis, although
very badly drawn, especially in the knee-joints, and with an artificial eye
put in the wrong place. A woodcut on page 16 is given, cxiiibiting a
liint and a magnified Xanthidium by its side, which is labelled " Feuen-tein

mit Seestern," while on the same page the triassic star-fish has the name
" Seestern " more correctly applied to it. On page 8, the two human
skeletons from Guadaloupe arc drawn side by side, but on m liolly dificreut

scales, the one which is copied from Cuvier's ' Ossenu-ns Fossiles ' being
al)0ut double the size of the drawing from the British Museum specimen.

The impression which Ur. Zimmermann is kind enough to tell us he means
for an " L^nterkiefer eincs Alligators," and which is, no doubt, A/ii(/cilur

Muntoniensi.s, is perhaps the worse specimen of engraving we have ever

Been, except the Fle-siusaurus on the same page. The following statement

is made :
—" Einem U)i(jehcuer diener Art (/ehort dci.s uitter deni Snmcn lly-

drarchoti (lezeif/te A'lioc/ieiK/eriist von 12(J Eiiss Ldn(fe." Tlie author 18

evidently not aware that later observers have reduced this 12i) feet to 70.

The best and only diagram o\ tlie earth's strata which Dr. Zmnnernianu is

able to give, is the section of the artesian well at J'cntonville ; above w Inch,

a picturesque landscape of liigh mountains, a distant village, poplar-trees,

and a railway train it IWlIemande are proudly tlisplayed. But the vignette

on page 1 is most remarkable. Jt repi-esents an encounter between a miner
armed with a pick, and a gigantic skeleton of something between a Ptero-

dactyle and a jackdaw. Tlie whole thing is so learfuUy grotesque, that we
must forbear to harrow our readers' feelings with its ilcscription. Tiie

cover of the w ork is a golden blaze of Pala'ontolog.y, and is covered w ith
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Plesiosauri spitting? fire, Iguanodons with hook-noses, Pterodactyles which
loolv wondrously like storks, and Hawaiian voleanos bubbling away merrily

at the risk of engulfing the fossil scorpions at their brink. We hope tliat

our German palajontologists really do not seriously promulgate this work
in the hope of its diffusing elementary instruction amongst the masses of

that profound-thinking nation.

Ueher Placodiis f/iffas, Ar/assiz, unci Placodus Andriam, By Dr. Carl

Friedrich Wilhelm Braun. 4to. Miinster: Bayreuth. 1862.

The work before us contains a detailed monograph of this most inter-

esting genus, which was demonstrated by Owen, in tlie year 1858, to be a
reptile, and removed from the class of fishes with which it had been classi-

fied by Agassiz. The most interesting and novel part of the work is the

following statement :

—

" We find in the muschelkalk of the hill at Leineck peculiar flat, broad,

polymorpliic, small or large masses, sometimes a foot in length. They are

composed of bluish-grey flint, in which are embedded numerous small

particles of a darker colour, composed of the fossilized debris of shells,

not larger than one line each. Examined microscopically, we detect a

structure which leaves no doubt that they are the fragments of rather

small and very convex shells. Sometimes we can also distinguish single

teeth and scales of fishes of the same formation, namely, Psammodus,
Hijbodus, and Acrodus. We cannot doubt that these siliceous masses are

coprolites, which must belong to Placodus, for no other saurian or fish of

those triassic strata has been provided with a dentition adapted to crush

hard shells, like those of Terehmtula. The Placodus fed on hard-shelled,

mollusea, and occasionally on fish. It is interesting to compare Owen's
views on the nature of the food of those animals with our account, and to

see how views gained from very opposite points of examination may per-

fectly agree in the final result. B. Owen, guided by the arrangement
and the structure of the teetli, gives us the following ingenious explana-

tion."

Then follows the well-known passage from Prof. Owen's memoir, read
before the Boyal Society, the accuracy of which induction is corroborated

by the German palaeontologist.

Apergu Geologique du Departement de la Moselle. Par C. Fridrici, Pro-
fesseur aux Ecoles Municipales de Metz. Leipzig : J. Eothschild.

1862.

An unpretentious little book, in a paper cover, illustrated with woodcuts
of the most ordinary character, and creditable onl3% as engravings, to an
engraver's youngest apprentice. But we do not mean to laugh at them
either, although one of them is printed upside down ; anybody can see that,

because houses do not adhere to roofs of caverns, but point their chimneys
unwards in the air. " In producing this book," says the author, " we do
not pretend to offer a complete study of the geology of our department

;

it is simply a resume made in the hope of its being useful to those of our
])upils who, after having followed our lessons, would wish to make in our
country application of that which they have learnt." Indeed, Monsieur
Fridrici, we have a respect for your humble little hrochure. and if English

schoolmasters would do as much, and as well, for their pupils as you have

done for yours, we should have more and better young geologists than we
have. Sincerely we echo your wish, that your efforts may bring forth the

fruits you desire.
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MANUAL
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LAND AND FRESHWATER MOLLUSKS
INHABITING THE BEITISH ISLES.
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NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA.

About tliree years ago I was fortunate enough to become the possessor

of one of the most perfect collections of British Shells (many with the

animal in spirits) in this country. It consists of the collections of William
Metcalfe, Esq., and of the late Dr. Gaskoin, of London, and of the late

Dr. Knapp, of Edinburgh, an-anged in one. Mr. Metcalfe and Dr. Knapp
had been zealous scientific collectors ; and both had worked assiduously with
the dredge. My thoughts being turned by this event, more particularly

than hitherto, to British Conchology, I began to reflect on its present state

as advanced by Forbes and Hanley, and to consider whetlier it might be

possible to contribute in any way to its furtlun- advancement. Havini,'

worked for twenty years on Mr. Cuming's collection of Foreign Shells, and
critically examined, described, and figured during that period probably not
fewer than fifteen thousand species and varieties (Conch. Iconica, PI. 1768
just published), it oeciured to me that it might be useful to bring the results

of this experience to bear on our knowledge of British forms.
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British Concliology lias never been studied in this country except with

limited views as to its bearings with the conchology of other parts of the

globe. I had, moreover, two other reasons for endea\ om'irig to turn my
collection of British Conchology and experience of Foreign Conchology to ac-

coimt ;—there has been an urgent want for some years past of an inexpensive

manual, that might be generally available to students, and illvistrations of the

living mollusk are also wanted of more definition than mere outline sketches.

With these three points in view, namely, cheapness, good illustrative

figures, details of foreign distribution, I have commenced with the land and

freshwater species, making it a book complete in itself, in order that the

marine species may remain oj)en for future consideration. Thanks to the

Eev. M. J. Berkeley, and to the painstaking research of my artist, Mr. O.

Jewitt, I have been fortunate in obtaining figures from the life of most of the

genera. To complete the series, I have availed myself of some of the animal

figures of Moquin-Tandon. The shells of all the species, from two to fom^

views of each, have been drawn by Mr. Sowerby.

It may be thought by some, that I have been unnecessarily long in the

preparation of so small a work, but, though limited to only a hundi'ed and

twenty species, I could not have accompKshed it to my satisfaction in less

time. Three seasons have been devoted to the collecting of as many living

specimens as possible; and I have worked out and published extensive mono-

graphs of foreign species, for the sake of showing the bearings of each on its

representatives in Britain. In some cases, Vifrina for example, as many as

eighty foreign species have been separately examined in order to amve
at a knowledge of the representatives in other parts of the world of a single

British one.

Specimens of the Engravings.

1^
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CONCHOLOGIA ICONICA IN MONOGEAPHS.

Geneva. Plates. £. s. d.
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Cardium 22

1

3

n
1 8

Cassidaeia 1 1
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Chiton 33 2 2

Chitonellus 1 1 G

COLUMBELLA 37 2 7

CoNus 47 3 11

coebula 5 g c

Crania 1 16
Ceassatella 3 4
Ceenatula 2 3
Crepidula 5 6 6

Crhcibulum 7 9

CrcLOPHoEUS 20 1 5 6

Cyclostoma 23

Ctmbium 26
Ctpb^a 27
Ctpeicaedia 2
Delphinula 5

DOLIUM 8
DONAX 9

Ebuena 1

Fasciolaeia 7
FiCULA 1

19
1 13
1 14

3

6 6

10 6
12 6

16
9

16
FiSSUEELLA 16 10 6

1 6

.13 5

. 1

. 8

. 1

Fusrs 21

Glauconome 1 1 6

Haliotis 17 1 1

Haepa 4
Helix 210

Hemipecten 1

Hemisinus 6
Hinnites 1

Hippopus 1

Ianthina 5

lo 3
ISOCAKDIA 1

Leptopoma 8

LiNGULA 2

LiTHODOMUS 5

Littoeina 18
LUCINA 11 14
luthaeia 5 070
Mactea 21 16 6

Malleus 3 4

6

6
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6 6

4
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Genera. Plates. £. s.

Mangelia b 10
Melania 59 3 14
Melanopsis 3 4
Melatoua 3 4
]Mesalia & Eglisia 1 1

Mesodesma 4 5

Meta 1 1

MiTBA 39 2 10
MODIOLA 11 14
MONOCEBOS 4 5

MuEEX 36 2

Mtadoea 1 1

Myochama 1 1

Mytilus 11 14
Nassa 29 1 17
Natica 30 1 18
Nautilus 6 8

Navicella 8 10
Neeita 19 1 4
Neeitina 37 2 7
Oliva 30 1 18

Oniscia 1 1

Paludomus 3 4
Paetula 4 5

Patella 42 2 13

Pecten 35 2 4
Pectunculus 9 11

Pedum 1 1

Peena 6 8

PuASIANELLA 6 8

Phoeus 3 4

Pinna 34 2 3
PiKE.NA 2 3
Placunanomia 3 4
Pleueotoma 40 2 10
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Psammotella 1 1
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Pyrula 9 11
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Umbrella 1 1

VOLUTA 22 1 8
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" This great work is intended to embrace a complete description and illustration of the Shells of Mol-
luscous Animals; and so far as we have seen, it is not such as to disappoint the large expectations that

have been formed respecting it. The figures of the Shells are all of full size : in the descriptions a careful

Analysis is given oi' the labours of others ; and the author has apparently spared no pains to make the

work a standard authority on the subject of which it treats." Athenaeum.

LOVELL REEVE & CO., 5, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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